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Foreword

The last ten years have seen a gradual fragmentation of the Automated Reason-
ing community into various disparate groups, each with its own conference: the
Conference on Automated Reasoning (CADE), the International Workshop on
First-Order Theorem Proving (FTP), and the International Conference on Au-
tomated Reasoning with Analytic Tableau and Related Methods (TABLEAUX)
to name three. During 1999, various members of these three communities dis-
cussed the idea of holding a joint conference in 2001 to bring our communities
together again. The plan was to hold a one-off conference for 2001, to be repeated
if it proved a success. This volume contains the papers presented at the resulting
event: the first International Joint Conference on Automated Reasoning (IJCAR
2001), held in Siena, Italy, from June 18–23, 2001.

We received 88 research papers and 24 systems descriptions as submissions.
Each submission was fully refereed by at least three peers who were asked to
write a report on the quality of the submissions. These reports were accessible to
members of the programme committee via a web-based system specially designed
for electronic discussions. As a result we accepted 37 research papers and 19
system descriptions, which make up these proceedings. In addition, this volume
contains full papers or extended abstracts from the five invited speakers.

Ten one-day workshops and four tutorials were held during IJCAR 2001. The
automated theorem proving system competition (CASC) was organized by Geoff
Sutcliffe to evaluate the performance of sound, fully automatic, classical, first-
order automated theorem proving systems. The third Workshop on Inference in
Computational Semantics (ICoS-3) and the 9th Symposium on the Integration
of Symbolic Computation and Mechanized Reasoning (CALCULEMUS-2001)
were co-located with IJCAR 2001, and held their own associated workshops and
produced their own separate proceedings.

We would like to acknowledge the enormous amount of work put in by the
members of the program committee, the various steering committees, the IJCAR
officials, and additional referees named on the following pages. In particular,
we would like to thank Fabio Massacci and Marco Baioletti for organizing the
conference itself, Gernot Salzer for installing and maintaining the software for
our web-based reviewing procedure, and Gertrud Bauer for assembling these
proceedings. Finally, we thank the sponsors named on the following pages for
their financial support.

Rajeev Goré, Alexander Leitsch and Tobias Nipkow
April 2001
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Program Termination Analysis by Size-Change
Graphs (Abstract)

Neil D. Jones

DIKU, University of Copenhagen, e-mail: neil@diku.dk

Size-change analysis is based on size-change graphs giving local approximations
to parameter size changes derivable from program syntax. The “size-change ter-
mination” principle for a first-order functional language with well-founded data
is: a program terminates on all inputs if every infinite call sequence (following
program control flow) would cause an infinite descent in some data values. Two
termination detection algorithms are given in [9]: one involving Büchi automata
that directly realizes the definition; and a more useful one involving a closure
algorithm on a set of size-change graphs.

Termination analysis based on this principle seems simpler, more general and
more automatic than other work in the literature: lexicographic orders, mutually
recursive function calls and permuted arguments are all handled automatically
and without special treatment, with no need for human-supplied argument orders,
or theorem-proving search methods not certain to terminate at analysis time.

Finally, the problem’s intrinsic complexity is surprisingly high: complete for
pspace. An interesting consequence: many other analyses found in the termina-
tion and quasi-termination literature are also pspace hard.

Some examples of terminating programs.

1. Program with permuted parameters:

p(m,n,r) = if r>0 then 1:p(m, r-1, n) else
if n>0 then 2:p(r, n-1 ,m)
else m

2. Program with permuted and possibly discarded parameters:

f(x,y) = if y=[] then x else
if x=[] then 1:f(y, tl y)
else 2:f(y, tl x)

3. Function with lexically ordered parameters:

a(m,n) = if m=0 then n+1 else
if n=0 then 1:a(m-1, 1)

else 2:a(m-1, 3:a(m,n-1))

Claim: These programs all terminate for a common reason: any infinite call
sequence (regardless of test outcomes) causes infinite descent in one or more
values. Examples 1, 2 seem to possess no natural lexical descent. In fact, the
reasoning is necessarily tricky, since the problem is pspace-hard. Two algorithms
are given in [9] to perform the test automatically.

Theorem 1. Size-change termination is decidable in polynomial space.

R. Goré, A. Leitsch, and T. Nipkow (Eds.): IJCAR 2001, LNAI 2083, pp. 1–4, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001



2 N.D. Jones

Theorem 2. Size-change termination is pspace-hard.

A known pspace-complete problem: Given a Boolean program b, To decide
whether b terminates. Proof idea: Given Boolean program b, construct a pro-
gram p of size polynomial in the size of b such that b terminates if and only if p
is not size-change terminating.

Corollary 1. The termination and quasi-termination criteria of [2,5,7,10,13]
all are pspace-hard.

Proof. Point: These analyses all give correct results when applied to programs
whose data flow is similar to that of p above. The proof is essentially the same,
with the construction modified as necessary to make the program fail the condi-
tion tested by the respective method, just when the Boolean program terminates.

Related Work. The pspace lower bound is the first such result of which we
are aware. The termination algorithm, though, has counterparts in other areas.

Typed functional programs. Abel and Altenkirch [1] developed a system called
foetus that accepts as input mutual recursive function definitions over strict
positive datatypes. It returns a lexical ordering on the arguments of the pro-
gram’s functions, if one exists. The method of [9] handles programs with or
without such a lexical ordering.

Term rewriting systems. TRS termination analyses often perform expensive
searches for a suitable ordering to solve a set of inequalities; e.g., in [15], a
heuristic is given for automatically generating a general class of transformation
orderings, which includes the lexical order. In the present work, it has not been
the aim to look for orderings. Size-change termination naturally subsumes an
interesting class of orderings, including the lexical ordering, and the ordering for
the example with permuted and discarded parameters, which is not obvious.

One TRS application is to model semantics of functional programs. A func-
tional program is easily translated into a TRS whose termination implies that of
the subject program. Unfortunately, the result is often non-simply-terminating,
which means the usual approach (find an order so the LHS of each rewrite rule
is strictly greater than the RHS), does not work. To treat such TRS, Arts and
Giesl [3,4,6] applied programming intuition to develop stronger methods. Unfor-
tunately, this required extending existing techniques for TRS termination; and
expensive searches for suitable orderings. For a term-rewriting perspective, these
methods are able to a handle a larger class of TRS than dealt with before. For
analyzing functional programs, our dataflow approach seems less circuitous.

Finally, for TRS corresponding to programs, the polynomial interpretation
method for discovering orderings [6] can sometimes provide an alternative to size
analysis by appropriately interpreting function symbols in the subject program
(when it succeeds). The approach in [9] is instead to factor out size analysis
as an orthogonal concern, and focus on the size-change termination principle
and its application. This appears to give a natural separation of concerns when
analyzing termination of programs.
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Logic programs. There has been extensive research on automatic termination
analysis for logic programs. As explained in [13], it is not always obvious that a
predicate will terminate when executed with unusual instantiation patterns, or
that a predicate always terminates on backtracking. For interpreters that have
a choice of evaluation orders, termination analysis is especially important.

Some analyses that have been described for logic programs (e.g., in [11,14])
use a simple criterion: for every recursive invocation of a predicate, determine
that the sum over a subset of input fields (fixed for each predicate) is strictly
decreased. This does not allow handling of lexical descent. The strength of these
methods derives from aggressive size analysis, which enables, in particular, sort-
ing routines (quicksort and insertion sort) to be handled automatically. It is also
possible to incorporate size analysis into the present approach, but our aim has
been to investigate the size-change termination principle by itself.

Some logic program termination analyzers use a termination criterion com-
patible with size-change termination [10,5]. The analysis in [13] has been ex-
tended to a termination analyzer for Prolog programs called Termilog [10]. It
turns out that Termilog can solve size-change termination problems precisely via
a suitable encoding. In fact, our graph-based algorithm, although devised inde-
pendently, is in essence a functional programming counterpart of the Termilog
algorithm. Thus the pspace hardness result applies to Termilog’s Analysis.

All the works on Prolog termination that we are aware of devote much at-
tention to orthogonal issues such as uninstantiated variables and size analysis.
While no doubt important in practice, an impression is created that the com-
plexity of Prolog termination stems from these concerns; but our complexity
result sayss that the core size-change termination principle is intrinsically hard.

Quasi-termination. The pspace hardness construction can be modified to show
that the in-situ descent criterion for quasi-termination in [2] is pspace hard.
Glenstrup [7] shows one way that quasitermination analysis techniques can be
used for termination.
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1 Introduction

Security protocols aim to protect the honest users of a network from the dishon-
est ones. Asymmetric (public key) cryptography is valuable, though it is normally
used in conjunction with symmetric cryptography, where two users share a secret
key, Asymmetric cryptography is typically used to securely exchange symmetric
keys, which carry the bulk of the traffic. This mode of operation is faster than
using expensive public-key encryption exclusively. It is also more secure, since
the symmetric keys can be changed frequently. However, the protocol used to set
up of this communication must be designed with care. For example, each mes-
sage typically includes a nonce: a freshly-generated number that the other party
must include in his response; the first party then knows that the response was
not an old message replayed by an intruder. Many flaws have been discovered in
security protocols [5].

Security protocol verification technologies have progressed in recent years. A
variety of tools are available for analyzing protocols. Model checking is excellent
for debugging a protocol, finding attacks in seconds [6,7]. Theorem proving is
valuable too: it can analyze protocols in more detail and handles the protocols
that are too big for model checking. Subgoals presented to the user suggest
possible failure modes and give insights into how the protocol operates.

Past work on protocol verification has focused on protocols arising from the
academic community. Only seldom have deployed protocols been investigated,
such as Kerberos [3], SSL [8] and SSL’s successor, TLS [12]. Past work has largely
focused on key exchange protocols. Such protocols allow two participants (in-
variably called Alice and Bob) to agree on a session key : a short-term symmetric
key. In this paper, I would like to describe a project, joint with Bella, Massacci
and Tramontano, to verify a very large commercial protocol: SET, or Secure
Electronic Transactions [15].

2 The SET Protocol

People normally pay for goods purchased over the Internet using a credit card.
They give their card number to the merchant, who claims the cost of the goods

R. Goré, A. Leitsch, and T. Nipkow (Eds.): IJCAR 2001, LNAI 2083, pp. 5–12, 2001.
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against it. To prevent eavesdroppers from stealing the card number, the transac-
tion is encrypted using the SSL protocol. This arrangement requires the customer
and merchant to trust each other: an undesirable requirement even in face-to-face
transactions, and across the Internet it admits unacceptable risks.

{ The cardholder is protected from eavesdroppers but not from the merchant
himself. Some merchants are dishonest: pornographers have charged more
than the advertised price, expecting their customers to be too embarrassed
to complain. Some merchants are incompetent: a million credit card numbers
have recently been stolen from Internet sites whose managers had not applied
patches (available free from Microsoft) to fix security holes [9].

{ The merchant has no protection against dishonest customers who supply an
invalid credit card number or who claim a refund from their bank without
cause. Contrary to popular belief, it is not the cardholder but the merchant
who has the most to lose from fraud. Legislation in most countries protects
the consumer.

The SET protocol aims to reduce fraud by introducing a preliminary regis-
tration phase. Both cardholders and merchants must register with a certificate
authority (CA) before they can engage in transactions. The cardholder thereby
obtains electronic credentials to prove that he is trustworthy. The merchant
similarly registers and obtains credentials. These credentials do not contain sen-
sitive details such as credit card numbers. Later, when the customer wants to
make purchases, he and the merchant exchange their credentials. If both parties
are satisfied then they can proceed with the transaction. Credentials must be
renewed every few years, and presumably are not issued to known fraudsters.

SET comprises 15 subprotocols, or transactions, in all. Some observers, noting
its extreme complexity, predict that it will never be deployed. However, the
recent large rise in credit card fraud [1] suggests that current arrangements are
unsustainable. SET or a derivative protocol may well be deployed in the next
several years. To a researcher, SET has a further attraction: it makes heavy use
of primitives such as digital envelopes that protocol verifiers have not examined
before now.

3 Cardholder Registration

As described above, each cardholder must register before he is allowed to make
purchases. He proves his identity by supplying personal information previously
shared with his issuing bank. He chooses a private key, which he will use later
to sign orders for goods, and registers the corresponding public key, which mer-
chants can use to verify his signature. In keeping with normal practice, SET
requires each participant to have separate key pairs for signature and encryp-
tion.

Cardholder registration comprises six messages:

1. The cardholder contacts the CA to request registration.
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2. The CA replies, returning its public key certificates. These contain the CA’s
public keys (which the cardholder needs for the next phase) and are signed
by the Root Certificate Authority (so that the cardholder knows they are
genuine).

3. The cardholder requests a registration form. In this message, he submits his
credit card number to the CA.

4. The CA uses the credit card number to determine the cardholder’s issuing
bank and returns an appropriate registration form.

5. The cardholder chooses an asymmetric public/private key pair. He submits
the public key along with the completed registration form to the CA, who
forwards it to the bank.

6. The bank checks the various details, and if satisfied, authorises the CA to
issue credentials. The CA signs a certificate that includes the cardholder’s
public signature key and the cryptographic hash of a number — the PAN-
Secret — known only to the CA and cardholder. Finally the cardholder
receives the credentials and is ready to go shopping.

Does verifying cardholder registration serve any purpose? The payment phase
performs the actual E-commerce, and protocol verifiers often assume that partic-
ipants already possess all needed credentials. However, cardholder registration is
a challenging protocol, particularly when it comes to proving that the PANSecret
is actually secret.

The most interesting feature of cardholder registration, from the viewpoint
of verification, is its use of digital envelopes. To send a long message to the CA,
the cardholder generates a fresh symmetric key and encrypts the message, using
public key encryption only to deliver the session key to the CA. As mentioned at
the start of this paper, this combination of symmetric and asymmetric encryption
is more efficient and secure than using asymmetric encryption alone. However,
the two-stage process makes a protocol harder to analyze. The most complicated
case is with the last message exchange, where the cardholder sends the CA two
session keys. One of these keys encrypts the cardholder’s message and the other
encrypts the CA’s reply.

We could simplify the protocol by eliminating digital envelopes and remov-
ing unnecessary encryption. However, the resulting protocol would be trivial.
Experience shows that simplifying out implementation details can hide major
errors [14]. Cardholder registration is valuable preparation for the eventual ver-
ification of the purchase phase.

4 The Secrecy Proofs

We use the inductive method of protocol verification, which has been described
elsewhere [11,13]. This operational semantics assumes a population of honest
agents obeying the protocol and a dishonest agent (the Spy) who can steal mes-
sages intended for other agents, decrypt them using any keys at his disposal and
send new messages as he pleases. Some of the honest agents are compromised,
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meaning the Spy has full access to their secrets. A protocol is modelled by the
set of all possible traces of events that it can generate. Events are of three forms:

{ SaysABX means A sends message X to B.
{ GetsAX means A receives message X.
{ NotesAX means A stores X in its internal state.

The model of Cardholder Registration is largely the work of Bella, Massacci
and Tramontano, who devoted many hours to decrypting 1000 pages of SET
documentation [2]. We have flattened the hierarchy of certificate authorities.
The Root Certificate Authority is responsible for certifying all the other CAs.
Our model includes compromised CAs — as naturally it should — though we
assume that the root is uncompromised. The compromised CAs complicate the
proofs considerably, since large numbers of session keys and other secrets fall
into the hands of the Spy. Here is a brief summary of the notation:

{ set_cr is the set of traces allowed by Cardholder Registration
{ used is the set of items appearing in the trace, to express freshness
{ symkeys is the set of symmetric keys1

{ Nonce, Key, Agent, Crypt and Hash are message constructors
{ {|X1, ..., Xn|} is an n-component message

Here is part of the specification, the inductive rule for message 5. Variable
evs5 refers to the current event trace:

[[evs5 ∈ set_cr; C = Cardholder k;
Nonce NC3 /∈ used evs5; Nonce CardSecret /∈ used evs5; NC3 6=CardSecret;
Key KC2 /∈ used evs5; KC2 ∈ symKeys;
Key KC3 /∈ used evs5; KC3 ∈ symKeys; KC2 6=KC3;
cardSK /∈ symKeys; ...
Gets C ... ∈ set evs5;
Says C (CA i) ... ∈ set evs5 ]]

=⇒ Says C (CA i)
{|Crypt KC3 {|Agent C, Nonce NC3, Key KC2, Key cardSK,

Crypt (invKey cardSK)
(Hash{|Agent C, Nonce NC3, Key KC2,

Key cardSK, Pan(pan C), Nonce
CardSecret |}) |},

Crypt EKi {|Key KC3, Pan (pan C), Nonce CardSecret |}|}
# evs5 ∈ set_cr

Much has been elided from this rule, but we can see several things:

{ the generation of two fresh nonces, NC3 and CardSecret

{ the generation of two fresh symmetric keys, KC2 and KC3, to be used as session
keys

{ a message encrypted using EKi (the CA’s public key) and containing the
credit card number (pan C) and the key KC3

1 In an implementation, a symmetric key occupies 8 bytes while an asymmetric one
occupies typically 128 bytes, so the two types are easily distinguishable.
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{ a message encrypted using KC3 and containing the symmetric key KC2 and
the cardholder’s public signature key, cardSK

The two encrypted messages constitute a digital envelope.
The PANSecret mentioned in §3 above is computed as the exclusive-OR of

other secret numbers generated by the cardholder and the CA. Do these num-
bers really remain secret? Since they are encrypted using symmetric keys, the
proof requires a lemma that symmetric keys remain secret. Two complications
are that some symmetric keys do not remain secret, namely those involving a
compromised CA, and that some symmetric keys are used to encrypt others.
The latter point means that the loss of one key can compromise a second key,
leading possibly to unlimited losses.

The problem of one secret depending on another has occurred previously,
with the Yahalom [10] and Kerberos [3] protocols. Both of these are simple:
the dependency relation links only two items. Cardholder registration has many
dependency relationships. It also has a dependency chain of length three: in the
last message, a secret number is encrypted using a key (KC2) that was itself
encrypted using another key (KC3).

Fortunately, the method described in earlier work generalizes naturally to this
case and to chains of any length. While the definitions become more complicated
than before, they follow a uniform pattern. The idea is to define a relation, for
a given trace, between pairs of secret items: (K,X) are related if the loss of the
key K leads to the loss of the key or nonce X. Two new observations can be
made about the dependency relation:

{ It should ignore messages sent by the Spy, since nothing belonging to him
counts as secret. This greatly simplifies some proofs.

{ It must be transitive, since a dependency chain leading to a compromise
could have any length. Past protocols were too simple to reveal this point.

Secrecy of session keys is proved as it was for Kerberos IV [3], by defining
the relation KeyCryptKey DK K evs. This relation captures instances of message 5
in which somebody other than the Spy uses KC3 to encrypt KC2 in the event
trace evs. The session key compromise theorem states that a given key can be
lost only by the keys related to it by KeyCryptKey. The form of this lemma has
been discussed elsewhere [10]; it handles cases of the induction in which some
session keys are compromised. Using this lemma, we can prove that no symmetric
keys are lost in a communication between honest participants:

[[CA i /∈ bad; K ∈ symKeys; evs ∈ set_cr;
Says (Cardholder k) (CA i) X ∈ set evs; Key K ∈ parts {X} ]]

=⇒ Key K /∈ analz (knows Spy evs)

Any symmetric key that is part of a message X sent by a cardholder (that is, Key
K ∈ parts {X}) is not derivable from material visible to the Spy (that is, Key K

/∈ analz (knows Spy evs)).
Given that the session keys are secure, we might hope to find a simple proof

that nonces encrypted using those keys remain secret. However, secrecy proofs
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for nonces require the same treatment as secrecy proofs for keys. We must define
the dependency relation between keys and nonces and prove a lemma analogous
to the one shown above.

Secrecy of nonces is proved as it was for Yahalom [10], except that there
are many key-nonce relationships rather than one. Note also the occurrences of
KeyCryptKey, which allow for longer dependency chains.

KeyCryptNonce DK N (ev # evs) =
(KeyCryptNonce DK N evs ∨
(case ev of

Says A B Z ⇒
A 6= Spy ∧
((∃ X Y. Z = {|Crypt DK {|Agent A, Nonce N, X |}, Y |}) ∨
(∃ K i X Y.

Z = Crypt K {|sign (priSK i) {|Agent B, Nonce N, X |}, Y |} ∧
(DK=K ∨ KeyCryptKey DK K evs)) ∨

(∃ K i NC3 Y.
Z = Crypt K

{|sign (priSK i) {|Agent B, Nonce NC3, Agent(CA i), Nonce N |},
Y |} ∧

(DK=K ∨ KeyCryptKey DK K evs)) ∨
(∃ i. DK = priEK i))

| Gets A’ X ⇒ False
| Notes A’ X ⇒ False))

Finally, we can show that the secrets exchanged by the parties in the final
handshake remain secure.

[[CA i /∈ bad;
Says (Cardholder k) (CA i)
{|X, Crypt EKi {|Key KC3, Pan p, Nonce CardSecret |}|} ∈ set evs;
...; evs ∈ set_cr ]]

=⇒ Nonce CardSecret /∈ analz (knows Spy evs)

This theorem concerns the cardholder’s secret. There is an analogous one for the
CA’s secret.

G. Bella has proved that the credit card number also remains secret. It looks
straightforward: the number is encrypted using the CA’s public key, which is
secure provided the CA is uncompromised. As usual, however, the proof is harder
than it looks. It requires a lemma stating that no symmetric keys are of any use
to the spy for stealing a credit card number. This lemma looks obvious too, but
both it and the main theorem are non-trivial inductions. Their proofs together
require about one CPU minute.

Why are proofs so difficult and slow? The digital envelopes and digital sig-
nature conventions are to blame. Compared with other protocols analyzed using
the inductive method, cardholder registration has nested encryption, resulting in
huge case splits. The verifier is sometimes presented with a giant subgoal span-
ning many pages of text. One should not attempt to prove such a monstrosity
but instead to improve the simplification so that it does not occur again.
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5 Observations about Cardholder Registration

The proofs suggest that cardholder registration is secure. However, some anoma-
lous features come to light. These do not derive from the formal analysis but
merely by a close inspection of the protocol.

There is unnecessary encryption. The cardholder’s signature verification key
is encrypted, when it is a public key! The cardholder certificate is also encrypted,
when it is of no use to anyone but the cardholder. Public-key certificates are
nearly always sent in clear; this encryption is presumably intended to strengthen
confidence in SET and to reassure cardholders. Nonces whose purpose is to
ensure freshness do not have to be encrypted, but in SET they usually are. This
forces KeyCryptNonce to take them into account, increasing the expression blow-
up in secrecy proofs. We have a paradox: protocol designers who are concerned
about security will include additional encryption, but that encryption actually
makes the protocol more difficult to verify.

I observed two insecurities. The cardholder is not required to generate a fresh
signature key pair, but may register an old one. There is a risk that this old one
could be compromised. SET accordingly includes a further security measure: a
secret number known to the cardholder, which he later uses as a password. This
PANSecret is the exclusive-OR of numbers chosen by the two parties (see §4),
and the cardholder chooses his number before the CA does. Since exclusive-OR
is invertible, a criminal working for a CA can give every cardholder the same
PANSecret.

This combination of insecurities introduces some risk that a criminal could
impersonate the cardholder. The cardholder’s implementation of SET can repair
the first defect by always generating a fresh signature key pair. The second defect
is, in principle, easy to fix: simply change the computation of the PANSecret,
replacing the exclusive-OR by cryptographic hashing. But that unfortunately is
a change to the protocol itself.

6 Conclusions

Our joint work has been fruitful. We had been able to specify and verify card-
holder registration. Our model is abstract but retains much detail. We can prove
secrecy in the presence of digital envelopes. We have strengthened our previous
work on the relationships between secrets. There must be a connection with Co-
hen’s secrecy invariant [4], though I am not sure of the details. We look forward
to analyzing the remainder of SET.

Acknowledgements. Thanks above all to my colleagues G. Bella, F. Massacci
and P. Tramontano for their many months devoted to understanding the SET
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Abstract. Algorithms and datastructures form the kernel of any effi-
cient theorem prover. In this abstract we discuss research on algorithms
and datastructures for efficient theorem proving based on our experi-
ence with the theorem prover Vampire. We also briefly overview other
works related to algorithms and datastructures, and to efficient theorem
proving in general.

1 Introduction

To implement an efficient automatic theorem prover, one has to put together at
least three ingredients: good theory, efficient algorithms and datastructures, and
clever heuristics.1 In the recent years, a considerable progress has been made in
the theory of resolution-based systems. This theory is build upon completeness
theorems for resolution calculi with notions of redundant inferences and redun-
dant derivations [6,63]. The theory is well-understood, but a good theory alone
is not enough to implement an efficient prover.

The progress in theory can be characterized by the following observation: a
prover based on the theory known in 1970 would now be hopelessly inefficient
(unrestricted resolution and paramodulation, use of function reflexivity axioms).
A prover based on the theory known in 1980 would outperform a 1970 prover
by several orders of magnitude on difficult problems (mainly because of the use
of simplification orderings). Compared to a 1980 prover, a prover based on the
theory of 1990 would be several orders of magnitude faster on many difficult
problems and moreover more flexible due to some new theoretical results (the
general theory of redundancy, selection functions).

Since the first paper on resolution theorem proving [77], many theorem
provers were developed by various researchers and groups. The most consis-
tent implementation efforts were undertaken at Argonne National Laboratory;
they resulted in the development of a series of systems, including Logic Machine
Architecture [44,43] and Otter [51]. The nature of research at Argonne was for-
mulated in [42]: controlling redundancy in large search spaces. Recently, several
new efficient first-order theorem provers emerged, including the resolution-based
provers Spass [96,95], E [78,79], Gandalf [89], Vampire [70,75], Bliksem [16], and
1 See [56] for a similar observation.
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SCOTT [82]; the model-elimination based prover Setheo [40], and the equational
provers Waldmeister [34] and Fiesta (see [59]).

These provers are extremely efficient. For example the Steamroller problem
discussed some time ago in the literature [87] is now a trivial problem for all
of these systems. Several open problems solved by Otter in 1993 [50] can now
be routinely solved by some of these provers. However, there are many first-
order problems coming from various applications, which are still beyond the
capabilities of the state-of-the-art provers. Since first-order logic is undecidable,
it is unreasonable to expect new systems to efficiently solve all of them in the
near future. However, if we can increase performance of the modern provers by
several orders of magnitude for a large number of such problems, many of these
problems will be routinely solved, thus saving time for application developers.

In our opinion, such a drastic increase in efficiency in the near future will
be mainly based on the development of new algorithms and datastructures, and
understanding how the theory developed so far can be efficiently implemented on
top of the existing architectures of theorem provers.

2 How Do Efficient Datastructures Influence Performance

Before implementing Vampire, I implemented several more or less functioning
theorem provers in REFAL [91], LISP, and Prolog. Efficiency was not an aim. I
was interested in comparing their behavior when different methods were imple-
mented (for example, [92] implemented the inverse method).

In 1993 Dominique Bolignano invited me to visit his research group at Bull,
near Paris, for about two months. As part of my visit to Bull I gave a talk on
theorem proving by the inverse method and seemed to convince the audience
that the inverse method is worth trying. However, my old implementation of the
inverse method was not maintained, while the new implementation did not exist.
Then I decided to implement an efficient prover. The development of the new
prover Vampire has changed considerably my perception of automated theorem
proving. The first surprise came when I compared the behaviour of my newly
implemented prover with that of Otter. When both provers used hyperresolution
for solving the same problems, in the first few seconds of proof-search their
performance was comparable. But after a few seconds Otter kept up making
inferences at the same pace, while Vampire seemed to enter a deadlock. A simple
profiling has shown that nearly all of the running time was spent on forward
subsumption. So my first exercise in efficient theorem proving was to implement
efficiently forward subsumption.2 Search for literature on efficient subsumption
did not help very much: although I could find a paper on efficient subsumption
[29], the algorithm of this paper was not very useful when every newly generated
clause had to be checked for subsumption with over 105 clauses in the current
search space.

Search for an efficient subsumption algorithm resulted in discovery of the code
tree indexing technique described in [93] and improved in [72]. After implemen-
2 The value of subsumption was also observed by the Argonne group [97].
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tation of code trees for forward subsumption, the performance of Vampire when
running hyperresolution was comparable to that of Otter. From 1998 Vampire
is implemented and maintained by Alexandre Riazanov. The rest of this paper
describes some aspects of what Vampire has taught me about efficient theorem
proving.

3 Saturation-Based Resolution Theorem Proving

All of the modern resolution-based first-order theorem provers implement some
variant of the given clause algorithm [51,42]. Several variants of this algo-
rithm are overviewed in [71,95]. One of the versions, roughly corresponding to
those used in Otter and Fiesta, is shown in Figure 1 (taken from [71]). It is
parametrized by several procedures explained below:

– select is the clause selection function. It decides which clause should be
selected for activation.

– infer is the function that performs inferences between the current clause
current and the set of active clauses active. This function returns the set of
clauses obtained by all such possible inferences. This function varies from
system to system. Usually, infer applies inferences in some complete infer-
ence system of resolution with paramodulation.

– simplify(set , by) is a procedure that performs simplification. It deletes re-
dundant clauses from set and simplifies some clauses in set using the clauses
in by . To preserve completeness, the simplified clauses are always moved to
passive. Typically, deleted clauses include tautologies and those clauses sub-
sumed by clauses in by . A typical example of simplification is rewriting by
unit equalities in by .

– Likewise, inner simplify simplifies clauses in new using other clauses in new .

When we simplify new using the clauses in active ∪ passive, we speak of
forward simplification; when we simply active and passive using the clauses in
new , we speak of backward simplification. The name given clause algorithm is
due to the fact that the clause current is called the given clause in Otter’s
terminology.

It is instructive to explain several problems facing implementors of the given
clause algorithm, to show the gap between the theory and practice of resolution-
based theorem proving. In theory, it is not hard to prove that this algorithm is
complete, provided that the underlying logical calculus is complete. In practice,
at least two problems arise. Both problems are due to the fast growth of the
search space. The first problem is how to select the right current clause in a
huge set of passive clauses. This problem can be solved only by a large number
of experiments over a large collection of problems. The most common approach
is to maintain several priority queues on passive clauses, and pick up clauses from
this priority queues. A very popular technique is to maintain two queues in which
the clauses are prioritized by their weight and age, respectively. The clauses are
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input: init : set of clauses ;
var active, passive, new : sets of clauses ;
var current : clause ;
active := ∅ ;
passive := init ;
while passive 6= ∅ do
current := select(passive) ;
passive := passive − {current} ;
active := active ∪ {current} ;
new := infer(current , active) ;
if goal found(new) then return provable ;
inner simplify(new) ;
simplify(new , active ∪ passive) ;
if goal found(new) then return provable ;
simplify(active,new) ;
simplify(passive,new) ;
if goal found(active ∪ passive) then return provable ;
passive := passive ∪ new

od ;
return unprovable

Fig. 1. A Given Clause Algorithm

picked from the queues using the so-called age-weight ratio (also called the pick-
given ratio); for example if the ratio is 1:5, than out of each 6 picked clauses,
1 will be selected as the oldest clause, and 5 as the lightest clauses. The prover
E maintains more than two queues. Even this simple clause selection scheme
creates many problems, when clauses must be deleted from the search space (for
example, when the available memory is exhausted), since every clause may be
kept in several priority queues. The best clause selection strategies are not yet
well-understood.

Another serious problem is caused by the proliferation of passive clauses. A
large number of passive clauses results in deterioration of the proof-search speed
and huge memory consumption. To illustrate this, we provide statistics on an un-
successful run of Vampire with the time limit of 1 minute on the TPTP problem
ANA003-1. During this run, 261,573 clauses were generated. The overall num-
ber of active clauses was 1,967, the overall number of passive clauses 236,389. To
cope with the problems of passive clauses, several solutions have been proposed.
For example, to impose a weight limit on clauses and increase the weight limit,
if the prover unsuccessfully terminates with the current weight limit.

The most radical solution to the passive clauses problem was originally im-
plemented in DISCOUNT [2] and is now used in Waldmeister and E (and can
be used as an option in Spass and Vampire). These provers use a different main
loop, in which passive clauses do not participate in backward simplifications un-
til they are selected as the current clause. In fact, these provers do not store the
passive clauses at all, but only store information about the inference rule used
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to obtain a passive clause. This implementation scheme requires double forward
simplification, but is believed to be space- and time-efficient. The provers im-
plementing the DISCOUNT loop are essentially based on the principle: process
active clauses efficiently. The price to pay is that some very useful simplify-
ing inferences involving a passive clause can be considerably delayed until the
clause has been selected as current. The main principle of Vampire with respect
to the main loop is: do simplifications eagerly and non-simplifying inferences
lazily. Therefore, Vampire’s default option is the Otter main loop. However, to
work with the large among of passive clauses efficiently, the so-called limited re-
source strategy was invented [71]. This strategy is applicable when the time limit
on solving a problem is specified in advanced. Vampire tries to estimate which
clauses cannot be processed by the end of the time limit at all, and discards
such clauses as useless. Experiments reported in [71] show high efficiency of the
limited resource strategy as compared to other approaches.

4 Term Indexing

To be able to process hundreds of thousands clauses in less than a minute, all
most important operations should ideally be implemented on the set-at-a-time
basis. For example, subsumption is NP-complete, and checking every newly gen-
erated clause for subsumption against several hundred thousand of kept clauses
sequentially is hopelessly slow. There is a growing number of papers on term
indexing (see [32,81] for an overview): an approach that allows one to imple-
ment efficiently expensive massive operations on terms and clauses, for example,
subsumption of one clause by a large database of clauses.

The problem of term indexing can be formulated abstractly as follows (see
[81]). Given a set L of indexed terms (or clauses), a binary relation R over terms
(called the retrieval condition) and a term t (called the query term), identify
the subset M of L that consists of the terms l such that R(l, t) holds. Terms in
M will be called the candidate terms. Typical retrieval conditions used in first-
order theorem proving are matching, generalization, unifiability, subsumption,
syntactic equality, variance etc. Such a retrieval of candidate terms in theorem
proving is interleaved with insertion of terms to L, and deletion of them from L.

In order to support rapid retrieval of candidate terms, we need to process
the indexed set into a data structure called the index. Indexing data structures
are well-known to be crucial for the efficiency of the current state-of-the-art
theorem provers. Term indexing is also used in logic and functional program-
ming languages implementation, but indexing in theorem provers has several
distinctive features:

1. Indexes in theorem provers frequently store 105–106 complex terms, unlike
a typically small number of shallow terms in functional and logic programs.

2. In logic or functional language implementation the index is usually con-
structed during compilation. On the contrary, indexes in theorem proving
are highly dynamic, since terms are frequently inserted in and deleted from
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indexes. Index maintenance operations start with an index for an initial set
of terms L, and incrementally construct an index for another set L′ that is
obtained by insertion or deletion of terms to or from L.

3. In many applications it is desirable for several retrieval operations to work
on the same index structure in order to share maintenance overhead and
memory consumption.

Therefore, along the last two decades a significant number of results on new
indexing techniques for theorem proving have been published and successfully
applied in different provers [81,32,33,69,84,64,49,13,30,31,93,76,72,26,57].

For every retrieval condition used in theorem provers, it is not necessary to
retrieve exactly all candidates satisfying this retrieval condition. If the retrieval
condition is used for inferences (as, e.g., unification is used for inferences by
resolution and paramodulation), then it is enough to retrieve a superset of can-
didates, and then check the retrieval condition for every member of this superset.
If the retrieval condition is used for simplifications (as, e.g., retrieval of gener-
alizations is used for simplification by unit equalities or forward subsumption
by unit clauses), then it is enough to retrieve a subset of candidates only, since
simplifications only reduce the search space, but do not influence completeness.
If a particular term indexing technique retrieves exactly all candidates, then
this technique is said to perform perfect filtering. It is always an issue of debate
in automated deduction, whether perfect filtering should be implemented for a
particular retrieval condition. For example, [90] advocates the use of imperfect
filtering for subsumption.

Term indexing is one of the main research directions for Vampire. We believe
that perfect filtering is desirable for all operations for which indexing is required
at all. As a consequence, Vampire stores a large number of indexes for various
operations: partially adaptive code trees [93,72] for forward subsumption, sub-
sumption resolution, and variance check; code trees with precompiled ordering
constraint for forward rewriting (also called demodulation) by unit equalities;
path indexing with compiled database joins implemented using skip lists for
backward subsumption and backward demodulation by unit equalities [73]; tries
for unification used to implement resolution and paramodulation; and another
kind of tries for storing perfectly shared terms. We learned that it pays off to
spend time for implementing new indexing techniques: for nearly every retrieval
condition there are problems for which this retrieval condition contributes to the
running time considerably. We believe that term indexing will be in the heart of
theorem proving research in the future.

It is due to term indexing that the modern provers can quickly solve prob-
lems which require search in a space of several million complex clauses. But it is
also due to term indexing that implementation of new features on top of existing
architectures requires non-trivial efforts and invention of completely new tech-
niques. Every new feature brings in a tradeoff between the time/space gained by
the use of the feature on one hand, and the time spent on checking applicability
of this feature and space needed to implement the feature efficiently. In addition,
some promising features require a non-trivial implementation.
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As a result, some enhancements of theorem provers well-known in theory have
never been implemented. A typical example is the basic strategy [17,7,60]. Al-
though in theory basic superposition saves from performing some redundant in-
ferences, in practice implementation of basic superposition requires considerable
changes in all algorithms and datastructures. Therefore, all indexing techniques
and all algorithms for term retrieval must be adapted to the basic strategy. As
a consequence, the basic strategy has never been fully implemented.

5 Building-In Equational Theories

We are in search of techniques that can speed up the provers by several orders of
magnitude. Built-in equational theories is one of such techniques. Many problems
coming from applications are theorems about structures axiomatized by a set
of equations. The most common equational theory is AC: the theory containing
associativity and commutativity axioms for a function symbol.

Although the idea of built-in equational theories have been around at least
from 1972 [68], the first implementation of AC was undertaken more than 20
years after in the EQP equational theorem prover [48]. This implementation re-
sulted in probably the most celebrated event in the automated deduction com-
munity: the automatic solution of the Robbins problem [47] by EQP.

Although EQP ran for 8 days to obtain the proof, the proof-search for the
Robbins problem was remarkably small. The total number of equations processed
during the proof was less than 50,000. Modern provers often process such a
number of clauses in a matter of a few seconds. This shows that the Robbins
problem may in fact be not very difficult for a prover in which AC is implemented
efficiently, including term indexing modulo AC.

So far research on built-in equational theories was mainly built around equa-
tional unification (see e.g., [4] for a recent overview). The special case of AC-
unification was discussed in a number of papers, dating back to [85,86], but
only recently efficient algorithms have been described [1]. The experience with
the non-AC theorem proving shows that efficient matching is more important
than efficient unification,3 but there is essentially no literature on efficient AC-
matching. Moreover, there are essentially no publications on term indexing in
presence of built-in theories. The only paper we know about discusses a special
case of indexing for AC-matching of linear terms [5]. Vampire has commutativity
built-in in some term indexes and retrieval algorithms (see e.g., [73]).

We conclude that efficient algorithms and datastructures for built-in equa-
tional theories should become a major topic for research in automated deduction.

6 Cheap Substitutes

When the price to pay for implementing a particular algorithm is too high,
cheap substitutes can be used. This is especially true for the cases when com-
3 Indeed, only 0.1% of the EQP running time on the Robbins problem was spent for

AC-unification.
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pleteness is not an issue, for example when implementing simplification rules.
There are several examples of successful implementation of “cheap substitutes”
for expensive operations. For example, Waldmeister implements specialized al-
gorithms for AC-completion [3]. In resolution theorem proving it is desirable to
quickly check whether one can apply a resolvent of two clauses which subsumes
one of these clauses. Such an application simplifies the search space, since the
resolvent will then replace one of its parents. However, no efficient algorithm
is known for finding simplified resolvents. There is an incomplete but relatively
cheap operation called subsumption resolution (see e.g. [6]) which can be imple-
mented essentially without extra overhead, provided that efficient subsumption
is implemented. Vampire implements subsumption resolution using the indexes
for subsumption, but slightly modified algorithms. Another example of a cheap
substitute is the implementation of splitting in Vampire [74] in the form of split-
ting without backtracking. Though it does not have full power of the splitting
rule as implemented, e.g., in Spass [95], splitting without backtracking can be
implemented without radical changes in the architecture of a theorem prover.

7 Constraints

The use of symbolic constraints in automated deduction gives stronger notions
of redundancy than those formulated without constraints [62]. In addition, it
is known that symbolic constraints may give a compact representation of large
search spaces, for example when constraints modulo AC are used [61] to encode
a doubly exponential number of AC-unifiers [36].

It is conjectured in [56] that deduction with symbolic constraints will be a
major research topic in efficient automated deduction and can result in a ma-
jor breakthrough in efficiency. However, ten years after the first publication on
deduction with symbolic constraint [37] there is still no implementation. The
problem is that algorithms and datastructures for solving symbolic constraints
are not yet developed, except for some particular operations. The most advanced
results on symbolic constraints are in the area of solving constraints over sim-
plification orderings. The first algorithm for solving RPO ordering constraints
were described in [14,35], followed by a number of results on solving RPO order-
ing constraints [55,15,54], but only recently an efficient algorithm was designed
[58]. In the case of Knuth-Bendix ordering constraints, the decidability of con-
straint solving was proved in 1999 [38,39], but no simple algorithms have yet
been described.

As shown in [94], good algorithms for solving ordering constraints are not
enough for implementing constraint-based deduction. Efficient algorithms and
datastructures should be developed also for constraint simplification and approx-
imation. Moreover, first-order theories of ordering constraints are to be better
understood.
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8 Comparison of Algorithms and Datastructures

One of the main problems in research on algorithms and datastructures for au-
tomated deduction is that the algorithms are performed on terms and clauses,
i.e., tree-like structures. It was observed that the worst-case complexity results
for such structures can be inadequate in practice. For example, most provers use
Robinson’s unification algorithm [77] having worst-case exponential complex-
ity instead of efficient linear algorithms [65,46], since overhead on maintaining
datastructures for these algorithms does not pay off in practice, where the ex-
ponential behavior of Robinson’s algorithm does not show up. Subsumption is
NP-complete [9,27], but the modern provers often make subsumption-checks of
105 clauses against a database of 104 clauses in a few seconds.

A practical approach to comparing implementation of algorithms used in
first-order automated deduction was recently undertaken in [57]. The essence of
this approach is that the implementation techniques are compared on bench-
marks taken from runs of theorem provers on real problems. It is likely that the
methodology of [57] will be used for comparison of other important algorithms
used in automated deduction.

9 Other Aspects of Efficient Theorem Proving

In this section we briefly overview aspects of efficient theorem proving other than
those directly related to algorithms and datastructures.

9.1 Non-resolution Theorem Proving

Resolution is not the only automated reasoning method used in first-order au-
tomated deduction. Model elimination [41] implemented in SETHEO [40] often
performs very well on problems difficult for resolution-based provers. A recent
adaptation of propositional splitting to the full first-order case [8] seems to be
promising. However, non-resolution based procedures often have difficulties with
equality and other built-in theories, as witnessed by the results overviewed in
[21]. They have been several proposals on combination of paramodulation-based
reasoning and tableau-based reasoning [18,19,52], but none of them was imple-
mented.

9.2 Parallel and Agent-Based Reasoning

Parallel computing is becoming cheaper. Networks of computers are now readily
available. This makes parallel and agent-based theorem proving attractive. There
were early projects aiming at parallelizing theorem provers, both in the context
of model elimination [80] and resolution [45]. Distributed theorem proving was
considered e.g., in [53]. However, parallelization of theorem proving, especially
resolution-based, requires further investigation and experiments.
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Theorem proving in which provers are considered as communicating agents
was considered in [22]. It was shown that one can obtain a considerable speedup
by running several provers in parallel and making them communicate by sending
each other heuristically selected derived clauses.

There are several projects which put together several provers in different
forms, for example, proving a common interface for running them over the Web.
Examples are MathWeb [24,23], MBASE [25], SystemOnTPTP [88]. However,
the emphasis in such systems was so far on providing a graphical user interface or
interactive theorem proving but not so much on efficient automated deduction.

9.3 Other Research Directions

There are many other aspects of efficient theorem proving not considered in this
paper. We will mention some of them very briefly.

In the future modern first-order theorem prover will be tightly integrated with
other systems for automated reasoning, for example inductive theorem provers
(see [12] for an overview), and proof assistants such as Isabelle [66] and HOL [28],
and maybe model checkers. It is likely that first-order provers integrated in such
systems will also partially implement proof-search specific to these systems, for
example restricted forms of induction, proofs about inductively defined types,
or even restricted forms of higher-order theorem proving. This will require new
lines of research, for example

– saturation-based higher-order theorem proving [10,11];
– intelligent work with definitions [67,20];
– built-in data types;
– recognition of irrelevant axioms;
– propositional reasoning;
– built-in theories (not only equational) [83];
– reasoning with non-standard quantifiers, for example “there exists at most
n”;

– finite domain reasoning.
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Abstract. In this paper the description logic ALCNHR+(D)− is in-
troduced. Prominent language features beyond conjunction, full nega-
tion, and quantifiers are number restrictions, role hierarchies, transitively
closed roles, generalized concept inclusions, and concrete domains. As in
other languages based on concrete domains (e.g. ALC(D)) a so-called ex-
istential predicate restriction is provided. However, compared to ALC(D)
only features and no feature chains are allowed in this operator. This re-
sults in a limited expressivity w.r.t. concrete domains but is required to
ensure the decidability of the language. We show that the results can be
exploited for building practical description logic systems for solving e.g.
configuration problems.

1 Introduction

In the field of knowledge representation, description logics (DLs) have been
proven to be a sound basis for solving application problems. An application
domain where DLs have been successfully applied is configuration (see [9] for an
early publication). The main notions for domain modeling are concepts (unary
predicates) and roles (binary predicates). Furthermore, a set of axioms (also
called TBox) is used for modeling the terminology of an application. Knowledge
about specific individuals and their interrelationships is modeled with a set of
additional axioms (so-called ABox).

Experiences with description logics in applications indicate that negation,
existential and universal restrictions, transitive roles, role hierarchies, and num-
ber restrictions are required to solve practical modeling problems without re-
sorting to ad hoc extensions. A description logic which provides these language
constructs is, for instance, ALCNHR+ [5]. The optimized DL knowledge rep-
resentation system RACE [4] provides an optimized implementation for ABox
reasoning in ALCNHR+ . With the optimized implementation of RACE, practi-
cal systems based on description logics can be built. However, it is well-known
that, in addition to the language constructs mentioned above, reasoning about
objects from other domains (so-called concrete domains, e.g. for the reals) is very
important for practical applications as well. In [1] the description logic ALC(D) is
investigated and it is shown that, provided a decision procedure for the concrete
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domain D exists, the logic ALC(D) is decidable. In this paper, an extension of
the ALCNHR+ knowledge representation system RACE with concrete domains
is investigated.

Unfortunately, adding concrete domains (as proposed in the original ap-
proach) to expressive description logics might lead to undecidable inference prob-
lems. For instance, in [2] it is proven that the logic ALC(D) plus an operator for
the transitive closure of roles can be undecidable if expressive concrete domains
are considered. ALCNHR+ offers transitive roles but no operator for the tran-
sitive closure of roles. In [8] it is shown that ALC(D) with generalized inclusion
axioms (GCIs) can be undecidable. Even if GCIs were not allowed in ALCNHR+ ,
ALCNHR+ with concrete domains would be undecidable (in general) because
ALCNHR+ offers role hierarchies and transitive roles, which provide the same
expressivity as GCIs. With role hierarchies it is possible to (implicitly) declare
a universal role, which can be used in combination with a value restriction to
achieve the same effect as with GCIs. Decidability results can only be obtained
for “trivial” concrete domains, which are hardly useful in practical applications.
Thus, if termination and soundness of, for instance, a concept consistency algo-
rithm are to be retained, there is no way extending an ALCNHR+ DL system
such as RACE with concrete domains as in ALC(D) without losing completeness.

Thus, ALCNHR+ can only be extended with concrete domain operators
with limited expressivity. In order to support practical modeling requirements
at least to some extent, we pursue a pragmatic approach by supporting only
features (and no feature chains as in ALC(D), for details see [1] and below). The
resulting language is called ALCNHR+(D)−. By proving soundness and com-
pleteness (and termination) of a tableaux calculus, the decidability of inference
problems w.r.t. the language ALCNHR+(D)− is proved. As shown in this pa-
per, ALCNHR+(D)− can be used, for instance, as a basis for building practical
application systems for solving configuration problems.

2 The Description Logic ALCNHR+(D)−

The description logic ALCNHR+(D)− provides conjunction, full negation, quan-
tifiers, number restrictions, role hierarchies, transitively closed roles and concrete
domains. In addition to the operators known from ALCNHR+ , a restricted ex-
istential predicate restriction operator for concrete domains is supported. Fur-
thermore, we assume that the unique name assumption holds for the individuals
explicitly mentioned in an ABox.

We briefly introduce the syntax and semantics of the DL ALCNHR+(D)−.
We assume five disjoint sets: a set of concept names C , a set of role names R, a set
of feature names F , a set of individual names O and a set of names for (concrete)
objects OC . The mutually disjoint subsets P and T of R denote non-transitive
and transitive roles, respectively (R = P ∪ T ). The language ALCNHR+ is in-
troduced in Figure 1 using a standard Tarski-style semantics with an interpre-
tation ID = (∆I , ∆D, ·I) where ∆I ∩ ∆D = ∅ holds. A variable assignment α
maps concrete objects to values in ∆D.
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Syntax Semantics
Concepts (R ∈ R, S ∈ S , f ∈ F )
A AI ⊆ ∆I
¬C ∆I \ CI

C u D CI ∩ DI

C t D CI ∪ DI

∃ R . C {a ∈ ∆I | ∃ b ∈ ∆I : (a, b) ∈ RI , b ∈ CI}
∀ R . C {a ∈ ∆I | ∀ b ∈ ∆I : (a, b) ∈ RI ⇒ b ∈ CI}
∃≥n S {a ∈ ∆I | ‖{b ∈ ∆I | (a, b) ∈ SI}‖ ≥ n}
∃≤m S {a ∈ ∆I | ‖{b ∈ ∆I | (a, b) ∈ SI}‖ ≤ m}
∃ f1, . . . , fn . P {a ∈ ∆I | ∃x1, . . . , xn ∈ ∆D : (a, x1) ∈ f1I , . . . , (a, xn) ∈ fnI ,

(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ PI}
∀ f . ⊥D {a ∈ ∆I | ¬∃x1 ∈ ∆D : (a, x1) ∈ fI}
Roles and Features
R RI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I
f fI : ∆I → ∆D (features are partial functions)

A is a concept name and ‖·‖ denotes the cardinality of a set (n, m ∈ N, n > 0).

Axioms
Syntax Satisfied if
R ∈ T RI = (RI)+

R v S RI ⊆ SI

C v D CI ⊆ DI

Assertions (a, b ∈ OO , x, xi ∈ OC )
Syntax Satisfied if

a :C aI ∈ CI

(a, b) :R (aI , bI) ∈ RI

(a, x) : f (aI , α(x)) ∈ fI

(x1, . . . , xn) :P (α(x1), . . . , α(xn)) ∈ PI

Fig. 1. Syntax and Semantics of ALCNHR+(D)−.

If R,S ∈ R are role names, then R v S is called a role inclusion axiom. A
role hierarchy R is a finite set of role inclusion axioms. Then, we define v∗

as the reflexive transitive closure of v over such a role hierarchy R. Given
v∗, the set of roles R↓ = {S ∈ R |S v∗ R} defines the sub-roles of a role R and
R↑ = {S ∈ R |R v∗ S} defines the super-roles of a role. We also define the set
S := {R ∈ P |R↓ ∩ T = ∅} of simple roles that are neither transitive nor have a
transitive role as a sub-role.

The concept language of ALCNHR+ is syntactically restricted with respect
to the combination of number restrictions and transitive roles. Number restric-
tions are only allowed for simple roles. This restriction is motivated by a known
undecidability result in case of an unrestricted syntax [7]. The set of individuals
is divided into two subsets, the set of so-called “old” individuals OO and set
the of “new” individuals ON . Every individual name from O is mapped to a
single element of ∆I in a way such that for a, b ∈ OO , aI 6= bI if a 6= b (unique
name assumption). Only old individuals may be mentioned in an ABox (new
individual are generated by the completion rules introduced below).

In accordance with [1] we also define the notion of a concrete domain. A
concrete domain D is a pair (∆D, ΦD), where ∆D is a set called the domain, and
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ΦD is a set of predicate names. The interpretation function maps each predicate
name P from ΦD with arity n to a subset PI of ∆n

D. Concrete objects from OC

are mapped to an element of ∆D. We assume that ⊥D is the negation of the
predicate >D.

A concrete domain D is called admissible iff the set of predicate names ΦD is
closed under negation and ΦD contains a name >D for ∆D, and the satisfiabil-
ity problem Pn1

1 (x11, . . . , x1n1) ∧ . . . ∧ Pnm
m (xm1, . . . , xmnm) is decidable (m is finite,

Pni
i ∈ ΦD, ni is the arity of P, and xjk is a concrete object).

If C and D are concept terms, then C v D (generalized concept inclusion or
GCI ) is a terminological axiom. A finite set of terminological axioms TR is called
a terminology or TBox w.r.t. a given role hierarchy R. For brevity, the reference
to R is omitted in the following. An ABox A is a finite set of assertional axioms
as defined in Figure 1.

An interpretation I is a model of a concept C (or satisfies a concept C) iff
CI 6= ∅. An interpretation is a model of a TBox T iff it satisfies all axioms in
T . See Figure 1 for the satisfiability conditions. An interpretation is a model of
an ABox A w.r.t. a TBox iff it is a model of T and satisfies all assertions in
A. Different individuals are mapped to different domain objects (unique name
assumption). Note that features are interpreted differently from features in [1].

A concept C is called consistent (w.r.t. a TBox T ) iff there exists a model
of C (that is also a model of T ). An ABox A is consistent (w.r.t. a TBox T ) iff
A has model I (which is also a model of T ). A knowledge base (T ,A) is called
consistent iff there exists a model.

3 Solving an Application Problem with ALCNHR+(D)−

According to [3] configuration problem solving processes can be formalized as
synthesis inference tasks. Following this approach, a solution of a configuration
task is defined to be a (logical) model of the given knowledge base consisting
of both the conceptual domain model (TBox) as well as the task specification
(ABox). The TBox and the role hierarchy describe the configuration space.

For instance, in a technical domain, the concept of a cylinder might be defined
as follows. A Cylinder is required to be a Motorpart, to be part of a Motor, to
have a displacement of 1 to 1000ccm, and to have a set of 4 to 6 parts (role
has part) which are all instances of Cylinderpart and it consists of exactly 1 Piston,
exactly 1 Piston Rod, and 2 to 4 Valves. This expression can be transformed to a
terminological inclusion axiom of a description logic providing concrete domains.
Let the concrete domain < be defined as in [1]: < = (R, Φ<) where Φ< is a set of
predicates which are based on polynomial equations or inequations. The concrete
domain < is admissible (see also [1]). A TBox T is defined as follows:

has cylinder part v has part, has piston part v has part

has piston rod part v has part, has valve part v has part
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> v ∀ has cylinder part .Cylinder, > v ∀ has piston part .Piston

> v ∀ has piston rod part .Piston Rod, > v ∀ has valve part .Valve

In the first block, relationships between roles are declared. Then, in the sec-
ond block, range restrictions for certain roles are imposed. Below, in the third
block for Cylinderpart a so-called cover axiom is given. Moreover, additional ax-
ioms ensure the disjointness of more specific subconcepts of Cylinderpart (D is a
subconcept of C iff C subsumes D).

Cylinderpart v Piston t Piston Rod t Valve, Piston v ¬Piston Rod u ¬Valve

Piston Rod v ¬Piston u ¬Valve, Valve v ¬Piston u ¬Piston Rod

The cylinder example is translated as follows (the term λVol c. (. . . ) is a unary
predicate of a numeric concrete domain for the dimension Volume with unit
m3).

Cylinder v Motorpart u ∃=1 part of u
∃ displacement . λVol c . (0.001 ≤ c ≤ 1) u
∀ has part .Cylinderpart u
∃≥4 has cylinder part u ∃≤6 has cylinder part u
∃=1 has piston part u ∃=1 has piston rod part u
∃≥2 has valve part u ∃≤4 has valve part

We assume that displacement is declared as a feature. Furthermore, let ∃=1 R be
an abbreviation for ∃≥1 R u ∃≤1 R. In our example, the ABox being used is very
simple: A = {a :Cylinder u ∃ displacement . λVol c . (c ≥ 0.5)}.
In order to solve the problem to construct a Cylinder, the knowledge base (T ,A)
is tested for consistency. If the knowledge base is consistent, there exists a model
which can be considered as a solution (see [3]). Note that (T ,A) is only a very
simplified example for a representation of a configuration problem. For instance,
using an ABox with additional assertions it is possible to explicitly specify some
required cylinder parts etc. In order to actually compute a solution to a configura-
tion problem, a sound and complete calculus for the ALCNHR+(D)− knowledge
base consistency problem is required that terminates on any input.

4 A Tableaux Calculus for ALCNHR+(D)−

In the following a calculus to decide the consistency of an ALCNHR+(D)−

knowledge base (T ,A) is devised. As a first step, the original ABox A of the
knowledge base is transformed w.r.t. the TBox T . The idea is to derive an ABox
AT that is consistent (w.r.t. an empty TBox) iff (T ,A) is consistent. The calculus
introduced below is applied to AT .

In order to define the transformation steps for deriving AT , we have to in-
troduce a few technical terms. First, for any concept term we define its negation
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normal form. A concept is in negation normal form iff negation signs may occur
only in front of concept names.

Every ALCNHR+(D)− concept term C can be transformed into negation
normal form nnf (C) by recursively applying the following transformation rules
to subconcepts from left to right:
¬(C u D) → ¬C t ¬D, ¬(C t D) → ¬C u ¬D, ¬∀R .C → ∃R .¬C,
¬∃R .C → ∀R .¬C, ¬¬C → C, ¬∃≥n S → ∃≤n−1 S, ¬∃≤m S → ∃≥m+1 S,
¬∀ f .⊥D → ∃ f .>D, ¬∃ f1, . . . , fn .P → ∃ f1, . . . , fn . P t ∀ f1 .⊥D t . . . t ∀ fn .⊥D
where P is the negation of P.

If no rule is applicable, the resulting concept is in negation normal form and
all models of C are also models of nnf (C) and vice versa. The transformation is
possible in linear time.

Definition 1 (Additional ABox Assertions). Let C be a concept term,
a, b ∈ O be individual names, and x 6∈ O ∪ OC , then the following expressions
are also assertional axioms: ∀ x . x :C (universal concept assertion),1 a 6 .= b (in-
equality assertion).

An interpretation ID satisfies an assertional axiom ∀ x . x :C iff CI = ∆I and
a 6 .= b iff aI 6= bI .

Definition 2 (Fork, Fork Elimination). If it holds that
{(a, x1) : f, (a, x2) : f} ⊆ A then there exists a fork in A. In case of a fork w.r.t.
x1, x2, the replacement of every occurrence of x2 in A by x1 is called fork elimi-
nation.

Definition 3 (Augmented ABox). For an initial ABox A we define its aug-
mented ABox AT w.r.t a TBox T by applying the following transformation rules
to A. First of all, all forks in A are eliminated (note that the unique name
assumption is not imposed on concrete objects). Then, for every GCI C v D
in T the assertion ∀ x . x : (¬C t D) is added to A. Every concept term occur-
ring in A is transformed into its negation normal form. Let OA = {a1, . . . , an}
be the set of individuals mentioned in A, then the set of inequality assertions
{ai 6 .= aj | ai, aj ∈ OA, i, j ∈ 1..n, i 6= j} is added to A.

In order to check the consistency of an ALCNHR+(D)− knowledge base
(T ,A), the augmented ABox AT is computed. Then, a set of so-called completion
rules (see below) is applied to the augmented ABox AT . The rules are applied
in accordance with a completion strategy.

Lemma 1. A knowledge base (T ,A) is consistent if and only if AT is consistent
(w.r.t. an empty TBox).

The proof is straightforward, for details see [6].
The tableaux rules require the notion of blocking their applicability. This is

based on so-called concept sets, an ordering for new individuals and concrete
objects, and the notion of a blocking individual.
1 ∀ x . x :C is to be read as ∀ x . (x :C).
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Definition 4 (Ordering). We define an individual ordering ‘≺’ for new indi-
viduals (elements of ON ) occurring in an ABox A. If b ∈ ON is introduced in A,
then a ≺ b for all new individuals a already present in A. A concrete object or-
dering ‘≺C ’ for elements of OC occurring in an ABox A is defined as follows. If
y ∈ OC is introduced in A, then x≺C y for all concrete objects x already present
in A.

Definition 5 (Concept Set, Blocking Individual, Blocked by). Given
an ABox A and an individual a occurring in A, we define the concept set of
a as σ(A, a) := {C | a :C ∈ A}. Let A be an ABox and a, b ∈ ON be individuals
in A. We call a the blocking individual of b if the following conditions hold:
σ(A, a) ⊇ σ(A, b) and a ≺ b. If a is a blocking individual for b, then b is said to
be blocked by a. An individual b mentioned in an ABox A is said to be blocked
(in A) iff there exists a blocking individual for b in A.

4.1 Completion Rules

We are now ready to define the completion rules that are intended to generate
a so-called completion (see also below) of an ABox AT . From this point on, if
we refer to an ABox A, we always consider ABoxes derived from AT .

Definition 6 (Completion Rules).
Ru The conjunction rule.
if1. a :C u D ∈ A, and

2. {a :C, a :D} 6⊆ A
then A′ = A ∪ {a :C, a :D}
Rt The disjunction rule (nondeterministic).
if1. a :C t D ∈ A, and

2. {a :C, a :D} ∩ A = ∅
then A′ = A ∪ {a :C} or A′ = A ∪ {a :D}
R∀C The role value restriction rule.
if1. a :∀R .C ∈ A, and

2. ∃ b ∈ O ,S ∈ R↓ : (a, b) :S ∈ A, and
3. b :C 6∈ A

then A′ = A ∪ {b :C}
R∀+C The transitive role value restriction rule.
if1. a :∀R .C ∈ A, and

2. ∃ b ∈ O ,T ∈ R↓,T ∈ T ,S ∈ T↓ : (a, b) :S ∈ A, and
3. b :∀T .C 6∈ A

then A′ = A ∪ {b :∀T .C}
R∀x The universal concept restriction rule.
if1. ∀ x . x :C ∈ A, and

2. ∃ a ∈ O: a mentioned in A, and
3. a :C 6∈ A

then A′ = A ∪ {a :C}
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R∃C The role exists restriction rule (generating).
if1. a :∃R .C ∈ A, and

2. a is not blocked, and
3. ¬∃ b ∈ O ,S ∈ R↓ : {(a, b) :S, b :C} ⊆ A

then A′ = A ∪ {(a, b) :R, b :C} where b ∈ON is not used in A
R∃≥n The number restriction exists rule (generating).
if1. a :∃≥n R ∈ A, and

2. a is not blocked, and
3. ¬∃ b1, . . . , bn ∈ ON ,S1, . . . ,Sn ∈ R↓ :

{(a, bk) :Sk | k ∈ 1..n} ∪ {bi 6 .= bj | i, j ∈ 1..n, i 6= j} ⊆ A
then A′ = A ∪ {(a, bk) :R | k ∈ 1..n} ∪ {bi 6 .= bj | i, j ∈ 1..n, i 6= j}

where b1, . . . , bn ∈ON are not used in A
R∃≤n The number restriction merge rule (nondeterministic).
if1. a :∃≤n R ∈ A, and

2. ∃ b1, . . . , bm ∈ O ,S1, . . . ,Sm ∈ R↓: {(a, b1) :S1, . . . , (a, bm) :Sm} ⊆ A
with m > n, and

3. ∃ bi, bj ∈ {b1, . . . , bm} : i 6= j, bi 6 .= bj 6∈ A
then A′ = A[bi/bj], i.e. replace every occurrence of bi in A by bj

R∃P The predicate exists rule (generating).
if1. a :∃ f1, . . . , fn .P ∈ A, and

2. ¬∃x1, . . . , xn ∈ OC : {(a, x1) : f1, . . . (a, xn) : fn, (x1, . . . , xn) :P} ⊆ A
then A′ = A ∪ {(a, x1) : f1, . . . (a, xn) : fn, (x1, . . . , xn) :P}

where x1, . . . , xn ∈OC are not used in A,
eliminate all forks {(a, x) : fi, (a, xi) : fi} ⊆ A
such that (a, x) : fi remains in A if x≺Cxi, i ∈ 1..n

We call the rules Rt and R∃≤n nondeterministic rules since they can be
applied in different ways to the same ABox. The remaining rules are called
deterministic rules. Moreover, we call the rules R∃C, R∃≥n and R∃P generating
rules since they can introduce new individuals or concrete objects.

Given an ABox A, more than one rule might be applicable to A. This is
controlled by a completion strategy in accordance to the ordering for new indi-
viduals (see Definition 4).

Definition 7 (Completion Strategy). We define a completion strategy that
must observe the following restrictions:

– Meta rules:
• Apply a rule to an individual b ∈ ON only if no rule is applicable to an

individual a ∈ OO .
• Apply a rule to an individual b ∈ ON only if no rule is applicable to

another individual a ∈ ON such that a ≺ b.
– The completion rules are always applied in the following order. A step is

skipped in case the corresponding set of applicable rules is empty.
1. Apply all nongenerating rules (Ru, Rt, R∀C, R∀+C, R∀x, R∃≤n) as

long as possible.
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2. Apply a generating rule (R∃C, R∃≥n, R∃P) and restart with step 1 as
long as possible.

In the following we always assume that rules are applied in accordance to
this strategy. It ensures that the rules are applied to new individuals w.r.t. the
ordering ‘≺’ which guarantees a breadth-first order. No rules are applied if a
so-called clash is discovered.

Definition 8 (Clash, Clash Triggers, Completion). We assume the same
naming conventions as used above. An ABox A contains a clash if one of the
following clash triggers is applicable. If none of the clash triggers is applicable
to A, then A is called clash-free.

– Primitive clash: {a :C, a :¬C} ⊆ A
– Number restriction merging clash:

∃S1, . . . ,Sm ∈ R↓ : {a :∃≤n R} ∪ {(a, bi) :Si | i ∈ 1..m} ∪
{bi 6 .= bj | i, j ∈ 1..m, i 6= j} ⊆ A with m > n

– No concrete domain feature clash: {(a, x) : f, a :∀ f .⊥D} ⊆ A.
– Concrete domain predicate clash: (x(1)

1 , . . . , x(1)
n1 ) :P1 ∈ A, . . . ,

(x(k)
1 , . . . , x(k)

nk ) :Pk ∈ A and the conjunction
∧k

i=1 Pi(x
(i)
1 , . . . , x(i)

ni ) is not satis-
fiable in D. Note that this can be decided since D is required to be admissible.

A clash-free ABox A is called complete if no completion rule is applicable to A.
A complete ABox A′ derived from an ABox A is also called a completion of A.

Any ABox containing a clash is obviously unsatisfiable. The purpose of the
calculus is to generate a completion for an initial ABox AT that proves the
consistency of AT or its inconsistency if no completion can be found.

4.2 Decidability of the ALCNHR+(D)− ABox Consistency Problem

In order to show that the calculus introduced above is correct, first the local
correctness of the rules is proven.

Proposition 1 (Invariance). Let A and A′ be ABoxes. Then:

1. If A′ is derived from A by applying a deterministic rule, then A is consistent
iff A′ is consistent.

2. If A′ is derived from A by applying a nondeterministic rule, then A is consis-
tent if A′ is consistent. Conversely, if A is consistent and a nondeterministic
rule is applicable to A, then it can be applied in such a way that it yields an
ABox A′ which is consistent.

Proof. 1. “⇐” Due to the structure of the deterministic rules one can immedi-
ately verify that A is a subset of A′. Therefore, A is consistent if A′ is consistent.

“⇒” In order to show that A′ is consistent after applying a deterministic
rule to the consistent ABox A, we examine each applicable rule separately. We
assume that ID = (∆I , ∆D, ·I) satisfies A. Then, by definition of v∗ it holds
that RI ⊆ SI if (R,S) ∈ v∗.
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If the conjunction rule is applied to a :C u D ∈ A, then we get a new Abox
A′ = A ∪ {a :C, a :D}. Since ID satisfies a :C u D, ID satisfies a :C and a :D and
therefore A′.

If the role value restriction rule is applied to a :∀R .C ∈ A, then there must
be a role assertion (a, b) :S ∈ A with S ∈ R↓ and A′ = A ∪ {b :C}. ID satisfies A,
hence it holds that (aI , bI) ∈ SI ,SI ⊆ RI . Since ID satisfies a :∀R .C, bI ∈ CI

must hold. Thus, ID satisfies b :C and therefore A′.
If the transitive role value restriction rule is applied to a :∀R .C ∈ A, there

must be an assertion (a, b) :S ∈ A with S ∈ T↓ for some T ∈ T and T ∈ R↓ such
that we get A′ = A ∪ {b :∀T .C}. Since ID satisfies A, we have aI ∈ (∀R .C)I

and (aI , bI) ∈ SI ,SI ⊆ TI ⊆ RI . It holds that bI ∈ (∀T .C)I unless there is
some z ∈ ∆I with (bI , z ) ∈ TI and z 6∈ CI . Since T is transitive, (aI , z ) ∈ TI

and aI 6∈ (∀R .C)I in contradiction to the assumption that I satisfies A. Hence,
I must satisfy b :∀T .C and therefore ID is a model for A′.

If the universal concept restriction rule is applied to an individual a in A
because of ∀ x . x :C ∈ A, then A′ = A ∪ {a :C}. Since ID satisfies A, it holds
that CI = ∆I . Thus, it holds that aI ∈ CI and ID satisfies A′.

If the role exists restriction rule is applied to a :∃R .C ∈ A, then we get the
ABox A′ = A ∪ {(a, b) :R, b :C}. Since ID satisfies A, there exists a y ∈ ∆I such
that (aI , y) ∈ RI and y ∈ CI . We define the interpretation function ·I′

such that
bI′

:= y and xI′
:= xI for x 6= b. Hence, I ′

D = (∆I , ∆D, ·I′
) satisfies A′.

If the number restriction exists rule is applied to a :∃≥n R ∈ A, then we get
A′ = A ∪ {(a, bk) :R | k ∈ 1..n} ∪ {bi 6 .= bj | i, j ∈ 1..n, i 6= j}. Since ID satisfies A,
there must exist n distinct individuals yi ∈ ∆I , i ∈ 1..n such that (aI , yi) ∈ RI .
We define the interpretation function ·I′

such that bi
I′

:= yi and xI′
:= xI for

x 6∈ {b1, . . . , bn}. Hence, I ′
D = (∆I , ∆D, ·I′

) satisfies A′.
If the predicate exists rule is applied to a :∃ f1, . . . , fn .P ∈ A, then we get the

ABox A′ = A ∪ {(x1, . . . , xn) :P, (a, x1) : f1, . . . , (a, xn) : fn}. After fork elimination,
some xi may be replaced by zi with zi≺Cxi. Since ID satisfies A, there exist
y1, . . . , yn ∈ ∆D such that ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : (aI , yi) ∈ fi

I and (y1 , . . . , yn) ∈ PI .
We define the interpretation function ·I′

such that xi
I′

:= yi for all xi not replaced
by zi and (y1 , . . . , yn) ∈ PI′

. The fork elimination strategy used in the R∃P rule
guarantees that concrete objects introduced in previous steps are not eliminated.
Thus, it is ensured that the interpretation of xi is not changed in I ′

D. It is easy
to see that I ′

D = (∆I , ∆D, ·I′
) satisfies A′.

2. “⇐” Assume that A′ is satisfied by I ′
D = (∆I , ∆D, ·I′

). By examining the
nondeterministic rules we show that A is also consistent.

If A′ is obtained from A by applying the disjunction rule, then A is a subset
of A′ and therefore satisfied by I ′

D.
If A′ is obtained from A by applying the number restriction merge rule to

a :∃≤n R ∈ A, then there exist bi, bj in A such that A′ = A[bi/bj]. We define the
interpretation function ·I such that bi

I := bj
I′

and xI := xI′
for every x 6= bi.

Obviously, ID = (∆I , ∆D, ·I) satisfies A.
“⇒” We suppose that ID = (∆I , ∆D, ·I) satisfies A and a nondeterministic

rule is applicable to an individual a in A.
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If the disjunction rule is applicable to a :C t D ∈ A and A is consistent, it
holds aI ∈ (C t D)I . It follows that either aI ∈ CI or aI ∈ DI (or both). Hence,
the disjunction rule can be applied in a way that ID also satisfies the ABox A′.

If the number restriction merge rule is applicable to a :∃≤n R ∈ A and A
is consistent, it holds aI ∈ (∃≤n R)I and ‖{b | (aI , bI) ∈ RI}‖ ≤ n. However, it
also holds ‖{b | (aI , bI) ∈ RI}‖ ≥ m with m > n. Without loss of generality we
only need to consider the case that m = n + 1. Thus, we can conclude by the
Pigeonhole Principle that there exist at least two R-successors bi, bj of a such
that bi

I = bj
I . Since ID satisfies A, it must have been possible to map bi and

bj to the same domain object, i.e. at least one of the two individuals must be a
new individual. Let us assume bi ∈ ON , then ID obviously satisfies A[bi/bj].

In order to define a canonical interpretation from a completion A, the notion
of a specific blocking individual is introduced. We call a the witness of b iff b is
blocked by a and ¬∃ c in A : c ∈ ON , c ≺ a, σ(A, c) ⊇ σ(A, b). The witness for a
blocked individual is unique (see [6]). Note that the canonical interpretation is
constructed differently from the one describe in [7].

Definition 9. Let A be a complete ABox that has been derived by the calcu-
lus from an augmented ABox AT . Since A is clash-free, there exists a vari-
able assignment α that satisfies (the conjunction of) all occurring assertions
(x1, . . . , xn) :P ∈ A. We define the canonical interpretation IC = (∆IC , ∆D, ·IC )
w.r.t. A as follows:

1. ∆IC := {a | a is mentioned in A}
2. aIC := a iff a is mentioned in A
3. xIC := α(x) iff x is mentioned in A
4. a ∈ AIC iff a :A ∈ A and A is a concept name
5. (a, α(x)) ∈ fIC iff (a, x) : f ∈ A
6. (a, b) ∈ RIC iff ∃ c0, . . . , cn, d0, . . . , dn−1 mentioned in A :2,

a) n ≥ 1, c0 = a, cn = b, and

b) (a, c1) :S1, (d1, c2) :S2, . . . (dn−2, cn−1) :Sn−1, (dn−1, b) :Sn ∈ A, and

c) ∀i ∈ 1..n − 1 :
di = ci or
di is a witness for ci, and (di, ci+1) :Si+1 ∈ A, and

d) if n > 1
∀ i ∈ 1..n : ∃R′ ∈ T, R′ ∈ R↓, Si ∈ R′↓

else
S1 ∈ R↓.

The construction of the canonical interpretation for the case 6 is illustrated with
an example in Figure 2. The following cases can be seen as special cases of case
6 introduced above (n = 1, c0 = a, c1 = b):
2 Note that the variables c0, . . . , cn, d0, . . . , dn−1 not necessarily denote different indi-

vidual names.
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R

R'

S1 S2 S4 S5

a c1 = d1 c2 c3 = d3 c4 = d4 b

S3d2

Fig. 2. Construction of the canonical interpretation. In the lower example we assume
that the individual d2 is a witness for c2 (see text).

– c0 = d0 : (a, b) ∈ RIC iff (c0, c1) :S1 ∈ A for a role S1 ∈ R↓.
– c0 6= d0: (a, b) ∈ RIC iff d0 is a witness for c0, and

(d0, c1) :S1 ∈ A, for a role S1 ∈ R↓.

Since the witness of an individual is unique, the canonical interpretation is
well-defined because there exists a unique blocking individual (witness) for each
individual that is blocked.

Lemma 2 (Soundness). Let A be a complete ABox that has been derived by
the calculus from an augmented ABox AT , then AT has a model.

Proof. Let IC = (∆IC , ∆D, ·IC ) be the canonical interpretation for the ABox A
constructed w.r.t. the TBox T . A is clash-free.

Features are interpreted in the correct way: There can be no forks in A
because (i) there are no forks in the augmented ABox AT and (ii) forks are
immediately eliminated after an application of the R∃P rule. This rule is the
only rule that introduces new assertions of the form (a, x) : f ∈ A. Note that
forks cannot be introduced by the R∃≤n rule due to the completion strategy.
Thus, IC maps features to (partial) functions because the variable assignment α
is a function.

All role inclusions in the role hierarchy are satisfied: For every S v R it holds
that SIC ⊆ RIC This can be shown as follows. If (aIC , bIC ) ∈ SIC , case 6 of Def-
inition 9 must be applicable. Hence, there exists a chain of sub-roles possibly
with gaps and witnesses (see Definition 9, case 6). Thus, the corresponding con-
struction for IC adding (aIC , bIC ) to SIC is also applicable to R since S ∈ R↓ (see
6d). Therefore, there is also a tuple (aIC , bIC ) ∈ RIC .

All (implicit) transitivity axioms are satisfied, i.e. transitive roles are inter-
preted in the correct way: ∀R ∈ T : RIC = (RIC )+. If there exist (aIC , bIC ) ∈ RIC

and (bIC , cIC ) ∈ RIC then case 6 in Definition 9 must have been applied for each
tuple. But then, a chain of roles from a to c exists as well (possibly with gaps
and witnesses) such that (aIC , cIC ) is added to RIC as well.

In the following we prove that IC satisfies every assertion in A.
For any a 6 .= b ∈ A or (a, b) :R ∈ A, IC satisfies them by definition.
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For any (a, x) : f ∈ A, IC satisfies them by definition.
For any (x1, . . . , xn) :P ∈ A, IC satisfies them by definition. Since A is clash-

free there exists a variable assignment such that the conjunction of all predicate
assertions is satisfied. The variable assignment can be computed because the
concrete domain is required to be admissible.

Next we consider assertions of the form a :C. We show by induction on the
structure of concepts that a :C ∈ A implies aIC ∈ CIC .

If C is a concept name, then aIC ∈ CIC by definition of IC .
If C = ¬D, then D is a concept name since all concepts are in negation normal

form (see Definition 3). A is clash-free and cannot contain a :D. Thus, aIC 6∈ DIC ,
i.e. aIC ∈ ∆IC \ DIC . Hence aIC ∈ (¬D)IC .

If C = C1 u C2 then (since A is complete) a :C1 ∈ A and a :C2 ∈ A. By induc-
tion hypothesis, aIC ∈ C1

IC and aIC ∈ C2
IC . Hence aIC ∈ (C1 u C2)

IC .
If C = C1 t C2 then (since A is complete) either a :C1 ∈ A or a :C2 ∈ A. By

induction hypothesis, aIC ∈ C1
IC or aIC ∈ C2

IC . Hence aIC ∈ (C1 t C2)
IC .

If C = ∀R .D, then it must be shown that for all bIC with (aIC , bIC ) ∈ RIC

it holds that bIC ∈ DIC . If (aIC , bIC ) ∈ RIC , then according to Definition 9, b
is a successor of a via a chain of roles Si ∈ R↓ or there exists corresponding
witnesses as domain elements of Si ∈ R↓, i.e. the chain might contain “gaps” with
associated witnesses (see Figure 2). Since (aIC , bIC ) ∈ RIC and Si

IC ⊆ RIC there
exists tuples (ci

IC , ci+1
IC ) ∈ Si

IC . Due to Definition 9 it holds that ∀i ∈ 1..n :
∃R′ ∈ T , R′ ∈ R↓, Si ∈ R′↓. Therefore ck :∀R′ .D ∈ A, (k ∈ 1..n − 1) because A is
complete. For the same reason b :D ∈ A. By induction hypothesis it holds that
bIC ∈ DIC . As mentioned before, the chain of roles can have one or more “gaps”
(see Figure 2). However, due to Definition 9 in case of a “gap” there exists a
witness such that a similar argument as in case 6 can be applied, i.e. in case of
a gap between ci and ci+1 with witness di for ci, the blocking condition ensures
that the concept set of the witness is a superset of the concept set of the blocked
individual. Since it is assumed that (di, ci+1) :Si+1 ∈ A and A is complete it holds
that ci+1 :∀R′ .D ∈ A. Applying the same argument inductively, we can conclude
that cn−1 :∀R′ .D ∈ A and again, we have bIC ∈ DIC by induction hypothesis.

If C = ∃R .D, then it must be shown that there exists an individual bIC ∈ ∆IC
with (aIC , bIC ) ∈ RIC and bIC ∈ DIC . Since ABox A is complete, we have either
(a, b) :S ∈ A with S ∈ R↓ and b :D ∈ A or a is blocked by an individual c and
(c, b) :S ∈ A (again S ∈ R↓). In the first case we have (aIC , bIC ) ∈ RIC by the
definition of IC (case 6, n = 1, ci = di) and bIC ∈ DIC by induction hypothesis.
In the second case there exists the witness c with c :∃R .D ∈ A. By definition c
cannot be blocked, and by hypothesis A is complete. So we have an individual
b with (c, b) :S ∈ A (S ∈ R↓) and b :D ∈ A. By induction hypothesis we have
bIC ∈ DIC , and by the definition of IC (case 6, n = 1, ci 6= di, di is a witness for
ci, and a = ci, c = di) we have (aIC , bIC ) ∈ RIC .

If C = ∃≥n R, we prove the hypothesis by contradiction. We assume that
aIC 6∈ (∃≥n R)IC . Then there exist at most m (0 ≤ m < n) distinct S-successors
of a with S ∈ R↓. Two cases can occur: (1) the individual a is not blocked in IC .
Then we have less than n S-successors of a in A, and the R∃≥n-rule is applicable
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to a. This contradicts the assumption that A is complete. (2) a is blocked by an
individual c but the same argument as in case (1) holds and leads to the same
contradiction.

For C = ∃≤n R we show the goal by contradiction. Suppose that
aIC 6∈ (∃≤n R)IC . Then there exist at least n + 1 distinct individuals
b1

IC , . . . , bn+1
IC such that (aIC , bi

IC ) ∈ RIC , i ∈ 1..n + 1. The following two
cases can occur. (1) The individual a is not blocked: We have n+1 (a, bi) :Si ∈ A
with Si ∈ R↓ and Si 6∈ T , i ∈ 1..n+1. The R∃≤n rule cannot be applicable since
A is complete and the bi are distinct, i.e. bi 6 .= bj ∈ A, i, j ∈ 1..n+1, i 6= j. This
contradicts the assumption that A is clash-free. (2) There exists a witness c for a
with (c, bi) :Si ∈ A, Si ∈ R↓, and Si 6∈ T , i ∈ 1..n+1. This leads to an analogous
contradiction. Due to the construction of the canonical interpretation in case of
a blocking condition (with c being the witness) and a non-transitive role R (R
is required to be a simple role, see the syntactic restrictions for number restric-
tions and role boxes), there is no (aIC , bk

IC ) ∈ RIC if there is no (cIC , bk
IC ) ∈ RIC

(k ∈ 1..n + 1).
If C = ∃ f1, . . . , fn .P we show that there exist concrete objects y1, . . . , yn ∈

∆D such that (aIC , y1 ) ∈ f1
IC , . . . , (aIC , yn) ∈ fn

IC and (y1, . . . , yn) ∈PIC . The
R∃P rule generates assertions (a, x1) : f1, . . . , (a, xn) : fn, (x1, . . . , xn) :P. Since A
is clash-free there is no concrete domain clash. Hence there exists a variable
assignment α that maps x1, . . . , xn to elements of ∆D. The conjunction of con-
crete domain predicates is satisfiable and (x1

IC , . . . , xn
IC ) ∈ PIC . By definition

of IC it holds that (aIC , x1
IC ) ∈ f1

IC , . . . , (aIC , xn
IC ) ∈ fn

IC . Thus, there exist
y1, . . . , yn such that the above-mentioned requirements are fulfilled and there-
fore aIC ∈ (∃ f1, . . . , fn .P)IC

If C = ∀ f .⊥D then we show that aIC ∈ (∀ f .⊥D)IC . Because A is clash-free,
there cannot be an assertion (a, x) : f ∈ A for some x in Oc and an f ∈ F . Thus,
it does not hold that there exists (aIC , y) ∈ fIC and hence aIC ∈ (∀ f .⊥D)IC .

If ∀ x . x :D ∈ A, then –due to the completeness of A– for each individual a
in A we have a :D ∈ A and, by the previous cases, aIC ∈ DIC . Thus, IC satisfies
∀ x . x :D. Finally, since IC satisfies all assertions in A, IC satisfies A.

Lemma 3 (Completeness). Let AT be an augmented ABox be a role box. If
AT is consistent, then there exists at least one completion A′ being computed by
applying the completion rules.

Proof. By contraposition: Obviously, an ABox containing a clash is inconsistent.
If there does not exists a completion of AT , then it follows from Proposition 1
that the ABox AT is inconsistent.

Lemma 4 (Termination). The calculus described above terminates on every
(augmented) input ABox.

Proof. The termination of the calculus is shown by specifying an upper limit
on the number of assertions that can result from an (augmented) input ABox
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of a certain length n. Compared to ALCNHR+ in the termination proof for
ALCNHR+(D)− the additional constructs for concrete domains have to be con-
sidered. Basically, since features do not “interact” with value and number restric-
tions (see the completion rules), the same upper limit O(24n) for a completion
can be derived. For details see [6].

Theorem 1 (Decidability). Let D be an admissible concrete domain. Check-
ing whether an ALCNHR+(D)− knowledge base (T ,A) is consistent is a decid-
able problem.

Proof. Given a knowledge base (T ,A), an augmented ABox AT can be con-
structed in linear time. The claim follows from Lemmas 1, 2, 3, and 4.

5 Conclusion

We presented a tableaux calculus deciding the knowledge base consistency prob-
lem for the description logic ALCNHR+(D)−. Applications of the logic in the
context of configuration problems have been sketched. The Cylinder example
demonstrates that some requirements of a model-based configuration system are
fulfilled by ALCNHR+(D)−. The calculus presented in this paper can be used
to solve “simple” configuration problems in which the configuration space can be
described by an ALCNHR+(D)− knowledge base (see [6] for an analysis of the
models resulting from the canonical interpretation). We conjecture that concrete
domains without features chains can also be included in description logics with
inverse roles and qualified number restrictions.

A highly optimized variant of the calculus for the sublogic ALCNHR+ is
already implemented in the ABox description logic system RACE. RACE is
available at http://kogs-www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/˜race/. RACE will be
extended with support for reasoning with concrete domains in the near future.
With this paper we provide a sound basis for practical extensions of expressive
DL systems such that, for instance, construction problems can be effectively
solved with description logic reasoning techniques.
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Abstract. Concrete domains are an extension of Description Logics
(DLs) allowing to integrate reasoning about conceptual knowledge with
reasoning about “concrete properties” of objects such as sizes, weights,
and durations. It is known that reasoning with ALC(D), the basic DL
admitting concrete domains, is PSpace-complete. In this paper, it is
shown that the upper bound is not robust: we give three examples for
seemingly harmless extensions of ALC(D)—namely acyclic TBoxes, in-
verse roles, and a role-forming concrete domain constructor—that make
reasoning NExpTime-hard. As a corresponding upper bound, we show
that reasoning with all three extensions together is in NExpTime.

1 Introduction

Description Logics (DLs) are a family of logical formalisms for the representation
of and reasoning about conceptual knowledge. The knowledge is represented on
an abstract logical level, i.e., by means of concepts (unary predicates), roles (bi-
nary predicates), and logical constructors. This makes it difficult to adequately
represent knowledge concerning “concrete properties” of real-world entities such
as their sizes, weights, and durations. Since, for many knowledge representation
applications, it is essential to integrate reasoning about such concrete properties
with reasoning about knowledge represented on an abstract logical level, Baader
and Hanschke extended Description Logics by so-called concrete domains [1].
A concrete domain consists of a set called the domain and a set of predicates
with a fixed interpretation over this domain. For example, one could use the real
numbers as the domain and then define predicates such as the unary =23, the
binary “<” and “=”, and the ternary “+” and “·” [1]. Or one could use the set
of all intervals over, say, the rationals as the domain and then define “temporal”
predicates such as during, meets, and before [15]. Baader and Hanschke propose
to extend the basic Description Logic ALC with concrete domains which yields
the logic ALC(D). The interface between ALC and the concrete domain is pro-
vided by a concrete domain concept constructor. To illustrate the use of concrete
domains for knowledge representation, consider the example ALC(D)-concept

∀subprocess.Drilling u ∃workpiece.(∃height.=5cm u ∃height, length.>)

R. Goré, A. Leitsch, and T. Nipkow (Eds.): IJCAR 2001, LNAI 2083, pp. 45–60, 2001.
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which describes a process all of whose subprocesses are drilling processes and
which involves a workpiece with height 5cm and hight strictly greater than its
length. Here, =5cm is a unary predicate from the concrete domain and > is a
binary predicate. The subconcept in brackets is a conjunction of two concrete
domain concept constructors. Other DLs with concrete domains can be found in
[3,8,12], while applications of such logics are described in [2,8].

In this paper, we are interested in the complexity of reasoning with Descrip-
tion Logics providing for concrete domains. The complexity of ALC(D) itself
is determined in [14], where reasoning with ALC(D) is proved to be PSpace-
complete if reasoning with the concrete domain D is in PSpace. However, for
many applications, the expressivity of ALC(D) is not sufficient which makes it
quite natural to consider extensions of this logic with additional means of ex-
pressivity. We consider three such extensions—all of them frequently used in
the area of Description Logics—and show that, although all these extensions are
seemingly “harmless”, reasoning in the extended logics is considerably harder
than in ALC(D) itself. Hence, the PSpace upper bound of ALC(D) cannot be
considered robust.

More precisely, we consider the extension of ALC(D) with (1) acyclic TBoxes,
(2) inverse roles, and (3) a role-forming concrete domain constructor. TBoxes are
used for representing terminological knowledge and background knowledge of ap-
plication domains [5,13], inverse roles are present in most expressive Description
Logics [5,10], and the role-forming constructor is a natural counterpart to the
concept-forming concrete domain constructor [8]. By introducing a NExpTime-
complete variant of the Post Correspondence Problem [17,9], we identify a large
class of concrete domains D such that reasoning with each of the above three
extensions of ALC(D) (separately) is NExpTime-hard. This dramatic increase
in complexity is rather surprising since, from a computational point of view, all
of the proposed extensions look harmless. For example, in [13], it is shown that
the extension of many PSpace Description Logics with acyclic TBoxes does
not increase the complexity of reasoning. Moreover, it is well-known that the
extension with inverse roles does usually not change the complexity class. For
example, ALC extended with inverse roles is still in PSpace [11]. As a corre-
sponding upper bound, we show that, if reasoning with a concrete domain D is
in NP, then reasoning with ALC(D) and all three above extensions (simultane-
ously) is in NExpTime. We argue that this upper bound captures a large class
of interesting concrete domains. This paper is accompanied by a technical report
containing full proofs [16].

2 Description Logics with Concrete Domains

We introduce the Description Logics we are concerned with in the remainder of
this paper. First, ALCI(D) is defined which extends ALC(D) with inverse roles.
In a second step, we add a role-forming concrete domain constructor and obtain
the logic ALCRPI(D). This two-step approach is pursued since the definition of
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ALCRPI(D) involves some rather unusual syntactic restrictions which we like
to keep separated from the more straightforward syntax of ALCI(D).

Definition 1 (Concrete Domain). A concrete domain D is a pair (∆D, ΦD),
where ∆D is a set called the domain, and ΦD is a set of predicate names. Each
predicate name P ∈ ΦD is associated with an arity n and an n-ary predicate
PD ⊆ ∆n

D.

With P , we denote the negation of the predicate P , i.e. P
D

= ∆D \ PD. Based
on concrete domains, we introduce the syntax of ALCI(D).

Definition 2 (Syntax). Let NC , NR, and NcF be mutually disjoint sets of
concept names, role names, and concrete feature names, respectively, and let
NaF be a subset of NR. Elements of NaF are called abstract features. The set
of ALCI(D) roles N̂R is NR ∪ {R− | R ∈ NR}. An expression f1 · · · fng, where
f1, . . . , fn ∈ NaF (n ≥ 0) and g ∈ NcF , is called a path. The set of ALCI(D)-
concepts is the smallest set such that

1. every concept name is a concept
2. if C and D are concepts, R is a role, g is a concrete feature, P ∈ Φ is

a predicate name with arity n, and u1, . . . , un are paths, then the following
expressions are also concepts: ¬C, CuD, CtD, ∃R.C, ∀R.C, ∃u1, . . . , un.P ,
and g↑.

An ALCI(D)-concept which uses only roles from NR is called an ALC(D)-
concept. With sub(C), we denote the set of subconcepts of a concept C which
is defined in the obvious way. Throughout this paper, we denote concept names
with A and B, concepts with C and D, roles with R, abstract features with f ,
concrete features with g, paths with u, and predicates with P . As usual, we write
> for A t ¬A, ⊥ for A u ¬A (where A is some concept name), and ∃f1 · · · fn.C
(resp. ∀f1 · · · fn.C) for ∃f1. · · · ∃fn.C (resp. ∀f1. · · · ∀fn.C).

The syntactical part of a Description Logic is usually given by a concept lan-
guage and a so-called TBox formalism. The TBox formalism is used to represent
terminological knowledge of the application domain.

Definition 3 (TBoxes). Let A be a concept name and C be a concept. Then
A

.= C is a concept definition. Let T be a finite set of concept definitions.
A concept name A directly uses a concept name B in T if there is a concept
definition A

.= C in T such that B appears in C. Let uses be the transitive
closure of “directly uses”. T is called acyclic if there is no concept name A such
that A uses itself in T . If T is acyclic, and the left-hand sides of all concept
definitions in T are unique, then T is called a TBox.

TBoxes can be thought of as sets of macro definitions, i.e., the left-hand side of
every concept definition is an abbreviation for the right-hand side of the concept
definition. There also exist more general TBox formalisms allowing for arbitrary
equations over concepts [5,10]. However, we will see that admitting these general
TBoxes makes reasoning with ALC(D) (and hence also ALCI(D)) undecidable.
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Definition 4 (Semantics). An interpretation I is a pair (∆I , ·I), where ∆I
is a set called the domain and ·I the interpretation function. The interpretation
function maps each concept name C to a subset CI of ∆I , each role name R to
a subset RI of ∆I × ∆I , each abstract feature f to a partial function fI from
∆I to ∆I , and each concrete feature g to a partial function gI from ∆I to ∆D.
If u = f1 · · · fng is a path, then uI(a) is defined as gI(fI

n · · · (fI
1 (a)) · · · ). The

interpretation function is extended to arbitrary roles and concepts as follows:

(R−)I := {(a, b) | (b, a) ∈ RI}
(C u D)I := CI ∩ DI (C t D)I := CI ∪ DI (¬C)I := ∆I \ CI

(∃R.C)I := {a ∈ ∆I | {b | (a, b) ∈ RI} ∩ CI 6= ∅}
(∀R.C)I := {a ∈ ∆I | {b | (a, b) ∈ RI} ⊆ CI}

(∃u1, . . . , un.P )I := {a ∈ ∆I | (uI
1 (a), . . . , uI

n(a)) ∈ PD}
(g↑)I := {a ∈ ∆I | gI(a) undefined}

An interpretation I is called a model for a concept C iff CI 6= ∅ and a model
for a TBox T iff AI = CI for all A

.= C ∈ T .

We call elements from ∆I abstract objects and elements from ∆D concrete ob-
jects. Our definition of ALC(D) differs slightly from the original version in [1]:
Instead of separating concrete and abstract features, Baader and Hanschke de-
fine only one type of feature which is interpreted as a partial function from ∆I
to ∆I ∪ ∆D. We choose the separated approach since it allows clearer proofs.
Moreover, it is not hard to see that the combined features can be “simulated”
using pairs of concrete and abstract features.

Definition 5 (Inference Problems). Let C and D be concepts. C sub-
sumes D w.r.t. a TBox T (written D vT C) iff DI ⊆ CI for all models I
of T . C is satisfiable w.r.t. a TBox T iff there exists a model of both T and C.

Both inferences are also considered without reference to TBoxes, i.e., with refer-
ence to the empty TBox. It is well-known that (un)satisfiability and subsumption
can be mutually reduced to each other: C vT D iff C u¬D is unsatisfiable w.r.t.
T , and C is satisfiable w.r.t. T iff we do not have C vT ⊥. We call two concepts
C and D equivalent iff C subsumes D and D subsumes C.

Let us now further extend ALCI(D) with a role-forming concrete domain
constructor, i.e., with a constructor that allows the definition of complex roles
with reference to the concrete domain. Such a constructor was first defined in [8],
where it is motivated as an appropriate tool for spatial reasoning.

Definition 6 (ALCRPI(D) Syntax and Semantics). A predicate role is an
expression of the form ∃(u1, . . . , un), (v1, . . . , vm).P where P is an n + m-ary
predicate. The semantics of predicate roles is

(∃(u1, . . . , un), (v1, . . . , vm).P )I : = {(a, b) ∈ ∆I × ∆I |
(uI

1 (a), . . . , uI
n(a), vI

1 (b), . . . , vI
m(b)) ∈ PD}.
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With R, we denote the set of predicate roles. The set of ALCRPI(D) roles R̂
is defined as N̂R ∪ R ∪ {R− | R ∈ R}. A role which is either a predicate role or
the inverse of a predicate role is called complex role. An ALCI(D)-concept with
roles from NR \NaF replaced with roles from R̂ is called ALCRPI(D)-concept.

An ALCRPI(D)-concept not using the inverse role constructor is called an
ALCRP(D)-concept. For example, the following is an ALCRPI(D)-concept

Error u ∃time,next time.< u ∀next.∀(∃(time), (time).<)−.¬Error

where Error is a concept, time is a concrete feature and next is an abstract
feature. This concept is unsatisfiable since every domain object satisfying it
would have to be both in Error and ¬Error which is impossible. In [7], it is
proved that satisfiability of ALCRP(D)-concepts is undecidable. However, as
shown in [8], there exists a decidable fragment of ALCRP(D) that is still a useful
extension of ALC(D). In the following, we introduce an analogous fragment of
the logic ALCRPI(D).

Definition 7 (Restricted ALCRPI(D)-concept). Let C be an
ALCRPI(D)-concept, and sub(C) the set of subconcepts of C. Then C is
called restricted iff it fulfills the following conditions:

1. For any ∀R.D ∈ sub(C), where R is a complex role, sub(D) does not contain
any concepts of the form ∃u1, . . . , un.P or ∃S.E, where S is a complex role.

2. For any ∃R.D ∈ sub(C), where R is a complex role, sub(D) does not contain
any concepts of the form ∃u1, . . . , un.P or ∀S.E, where S is a complex role.

Intuitively, these restrictions enforce the finite model property which leads to
decidability, see [8,16] for details. In the remainder of this paper, we assume all
ALCRPI(D) concepts to be restricted without further notice. Note that the
set of restricted ALCRPI(D)-concepts is closed under negation, and, hence,
subsumption can be reduced to satisfiability.

3 A NExpTime-Complete Variant of the PCP

The Post Correspondence Problem (PCP), as introduced 1946 by Emil Post [17],
is an undecidable problem frequently employed in undecidability proofs. In this
section, we define a NExpTime-complete variant of the PCP together with a
concrete domain P that is suitable for reducing PCPs to the satisfiability problem
of Description Logics with concrete domains.

Definition 8 (PCP). A Post Correspondence Problem (PCP) P is given by a
finite, non-empty list (`1, r1), . . . , (`k, rk) of pairs of non-empty words over some
alphabet Σ. A sequence of integers i1, . . . , im, with m ≥ 1, is called a solution
for P iff `i1 · · · `im

= ri1 · · · rim
. Let f(n) be a mapping from N to N and let |P |

denote the sum of the lengths of all words in the PCP P . A solution i1, . . . , im
for P is called an f(n)-solution iff m ≤ f(|P |). With f(n)-PCP, we denote the
version of the PCP that admits only f(n)-solutions.
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Analogous to the undecidability result for the general PCP given by Hopcroft
and Ullman in [9], we may prove the following result.

Theorem 1. It is NExpTime-complete to decide whether a 2n + 1-PCP has a
solution.

Hence, a reduction of the 2n + 1-PCP is a candidate for proving NExpTime
lower bounds for Description Logics with concrete domains. As we will see now,
the problem is in fact well-suited for this task since it is possible to define an
appropriate concrete domain. It follows from the proof of the above theorem
that it is sufficient to consider some fixed, finite alphabet ΣU whose cardinality
is the number of symbols needed to define a universal Turing machine.

Definition 9 (Concrete Domain P). The concrete domain P is defined by
setting ∆P := Σ∗

U and defining ΦP as the smallest set containing the following
predicates:

– unary predicates word and nword with wordP = ∆P and nwordP = ∅,
– unary predicates =ε and 6=ε with =P

ε = {ε} and 6=P
ε = Σ+

U ,
– a binary equality predicate = and a binary inequality predicate 6=, and
– for each w ∈ Σ+

U , two binary predicates concw and nconcw with
concP

w = {(u, v) | v = uw} and nconcP
w = {(u, v) | v 6= uw}.

The complexity of reasoning with a Description Logic providing a concrete do-
main D does obviously depend on the complexity of reasoning with D. More
precisely, most satisfiability algorithms involve checking the satisfiability of fi-
nite conjunctions of concrete domain predicates

∧

1≤i≤k

(x(i)
0 , . . . , x(i)

ni
) : Pi,

where each Pi is an ni-ary predicate and the x
(i)
j are variables from some fixed

set [1]. This is also the case for the tableau algorithm that used to prove the
upper bound in Section 7. Hence, we are interested in the complexity of this task
which is called D-satisfiability in what follows. By devising an algorithm that is
based on repeated normalization combined with tests for obvious inconsistencies,
the following result can be obtained.

Proposition 1. P-satisfiability is decidable in deterministic polynomial time.

On first sight, the concrete domain P may look somewhat unnatural in the
context of knowledge representation. However, it is straightforward to encode
words as natural numbers and to define the operations on words as rather simple
operations on the naturals [2]: Words over the alphabet ΣU can be interpreted
as numbers written at base |ΣU | + 1 (assuming that the empty word represents
0); the concatenation of two words v and w can then be expressed as vw =
v ∗ (|ΣU | + 1)|w| + w, where |w| denotes the length of the word w. Hence, each
concrete domain (∆, Φ), where ∆ contains the natural numbers and Φ contains
predicates for (in)equality, (in)equality to zero, addition, and multiplication may
also be used for the reductions. A concrete domain with these properties is called
arithmetic.
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Ch[u1, u2, u3, u4] = (∃(u1, u2). = u ∃(u3, u4). =)

t t
(`i,ri) in P

(∃(u1, u2).conc`i u ∃(u3, u4).concri)

C0
.= ∃`.C1 u ∃r.C1

u Ch[`rn−1g`, r`
n−1g`, `r

n−1gr, r`
n−1gr]

...
Cn−2

.= ∃`.Cn−1 u ∃r.Cn−1

u Ch[`rg`, r`g`, `rgr, r`gr]

Cn−1
.= Ch[`g`, rg`, `gr, rgr]

CP
.= C0

u ∃`ng`. =ε u ∃`ngr. =ε

u ∃rny.∃g`, gr. = u ∃rnyg`. 6=ε

u Ch[rng`, r
nxg`, r

ngr, r
nxgr]

u Ch[rnxg`, r
nyg`, r

nxgr, r
nygr]

Fig. 1. The ALC(P) reduction TBox TP (n = |P |).

4 Satisfiability of ALC(P)-Concepts w.r.t. TBoxes

In this section, we show that the satisfiability of ALC(P)-concepts w.r.t. TBoxes
is NExpTime-hard. As already mentioned, this result is rather surprising since
(1) satisfiability of ALC(D)-concepts without reference to TBoxes is known to
be PSpace-complete if reasoning with the concrete domain D is in PSpace [14],
and (2) admitting acyclic TBoxes does “usually” not increase the complexity of
reasoning [13].

The proof is by a reduction of the 2n + 1-PCP using the concrete domain P
introduced in the previous section. Given a 2n +1-PCP P = (`1, r1), . . . , (`k, rk),
we define a TBox TP of size polynomial in |P | and a concept (name) CP such that
CP is satisfiable w.r.t. TP iff P has a solution. Figure 1 contains the reduction
TBox and Figure 2 an example model for |P | = 2. In the figures, `, r, x, and
y denote abstract features and g` and gr denote concrete features. The first
equality in Figure 1 is not a concept definition but an abbreviation: Replace
every occurrence of Ch[u1, u2, u3, u4] in the lower three concept definitions by
the right-hand side of the first identity substituting u1, . . . , u4 appropriately.

The idea behind the reduction is to define TP such that models of CP and
TP have the form of a binary tree of depth |P | whose leaves are connected by
two “chains” of concw predicates. Pairs of corresponding objects (xi, yi) on the
chains represent partial solutions of the PCP P . More precisely, the first line
of the definitions of the C0, . . . , Cn−1 concepts ensures that models have the
form of a binary tree of depth n (with n = |P |) whose left edges are labeled
with the abstract feature ` and whose right edges are labeled with the abstract
feature r. Let the abstract objects an,0, . . . an,2n−1 be the leaves of this tree. By
the second line of the definitions of the C0, . . . , Cn−1 concepts, every an,i has
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a2,0 a2,1 a2,2 a2,3 a2,4 a2,5

r r

g` g` g` g` g` g`

=ε =

gr gr gr gr gr gr

=ε

= equality or concw for some w

r`

` `
y

x

x0

y1

y0
x1 x2 x3 x4

y2 y3 y4 y5

x5

a0,0

a1,0 a1,2

Fig. 2. An example model of CP and TP for n = 2.

a g`-successor xi and a gr-successor yi. These second lines also ensure that the
xi and yi objects are connected via two predicate chains, where the predicates
on the chains are either equality or concw. More precisely, for 0 ≤ i < 2n − 1,
either xi = xi+1 and yi = yi+1, or there exists a j ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that
(xi, xi+1) ∈ concP

`j
and (yi, yi+1) ∈ concP

rj
. Furthermore, by the second line of

the definition of CP , we have x1 = y1 = ε. Hence, pairs (xi, yi) are partial
solutions for P . Since we must consider solutions of a length up to 2n +1, the 2n

objects on the fringe of the tree with their 2n − 1 connecting predicate edges are
not sufficient, and we need to “add” two more objects an,2n and an,2n+1 which
behave analogously to the objects an,0, . . . an,2n−1. This is done by the last two
lines of the definition of CP . Finally, the third line of the definition of CP ensures
that x2n+1 = y2n+1 6= ε and hence that (x2n+1, y2n+1) is in fact a full solution.

Obviously, the size of TP is polynomial in |P | and TP can be constructed in
time polynomial in |P | which, together with the fact that P may be replaced by
any arithmetic concrete domain, yields the following theorem.

Theorem 2. For every arithmetic concrete domain D, satisfiability of ALC(D)-
concepts w.r.t TBoxes is NExpTime-hard.

We also obtain a lower bound for subsumption since satisfiability can be reduced
to subsumption. With some slight modifications, the reduction just presented
can also be applied to the Description Logic ALCR(P), i.e., ALC(P) enriched
with a role conjunction constructor [6]. Hence, reasoning with this logic is also
NExpTime-hard. The corresponding reduction concept can be found in [16].

One may ask why we are interested in the relatively weak acyclic TBoxes
instead of using a more general TBox formalism. The answer is that using general
TBoxes leads to undecidability.

Definition 10 (General TBox). A general concept inclusion (GCI) has the
form C v D, where both C and D are concepts. An interpretation I is a model
for a GCI C v D iff CI ⊆ DI . Finite sets of GCIs are called general TBoxes.
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f

g

f1 fk· · · f1 fk· · ·

· · · fk

f

f1

g

g g

conc`k
conc`1

concr1

concrk

gg
f

· · · · · ·

=ε =ε

Fig. 3. An example model of CP w.r.t. TP

An interpretation I is a model for a general TBox T iff I is a model for all
GCIs in T .

Using the concrete domain P and a reduction of the general PCP, the following
theorem can be obtained.

Theorem 3. For every arithmetic concrete domain D, satisfiability of ALC(D)-
concepts w.r.t. general TBoxes is undecidable.

Proof Let P be an instance of the PCP. Define a concept CP and a general
TBox TP as follows:

CP := ∃g. =ε u ∃fg. =ε

TP :=
{∃f.> v u

(`i,ri)∈P
∃g, fig.conc`i

u ∃fg, fifg.concri

> v ∃g. =ε t ¬∃g, fg.=
}

An example model of CP w.r.t. TP can be found in Figure 3. The first GCI
ensures that models of CP and TP represent all possible solutions of the PCP P .
Additionally, the last GCI ensures that no potential solution is a solution. It
is hence straightforward to prove that CP is satisfiable w.r.t. TP iff P has no
solution, i.e., we have reduced the general, undecidable PCP [17,9] to the satis-
fiability of ALC(D)-concepts w.r.t. general TBoxes. o

5 Satisfiability of ALCI(P)-Concepts

We now show that satisfiability of ALCI(P)-concepts—without reference to
TBoxes—is NExpTime-hard. As in the previous section, it is surprising that
a rather small change in the logic, i.e., adding inverse roles, causes a dramatic
increase in complexity.
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Fig. 4. Predicate chains in models of CP .

The reduction is similar to the one used in the previous section: it is a re-
duction of the 2n +1-PCP and uses the concrete domain P. However, we need a
slightly different strategy since, in the case of inverse roles, it is not possible to
enforce chains of predicates connecting the leaves of the tree. Instead, the pred-
icate chains emulate the structure of the tree following the scheme indicated in
Figure 4. Given a PCP P = (`1, r1), . . . , (`k, rk), we define a concept CP of size
polynomial in |P | which has a model iff P has a solution. The concept CP can be
found in Figure 5. In the figure, h`, hr, x`, xr, y`, yr, z`, and zr are concrete fea-
tures. Note that the equalities are not concept definitions but abbreviations. As
in the previous section, replace every occurrence of Ch[u1, u2, u3, u4] in the lower
three concept definitions by the right-hand side of the first identity substituting
u1, . . . , u4 appropriately and similarly for every occurrence of X.

Let us discuss the structure of models of CP . Due to the first line in the
definition of CP and the ∃f− quantifiers in the definition of X, models of CP

have the form of a tree of depth |P |−1 in which all edges are labeled with f−. This
edge labelling scheme is possible since the inverse of an abstract feature is not a
feature. Additionally, we establish two chains of concrete domain predicates as
indicated in Figure 4. Again, corresponding objects on the two chains represent
partial solutions of the PCP P . A more detailed clipping from a model of CP

can be found in Figure 6. The existence of the chains is ensured by the definition
of X and the second line in the definition of CP : The concept X establishes the
edges of the predicate chains as depicted in Figure 6 (in fact, Figure 6 is a model
of the concept X) while the second line of CP establishes the edges “leading
around” the leaves. Edges of the latter type and the dotted edges in Figure 6 are
labeled with the equality predicate. To see why this is the case, let us investigate
the length of the chains.

The length of the two predicate chains is twice the number of edges in the
tree plus the number of leaves, i.e., 2∗ (2|P | −2)+2|P |−1. To eliminate the factor
2 and the summand 2|P |−1, CP is defined such that every edge in the predicate
chains leading “up” in the tree and every edge “leading around” a leaf is labeled
with the equality predicate. To extend the chains to length 2|P | + 1, we need to
add three additional edges (definition of CP , lines three, four, and five). Finally,
the last two lines in the definition of CP ensure that the first concrete object on
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Ch[u1,u2, u3, u4] = (∃(u1, u2). = u ∃(u3, u4). =)

t t
(`i,ri) in P

∃(u1, u2).conc`i u ∃(u3, u4).concri

X = ∃f−.(Ch[fg`, g`, fgr, gr] u ∃(h`, fp`). = u ∃(hr, fpr). =)

u ∃f−.(Ch[fp`, g`, fpr, gr] u ∃(h`, fh`). = u ∃(hr, fhr). =)

CP = X u ∀f−.X u · · · u ∀(f−)n−1.X

u ∀(f−)n.(∃(g`, h`). = u ∃(gr, hr). =)

u Ch[h`, x`, hr, xr]

u Ch[x`, y`, xr, yr]

u Ch[y`, z`, yr, zr]

u ∃g`,=ε u ∃gr,=ε

u ∃z`, zr. = u ∃z`. 6=ε

Fig. 5. The ALCI(P) reduction concept CP (n = |P | − 1).

f−f−

g`

gr

gr

g`

h`

hr

gr

g`
hr

h`

h`

hr

p` pr

X

= equality
= equality or concw

for some w

Fig. 6. A clipping from a model of CP .

both chains represents the empty word and that the last objects on the chains
represent a (non-empty) solution for P .

Theorem 4. For every arithmetic concrete domain D, satisfiability of
ALCI(D)-concepts is NExpTime-hard.

6 Satisfiability of ALCRP(P)-Concepts

In this section, we prove that satisfiability of ALCRP(P)-concepts without ref-
erence to TBoxes is NExpTime-hard. Hence, adding the role-forming concrete
domain constructor yields another extension of ALC(D) in which reasoning is
much harder than in ALC(D) itself.

Given a PCP P = (`1, r1), . . . , (`k, rk), we define a concept CP of size polyno-
mial in |P | which has a model iff P has a solution. The concept CP can be found
in Figure 7, where x and y denote abstract features and p denotes a predicate
(written in lowercase to avoid confusion with the PCP P ). Again, the equalities
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DistB[k] =
ku

i=0
((Bi → ∀R.Bi) u ¬Bi → ∀R.¬Bi)

Tree = ∃R.B0 u ∃R.¬B0

u ∀R.(DistB[0] u ∃R.B1 u ∃R.¬B1)
...

u ∀Rn−1.(DistB[n− 1] u ∃R.Bn−1 u ∃R.¬Bn−1)

S[g, p] = ∃(g), (g).p

Edge[g, p] =
�n−1t

k=0

�k−1t
j=0

¬Bj

�
u (Bk → ∀S[g, p].¬Bk) u (¬Bk → ∀S[g, p].Bk)

t
n−1t
k=0

�k−1u
j=0

Bj

�
u (Bk → ∀S[g, p].Bk) u (¬Bk → ∀S[g, p].¬Bk)

�

DEdge = (Edge[g`,=] u Edge[gr,=]) t
t

(`i,ri) in P
(Edge[g`, conc`i ] u Edge[gr, concri ])

Ch[u1, u2, u3, u4] = (∃(u1, u2). = u ∃(u3, u4). =)

t t
(`i,ri) in P

(∃(u1, u2).conc`i u ∃(u3, u4).concri)

CP = Tree u ∀Rn.∃g`.word u ∀Rn.∃gr.word

u ∀Rn.
�
(¬B0 u · · · u ¬Bn−1) → (∃g`. =ε u ∃gr. =ε)

u ¬(B0 u · · · uBn−1) → DEdge

u (B0 u · · · uBn−1) →(
Ch(g`, xg`, gr, xgr) u Ch(xg`, yg`, xgr, ygr)

��

Fig. 7. The ALCRP(P) reduction concept CP (n = |P |).

in the figure serve as abbreviations. Moreover, we use C → D as an abbrevia-
tion for ¬C t D. Note that S[g, p] denotes a predicate role and not a concept,
i.e., S[g, p] is an abbreviation for the role-forming concrete domain constructor
∃(g), (g).p.

Figure 8 contains an example model of CP with |P | = n = 2. Obviously,
the models of CP are rather similar to the ones from the ALC(D) reduction in
Section 4: models have the form of a binary tree of depth n whose edges are
labelled with the role R and whose leaves (together with two “extra” nodes) are
connected by two predicate chains of length 2n + 1. The Tree concept enforces
the existence of the binary tree. The concept names B0, . . . , Bn−1 are used for
a binary numbering (from 0 to 2n − 1) of the leaves of the tree. More precisely,
for a domain object a ∈ ∆I , set

pos(a) = Σn−1
i=0 βi(a) ∗ 2i where βi(a) =

{
1 if a ∈ BI

i

0 otherwise.
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¬B0
B1¬B1

B0

R R

g` g` g` g` g` g`

=ε =

gr gr gr gr gr gr

=ε

= equality or concw for some w

RR

B0

R R

¬B1 X Y

x

y

B1

B0¬B0

¬B0

Fig. 8. An example model of CP with |P | = 2.

The Tree and DistB concepts ensure that, if two leaves a and a′ are reachable
via different paths from the root node, then we have pos(a) 6= pos(a′). Due to
the first line of the CP concept, every leaf has (concrete) g`- and gr-successors.
The last two lines of CP guarantee the existence of the two extra nodes which
are connected by predicate edges due to the use of the Ch concepts. Hence, it
remains to describe how the edges between the leaf nodes are established.

There are two main ideas underlying the establishment of these edges: (i)
use the role-forming predicate constructor to establish single edges and (ii) use
the position pos() of leaf nodes together with the fact that counting modulo 2n

can be expressed by ALC-concepts to do this with a concept of size polynomial
in |P |. We first illustrate Point (i) in an abstract way. Assume that we have
two abstract objects a and b, a has g`-successor x and b has g`-successor y.
Moreover, let b ∈ XI for some concept X. We may then establish a p-edge (for
some binary predicate p ∈ ΦP) between x and y as follows: we enforce that
a ∈ (∀S[g`, p].¬X)I ; since b ∈ XI , it follows that (a, b) /∈ S[g`, p]I , i.e., (a, b) /∈
(∃(g`), (g`).p)I and thus (x, y) /∈ pP , which obviously implies that (x, y) ∈ pP .

In the third line of the CP -concept, the DEdge concept is used to establish
edges between the leaf nodes. The DEdge concept itself is just a disjunction over
the various edge types while the Edge concept actually establishes the edges. In
principle, the Edge concept establishes the edges as described above. However,
it does this not only for two fixed nodes as in the description above but for all
neighboring leaf nodes. To see how this is achieved, note that Edge is essentially
the negation of the well-known propositional formula

n−1∧

k=0

(
k−1∧

j=0

xj = 1) → (xk = 1 ↔ x′
k = 0) ∧

n−1∧

k=0

(
k−1∨

j=0

xj = 0) → (xk = x′
k)

which encodes incrementation modulo 2n, i.e., if t is the number (binarly) en-
coded by the propositional variables x0, . . . , xn−1 and t′ is the number encoded
by the propositional variables x′

0, . . . , x
′
n−1, then we have t′ = t + 1 modulo 2n,

c.f. [4]. Assume a ∈ (Edge[g`, p])I (where p is either “=” or conc`i) and let b
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be the leaf with pos(b) = pos(a) + 1, x be the g`-successor of a, and y be the
g`-successor of b. The Edge concept ensures that, for each S[g`, p]-successor c
of a, we have pos(c) 6= pos(a) + 1, i.e., there exists an i with 0 ≤ i ≤ n such
that c differs from b in the interpretation of Bi. It follows that (a, b) /∈ S[g`, p]I .
As described above, we can conclude (x, y) ∈ pI . All remaining issues such as,
e.g., ensuring that one of the partial solutions is in fact a solution, are as in the
reduction given in Section 4. Note that the reduction concept is restricted in the
sense of Section 2.

Theorem 5. For every arithmetic concrete domain D, satisfiability of
ALCRP(D)-concepts is NExpTime-hard.

7 Upper Bounds

Due to space limitations, we can only give a short sketch of the proof of the upper
bound and refer to [16] for details. First, a tableau algorithm for deciding the
satisfiability of ALCRPI(D)-concepts without reference to TBoxes is devised.
This algorithm combines techniques from [8] for reasoning with ALCRP(D)
with techniques from [10] for reasoning with inverse role. Second, the tableau
algorithm is modified to take into account TBoxes by performing “on the fly
unfolding” of the TBox as described in [13]. A complexity analysis yields the
following theorem.

Theorem 6. If D-satisfiability is in NP, satisfiability of ALCRPI(D)-concepts
w.r.t. TBoxes can be decided in nondeterministic exponential time.

This also gives an upper bound for subsumption since, as mentioned in Section 2,
subsumption can be reduced to satisfiability. It should be noted that the above
theorem only applies to so-called admissible concrete domains, where a concrete
domain D is admissible if the set ΦD if closed under negation and contains a
predicate name >D for ∆D [16]. Nevertheless, the given theorem captures a large
class of interesting concrete domains such as P itself and concrete domains for
temporal and spatial reasoning [8,15]. In contrast to the upper bound for ALC(D)
established in [14], the above theorem if concerned with concrete domains for
which D-satisfiability is in NP instead of in PSpace. For concrete domains of
this latter type, the tableau algorithm in [16] yields an ExpSpace upper bound.
A matching lower bound, however, is yet to be proved.

8 Related and Future Work

We demonstrated that the PSpace upper bound for ALC(D)-concept satis-
fiability is not robust: complexity shifts to NExpTime if seemingly harmless
constructors are added and is even undecidable if we admit general TBoxes.
However, the situation is not hopeless in all cases. Although the class of arith-
metic concrete domains is quite large and captures many interesting concrete
domains, there still exist non-trivial concrete domains for which reasoning with
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general TBoxes is decidable and the NExpTime lower bound obtained in this
paper do presumably not hold. An example is presented in [15], where a temporal
Description Logic based on concrete domains is defined.

As future work, it would be interesting to extend the obtained logics by
additional means of expressivity such as transitive roles and qualifying number
restrictions [11]. There are at least two ways to go: In [14] it is proved that reason-
ing with ALCF(D), i.e., the extension of ALC(D) with feature agreements and
disagreements, is PSpace-complete (if reasoning with D is in PSpace). Hence,
one could define extensions of ALCF(D) trying to obtain an expressive logic for
which reasoning is still in PSpace. The second approach is to define extensions of
ALCI(D) which means that the obtained logics are at least NExpTime-hard.
Moreover, feature (dis)agreements—which are very closely related to concrete
domains—cannot be considered since, in [16], we prove that the combination of
inverse roles and feature (dis)agreements leads to undecidability.

Acknowledgements. My thanks go to Franz Baader, Ulrike Sattler, and
Stephan Tobies for inspiring discussions. The work in this paper was supported
by the DFG Project BA1122/3-1 “Combinations of Modal and Description Log-
ics”.
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Abstract. This paper investigates optimization techniques and data
structures exploiting the use of so-called pseudo models. These techniques
are applied to speed up TBox and ABox reasoning for the description
logics ALCNHR+ and ALC(D). The advances are demonstrated by an
empirical analysis using the description logic system RACE that imple-
ments TBox and ABox reasoning for ALCNHR+ .

1 Introduction

We introduce and analyze optimization techniques for reasoning in expressive
description logics exploiting so-called pseudo models. The new techniques being
investigated are called deep model merging and individual model merging . The
presented algorithms are empirically evaluated using TBoxes and ABoxes derived
from actual applications. The model merging technique is also developed for the
logic ALC(D) [1] which supports so-called concrete domains. This is motivated
by a proposal which extends ALCNHR+ with a restricted form of concrete
domains [4].

1.1 The Language ALCNHR+

We briefly introduce the description logic (DL) ALCNHR+ [3] (see the tables
in Figure 1) using a standard Tarski-style semantics based on an interpretation
I = (∆I , ·I) ALCNHR+ extends the basic description logic ALC by role hier-
archies, transitively closed roles, and number restrictions. Note that the com-
bination of transitive roles and role hierarchies implies the expressiveness of
so-called general inclusion axioms (GCIs). The language definition is slightly
extended compared to the one given in [3] since we additionally support the
declaration of “native” features. This allows additional optimizations, e.g. an
efficient treatment of features by the model merging technique (see below). The
concept name > (⊥) is used as an abbreviation for C t ¬C (C u ¬C). We assume

R. Goré, A. Leitsch, and T. Nipkow (Eds.): IJCAR 2001, LNAI 2083, pp. 61–75, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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(a)

Syntax Semantics
Concepts
A AI ⊆ ∆I

¬C ∆I \ CI

C u D CI ∩ DI

C t D CI ∪ DI

∃R . C {a ∈ ∆I | ∃ b ∈ ∆I : (a, b) ∈ RI , b ∈ CI}
∀R . C {a ∈ ∆I | ∀ b : (a, b) ∈ RI ⇒ b ∈ CI}
∃≥n S {a ∈ ∆I | ‖{b ∈ ∆I | (a, b) ∈ SI}‖ ≥ n}
∃≤m S {a ∈ ∆I | ‖{b ∈ ∆I | (a, b) ∈ SI}‖ ≤ m}
Roles
R RI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I

(b)

Terminol. Axioms
Syntax Satisfied if
R ∈ T RI = (RI)+

F ∈ F ∆I ⊆ (∃≤1 F)I

R v S RI ⊆ SI

C v D CI ⊆ DI

(c)

Assertions
Syntax Satisfied if
a :C aI ∈ CI

(a, b) :R (aI , bI) ∈ RI

Fig. 1. Syntax and Semantics of ALCNHR+ (n, m ∈ N, n > 0, ‖ · ‖ denotes set
cardinality, and S ∈ S).

a set of concept names C , a set of role names R, and a set of individual names
O . The mutually disjoint subsets F , P , T of R denote features, non-transitive,
and transitive roles, respectively (R = F ∪ P ∪ T ).

If R,S ∈ R are role names, then the terminological axiom R v S is called a role
inclusion axiom. A role hierarchy R is a finite set of role inclusion axioms. Then,
we define v∗ as the reflexive transitive closure of v over such a role hierarchy
R. Given v∗, the set of roles R↓ = {S ∈ R |S v∗ R} defines the descendants of a
role R. R↑ = {S ∈ R |R v∗ S} is the set of ancestors of a role R. We also define
the set S = {R ∈ P |R↓ ∩ T = ∅} of simple roles that are neither transitive nor
have a transitive role as descendant. Every descendant G of a feature F must be
a feature as well (G ∈ F ).

A syntactic restriction holds for the combinability of number restrictions and
transitive roles in ALCNHR+ . Number restrictions are only allowed for simple
roles. This restriction is motivated by an undecidability result in case of an
unrestricted combinability [8].

If C and D are concept terms, then C v D (generalized concept inclusion or
GCI ) is a terminological axiom. A finite set of terminological axioms TR is called
a terminology or TBox w.r.t. to a given role hierarchy R.1

An ABox A is a finite set of assertional axioms as defined in Figure 1c. The set
O of object names is divided into two disjoint subsets, OO and ON .2 An initial
ABox A may contain only assertions mentioning old individuals (from OO).
Every individual name from O is mapped to a single element of ∆I in a way such
that for a, b ∈ OO , aI 6= bI if a 6= b (unique name assumption or UNA). This
ensures that different individuals in OO are interpreted as different elements. The
UNA does not hold for elements of ON , i.e. for a, b ∈ ON , aI = bI may hold even
if a 6= b, or if we assume without loss of generality that a ∈ ON , b ∈ OO .
1 The reference to R is omitted in the following.
2 The set of “old” individuals names characterizes all individuals for which the unique

name assumption holds while the set of “new” names denotes individuals which are
constructed during a proof.
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The ABox consistency problem is to decide whether a given ABox A is con-
sistent w.r.t. a TBox T . Satisfiability of concept terms can be reduced to ABox
consistency as follows: A concept term C is satisfiable iff the ABox {a :C} is
consistent. The instance problem is to determine whether an individual a is an
instance of a concept term C w.r.t. an ABox A and a TBox T , i.e. whether A
entails a :C w.r.t. T . This problem can be reduced to the problem of deciding if
the ABox A ∪ {a :¬C} is inconsistent w.r.t. T .

1.2 A Tableaux Calculus for ALCNHR+

In the following we present a tableaux algorithm to decide the consistency of
ALCNHR+ ABoxes. The algorithm is characterized by a set of tableaux or com-
pletion rules and by a particular completion strategy ensuring a specific order for
applying the completion rules to assertional axioms of an ABox. The strategy is
essential to guarantee the completeness of the ABox consistency algorithm. The
purpose of the calculus is to generate a so-called completion for an initial ABox
A in order to prove the consistency of A or its inconsistency if no completion
can be found.

First, we introduce new assertional axioms needed to define the augmentation
of an initial ABox. Let C be a concept term, a, b ∈ O be individual names, and
x 6∈ O , then the following expressions are also assertional axioms: (1) ∀ x . (x :C)
(universal concept assertion), (2) a 6 .= b (inequality assertion). An interpretation
I satisfies an assertional axiom ∀ x . (x :C) iff CI = ∆I and a 6 .= b iff aI 6= bI .

We are now ready to define an augmented ABox as input to the tableaux
rules. For an initial ABox A w.r.t a TBox T and a role hierarchy R we define
its augmented ABox or its augmentation A′ by applying the following rules
to A. For every feature name F mentioned in A the assertion ∀ x . (x : (∃≤1 F))
is added to A′. For every GCI C v D in T the assertion ∀ x . (x : (¬C t D)) is
added to A′. Every concept term occurring in A is transformed into its usual
negation normal form. Let O ′

O = {a1, . . . , an} ⊆ OO be the set of individuals
mentioned in A, then the following set of inequality assertions is added to A′:
{ai 6 .= aj | ai, aj ∈ O ′

O , i, j ∈ 1..n, i 6= j}. Obviously, if A′ is an augmentation of A
then A′ is consistent iff A is consistent.

ALCNHR+ supports transitive roles and GCIs. Thus, in order to guaran-
tee the termination of the tableaux calculus, the notion of blocking an individ-
ual for the applicability of tableaux rules is introduced as follows. Given an
ABox A and an individual a occurring in A, we define the concept set of a as
σ(A, a) := {>} ∪ {C | a :C ∈ A}. We define an individual ordering ‘≺’ for new
individuals (elements of ON ) occurring in an ABox A. If b ∈ ON is introduced
into A, then a ≺ b for all new individuals a already present in A. Let A be an
ABox and a, b ∈ O be individuals in A. We call a the blocking individual of b
if all of the following conditions hold: (1) a, b ∈ ON , (2) σ(A, a) ⊇ σ(A, b), (3)
a ≺ b. If there exists a blocking individual a for b, then b is said to be blocked
(by a).

We are now ready to define the completion rules that are intended to generate
a so-called completion (see also below) of an initial ABox A w.r.t. a TBox T .
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Ru The conjunction rule.
if a :C u D ∈ A, and {a :C, a :D} 6⊆ A
then A′ = A ∪ {a :C, a :D}

Rt The disjunction rule.
if a :C t D ∈ A, and {a :C, a :D} ∩ A = ∅
then A′ = A ∪ {a :C} or A′ = A ∪ {a :D}

R∀C The role value restriction rule.
if a :∀R .C ∈ A, and ∃ b ∈ O ,S ∈ R↓ : (a, b) :S ∈ A, and b :C 6∈ A
then A′ = A ∪ {b :C}

R∀+C The transitive role value restriction rule.
if 1. a :∀R .C ∈ A, and ∃ b ∈ O , T ∈ R↓, T ∈ T , S ∈ T↓ : (a, b) :S ∈ A, and

2. b :∀T .C 6∈ A
then A′ = A ∪ {b :∀T .C}

R∀x The universal concept restriction rule.
if ∀ x . (x :C) ∈ A, and ∃ a ∈ O : a mentioned in A, and a :C 6∈ A
then A′ = A ∪ {a :C}

R∃C The role exists restriction rule.
if 1. a :∃R .C ∈ A, and a is not blocked, and

2. ¬∃ b ∈ O , S ∈ R↓ : {(a, b) :S, b :C} ⊆ A
then A′ = A ∪ {(a, b) :R, b :C} where b ∈ON is not used in A

R∃≥n The number restriction exists rule.
if 1. a :∃≥n R ∈ A, and a is not blocked, and

2. ¬∃ b1, . . . , bn ∈ O , S1, . . . ,Sn ∈ R↓ :
{(a, bk) :Sk | k ∈ 1..n} ∪ {bi 6 .= bj | i, j ∈ 1..n, i 6= j} ⊆ A

then A′ = A ∪ {(a, bk) :R | k ∈ 1..n} ∪ {bi 6 .= bj | i, j ∈ 1..n, i 6= j}
where b1, . . . , bn ∈ON are not used in A

R∃≤n The number restriction merge rule.
if 1. a :∃≤n R ∈ A, and

2. ∃ b1, . . . , bm ∈ O , S1, . . . ,Sm ∈ R↓: {(a, b1) :S1, . . . , (a, bm) :Sm} ⊆ A
with m > n, and

3. ∃ bi, bj ∈ {b1, . . . , bm} : i 6= j, bi 6 .= bj 6∈ A
then A′ = A[bi/bj], i.e. replace every occurrence of bi in A by bj

Given an ABox A, more than one rule might be applicable to A. The order is
determined by the completion strategy which is defined as follows.

A meta rule controls the priority between individuals: Apply a tableaux rule
to an individual b ∈ ON only if no rule is applicable to an individual a ∈ OO
and if no rule is applicable to another individual c ∈ ON such that c ≺ b.

The completion rules are always applied in the following order. (1) Apply all
non-generating rules (Ru, Rt, R∀C, R∀+C, R∀x, R∃≤n) as long as possible. (2)
Apply a generating rule (R∃C, R∃≥n) once and continue with step 1.

In the following we always assume that the completion strategy is observed.
This ensures that rules are applied to new individuals w.r.t. the ordering ‘≺’.

We assume the same naming conventions as used above. An ABox A is called
contradictory if one of the following clash triggers is applicable. If none of the
clash triggers is applicable to A, then A is called clash-free. The clash triggers
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have to deal with so-called primitive clashes and with clashes caused by number
restrictions:

– Primitive clash: a :⊥ ∈ A or {a :A, a :¬A} ⊆ A, where A is a concept name.
– Number restriction merging clash: ∃S1, . . . ,Sm ∈ R↓ : {(a, bi) :Si | i ∈ 1..m} ∪

{a :∃≤n R} ∪ {bi 6 .= bj | i, j ∈ 1..m, i 6= j} ⊆ A with m > n.

Any ABox containing a clash is obviously unsatisfiable. A clash-free ABox A
is called complete if no completion rule is applicable to A. A complete ABox A′

derived from an initial ABox A is called a completion of A. The purpose of the
calculus is to generate a completion for an initial ABox A to prove the consistency
of A. An augmented ABox A is said to be inconsistent if no completion can be
derived. For a given initial ABox A, the calculus applies the completion rules.
It stops the application of rules, if a clash occurs. The calculus answers “yes”
if a completion can be derived, and “no” otherwise. Based on these notions we
introduce and evaluate the new optimization techniques in the next sections.

2 Deep Models for TBox Reasoning in ALCNHR+

Given a set of concepts representing a conjunction whose satisfiability is to be
checked, the model merging strategy tries to avoid a satisfiability test which
relies on the “expensive” tableaux technique due to non-deterministic rules.3

This idea was first introduced in [5] for the logic ALCHfR+ . A model merging
test is designed to be a “cheap” test comparing cached “concept models.” It is a
sound but incomplete satisfiability tester for a set of concepts. The achievement
of minimal computational overhead and the avoidance of any indeterminism are
important characteristics of such a test. If the test returns false, a tableaux
calculus based on the rules as defined in Section 1.2 is applied. In order to be
more precise, we use the term pseudo model instead of “concept model.”

For testing whether the conjunction of a set of concepts {C1, . . . ,Cn} is sat-
isfiable, we present and analyze a technique called deep model merging that gen-
eralizes the original model merging approach [5] in two ways: (1) we extend the
model merging technique to the logic ALCNHR+ , i.e. this technique also deals
with number restrictions; (2) we introduce deep pseudo models for concepts that
are recursively traversed and checked for possible clashes.

Let A be a concept name, R a role name, and C a concept. The consistency
of the initial ABox A = {a :C} is tested. If A is inconsistent, the pseudo model4

of C is defined as ⊥. If A is consistent, then there exists a non-empty set of
completions C. A completion A′ ∈ C is selected and a pmodel M for a concept C

3 In our case the rules Rt and R∃≤n.
4 For brevity a pseudo model is also called a pmodel .
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is defined as the tuple 〈M A,M ¬A,M ∃,M ∀〉 of concept sets using the following
definitions.

M A = {A | a :A ∈ A′, A ∈ C}, M ¬A = {A | a :¬A ∈ A′, A ∈ C}
M ∃ = {∃R .C | a :∃R .C ∈ A′} ∪ {∃≥n R | a :∃≥n R ∈ A′}
M ∀ = {∀R .C | a :∀R .C ∈ A′} ∪ {∃≤n R | a :∃≤n R ∈ A′} ∪

{∃R .C | a :∃R .C ∈ A′, R ∈ F}

Note that pmodels are based on complete ABoxes. In contrast to the theoret-
ical calculus presented above, model merging deals directly with features instead
of representing them with at most restrictions. Therefore concept exists restric-
tions mentioning features are also included in the sets M ∀ of pmodels. This
guarantees that a possible “feature interaction” between pmodels is detected.

Procedure 1 mergable(MS ,VM ,D?)
1: if MS = ∅ ∨MS ∈ VM then
2: return true
3: else if ⊥ ∈ MS ∨ ¬atoms mergable(MS) then
4: return false
5: else
6: for all M ∈ MS do
7: for all C ∈ M ∃ do
8: if critical at most(C,M ,MS) then
9: return false

10: else
11: MS ′ ← collect successor pmodels(C,MS)
12: if (¬D? ∧MS ′ 6= ∅) ∨ ¬mergable(MS ′,VM ∪ {MS},D?) then
13: return false
14: return true

The procedure mergable shown in Procedure 1 implements the flat and
deep model merging test. The test has to discover potential clashes which might
occur if all pmodels in MS are merged, i.e. their corresponding concepts are
conjunctively combined. The test starts with a set of pmodels MS , an empty set
of visited pmodel sets VM , and a parameter D? controlling whether the deep or
flat mode (see below) of mergable will be used. The test recursively traverses
the pmodel structures. In case of a potential clash, mergable terminates and
returns false, otherwise it continues its traversal and returns true if no potential
clash can be discovered. Testing whether the actual pmodel set MS is already a
member of the set VM (line 1) is necessary to ensure termination (in analogy to
blocking an individual) for the deep mode. A potential primitive clash is checked
in line 3. If no primitive clash is possible for the “root individual” of the pmodel,
it is tested whether a clash might be caused by interacting concept exists, concept
value, at least, and at most restrictions for the same successor individuals. Two
nested loops (lines 6-13) check for every pmodel M ∈ MS and every concept
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in the set M ∃ whether an at most restriction might be violated by the other
pmodels (line 8). If this is not the case,5 the set MS ′ of “R-successor pmodels”
is computed (line 11). If the flat mode is enabled and MS ′ 6= ∅, this indicates
a potential interaction via the role R and mergable returns false (lines 12-13).
If the deep mode is enabled, mergable continues and traverses the pmodels
in MS ′. Observe that the procedure mergable is sound but not complete, i.e.
even if mergable returns false for a pmodel set the corresponding concept
conjunction can be satisfiable.

The procedure atoms mergable tests for a possible primitive clash between
pairs of pmodels. It is applied to a set of pmodels MS and returns false if
there exists a pair {M1, M2} ⊆ MS with (M A

1 ∩ M ¬A
2 ) 6= ∅ or (M ¬A

1 ∩ M A
2 ) 6= ∅.

Otherwise it returns true.
The procedure critical at most checks for a potential number restriction

clash in a set of pmodels and tries to avoid positive answers which are too conser-
vative. It is applied to a concept C of the form ∃S .D or ∃≥n S, the current pmodel
M and a set of pmodels MS = {M1 , . . . ,Mk}. Loosely speaking, it computes the
maximal number of potential S-successors and returns true if this number ex-
ceeds the applicable at most bound m. More precisely, critical at most returns
true if there exists a pmodel M ′ ∈ (MS \M) and a role R ∈ S↑ with ∃≤m R ∈ M ′∀

such that
∑

E∈N num(E,RS ) > m, N = ∪i∈1 ..k M ∃
i , RS = S↑ ∩ R↓. In all other

cases critical at most returns false. The function num(E,RS ) returns 1 for
concepts of the form E = ∃R′ .D and n for E = ∃≥n R′, if R′ ∈ RS , and 0 other-
wise.

The procedure collect successor pmodels is applied to a concept C of the
form ∃S .D or ∃≥n S and a set of pmodels MS . It computes the set Q containing
all S-successor pmodels (by considering (transitive) superroles of S). We define
Qaux = {D} if C = ∃S .D and Qaux = ∅ otherwise. Observe that ∃R .E ∈ M ∀

implies that R is a feature. The procedure collect successor pmodels returns
the pmodel set {MC |C ∈ Q}.

Q = Qaux ∪ {E | ∃M ∈ MS ,R ∈ S↑ : (∀R .E ∈ M ∀ ∨ ∃R .E ∈ M ∀)} ∪
{∀T .E | ∃M ∈ MS ,R ∈ S↑,T ∈ T ∩ S↑ ∩ R↓ : ∀R .E ∈ M ∀}

Note that mergable depends on the clash triggers of the particular tableaux
calculus chosen since it has to detect potential clashes in a set of pmodels. The
structure and composition of the completion rules might vary as long as the
clash triggers do not change and the calculus remains sound and complete.

Proposition 1 (Soundness of mergable). Let D? have either the value true
or false, CS = {C1, . . . ,Cn}, MCi = get pmodel(Ci), and PM = {MCi | i ∈ 1..n}.
If the procedure call mergable(PM , ∅,D?) returns true, the concept
C1 u . . . u Cn is satisfiable.

Proof. This is proven by contradiction and induction. Let us assume that the call
mergable(PM , ∅,D?) returns true but the initial ABox A = {a : (C1 u . . . u Cn)}
is inconsistent, i.e. there exists no completion of A. Every concept Ci must be
5 In the following let us assume that the concept C mentions a role name R.
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satisfiable, otherwise we would have ⊥ ∈ PM and mergable would return false
due to line 3 in Procedure 1. Let us assume a finite set C containing all con-
tradictory ABoxes encountered during the consistency test of A. Without loss
of generality we can select an arbitrary A′ ∈ C and make a case analysis of its
possible clash culprits.
1. We have a primitive clash for the “root” individual a, i.e. {a :D, a :¬D} ⊆ A′.

Thus, a :D and a :¬D have not been propagated to a via role assertions and
there have to exist Ci,Cj ∈ CS , i 6= j such that a :D (a :¬D) is derived from
a :Ci (a :Cj) due to the satisfiability of the concepts Ci, i ∈ 1..n. It holds for
the associated pmodels MCi ,MCj ∈ PM that D ∈ M A

Ci
∩ M ¬A

Cj
. However, due

to our assumption the call of mergable(PM , ∅,D?) returned true. This is a
contradiction since mergable called atoms mergable with PM (line 3 in
Procedure 1) which returned false since D ∈ M A

Ci
∩ M ¬A

Cj
.

2. A number restriction clash in A′ is detected for a, i.e. a :∃≤m R ∈ A′ and
there exist l > m distinct R-successors of a.6 These successors can only be de-
rived from assertions of the form a :∃Sj .Ej or a :∃≥nj Sj with Sj ∈ R↓, j ∈ 1..p.
The concepts Ci ∈ CS , i ∈ 1..n are satisfiable and there has to exist a sub-
set CS ′ ⊆ CS such that ∃≤m R ∈ ∪C∈CS ′M ∀

C and
∑

E′∈N num(E′,RS ) ≥ l ,
N = ∪C∈CS ′M ∃

C , RS = (∪j∈1..p Sj
↑) ∩ R↓. However, due to our assumption

the call of mergable(PM , ∅,D?) returned true. This is a contradiction since
there exists a pmodel M ′

C , C ∈ CS ′ and a concept E′ ∈ M ′∃
C such that mer-

gable called critical at most(E′,M ′
C ,PM ) (lines 6-8 in Procedure 1) which

returned true since
∑

E′∈N num(E′,RS ) ≥ l > m.
3. Let the individual an be a successor of a0 via a chain of role assertions

(a0, a1) :R1, . . . , (an−1, an) :Rn, n > 0 and we now assume that a clash for an
is discovered.
a) In case of a primitive clash we have {an :D, an :¬D} ⊆ A′. Without loss

of generality we may assume that the clash culprits can only be derived
from assertions of the form an−1 :∃≥m Rn or an−1 :∃Rn .E1 in combination
with an−1 :∃S′ .E2 (if Rn and S′ ∈ Rn

↑ are features), and/or an−1 :∀S′′ .E3

with S′′ ∈ Rn
↑. Due to the clash there exists a pair E′,E′′ ⊆ {E1,E2,E3}

with D ∈ M A
E ′ ∩ M ¬A

E ′′ . Each role assertion in the chain between a0 and
an−1 can only be derived from assertions of the form ak−1 :∃Rk .Ek or
ak−1 :∃≥mk Rk with k ∈ 1..n − 1. The call graph of mergable(PM , ∅,D?)
contains a chain of calls resembling the chain of role assertions. By in-
duction on the call graph we know that the node resembling an−1 of
this call graph chain contains the call mergable(PM ′,VM ′, true) such
that {ME ′ ,ME ′′} ⊆ PM ′ and atoms mergable has been called with
a set MS ′ and {ME ′ ,ME ′′} ⊆ MS ′. The call of atoms mergable has
returned false since D ∈ M A

E ′ ∩ M ¬A
E ′′ . This contradicts our assumption

that mergable(PM , ∅,D?) returned true.
b) In case of a number restriction clash we can argue in an analogous way

to case 2 and 3a. Again, we have a chain of role assertions where a
number restriction clash is detected for the last individual of the chain.

6 Due to our syntax restriction, the elements of R↓ are not transitive.
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Fig. 2. Evaluation of model merging techniques (runtime in seconds, 3 runs for each
TBox, left-right order corresponds to top-bottom order in the legend).

It exists a corresponding call graph chain where by induction the last call
of mergable called critical at most with a set of pmodels for which
critical at most returned true. This contradicts the assumption that
mergable(PM , ∅,D?) returned true. ut

It is easy to see that this proof also holds if the value of D? is false since the
“flat mode” is more conservative than the “deep” one, i.e. it will always return
false instead of possibly true if the set of collected pmodels M ′ is not empty
(line 12 in Procedure 1).

The advantage of the deep vs. the flat mode of the model merging technique
is demonstrated by empirical tests using a set of “quasi-standard” application
TBoxes [7,6,2]. Figure 2 shows the runtimes for computing the subsumption lat-
tice of these TBoxes. Each TBox is iteratively classified using three different
parameter settings. The first setting has the deep mode of model merging en-
abled, the second one has the deep mode of model merging disabled but the flat
mode still enabled, and the third one has model merging completely disabled.
The comparison between setting one and two indicates a speed up in runtimes of
a factor 1.5 − 2 if the deep mode is enabled. The result for setting three clearly
demonstrate the principal advantage of model merging.

The principal advantage of the deep vs. the flat model merging mode is due
to the following characteristics. If the flat model merging test is (recursively)
applied during tableaux expansion and repeatedly returns false because of in-
teracting value and exists restrictions, this test might be too conservative. This
effect is illustrated by an example: The deep model merging test starts with
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the pmodels 〈∅, ∅, {∃R .∃S .C}, ∅〉 and 〈∅, ∅, ∅, {∀R .∀S .D}〉. Due to interaction
on the role R, the test is recursively applied to the pmodels 〈∅, ∅, {∃S .C}, ∅〉
and 〈∅, ∅, ∅, {∀S .D}〉. Eventually, the deep model merging test succeeds with
the pmodels 〈{C}, ∅, ∅, ∅〉 and 〈{D}, ∅, ∅, ∅〉 and returns true. This is in contrast
to the flat mode where in this example no tableaux tests are avoided and the
runtime for the model merging tests is wasted.

The next section describes how model merging can be utilized for obtaining
a dramatic speed up of ABox reasoning.

3 Flat Models for ABox Reasoning in ALCNHR+

Computing the direct types of an individual a (i.e. the set of the most specific
concepts from C of which an individual a is an instance) is called realization
of a. For instance, in order to compute the direct types of a for a given sub-
sumption lattice of the concepts D1, . . . ,Dn, a sequence of ABox consistency
tests for ADi = A ∪ {a :¬Di} might be required. However, individuals are usually
members of only a small number of concepts and the ABoxes ADi are proven as
consistent in most cases. The basic idea is to design a cheap but sound model
merging test for the focused individual a and the concept terms ¬Di without
explicitly considering role assertions and concept assertions for all the other in-
dividuals mentioned in A. These “interactions” are reflected in the “individual
pseudo model” of a. This is the motivation for devising the novel individual
model merging technique.

A pseudo model for an individual a mentioned in a consistent initial ABox A
w.r.t. a TBox T is defined as follows. Since A is consistent, there exists a set of
completions C of A. Let A′ ∈ C. An individual pseudo model M for an individual
a in A is defined as the tuple 〈M A,M ¬A,M ∃,M ∀〉 w.r.t. A′ and A using the
same definitions from the previous section for the components M A,M ¬A,M ∀

and the following definition.

M ∃ = {∃R .C | a :∃R .C ∈ A′} ∪ {∃≥n R | a :∃≥n R ∈ A′} ∪ {∃≥1 R | (a, b) :R ∈ A}
Note the distinction between the initial ABox A and its completion A′. When-

ever a role assertion exists, which specifies a role successor for the individual a
in the initial ABox, a corresponding at least restriction is added to the set M ∃.
This is based on the rationale that the cached pmodel of a cannot refer to indi-
vidual names. However, it is sufficient to reflect a role assertion (a, b) :R ∈ A by
adding a corresponding at least restriction to M ∃. This guarantees that possible
interactions via the role R are detected. Note that individual model merging is
only defined for the flat mode of model merging.

Proposition 2 (Soundness of individual model merging). Let Ma be the
pmodel of an individual a mentioned in a consistent initial ABox A, M¬C be the
pmodel of a satisfiable concept ¬C, and PM = {Ma ,M¬C}. If the procedure call
mergable(PM , ∅, false) returns true, the ABox A ∪ {a :¬C} is consistent, i.e. a
is not an instance of C.
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Proof. This is proven by contradiction. Let us assume that the procedure call
mergable({Ma ,M¬C}, ∅, false) returns true but the ABox A′ = A ∪ {a :¬C} is
inconsistent, i.e. there exists no completion of A′. Let us assume a finite set C
containing all contradictory ABoxes encountered during the consistency test of
A′. Without loss of generality we can select an arbitrary A′′ ∈ C and make a
case analysis of its possible clash culprits.

1. In case of a primitive clash for a we have {a :D, a :¬D} ⊆ A′′. Since A is
consistent and the concept ¬C cannot indirectly refer to the old individual
a via a role chain, we know that either a :D or a :¬D must be derived from
a :¬C and we have D ∈ (M A

a ∩ M ¬A
¬C ) ∪ (M ¬A

a ∩ M A
¬C ). This contradicts the

assumption that the call mergable({Ma ,M¬C}, ∅, false) returned true since
mergable called atoms mergable({Ma ,M¬C}) which returned false (line
3 in Procedure 1) since D ∈ (M A

a ∩ M ¬A
¬C ) ∪ (M ¬A

a ∩ M A
¬C ).

2. A number restriction clash in A′′ is detected for a, i.e. a :∃≤m R ∈ A′′ and
there exist l > m distinct R-successors of a in A′′. This implies that
the set N = M ∃

a ∪ M ∃
¬C contains concepts of the form ∃Sj .Ej or ∃≥nj Sj,7

Sj ∈ R↓, j ∈ 1..k, such that
∑

E′∈N num(E′,RS ) ≥ l , RS = (∪j∈1..k Sj
↑) ∩ R↓.

This contradicts the assumption that mergable({Ma ,M¬C}, ∅, false) re-
turned true since mergable called critical at most (lines 6-8 in Procedure
1) which returned true since

∑
E′∈N num(E′,RS ) ≥ l > m.

3. A clash is detected for an individual b in A′′ that is distinct to a. Since
A is consistent the individual b must be a successor of a via a chain of
role assertions (a, b1) :R1, . . . , (bn, b) :Rn+1, n ≥ 0, and one of the clash cul-
prits must be derived from the newly added assertion a :¬C and propa-
gated to b via the role assertion chain originating from a with (a, b1) :R1.
Since ¬C is satisfiable and A is consistent we have an “interaction” via
the role or feature R1. This implies for the associated pmodels Ma ,M¬C
that (M ∃

a ∩ M ∀
¬C ) ∪ (M ∀

a ∩ M ∃
¬C ) 6= ∅. This contradicts the assumption that

mergable({Ma ,M¬C}, ∅, false) returned true since mergable eventually
called collect successor pmodels for Ma ,M¬C which returned a non-
empty set (line 11 in Procedure 1). ut

The performance gain by the individual model merging technique is empir-
ically evaluated using a set of five ABoxes containing between 15 and 25 indi-
viduals. Each of these ABoxes is realized w.r.t. the application TBoxes Bike7-9
derived from a bike configuration task. The TBoxes especially vary on the degree
of explicit disjointness declarations between atomic concepts. Figure 3 shows the
runtimes for the realization of the ABoxes 1-5. Each ABox is realized with two
different parameter settings. The first setting has the individual model merging
technique enabled, the second one has it disabled. The comparison between both
settings reveals a speed gain of at least one order of magnitude if the individual
model merging technique is used. Note the use of a logarithmic scale.

7 Any role assertion of the form (a, b) :R ∈ A implies that ∃≥1 R ∈ M ∃
a . This takes care

of implied at least restrictions due to the UNA for old individuals.
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Fig. 3. Bike ABoxes: Evaluation of model merging techniques (runtime in seconds, 2
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4 Pseudo Models for Reasoning with Concrete Domains

The requirements derived from practical applications of DLs ask for more expres-
siveness w.r.t. reasoning about objects from other domains (so-called concrete
domains, e.g. for the real numbers). Thus, in [4] the logic ALCNHR+ is extended
with a restricted form of reasoning about concrete domains. However, the clas-
sification of non-trivial TBoxes is only feasible, if the model merging technique
can be applied. Therefore, we extend the model merging technique to the basic
DL with concrete domains, the language ALC(D) [1]. We conjecture that the
results from this approach can be directly transferred to the logic presented in
[4]. First, we have to briefly introduce ALC(D).

4.1 The Language ALC(D)

A concrete domain D is a pair (∆D, ΦD), where ∆D is a set called the domain,
and ΦD is a set of predicate names. Each predicate name PD from ΦD is asso-
ciated with an arity n and an n-ary predicate PD ⊆ ∆n

D. A concrete domain
D is called admissible iff (1) the set of predicate names ΦD is closed under
negation and ΦD contains a name >D for ∆D; (2) the satisfiability problem
Pn1

1 (x11, . . . , x1n1) ∧ . . . ∧ Pnm
m (xm1, . . . , xmnm) is decidable (m is finite, Pni

i ∈ ΦD,
and xjk is a name for an object from ∆D).

Let S and F (R = S ∪ F ) be disjoint sets of role and feature names, respec-
tively. A composition of features (written F1 · · ·Fn) is called a feature chain. A
simple feature is a feature chain of length 1. Let C be a set of concept names
which is disjoint from R. Any element of C is a concept term. If C and D are
concept terms, R ∈ R is a role or feature name, P∈ ΦD is a predicate name from
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an admissible concrete domain, ui’s are feature chains, then the following expres-
sions are also concept terms: C u D, C t D, ¬C, ∀R .C, ∃R .C, ∃ u1, . . . , un .P. A
concept term of the last kind is called predicate exists restriction.

An interpretation ID = (∆I , ∆D, ·I) consists of a set ∆I (the abstract do-
main), a set ∆D (the domain of an admissible ‘concrete domain’ D) and an
interpretation function ·I . Besides for feature and predicate names the interpre-
tation function is defined as in Figure 1a. The function maps each feature name
F from F to a partial function FI from ∆I to ∆I ∪∆D, and each predicate name
P from ΦD with arity n to a subset PI of ∆n

D. For a feature chain u = F1 · · ·Fn,
uI denotes the composition F1

I ◦ · · · ◦ Fn
I of partial functions F1

I , . . . ,Fn
I . Let

u1, . . . , un be feature chains and let P be a predicate name. Then, the interpre-
tation function can be extended to concept terms as in Figure 1a. The semantics
for the predicate exists restrictions is given by:

(∃ u1, . . . , un . P)I := { a ∈ ∆I | ∃x1, . . . , xn ∈ ∆D : (a, x1) ∈ u1
I , . . . , (a, xn) ∈ un

I ,

(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ PI}
Note that in a concept term elements of ∆D can be used only as feature fillers.

A TBox T is a finite set of non-cyclic axioms of the form A v D or A .= D
where A must be a concept name. An interpretation I is a model of a TBox T
iff it satisfies AI ⊆ DI (AI = DI) for all A v D (A .= D) in T .

An ABox A is a finite set of assertional axioms which are defined as fol-
lows: Let O be a set of individual names and let X be a set of names for
concrete objects (X ∩ O = ∅). If C is a concept term, R ∈ R, F ∈ F , a, b ∈ O
and x, x1, . . . , xn ∈ X , then the following expressions are assertional axioms: a :C,
(a, b) :R, (a, x) :F and (x1, . . ., xn) :P.

The interpretation function additionally maps every individual name from O
to a single element of ∆I and names for concrete objects from X are mapped to
elements of ∆D. (The UNA does not necessarily hold in ALC(D).) An interpre-
tation satisfies an assertional axiom a :C iff aI ∈ CI , (a, b) :R iff (aI , bI) ∈ RI ,
(a, x) :F iff (aI , xI) ∈ FI , and (x1, . . ., xn) :P iff (x1

I , . . . , xn
I) ∈ PI . An interpre-

tation I is a model of an ABox A w.r.t. a TBox T iff it is a model of T and
furthermore satisfies all assertional axioms in A.

4.2 Pseudo Models for TBox Reasoning in ALC(D)

By analogy to the previous sections, we assume a tableaux calculus which de-
cides the ABox consistency problem for ALC(D) (see [1]). The clash triggers in
this calculus are the primitive clash, two triggers for feature fillers with member-
ship to both domains, and one clash trigger indicating inconsistencies between
concrete domain objects.

In the following we assume the same naming conventions as used above.
In order to obtain a flat pseudo model for a concept C the consistency of
A ={a :C} is tested. If A is inconsistent, the pseudo model of C is defined as
⊥. If A is consistent, then there exists a set of completions C. A completion
A′ ∈ C is selected and a pmodel M for a concept C is defined as the tuple
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〈M A,M ¬A,M ∃,M ∀,M ∃F,M ∀F〉 using the following definitions (let u = F1 · · ·Fn
be a feature chain, then first(u) = F1).

M A = {A | a :A ∈ A′}, M ¬A = {A | a :¬A ∈ A′},

M ∃ = {R | a :∃R .C ∈ A′}, M ∀ = {R | a :∀R .C ∈ A′},

M ∃F = {F | a :∃F .C ∈ A′} ∪
{F | F = first(uj), uj used in ∃ u1, . . . , un .P, a :∃ u1, . . . , un .P ∈ A′},

M ∀F = {F | a :∀F .C ∈ A′}
Note that sets from a flat pseudo model for an ALC(D) concept contain only

concept, role, and/or feature names. In order to correctly deal with the semantics
of features, the pmodel also contains separate sets M ∀F and M ∃F. The set M ∃F

contains all feature names mentioned in exists restrictions and all feature names
being first element of a feature chain in predicate exists restrictions, and the set
M ∀F contains all feature names mentioned in value restrictions.

The following procedure ALC(D)-mergable implements the flat model
merging test for ALC(D) for a given non-empty set of pmodels MS .

Procedure 2 ALC(D)-mergable(MS)
if ⊥ ∈ MS ∨ ¬atoms mergable(MS) then

return false
else

for all pairs {M1, M2} ⊆ MS do
if (M ∃

1 ∩M ∀
2 ) 6= ∅ ∨ (M ∀

1 ∩M ∃
2 ) 6= ∅ then

return false
else if (M ∃F

1 ∩M ∀F
2 ) 6= ∅ ∨ (M ∀F

1 ∩M ∃F
2 ) 6= ∅ ∨ (M ∃F

1 ∩M ∃F
2 ) 6= ∅ then

return false
return true

The idea of this test is to check for possible primitive clashes at the “root
individual” of the pmodels in MS using atoms mergable. Then the procedure
ALC(D)-mergable checks for possible references to the same direct role or
feature filler by more than one pmodel in MS .

This easy, but conservative test handles, besides primitive clashes, the three
ALC(D)-specific clash triggers, because they can only appear at feature fillers. A
proof for the soundness of ALC(D)-mergable can therefore be easily adapted
from the one given in Section 2. Due to lack of space, we cannot present the
model merging technique for deep pseudo models which is described in [9] where
this technique is also extended for other DLs with concrete domains. Full proofs
for flat and deep model merging for ALC(D) can be found in [9].

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have analyzed optimization techniques for TBox and ABox
reasoning in the expressive description logic ALCNHR+ . These techniques ex-
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ploit the traversal of flat and/or deep pmodels extracted from ABox consistency
tests. A moderate speed gain using deep models for classification of concepts
and a dramatic gain for realization of ABoxes is empirically demonstrated. The
model merging technique has also been investigated for the logic ALC(D) with
concrete domains. We conjecture that individual model merging for ALC(D) can
be developed in analogy to Section 3. The model merging technique for ALC(D)
is a prerequisite in order to apply model merging to ALCNHR+ extended by
concrete domains.

It is easy to see that an enhanced version of the individual model merging
technique for ALCNHR+ can be developed, which additionally exploits the use
of deep models. This is immediately possible if only ABoxes containing no joins
for role assertions are encountered. In case an ABox A contains a join (e.g.
{(a, c) :R, (b, c) :R} ⊆ A), one has to consider a graph-like instead of a tree-like
traversal of pseudo models reflecting the dependencies caused by joins.
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Abstract. We present an ExpTime decision procedure for the full µ-
Calculus (including converse programs) extended with nominals and a
universal program, thus devising a new, highly expressive ExpTime logic.
The decision procedure is based on tree automata, and makes explicit the
problems caused by nominals and how to overcome them. Roughly speak-
ing, we show how to reason in a logic lacking the tree model property
using techniques for logics with the tree model property. The contribu-
tion of the paper is two-fold: we extend the family of ExpTime logics,
and we present a technique to reason in the presence of nominals.

1 Introduction

Description Logics (DLs) are a family of knowledge representation formalisms
designed for the representation of and reasoning about terminological knowl-
edge [34,28,2]. Over the last years, they turned out to be also well-suited for
the representation of and reasoning about, e.g., ontologies [31,16] and database
schemata, where they can support schema design, evolution, and query optimi-
sation [7], source integration in heterogeneous databases/data warehouses [6],
and conceptual modeling of multidimensional aggregation [18].

The basic notions of DLs are concepts (classes, unary predicates) and roles
(binary predicates). A specific DL is mainly characterised by a set of constructors
that allow to form complex concepts and roles from atomic ones. A standard DL
knowledge base consists of two parts: in the TBox, the vocabulary of a given
application domain is fixed. Some TBox formalisms only allow to introduce
names for complex concepts, whereas others allow, additionally, to state general
axioms such as C .= D or C v̇ D for two (possibly complex) concepts [11,22].
The second part of a DL knowledge base, the ABox, states facts concerning
concrete individuals. Using the vocabulary fixed in the TBox, we can state in an
ABox that the individual a is an instance of, e.g., the concept CMReactor, and
that it is related via the role has-part to an individual b. Given such a “hybrid”
knowledge base, interesting reasoning problems include the computation of the
taxonomy (i.e., the hierarchy w.r.t. the subsumption relation) of those concepts
defined in the TBox, finding inconsistent concepts defined in the TBox, and
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finding, for an individual a in the ABox, the most specific concepts defined in
the TBox that a is an instance of.

To be of use in a specific application, a DL must provide the means to de-
scribe properties of objects that are relevant for this application. Unsurprisingly,
the more expressive power a DL provides, the more complex the reasoning al-
gorithms for this DL are. As a consequence, a variety of DLs were introduced
together with investigations of the complexity of the corresponding reasoning
algorithms/problems (see, e.g., [26,34,13]).

In 1991, Schild described the close relationship between DLs and modal log-
ics or dynamic logics [32]. For example, it turned out that ALC is a notational
variant of multi modal K. Following that, numerous new DLs with correspond-
ing complexity results emerged by (extensions of) translations into modal and
dynamic logics [9,33,10]. Due to its high expressive power, the full µ-calculus
(i.e., propositional µ-calculus extended with converse programs) can be viewed
as (one of) the “queens” of ExpTime modal/dynamic/temporal logics [23,35,
40]. It is able to capture, for example, converse-PDL, CTL∗, and other highly
expressive modal/dynamic/temporal logics, and thus also highly expressive DLs
[5]. Unfortunately, the µ-calculus lacks two features that are of great importance
for it being also a “queen” for DLs: it does not provide an analogue for concept
definition/general axioms that are provided by TBoxes, and it has no equiva-
lent to ABox individuals. The first point is not a serious one since we could
“internalise” general axioms using a greatest fixpoint formula even though the
µ-calculus does not provide (constructors to build) a universal program [32]. The
second one is more serious since, for example, the extension of the µ-calculus with
individuals no longer has the tree model property. Moreover, in the presence of
individuals, internalisation becomes more subtle.

In this paper, we extend the µ-calculus with a universal role/program to en-
able direct internalisation of TBoxes [32], and with a generalised form of ABox
individuals, namely nominals, thus devising a logic where all standard inference
problems concerning TBoxes and ABoxes can be reduced to satisfiability. In
contrast to ABox individuals, nominals can be used inside complex formulae in
the same place as atomic propositions. We are able to show that the complexity
of the full µ-calculus, when extended with a universal program and nominals,
does not increase, but remains in ExpTime. To prove this upper bound, we re-
duce satisfiability to the emptiness of alternating automata on infinite trees—a
family of automata that can be viewed as abstractions of tableau algorithms.
This technique is rather elegant in that it separates the logic from the algorith-
mics [39]. For example, a tableau-based algorithm might require sophisticated
blocking techniques to guarantee termination [22]. Using the automata-theoretic
technique, termination is not an issue since we can work on infinite trees. More-
over, this technique makes explicit which problems arise when reasoning in the
presence of nominals and universal roles, and how to deal with them. We have
chosen to deal with nominals by explicitly guessing most of the relevant infor-
mation concerning nominals—a choice that will be explained in the sequel.
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Besides being of interest by itself and, once again, showing the power of
the automata-theoretic approach, the complexity result presented here broadens
the range description/modal/dynamic logics that have ExpTime decision proce-
dures. Over the last few years, it was shown that tableau-based algorithms for
certain ExpTime-complete reasoning problems are amenable to optimisation and
behave quite well in practise [21,29,19,22]. Thus, establishing an ExpTime upper
bound is a first step in developing a practical decision procedure for the hybrid
µ-calculus or, at least, for fragments of this logic. We return to the practicality
issue at the end of the paper.

Unfortunately, this new “queen” logic is still not “the queen” since it is
missing a prominent feature, namely number restrictions/graded modalities [17,
12,38]. This is due to the fact that, in the presence of converse roles and universal
programs/roles (or any other means to internalise axioms), nominals and number
restrictions/graded modalities lead to NExpTime-hardness [37].

From the tense logic perspective [4], the hybrid µ-calculus can also be viewed
as one of the “queen” hybrid logics with ExpTime-complete reasoning problems:
our result extends ExpTime-completeness results for, e.g., Priorean tense logic
over transitive frames (which can be viewed as a notational variant of multi-
modal K4 with converse modalities) or converse-PDL with nominals in [1].

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce syntax and semantics of the hybrid µ-calculus as
well as two-way automata. It is the extension of the propositional µ-calculus
with converse programs [40], a universal role, and nominals [30,1], i.e., atomic
formulae to refer to single points.

Definition 1. Let AP be a set of atomic propositions, Var a set of propositional
variables, Nom a set of nominals, and Prog a set of atomic programs with the
universal program o ∈ Prog. A program is either an atomic program or the
converse a− of an atomic program a ∈ Prog. The set of formulae of the hybrid
µ-calculus is the smallest set such that

– true, false, p and ¬p are formulae for p ∈ AP ∪ Nom,
– x ∈ Var is a formula,
– if ϕ1 and ϕ2 are formulae, α is a program, and x is a propositional variable,

then ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2, 〈α〉ϕ1, [α]ϕ1, µx.ϕ1(x) and νx.ϕ1(x) are formulae.

A propositional variable x ∈ Var is said to occur free in a formula if it occurs
outside the scope of a fixpoint operator. A sentence is formula that contains no
free propositional variable, i.e., each occurrence of a variable x is in the scope of
a fixpoint operator µ or ν. We use λ to denote a fixpoint operator µ or ν. For a
λ-formula λx.ϕ(x), we write ϕ(λx.ϕ(x)) to denote the formula that is obtained
by replacing each free occurrence of x in ϕ with λx.ϕ(x).

Semantics is defined by means of a Kripke structure and, in the presence
of variables and fixpoints, a valuation that associates a set of points with each
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variable. Readers not familiar with fixpoints might want to look at [23,35] for
instructive examples and explanations of the semantics of the µ-calculus.

Definition 2. Semantics of the hybrid µ-calculus is given by means of a Kripke
structure K = (W,R,L), where

– W is a set of points,
– R : Prog −→ 2W×W assigns to an atomic program a binary relation on W ,
– R(o) = W ×W , and
– L : AP ∪ Nom −→ 2W assigns to each atomic proposition or nominal the set

of points in which it holds, such that L(n) is a singleton for each nominal n.

R is extended to converse programs as follows: R(a−) = {(v, u) | (u, v) ∈ R(a)}.
Given a Kripke structure K = (W,R,L) and variables x1, . . . , xm, a val-

uation V : {x1, . . . , xm} −→ 2W maps each variable to a subset of W . For a
valuation V, a variable x, and a set of points W ′ ⊆ W , V[x/W ′] is the valuation
that is obtained from V by assigning W ′ to x.

A formula ϕ with free variables among x1, . . . , xm is interpreted over a
Kripke structure K = (W,R,L) as a mapping ϕK that associates, with each
valuation V, a subset ϕK(V) of W . This mapping is defined inductively as fol-
lows:

– trueK(V) = W , falseK(V) = ∅,
– for p ∈ AP ∪ Nom, we have pK(V) = L(p) and (¬p)K(V) = W \ L(p)
– (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2)K(V) = (ϕ1)K(V) ∩ (ϕ2)K(V),

(ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2)K(V) = (ϕ1)K(V) ∪ (ϕ2)K(V),
(〈α〉ϕ)K(V) = {u ∈ W | there is a v with (u, v) ∈ R(α) and v ∈ϕK(V)},
([α]ϕ)K(V) = {u ∈ W | for all v, (u, v) ∈ R(α) implies v ∈ ϕK(V)},

– (µx.ϕ(x))K(V) =
⋂{W ′ ⊆ W | ϕK(V[x/W ′]) ⊆ W ′}

(νx.ϕ(x))K(V) =
⋃{W ′ ⊆ W | ϕK(V[x/W ′]) ⊇ W ′}

For a sentence ψ, a Kripke structure K = (W,R,L), and w ∈ W , we write
K,w |= ψ iff w ∈ ψK , and call K a model of ψ.1 A sentence that has a model
is called satisfiable.

Remark 1. All formulae are by definition in negation normal form, i.e., negation
occurs only in front of atomic propositions or nominals.

In the following, we will sometimes write ψ(n1, . . . , n`) to emphasize that
n1, . . . , n` are exactly the nominals occurring in ψ.

Since we will treat atomic programs and their converse symmetrically, we
will use α to denote the converse of a program, i.e., a− if α = a for some atomic
program a, and b if α = b− for some atomic program b. We use Progψ to denote
all (possibly negated) programs occurring in ψ.

In many decidable hybrid logics, we find formulae of the form ϕ@n (to be
read as “ the formula ϕ holds at the nominal n”) with the semantics

(ϕ@n)K(V) =
{
W if n ∈ ϕK(V)
∅ otherwise .

1 The interpretation of a sentence is independent of valuations.
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We did not provide this operator since, in the presence of the universal role o,
we can make use of the equivalence ϕ@n ≡ [o](¬n ∨ ϕ).

We note that the formula [o]n is satisfied only by a structure with a single
state. This formula cannot be expressed without the use of both nominals and
the universal program.

Finally, we introduce two-way alternating automata on infinite trees. This
family of automata generalises non-deterministic tree automata in two ways:
firstly, they allow for the rather elegant and succinct alternation [27], which
allows for transitions such as “being in state q and seeing letter σ, the automaton
either has an accepting run with q1 from the left successor and an accepting run
with q2 from the right successor, or it has an accepting run with q′ from the left
successor.” To express this kind of transitions, the transition functions involves
positive boolean formulae instead of, e.g., sets of tuples of states as for non-
deterministic automata. Secondly, being two-way allows runs to go up and down
the input tree, similar to converse programs, which allow following programs in
both directions. When running on a k-ary tree, a two-way automaton can have
transitions going to the ith child and switching to state q′ (denoted (i, q′) with
1 ≤ i ≤ k), staying at the same node switching to state q′ (denoted (0, q′)), or
going to its (unique) predecessor and switching to state q′ (denoted (−1, q′)).
For an introduction to two-way alternating automata and their application to
the full µ-calculus, see [40].

Definition 3. For k ≥ 1 an integer, ({1, . . . , k}∗, V ) is a k-ary Σ-labelled tree
if V is a mapping that associates, with each node x ∈ {1, . . . , k}∗, its label
V (x) ∈ Σ. Intuitively, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, x · i is the ith child of x.

Let B+(X) be the set of positive Boolean formulae (i.e., formulae built using
∧ and ∨ only) over the set X. For X ′ ⊆ X, we say that X ′ satisfies a formula
Θ ∈ B+(X) iff assigning true to all elements in X ′ and false to all elements in
X \X ′ makes Θ true.

Let [k] = {−1, 0, 1, . . . , k}. A two-way alternating automaton on k-ary Σ-
labelled trees is a tuple A = (Σ,Q, δ, q0, F ), where Q is a finite set of states,
q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, δ : Q × Σ → B+([k] × Q) is the transition relation,
and F is the acceptance condition.

A run of A on a Σ-labelled k-ary tree (T, V ) is a (T ×Q)-labelled tree (Tr, r)
that satisfies the following conditions:

– ε ∈ Tr and r(ε) = (ε, q0),
– If y ∈ Tr with r(y) = (x, q) and δ(q, V (x)) = Θ, then there is a (possibly

empty) set S ⊆ [k] ×Q that satisfies Θ such that, for each (c, q′) ∈ S, there
is a node y · i ∈ Tr satisfying the following conditions:
– If c = ε, then r(y · i) = (x, q′).
– If c ≥ 1, then r(y · i) = (x · c, q′).
– If c = −1, then x = x′ · i for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and r(y · i) = (x′, q′).

A run (Tr, r) is accepting iff all its infinite paths satisfy the acceptance condition.
Since we use tree automata for the µ-calculus, we consider the parity condition
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[36]. A parity condition is given by an ascending chain of states of sets F =
(F0, . . . , Fk) with Fi ⊆ Fi+1. Given a path P in (Tr, r), let inf(P ) denote the
states that are infinitely often visited by P . Then P is accepted iff the minimal
i with inf(P ) ∩ Fi 6= ∅ is even.

For two-way alternating automata, the emptiness problem is the following
question: given a two-way alternating automaton A, is there a tree (T, V ) such
that A has an accepting run on (T, V )? It was shown in [40] that this problem
is solvable in time that is exponential in the number of A’s states, where the
exponent is a polynomial in the length of the parity condition.

3 Hybrid µ-Calculus Has a Tree Model Property

As usual, when proving a tree model property for the hybrid µ-calculus, we want
to “unravel” a given model to a tree model. In the presence of nominals, this
is clearly not possible since, for example, the formula n ∧ 〈α〉(m ∧ 〈β〉n) with
n,m ∈ Nom has no model in the form of a tree. However, we will show that we
can unravel each model to a forest, i.e., a collection of trees. When unravelling,
we must choose “good” points that witness diamond formulae (i.e., a point y with
y ∈ ϕK and (x, y) ∈ R(α) for x ∈ (〈α〉ϕ)K)—where being “good” is rather tricky
in the presence of fixpoints. To this purpose, we define a choice function that
chooses the “good” witnesses. Essentially, this choice function is a memoryless
strategy whose existence is guaranteed for parity games [14]. Definition 4 is the
extension of the standard ones to nominals, see, e.g., [35,40].

Definition 4. The closure cl(ψ) of a sentence ψ is the smallest set of sentences
that satisfies the following:

– ψ ∈ cl(ψ),
– if ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∈ cl(ψ) or ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ∈ cl(ψ), then {ϕ1, ϕ2} ⊆ cl(ψ),
– if 〈α〉ϕ ∈ cl(ψ) or [α]ϕ ∈ cl(ψ), then ϕ ∈ cl(ψ), and
– if λx.ϕ(x) ∈ cl(ψ), then ϕ(λx.ϕ(x)) ∈ cl(ψ).

An atom A ⊆ cl(ψ) of ψ is a set of formulae that satisfies the following:

– if p ∈ AP ∪ Nom occurs in ψ, then, exclusively, either p ∈ A or ¬p ∈ A,
– if ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∈ cl(ψ), then ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∈ A iff {ϕ1, ϕ2} ⊆ A,
– if ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ∈ cl(ψ), then ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ∈ A iff {ϕ1, ϕ2} ∩ A 6= ∅, and
– if λx.ϕ(x) ∈ cl(ψ), then λx.ϕ(x) ∈ A iff ϕ(λx.ϕ(x)) ∈ A.

The set of atoms of ψ is denoted at(ψ).
A pre-model (K,π) for a sentence ψ consists of a Kripke structure K =

(W,R,L) and a mapping π : W −→ at(ψ) that satisfies the following properties:

– there is a u0 ∈ W with ψ ∈ π(u0),
– for p ∈ AP ∪ Nom, if p ∈ π(u), then u ∈ L(p), and if ¬p ∈ π(u), then
u 6∈ L(p),2

2 Hence if a nominal n is in π(u), then L(n) = {u}.
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– if 〈α〉ϕ ∈ π(u), then there is a v ∈ W with (u, v) ∈ R(α) and ϕ ∈ π(v), and
– if [α]ϕ ∈ π(u), then ϕ ∈ π(v) for each v ∈ W with (u, v) ∈ R(α).

A choice function ch : W × cl(ψ) −→ cl(ψ) ∪W for a pre-model (K,π) of ψ
is a partial function that, for each u ∈ W ,

(i) if ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ∈ π(u), then ch(u, ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2) ∈ {ϕ1, ϕ2} ∩ π(u) and
(ii) if 〈α〉ϕ ∈ π(u), then ch(u, 〈α〉ϕ) = v for some v with (u, v) ∈ R(α) and

ϕ ∈ π(v).

An adorned pre-model (K,π, ch) consists of a pre-model (K,π) and a choice
function ch.

For an adorned pre-model (W,R,L, π, ch) of ψ, the derivation relation ; ⊆
(cl(ψ),W )2 is defined as follows:

– if ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ∈ π(u), then (ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2, u) ; (ch(ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2), u)
– if ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∈ π(u), then (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, u) ; (ϕi, u) for each i ∈ {1, 2},
– if 〈α〉ϕ ∈ π(u), then (〈α〉ϕ, u) ; (ϕ, ch(〈α〉ϕ, u))
– if [α]ϕ ∈ π(u), then ([α]ϕ, u) ; (ϕ, v) for each v with (u, v) ∈ R(α)

(for α = o, that means that ([o]ϕ, u) ; (ϕ, v) for each v ∈ W )
– if λx.ϕ(x) ∈ π(u), then (λx.ϕ(x), u) ; (ϕ(λx.ϕ(x)), u)

A least-fixpoint sentence µx.ϕ(x) is said to be regenerated from point u to point
v in an adorned pre-model (K,π, ch) if there is a sequence (ρ1, u1), . . . , (ρk, uk)
with k ≥ 1 such that ρ1 = ρk = µx.ϕ(x), u = u1 and v = uk, for each 1 ≤
i < k, we have (ρi, ui) ; (ρi+1, ui+1), and µx.ϕ(x) is a sub-sentence of each
ρi. We say that (K,π, ch) is well-founded if there is no least fixpoint sentence
µx.ϕ(x) ∈ cl(ψ) and an infinite sequence u0, u1, . . . such that, for each i ≥ 0,
µx.ϕ(x) is regenerated from ui to ui+1.

Lemma 1. A sentence ψ has a model K iff ψ has a well-founded adorned pre-
model (K,π, ch).

Proof. The construction of a model from a well-founded adorned pre-model and,
vice versa, of a well-founded adorned pre-model from a model, are analogous to
the constructions that can be found in [35]. These constructions are, as men-
tioned in [40], insensitive to converse programs, and—due to the according mod-
ifications of the technical details—also insensitive to nominals. Indeed, nominals
behave simply like atomic propositions provided that L(n) is guaranteed to be
interpreted as a singleton. ut
Definition 5. The relaxation of a pre-model (W,R,L, π) of a sentence ψ(n1,
. . . , n`) consists of mappings Rr and πr, where

Rr : Prog → W ×W and
Rr : α 7→ R(α) \ {(u, v) | for some 1 ≤ i ≤ `, L(ni) = {v}}
πr : W → {G | G = G1 ∪G2, G1 ∈ at(ψ), and

G2 ⊆ { α→ni | α occurs in ψ, α 6= o, and 1 ≤ i ≤ `}}
πr : u 7→ π(u) ∪ { α→n | (u, v) ∈ R(α), α 6= o, and L(n) = {v}}

A relaxation is a forest if Rr forms a forest.
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Lemma 2. If a sentence ψ is satisfiable, then it has a well-founded adorned
pre-model whose relaxation is a forest and has ψ in the label of one of its roots.

Proof. Let ψ be satisfiable. Hence there is a well-founded adorned pre-model
(K,π, ch) with K = (W,R,L) for ψ due to Lemma 1. Using a technique similar
to the one in [40], we construct from (K,π, ch) a well-founded adorned pre-model
(K ′, π′, ch′) whose relaxation is a forest. Please note that, due to the presence
of converse programs, we cannot simply unravel K. However, we can use the
choice function to do something similar that yields the desired result also in the
presence of converse programs.

Let ψ = ψ(n1, . . . , n`) and w0 ∈ W such that w0 ∈ ψK . Let |ψ| = n, let
〈α1〉ϕ1, . . . , 〈αk〉ϕk′ be all diamond formulae in cl(ψ), and let k be the maximum
of k′ and `+ 1. Hence we have k ≤ n. We define a mapping τ : {1, . . . , k}+ −→
W ∪ {⊥} inductively, together with an adorned pre-model (K ′, π′, ch′) where
K ′ = (W ′, R′, L′), W ′ = dom(τ) \ {x | τ(x) = ⊥}, and

– for p ∈ AP ∪ Nom, x ∈ L′(p) iff τ(x) ∈ L(p),
– π′(x) = π(τ(x)),
– ch′(x, ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2) = ch(τ(x), ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2), and
– R′ and ch′(x, ϕ) for diamond formulae ϕ are defined inductively together

with τ .

(Fix the first level) For j with 1 ≤ j ≤ `, let vf(1), . . . , vf(`) ∈ W be such
that L(nj) = {vf(j)} and f(1) ≤ · · · ≤ f(`) ≤ `—since it is possible that
L(n) = L(n′) for nominals n 6= n′, f need not be injective. For 1 ≤ j ≤ `,
set τ(f(j)) = vf(j).
For w0 ∈ W with w0 ∈ ψK , if w0 6∈ {vf(1), . . . , vf(`)}, then set τ(f(`)+ 1) =
w0. Set τ(j) = ⊥ for each 1 ≤ j ≤ k not yet defined.

(Fix the rest) For the induction, let i be such that τ(x) is already defined for
each x ∈ {1, . . . , k}i, and j with 1 ≤ j ≤ k such that τ(x1), . . . , τ(x(j − 1))
is already defined for each x ∈ {1, . . . , k}i. Then, for each x ∈ {1, . . . , k}i,
do the following:
(1) if 〈αj〉ϕj 6∈ π′(x) or τ(x) = ⊥, then define τ(xj) = ⊥.
(2) if 〈αj〉ϕj ∈ π′(x), then (since (K,π, ch) is a pre-model and π′(x) =
π(τ(x))), there is some v ∈ W with ch(τ(x), 〈αj〉ϕj) = v and (τ(x), v) ∈
R(αj).
– If {v} = L(n`′) for some 1 ≤ `′ ≤ `, then (since we have already fixed

the first level) there is some r with 1 ≤ r ≤ ` with τ(r) = v. Add (x, r)
to R′(αj), and set ch′(x, 〈αj〉ϕj) = r and τ(xj) = ⊥.

– Otherwise, add (x, xj) to R′(αj), set τ(xj) = v and ch′(x, 〈αj〉ϕj) = xj.

Since we started from an adorned pre-model, (K ′, π′, ch′) is obviously an adorned
pre-model. Moreover, if a sentence µx.ϕ(x) is regenerated from x to y in (K ′, π′,
ch′), then µx.ϕ(x) is also regenerated from τ(x) to τ(y) in (K,π, ch). Since the
latter is well-founded, we thus have that (K ′, π′, ch′) is well-founded. Next, its
relaxation R′r is a forest (consisting of trees starting at the first level) since the
only edges in R′ that “go back”, i.e., that are not of the form (x, xi), are exactly
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those that are eliminated in R′r. Finally, ψ is satisfied in one of the root nodes
since, by definition of (K ′, π′, ch′), we have j ∈ ψK

′
for some 1 ≤ j ≤ f(`) + 1.

ut
Remark 2. Please note that in this construction, if x satisfies a diamond formula
〈α〉ϕ, then either a successor xj of x or one of the first level nodes representing
nominals satisfies ϕ.

4 Deciding Existence of Forest Models

It remains to devise a procedure that decides, for a sentence ψ, whether it has
a well-founded adorned pre-model whose relaxation is a forest. To this purpose,
we define a two-way alternating tree automaton that accepts exactly the forest-
relaxations of ψ’s pre-models—provided that we added a new dummy node whose
successors are the root nodes of the forest relaxation.

The automaton depends on a guess which contains relevant information con-
cerning the interpretation of nominals. The guess makes sure that the following
kind of situation is handled correctly: suppose a nominal nmust satisfy a formula
of the form [α]ϕ, and we have a point x with (x, n) ∈ R(α), but this relationship
is only implicit since we work on relaxations of pre-models, i.e., (x, n) 6∈ Rr(α)
and α→n ∈ πr(x). In that case, the guess makes sure that x satisfies ϕ since it
determines which box formulae are satisfied by nominals. Moreover, the guess de-
termines which nominals are interpreted as the same objects, and how nominals
are related to each other by programs.

It is possible to refer all this “guessing” directly to the automaton—hence we
had only one automaton instead of one per guess. We have chosen, however, to
work with explicit guesses since, on the one hand, it makes explicit the additional
non-determinism one has to cope with in the presence of nominals and how it can
be dealt with. On the other hand and more importantly, referring the guessing
into the automaton would yield a quadratic blow-up of the state space. Let n
be the number of states and m be the length of the acceptance condition of
a two-way alternating tree automaton. When deciding emptiness of a two-way
alternating tree automaton [40], it is transformed into a non-deterministic (one-
way) parity tree automaton whose state space is of size (nm2)nm

2
, and whose

acceptance condition is of length nm2. Emptiness of the latter automaton can
be decided in time 2O((n2m4)(log n+2 logm)) [25]. Hence a (quadratic) blow-up of
the state space of our initial two-way alternating tree automaton would further
increase the degree of the polynomial in the exponent of the runtime, and thus
be rather expensive.

Formally, a guess consists of three components, the first one consisting, for
each nominal n, of a set γ of formulae satisfied by a point u with L(n) = {u}.
Since one point may represent several nominals, we use a second component f to
relate a nominal ni to “its” set of formulae γf(i). The third component describes
how two points representing nominals are interrelated via (interpretations of)
programs, making sure that, if one is an α-successor of the other, then the other
is an α-successor of the first one.
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Definition 6. A guess G = (G, f, C) for a hybrid µ-calculus sentence ψ(n1,
. . . , n`) consists of a guess list G = (γ1, . . . , γ`) together with connections C ⊆
Nom × Progψ × Nom and a guess mapping f : {1, . . . , `} −→ {1, . . . , `}, where,
for each 1 ≤ i, j ≤ `, we have ∅ ( γi ⊆ cl(ψ) or γi = ⊥, ni ∈ γf(i), ni 6∈ γj for
all j 6= f(i), Nom∩γi = ∅ implies γi = ⊥, and (ni, α, nj) ∈ C iff (nj , α, ni) ∈ C.

Theorem 1. Let ψ be a hybrid µ-calculus sentence. For each guess G for ψ, we
define a two-way alternating tree automaton B(ψ,G), such that

1. if ψ is satisfiable, then there exists a guess G′ for ψ such that the language
accepted by B(ψ,G′) is non-empty,

2. if a tree is accepted by B(ψ,G), then eliminating its root node yields a forest
relaxation of a well-founded adorned pre-model of ψ, and

3. the number of B(ψ,G)’s states is linear in |ψ|.
Proof. For ease of presentation, we assume that all input trees are full trees, i.e.,
all non-leaf nodes have the same number of children. As we have seen in the
proof of Lemma 2, we can simply “fill” a tree with additional nodes labelled ⊥
to make it a full tree. Moreover, we assume a “dummy” root node whose direct
successors are exactly the root nodes of trees in the forest relaxation.

For a sentence ψ(n1, . . . , n`) with k′ diamond subformulae in cl(ψ) as speci-
fied in the proof of Lemma 2 and a guess G, we define two alternating automata,
A(ψ,G) and Ã(ψ,G), and then define B(ψ,G) as the intersection of A(ψ,G) and
Ã(ψ,G). For alternating automata, intersection is trivial (basically, we introduce
a new initial state q̃ with δ(q̃, σ) = (0, q0) ∧ (0, q′

0) for the former initial states
q0, q

′
0), and the size of B(ψ,G) is the sum of the sizes of A(ψ,G) and Ã(ψ,G).
The automaton Ã(ψ,G) is rather simple and guarantees that the structure of

the input tree is as required, whereas A(ψ,G) really makes sure that the input
tree (more precisely, the sub-forest of the input tree obtained by eliminating the
root and all nodes labelled with ⊥) is a relaxation of a well-founded adorned
pre-model.

Both automata work on the same alphabet Σ, which is defined as follows:
For Prog+ = {pα, pα, pα, pα | α is a program in ψ different from o},

Σ={⊥, root}∪{σ | σ ⊆ AP ∪ Nom ∪ Prog+ ∪ {αj→ni | 1 ≤ j ≤ m and 1 ≤ i ≤ `},
σ contains, for each α, exclusively, either pα or pα, and,

exclusively, either pα or pα}
The intuition of the additional symbols are as follows: Nodes not representing
points in a Kripke structure are labelled root and ⊥, where root labels the root
node. Nodes having ni (i.e., the node labelled with the corresponding guess γf(i))
as an α-successor are marked α→ni, just like in relaxations. A node label contains
pα (pα) if this node is an α-successor (α-successor) of its (unique) predecessor.
We do allow that a node is both an α- and a β-successor, or that no program
can be associated to the edge between two nodes. Analogously, pα (pα) are used
to mark those nodes that are not α-successors (α-successors).
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The “simple” automaton Ã(ψ,G) guarantees that root is only found at the
root label, the nominals in γi are only found at the ith successors of the root, the
first level nodes contain no pα or pα and that, if a nominal ni has another nominal
nj as its α-successor (i.e., if α→nj is in the label of the node representing ni), then
nj has ni as its α-successor (i.e., α→ ni is in the label of the node representing
nj). More precisely, Ã(ψ,G) = (Σ, {q0, q1, . . . , q`, q′, q}, δ′, q0) is a safety one-
way alternating automaton (i.e., each state is accepting and thus every run is
an accepting run), and δ′ is defined as follows for σ ∈ Σ:

δ′(q0, σ) =
{∧`

i=1(i, qi) ∧ ∧k
i=`+1(i, q) ∧ ∧k

i=1(i, q
′) if root = σ

false otherwise

δ′(q′, σ) =
{

true if pα 6∈ σ and pα 6∈ σ for each α 6= o in ψ
false otherwise

for 1 ≤ i ≤ ` :

δ′(qi, σ) =






∧k
i=1(i, q) if γi ∩ (Nom ∪ AP) = σ ∩ (Nom ∪ AP), root 6= σ, and,

for each n ∈ Nom ∩ σ and (n, α, n′) ∈ C,
α→n′ ∈ σ

false otherwise

δ′(q, σ) =
{∧k

i=1(i, q) if σ ∩ Nom = ∅ and root 6= σ
false otherwise

Due to the symmetry in the definition of the connection component in a guess
and the way δ′(qi, σ) is defined, if Ã(ψ,G) accepts a tree, {ni, α→nj} ⊆ σ, and

nj ∈ σ′, then α→ni ∈ σ′, and σ, σ′ label direct successors of the root node.
The two-way alternating tree automaton A(ψ,G) verifies that the input tree

is indeed a relaxation of a well-founded adorned pre-model. To this purpose,
(most of) its states correspond to formulae in cl(ψ), and the transition relation
basically follows the semantics.

The first conjunct in the definition of δ(q′
0, σ) guarantees that the ith succes-

sor of the root node indeed satisfies all formulae in γi, and that one of the root
node successors satisfies ψ.

An additional state q′ that “travels” once through the whole input tree makes
sure that, whenever a node has a nominal ni as its implicit α-successor (i.e.,
its label contains α→ ni), then this node satisfies indeed all formulae ϕ with
[α]ϕ ∈ γf(i).

Finally, the diamond and box formulae on the universal role are treated
separately since they apply to all but the root node, regardless of marks pα or
pα. Please note that, since the root node does not represent any point of a Kripke
structure, δ([o]ϕ, root) is defined such that only all root successors satisfy [o]ϕ,
but not the root node itself. More precisely, we have

A(ψ,G) = (Σ,Q, δ, q′
0, F ), with

Q = {⊥, q′
0, q

′} ∪ cl(ψ) ∪ Prog+.
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The transition relation δ is defined as follows: firstly, for q ∈ Q and σ ∈ Σ
let

δ(q,⊥) =
{

true if q = ⊥
false otherwise δ(⊥, σ) =

{
true if σ = ⊥
false otherwise

Secondly, for 1 ≤ i ≤ ` and σ ∈ Σ, let

Γ (i) =
{

(i,⊥) if γi = ⊥∧
ϕ∈γi

(i, ϕ) if γi ⊆ cl(ψ) N(σ) =
∧

α→ni ∈ σ and
[α]ϕ ∈ γf(i)

(0, ϕ)

Thirdly, for σ ∈ Σ, σ 6= ⊥, and α a program, we define δ as follows:

δ(q′
0, σ) =

∧`
i=1 Γ (i) ∧ ∨k

i=1(i, ψ) ∧ ∧k
i=1((i, q

′) ∨ (i,⊥))
δ(q′, σ) = N(σ) ∧ ∧k

i=1((i, q
′) ∨ (i,⊥))

for p ∈ AP ∪ Nom ∪ Prog+ :

δ(p, σ) =
{

true if p ∈ σ
false otherwise

for p ∈ AP ∪ Nom :

δ(¬p, σ) =
{

true if p 6∈ σ and σ 6= root
false otherwise

δ(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, σ) = (0, ϕ1) ∧ (0, ϕ2)
δ(ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2, σ) = (0, ϕ1) ∨ (0, ϕ2)
δ(λx.ϕ(x), σ) = (0, ϕ(λx.ϕ(x)))

for α 6∈ {o, o−} :

δ(〈α〉ϕ, σ) =

{
true if α→ni ∈ σ and ϕ ∈ γf(i)
∨k
j=1((j, ϕ) ∧ (j, pα)) otherwise

for α 6∈ {o, o−} :

δ([α]ϕ, σ) =






false if α→ni ∈ σ and ϕ 6∈ γf(i)

((−1, ϕ) ∨ (0, pα)) ∧ otherwise
∧k
j=1((j, ϕ) ∨ (j, pα) ∨ (j,⊥))

for α ∈ {o, o−} :

δ(〈α〉ϕ, σ) =

{
true if ϕ ∈ γf(i)
∨k
j=1(j, ϕ) otherwise

for α ∈ {o, o−} :

δ([α]ϕ, σ) =






(0, ϕ) ∧ (−1, [α]ϕ) ∧ if root 6= σ
∧k
j=1((j, [α]ϕ) ∨ (j,⊥))

∧k
j=1((j, [α]ϕ) ∨ (j,⊥)) otherwise

Please note that, following the construction in the proof of Lemma 2, satis-
faction of diamond formulae (including those on the universal program) needs
to be tested for only in direct successors and in the nodes representing nominals.
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Moreover, since ψ = ψ(n1, . . . , n`) and due to the definition of δ(q′
0, σ) and Γ (i),

δ checks whether the node representing ni satisfies indeed all formulae in γf(i).
The acceptance condition F is defined analogously to the one in [15,24], and

given here for the sake of completeness. Firstly, for a fixpoint formula ϕ ∈ cl(ψ),
define the alternation level of ϕ to be the number of alternating fixpoint formulae
one has to “wrap ϕ with” to reach a sub-sentence of ψ. More precisely, the
alternation level alψ(ϕ) of ϕ = λx.ϕ′(x) ∈ cl(ψ) is defined as follows [3]: if ϕ
is a sentence, then alψ(ϕ) = 1. Otherwise, let ρ = λ′y.ρ′(y) be the innermost
fixpoint formula in cl(ψ) that contains ϕ as a proper sub-formula. If λ = λ′, then
alψ(ϕ) = alψ(ρ), otherwise alψ(ϕ) = alψ(ρ) +1. Let d be the maximal alternation
level of (fixpoint) subformulae of ψ, and define

Gi = {νx.ϕ(x) ∈ cl(ψ) | alψ(νx.ϕ(x)) = i}
Li = {µx.ϕ(x) ∈ cl(ψ) | alψ(µx.ϕ(x)) ≤ i}

Now we are ready to define the acceptance condition F = {F1, . . . , F2d} with
Fi = ∅ for i = 0, Fi = Fi−1 ∪ Li for odd i ≥ 1, and Fi = Fi−1 ∪ Gi for even
i ≥ 1 . Obviously, Fi ⊆ Fi+1 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 2d. As mentioned in Definition 3,
a path rp of a run r is accepting if the minimal i with inf(rp) ∩ Fi 6= ∅ is
even—this i corresponds to the outermost fixpoint formula that was infinitely
often visited/postponed. A run r is accepting if each of its paths are accepting.
Intuitively, the acceptance condition makes sure that, if a fixpoint formula was
visited infinitely often, then this was a greatest fixpoint formulae, and that all
of its least fixpoint super-formulae were visited only finitely many times.

It remains to verify the three claims in Theorem 1. The proof of the first
one uses Lemma 1 and a straightforward construction of a guess G from a forest
relaxation of a well-founded adorned pre-model, and then shows how an input
forest similar to the one constructed in the proof of Lemma 1 is accepted by
B(ψ,G). The second claim can be proved by taking an accepting run of B(ψ,G)
on some input tree, and verifying that the input tree indeed satisfies all properties
of relaxations of well-founded adorned pre-models. Finally, the third claim is by
definition of B(ψ,G). ut
Theorem 2. Satisfiability of hybrid µ-calculus is decidable in exponential time.

Proof. As we have mentioned in the beginning of Section 4, emptiness of B(ψ,G)
can be decided in time 2O(n6 log n) for n = |ψ|. Let ` be the number of nominals
and m the number of programs different from o in ψ. Since, for a guess G =
(G, f, C), the mapping f is determined by G, the number of guesses is bound by
the number of connections and guess lists, i.e., by 2`

2m ·2`n. Hence we have to test
at most an exponential number of automata B(ψ,G) for emptiness. Combining
these results with Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and Theorem 1 concludes the proof. ut

5 Conclusion

We have shown that satisfiability of the hybrid µ-calculus can be decided in
exponential time, thus partially answering an open question in [5]. Deciding
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satisfiability of a logic that lacks the tree model property using tree automata
was possible using a certain abstraction of models, relaxations, and involved an
additional non-determinism, guesses. Then, we were able to use the emptiness
algorithm in [40] as a sub-routine. For an input sentence, the algorithm presented
constructs a family of tree automata, each of which depends on a guess that
determines relevant information concerning the interpretation of nominals. We
have chosen this explicit guess since, on the one hand, it directly shows how
nominals can be dealt with. On the other hand, when referring the guessing into
the automaton, we would blow up its state space quadratically. Since deciding
emptiness of this family of automata is exponential in the size of its state space,
it is clearly preferable to avoid even such a polynomial blow-up. The complexity
of the hybrid µ-calculus with deterministic programs3 remains an interesting
open problem. As a consequence of NExpTime-hardness results in [37], this
extension leads to NExpTime-hardness. Another interesting research problem is
the development of practical decision procedures for (fragments of) the hybrid
µ-calculus. To the best of our knowledge, automata-theoretic methods are the
only known methods for the µ-calculus, and, so far, such methods have been
implemented successfully only for linear temporal logic, see, e.g., [8,20].
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Abstract. This paper ties together two distinct strands in automated
reasoning: the tableau- and the automata-based approach. It shows that
the inverse tableau method can be viewed as an implementation of the
automata approach. This is of interest to automated deduction because
Voronkov recently showed that the inverse method yields a viable deci-
sion procedure for the modal logic K.

1 Introduction

Decision procedures for (propositional) modal logics and description logics play
an important rôle in knowledge representation and verification. When developing
such procedures, one is both interested in their worst-case complexity and in
their behavior in practical applications. From the theoretical point of view, it
is desirable to obtain an algorithm whose worst-case complexity matches the
complexity of the problem. From the practical point of view it is more important
to have an algorithm that is easy to implement and amenable to optimizations,
so that it behaves well on practical instances of the decision problem. The most
popular approaches for constructing decision procedures for modal logics are i)
semantic tableaux and related methods [10,2]; ii) translations into classical first-
order logics [15,1]; and iii) reductions to the emptiness problem for certain (tree)
automata [17,14].

Whereas highly optimized tableaux and translation approaches behave quite
well in practice [11,12], it is sometimes hard to obtain exact worst-case complex-
ity results using these approaches. For example, satisfiability in the basic modal
logic K w.r.t. global axioms is known to be ExpTime-complete [16]. However,
the “natural” tableaux algorithm for this problem is a NExpTime-algorithm [2],
and it is rather hard to construct a tableaux algorithm that runs in deterministic
exponential time [6]. In contrast, it is folklore that the automata approach yields
a very simple proof that satisfiability in K w.r.t. global axioms is in ExpTime.
However, the algorithm obtained this way is not only worst-case, but also best-
case exponential: it first constructs an automaton that is always exponential in
the size of the input formulae (its set of states is the powerset of the set of subfor-
mulae of the input formulae), and then applies the (polynomial) emptiness test
to this large automaton. To overcome this problem, one must try to construct
the automaton “on-the-fly” while performing the emptiness test. Whereas this
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idea has successfully been used for automata that perform model checking [9,5],
to the best of our knowledge it has not yet been applied to satisfiability checking.

The original motivation of this work was to compare the automata and the
tableaux approaches, with the ultimate goal of obtaining an approach that com-
bines the advantages of both, without possessing any of the disadvantages. As
a starting point, we wanted to see whether the tableaux approach could be
viewed as an on-the-fly realization of the emptiness test done by the automata
approach. At first sight, this idea was persuasive since a run of the automaton
constructed by the automata approach (which is a so-called looping automaton
working on infinite trees) looks very much like a run of the tableaux procedure,
and the tableaux procedure does generate sets of formulae on-the-fly. However,
the polynomial emptiness test for looping automata does not try to construct a
run starting with the root of the tree, as done by the tableaux approach. Instead,
it computes inactive states, i.e., states that can never occur on a successful run
of the automaton, and tests whether all initial states are inactive. This com-
putation starts “from the bottom” by locating obviously inactive states (i.e.,
states without successor states), and then “propagates” inactiveness along the
transition relation. Thus, the emptiness test works in the opposite direction of
the tableaux procedure. This observation suggested to consider an approach that
inverts the tableaux approach: this is just the so-called inverse method. Recently,
Voronkov [19] has applied this method to obtain a bottom-up decision procedure
for satisfiability in K, and has optimized and implemented this procedure.

In this paper we will show that the inverse method for K can indeed be seen
as an on-the-fly realization of the emptiness test done by the automata approach
for K. The benefits of this result are two-fold. First, it shows that Voronkov’s
implementation, which behaves quite well in practice, is an optimized on-the-fly
implementation of the automata-based satisfiability procedure for K. Second, it
can be used to give a simpler proof of the fact that Voronkov’s optimizations do
not destroy completeness of the procedure. We will also show how the inverse
method can be extended to handle global axioms, and that the correspondence
to the automata approach still holds in this setting. In particular, the inverse
method yields an ExpTime-algorithm for satisfiability in K w.r.t. global axioms.

2 Preliminaries

First, we briefly introduce the modal logic K and some technical definitions
related to K-formulae, which are used later on to formulate the inverse calculus
and the automata approach for K. Then, we define the type of automata used to
decide satisfiability (w.r.t. global axioms) in K. These so-called looping automata
[18] are a specialization of Büchi tree automata.

Modal Formulae. We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic notions
of modal logic. For a thorough introduction to modal logics, refer to, e.g., [4].

K-formulae are built inductively from a countably infinite set P =
{p1, p2, . . . } of propositional atoms using the Boolean connectives ∧, ∨, and ¬
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and the unary modal operators 2 and 3. The semantics of K-formulae is define
as usual, based on Kripke models M = (W, R, V ) where W is a non-empty set,
R ⊆ W ×W is an accessibility relation, and V : P → 2W is a valuation mapping
propositional atoms to the set of worlds they hold in. The relation |= between
models, worlds, and formulae is defined in the usual way. Let G, H be K-formulae.
Then G is satisfiable iff there exists a Kripke model M = (W, R, V ) and a world
w ∈ W with M, w |= G. The formula G is satisfiable w.r.t. the global axiom H iff
there exists a Kripke model M = (W, R, V ) and a world w ∈ W such M, w |= G
and M, w′ |= H for all w′ ∈ W . K-satisfiability is PSpace-complete [13], and
K-satisfiability w.r.t. global axioms is ExpTime-complete [16].

A K-formula is in negation normal form (NNF) if ¬ occurs only in front of
propositional atoms. Every K-formula can be transformed (in linear time) into
an equivalent formula in NNF using de Morgan’s laws and the duality of the
modal operators.

For the automata and calculi considered here, sub-formulae of G play an im-
portant role and we will often need operations going from a formula to its super-
or sub-formulae. As observed in [19], this becomes easier when dealing with
“addresses” of sub-formulae in G rather than with the sub-formulae themselves.

Definition 1 (G-Paths). For a K-formula G in NNF, the set of G-paths ΠG

is a set of words over the alphabet {∨l,∨r,∧l,∧r,2, 3}. The set ΠG and the
sub-formula G|π of G addressed by π ∈ ΠG are defined inductively as follows:

– ε ∈ ΠG and G|ε = G
– if π ∈ ΠG and

– G|π = F1 ∧ F2 then π∧l, π∧r ∈ ΠG, G|π∧l
= F1, G|π∧r

= F2, and π is
called ∧-path

– G|π = F1 ∨ F2 then π∨l, π∨r ∈ ΠG, G|π∨l
= F1, G|π∨r = F2, and π is

called ∨-path
– G|π = 2F then π2 ∈ ΠG, G|π2 = F and π is called 2-path
– G|π = 3F then π3 ∈ ΠG, G|π3 = F and π is called 3-path

– ΠG is the smallest set that satisfies the previous conditions.

We use of ∧∗ and ∨∗ as placeholders for ∧l,∧r and ∨l,∨r, resp. Also, we use ∨∧
and 2♦ as placeholders for ∧,∨ and 2, 3, resp. If π is an ∧- or and ∨-path then
π is called ∨∧-path. If π is a 2- or a 3-path then π is called 2♦-path. Fig. 1 shows
an example of a K-formula G and the corresponding set ΠG, which can be read
off the edge labels. For example, ∧r∧r is a G-path and G|∧r∧r = 2(¬p2 ∨ p1).

Looping Automata. For a natural number n, let [n] denote the set {1, . . . , n}.
An n-ary infinite tree over the alphabet Σ is a mapping t : [n]∗ → Σ. An n-
ary looping tree automaton is a tuple A = (Q, Σ, I, ∆), where Q is a finite set of
states, Σ is a finite alphabet, I ⊆ Q is the set of initial states, and ∆ ⊆ Q×Σ×Qn

is the transition relation. Sometimes, we will view ∆ as a function from Q × Σ
to 2Qn

and write ∆(q, σ) for the set {q | (q, σ,q) ∈ ∆}. A run of A on a tree t
is a n-ary infinite tree r over Q such that (r(p), t(p), (r(p1), . . . , r(pn))) ∈ ∆ for
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ν0

∧l

ν1

3

ν5 : ¬p1

ν2

ν3

ν6 : p2

ν4

ν8 : ¬p2 ν9 : p1

∨r∨l

∧r∧l

2

ν7

2

∧r

Fig. 1. The set ΠG for G = 3¬p1 ∧ (2p2 ∧ 2(¬p2 ∨ p1))

every p ∈ [n]∗. The automaton A accepts t iff there is a run r of A on t such that
r(ε) ∈ I. The set L(A) := {t | A accepts t} is the language accepted by A.

Since looping tree automata are special Büchi tree automata, emptiness
of their accepted language can effectively be tested using the well-known
(quadratic) emptiness test for Büchi automata [17]. However, for looping tree
automata this algorithm can be specialized into a simpler (linear) one. Though
this is well-known, there appears to be no reference for the result.

Intuitively, the algorithm works by computing inactive states. A state q ∈ Q
is active iff there exists a tree t and a run of A on t in which q occurs; otherwise,
q is inactive. It is easy to see that a looping tree automaton accepts at least
one tree iff it has an active initial state. How can the set of inactive states be
computed? Obviously, a state from which no successor states are reachable is
inactive. Moreover, a state is inactive if every transition possible from that state
involves an inactive state. Thus, one can start with the set

Q0 := {q ∈ Q | ∀σ ∈ Σ.∆(q, σ) = ∅}
of obviously inactive states, and then propagate inactiveness through the tran-
sition relation. We formalize this propagation process in a way that allows for
an easy formulation of our main results.

A derivation of the emptiness test is a sequence Q0 B Q1 B . . . B Qk such
that Qi ⊆ Q and Qi B Qi+1 iff Qi+1 = Qi ∪ {q} with

q ∈ {q′ ∈ Q | ∀σ ∈ Σ.∀(q1, . . . , qn) ∈ ∆(q, σ).∃j.qj ∈ Qi}.

We write Q0 B∗ P iff there is a k ∈ N and a derivation Q0 B . . . B Qk with
P = Qk. The emptiness test answers “L(A) = ∅” iff there exists a set of states
P such that Q0 B∗ P and I ⊆ P .

Note that Q B P implies Q ⊆ P and that Q ⊆ Q′ and Q B P imply
Q′ B∗ P . Consequently, the closure QB

0 of Q0 under B, defined by QB
0 =:

⋃{P |
Q0 B∗ P}, can be calculated starting with Q0, and successively adding states q to
the current set Qi such that Qi B Qi ∪ {q} and q 6∈ Qi, until no more states can
be added. It is easy to see that this closure consists of the set of inactive states,
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and thus L(A) = ∅ iff I ⊆ QB
0 . As described until now, this algorithm runs in

time polynomial in the number of states. By using clever data structures and a
propagation algorithm similar to the one for satisfiability of propositional Horn
formulae [7], one can obtain a linear emptiness test for looping tree automata.

3 Automata, Modal Formulae, and the Inverse Calculus

We first describe how to decide satisfiability in K using the automata approach
and the inverse method, respectively. Then we show that both approaches are
closely connected.

3.1 Automata and Modal Formulae

Given a K-formula G, we define an automaton AG such that L(AG) = ∅ iff G
is not satisfiable. In contrast to the “standard” automata approach, the states
of our automaton AG will be subsets of ΠG rather than sets of subformulae
of G. Using paths instead of subformulae is mostly a matter of notation. We
also require the states to satisfy additional properties (i.e., we do not allow for
arbitrary subsets of ΠG). This makes the proof of correctness of the automata
approach only slightly more complicated, and it allows us to treat some im-
portant optimizations of the inverse calculus within our framework. The next
definition introduces these properties.

Definition 2 (Propositionally expanded, clash). Let G be a K-formula in
NNF, ΠG the set of G-paths, and Φ ⊆ ΠG. An ∧-path π ∈ Φ is propositionally
expanded in Φ iff {π∧l, π∧r} ⊆ Φ. An ∨-path π ∈ Φ is propositionally expanded
in Φ iff {π∨l, π∨r} ∩ Φ 6= ∅. The set Φ is propositionally expanded iff every
∨∧-path π ∈ Φ is propositionally expanded in Φ. We use “p.e.” as an abbreviation
for “propositionally expanded”.

The set Φ′ is an expansion of the set Φ if Φ ⊆ Φ′, Φ′ is p.e. and Φ′ is minimal
w.r.t. set inclusion with these properties. For a set Φ, we define the set of its
expansions as 〈〈Φ〉〉 := {Φ′ | Φ′ is an expansion of Φ}.

Φ contains a clash iff there are two paths π1, π2 ∈ Φ such that G|π1 = p and
G|π2 = ¬p for a propositional variable p. Otherwise, Φ is called clash-free.

For a set of paths Ψ , the set 〈〈Ψ〉〉 can effectively be constructed by successively
adding paths required by the definition of p.e. A formal construction of the
closure can be found in the proof of Lemma 4. Note that ∅ is p.e., clash-free,
and 〈〈∅〉〉 = {∅}.

Definition 3 (Formula Automaton). For a K-formula G in NNF, we fix an
arbitrary enumeration {π1, . . . , πn} of the 3-paths in ΠG. The n-ary looping
automaton AG is defined by AG := (QG, ΣG, 〈〈{ε}〉〉, ∆G), where QG := ΣG :=
{Φ ⊆ ΠG | Φ is p.e.} and the transition relation ∆G is defined as follows:

– ∆G contains only tuples of the form (Φ, Φ, . . . ).
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– If Φ is clash-free, then we define ∆G(Φ, Φ) := 〈〈Ψ1〉〉 × · · · × 〈〈Ψn〉〉, where

Ψi =

{
{πi3} ∪ {π2 | π ∈ Φ is a 2-path } if πi ∈ Φ for the 3-path πi

∅ else

– If Φ contains a clash, then ∆G(Φ, Φ) = ∅, i.e., there is no transition from Φ.

Note, that this definition implies ∆G(∅, ∅) = {(∅, . . . , ∅)} and only states with a
clash have no successor states.

Theorem 1. For a K-formula G, G is satisfiable iff L(AG) 6= ∅.
This theorem can be proved by showing that i) every tree accepted by AG induces
a model of G; and ii) every model M of G can be turned into a tree accepted
by AG by a) unraveling M into a tree model T for G; b) labeling every world
of T with a suitable p.e. set depending on the formulae that hold in this world;
and c) padding “holes” in T with ∅.

Together with the emptiness test for looping tree automata, Theorem 1 yields
a decision procedure for K-satisfiability. To test a K-formula G for unsatisfiability,
construct AG and test whether L(AG) = ∅ holds using the emptiness test for
looping tree automata: L(AG) = ∅ iff 〈〈{ε}〉〉 ⊆ QB

0 , where Q0 ⊆ QG is the set
of states containing a clash. The following is a derivation of a superset of 〈〈{ε}〉〉
from Q0 for the example formula from Fig. 1:

Q0 = {{ν5, ν6, ν7, ν8}, {ν5, ν6, ν7, ν9}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

= 〈〈ν5,ν6,ν7〉〉

, . . . } B Q0 ∪ {{ν0, ν1, ν2, ν3, ν4}}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

= 〈〈{ε}〉〉

3.2 The Inverse Calculus

In the following, we introduce the inverse calculus for K. We stay close to the
notation and terminology used in [19].

A sequent is a subset of ΠG. Sequents will be denoted by capital greek letters.
The union of two sequents Γ and Λ is denote by Γ, Λ. If Γ is a sequent and
π ∈ ΠG then we denote Γ ∪ {π} by Γ, π. If Γ is a sequent that contains only
2-paths then we write Γ2 to denote the sequent {π2 | π ∈ Γ}. Since states of
AG are also subsets of ΠG and hence sequents, we will later on use the same
notational conventions for states as for sequents.

Definition 4 (The inverse path calculus). Let G be a formula in NNF and
ΠG the set of paths of G. Axioms of the inverse calculus are all sequents {π1, π2}
such that G|π1 = p and G|π2 = ¬p for some propositional variable p. The rules
of the inverse calculus are given in Fig. 2, where all paths occurring in a sequent
are G-paths and, for every 3+ inference, π is a 3-path. We refer to this calculus
by ICG.1

1 G appears in the subscript because the calculus is highly dependent of the input
formula G: only G-paths can be generated by ICG.
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(∨)
Γl, π∨l Γr, π∨r

Γl, Γr, π
(∧l)

Γ, π∧l

Γ, π
(∧r)

Γ, π∧r

Γ, π

(3)
Γ2, π3

Γ, π
(3+) Γ2

Γ, π

Fig. 2. Inference rules of ICG

We define S0 := {Γ | Γ is an axiom }. A derivation of ICG is a sequence of
sets of sequents S0 ` · · · ` Sm where Si ` Si+1 iff Si+1 = Si ∪ {Γ} such that

there exist sequents Γ1, . . . Γk ∈ Si and
Γ1 . . . Γk

Γ
is an inference.

We write S0 `∗ S iff there is a derivation S0 ` · · · ` Sm with S = Sm. The closure
S`

0 of S0 under ` is defined by S`
0 =

⋃{S | S0 `∗ S}. Again, the closure can
effectively be computed by starting with S0 and then adding sequents that can
be obtained by an inference until no more new sequents can be added.

As shown in [19], the computation of the closure yields a decision procedure
for K-satisfiability:

Fact 1. G is unsatisfiable iff {ε} ∈ S`
0 .

Fig. 3 shows the inferences of ICG that lead to ν0 = ε for the example formula
from Fig. 1.

3.3 Connecting the Two Approaches

The results shown in this subsection imply that ICG can be viewed as an on-
the-fly implementation of the emptiness test for AG. In addition to generating
states on-the-fly, states are also represented in a compact manner: one sequent
generated by ICG represents several states of AG.

Definition 5. For the formula automaton AG with states QG and a sequent
Γ ⊆ ΠG we define [[Γ ]] := {Φ ∈ QG | Γ ⊆ Φ}, and for a set S of sequents we
define [[S]] :=

⋃
Γ∈S [[Γ ]].

The following theorem, which is one of the main contributions of this paper,
establishes the correspondence between the emptiness test and ICG. Its proof
will be sketched in the remainder of this section (see [3] for details).

Theorem 2 (ICG and the emptiness test mutually simulate each
other). Let Q0, S0, B, and ` be defined as above.

1. Let Q be a set of states such that Q0 B∗ Q. Then there exists a set of sequents
S with S0 `∗ S and Q ⊆ [[S]].

2. Let S be a set of sequents such that S0 `∗ S. Then there exists a set of states
Q ⊆ QG with Q0 B∗ Q and [[S]] ⊆ Q.
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(∨)
∧l3, ∧r∧r2∨r | ∧r∧l2, ∧r∧r2∨l
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Fig. 3. An example of inferences in ICG

The first part of the theorem shows that ICG can simulate each computation of
the emptiness test for AG. The set of states represented by the set of sequents
computed by ICG may be larger than the one computed by a particular derivation
of the emptiness test. However, the second part of the theorem implies that all
these states are in fact inactive since a possibly larger set of states can also
be computed by a derivation of the emptiness test. In particular, the theorem
implies that ICG can be used to calculate a compact representation of QB

0 . This
is an on-the-fly computation since AG is never constructed explicitly.

Corollary 1. QB
0 = [[S`

0 ]].

The proof of the second part of Theorem 2 is the easier one. It is a consequence
of the next three lemmata. First, observe that the two calculi have the same
starting points.

Lemma 1. If S0 is the set of axioms of ICG, and Q0 is the set of states of AG

that have no successor states, then [[S0]] = Q0.

Second, since states are assumed to be p.e., propositional inferences of ICG

do not change the set of states represented by the sequents.

Lemma 2. Let S ` T be a derivation of ICG that employs a ∧l-, ∧r-, or a
∨-inference. Then [[S]] = [[T ]].

Third, modal inferences of ICG can be simulated by derivations of the empti-
ness test.

Lemma 3. Let S ` T be derivation of ICG that employs a 3- or 3+-inference.
If Q is a set of states with [[S]] ∪ Q0 ⊆ Q then there exists a set of states P with
Q B∗ P and [[T ]] ⊆ P .

Given these lemmata, proving Theorem 2.2 is quite simple.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. The proof is by induction on the length m of the derivation
S0 ` S1 · · · ` Sm = S of ICG. The base case m = 0 is Lemma 1. For the induction
step, Si+1 is either inferred from Si using a propositional inference, which is dealt
with by Lemma 2, or by a modal inference, which is dealt with by Lemma 3.
Lemma 3 is applicable since, for every set of states Q with Q0 B∗ Q, Q0 ⊆ Q. ut

Proving the first part of Theorem 2 is more involed because of the calculation
of the propositional expansions implicit in the definition of AG.
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Lemma 4. Let Φ ⊆ ΠG be a set of paths and S a set of sequents such that
〈〈Φ〉〉 ⊆ [[S]]. Then there exists a set of sequents T with S `∗ T such that there
exists a sequent Λ ∈ T with Λ ⊆ Φ.

Proof. If Φ is p.e., then this is immediate, as in this case 〈〈Φ〉〉 = {Φ} ⊆ [[S]].
If Φ is not p.e., then let select be an arbitrary selection function, i.e., a

function that maps every set Ψ that is not p.e. to a ∨∧-path π ∈ Ψ that is not
p.e. in Ψ . Let TΦ be the following, inductively defined tree:

– The root of TΦ is Φ.
– If a node Ψ of TΦ is not p.e., then

– if select(Ψ) = π is an ∧-path, then Ψ has the successor node Ψ, π∧l, π∧r

and Ψ is called an ∧-node.
– if select(Ψ) = π is an ∨-path, then Ψ has the successor nodes Ψ, π∨l and

Ψ, π∨l and Ψ is called an ∨-node.
– If a node Ψ of TΦ is p.e., then it is a leaf of the tree.

Obviously, the construction is such that the set of leaves of TΦ is 〈〈Φ〉〉.
Let Υ1, . . . Υ` be a post-order traversal of this tree, so the sons of a node

occur before the node itself and Υ` = Φ. Along this traversal we will construct a
derivation S = T0 `∗ · · · `∗ T` = T such that, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ `, Tj contains
a sequent Λi with Λi ⊆ Υi. Since the sets Tj grow monotonically, it suffices to
show that, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ `, Ti contains a sequent Λi with Λi ⊆ Υi.

Whenever Υi is a leaf of TΦ, then Υi ∈ 〈〈Φ〉〉 ⊆ [[S]]. Hence there is already a
sequent Λi ∈ T0 with Λi ⊆ Υi and no derivation step is necessary. Particularly,
in a post-order traversal, Υ1 is a leaf.

We now assume that the derivation has been constructed up to Ti. We restrict
our attention to the case where Υi+1 is an ∨-node since the case where Υi+1 is
an ∧-node can be treated similarly and the case where Υi+1 is a leaf as above.

Thus, assume that Υi+1 is an ∨-node with selected ∨-path π ∈ Υi+1. Then,
the successors of Υi+1 in TΦ are Υi+1, π∨l and Υi+1, π∨r, and by construction
there exist sequences Λl, Λr ∈ Ti with Λ∗ ⊆ Υi+1, π∨∗. If π∨l 6∈ Λl or π∨r 6∈ Λr,
then Λl ⊆ Υi+1 or Λr ⊆ Υi+1 holds and hence already Ti contains a sequent Λ
with Λ ⊆ Υi+1.

If Λl = Γl, π∨l and Λr = Γr, π∨r with π∨∗ 6∈ Γ∗ then ICG can use the
inference

(∨)
Γl, π∨l Γr, π∨r

Γl, Γr, π

to derive Ti ` Ti ∪ {Γl, Γr, π} = Ti+1, and Γl, Γr, π ⊆ Υi+1 easily follows. ut

Proof of Theorem 2.1. We show this by induction on the number k of steps in
the derivation Q0 B . . . B Qk = Q. Again, Lemma 1 yields the base case.

For the induction step, let Q0 B . . . B Qi B Qi+1 = Qi ∪{Φ} be a derivation
of the emptiness test and Si a set of sequents such that S0 `∗ Si and Qi ⊆ [[Si]].
If already Φ ∈ Qi then Qi+1 ⊆ [[Si]] and we are done.

If Φ 6∈ Qi, then Q0 ⊆ Qi implies that ∆G(Φ, Φ) 6= ∅. Since ∅ is an active
state, we know that ∅ 6∈ Qi, and for Qi B Qi+1 to be a possible derivation of
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the emptiness test, ∆G(Φ, Φ) = 〈〈Ψ1〉〉 × · · · × 〈〈Ψn〉〉 6= {(∅, . . . , ∅)} must hold,
i.e., there must be a Ψj 6= ∅ such that 〈〈Ψj〉〉 ⊆ Qi ⊆ [[Si]]. Hence πj ∈ Φ and
Ψj = {πj3} ∪ {π2 | π ∈ Φ is a 2-path}.

Lemma 4 yields the existence of a set of sequents Ti with Si `∗ Ti containing
a sequent Λ with Λ ⊆ Ψj . This sequent is either of the form Λ = Γ2, πj3 or
Λ = Γ2 for some Γ ⊆ Φ. In the former case, ICG can use a 3-inference and in
the latter case a 3+-inference to derive S0 `∗ Si `∗ Ti ` Ti ∪ {Γ, πj} = S and
Φ ⊆ [[Γ, πj ]] holds. ut

4 Optimizations

Since the inverse calculus can be seen as an on-the-fly implementation of the
emptiness test, optimizations of the inverse calculus also yield optimizations of
the emptiness test. We use the connection between the two approaches to provide
an easier proof of the fact that the optimizations of ICG introduced by Voronkov
[19] do not destroy completeness of the calculus.

4.1 Unreachable States / Redundant Sequents

States that cannot occur on any run starting with an initial state have no effect
on the language accepted by the automaton. We call such states unreachable. In
the following, we will determine certain types of unreachable states.

Definition 6. Let π, π1, π2 ∈ ΠG.

– The modal length of π is the number of occurrences of 2 and 3 in π.
– π1, π2 ∈ ΠG form a ∨-fork if π1 = π∨lπ

′
1 and π2 = π∨rπ

′
2 for some π, π′

1, π
′
2.

– π1, π2 are 3-separated if π1 = π′
13π′′

1 and π2 = π′
23π′′

2 such that π′
1, π

′
2 have

the same modal length and π′
1 6= π′

2.

Lemma 5. Let AG be the formula automaton for a K-formula G in NNF and
Φ ∈ Q. If Φ contains a ∨-fork, two 3-separated paths, or two paths of different
modal length, then Φ is unreachable.

The lemma shows that we can remove such states from AG without changing
the accepted language. Sequents containing a ∨-fork, two 3-separated paths, or
two paths of different modal length represent only unreachable states, and are
thus redunant, i.e., inferences involving such sequents need not be considered.

Definition 7 (Reduced automaton). Let Q̄ be the set of states of AG that
contain a ∨-fork, two 3-separated paths, or two paths of different modal length.
The reduced automaton A′

G = (Q′
G, ΣG, 〈〈{ε}〉〉, ∆′

G) is defined by

Q′
G := QG \ Q̄ and ∆′

G := ∆G ∩ (Q′
G × ΣG × Q′

G × · · · × Q′
G).

Since the states in Q̄ are unreachable, L(AG) = L(A′
G). From now on, we consider

A′
G and define [[·]] relative to the states on A′

G: [[Γ ]] = {Φ ∈ Q′
G | Γ ⊆ Φ}.
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4.2 G-Orderings / Redundant Inferences

In the following, the applicability of the propositional inferences of the inverse
calculus will be restricted to those where the affected paths are maximal w.r.t.
a total ordering of ΠG. In order to maintain completeness, one cannot consider
arbitrary orderings in this context.

Two paths π1, π3 are brothers iff there exists a ∨∧-path π such that π1 = π∨∧l

and π3 = π∨∧r or π1 = π∨∧r and π3 = π∨∧l.

Definition 8 (G-ordering). Let G be a K-formula in NNF. A total ordering
� of ΠG is called a G-ordering iff

1. π1 � π2 whenever
a) the modal length of π1 is strictly greater than the modal length of π2; or
b) π1, π2 have the same modal length, the last symbol of π1 is ∨∧∗, and the

last symbol of π2 is 2♦; or
c) π1, π2 have the same modal length and π2 is a prefix of π1

2. There is no path between brothers, i.e., there exist no G-paths π1, π2, π3 such
that π1 � π2 � π3 and π1, π3 are brothers.

For the example formula G of Fig. 1, a G-ordering � can be defined by setting
ν9 � ν8 � · · · � ν1 � ν0. Voronkov [19] shows that G-orderings exist for every K-
formula G in NNF. Using an arbitrary, but fixed G-ordering �, the applicability
of the propositional inferences is restricted as follows.

Definition 9 (Optimized Inverse Calculus). For a sequent Γ and a path π
we write π � Γ iff π � π′ for every π′ ∈ Γ .

– An inference (∧∗)
Γ, π∧∗
Γ, π

respects � iff π∧∗ � Γ .

– An inference (∨)
Γl, π∨l Γr, π∨r

Γl, Γr, π
respects � iff π∨l � Γl and π∨r � Γr.

– The 3- and 3+-inferences always respect �.
The optimized inverse calculus IC�

G works as ICG, but for each derivation S0 `
· · · ` Sk the following restrictions must hold:

– For every step Si ` Si+1, the employed inference respects �, and
– Si must not contain ∨-forks, 3-separated paths, or paths of different modal

length.

To distinguish derivations of ICG and IC�
G, we will use the symbol �̀ in deriva-

tions of IC�
G. In [19], correctness of IC�

G is shown.

Fact 2 ([19]). Let G be a K-formula in NNF and � a G-ordering. Then G is
unsatisfiable iff {ε} ∈ S �̀

0 .

Using the correspondence between the inverse method and the emptiness test of
A′

G, we will now give an alternative, and in our opinion simpler, proof of this
fact. Since IC�

G is merely a restriction of ICG, soundness (i.e., the if-direction of
the fact) is immediate.
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Completeness requires more work. In particular, the proof of Lemma 4 needs
to be reconsidered since the propositional inferences are now restricted: we must
show that the ∨∧-inferences employed in that proof respect (or can be made to
respect) �. To this purpose, we will follow [19] and introduce the notion of �-
compactness. For �-compact sets, we can be sure that all applicable ∨∧-inferences
respect �. To ensure that all the sets Υi constructed in the proof of Lemma 4 are
�-compact, we again follow Voronkov and employ a special selection strategy.

Definition 10 (�-compact, select�). Let G be a K-formula in NNF and � a
G-ordering. An arbitrary set Φ ⊆ ΠG is �-compact iff, for every ∨∧-path π ∈ Φ
that is not p.e. in Φ, π∨∧∗ � Φ.

The selection function select� is defined as follows: if Φ is not p.e., then let
{π1, . . . , πm} be the set of ∨∧-paths that are not p.e. in Φ. From this set, select�
selects the path πi such that the paths πi∨∧∗ are the two smallest elements in
{πj∨∧∗ | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}.
The function select� is well-defined because of Condition (2) of G-orderings. The
definition of compact ensures that ∨∧-inferences applicable to not propositionally
expanded sequents respect �.

Lemma 6. Let G be a K-formula in NNF, � a G-ordering, and select� the
selection function as defined above. Let Φ = {ε} or Φ = Γ2, πi3 with 2-paths
Γ and a 3-path π, all of equal modal length. If TΦ, as defined in the proof of
Lemma 4, is generated using select� as selection function, then every node Ψ of
TΦ is �-compact.

The proof of this lemma can be found in [3]. It is similar to the proof of
Lemma 5.8.3 in [19]. Given this lemma, it is easy to show that the construc-
tion employed in the proof of Lemma 4 also works for IC�

G, provided that we
restrict the set Φ as in Lemma 6:

Lemma 7. Let Φ = {ε} or Φ = Γ2, πi3 with 2-paths Γ and a 3-path π all
of equal modal length and S a set of sequents such that 〈〈Φ〉〉 ⊆ [[S]]. Then there
exists a set of sequents T with S �̀∗ T such that there exists Λ ∈ T with Λ ⊆ Φ.

Alternative Proof of Fact 2. As mentioned before, soundness (the if-direction)
is immediate. For the only-if-direction, if G is not satisfiable, then L(A′

G) = ∅
and there is a set of states Q with Q0 B∗ Q and 〈〈{ε}〉〉 ⊆ Q. Using Lemma 7 we
show that there is a derivation of IC�

G that simulates this derivation, i.e., there
is a set of sequents S with S0 �̀∗ S and Q ⊆ [[S]].

The proof is by induction on the length m of the derivation Q0 B . . . B
Qm = Q and is totally analogous to the proof of Theorem 2. The base case is
Lemma 1, which also holds for IC�

G and the reduced automaton. The induction
step uses Lemma 7 instead of Lemma 4, but this is the only difference.

Hence, Q0 B∗ Q and 〈〈{ε}〉〉 ⊆ Q implies that there exist a derivation S0 �̀∗ S
such that 〈〈{ε}〉〉 ⊆ [[S]]. Lemma 7 yields a derivation S �̀∗ T with {ε} ∈ T ⊆ S �̀

0 .
ut
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5 Global Axioms

When considering satisfiability of G w.r.t. the global axiom H, we must take
subformulae of G and H into account. We address subformulae using paths in
G and H.

Definition 11 ((G, H)-Paths). For K-formulae G, H in NNF, the set of
(G, H)-paths ΠG,H is a subset of {εG, εH}·{∨l,∨r,∧l,∧r,2, 3}∗. The set ΠG,H

and the subformula (G, H)|π of G, H addressed by a path π ∈ ΠG,H are defined
inductively as follows:

– εG ∈ ΠG,H and (G, H)|εG
= G, and εH ∈ ΠG,H and (G, H)|εH

= H
– if π ∈ ΠG,H and (G, H)|π = F1∧F2 then π∧l, π∧r ∈ ΠG,H , (G, H)|π∧l

= F1,
(G, H)|π∧r

= F2, and π is called ∧-path.
– The other cases are defined analogously (see also Definition 1).
– ΠG,H is the smallest set that satisfies the previous conditions.

The definitions of p.e. and clash are extended to subsets of ΠG,H in the
obvious way, with the additional requirement that, for Φ 6= ∅ to be p.e., εH ∈ Φ
must hold. This additional requirement enforces the global axiom.

Definition 12 (Formula Automaton w. Global Axiom). For K-formulae
G, H in NNF, let {π1, . . . , πn} be an enumeration of the 3-paths in ΠG,H . The n-
ary looping automaton AG,H is defined by AG := (QG,H , ΣG,H , 〈〈{εG}〉〉, ∆G,H),
where QG,H := ΣG,H := {Φ ∈ ΠG,H | Φ is p.e.} and the transition relation
∆G,H is defined as for the automaton AG in Definition 3.

Theorem 3. G is satisfiable w.r.t. the global axiom H iff L(AG,H) 6= ∅.

Definition 13 (The Inverse Calculus w. Global Axiom). Let G, H be K-
formula in NNF and ΠG,H the set of paths of G, H. Sequents are subsets of
ΠG,H , and operations on sequents are defined as before.

In addition to the inferences from Fig. 2, the inverse calculus for G w.r.t.
the global axiom H, ICaxG,H , employs the inference

(ax)
Γ, εH

Γ
.

From now on, [[·]] is defined w.r.t. the states of AG,H , i.e., [[Γ ]] := {Φ ∈ QG,H |
Γ ⊆ Φ}.

Theorem 4 (ICaxG,H and the emptiness test for AG,H simulate each
other). Let àx denote derivation steps of ICaxG,H , and B derivation steps of the
emptiness test for AG,H .

1. Let Q ⊆ QG,H be a set of states such that Q0 B∗ Q. Then there exists a set
of sequents S with S0 àx

∗ S and Q ⊆ [[S]].
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2. Let S be a set of sequents such that S0 àx
∗ S. Then there exists a set of states

Q ⊆ QG with Q0 B∗ Q and [[S]] ⊆ Q.

Lemma 1, 2, and 3, restated for AG,H and ICaxG,H , can be shown as before.
The following lemma deals with the ax-inference of ICaxG,H .

Lemma 8. Let S B T be a derivation of ICaxG,H that employs an ax-inference.
Then [[S]] = [[T ]].

The proof of Theorem 4.2 is now analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.2. For
the proof of Theorem 4.1, Lemma 4 needs to be re-proved because the change in
the definition of p.e. now also implies that εH ∈ Φ holds for every set Φ ∈ 〈〈Ψ〉〉
for any Ψ 6= ∅. This is where the new inference ax comes into play. In all other
respects, the proof of Theorem 4.1 is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.1.

Corollary 2. ICaxG,H yields an ExpTime decision procedure for satisfiability
w.r.t. global axioms in K.

The following algorithm yields the desired procedure:

Algorithm 1. Let G, H be K-formulae in NNF. To test satisfiability of G w.r.t.
H, calculate S àx

0 . If {∅, {εG}} ∩ S àx
0 6= ∅, then answer “not satisfiable,” and

“satisfiable” otherwise.

Correctness of this algorithm follows from Theorem 3 and 4. If G is not satisfiable
w.r.t. H, then L(AG,H) = ∅, and there exists a set of states Q with Q0 B∗ Q
and 〈〈{εG}〉〉 ⊆ Q. Thus, there exists a set of sequents S with S0 àx

∗ S such that
Q ⊆ [[S]]. With (the appropriately reformulated) Lemma 4 there exists a set of
sequents T with S àx

∗ T such that there is a sequent Λ ∈ T with Λ ⊆ {εG}.
Consequently, Λ = ∅ or Λ = {εG}.

Conversely, since S0 àx
∗ S àx

0 , there exists a set of (inactive) states Q such
that Q0 B∗ Q and [[S àx

0 ]] ⊆ Q. Since 〈〈{εG}〉〉 ⊆ [[{εG}]] ⊆ [[∅]], we know that
{∅, {εG}} ∩ S àx

0 6= ∅ implies 〈〈{εG}〉〉 ⊆ Q. Consequently, L(AG,H) = ∅ and thus
G is not satisfiable w.r.t. H.

For the complexity, note that there are only exponentially many sequents.
Consequently, it is easy to see that the saturation process that leads to S àx

0 can
be realized in time exponential in the size of the input formulae.

6 Future Work

There are several interesting directions in which to continue this work. First, sat-
isfiability in K (without global axioms) is PSpace-complete whereas the inverse
method yields only an ExpTime-algorithm. Can suitable optimizations turn this
into a PSpace-procedure? Second, can the optimizations considered in Section 4
be extended to the inverse calculus with global axioms? Third, Voronkov consid-
ers additional optimizations. Can they also be handled within our framework?
Finally, can the correspondence between the automata approach and the inverse
method be used to obtain inverse calculi and correctness proofs for other modal
or description logics?
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Abstract. A simple decision deductive-based procedure for the so-
called clausal miniscoped fragment of a first-order linear temporal logic
with temporal operators Next and Always is presented. The soundness
and completeness of the proposed decision procedure is proved.

1 Introduction

A temporal logic has been found valuable for specifications of various computer
and multi-agent systems. To use such specifications, however, it is necessary to
have techniques for reasoning on temporal logic formulas. Model-checking meth-
ods are effective and automatic for temporal formulas that are propositional.
For more complex systems, however, it is necessary or convenient to employ a
first-order temporal logic (FTL, in short). FTL is a very expressive language.
Unfortunately, FTL is incomplete, in general [11]. But it becomes complete [5,
12] after adding an ω-type rule.

In some particular cases, the FTL (and, of course, in the propositional case)
is finitary complete and/or decidable. Recently in [4] the decidability of a so-
called monodic fragment of FTL has been proved. In this fragment all formulas
of FTL (without function symbols!) beginning with a temporal operator ©, �
(Next or Always)have at most one free variable (monodic condition).

In this paper, we consider a so-called miniscoped fragment of FTL. A formula
A of FTL is in miniscoped form if all negative (positive) occurrences of ∀ (∃,
correspondingly) in A occur only in the formula of the shape Qx̄E(x̄) (where
x̄ = x1, . . . , xn) and E(x̄) is an elementary formula. The objects of consideration
of the proposed decision procedure CMSat are so-called CM -sequents with an
n-place (n ≥ 1) predicate and function symbols. In this sense the presented
fragment of FTL is non-monodic. Other decidable non-monodic fragments of
FTL are considered in [8, 9, 10]. CM -sequents are a “miniscoped” version of
Fisher’s normal form [2]. Since we consider the miniscoped fragment of FTL
based on clauses from Fisher’s normal form, the considered here subclass of
FTL we call a clausal miniscoped fragment of FTL.

The proposed decision procedure CMSat is based on the saturation method
[6–10]. In the saturation method the notions of calculus and deduction-based
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decision/semi-decision procedure are identical. A derivation in the proposed pro-
cedure CMSat is constructed in a finite tree form. The tree is constructed au-
tomatically and satisfies the so-called loop property (see Lemma 11), which is
the main characteristic peculiarity of the saturation method. Namely, each leaf
Si of the tree is either a traditional logical axiom or there exists a vertex S∗

j of
the tree such that Si and S∗

j satisfy some similarity relation. We can see a sim-
ilar situation in Fisher’s resolution method (see, e.g., [1, 3]) for a propositional
temporal logic.

2 Description of Infinitary Sequent Calculi GLω and G∗
Lω

The proposed decision procedure CMSat is justified by infinitary calculi
GLω, G∗

Lω containing the ω-type rule.

Definition 1 (term, elementary formula, formula). We assume that all
predicate symbols are flexible (i.e., change their value in time), and all constants
and function symbols are rigid (i.e., with time-independent meanings). A term
is defined as usual. An elementary formula is either the truth constant T , or an
expression of the form P (t1, . . . , tm) where P is a predicate symbol, ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
is a term. Formulas are defined as usual.

In the first order linear temporal logic over infinite sequences we have that
©(A � B) ≡ ©A � ©B (� ∈ {⊃,∧,∨}) and ©σA ≡ σ©A (σ ∈ {¬, �,∀x,∃x}).
Relying on these equivalences we can consider occurrences of the ”next” operator
© only entering the formula ©kE (k-time ”next” elementary formula E). For
the sake of simplicity, we ”eliminate” the ”next” operator and the formula ©kE
is abbreviated as Ek (i.e., as an elementary formula with the index k). We also
use the notation Ak for an arbitrary formula A in the following meaning.

Definition 2 (index, atomic formula). 1) If E is an elementary formula,
i, k ∈ ω, k 6= 0, then (Ei)k := Ei+k(E0 := E); El(l ≥ 0) is called an atomic
formula, and El becomes elementary if l = 0; 2) (A � B)k := Ak � Bk if
� ∈ {⊃,∨}; (σA)k := σAk, if σ ∈ {�,∀x,∃x}. In case we want to indicate the
dependence of an atomic formula on the terms t1, . . . , tn we write Ek(t1, . . . tn)
instead of Ek. For example the expression ∀x(P 1(x) ⊃ Q3(x))1 means the for-
mula ∀x(©©P (x) ⊃ ©©©©Q(x)), or ∀x(P 2(x) ⊃ Q4(x)).

Definition 3 (sequent, miniscoped sequent, quasi-atomic formula and
quasi-elementary formula). A sequent is an expression of the form Γ → ∆,
where we assume that Γ, ∆ are arbitrary finite multisets (i.e., not sequences or
sets) of formulas. A sequent S is a miniscoped sequent if all negative (posi-
tive) occurrences of ∀ (∃, correspondingly) in S occur only in formulas of the
shape Qx̄E(x̄) (where x̄ = x1, . . . , xn, E(x̄) (n ≥ 0) is an atomic (elementary)
formula. This formula is called a quasi-atomic (quasi-elementary, respectively)
formula; if Qx̄ = ∅, then a quasi-atomic formula becomes an atomic one; if
Qx̄ = ∅ and E is an elementary formula, then a quasi-atomic formula becomes
an elementary one.
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Now we shall consider some special form of a miniscoped version of Fisher’s
normal form [2]. First we define so-called kernel formulas.

Definition 4 (regular and non-regular kernel formula, indexed reg-
ular and non-regular kernel formula). A formula A is a regu-
lar kernel formula, if A = �(

m∧
i=1

∀x̄σiEi(x̄) ⊃ n∨
j=1

∃z̄σjP
1
j (z̄)), where

σi, σj ∈ {∅,¬}, Ei(x̄), Pj(z̄) are some quasi-elementary formulas, x̄ =
x1, . . . , xk; z̄ = z1, . . . , zk (k ≥ 0); A formula B is a non-regular ker-
nel formula, if B = �(

m∧
i=1

∀x̄σiEi(x̄) ⊃ ¬�σP ), where σi, σ ∈ {∅,¬};

Ei(x̄), P are some quasi-elementary formulas; x̄ = x1, . . . , xk (k ≥ 0). Let A
be a regular (non-regular) kernel formula. Then A1 is an indexed regular (non-
regular, respectively) kernel formula.

Definition 5 (CM-sequent, indexed CM-sequent, parametrical formu-
las of CM-sequent, induction-free CM-sequent and indexed CM-
sequent). A miniscoped sequent S is a CM -sequent, if S = Σ1, �Ω
→ Σ2, �0∆, where Σi = ∅ (i ∈ {1, 2}) or consist of quasi-elementary for-
mulas (which are called parametrical formulas of CM -sequents); �Ω consists of
regular/non-regular kernel formulas; �0 ∈ {∅, �}; �0∆ = ∅ or consists of for-
mulas of the shape �σE, where σ ∈ {∅,¬}, E is a quasi-elementary formula;
∆ = ∅ or consists of formulas of the shape σE, where σ = {∅,¬}, E is a
quasi-elementary formula. A miniscoped sequent S is an indexed CM -sequent,
if S = Σ11, Σ

1
12, �Ω1 → Σ21, Σ

1
22, �0∆1, where Σi1, Σi2 = ∅ (i ∈ {1, 2}) or

consist of quasi-elementary formulas; �Ω, �0∆ mean the same as in the case of
CM -sequents. If �0 = ∅ and S does not contain non-regular kernels, then the
CM -sequent S (indexed CM -sequent) is an induction-free CM -sequent (indexed
CM -sequent, respectively).

Definition 6 (calculus GLω). The calculus GLω is defined by the following
postulates.

Axioms: Γ, A → A, ∆; Γ → ∆, T .
Rules:
1) temporal rules

A, �A1, Γ → ∆

�A, Γ → ∆
(� →)

Γ → ∆, A; . . . ; Γ → ∆, Ak, . . .

Γ → ∆, �A
(→ �ω),

where k ∈ ω; here and below Ak means Al+k, if A = Al (l ≥ 1).
2) logical rules consist of the traditional invertible rules for ⊃, ∧, ∨, ¬, ∀, ∃.

Theorem 1. (a) (soundness and completeness of Gω). Let S be a sequent, then
the sequent is universally valid iff GLω ` S

(b) (admissibility of (cut)). GLω + (cut) ` S ⇒ GLω ` S.
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Proof. Point (a) is proved by the Shutte method. Point (b) follows from point
(a).

Definition 7 (calculi G∗
Lω, G∗). A calculus G∗

Lω is obtained from the
calculus GLω by following transformations: (1) by dropping the rules
(→⊃), (∧ →), (→ ∨), (∀ →), (→ ∃) and (2) replacing the axiom Γ, A → A, ∆
by the following axioms:

Γ, �A → ∆, �A;
Γ, Ek(t1, . . . , tn) → ∆, ∃x1 . . . xnE

k(x1, . . . , xn);
Γ, ∀x1 . . . xnE

k(x1, . . . , xn) → ∆, Ek(t1, . . . , tn);
Γ,∀x1 . . . xnE

k(t1(x1), . . . , tn(xn)) → ∆, ∃y1 . . . ynE
k(p(y1), . . . , pn(yn)),

where k ≥ 0, E is a predicate symbol; ∀i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) terms ti(xi) and pi(yi) are
unifiable.

A calculus G∗ is obtained from G∗
Lω by dropping the rule (→ �ω).

Theorem 2. Let S be a CM -sequent. Then GLω ` S ⇐⇒ G∗
Lω ` S.

Proof. Follows from the definition of the CM -sequent using traditional proof-
theoretical transformations.

3 Some Auxiliary Tools of Decidable Procedure CMSat

First we present the following notions.

Definition 8 (reduction of a sequent S to sequents S1, . . . , Sn). Let {i}
denote a set of rules of a calculus. Then the {i}-reduction (or briefly, reduction)
of S to a set of sequents S1, . . . , Sn (denoted by R(S){i} ⇒ {S1, . . . , Sn} or
briefly by R(S), is defined to be a tree of sequents with the root S and leaves
S1, . . . , Sn, and, possibly, axioms of the calculus G∗

Lω, such that each sequent in
R(S), different from S, is the ”upper sequent” of the rule from {i} whose ”lower
sequent” also belongs to R(S).

Now we define rules by which the reduction of a CM -sequent S to a set of
indexed CM -sequents is carried out.

Definition 9 (reduction rules, parametrically identical formulas). The
following rules will be called reduction ones (all these rules will be applied in the
bottom-up manner):

1) all logical rules of the calculus G∗
Lω, i.e., the rules (⊃→), (∨ →),

(→ ¬), (¬ →), (∃ →), (→ ∀);
2) the following temporal rules:

A, �A1, Γ → ∆

�A, Γ → ∆
(� →)

Γ → ∆, A; Γ → ∆, A1

Γ → ∆, �A
(→ �1)

where A 6= A1;
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3) the following contraction rules:

E, Γ → ∆

E, E∗, Γ → ∆
(CE →)

Γ → ∆, E

Γ → ∆, E, E∗ (→ CE),

where E, E∗ are quasi-atomic formulas such that either E = E∗ or E, E∗ are
congruent, or E, E∗ differ only by corresponding occurrences of eigen-variables
of the rules (→ ∀), (∃ →).

Γ → ∆, �A

Γ → ∆, �A, �A∗ (→ C�),

where either A = A∗ or A, A∗ are congruent, or A, A∗ differ only by correspond-
ing occurrences of eigen-variables of the rules (→ ∀), (∃ →), such formulas A
and A∗ are parametrically identical.

Lemma 1. The rule (→ �1) and contraction rules (CE →), (→ CE), (→ C�)
are admissible and invertible in G∗

Lω.

Proof. The admissibility and invertibility of (→ �1) follow from the fact that
G∗
Lω ` �A ≡ A ∧ �A1 and Theorems 1(b), 2. The admissibility and invertibility

of contraction rules are obvious.

Lemma 2 (reduction to a set of indexed CM-sequents). Let S be a CM -
sequent. Then one can construct R(S){i} ⇒ {S1, . . . , Sn}, where ∀j(1 ≤ j ≤ n)
is an indexed CM -sequent; {i} is the set of reduction rules; moreover, G∗

Lω `
S ⇒ G∗

Lω ` Sj , j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

Proof. Using Lemma 1 and bottom-up applying reduction rules from {i}.

Definition 10 (proper reduction and proper reduction-tree to indexed
CM-sequents: R∗(S) and R∗T (S), successful construction of R∗T (S)).
Let R(S) = {S1, . . . , Sn} be the reduction of a CM -sequent S to the set of
indexed CM -sequents {S1, . . . , Sn}. Then the set R∗(S) obtained from R(S) by
dropping axioms of G∗

Lω is a proper reduction of the CM -sequent S to indexed
CM -sequents S1, . . . , Sn. A derivation consisting of bottom-up applications of
reduction rules and having a CM -sequent as the root and the set R∗(S) as the
leaves is a proper reduction-tree of S to indexed CM -sequents, and it is denoted
by R∗T (S). If R∗(S) does not contain an induction-free indexed CM -sequent,
then we say that the construction of R∗T (S) is successful (in notation R∗T (S) 6=
⊥). In the opposite case, we say that the construction of R∗T (S) is not successful
(in symbols R∗T (S) = ⊥).

Lemma 3 (decidability of R∗T (S)). Let S be a CM -sequent, then the prob-
lem of construction of R∗T (S) is decidable. Moreover, if G∗

Lω ` S, then
∀i(G∗

Lω ` Si), where Si ∈ R∗(S).
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Proof. Let S be a CM -sequent, then using Lemma 2 one can automatically re-
duce S to a set R(S) of indexed CM -sequents. Afterwards, using the decidability
of the axioms of G∗

Lω from R(S), one can automatically get R∗T (S). Then, using
the syntactical notion of an induction-free indexed CM -sequent, one can auto-
matically verify whether R∗T (S) 6=⊥ or R∗T (S) =⊥. We get from Lemma 2
that, if G∗

Lω ` S, then G∗
Lω ` Si where Si ∈ R∗(S).

Definition 11 (separation rule: (S)). Let us introduce the following rule
(which will be applied in the bottom-up manner):

S+ = Π1, �Ω → Π2, �∆

S∗ = Σ1, Π1
1 , �Ω1 → Σ2, Π1

2 , �∆1 (S),

where S∗ is an indexed CM -sequent and Σ1, Π
1
1 → Σ2, Π

1
2 is not an axiom of

G∗
Lω; S+ is the CM -sequent.

Lemma 4 (invertibility of (S)). Let S∗ = Σ1, Π
1
1 , �Ω1 → Σ2, Π

1
2 , �∆1 be

an indexed CM -sequent and Σ1, Π
1
1 → Σ2, Π

1
2 is not an axiom of G∗

Lω. Then
G∗
Lω ` S∗ ⇒ G∗

Lω ` Π1, �Ω → Π2, �∆.

Proof. By proving (using induction on the height) the invertibility of (S) in GLω

and using Theorem 2.

4 Description of a Decidable Calculus CMSat

In this section, the decidable calculus CMSat for CM -sequents will be described.
First let us introduce the following rule.

Definition 12 (structural rule (W ∗), parametrically identical CM-
sequents). CM -sequents S and S′ are parametrically identical (in symbols
S ≈ S′) if S, S′ differ only by parametrically identical formulas. Let us introduce
the following structural rule:

Γ → ∆

Π, Γ ′ → ∆′, θ
(W ∗),

where Γ → ∆ ≈ Γ ′ → ∆′.

Definition 13 (subsumed CM-sequent). We say that a CM -sequent S1 sub-
sumes a CM -sequent S2 or S2 is subsumed by S1 (in symbols S1 < S2) if S1

S2
(W ∗)

(in a special case, S1 = S2).
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Definition 14 (subsumption rule (Sub+), subsumption-tree (ST+), ac-
tive and passive parts of (ST+)). The subsumption rule is the following rule
(it is applied in the bottom-up manner):

S0
1 , . . . , S0

j−1, S
0
j+1, . . . , S

0
n

S1, . . . , Sj , . . . , Sn
(Sub+),

where S1, . . . , Sn are CM -sequents and Si < Sj (i ∈ {1, . . . , j − 1, j +1, . . . , n});
+ ∈ {∅, ∗}, S0

i = ∅ if + = ∗, otherwise S0
i = Si.

The subsumption-tree of CM -sequents S1, . . . , Sn is defined by the following
bottom-up deduction (and denoted by (ST+));

S∗
1 , . . . , S∗

k (Sub+)
. . . . . .

(Sub+),
S1, . . . , Sn

where the set of CM -sequents M = {S∗
1 , . . . , S∗

k} is such that it is impossible
to bottom-up apply (Sub+) to the set M . The sequents from (ST+) which sub-
sumes some sequents from (ST+) will be called an active part of (ST+), and the
sequents of (ST+) which are subsumed will be called a passive part of (ST+).

Definition 15 (resolvent-tree ReT (S) and resolvent Re(S) of CM-
sequent S). The resolvent-tree of a CM -sequent S is defined by the following
bottom-up deduction (denoted by ReT (S)):

S1, . . . , Sk (ST )
S+

1

S∗
1

(S) . . .
S+
m

S∗
m

(S)
R∗T (S),

S

where {S∗
1 , . . . , S∗

m} is the set of indexed CM -sequents; {S+
1 , . . . , S+

m} and
{S1, . . . , Sk} are the set of CM -sequents. The latter set is a resolvent of a CM -
sequent and is denoted by Re(S). If R∗T (S) =⊥ (i.e., if the set {S∗

1 , . . . , S∗
m}

contains an induction-free CM -sequent), then we say that the construction of
ReT (S) is not successful (in symbols ReT (S) =⊥). If ∀i(1 ≤ i ≤ m) S∗

i is an
axiom, then Re(S) = ∅.

Lemma 5 (decidability of ReT (S)). Let S be a CM -sequent, then the prob-
lem of construction of ReT (S) is decidable. If G∗

Lω ` S, then either Re(S) = ∅

or ∀i (G∗
Lω ` Si), where Si ∈ Re(S). Moreover, if S is an induction-free CM -

sequent, then instead of the calculus G∗
Lω we have the calculus G∗.

Proof. Analogously as in Lemma 3, using Lemmas 3, 4.
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By one of the saturation-based paradigms, i.e., “calculus = deductive de-
cision/semi-decision procedure”, we can consider the procedure ReT (S) as a
calculus.

Definition 16 (induction-free CM-sequent S derivable in ReT (S)). An
induction-free CM -sequent S is derivable in ReT (S) (in symbols: ReT (S) ` S)
if Re(S) = ∅.

Lemma 6. Let S be an induction-free CM -sequent. Then ReT (S) ` S ⇐⇒
G∗ ` S.

Proof. Let ReT (S) ` S, i.e., Re(S) = ∅. It means that all indexed CM -sequents
S∗
i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are axioms, i.e., G∗ ` S. Let G∗ ` S, then, using the invertibility

of reduction rules, we get that all indexed CM -sequents S∗
i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are

axioms, i.e., Re(S) = ∅.

Lemma 7 (decision procedure for induction-free CM-sequent). Let S
be an induction-free CM -sequent. Then the problem derivability in ReT (S) is
decidable.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 5.

To define the main deductive procedure of the proposed decidable saturation-
based procedure CMSat let us define some auxiliary notions and prove some
lemmas that are of own interest.

Definition 17 (resolvent subformulas of kernel formulas, of a set of
kernel formulas and of a CM-sequent; parametrically finite set of for-
mulas). Let A = �(

m∧
i=1

∀x̄σiEi(x̄) ⊃ n∨
j=1

∃z̄σjP
1
j (z̄)) (where σi, σj ∈ {∅,¬},

x̄ = x1, . . . , xl; z̄ = z1, . . . , zl(l ≥ 0), Ej(x̄), Pj(z̄) are some quasi-elementary
formulas) be a regular kernel formula. Then the resolvent subformulas of A (de-
noted by RSub(A)) are a set of {P1(b̄1), . . . , Pn(b̄n)}, where b̄j = bj1, . . . , bjl
(1 ≤ j ≤ n; l ≥ 0) and any bji (1 ≤ i ≤ l) is a new variable. Let A =

�(
m∧
i=1

∀x̄σiEi(x̄) ⊃ ¬�σE) (where σi ∈ {∅,¬}; σ ∈ {∅,¬}; Ei(x̄) (1 ≤ i ≤ n),

E are some quasi-elementary formulas) be a non-regular kernel formula. Then
the resolvent subformula of A is the formula of the shape �σE. Let �Ω be a set
of kernel formulas A1, . . . , An. Then resolvent subformulas of �Ω (denoted by
RSub(�Ω)) are the set

n∪
i=1

RSub(Ai). Let S = Σ1, �Ω → Σ2, �A1, . . . , �An be

a CM -sequent. Then resolvent subformulas of S (denoted by RSub(S)) are the
set RSub(�Ω) ∪ n∪

i=1
�Ai. R∗Sub(S) means the set obtained from RSub(S) by

dropping the truth constant T and merging the formulas that are parametrically
identical (see Definition 9). Let M be a set of formulas and M∗ be the set ob-
tained from M by merging the formulas that are parametrically identical. Then
the set M is parametrically finite if M∗ is finite.
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Lemma 8. Let S = Σ1, �Ω → Σ, �∆ be a CM -sequent. Then the sets
R∗Sub(�Ω) and R∗Sub(S) are parametrically finite.

Proof. Follows from Definition 17.

Definition 18 (saturated CM-sequent). Let S be a non-induction-free CM -
sequent not containing non-regular kernels. Then S is saturated if S = Σ1, �Ω →
Σ2, �∆ and Σ1, Σ2 ⊆ R∗Sub(�Ω). Let S be a CM -sequent containing non-
regular kernels and let Re(S) = {S1, . . . , Sn}. Then ∀i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) Si is a
saturated CM -sequent.

Lemma 9 (reducing to saturated CM-sequents). Let S = Σ1, �Ω →
Σ2, �◦∆ (where �◦∆ ∈ {∅, �◦∆}) be a non-induction-free CM -sequent. Then
either S does not contain a non-regular kernel and S = Σ1, �Ω → Σ2, �∆ (where
Σ1, Σ2 ⊆ R∗Sub(�Ω)) or ReT (S) = ⊥, or Re(S) = ∅ or S contains non-regular
kernels and Re(S) = {S1, . . . , Sn}, where ∀i(1 ≤ i ≤ n) Si is a saturated CM -
sequent and Si = Σ1i, �Ω → Σ2i, �θ, �0∆, where Σi1, Σ2i, �θ ⊆ R∗Sub(�Ω).

Proof. Follows from the definitions of Re(S) and R∗Sub(�Ω).

Lemma 10. Let S be a non-induction-free CM -sequent. Then the problem of
reduction of the CM -sequent S to a set of saturated CM -sequents is decidable.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 5.

We define now the main deductive tool of the proposed decision saturation-
based procedure CMSat, which will be applied to a saturated CM -sequent.

Definition 19 (k-th resolvent-tree RekT (S) and k-th resolvent Rek(S)
of a saturated CM-sequent S ). Let S = Σ1, �Ω → Σ2, �◦θ, �◦∆ (where
Σ1, Σ2, �◦θ ∈ �Ω and �◦θ ∈ {∅, �θ}, �◦∆ ∈ {∅, �◦∆}, �◦θ, �◦∆ 6= ∅)
be a saturated CM -sequent. Then Re◦(S) = Re◦T (S) = S. Let Rek(S)
= {S1, . . . , Sn}, then Rek+1T (S) and Rek+1(S) are defined by the following
bottom-up deduction:

Rek+1(S)
(ST ∗)

R+ek+1(S)
k∪
i=0

Rei(S)
(ST )

Re(S1)
S1

ReT (S1) . . .
Re(Sn)

Sn
ReT (Sn)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rek(S)

The bottom-up application of (ST ) reduces the set
n∪
i=1

Re(Si) to the set

R+ek+1(S) of saturated CM -sequents. The bottom-up application of (ST ∗) re-

duces the set R+ek+1(S) ∪ k∪
i=0

Rei(S) to the set Rek+1(S) which will be called
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a k + 1-th resolvent of a saturated CM -sequent S. Moreover, the members

of
k∪
i=0

Rei(S) are the active part of the application of (ST ∗) and members of

R+ek+1(S) are the passive ones. If ∃i such that ReT (Si) = ⊥, then Rek+1(S) =
⊥ and Rek+1T (S) = ⊥, i.e., the construction of Rek+1(S)T (S) is unsuccessful.
The set Rek+1(S) is empty in two following cases: (1) ∀i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) Re(Si) = ∅

or (2) the bottom-up application of (ST ∗) in Rek+1T (S) yields an empty set.
The notation Rek(S) 6= ⊥ (k ∈ ω) means that the construction of Rek(S) is

successful for all k ∈ ω.

Now we establish the main property of the procedure Rek(S).

Lemma 11 (loop property). Let Rek(S) 6= ⊥ (k ∈ ω). Then there exists a
finite natural number p such that p < |R∗Sub(S)| and Rep(S) = ∅.

Proof. Let S = Σ1, �Ω → Σ2, �◦θ, �◦∆ and RekT (S) 6= ⊥ (k ∈ ω). Then
from the definition of Rek(S) it follows that either ∀i(i ≥ 1) Rei(S) = ∅, or
Rei(S) = {S1, . . . , Sn}, where Sl (1 ≤ l ≤ n) = Σl1, �Ω → Σl2, �◦θl, �◦∆l,
where Σl1, Σl2, �◦θl ∈ RSub(�Ω) and �◦∆l ⊆ �∆. Lemma 8 implies that the set
RSub(S) is parametrically finite. Therefore, there must be a finite number l such
that for all i, if Si ∈ R∗el(S), then ∃j (0 ≤ j ≤ l − 1) such that if Sj ∈ Rej(S),
then Sj < Si, i.e., Rel(S) = ∅. It is easy to verify that l < |R∗Sub(S)|.

Lemma 12 (decidability of relation Rep(S) = ∅). The relation
Rep(S) = ∅ is decidable.

Proof. Follows from Lemmas 5, 11.

Definition 20 (calculus CMSat, CM-sequent derivable in CMSat). Let
S be an induction-free CM -sequent. Then the calculus CMSat consists of proce-
dure of construction ReT (S) (see Definition 15). Let S be a non-induction-free
CM -sequent S, then the calculus CMSat consists of two procedures: (1) a pre-
liminary procedure of reduction S to a set of saturated CM -sequents and (2)
the procedure of construction Rek(S). An induction-free CM -sequent S is deriv-
able in CMSat (in symbols CMSat ` S) if Re(S) = ∅, in the opposite case,
CMSat 0 S. A non-induction-free CM -sequent S is derivable in CMSat, if ei-
ther Re(S) = ∅ or 1) R(S) = {S1, . . . , Sn} (i.e., if S can be reduced to saturated
CM -sequents S1, . . . , Sn) and 2) ∀i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) Rel(Si) = ∅, in the opposite
case, CMSat 0 S.

Theorem 3 (decidability of CMSat). The calculus CMSat is decidable for
any CM -sequent.

Proof. Follows from Lemmas 5, 12.

Let us introduce some notions that will be used in a so-called invariant cal-
culus CMIN (see below).
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Definition 21 (saturation set, decomposition of saturation set, nuclear
of decomposition of saturation set). Let S be a saturated CM -sequent and

Ren(S) = ∅. Let us construct a set
n−1∪
i=0

Rei(S). Then a set, obtained from the set
n−1∪
i=0

Rei(S) applying the rule (Sub), is a saturated set of the saturated sequent S

and is denoted by Sat{S}. A set {Sat{S}} is a decomposition of the set Sat{S},
if: (1) Sat{S} = ∪

i
Sati{S}; (2) ∀ij(Sati{S} ∩ Satj{S}) = ∅; (3) if S1, S2 ∈

Sati{S}, then S1 = Σ1, �Ω → Σ2, �A, �◦∆1; S2 = Σ∗
1 , �Ω → Σ∗

2 , �A, �◦∆2;
i.e., S1, S2 have a common succedent member �A, which is a nuclear of Sati{S}.

Now let us give some examples which demonstrate the main features of the
presented decision procedure CMSat.

Example 1. (a) Let S = ∀zP (z), �Ω →, where P is a one-place predicate symbol,
�Ω = �(∀xP (x) ⊃ ∃xP 1(x)), �(∀yP (y) ⊃ ¬�¬E) and E is a quasi-elementary
formula of the shape ∀yP (y). So, S is the CM -sequent containing one regular
kernel and one non-regular kernel. First, let us construct a proper reduction
of the CM -sequent S to the set of indexed CM -sequents, i.e., let us construct
R∗(S) and R∗T (S) (see Definition 10). Bottom-up applying reduction rules, from
S we get R∗(S) = {S1, S2}, where S1 = ∀zP (z), P 1(b1), �Ω1 →; S2 = ∀zP (z),
P 1(b2), �Ω1 → �¬∀yP 1(y). Since the sequent S1 is not an axiom, R∗T (S) = ⊥
and CMSat 6` S.

(b) Let S = ∀xyP (g(y), f(x, h(x), y)), �Ω → �E5, where �Ω = �(E1 ⊃
∃uE1

2(u)), �(E3 ⊃ ¬�E4), where E1 is a quasi-elementary formula of the
shape ∃xwzP (x, f(g(z), w, z)); E2(u) is a quasi-elementary formula of the shape
∀vP (u, v); E3 is a quasi-elementary formula of the shape ∃xyP (x, y); E4 is a
quasi-elementary formula of the shape ∃uvP (u, v); E5 is a quasi-elementary
formula of the shape ∃u1v1P (u1, v1). So, S is the CM -sequent containing one
regular kernel and one non-regular kernel. Let us perform a preliminary proce-
dure CMSat, i.e., reduce the given CM -sequent to the set of saturated ones,
and construct Re(S). Since the system of terms g(y) = x; f(x, h(x), y) =
f(g(z), w, z) is unifiable, bottom-up applying the reduction rules and rules (S),
(Sub), we get Re(S) = S1 = ∀vP (b, v), �Ω → �∃uvP (u, v). Next, construct
sets R∗Sub(�Ω) and R∗Sub(S). By definition, R∗Sub(�Ω) = R∗Sub(S) =
{∀uP (b, v), �∃uvP (u, v)} (and |R∗Sub(S)| = 2). Thus, S1 is a saturated CM -
sequent and we can calculate Rek(S1). By definition, Re0(S1) = S1. Bottom-
up applying the reduction rules and rules (S), (Sub), we get R∗e1(S) =
S2 = ∀vP (b1, v), �Ω → �∃uvP (u, v). Since S1 < S2, we have Re1(S1) = ∅,
Sat{S1} = S1 and CMSat ` S.

(c) Let S = P (b), �Ω → �∃uP (u), �∃vQ(v), where �Ω = �(¬E1 ⊃
¬T 1), �(¬E2 ⊃ ¬T 1), �(E1 ⊃ (∃uP 1(u) ∨ ∃vQ1(v))), �(E2 ⊃ (∃u1P

1(u1) ∨
∃v1Q(v1))); E1 = ∃xP (x); E2 = ∃yQ(y) and T is the truth constant.
So, S is a CM -sequent containing four regular kernels. Let us construct
R∗Sub(�Ω) and R∗Sub(S). By definition, R∗Sub(�Ω) = {P (b1), Q(b2)} and
R∗Sub(S) = R∗Sub(�Ω)∪ {�∃uP (u), �∃vQ(v)} (and |R∗Sub(S)| = 4). Since
P (b) ∈ R∗Sub(�Ω), we get S is a saturated CM -sequent. Therefore we can start
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calculating Rek(S). By definition, Re0(S). It is easy to verify that R∗e1(S) =
{S1 = P (b1), �Ω → �∃uP (u), �∃vQ(v); S2 = Q(b2), �Ω → �∃uP (u), �∃vQ(v)}.
Since S < S1, Re1(S) = S2. Analogously we get R∗e2(S) = {S3 = P (b3), �Ω →
�∃uP (u), �∃vQ(v); S4 = Q(b4), �Ω → ∃uP (u), �∃vQ(v)}. Since S < S3,
S2 < S4, we have Re2(S) = ∅, CMSat ` S and Sat{S} = {S,S2}.

In order to justify the decidable calculus CMSat, we introduce a so-called
invariant calculus CMIN . First we introduce some simple calculi.

Definition 22 (calculi Log and G+). A calculus Log is obtained from the
calculus G∗ (see Definition 7) by dropping the rule (� →). A calculus G+ is
obtained from the calculus G∗ by adding:

1) the following rule:

Γ → ∆, A;Γ → ∆, �A1

Γ → ∆, �A
(→ �1);

2) traditional invertible logical rules (∧ →), (∨ →).

Definition 23 (invariant calculus CMIN). The invariant calculus CMIN
is obtained from the calculus G+ by adding the following rule:

Γ → ∆, I; I → I1; I → A

Γ → ∆, �A
(→ �)

The rule (→ �) satisfies the following conditions:
1) the conclusion of (→ �), i.e., the sequent S = Γ → ∆, �A is such

that (a) S is a saturated CM -sequent; (b) S ∈ Sati{S} = {Σi1, �Ω →
Πi1, �0∆i1, �A; . . . ;Σin, �Ω → Πin, �0∆in, �A}, where �A is the nuclear of
Sati{S} (see Definition 21); �0∆ij ∈ {∅, �∆ij} (1 ≤ j ≤ n);

2) I =
n∨
j=1

((∃Σij)∧ ∧ ¬(∀Πij)∨ ∧ ¬(�0∆ij)∨ ∧ (�Ω)∧), where QΓ =

QE1, . . . , QEn, if Γ = E1, . . . , En; Q ∈ {∀x̄,∃x̄} (i.e., all the eigen-variables
are correspondingly bounded in Σij , Πij); Γ∧(Γ∨) means the conjunction (dis-
junction, respectively) of formulas from Γ .

(3) the left premise of (→ �), the sequent S1 = Γ → ∆, I is such that
Log ` S1;

(4) the middle premise of (→ �), the sequent S2 = I → I1 is such that
G+ ` S2;

(5) the right premise of (→ �), the sequent S3 = I → A is such that CMIN `
S3.

Lemma 13. The problem of finding the invariant formula I in the rule (→ �)
is decidable.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 12.
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Example 2. Let S be the saturated CM -sequent from Example 1(c), i.e.,
S = P (b), �Ω → �∃uP (u), �∃vQ(v), where �Ω = �(¬E1 ⊃ ¬T 1),
�(¬E2 ⊃ ¬T 1), �(E1 ⊃ (∃uP 1(u)∨∃vQ1(x)), �(E2 ⊃ (∃u1P

1(u1)∨∃v1Q
1(v1))).

From Example 1(c) we get that Sat{S} = {S, S2}, where S = Q(b2), �Ω →
�∃uP (u), �∃vQ(v). Therefore, by definition, Sat1{S} = {S, S2} with two alter-
native nuclei: (1) �∃P (u) or (2) �∃vQ(v). Let us take case (1). Then, by defi-
nition, the invariant formula has the following shape I = (∃xP (x) ∨ ∃yQ(y)) ∧
¬�∃vQ(v) ∧ (�Ω)∧. It is easy to verify that

Log ` P (b), �Ω → I, �∃vQ(v) (1);
G+ ` I → I1 (2);
G+ ` I → ∃uP (u) (3).
Applying (→ �) to (1), (2), (3), we get CMIN ` S. We get the same result

when we take the formula �∃vQ(v) as a nuclear.

In the same way as in [7] we get

Theorem 4. Let S be a saturated CM -sequent. Then CMSat ` S ⇐⇒
CMIN ` S ⇐⇒ G∗

Lω ` S.

Lemma 14. The calculus CMIN is decidable.

Proof. Follows from Theorems 3, 4.

Theorem 5. (a) The calculi CMSat and CMIN are sound and complete for
the class of saturated CM -sequents.

(b) The calculus CMSat is sound and complete for the class of CM -sequents.

Proof. Point (a) follows from Theorems 2, 4. Point (b) follows from Theorems 2,
4 and Lemma 9.
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Abstract. We show how to combine the standard tableau system for the
basic description logic ALC and Wolper’s tableau calculus for proposi-
tional temporal logic PTL (with the temporal operators ‘next-time’ and
‘until’) in order to design a terminating sound and complete tableau-
based satisfiability-checking algorithm for the temporal description logic
PTLALC of [20] interpreted in models with constant domains. We use the
method of quasimodels [18,16] to represent models with infinite domains,
and the technique of minimal types [11] to maintain these domains con-
stant. The combination is flexible and can be extended to more expressive
description logics or even to decidable fragments of first-order temporal
logics.

1 Introduction

Temporal description logics (TDLs) are knowledge representation formalisms
intended for dealing with temporal conceptual knowledge. In other words, TDLs
combine the ability of description logics (DLs) to represent and reason about
conceptual knowledge with the ability of temporal logics (TLs) to reason about
time. A dozen TDLs designed in the last decade (see e.g. [15,14,2,20,3,10] and
survey [1]) showed that the equation TDL = DL + TL may have different, often
very complex solutions, partly because of the rich choice of DLs and TLs, but
primarily because of principle difficulties in combining systems; see [7]. With
rare exceptions, the work so far has been concentrated on theoretical foundations
of TDLs (decidability and undecidability, computational complexity, expressive
power). The investigation of ‘implementable’ algorithms is still at the embryo
stage, especially for the TDLs with non-trivial interactions between their DL and
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TL components. The problem we are facing is as follows: is it possible to combine
the existing implementable reasoning procedures for the interacting DL and TL
components into a reasonably efficient (on ‘real world problems’) algorithm for
their TDL hybrid? As the majority of the existing reasoning mechanisms for DLs
are based on the tableau approach, a first challenging step would be to combine
a tableau system for a DL with Wolper’s tableaux [17] for the propositional
temporal logic PTL.

The first TDL tableau system was constructed by Schild [14], who merged the
basic description logic ALC with PTL by allowing applications of the temporal
operator U (until) and its derivatives only to concepts. For example, he defines
a concept Mortal by taking

Mortal = Living being u (Living being U 2¬Living being) ,

where 2 means ‘always in the future.’ The resulting language is interpreted
in models based on the flow of time 〈N, <〉 and, for each n ∈ N, specifying
an ALC-model that describes the state of the knowledge base at moment n.
Schild obtains his sound, complete and terminating tableau system (for checking
concept satisfiability) simply by putting together the tableau rules of ALC and
PTL. The reason behind this ‘trivial’ solution is that, in Schild’s logic, there is no
actual interaction between the temporal operators of PTL and the constructors
of ALC; the logic is the fusion or independent join of its components.

A more sophisticated combination PTLALC of ALC and PTL allowing appli-
cations of temporal and Boolean operators to both concepts and TBox axioms
was constructed in [20]. Using PTLALC , one can express statements like ‘in all
times all living beings are mortal’ or ‘living beings will never die out completely:’

2(Living being v Mortal), 23¬(Living being = ⊥),

where 3 means ‘some time in the future.’ The degree of interaction between
the DL and TL components in PTLALC depends on the ‘domain assumption’
the intended models comply with. A tableau system for PTLALC interpreted
in models with expanding ALC domains (which means that when moving from
earlier moments of time to later ones, the domains of ALC-models can get larger
and larger, but never shrink) was designed in [16]. The interaction between the
components becomes even stronger if we consider models with constant domains,
where an introduction of a domain element at moment n forces us to introduce
the same element at all previous moments as well. This makes the problem
of constructing tableaux for PTLALC with constant domains considerably more
difficult.

The choice of the domain assumption—expanding, varying, decreasing, or
constant—depends on the knowledge to be represented. One can argue, for in-
stance, whether the domain element representing a living being A in a model
exists before A’s birth or after A’s death. However, in many applications such
as reasoning about temporal entity relationship (ER) diagrams [2,3], expanding
domains do not suffice and must be replaced by constant ones. Apart from being
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appropriate for applications, the constant domain assumption is the most gen-
eral case in the sense that reasoning with expanding (or varying) domains can
be reduced to reasoning with constant domains (see e.g. [20]).

The main aim of this paper is to design a terminating, sound, and complete
tableau system for checking satisfiability of PTLALC-formulas in models with con-
stant domains.

This is achieved by

– combining (in a modular way) the standard tableaux for ALC with Wolper’s
[17] tableaux for PTL,

– using so-called quasimodel representations of constraint systems, and
– using so-called minimal type representations of domain elements introduced

in subsequent states.

Quasimodels [18,19,20] are abstractions of models representing elements by their
types and the evolution of elements in time by certain functions called runs. As
was shown in [16], quasimodels make it possible to cope with PTLALC models
having infinite ALC domains (an example showing that PTLALC does not have
the finite domain property can be found in Section 2). The concept of ‘minimal
partial types’ is the main new idea of this paper which is used to maintain the
ALC domains constant.

Although the formula-satisfiability problem for PTLALC is rather complex—
as is shown in [3], it is ExpSpace-complete—we hope that the tableau system
constructed in this paper will lead to a ‘reasonably efficient’ implementation of
the PTLALC reasoning services. However, in order to achieve an acceptable run-
time behavior, it is still necessary to devise suitable optimization strategies for
the algorithm. We believe that such strategies can be found, since, as shown in
e.g. [9], related tableau algorithms are amenable to optimization.

It is to be noted that the developed approach can be used to design tableau
algorithms for other combinations of description and modal logics (in particular,
temporal epistemic logics of [6]). For instance, [11] gives a solution to the open
problem of Baader and Laux [4] by constructing tableaux for their combination
of the modal logic K with ALC interpreted in models with constant domains.

The paper is accompanied by a technical report [12] containing full proofs of
all theorems.

2 Basic Definitions

We begin by introducing the temporal description logic PTLALC of [20].
Let NC = {C0, C1, . . . }, NR = {R0, R1, . . . }, and NO = {a0, a1, . . . } be

countably infinite sets of concept names, role names, and object names, respec-
tively. PTLALC-concepts are defined inductively: all the Ci as well as > are
concepts, and if C, D are concepts and R ∈ NR, then C uD, ¬C, ∃R.C, ©C,
and CUD are concepts.
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PTLALC-formulas are defined as follows: if C,D are concepts and a, b ∈ NO,
then C = D, a : C, and aRb are atomic formulas; and if ϕ and ψ are formulas,
then so are ¬ϕ, ϕ ∧ ψ, ©ϕ, and ϕUψ.

The intended models of PTLALC are natural two-dimensional hybrids of
standard models of ALC and PTL. More precisely, a PTLALC-model is a triple
M = 〈N, <, I〉, where < is the standard ordering of N and I a function associat-
ing with each n ∈ N an ALC-model I(n) =

〈
∆,R

I(n)
0 , . . . , C

I(n)
0 , . . . , a

I(n)
0 , . . .

〉
,

in which ∆, the (constant) domain of M, is a non-empty set, the RI(n)
i are binary

relations on ∆, the CI(n)
i subsets of ∆, and the aI(n)

i are elements of ∆ such that
a
I(n)
i = a

I(m)
i , for every n,m ∈ N.

(Note that in the given definition, the object names are assumed to be global,
while the concept names are interpreted locally. Neither of these assumptions is
essential; in particular, global concepts can be defined via local ones and U .)

The extension CI(n) of a concept C in M at a moment n is defined in the
following way:

>I(n) = ∆;

(C uD)I(n) = CI(n) ∩DI(n);

(¬C)I(n) = ∆ \ CI(n);

(∃R.C)I(n) = {d ∈ ∆ | ∃d′ ∈ CI(n) dRI(n)d′};

(CUD)I(n) = {d ∈ ∆ | ∃m ≥ n (d ∈ DI(m) &∀k (n ≤ k < m → d ∈ CI(k)))};

(©C)I(n) = CI(n+1).

The truth-relation M, n |= ϕ for the Boolean operators is standard and

M, n |= C = D iff CI(n) = DI(n);

M, n |= a : C iff aI(n) ∈ CI(n);

M, n |= aRb iff aI(n)RI(n)bI(n);
M, n |= ϕUψ iff ∃m ≥ n (M,m |= ψ & ∀k (n ≤ k < m → M, k |= ϕ));
M, n |= ©ϕ iff M, n+ 1 |= ϕ.

The only reasoning task we consider in this paper is satisfiability of PTLALC-
formulas, a formula ϕ being satisfiable if there are a model M and a moment
n ∈ N such that M, n |= ϕ. Other standard inference problems for PTLALC—
concept satisfiability, subsumption, ABox consistency, etc.—can be easily re-
duced to satisfiability of formulas.

There are two main difficulties in designing a tableau system for PTLALC .
First, as was mentioned in the introduction, there exist formulas satisfiable only
in models with infinite domains. For example, such is the conjunction of the
formulas

2¬(
(C u ©¬C) = ⊥)

, 2
(¬C v 2¬C)

,

where 2C = ¬(>U¬C) and ⊥ = ¬>. To tackle this difficulty, we employ the
standard tableaux for ALC for constructing finite representations of infinite
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models and keep track of the development of their elements in time by using
quasimodels as introduced in [18,20,16].

The second difficulty is that at moment n + 1 the ALC tableau algorithm
can introduce an element which does not exists at moment n. To ensure that all
elements always have their immediate predecessors, at each time point we create
certain ‘marked’ elements satisfying as few conditions as possible, and use them
as those predecessors if necessary.

3 Constraint Systems

In this section, we introduce constraint systems which serve a two-fold purpose.
First, they form a basis for defining quasimodels, which, in contrast to [20], are
defined purely syntactically. Second, constraint systems are the underlying data
structure of the tableau algorithm to be devised. Intuitively, a constraint system
describes an ALC-model.

In what follows, without loss of generality we assume that all equalities are of
the form C = >. (C = D is clearly equivalent to

(¬(Cu¬D)u¬(Du¬C)
)

= >.)
Often we shall write C 6= > instead of ¬(C = >).

Constraint systems are formulated in the following language LC . Let V be a
fixed countably infinite set of (individual) variables. We assume V to be disjoint
from the set NO of object names. Elements of V ∪ NO are called LC-terms. If
ϕ is a PTLALC-formula, C a concept, R a role, and x, y are LC-terms, then ϕ,
x : C, and xRy are called LC-formulas.

We assume that V comes equipped with a well-order <V . Let X be a non-
empty subset of V . Then min(X) denotes the first variable in X with respect
to <V . Variables may occur in constraint systems either marked or unmarked;
certain formulas may occur U-marked or U-unmarked. As we said above, marked
variables are used to deal with constant domains. U-markedness will be explained
after the saturation rules have been introduced.

Definition 1. A constraint system S is a finite (non-empty) set of LC-formulas
such that

– each variable in S is either marked or unmarked,
– each formula in S of the form ϕUψ or x : (CUD) is either U-marked or

U-unmarked,
– S contains min(V ) : >.

We will say that a constraint system S is saturated if it satisfies a number of
closure conditions. With a few exceptions, these conditions require that if S
contains a formula ϕ of a certain form, then S contains some other formulas
composed from subformulas and subconcepts of ϕ (possibly using additional
negation and ©). For example, S is closed under conjunction if whenever S
contains ψ1∧ψ2, then it contains both conjuncts ψ1 and ψ2 as well. We formulate
the closure conditions as the saturation rules in Fig. 1–3. Later these rules will
also be used as rules of our tableau algorithm. A constraint system S is called
saturated if none of the saturation rules can be applied to it.
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ALC-rules for formulas

S −→¬¬ {ϕ} ∪ S if S −→∧ {ϕ,ψ} ∪ S if

¬¬ϕ ∈ S and ϕ 6∈ S ϕ ∧ ψ ∈ S and {ϕ,ψ} 6⊆ S

S −→¬∧ {¬θ} ∪ S if

¬(ϕ ∧ ψ) ∈ S, ¬ϕ 6∈ S, and ¬ψ 6∈ S

θ
.= ϕ or θ .= ψ

Temporal rules for formulas

S −→¬© {©¬ϕ} ∪ S if S −→U X ∪ S if

¬©ϕ ∈ S and ©¬ϕ 6∈ S ϕUψ appears U-unmarked in S

X = {ψ} or X = {ϕ,©(ϕUψ)}
ϕUψ is U-marked in X ∪ S

S −→¬U X ∪ S if

¬(ϕUψ) ∈ S, {¬ψ,¬ϕ} 6⊆ S, and {¬ψ,©¬(ϕUψ)} 6⊆ S

X = {¬ψ,¬ϕ} or X = {¬ψ,©¬(ϕUψ)}

Fig. 1. Saturation rules for formulas.

A few remarks below will help the reader to understand the rules. As the
temporal part of our tableaux is based on Wolper’s [17] algorithm for PTL,
the temporal saturation rules resemble those of Wolper’s. Note also that the
saturation rules −→¬∧, −→U , −→¬U , −→¬u, −→Uc, and −→¬Uc are disjunctive:
they have more than one possible outcome. In this section, it is convenient to view
these rules as nondeterministic. Later, when the saturation rules are regarded
as tableau rules, we will apply them deterministically, i.e., consider all of their
possible outcomes. Unless otherwise stated, we assume rules to introduce U-
unmarked formulas. Intuitively, U-markedness is needed to ensure that the −→U
and −→Uc rules are applied exactly once to each formula ϕUψ and x : CUD,
respectively. For example, we must ensure that the −→U rule is applied (once)
to ϕUψ even if the constraint system under consideration already contains ϕ
and ©(ϕUψ). This is required to make the tableau algorithm complete (see [17,
16] for an example and a more detailed discussion).

As was already noted, marked variables are needed to cope with constant
domains. For now, we just observe that the disjunctive rules treat marked and
unmarked variables differently. Intuitively, in case of marked variables it is not
sufficient to consider only one of the possible outcomes of the disjunctive rule
application per constraint system, but we must additionally consider both pos-
sible outcomes together. For example, if we have S = {v : EUF, v : ¬(C uD)}
and v is marked in S, then we should consider not only the obvious saturations
S1 = S ∪ {v : ¬C} and S2 = S ∪ {v : ¬D}, but also

S3 = {v : EUF, v : ¬(C uD), v : ¬C, v′ : EUF, v′ : ¬(C uD), v′ : ¬D},
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ALC-rules for concepts

S −→¬¬c {x : C} ∪ S if

x : ¬¬C ∈ S and x : C 6∈ S

S −→u {x : C, x : D} ∪ S if

x : C uD ∈ S and {x : C, x : D} 6⊆ S

S −→¬u X ∪ S if

x : ¬(C uD) ∈ S, x : ¬C 6∈ S and x : ¬D 6∈ S

X = {x : ¬C} or X = {x : ¬D} or
x marked in S and X = (copy(S, x, v) ∪ {x : ¬C, v : ¬D})
where v is marked in X ∪ S and the first new variable from V

S −→= {x : C} ∪ S if

C = > ∈ S, x occurs in S, and x : C 6∈ S

S −→¬∃ {y : ¬C} ∪ S if

x : ¬∃R.C ∈ S, xRy ∈ S, and y : ¬C /∈ S

Temporal rules for concepts

S −→¬©c {x : ©¬C} ∪ S if

x : ¬©C ∈ S and x : ©¬C 6∈ S

S −→Uc X ∪ S if

x : CUD appears U-unmarked in S

X = {x : D} or X = {x : C, x : ©(CUD)} or
x marked in S and X = (copy(S, x, v) ∪ {x : D, v : C, v : ©(CUD)})
where v is marked in X ∪ S and the first new variable from V

x : CUD and v : CUD (if introduced) are U-marked in X ∪ S
S −→¬Uc X ∪ S if

x : ¬(CUD) ∈ S, {x : ¬D,x : ¬C} 6⊆ S, and {x : ¬D,x : ©¬(CUD)} 6⊆ S

X = {x : ¬D,x : ¬C} or X = {x : ¬D,x : ©¬(CUD)} or
x marked in S and X = (copy(S, x, v)∪{x : ¬D,x : ¬C, v : ¬D, v : ©¬(CUD)})
where v is marked in X ∪ S and the first new variable from V

Fig. 2. Non-generating saturation rules for concepts.

S −→ 6= {v : ¬C} ∪ S if

C 6= > ∈ S and there exists no y with y : ¬C ∈ S

v is the first new variable from V

S −→∃ {v : C, xRv} ∪ S if

x : ∃R.C ∈ S, there is no y such that {xRy, y : C} ⊆ S and x is not blocked in S

by an unmarked variable; v is unmarked and the first new variable from V

Fig. 3. Generating saturation rules.
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where, v is marked in S1, S2, S3 and v′ is marked in S3. In S3, we created a
‘marked copy’ v′ of v and saturated v in one possible way and v′ in the other.
In the formulation of the rules, copies are made by using copy(S, v, v′) which
denotes the set {v′ : C | v : C ∈ S}, where v is marked and v′ is a fresh variable
(not used in S). Note that by definition of LC-formulas, marked variables do not
occur in complex formulas such as x : C∧x : D and thus such formulas need not
be considered for copy. We generally assume that copies preserve U-markedness:
in the example above, v′ : EUF is U-marked in S3 iff v : EUF is U-marked in S.

To ensure termination of repeated applications of the saturation rules, we use
a ‘blocking’ technique, c.f. [5]. Blocked variables are defined as follows. For now,
assume that each constraint system is equipped with a strict partial order � on
the set of terms. Say that a variable v in a constraint system S is blocked by a
variable v′ in S if v′ � v and {C | v : C ∈ S} ⊆ {C | v′ : C ∈ S}. Later, when we
consider sequences of constraint systems obtained by repeated rule applications,
� will denote the order of introduction of terms. Note that only variables, rather
than object names, may block terms. Also, only variables can be blocked.

A constraint system S is said to be clash-free if it contains no formulas ¬>
and x : ¬> and neither a pair of the form x : C, x : ¬C, nor a pair of the form
ϕ, ¬ϕ. We write S −→• S′ to say that the constraint system S′ can be obtained
from S by an application of the saturation rule −→•.

Let S0, . . . , Sn be a sequence of constraint systems such that, for every i < n,
there is a saturation rule −→• for which Si −→• Si+1 and in case −→• is a
generating rule, no non-generating rule is applicable to Si (where non-generating
rules are from Fig. 1 and 2 while generating rules are from Fig. 3). Then we say
that S0, . . . , Sn is built according to the saturation strategy. If this is the case
and no saturation rule is applicable to Sn, then we call Sn a saturation of S0.

4 Quasimodels

As was already said, PTLALC does not have the finite domain property, and
so our tableau algorithm constructs abstractions of models, called quasimodels,
rather than models themselves.

Quasimodels are based on the idea of concept types. A concept type is simply
a set of concepts that are ‘relevant’ to the tested formula and satisfied by an
element of the domain. The ‘fragment’ of relevant concepts and formulas is
defined as follows. Let Φ be a set of formulas. Denote by Sb(Φ) the set of all
subformulas of formulas in Φ, by ob(Φ) the set of all object names that occur
in Φ, by rol(Φ) the set of all roles in Φ, and by con(Φ) the set of all concepts
in Φ. If # is a unary operator, say, ¬ or ©, then #(Φ) is the union of Φ and
{#ϕ |ϕ ∈ Φ}. The fragment Fg(Φ) generated by Φ is defined as the union of the
following four sets: ob(Φ), rol(Φ), ©(¬con(Φ ∪ {>})) and ©(¬Sb(Φ ∪ {>})).

Roughly, a quasimodel is a sequence (Sn |n ∈ N) of saturated constraint
systems that satisfies certain conditions which control interactions between the
Sn and ensure that quasimodels can be reconstructed into real models. Unlike
standard tableaux, where a variable usually represents an element of a model, a
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variable in a quasimodel represents a concept type. More precisely, if a constraint
system contains a variable v, then the corresponding ALC-models contain at least
one—but potentially (infinitely) many—elements of the type represented by v.
As our PTLALC-models have constant domains, we need some means to keep
track of the types representing the same element at different moments of time.
This can be done using a function r, called a run, which associates with each
n ∈ N a term r(n) from Sn. Thus r(0), r(1), . . . are type representations of one
and the same element at moments 0, 1, . . . .

We are in a position now to give precise definitions. Fix a PTLALC-formula ϑ.

Definition 2. A quasiworld for ϑ is a saturated clash-free constraint system S
satisfying the following conditions:

– {a | ∃C (a : C) ∈ S} = ob(ϑ),
– con(S) ⊆ Fg(ϑ) and rol(S) ⊆ Fg(ϑ),
– for every formula ϕ ∈ S, if ϕ is a PTLALC-formula then ϕ ∈ Fg(ϑ),
– all variables in S are unmarked.

One should not be confused by that all variables in quasiworlds are unmarked.
Marked variables are—as we shall see later on—important for the construction of
a quasimodel. After the construction, marked variables can simply be ‘unmarked’
(note that this operation preserves saturatedness of constraint systems).

Definition 3. A sequence Q = (Sn |n ∈ N) of quasiworlds for ϑ is called a
ϑ-sequence. A run in Q is a function r associating with each n ∈ N a term r(n)
from Sn such that

– for every m ∈ N and every concept C, if (r(m) : ©C) ∈ Sm then we have
(r(m+ 1) : C) ∈ Sm+1,

– for all m ∈ N, if (r(m) : CUD) ∈ Sm then there is k ≥ m such that
(r(k) : D) ∈ Sk and (r(i) : C) ∈ Si whenever m ≤ i < k.

Definition 4. A ϑ-sequence Q is called a quasimodel for ϑ if the following hold:

– for every object name a in Q, the function ra defined by ra(n) = a, for all
n ∈ N, is a run in Q,

– for every n ∈ N and every variable v in Sn, there is a run r in Q such that
r(n) = v,

– for every n ∈ N and every ©ϕ ∈ Sn, we have ϕ ∈ Sn+1,
– for every n ∈ N and every (ϕUψ) ∈ Sn, there is m ≥ n such that ψ ∈ Sm

and ϕ ∈ Sk whenever n ≤ k < m.

We say that ϑ is quasi-satisfiable if there are a quasimodel Q = (Sn |n ∈ N) for
ϑ and n ∈ N such that ϑ ∈ Sn.

Theorem 1. A PTLALC-formula ϑ is satisfiable iff ϑ is quasi-satisfiable.
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5 The Tableau Algorithm

In this section, we present a tableau algorithm for checking satisfiability of
PTLALC-formulas in models with constant domains. Before going into techni-
cal details, we explain informally how quasimodels for an input formula ϑ are
constructed and, in particular, how marked variables help to maintain constant
domains.

Intuitively, marked variables represent so-called ‘minimal types.’ If a con-
straint system S contains marked variables v1, . . . , vk then every element of an
ALC-model corresponding to S is described by one of the vi. It should now be
clear why the disjunctive saturation rules must be applied in a special way to
marked variables. Consider, for example, the −→¬u rule and assume that there
is a single marked variable vm in S and that vm : ¬(C uD) ∈ S. In the context
of minimal types, this means that every element in corresponding ALC-models
satisfies ¬(C u D). From this, however, it does not follow that every element
satisfies ¬C or that every element satisfies ¬D. Hence, the −→¬u rule cannot
be applied in the same way as for unmarked variables.

Here is a simple example illustrating the construction of quasimodels with
minimal types. Consider the formula

ϑ =
(
(¬(©C u ©¬C)) = >) ∧ a : ©∃R.C.

With this formula we associate the initial constraint system Sϑ = {ϑ, vm : >}
containing ϑ and a single marked variable vm. By applying saturation rules,
we obtain then the constraint system S0 = {a : ©∃R.C, vm : ©C, v′

m : ©¬C}
(slightly simplified for brevity) that describes the ALC-model for time moment 0.
The constraint system for moment 1 is {a : ∃R.C, v1 : C, v2 : ¬C, vm : >} (where
vm is the only marked variable) which can then be extended to the system
S1 = {a : ∃R.C, vm : >, v1 : C, v2 : ¬C, aRv, v : C} by the saturation rules.
Note that we introduced a new (unmarked) variable v. Every element d which is
of type v at moment 1 must—according to the constant domain assumption—
also exist at moment 0. But what is the type of d at that moment (i.e., the
‘predecessor type’ of d at 1)? By the definition of minimal types, we must only
choose among marked variables. So either d is of type vm at 0, which means that
we must add v : C to S1, or d is of type v′

m at 0, and so we must add v : ¬C
to S1. The former choice yields an (initial fragment of a) quasimodel, while the
latter leads to a clash. For a more detailed discussion we refer the reader to [11].

We can now define the tableau algorithm. In general, tableau algorithms try
to construct a (quasi)model for the input formula by repeatedly applying tableau
rules to an appropriate data structure. Let us first introduce this data structure.

Definition 5. A tableau for a PTLALC-formula ϑ is a triple G = (G,≺, l), where
(G,≺) is a finite tree and l a labelling function associating with each g ∈ G a
constraint system l(g) for ϑ such that Sϑ = {ϑ} ∪ {min(V ) : >} ∪ {a : > | a ∈
ob(ϑ)} is associated with the root of G, where min(V ) is marked and ϑ is U-
unmarked if it is of the form ϕUψ or x : (CUD).
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To decide whether ϑ is satisfiable, the tableau algorithm for PTLALC goes
through two phases. In the first phase, the algorithm starts with an initial tableau
Gϑ and exhaustively applies the tableau rules to be defined below. Eventually we
obtain a tableau G to which no more rule is applicable; it is called a completion
of Gϑ. In the second phase, we eliminate those parts of G that contain obvious
contradictions or eventualities which are not realized. After that we are in a
position to deliver a verdict: ϑ is satisfiable iff the resulting tableau G′ is not
empty, i.e., iff the root of G has not been eliminated.

Let us first concentrate on phase 1. The initial tableau Gϑ associated with ϑ
is defined as ({gr},≺r, l), where ≺r= ∅ and l(gr) = Sϑ. To define the tableau
rules, we require a number of auxiliary notions. Let S be a constraint system and
x a term occurring in S. Denote by Ax(S) the set {C | (x : ©C) ∈ S} and define
an equivalence relation ∼S on the set of variables (not terms) in S by taking
v ∼S u iff Av(S) = Au(S). The equivalence class generated by v is denoted by
[v]S . Finally, let [S]∼ denote the set of all equivalence classes [v]S .

Similar to the local blocking strategy on variables of constraint systems, we
need a global blocking strategy on the nodes of tableaux. To define this kind of
blocking, it is convenient to abstract from variable names.

Let S and S′ be constraint systems. S′ is called a variant of S if there
is a bijective function π from the variables occurring in S onto the variables
occurring in S′ which respects markedness (i.e., unmarked variables are mapped
to unmarked variables and marked variables to marked variables) and S′ is
obtained from S by replacing each variable v from S with π(v). In this case π is
called a renaming.

Like constraint systems, tableaux are equipped with a strict partial order �
on the set of nodes which indicates the order in which the nodes of the tableau
have been introduced. The tableau rules are shown in Fig. 4. Intuitively, the
=⇒© rule generates a new time point, while the other rules infer additional
knowledge about an already existing time point. For every saturation rule −→s

we have a corresponding tableau rule =⇒s. The =⇒↓ and =⇒↓′ rules deal with
constant domains and use the notion of ancestor which is defined as follows.

Let G = (G,≺, l) be a tableau for ϑ. A node g ∈ G is called a state if only
the =⇒© rule is applicable to g. The node g is an ancestor of a node g′ ∈ G if
there is a sequence of nodes g0, . . . , gn such that g0 = g, gn = g′, gi ≺ gi+1 for
i < n, and g0 is the only state in the sequence.

As to the =⇒© rule, recall that variables represent types rather than ele-
ments. In view of this, when constructing the next time point, we ‘merge’ vari-
ables satisfying the same concepts (by using the equivalence classes). Actually,
this idea is crucial for devising a terminating tableau algorithm despite the lack
of the finite domain property. The =⇒↓ rule formalizes the choice of a prede-
cessor type as was sketched in the example above. Since we have to choose a
predecessor type, the rule behaves similar to a disjunctive saturation rule, which
means that we must apply the rule in a different way for marked variables.
That is why we need the =⇒↓′ rule: for marked variables, it considers arbitrary
combinations of choices of predecessor types.
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(G,≺, l) =⇒s (G′,≺′, l′)

if g is a leaf in G, the saturation rule −→s is applicable to l(g),
S1, . . . , Sn are the possible outcomes of the application of −→s to l(g),
G′ = G ] {g1, . . . , gn} and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ≺′ = ≺ ∪ {(g, gi)} and l′(gi) = Si

(G,≺, l) =⇒© (G′,≺′, l′)

if G′ = G ] {g′}, ≺′ = ≺ ∪ {(g, g′)} for some leaf g ∈ G,
l′(g′) is the union of the following sets:

{a : >} ∪ {a : C | (a : ©C) ∈ l(g)}, for a ∈ ob(l(g)),
{ψ | ©ψ ∈ l(g)},
{min([v]l(g)) : >} ∪ {min([v]l(g)) : C | (min([v]l(g)) : ©C) ∈ l(g)},

for [v]l(g) ∈
[l(g)]∼,

{v′ : >},

where v′ is the only marked variable in l(g′),
and there is no g′′ ∈ G with g′′ � g such that l(g′′) is a variant of l(g)
(i.e., the rule is not blocked)

(G,≺, l) =⇒↓ (G′,≺′, l′)

if g is a leaf in G, v is an unmarked variable in l(g), g′ is the ancestor of g,
for no term x in l(g′) do we have

{C | (x : ©C) ∈ l(g′)} ⊆ { C | (v : C) ∈ l(g)},
v1, . . . , vn are the marked variables in l(g′), G′ = G ] {g1, . . . , gn}, and,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have ≺′ = ≺ ∪ {(g, gi)} and

l′(gi) := l(g) ∪ {v : C | (vi : ©C) ∈ l(g′)}.
(G,≺, l) =⇒↓′ (G′,≺′, l′)

if g is a leaf in G, v is a marked variable in l(g), g′ is the ancestor of g,
for no term x in l(g′) do we have

{C | (x : ©C) ∈ l(g′)} ⊆ { C | (v : C) ∈ l(g)},
X = {min([v′]l(g′)) | v′ is a marked variable in l(g′)},
Yi is the ith subset of X (for some ordering),
G′ = G ] {g1, . . . , g2|X|}, and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2|X|, we have ≺′ = ≺ ∪ {(g, gi)} and
l′(gi) is the union of l(g) and the following sets, where we assume Yi = {v1, . . . , vn}:

{v : C | (v1 : ©C) ∈ l(g)}
copy(l(g), v, v′

j) for 1 < j ≤ n
{v′

j : C | (vj : ©C) ∈ l(g′)} for 1 < j ≤ n

Here, all newly introduced variables v′
j are marked in l′(gi).

Note: For all rules, we assume that l′(g) = l(g) for all g ∈ G. A ] B denotes the
disjoint union of A and B.

Fig. 4. Tableau rules.
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The tableau rules are applied until no further rule application is possible. To
ensure termination, we must follow a certain strategy of rule applications.

Definition 6. A tableau is complete if no tableau rule is applicable to it. Let
G0, . . . ,Gn be a sequence of tableaux such that the associated orders �0, . . . ,�n

describe the order of node introduction and, for every i < n, there is a tableau
rule =⇒• such that Gi =⇒• Gi+1 and

– if the rule is one of the generating rules =⇒6= or =⇒∃, then no tableau rule
different from =⇒ 6=, =⇒∃, and =⇒© is applicable to Gi,

– if the rule is =⇒©, then no other tableau rule is applicable to Gi.
Then G0, . . . ,Gn is said to be built according to the tableau strategy. If this is the
case, G0 = Gϑ, and Gn is complete, then Gn is called a completion of ϑ.

The following lemma claims that the tableau strategy ensures termination.

Theorem 2. If the tableau rules are applied according to the tableau strategy,
then a completion is reached after finitely many steps.

Let us now turn to the second phase of the algorithm, i.e., to the elimination
phase. We begin by defining which nodes are blocked.

Definition 7. Let G = (G,≺, l) be a tableau for ϑ. A state g ∈ G is blocked by
a state g′ ∈ G if g′ � g and l(g′) is a variant of l(g). We define a new relation
≺ by taking g≺ g′ if either g ≺ g′, or g has a successor g′′ that is blocked by g′.

An important part of the elimination process deals with so-called eventualities.
An LC-formula α ∈ S is called an eventuality for a constraint system S if α
is either of the form x : CUD or of the form ϕUψ. An eventuality is said to
be unmarked if it is not of the form v : CUD for any marked variable v. All
eventualities occurring in the tableau have to be ‘realized’ in the following sense.

Definition 8. Let G = (G,≺, l) be a tableau for ϑ, g ∈ G, and let α be an
eventuality for l(g). Then α is realized for g in G if there is a sequence of unblocked
nodes g0 ≺g1 . . .≺ gn in G with g = g0, n ≥ 0, such that the following holds:
(1) if α is ϕUψ then ψ ∈ l(gn);
(2) if α is v : CUD, with v unmarked or marked variable, then there are variables
vi from l(gi), i ≤ n, with v0 = v, v1, . . . , vn unmarked, (vn : D) ∈ l(gn), and, for
all i, 0 < i ≤ n, we have

– if gi−1 is a state, then {C | (vi−1 : ©C) ∈ l(gi−1)} ⊆ {C | (vi : C) ∈ l(gi)},
– if gi−1 is not a state, then {C | (vi−1 : C) ∈ l(gi−1)} ⊆ {C | (vi : C) ∈ l(gi)};

(3) if α is a : CUD, for some object name a, then (a : D) ∈ l(gn).

Intuitively, the variables v0, . . . , vn in (2) describe the same element at different
moments of time. It should be clear that in a tableau representing a quasimodel,
all eventualities have to be realized. Apart from removing nodes that contain
clashes, to remove nodes with non-realized eventualities is the main aim of the
elimination phase.
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Definition 9. Let G = (G,≺, l) be a tableau for ϑ. We use the following rules
to eliminate points in G:

(e1) if l(g) contains a clash, eliminate g and all its ≺∗-successors
(where ‘≺∗-successor’ is the transitive closure of ‘≺-successor’);

(e2) if all ≺-successors of g have been eliminated, eliminate g as well;

(e3) if l(g) contains an unmarked eventuality not realized for g, eliminate g and
all its ≺∗-successors.1

The elimination procedure is as follows. Say that a tableau G1 = (G1,≺1, l1) is a
subtableau of G2 = (G2,≺2, l2) if G2 ⊇ G1 and G1 is the restriction of G2 to G1.
Obviously, if G2 is a tableau for ϑ and G1 contains the root of G2, then G1 is a
tableau for ϑ. Suppose now that G = (G,≺, l) is a completion of ϑ. We construct
a decreasing sequence of subtableaux G = G0,G1, . . . by iteratively eliminating
nodes from G according to rules (e1)–(e3), with (e1) being used only at the
first step. (The two other rules are used in turns.) Since we start with a finite
tableau, this process stops after finitely many steps, i.e., we reach a subtableau
G′ = (G′,≺′, l′) of G to which none of the elimination rules can be applied. We
say that the root of G is not eliminated iff G′ 6= ∅.

Theorem 3. A PTLALC-formula ϑ is satisfiable iff there is a completion of ϑ
of which the root is not eliminated.

As a consequence of Theorems 2 and 3 we obtain

Theorem 4. There is an effective tableau procedure which, given a PTLALC-
formula ϑ, decides whether ϑ is satisfiable.

6 Conclusion

This paper—a continuation of the series [14,4,16,11]—develops a tableau rea-
soning procedure for the temporal description logic PTLALC interpreted in two-
dimensional models with constant ALC domains. As shown in [12], the algorithm
runs in double exponential time—thus paralleling the complexity of Wolper’s
original PTL-algorithm [17] which solves a PSpace-complete problem using ex-
ponential time. Despite the high complexity, we believe that the devised tableau
algorithm is an important first step towards the use of TDLs as KR&R tools.
A prototype implementation of the described algorithm is currently underway.
Based on the experiences with this implementation, possible optimization starte-
gies will be investigated using the work in [9] as a starting point.

An important feature of the developed algorithm is that the DL component
can be made considerably more expressive, provided that the extension is also
supported by a reasonable tableau procedure. One idea we are working on now
1 Of course, eventualities which are marked also have to be realized. However, the

fact that all unmarked eventualities in a tableau are realized implies that all other
eventualities are also realized (see proofs).
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is to extend this component to expressive fragments of first-order logic, thereby
obtaining tableau procedures for fragments of first-order temporal logic (cf. [8])
having potential applications in a growing number of fields such as specifica-
tion and verification of reactive systems, model-checking, query languages for
temporal databases, etc.

Another interesting aspect of this paper is that, with minor modifications, the
constructed tableaux can be used as a satisfiability checking procedure for the
Cartesian product of S5 and PTL (cf. [13]), thus contributing to a new exciting
field in modal logic studying the behavior of multi-dimensonal modal systems [7].
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Abstract. This paper presents a sound and complete free-variable tab-
leau calculus for constant-domain quantified modal logics, with a propo-
sitional analytical basis, i.e. one of the systems K, D, T, K4, S4. The cal-
culus is obtained by addition of the classical free-variable γ-rule and the
“liberalized” δ+-rule [14] to a standard set of propositional rules. Thus,
the proposed system characterizes proof-theoretically the constant-do-
main semantics, which cannot be captured by “standard” (non-prefixed,
non-annotated) ground tableau calculi. The calculi are extended so as to
deal also with non-rigid designation, by means of a simple numerical an-
notation on functional symbols, conveying some semantical information
about the worlds where they are meant to be interpreted.

1 Introduction

Quantified modal logic (QML) can be given a model-theoretical characterization
by extending the propositional Kripke semantics: a first-order modal structure
is a set of first-order classical interpretations (the “possible worlds”), connected
by a binary relation (the accessibility relation). However, things are not just
so simple, and several issues have to be addressed (see for example [12] for
an overview). Among them, possible restrictions on the designation of terms
and the object domains associated to the possible worlds distinguish different
“variants” of QML. When the interpretation of a ground term is required to
be the same in every world, then it is said to be a rigid term, otherwise it is
non-rigid. Rigid and non-rigid designation can in principle coexists within the
same logic, whenever some symbols are given a rigid interpretation and others
are not. On the contrary, requirements about possible relations between the
universes of different worlds necessarily characterize different logics, the same
way as restrictions on the accessibility relation do, on the propositional side. The
most commonly considered variants of QML, in this respect, are the constant-
domain variant, where the object domain is the same for all worlds, and the
cumulative-domain (or increasing-domain) variant, where the object domains
can vary, but monotonically, i.e. if w′ is accessible from w, then the object
domain of w is included in the domain of w′; when the domains of different
worlds are independent one of the other, then domains are said to be varying.
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Cumulative-domain QML, with rigid designation only, can easily be given
proof theoretic characterizations, obtained by addition of the principles of clas-
sical first-order logic to a propositional modal system. In fact, in such systems
the converse of the Barcan Formula, that characterizes cumulative domains, is
provable: 2∀xA → ∀x2A. Rigid designation, on the other hand, is a conse-
quence of the instantiation rule of classical logic. Quantified modal logics with
cumulative domains and rigid designation have been given sequent and tableau
calculi [9,10,15], natural deduction proof systems [3], matrix proof procedures
[21], resolution style calculi [1,6], and have been treated by means of translation
methods [2,19].

Constant-domain logics with rigid designation can be treated axiomatically,
by addition of the Barcan formula, ∀x2A → 2∀xA, to the axioms and rules of
classical first-order logic and modal propositional logics. Beyond the axiomatic
approach, translation methods are general enough to treat constant-domain log-
ics, and rigid as well as non-rigid designation (see, for instance, [2,19]). Constant-
domain logics with rigid designation have been formalized in the tableau style,
but with the addition of prefixes labelling tableau nodes [9], as well as by means
of matrix proof methods [21]: in both kinds of calculi in fact it is possible to
analyse more than one possible world at a time, and this allows the proof to “go
back and forth” (the same mechanism solves a similar problem raised by sym-
metric logics). In [9] all the variants of QML concerning the object domains of
possible worlds are treated by prefixed tableau methods. A different approach is
represented by modal display calculi, where the addition of the classical sequent
rules for quantifiers captures constant-domain logics [4], and constant, increas-
ing and decreasing-domain modal logics can all be presented as cut-free display
sequent calculi, by use of structure-dependent rules for quantifiers [22]. A fur-
ther direct approach dealing with both varying domains and non-rigid symbols
has a representative in [16], which defines a resolution method for epistemic log-
ics, where terms can be annotated by a “bullet” constructor distinguishing rigid
terms from non-rigid ones. A rather different direction is followed in [11], where
the language of modal logic is enriched by means of a predicate abstraction op-
erator, in order to capture differences on the denotation of terms, and a tableau
proof procedure is presented for such a logic, with no restriction on the domains
of possible worlds.

The constant-domain requirement bears some relationship with the symme-
try of the accessibility relation: if a model is symmetric and its domains are
cumulative, then it is a constant-domain model. Constant-domain and symmet-
ric logics also share a proof-theoretical difficulty: it is provable that constant-
domain logics cannot be captured by “standard” tableau methods, or cut-free
sequent calculi. In fact, the Craig Interpolation Theorem does not hold for such
logics [8], while it is a consequence, in some cases, of the existence of sound and
complete cut-free Gentzen systems [9]:

It follows that there can be no “reasonable” cut-free tableau system for
such logics for if there were we could use it, or the related symmetric
Gentzen system, to prove an Interpolation result ([9], p.383).
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This paper shows that, however, constant-domain logics – with a propositional
analytical basis, i.e. one of the systems K, D, T, K4, S4, whose Gentzen calculi
enjoy the cut-elimination property – can be given a simple proof-theoretical
characterization by means of free-variable tableau systems (obviously, the proof
of the Interpolation Theorem given in [9] for cumulative-domain QML does not
extend to such systems. See also Section 5). Moreover, non-rigid designation
can also be treated, by means of a simple numerical annotation on functional
symbols, conveying some semantical information about the worlds where they
are meant to be interpreted. A similar annotation mechanism is used in the
tableau calculi for cumulative and varying domain QML, with either rigid or
non-rigid designation, presented in [7].

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an informal presentation of
the free-variable calculus for constant-domain logics with rigid designation only,
and the main intuitions justifying its appropriateness. The syntax and formal
semantics of constant-domain logics with both rigid and non-rigid designation
are presented in Section 3, and the tableau systems for such logics in Section 4,
where the main lines of the soundness and completeness proofs are also given.
Section 5 concludes this work.

2 The Role of the δ-Rule in Modal Calculi

Ground tableaux systems for QML with increasing domains and rigid designation
are easily obtained by addition of the classical quantifier rules to the modal
systems [9]:

(γG)
∀xA, S

A[t/x],∀xA, S
(δG)

∃xA, S

A[c/x], S

In the γG-rule, t is any ground term occurring in the branch. In the δG-rule, c
is a new constant, that does not occur in {∃xA} ∪ S.

The ground approach cannot be adapted to the constant-domain case. A
naive and intuitive account of the difficulties that are encountered can be given
as follows. In order to be complete, the expansions of a universal formula ∀xA
should include the instances A[c/x] where c is a constant denoting an object
known to exist in a further accessible world. For instance, if we attempt to prove
the Barcan formula (with the π-rule for system K):

¬(∀x2A → 2∀xA)
∀x2A, ¬2∀xA

(α)

2A[a/x], ∀x2A, ¬2∀xA
(γG)

A[a/x], ¬∀xA
(πK)

A[a/x], ¬A[c/x]
(δG)

we observe that, in order to obtain a closed tableau, we need to get a leaf
containing also A[c/x]. But, after the application of the π-rule, the universal
formula is not available any more. So, in principle, the formula ∀x2A should be
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expanded to 2A[c/x], before the application of the π-rule. This is reasonable,
since the object denoted by c, that will further on be known to exist, belongs to
the domain of the presently considered world, too. But, if we change the tableau,
replacing every occurrence of the constant a with c, then the constant c cannot
be used any more in the application of the δG-rule, since it is not “new” to the
node.

Free-variable tableau calculi for QML with increasing domains and rigid des-
ignation can be obtained in the same straightforward manner as the ground
calculi are, by addition of the classical free-variable rules, and the substitution
rule, to a modal propositional system [10]. The quantifier rules are:

(γ)
∀xA, S

A[v/x],∀xA, S
(δ)

∃xA, S

A[f(v1, ..., vk)/x], S

In the γ-rule, v is a new free variable (also called parameter). In the δ-rule, f
is a new functional symbol, and v1, ..., vk are all the parameters occurring in
{∃xA} ∪ S.

It has been proved [14] that the classical calculus stays sound if, in the δ-rule,
only the parameters actually occurring in ∃xA are required to be the arguments
of the Skolem function. Such a “liberalized” rule is called the δ+-rule. Although
in the classical case the δ+-rule is a more efficient - but equivalent - reformulation
of the δ-rule, it is not sound with respect to the cumulative-domain variant of
QML. In fact, the following tableau shows that the δ+-rule makes the Barcan
formula provable in a modal calculus (with the π-rule for system K):

¬(∀x2A → 2∀xA)
∀x2A, ¬2∀xA

(α)

2A[v/x], ∀x2A, ¬2∀xA
(γ)

A[v/x], ¬∀xA
(πK)

A[v/x], ¬A[c/x]
(δ+)

The tableau above is closed by application of the substitution {c/v}.
In this paper we show that the free-variable modal tableau calculi obtained

by replacing the δ-rule with the δ+-rule are sound and complete with respect
to the constant-domain variants of QML, on a propositional basis that is one of
the analytical systems K, D, T, K4 or S4. Note, however, that this fact does
not imply that Skolemization preserves satisfiability in constant-domain QML,
because quantifiers cannot always cross the modal operators. In fact, ∀x3A →
3∀xA is not valid, even in constant-domain QML. As a consequence, although
run-time Skolemization is allowed, formulae cannot be initially skolemized.

Intuitively, the shift from cumulative to constant domains caused by the
“liberalization” on the arguments of Skolem functions corresponding to the δ+-
rule is due to the following reasons. The key remark is that the role of the
parameters v1, ..., vk in the new Skolem term f(v1, ..., vk), introduced by the δ-
rule in free-variable calculi, is to prevent the unification of such a term with
any of v1, ..., vk. Thus, the effect of reducing the set of parameters in Skolem
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terms is to make more unifications possible, in particular also the unification
of a parameter v with a Skolem term that still has to be introduced when v is
generated.

Clearly, in order to preserve soundness, the unification of a parameter v with a
term f(v1, ..., vk) must be forbidden when the existential quantifier “generating”
f(v1, ..., vk) is in the scope of the universal quantifier generating v, otherwise
the dependence ∀-∃ is lost. As a consequence, in that case v must be one of
v1, ..., vk, so that v and f(v1, ..., vk) are not unifiable. With this exception, v and
f(v1, ..., vk) can be unified: if the two terms are introduced “in the same world”,
the reason is the same as in the classical case. Also, if v ranges on the domain
of a previous world w, but the corresponding quantifier does not dominate the
existential quantifier corresponding to the Skolem term, then it can be unified
with such a term, because, in the constant-domain variant of QML, the object
existing in any world accessible from w belongs to the domain of w too.

On the contrary, in the free-variable calculus for cumulative-domain logics
the parameters occurring in a Skolem term f(v1, ..., vk) must include all the pa-
rameters introduced in “previous” worlds, because a universal quantifier varying
on the domain of a world w must not be instantiated with a term denoting an
object possibly belonging only to the domain of another world (accessible from
w). Cumulative-domain QML can be given a free-variable tableau calculus with
the liberalized δ+-rule, but only with the addition of numerical annotations on
functional symbols, in the style of [7]. In fact, in that case, the unification of
a parameter related to a world w with a term that is not guaranteed to be-
long to the domain of w is prevented by a suitable restriction on the notion of
substitution, that takes into account symbol annotations.

The tableau system for constant-domain QML considered above is a special
case of the calculus presented in detail in Section 4, where both rigid and non-
rigid designation are allowed.

3 Constant-Domain QML with Rigid and Non-rigid
Terms

A first order modal language L is constituted by logical symbols (propositional
connectives, quantifiers, modal operators and a countable set X of individual
variables), a non empty set LP of predicate symbols, and a set LF of functional
symbols with an associated arity. The set LF is partitioned into a set LFR

of rigid
functional symbols, and a disjoint set LFNR

of non-rigid functional symbols. The
set LF is the union of LFR

and LFNR
. Constants are considered as functional

symbols with null arity. Terms are built by use of symbols from LF and X in the
usual way. We consider modal formulae in negation normal form, i.e. built out
of literals (atoms and negated atoms) by use of ∧, ∨, 2, 3 and the quantifiers
∀ and ∃. Negation over non-atomic formulae and implication are considered as
defined symbols.

In the case of constant domain QML, a first-order modal interpretation M
of a language L is a tuple 〈W, w0, R, D, φ, π〉 such that:
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– W is a non empty set (the set of “possible worlds”);
– w0 is a distinguished element of W (the “initial world”);1

– R is a binary relation on W (the accessibility relation); wRw′ abbreviates
〈w, w′〉 ∈ R;

– D is a non empty set (the object domain);
– φ represents the interpretation of constants and functional symbols in the

language: for every world w ∈ W and k-ary functional symbol f ∈ LF (with
k ≥ 0),

φ(w, f) ∈ Dk → D

Moreover, if f ∈ LFR
, then for all w, w′ ∈ W , φ(w, f) = φ(w′, f).

– π is the interpretation of predicate symbols: if p is a k-ary predicate symbol
and w ∈ W , then π(w, p) ⊆ Dk is a set of k-tuples of elements in D.

The interpretation function φ is extended to terms in the usual way, and, by
an abuse of notation, φ(w, t) denotes the interpretation of t in w.

If M = 〈W, w0, R, D, φ, π〉 is an interpretation of the language L, the lan-
guage of the model M, L(D), is obtained from L by addition of a “name” for
each d ∈ D, i.e. a new constant d. It is assumed that for every d ∈ D and
w ∈ W , φ(w, d) = d. Note that the interpretation of names d is always rigid, i.e.
d ∈ L(D)FR

The relation |= between an interpretation M = 〈W, w0, R, D, φ, π〉, a world
w ∈ W and a closed formula in L(D) is defined inductively as follows:

1. M, w |= p(t1, ..., tn) iff 〈φ(w, t1), ..., φ(w, tn)〉 ∈ π(w, p).
2. M, w |= ¬A iff M, w 6|= A.
3. M, w |= A ∧ B iff M, w |= A and M, w |= B.
4. M, w |= A ∨ B iff M, w |= A or M, w |= B.
5. M, w |= ∀xA iff for all d ∈ D, M, w |= A[d/x]
6. M, w |= ∃xA iff there exists d ∈ D such that M, w |= A[d/x]
7. M, w |= 2A iff for all w′ ∈ W such that wRw′, M, w′ |= A
8. M, w |= 3A iff there is a w′ ∈ W such that wRw′ and M, w′ |= A

A closed formula A is true in M iff M, w0 |= A, and it is valid iff it is true in
all interpretations.

The accessibility relation R of a modal structure can be required to satisfy
additional properties, characterizing different logics: we consider seriality (D),
reflexivity (T), transitivity (K4), both reflexivity and transitivity (S4). When
no additional assumption on R is made, the logic is K.

4 The Free-Variable Tableau System

The language of any tableau for a set of formulae in the language L extends L
with a denumerable set of parameters (or free variables) and a denumerable set
1 The semantics with a distinguished initial world dates back to [17]. Obviously, the

notion of validity (truth in every model) coincides with the semantics where no initial
world is singled out.
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of Skolem functional symbols. Moreover it contains annotated symbols fn, for
every f ∈ LFNR

and n ∈ IN.

Definition 1. Let L be a modal language, V = {v1, v2, ...} an infinite denumer-
able set of new symbols, called free variables or parameters, and FSk a denu-
merable set of new function symbols such that, for each k ∈ IN, FSk contains
infinitely many function symbols of arity k. Then the labelled free-variable ex-
tension of L is the language L∗ such that:

L∗
P = LP

L∗
FR

= LFR
∪ FSk ∪ {fn | f ∈ LFNR

, n ∈ IN}
L∗
FNR

= LFNR

Terms in L∗ are built up by use of L∗
F , X and V in the usual way.

Note that, in the definition above, Skolem functions and annotated functional
symbols are considered as rigid symbols.

Definition 2.

1. A symbol occurrence in a formula or set of formulae is called a non-modal
occurrence if it is in the scope of no modal operators.

2. An n-annotated modal formula is a modal formula where non-modal occur-
rences of non-rigid functional symbols are all annotated with n. A formula
is annotated if it is n-annotated for some n.

3. A term t is completely annotated iff every non-rigid functional symbol in t
is annotated.

4. A modal substitution σ is a function from the set of free-variables V to com-
pletely annotated terms in L∗, that is the identity almost everywhere. Substi-
tutions are denoted as usual by expressions of the form {t1/v1, ..., tm/vm}.
Unifiers, i.e. solutions of unification problems, and most general unifiers
(m.g.u.) are defined as in the classical case.

5. If A is a modal formula and n ∈ IN, then An is obtained from A by annotating
each non-modal occurrence of a non-rigid functional symbol with n. If S is
a set of modal formulae, then Sn = {An | A ∈ S}.
For instance, if f ∈ LFR

, c, g ∈ LFNR
, and A = ∀x(p(f(x, c), g(x)) ∧

2q(g(c))), then An = ∀x(p(f(x, cn), gn(x)) ∧ 2q(g(c))).
6. If S is a set of modal formulae and n ∈ IN, then the single node Sn is an

initial tableau for S.

The main intuition behind the annotation of non-rigid symbols is that, since
a symbol in LFNR

can occur with different annotations in a tableau branch,
its annotations distinguish the designations of such a symbol in the different
worlds corresponding to the tableau nodes. Non-modal occurrences of non-rigid
symbols are initialized with a given annotation n (for instance 0), that identifies
the initial world of the searched model. Symbols of LFNR

occurring in the scope
of a modal operator receive their annotations only when, by application of a
modal rule, they come to the surface (by means of operation 5 in Definition 2).
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Classical propositional rules

(α)
A ∧B, S

A, B, S
(β)

A ∨B, S

A, S B, S

ν-rules

(νD)
2S, S′

Sm
(νT )

2A, S

An, 2A, S

where m ∈ IN is new in the whole
tableau

where n ∈ IN either occurs as an
annotation of some symbol in the
premisse or it is new in the whole
tableau

π-rules

(πK)
3A, 2S, S′

Am, Sm
(π4)

3A, 2S, S′

Am, Sm, 2S

where m ∈ IN is new in the whole
tableau

where m ∈ IN is new in the whole
tableau

Fig. 1. Propositional expansion rules

We consider a simple set of propositional tableau rules (others may be chosen
as well), shown in Figure 1, where S, S′ are sets of modal formulae (in L∗), 2S
stands for {2A | A ∈ S}, S′ is a set of non-boxed modal formulae, comma is
set union. The propositional part of the tableau systems we consider consists of
the classical rules, and: the rule πK in the systems K, D and T, the rule π4 in
K4 and S4, the rule νT in T and S4, the rule νD in D. The quantifier expansion
rules are:

Quantifier rules

(γ)
∀xA, S

A[v/x],∀xA, S
(δ+)

∃xA, S

A[f(v1, ..., vk)/x], S

where v is a new parameter

where f is a new Skolem function,
i.e. a symbol in F Sk that does not
occur elsewhere in the tableau, and
v1, ..., vk are all the parameters
occurring in ∃xA

Adopting a terminology from [13], the rules νD, πK and π4 are called dy-
namic, the others are called static. So, a non-annotated non-rigid symbol can get
an annotation only with the application of dynamic rules. Note, moreover, that
only non-modal occurrences of non-rigid functional symbols in a tableau node
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can be annotated. As a consequence, every tableau node is a set of n-annotated
formulae, for some n ∈ IN. In fact, the expansions obtained by application of a
dynamic rule never contain symbols with different annotations (i.e. if both fn

and gk occur in the expansion, then n = k). Such a property is preserved by
applications of the νT -rule. Therefore, no tableau node contains symbols with
different annotations.

The substitution rule we adopt here requires the following preliminary defi-
nitions:
– If P and Q are two atomic formulae in L∗, then P = Q if P and Q are

identical, including their annotations.
– Let S1, ..., Sk be all the leaves of a free-variable tableau T , and, for each

i = 1, ..., k, let Pi and ¬Qi be literals in Si. If the modal substitution σ is
a solution of the unification problem P1 = Q1, ..., Pk = Qk, then σ is an
atomic closure substitution for T . If it is a most general solution for such a
unification problem, then it is a most general atomic closure substitution for
T .

The substitution rule is then the following:

Most General Atomic Closure Substitution Rule
If T is a tableau for a set S of sentences in L and the modal substitution
σ is a most general atomic closure substitution for T , then the tree T σ,
obtained by applying σ to T , is a tableau for S.

A tableau is closed iff each of its leaves contains a pair of complementary
literals, i.e. literals P and ¬P . A closed tableau for a formula ¬A is a tableau
proof of A, and a closed tableau for a set of formulae S is a refutation of S.

As a first example, consider the language L with the unary predicates p and q,
the rigid constant c and the non-rigid unary functional symbol f . The following
tableau shows that {2p(f(c)),∀x2(p(x) → q(x)),¬2q(f(c))} is refutable in K,
since it can be closed by the substitution {f0(c)/v}:

2p(f(c)),∀x2(p(x) → q(x)),¬2q(f(c))
2p(f(c)),2(p(v) → q(v)),∀x2(p(x) → q(x)),¬2q(f(c))

(γ)

p(f0(c)), p(v) → q(v),¬q(f0(c))
(πK)

p(f0(c)),¬p(v),¬q(f0(c)) p(f0(c)), q(v),¬q(f0(c))
(β)

And now a tableau that should not and indeed does not close, thanks to the
different annotations of f in different worlds:

p(f0(c)), ∀x(p(x) → 2q(x)), ¬2q(f(c))
p(f0(c)), p(v) → 2q(v), ∀x(p(x) → 2q(x)), ¬2q(f(c))

(γ)

p(f0(c)), ¬p(v),
∀x(p(x) → 2q(x)),

¬2q(f(c))

p(f0(c)), 2q(v),
∀x(p(x) → 2q(x)), ¬2q(f(c))

q(v), ¬q(f1(c))
(πk)

(β)
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The tableau above is in fact a failed attempt to give a refutation of the satisfiable
set S = {p(f(c)),∀x(p(x) → 2q(x)),¬2q(f(c))}, where c is rigid and f is non
rigid, in any of the systems K, D or T. The tableau cannot be closed, since the
unification problem p(f0(c)) = p(v), q(v) = q(f1(c)) has no solution (note that
S is satisfiable because f is non-rigid). And no matter how many applications
of the γ-rule are added to the tableau above, the set S cannot be refuted.

Note that, in the absence of non-rigid symbols, i.e. when LFNR
= ∅, the

calculus presented in this sections results exactly from the addition of the clas-
sical free-variable γ and δ+-rules to a standard tableau calculus for any of the
considered propositional modal logics.

4.1 Soundness and Completeness of the Free-Variable Calculus

In this section we give a sketchy account of the soundness and completeness
proofs. The proofs make use of a modal Substitution Theorem, stating that, if
M = 〈W, w0, R, D, φ, π, 〉 is an interpretation of a modal language L, w ∈ W , A
is a formula with only the variable x free, and t, t′ are ground terms of L, then:

1. if the interpretations of t and t′ are rigid and equal, i.e. for all w′ ∈ W ,
φ(w′, t) = φ(w′, t′), then M, w |= A[t/x] iff M, w |= A[t′/x].

2. If x does not occur in A in the scope of any modal operator and φ(w, t) =
φ(w, t′), then M, w |= A[t/x] iff M, w |= A[t′/x].

Theorem 1 (Soundness). If there is a closed tableau for S, then S is unsat-
isfiable.

The soundness proof runs along standard lines, except for the fact that the
following notion of tableau satisfiability must be considered:

Definition 3. Let T be a tableau, with parameters among v1, ..., vk, and let
M = 〈W, w0, R, D, φ, π〉 be a modal interpretation. Then M |= T iff for all
d1, ..., dk ∈ D there is a leaf S of T and a world w ∈ W such that

M, w |= S{d1/v1, ..., dk/vk}
T is satisfiable iff M |= T for some interpretation M.

Soundness follows from the fact that, if S is a satisfiable set of formulae, then
any tableau for S is satisfiable. The proof of this fact is an induction on tableaux.
We just note here that it is the case of the substitution rule that makes essential
use of the hypothesis that the object domain is the same for each world.

Theorem 2 (Completeness). If S is an unsatisfiable set of modal formulae,
then there exists a closed tableau for S.

The completeness proof also follows the standard approach consisting of the
construction of a canonical model of a set of formulae having no closed tableau.
In general, we deal with possibly infinite sets of formulae, and make use of the
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following notion of tab-consistency: S is tab-consistent iff for every finite subset
S′ ⊆ S there is no closed tableau for S′.

The reformulation of the basic notion of downward saturated sets of formu-
lae is the following: a (finite or infinite) set S of n-annotated modal formulae,
possibly containing parameters, is n-downward saturated iff

1. S does not contain any pair of literals P1 and ¬P2 such that P1 and P2 are
unifiable;

2. if A ∧ B ∈ S then A ∈ S and B ∈ S
3. if A ∨ B ∈ S then either A ∈ S or B ∈ S;
4. if ∀xA ∈ S then A[v/x] ∈ S for every parameter v ∈ V ;
5. if ∃xA ∈ S, and v1, ..., vk are all the parameters occurring in A, then for

some Skolem functional symbol f , A[f(v1, ..., vk)/x] ∈ S;
6. if the logic is either T or S4 and 2A ∈ S then An ∈ S.

It can easily be proved that if a set S of n-annotated modal formulae is
tab-consistent, then:

1. If A ∧ B ∈ S, then S ∪ {A, B} is tab-consistent.
2. If A ∨ B ∈ S, then either S ∪ {A} or S ∪ {B} is tab-consistent.
3. If ∀xA ∈ S then

S ∪
⋃

v∈V
{A[v/x]}

is tab-consistent.
4. If ∃xA ∈ S, f is a functional symbol that does not occur in S and v1, ..., vn

are all the parameters occurring in A, then S ∪ {A[f(v1, ..., vn)/x]} is tab-
consistent.

5. If the logic is either T or S4 and 2A ∈ S, then S ∪ {An} is tab-consistent.

The result stated above is used to prove the following:

Lemma 1. Let L be a modal language, n ∈ IN and S a (finite or infinite) set of
n-annotated modal formulae in L∗. If H is a set containing an infinite number of
functional symbols (for each arity) that do not occur in S and S is tab-consistent,
then there exists a tab-consistent set S∞ ⊇ S of n-annotated formulae (possibly
containing also symbols from H), such that S∞ is n-downward saturated.

The main idea behind the proof of the lemma above is standard and consists
of the construction of a (pseudo-)tableau T ∞, rooted at S, in such a way that
T ∞ is closed with respect to the application of static expansion rules. Such a
construction uses Skolem functions in H in the applications of the δ+-rule. The
tree T ∞ is not properly a tableau, since its nodes may be infinite sets of formulae.
In presence of such infinite objects, some care has to be taken in defining a “fair”
rule application strategy.

The canonical model of a tab-consistent set of formulae S in L∗ is built
along standard lines, using Lemma 1. The initial world w0 is a tab-consistent
and 0-downward saturated superset of S0, and each world w in the model is a
tab-consistent and n-downward saturated set of n-annotated formulae, for some
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n ∈ IN that is uniquely associated to w (and is called its “name”): name(w) = n.
To each world w is also associated a set of Skolem functions H(w) to be used in
the application of Lemma 1, in such a way that if w 6= w′ then H(w) and H(w′)
are disjoint. The interpretation of the language is “syntactical”: its domain D is
the set of completely annotated ground terms in L∗, and the interpretation of
terms is “almost” Herbrand-like: for all w ∈ W

– if f ∈ LFR
∪FSk is either a rigid symbol in L or a Skolem function, then for

all t1, ..., tk ∈ D: φ(w, f)(t1, ..., tk) = f(t1, ..., tk)
– If f ∈ LFNR

is a non-rigid symbol in L, then for all t1, ..., tk ∈ D:
for all m ∈ IN: φ(w, fm)(t1, ..., tk) = fm(t1, ..., tk)

and, if name(w) = n: φ(w, f) = φ(w, fn)

So, the interpretation of annotated symbols is always rigid and, for all w ∈ W
and completely annotated ground term t in L∗, φ(w, t) = t; i.e. if t ∈ D then
φ(w, t) = t. In particular, the interpretation of completely annotated terms is
rigid.

Finally, let σ be any surjective function from the set of parameters V to the
set of completely annotated ground terms of the extended language: for each
completely annotated ground term t there exists v ∈ V such that σ(v) = t. If A
is a formula, then σ(A) denotes the formula obtained from A by replacement of
each parameter v in A by σ(v). If S is a set of formulae, σ(S) = {σ(A) | A ∈ S}.
The interpretation function π is then defined as follows: for all w ∈ W and k-ary
predicate symbols p in L∗:

π(w, p) = {〈t1, ..., tk〉 | p(t1, ..., tk) ∈ σ(w)}

It can be proved that, for all w ∈ W and for every formula A:

if A ∈ w then M, w |= σ(A)

Hence, in particular, M, w0 |= σ(w0) and, since S0 contains no parameters and
S0 ⊆ w0, M, w0 |= S0. This easily implies that M, w0 |= S.

5 Concluding Remarks

This work shows that the addition of the free-variable γ-rule and δ+-rule, rather
than the more constraining δ-rule, to standard propositional modal tableau cal-
culi captures proof-theoretically the constant domain semantics for QML in the
case of rigid designation.2 Moreover, non-rigid designation can also be answered
for, by means of simple annotations on non-rigid functional symbols. Thus, it
makes it apparent the sensitivity of modal tableau free-variable calculi to alter-
native formulations of the δ-rule, contrarily to the classical case, and similarly
2 Although complete proofs have been carried out only for logics whose propositional

basis is among K, D, T, K4, S4, the extension to other cut-free propositional calculi
should be straightforward.
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to what happens for other non classical logics. For instance, in [5], where a free-
variable sequent system which is sound and complete for linear logic is proposed,
it is shown that an analogous liberalization of the ∀R and the ∃L rules is un-
sound: in that case, too, restricting the set of arguments of Skolem functions
results in a shift to a different “logic”. [20] and [18] make a fine analysis of the
relationship between the arguments of Skolem functions in run-time Skolemiza-
tion and rule permutability in cut-free sequent calculi for intuitionist and linear
logic, respectively.

As already observed, even in the case of rigid designation, “standard” (i.e.
non-annotated, non-prefixed) ground tableau systems for constant-domain QML
cannot be given, as a consequence of the failure of Craig’s Interpolation Theorem
[8,9]. However, the use of unification in the quantifier rules, which is the essential
feature of free-variable tableaux, makes it possible to give a proof-theoretical
characterization of constant domains in the Fitting-Gentzen style.

In Figure 2, some of the inference rules of a sequent calculus for QML which
is sound and complete with respect to constant domains and rigid designation
are provided. This calculus is formulated in a completely standard Gentzen style,
but for the fact that unification and run-time Skolemization are embedded in
the quantifier rules. A proof of a sequent S in such a formal system is given by a
deduction tree T , whose root is S, and a substitution σ such that all the leaves of
T σ are axioms, i.e. sequents of the form S, A ` A, S′. For the sake of concision,
we present here only the calculus for system T.

Such sequent systems can obviously be reformulated as symmetric calculi
(in the sense of [9], i.e. calculi where formulae never cross the sequent arrow),
taking negation as a defined connective and eliminating the rules for negation and
implication. In this case, axioms include also sequents of the form S, A,¬A ` S′

and S ` A,¬A, S′. The equivalence of such symmetric calculi and the tableau
calculi presented in Section 4 is immediate: if S and S′ are sets of formulae in
negation normal form, a sequent S ` S′ is provable in the symmetric sequent
calculus if and only if the set of formulae S ∪ {¬A | A ∈ S′} has a refutation in
the (corresponding) tableau system of Section 4.

We conclude this section showing where an attempt to adapt Fitting’s proof
of the Interpolation Theorem for “ordinary” cut-free sequent calculi ([9]) to the
calculus presented in Figure 2 fails. In fact, the rules ∃L and ∀R (corresponding
to the δ+-rule of the free variable tableau system) do not preserve the existence
of interpolants. This is not surprising: such rules are not locally sound, since “lib-
eralized Herbrandization” (the δ+-rule) does not correspond to the eigenvariable
condition in sequent systems, like standard Herbrandization (the δ-rule) does. As
a simple example, let us consider the following deduction tree in the (symmetric)
sequent calculus:

p(v) ` p(c)
p(v) ` ∀x p(x)

(∀R)

∀x2p(x),2p(v) ` 2∀x p(x)
(2R)

∀x2p(x) ` 2∀x p(x)
(∀L)
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S ` S′, A

S,¬A ` S′ (¬L)
S, A ` S′

S ` S′,¬A
(¬R)

S, A ` S′ S, B ` S′

S, A ∨B ` S′ (∨L)
S ` S′, A, B

S ` S′, A ∨B
(∨R)

S,∀xA, A[v/x] ` S′

S,∀xA ` S′ (∀L)
S ` S′, A[f(v1, ..., vn)/x]

S ` ∀xA
(∀R)

where v is a new parameter
where v1, ..., vn are all the

parameters in A

S, A[f(v1, ..., vn)/x] ` S′

S,∃xA ` S′ (∃L)
S ` S′, ∃xA, A[v/x]

S ` S′, ∃xA
(∃R)

where v1, ..., vn are all the
parameters in A

where v is a new parameter

S, A, 2A ` S′

S, 2A ` S′ (2L)
S ` S′, A

S0, 2S ` 3S′, 2A, S1
(2R)

Fig. 2. Rules of a Free-Variable Sequent Calculus for T-QML with Constant Domains
and Rigid Designation

An application of the substitution {c/v} produces a proof of the valid sequent
(in T-QML with constant domains) ∀x2p(x) ` 2∀xp(x) (corresponding to the
Barcan formula), starting with the inference:

p(c) ` p(c)
p(c) ` ∀x p(x)

(∀R)

Now, following the lines of Fitting’s proof, we immediately find the trivial inter-
polant p(c) for the axiom. Such a formula should be an interpolant also for the
sequent p(c) ` ∀xp(x), derived via an application of the ∀R-rule (corresponding
to a δ+-rule in the tableaux systems). But this is clearly false.
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Abstract. An experimentation activity in automated set-reasoning
is reported. The methodology adopted is based on an equational re-
engineering of ZF set theory within the ground formalism L× developed
by Tarski and Givant. On top of a kernel axiomatization of map algebra
we develop a layered formalization of basic set-theoretical concepts. A
first-order theorem prover is exploited to obtain automated certification
and validation of this layered architecture.

Keywords. Set reasoning, map algebra, first-order theorem proving.

Introduction

Any basic mathematical concept can be suitably formulated within axiomatic
Set Theory, which can hence be regarded as the most promising, as well as
challenging, arena for automated theorem-provers.

Sustained efforts have been devoted to experimentation with state-of-the-art
theorem provers, to get automated proofs of common set-theoretical theorems.
Different axiomatic systems of set theory have been tried, to determine which
one offers the best support to resolution-based theorem provers (such as Otter,
cf. [12,16]).

In much of the experimentation activities carried out in the past (cf., e.g., [3,
11]), the von Neumann-Gödel-Bernays axiomatization of set theory has been
preferred, because NGB offers a finite first-order axiomatization. On the other
hand, to mention just one alternative approach, [9] and [10] resort to higher order
features of Isabelle to deal with the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory. The recourse
to higher order logic turns out to be mandatory, because ZF cannot be finitely
axiomatized in first-order logic.

Deepening the same approach proposed in [6], this paper will focus on an
equational rendering of ZF. Our formulation of the axioms is based on the for-
malism L× of [15], which is equational and devoid of variables. A theory stated
in L× can easily be emulated through a first-order system, simply by treating
the meta-variables that occur in the schematic formulation of its axioms (both
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the logical axioms and the ones endowed with a genuinely set-theoretic content)
as if they were first-order variables. In practice, this means treating ZF as if it
were an extension of the theory of relation algebras [14]. As an immediate con-
sequence, we obtain a finite axiomatization (stronger but retaining the traits) of
ZF; this can be achieved since variables are not supposed to range over sets but
over the dyadic relations on the universe of sets.

By taking the results presented in [6] as a starting point, we report on the
beginnings of an experimentation activity exploratorily based on the first-order
theorem-prover Otter. This prover will be exploited to provide an inferential
apparatus for L×. In turn, this apparatus will serve as the basis on which an
inferential machinery for set-reasoning will grow.

1 A Layered Development of Map-Reasoning

L× is a ground equational language where one can state properties of dyadic
relations —maps— over a domain U of discourse. The basic ingredients of L×are
three constants Ø, 1l, ι; three dyadic constructs ∩, 4, ◦ of map intersection,
map symmetric difference, and map composition, respectively; and the monadic
construct −1 of map conversion. Then, a map expression is any term of the
following signature:

symbol : Ø 1l ι ∈ ∩ 4 ◦ −1 \ ∪ †
degree : 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2
priority : 5 3 6 7 2 2 4

The map whose properties we intend to specify is the membership relation
∈ over the class U of all sets. Hence, ∈ is the only primitive map letter of L×.

The language L× consists of map equalities Q=R, where Q and R are map
expressions. A number of derived constructs and shorthands for map equalities
can be easily introduced (cf. Fig. 1).

For an interpretation of L×, one fixes a nonempty subset ∈= of U2 =DefU×U .
Then each map expression P designates a map P= on the basis of the usual
evaluation rules, e. g.:

(Q◦R)= =Def { [a, b] ∈ U2 : there are cs in U for which [a, c] ∈ Q= and [c, b] ∈ R=}.
Accordingly, an equality Q=R turns out to be either true or false in =.
The logical axioms characterizing the derivability notion ×̀ for L× (cf. Fig. 1)

will be supplemented with proper axioms reflecting one’s conception of U as being
a hierarchy of nested sets over which ∈ behaves as membership.

It must be said that there is no representation theorem that plays for map
algebras a role analogous to the Stone theorem for Boolean algebras (cf. [2]).
In other words, there exist equalities that are true in all algebras of dyadic
relations over a fixed U but which are false in some structure which, though
fulfilling the axioms of map algebra, does not consist of relations. This defect
will presumably propagate to any set theory formulated as an extension of the
map algebra; but anyway, even in first-order logic, a set theory never reflects the
intended semantics univocally, and hence the map-algebraic formulation and the
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P ∪Q ≡Def P 4Q4P ∩Q P \Q ≡Def P 4P ∩Q

P ≡Def P 4 1l P †Q ≡Def P ◦Q P ⊆ Q ≡Def P ∩Q = P

funcPart(P ) ≡Def P \ P ◦ ι Func(P ) ≡Def P
−1◦P ⊆ ι

lAbs(P ) ≡Def P = 1l◦P Total(P ) ≡Def P◦1l= 1l

P ∩Q = Q∩P
P ∩ (Q4R ) 4P ∩Q = P ∩R

(P ?1 Q ) ?1 R = P ?1 (Q ?1 R )
ι ◦P = P

P−1−1 = P
(P ?2 Q )−1 = Q−1 ?2 P

−1

( (P 4Q ) 4P ∩Q ) ◦R = (Q◦R4P◦R ) 4Q◦R∩P◦R
P−1◦ (R∩(P◦Q41l ) ) ∩Q = Ø

1l∩P = P

?1 ∈ {4,∩,◦} and ?2 ∈ {∩,◦}

Fig. 1. Derived constructs and axioms for map algebra.

logical one can, with their limitations, be on a par. The results reported in [4],
which we will briefly review in Sec. 2, constitute a verification of this fact.

Otter is a resolution-style theorem prover developed at the Argonne National
Laboratory (cf. [8]). It can manipulate statements written in full first-order logic
with equality. The inference rules available in Otter are: binary resolution, (or-
dered) hyperresolution, UR-resolution, and binary paramodulation. Otter’s main
features include: forward and backward demodulation, forward and backward
subsumption, (a variant of) Knuth-Bendix completion method, weight functions
and lexical ordering, etc.. Moreover, Otter offers a large number of parameters
and options to help the user in guiding the inference process. In what follows we
briefly illustrate those we found more useful in our experimentation. This will
be done by giving the reader a description of the basic strategy we adopted in
proving theorems with Otter. As we will see, in most cases this strategy worked
well, whereas we needed some kind of tuning in order to successfully cope with
a few theorems.

Since we are dealing with equality, we selected the Knuth-Bendix completion
procedure; whenever non-unit clauses or non-equational predicates entered into
play, we enabled hyperresolution and binary resolution. Paramodulation was
employed. We usually exploited the default strategies for ordering, demodulation,
and weighting. Nevertheless, we made systematic use of the parameters devoted
to limit the search space. In particular, all theorems were proved by imposing
bounds on the maximum number of literals and distinct variables occurring in
any derived clause. Moreover, we often imposed a threshold on the weight of
derived clauses. We also adopted Otter’s default weighting strategy (cf. [8]); in
some cases we found it useful to give extra weight to certain terms or literals in
order reduce the time spent for finding a proof. Here are the Otter settings we
used in almost all experiments we report on (for the parameters and flags not
mentioned here, we kept the values adopted by Otter’s autonomous mode):
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% Strategy: % Limits on the search space:
set(knuth bendix). set(back demod). assign(max distinct vars,3).
set(para from). set(hyper res). assign(max literals,1).
set(para into). set(binary res). assign(max weight,18).
set(dynamic demod all).

Notice that the value assigned to max weight was usually ‘guessed’ by taking
into account the syntactical structural complexity of the theorem to be proved.

Initial experimentation in map reasoning with Otter has been described in [1];
in [6] an equational re-engineering of set theories is presented. Automated set
reasoning based on this equational formulation of ZF set theory was explored
in [4]. In particular, in [4] the authors obtained a (semi-)automated proof of a
fundamental result: by assuming the axioms of a weak set theory (namely, exten-
sionality, null-set, single-element addition and removal) it was possible to derive
the existence of a pair of projections satisfying the pairing axiom (cf. Sec. 2, to
be seen). This result guarantees the equipollence in means of proof of the equa-
tional formulation of ZF w.r.t. its first-order version (cf. [15]). We will briefly
survey this result in Sec. 2.

The experimentation reported in [4] was essentially carried out by exploiting
the autonomous mode supplied by Otter and by always adopting the default
settings. The explicit tuning of parameters and flags was avoided in order to
obtain a higher independence of the approach from the specific theorem prover.
Since the syntactic complexity of the theorems tackled in [4] was quite low, this
approach represented a viable choice.

The experimentation activity we are going to describe here, is aimed at prov-
ing theorems that involve set-theoretical concepts whose syntactical and seman-
tical complexity grow as the experimentation proceeds. This fact can easily be
grasped by considering the higher level of abstraction of notions such as totality
or functionality w.r.t. the basic map constructs. To reflect this growth in com-
plexity, we will develop a layered hierarchy of lemmas. Starting with a ‘kernel’
consisting of the constructs and axioms of Fig. 1, we will proceed systematically
by defining new set-theoretical concepts and by proving groups of laws that
characterize the new set-constructs. Each one of these extension steps will be
a (potential) part of the basis for the next extension. Moreover, in proving a
generic theorem, it will be possible to select a subset of the available constructs,
together with their laws. This, actually, will help the search for the proof in two
orthogonal ways: firstly, Otter will deal only with the part of the global environ-
ment that the user judges to be relevant and related to the theorem to be proved;
and secondly, the inference activity will be better focused at the most suitable
level of abstraction. For instance, in proving a law that infers the totality of the
composition of maps from the totality of the components (cf. Fig. 8), a deep
treatment of ‘low level’ concepts such as the intrinsic properties of symmetric
difference should not be needed.

The first step in the development of our layers consists in proving a series of
auxiliary laws for the kernel constructs (namely, 4,∩,◦,−1). From the theoreti-
cal point of view, these laws are not necessary to prove any (provable) theorem of
map calculus. Nevertheless, experimentation revealed that Otter was unable to
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law premises length timing generated kept
I1 P ∩ Ø = Ø Ax 20 7 1120 185

P ∩ P = P Ax 20 13 2304 382
P ∩ (P ∩Q) = P ∩Q Ax 27 13 2157 318

I2 P ∩Q = P ∧ Q∩P = Q→Q = P Ax, I1 1 < 1 2 24
P ∩Q = Q ∧ Q∩R = Q→P ∩R= P Ax, I1 2 3 162 62

S1 P 4Q = Q4 P Ax 7 2 195 52
P 4 (Q4 R) = Q4 (P 4 R) Ax 8 4 258 54
Ø 4 P = P Ax 20 8 1124 190
P 4 P = Ø Ax 16 5 1110 180
P 4 (P 4Q) = Q Ax 5 2 234 52
ι ∩ (P 4 P−1) = Ø Ax,S1 199 5m 30s 6360755 13842
P ∩ (Q4 R) = (P ∩Q) 4 (P ∩ R) Ax, I1,S1 2 2 120 45

G1 Ø−1 = Ø Ax 22 8 1434 226
1l−1 = 1l Ax 4 < 1 85 40
ι−1 = ι Ax 3 < 1 38 22
(P 4 1l)−1 = P−1 4 1l Ax,S1 43 1.33s 24972 2033
(P 4Q)−1 = P−1 4Q−1 Ax,S1,G1 89 1.12s 17147 1554

C1 Ø ◦ P = Ø Ax 26 9 1447 231
P ◦ Ø = Ø Ax 17 8 1378 219
P ◦ ι = P Ax 4 2 38 23
1l ◦ 1l = 1l Ax 29 20 3215 526
((P ◦ P−1) ∩ ι) ◦ P = P Ax,G1,C1 66 18.53s 221080 8774
P ◦ ((P ◦ P−1) ∩ ι) = P Ax,G1,C1 71 19.02s 227467 8844
P ∩ (P ◦ 1l) = P Ax 62 6.36s 68558 6734
P ∩ (1l ◦ P ) = P Ax 61 6.08s 67926 6646

Fig. 2. Laws on the primitive map constructs: ∩, 4, −1, and ◦

prove several simple theorems in a reasonable amount of time, unless by employ-
ing these auxiliary laws. A conspicuous part of the laws regarding the primitive
constructs are shown in Fig. 2.

The laws are divided into groups because each group usually corresponds to
an input file that could be loaded into Otter; moreover, the laws in the same
group were usually proved by adopting similar settings for parameters and search
controls, and often by using the same groups of premises as hypotheses.

For each law in the tables, we indicated: a) the groups of formulas given to
Otter as input; b) the length of the proof found by Otter; c) the time spent (if
not differently specified, it is expressed in hundredth of seconds); d) the number
of clauses generated during the inference process: e) the number of clauses being
kept (i.e., the generated clauses that fulfill all restrictions on weight, number of
variables, number of literals, etc.). In our experimentation we used Otter 3.0.6
running under Linux on a PC (Pentium III-450, with 128Mbyte of RAM).

Notice that sometimes there are more kept clauses than generated clauses.
This is because the former include all clauses obtained by processing the input set
of formulas. The writing ‘Ax’ reported for most of the laws, does not necessarily
mean that all of the axioms of Fig. 1 have been fed into Otter; usually this is
the case only when no other group of laws is employed in the proof; otherwise,
just (part of) the axioms regarding the constructs occurring in the theorem have
been given in input. For instance, to prove the law

( (P ◦ P−1 ) ∩ ι ) ◦ P = P (1)
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law premises length timing generated kept

N1 P = P Ax 5 2 195 53
Ø = 1l Ax 21 9 1229 318
1l = Ø Ax 17 9 1215 308
P ∩Q = Q4 (P ∩Q) Ax 11 4 361 77
P 4Q = P 4Q Ax 9 2 257 57
P 4 P = 1l Ax 2 < 1 40 24
P ∩ P = Ø Ax 18 15 2210 496

N2 P
−1 = P−1 Ax,N1,S1, I1,G1 1 2 0 40

P 4 P = 1l ′′ 1 2 0 40
P ∩Q = P → P ∩Q = Ø ′′ 4 3 164 68
P ∩Q = Ø → P ∩Q = P ′′ 8 4 181 71
ι ∩ P−1 ◦ P = ι ′′ 20 17 2336 467

P 4Q = P ∩Q∩ P ∩Q ′′ 18 37 5012 1435
P 4Q = P ∩Q∩ P ∩Q ′′ 42 10m 36s 11780356 13860
P 4Q = P ∩Q∩ P ∩Q Ax,N1,S1, I1,G1,N2.6 7 10 1645 385

P−1 ∩Q−1 = (Q∩ P )−1 ′′ 5 4 560 182

(P 4Q)−1 = P ∩Q∩ P ∩Q
−1

′′ 3 2 0 43

Fig. 3. Laws on map complementation

of group C1, we exploited the laws of G1 and those of C1 (meaning with this
that Otter was allowed to use the laws listed before (1) in C1); moreover, we
loaded the portion of Ax relative to ◦ and to −1.

Figures 3 and 4 list the laws on map complementation and map union, re-
spectively. The definitions of these constructs in term of the primitive ones are
listed in Fig. 1, together with the map formalization of other notions that will
come into play in the sequel.

Other laws on map composition and expressing properties of ι are listed
in Fig. 6. In order to prove these laws, Otter needed to employ the defined map
constructs of complementation and union, together with their laws. It should be
noticed that Otter was not able to prove, in a reasonable amount of time, several
of the laws of Fig. 6 without using the laws in I1,C1,G1,U1,2,3,4.

Next come the laws on map inclusion and left-absoluteness. This extension
of the signature can be considered as preparatory for the study on totality and
functionality of maps. In turn, the laws on totality and functionality will play
a crucial role in proving the set-theoretical theses we will report on in later
sections.

A few remarks on the behavior of Otter confronted with map calculus are
due. Firstly, experimentation revealed that, in general, proving a theorem/law
seems to be more challenging (with our inference machinery) when the map ι or
some of its properties are involved. Consider, for instance, the penultimate law
in Fig. 2, and the laws involving ι in C1 or C2. The same can be said for those
laws that correspond to deep intrinsic characteristics of ι, such as the property:

for each P ⊆ ι it holds that P−1 = P (2)

This phenomenon could be intuitively explained by observing that statements
such as (2) assert properties that do not concern the map as a single object,
but predicate on a relationship holding between the components of each pair
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law premises length timing generated kept
U1 P ∪Q = Q∪ P Ax 8 < 1 107 46

Ø ∪ P = P Ax 19 3 675 122
1l ∪ P = 1l Ax 6 3 210 65
P ∪ P = P Ax 24 13 1746 478
P ∩ (Q∩ (P ∪ R)) = P ∩Q Ax 37 17 1951 604
P ∪ (P ∩Q) = P Ax 33 16 1916 559
(P ∩Q) ∪ (P ∩Q) = Q Ax 35 18 1996 624
P ∪ P = 1l Ax,N1 9 2 0 28
P ∪Q = P ∩Q Ax 19 11 1298 448

U2 P ∪ (P ∪Q) = P ∪Q Ax,U1 6 2 101 68
(P ∪Q) ∪ R = P ∪ (Q∪ R) Ax, I1,C1,U1 6 2.74s 69861 1047
P ∪ (Q∪ R) = Q∪ (P ∪ R) ′′ 4 2.62s 68421 1035
(P ∪Q) ∩ (P ∪ R) = P ∪ (Q∩ R) ′′ 13 1.41s 39504 709
P ∪ (Q∪ (P ∩ R)) = P ∪ (Q∪ R) ′′ 14 81 23781 582
(P ∪Q) ∪ (P ∩ R) = P ∪ (Q∪ R) ′′ 11 11 2232 300

U3 P ∪Q = Ø → P = Ø Ax,U2 2 4 233 68
P 4Q = (P ∩Q) ∪ (P ∩Q) ′′ 82 1.84s 26090 2116
(P ∪Q) ∩ (P ∩Q) = (P ∩Q) ∪ (P ∩Q) ′′ 53 37 7033 792
P 4Q = (P ∪Q) ∩ (P ∩Q) ′′ 43 1.44s 25517 1802
ι ∩ ((P ∩ P−1) ∪ (P ∩ P−1)) = Ø ′′ 35 9.60s 101784 9462
ι ∩ ((P ∩ P−1) ∪ (P ∩ P−1)) = Ø Ax,U2,U3 6 5 0 94

U4 (P ∪Q) ◦ R = (P ◦ R) ∪ (Q ◦ R) Ax 9 2 288 144
(P ◦ (Q∪ R))−1 = ((P ◦Q) ∪ (P ◦ R))−1 Ax,G1 42 42 5959 1508
P ◦ (Q∪ R) = (P ◦Q) ∪ (P ◦ R) Ax,U4 2 4 377 141

Fig. 4. Some of the laws on map union proved by Otter

law premises length timing generated kept
Y1 P ◦Q∩ R = Ø → P−1 ◦ R ∩Q = Ø Ax 56 13 2104 328
T1 P = Ø ∨ 1l ◦ P ◦ 1l = 1l Simpl,Ax 13 22 6252 362

P ◦ 1l = 1l ∨ 1l ◦ P = 1l Simpl,Ax 2 2 240 62

Fig. 5. Cycle law and some consequences of simplicity

belonging to the map. In a sense, this kind of statements can be thought of as
having a ‘deeper character’, or, in other words, to model a sort of deep knowledge
on the domain(s) of discourse.

Secondly, simple syntactical changes (preserving the semantics) in the thesis
to be proved sometimes badly affect Otter’s performances.

For instance, the proof of (3) (see also Fig. 3) was relatively easy if compared
with the one of (4), which is obtainable from (3) by just applying the rule
P = Q ×̀ P = Q and by exploiting the double-negation law P = P .

P 4Q = P ∩Q∩P ∩Q (3)

P 4Q = P ∩Q∩P ∩Q (4)

To find a possible justification of this ‘unstable’ behavior, we have to consider
that Otter adopts a default lexicographic ordering of terms (whenever the user
does not supply his own criterion), in order to orient the rewriting rules (recall
that Knuth-Bendix completion is employed), and to handle demodulation and
weighting. In the above-mentioned case, the default ordering is the same for
both theses, but it works better with the former of them. Changing the crite-
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law premises length timing generated kept
C2 P ∩ (P ◦ (Q∩ ι)) = P ◦ (Q∩ ι) Ax, I1,C1,G1,Ui,Y1 21 20.61s 236370 13644

P ∩ ((Q∩ ι) ◦ P ) = (Q∩ ι) ◦ P ′′ 21 40.52s 584457 15052
P ∩ ι = P−1 ∩ ι ′′ 76 40.34s 568993 14885
(P ∩ ι)−1 = P−1 ∩ ι ′′ 3 7 946 160
(P ∩ ι)−1 = P ∩ ι ′′ 74 43.47s 616878 15167
P−1 ◦ P ∩ ι = ι Ax, I1,C1,2,G1,Ui,Y1 13 4.78s 59433 6707

C3 (P−1 ◦ ((P ◦Q) 4 1l)) ∩Q = Ø Ax 5 9 1217 241
(P−1 ◦ (R ∩ (1l 4 (P ◦Q)))) ∩Q = Ø Ax 34 15 2472 442

C′
3 (P−1 ◦ P ◦Q) ∩Q = Ø Ax, I1,C1,3,G1,Y1 2 2 204 46

(P−1 ◦ (R ∩ P ◦Q)) ∩Q = Ø Ax, I1,C1,3,G1,Y1 4 9 2335 192

Fig. 6. More laws on map composition and ι

rion for lexicographic ordering (in proving (4)) would have determined a better
performance.

As a last remark on this phenomenon, notice that, as one expects, the proof
of (4) turns out to be extremely easy (cf. Fig. 3) when (3) is included among
hypotheses.

There are also cases of laws whose proofs become easier if some additional
lemmas are given in input (cf., for instance, U3 or lAbs1). This is a motivation
for our choice of splitting in several groups the laws regarding a particular map
construct.

Otter exhibited different behaviors even in proving the same thesis when
formulated at different levels of our ‘layered architecture’. For example, consider
the couple of laws 1l◦P ∩P = Ø and P ⊆ 1l◦P , or the following two
1l◦P = P → (R ◦Q) ∩P = R ◦ (Q∩P ) and lAbs(P ) → (R ◦Q) ∩P = R ◦ (Q∩P )

(cf. Fig. 7). Experimentation revealed that, in general, the proof turns out to be
easier when the thesis is expressed by employing the constructs of the higher layer
(e.g. ⊆ instead of and ∩, or lAbs( · ) instead of ‘1l◦·’). Clearly, this is because
the higher the layer, the greater is the expressiveness of the constructs/operators
involved and, obviously, the larger is the set of previously proved laws that can
be usefully used by Otter. This fact strongly supports our choice of developing
experimentations in a ‘layered’ fashion.

It is sometimes customary to add to the axiomatization of Fig. 1 the axiom:
(Simpl) R 6= Ø → 1l◦R ◦ 1l = 1l
It can be shown that any theorem that is proved under this ‘simplicity’ assump-
tion is also provable without it. Fig. 5 lists some of the consequences of simplicity,
proved by Otter.

2 Set-Reasoning in Map Calculus

Often, a particular class of interpretations can be characterized by imposing
a collection of map equalities that will serve as proper axioms of the specific
application of interest. A task of this nature has been undertaken in [6], where
an equational re-engineering of ZF is developed.
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law premises len. timing gen. kept
Inc1 P ⊆ P Ax,I1,C1,G1,N1,U1 1 3 46 58

P ⊆ Q→ (Q ⊆ R→ P ⊆ R) ′′ 8 4 362 107
P ⊆ Q→ P−1 ⊆ Q−1 ′′ 7 7 1582 229
P ⊆ Q→ (R ⊆ S → (P ∩ R ⊆ Q∩ S)) ′′ 16 74 19377 1638
P ⊆ Q→ P ∩Q = P ′′ 1 2 0 50
Ø ⊆ P ′′ 1 3 32 50

Inc2 P ⊆ Q→ (R ⊆ S → (P ◦ R ⊆ Q ◦ S)) Ax, I1,C1,G1,N1,
U1,4,Y1, Inc1

16 1m 16s 2.1·106 3425

Inc3 P ∩Q = P → P ⊆ Q
Ax, I1,C1,G1,N1,
U1,4,Y1, Inc1,2

1 3 1 54

P ⊆ Q→ (Q ⊆ P → P = Q) ′′ 3 3 205 65
ι ∩ P ⊆ P ′′ 4 5 413 90
ι ∩ P ⊆ P−1 ′′ 24 2m 30s 3.3·106 25386
P ⊆ Q→Q ⊆ P ′′ 9 8 1641 268
P ⊆ Q→ (R ⊆ S → (P ∩ S ⊆ Q∩ R)) ′′ 10 11.46s 76721 28971
P ⊆ 1l ′′ 2 3 210 65
P ⊆ Q→ (P ⊆ R→ (P ⊆ Q∩ R)) ′′ 2 15 3381 730
P ⊆ Q→ P ◦ P−1 ⊆ Q ◦Q−1 ′′ 2 25 6067 1586

Inc4 P ⊆ 1l ◦ P Ax, I1,2,C1,2,3′ ,G1,
N1,2,Ui,Y1

1 4 201 104

P ⊆ P ◦ 1l ′′ 1 6 164 99
P ∩Q ⊆ (1l ◦ P ) ∩Q Ax, Inc1,2,3 3 5 818 235
P ◦ ((1l ◦Q) ∩ R) = (1l ◦Q) ∩ (P ◦ R) Ax, lAbs1.10 77 1.57s 17442 2695

Inc5 (P ∩Q) ◦ R ⊆ P ◦ R ∩Q ◦ R Ax, Inc1,2,3 6 18 5199 281
P ◦ (Q∩ R) ⊆ P ◦Q∩ P ◦ R Ax, Inc1,2,3 6 18 5199 281

lAbs1 lAbs( 1l ) Ax, I1,C1,G1,
N1,U1,4,Y1

1 1 48 48

lAbs( Ø ) ′′ 1 2 11 47
lAbs( 1l ◦ P ) ′′ 3 6 958 188
lAbs(P ) → lAbs(P ) ′′ 16 24.38s 257235 10844

lAbs(P ) → lAbs(P ) Ax, I1,C1,G1,
N1,U1,4,Y1, lAbs1

21 76 18640 1525

lAbs(P ) → lAbs(P ◦Q ) ′′ 6 12 2831 314
lAbs(P ) ∧ lAbs(Q ) → lAbs(P ∪Q ) Ax,U4, lAbs1 5 99 8229 5234
lAbs(P ) ∧ lAbs(Q ) → lAbs(P ∩Q ) Ax,N4,U4, lAbs1 4 21 3114 2159

1l◦P = P → (R ◦Q) ∩P = R ◦ (Q∩P ) Ax,C1,G1,
N1,U1,4,Y1, lAbs1

139 18.75s 172397 13368

lAbs(P ) → (R ◦Q) ∩P = R ◦ (Q∩P ) ′′ 6 65 7659 4056
lAbs(P ) ∧ lAbs(Q ) → 1l◦ (P ∩Q) = P ∩Q Ax, lAbs1 2 32 4942 4733

Fig. 7. Laws on map inclusion and left absoluteness of maps

Two derived constructs are of great help in stating the properties of mem-
bership:1 ∂(P ) ≡Def P ◦ 6∈, and F(P ) ≡Def ∂(P ) \ P ◦ ∈.

By means of these constructs it is possible to express within the map calculus
a number of axioms of ZF set theory as briefly summarized in Fig. 9, where we
listed the map formulations of extensionality (E), power-set (Pow), union-set
(Un), transitive embedding (T), separation (S), pairing (Pair), finiteness (F),
foundation (R), infinity (I), and replacement (Repl).

A detailed treatment of this map formulation of ZF can be found in [6]. As an
example, let us consider the extensionality axiom. It states that sets whose
elements are the same are identical (see also Fig. 10). This can be rendered by
the following map equality: F( 3 ) = ι .

1 Plainly, a∂(Q )=b and aF(R )=b hold in an interpretation if and only if, respectively,
• all cs in U for which aQ=c holds are ‘elements’ of b (in the sense that c∈=b);
• the elements of b are precisely those c in U for which aR=c holds.
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law premises len. timing gen. kept
Tot1 Total(1l) Ax, I1,C1,G1,Y1 1 < 1 99 34

Total(ι) Ax,I1,C1,G1,Y1,Tot1 1 < 1 98 33
Total(ι) Ax,N4,U1,4, lAbs1 5 1.37s 21280 2311

Total(P ∩Q) → Total(Q) Ax, I1,C1,G1,
Y1,N1,U1,Tot1

7 12 3530 133

Total(P ◦Q) → Total(P ) ′′ 8 11 3530 128
Total(P ∪ P ◦ 1l) ′′ 22 1.07s 25650 1791
Total(P 4 P ◦ 1l) ′′ 53 85 9111 1277

Total(P−1) ∨ Total(P ) Ax,C1,G1,
N1,Tot1,Simpl 4 2 275 92

Total(P ) ∨ Total(P−1) ′′ 4 2 349 107
Total(P ) ∨ Total(1l ◦ P−1) ′′ 6 5 531 132

P ∩ P−1 = Ø → Total(P ) Ax, I1,C1,G1,
Y1,N1,U1,Tot1

7 6 1148 225

Total(P ) ∧ Total(Q) → Total(P ◦Q) ′′ 7 11 1584 419
Total(P ) ∧ Total(Q) → Total((P◦1l)∩(Q◦1l)) ′′ 3 2 8 40
Total(P ) ∧ Total(Q) ∧ Total(R)

→ Total((P ◦Q) ∩ (R ◦ 1l))
′′ 5 13 1705 651

P◦Q= 1l → Total(P ) ∨ Total(Q) ′′ 2 < 1 80 50
P◦Q−1 = 1l → Total(P ) ∧ Total(Q) ′′ 5 56 3130 1718
P◦Q= 1l → Total(P ) ∧ Total(Q−1) ′′ 5 5 334 114
P∩Q= P ∧ Total(P ) → Total(Q) ′′ 2 4 89 76
P◦Q−1= 1l ∧ Total(R) →P◦(Q−1◦R−1) = 1l ′′ 5 3 189 83
P◦Q−1 = 1l→ Total(P∩Q) ′′ 2 1 11 8
P◦Q−1 = 1l ∧ Total(R) → Total(P∩(R◦Q)) ′′ 7 31 10191 568
Total(P ) ∧ Q◦ (R ◦S) = 1l

→ Total(P ◦ (Q◦ (R ◦S)))
′′ 2 1 8 23

P◦Q−1 = 1l ∧ Total(R) ∧ Total(S)
→ Total((S◦P ) ∩ (R◦Q))

′′ 45 9m 12s 6.6·106 30429

lAbs(P ) → (P = Ø) ∨ Total(P ) Ax,C1,lAbs1,Simpl 7 1.91 44040 1809
Func1 Func( Ø ) Ax, I1,C1,G1 2 2 92 39

Func( ι ) Ax, I1,C1,G1 2 2 110 44
Func(P ) → Func(P ∩Q ) Ax, I1, Inc1,2,3 9 74 20065 913
Func(P ) ∧ Func(Q ) ∧ P ⊆Q ∧ Q⊆ P◦1l

→P = Q
Ax, I1,2,C1,2,
S1,N1,2,Y1

288 51m 36s 3.4·107 24052

Fig. 8. Totality and functionality of maps

An alternative formulation of extensionality. A useful variant of the exten-
sionality axiom is the scheme Func( F(P ) ), where P ranges over all map expres-
sions. Our first task in automated set-reasoning consists in proving the equiva-
lence of the two formulations of (E), i.e., that: F( 3 )= ι a×̀ Func( F(P ) ).

Otter was unable to prove this theorem in a single shot. Hence we had to
split the theorem into two. First, we got a proof of Func( F(P ) ) ×̀ F( 3 )=ι,
via the following sequence of intermediate results:

law length timing note

ι ⊆ F( 3 ) 3 4 by using I1,C1,3,G1,N1,U1,2,3,4,Y1

Func( F( 3 ) ) −− −− immediately from the hypotheses
F( 3 ) ⊆ ι◦1l 3 2 by Ax, Inc1,Func1

F( 3 ) = ι 0 < 1 immediately from Func1
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(E) F( 3 ) = ι

(Pow) Total
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∂( 63◦∈ )
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�
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∈◦ι ∩ ∂( 3◦3 )

�
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�
F

�
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� �
(Pair)1,2,3,4 π−1

0 ◦ π1 = 1l, Func( π0 ), Func( π1 ), ∈◦3 = 1l

(Pair)5 π0 ◦ π−1
0 ∩ π1 ◦ π−1

1 \ ι = Ø

(F) ι ⊆ 1l ◦
�

∈ ∩ ( ( ι ∪ 63◦∈ ) † 6∈ )
�

† 63
(R) Total( 3◦1l∪ 3 \ 3◦∈ )
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1l◦

�
∂( 3◦3 ) ∩ ∂( 3◦3 )−1\ ∈ \ 3 \ ι \ 3 ◦ ∈ 4 3 ◦ ∈

� �
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�
∂

�
( π0 ◦ 3 ◦ π−1

0 ∩ π1 ◦ π−1
1 ) ◦ funcPart( Q )

� �

Fig. 9. Axioms of set theory within map calculus.

(E) ∀ v ( v∈X↔v∈Y ) →X =Y ,
(N) ∃ z ∀ v v 6∈z,
(W) ∃w ∀ v ( v∈w↔ v∈X∨v =Y ),
(L) ∃ ` ∀ v ( v∈`↔ v∈X ∧ v 6=Y )

(E) 3◦6∈ ∩ 63◦∈ ⊆ ι

(N) 1l◦∈ ◦ 1l = 1l

(WL) ( 6∈◦∈ ∩ valve(∈◦∈, 6∈◦∈) ) ◦ 3 = 1l

with valve(P,Q) ≡Def P\ι◦(P\Q )

Fig. 10. Specification of a weak set theory in first-order logic and in map algebra.

The converse, i.e. F( 3 ) = ι ×̀ Func( F(P ) ), was proved as follows:

law length timing note

F(P )−1◦F(P ) ⊆ 63◦P−1◦P◦∈ 10 12.29s by Ax,G1,N1

F(P )−1◦F(P ) ⊆ 63◦P−1◦P◦6∈ 9 12.38s by Ax,G1,N1

F(P )−1◦F(P ) ⊆ F( 3 ) 3 2 by Inci

F(P )−1◦F(P ) ⊆ ι 1 < 1 by Inci

Designing pairs of conjugated projections. In [4] a possible choice was
proposed for two maps π0,π1 which fulfill the pairing axiom, provided that the
axioms of a weak theory of sets —i.e.,extensionality , null set , single-element
addition and removal— are assumed (cf. Fig. 10, where uppercase letters stand
for variables ruled by universal quantifiers). The authors presented an Otter-
based proof that those two specific maps satisfy (Pair)1,2,3. In that context, the
approach to experimentation was aimed at ‘miniaturizing’ the obtained proofs,
i.e., at developing the proofs by starting with the raw axiomatization of Fig. 1,
without the explicit introduction of defined constructs, and by strictly interacting
with and guiding Otter, to make it perform only the essential inference steps.
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It is claimed in [7] that (W) is not, when taken alone, expressible in map
algebra.2 Nevertheless, in [4] it is shown that taken together with (N) these
axioms enable one to build the pair { {Y } \ {X}, {Y } ∪ {X} } out of any given
sets X and Y . This fact, thanks to (E), can be stated as

∃ d (Y∈d ∧ ∀u (u =X↔∃ v ∃w (u∈v∈d ∧ u6∈w∈d )
) )

,
and in turn (again with the contribution of (E)) it yields (N), (W),
and (L). Consequently, the set axioms of Fig. 10.a can be translated as
shown in Fig. 10.b. The key point consists in observing that the map
ν ≡Def 6∈◦∈ ∩ valve(∈◦∈, 6∈◦∈) occurring in (WL), enables a quick imple-
mentation of the projections πi:

π0 ≡Def ν−1 , π1 ≡Def valve−1(∈◦∈,ν) .
The main result of [4] consisted in proving within map algebra (under minimal

assumptions on membership), that π0 and π1 designate conjugated projections.
As mentioned, the important consequence is that the equational specification of
our assumptions on membership has the same deductive power as its counterpart
formulated in quantified first-order logic; this follows from results in [15].

The experimentation reported in [4] proceeded by proving a number of inter-
mediate results ultimately yielding the desired proof. The most relevant of them
is the following lemma:
Lemma. (Functionality) Q◦Q−1 ⊆ ι entails valve(P,Q)◦valve−1(P,Q) ⊆ ι.

This lemma mainly relies on various elementary Boolean identities, and on
some obvious consequences of the Peircean axioms (i.e., the logical axioms re-
garding ◦,−1, and ι). The only non-obvious laws on maps needed are the so-called
cycle law (cf. Fig. 5) and Dedekind law (cf. [13]):

P ◦Q∩R ⊆ (P ∩R ◦Q−1 ) ◦ (Q∩ P−1◦R ).
A ‘miniaturized’ derivation of the Dedekind law was obtained from the bare

axioms in Fig. 1. It consists in 25 verifications of the average CPU-time cost of
6 to 8 seconds (depending on the machine).3 It is worth stressing that these 25
steps included the proofs of basic facts such as some of the laws on symmetric
difference, intersection, and composition already seen in Figures 2 and 2.

While the functionality lemma easily allowed Otter to prove (Pair)2,3, in
order to proof that (Pair)1 it was necessary to proceed as follows. First, a
temporary assumption was made that a singleton set {a} can be formed out of
any given a. This assumption can be stated more precisely as follows:

(Sng) sng ◦ 1l = 1l, where sng ≡Def ∈\ι◦∈,
holds along with (WL). Hence we have the following lemma:
Lemma. Assume (Sng) and (WL). It follows that ν ◦ π1 = 1l.

To prove this result it turned out that Otter had to extensively use map-
inclusion laws drawn from the list shown in Sec. 1.

The subsequent step consists in proving that it is actually possible to do
without a postulate of singleton formation. Verifying this claim amounted to
getting an automated proof of the derivability of (Sng) from (WL) and (N).

2 A proof of this fact, which unfortunately remains quite obscure to the authors, is
supplied by [7].

3 These verifications were run on a G3 Macintosh and under Linux.
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In this case, an analysis of Otter’s proof showed that the most useful intermediate
results (implicitly proved in the main proof) were the laws on totality.

Totality of some elementary relations on sets. By using the laws of Sec. 1,
Otter was able to prove the totality of a number of relations on sets. We exhibit
below an excerpt of the results we obtained. The laws of Fig. 8 intervene crucially
in these proofs.
• Total(∈◦3). Thanks to (Pair), it reduces to prove that Total(1l) holds. It

was immediately proved from the laws on totality.
• Total(∈◦1l). It follows from the previous result and from the laws in Fig. 8.

It was proved in 0.02 seconds, the proof-length is 3.
• Total(∈). It follows from the previous results and from the laws in Fig. 8. It

was proved in 0.02 seconds, the proof-length is 1.

A general technique for proving totality of set constructors. The next
task consists in obtaining the proof of a general law for deriving the totality
of expressions of the form Total(F(R )). This law will give us the capability of
defining a number of set-constructs (cf. [5]). Let us start with two useful lemmas.
Lemma. For any P,Q such that

P−1 ◦Q ⊆ 3 and Func( π1 ) (5)

it holds that:

(P ◦ π−1
0 ∩ π−1

1 ) ◦ F( π0 ◦ 3 ∩ π1 ◦Q ) ⊆ F(Q ). (6)

In the following we describe Otter’s proof. The thesis (6) can be rewritten as

(P ◦ π−1
0 ∩ π−1

1 ) ◦ F( π0 ◦ 3 ∩ π1 ◦Q ) ⊆ Q ◦ 6∈ ∩Q ◦ ∈ (7)

By assuming the hypothesis (5).1, Otter was able to prove the following inter-
mediate result: (π0 ◦P−1 ∩π1) ◦Q ) ⊆ π0 ◦3∩π1 ◦Q. Otter proved this result
in 0.31 seconds, it generated 4162 clauses (the number of kept clauses was 915).
The proof-length was 4. The proof was easily obtained by extensive use of the
map-inclusion laws (cf. Fig. 7). The main settings used to drive Otter imposed
any generated clause consisting of more than two literals, or having more than
two distinct variables, to be discarded. From (7), by exploiting the cycle law and
the laws on inclusion, Otter easily proved that:

(P ◦ π−1
0 ∩ π−1

1 ) ◦ F( π0 ◦ 3 ∩ π1 ◦Q ) ⊆ Q ◦ 6∈ (8)

The proof was found in 1.30 seconds (its length was 9), by generating 13729 unit
clauses (max literals=1 and max distinct vars=3) and keeping 2652 clauses.

On the other hand, the following map inclusion was proved by assuming the
functionality of π1 (cf. hypothesis (5).2), in 0.81 seconds. The proof-length was
13 (the generated and the kept clauses were 9848 and 2097, respectively):

(P ◦ π−1
0 ∩ π−1

1 ) ◦ F( π0 ◦ 3 ∩ π1 ◦Q ) ⊆ Q ◦ ∈ (9)
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Putting together the two results (8) and (9), in order to obtain the thesis (6),
took 0.08 seconds (two inferences, by hyper-resolution).
Lemma. Assume (Pair)1,2 and (S). Then for any P,Q

Total(P ) ×̀ Total( (P◦π−1
0 ∩π−1

1 ) ◦ F( π0◦3∩π1◦Q ) ).
Otter proved this lemma (by proving two intermediate results) in a total time
of 0.24 seconds. On this ground, the following proposition was proved.
Proposition. Assume (Pair)1,2,3 and (S). Then for any P,Q

Total(P ), P−1◦Q ⊆ 3 ×̀ Total( F(Q ) ). (10)

This proposition was proved in two stages. We first drew
from the hypotheses a series of intermediate lemmas yielding
(P◦π−1

0 ∩π−1
1 ) ◦ F( π0◦3∩π1◦Q ) ⊆ F(Q ). The thesis then readily fol-

lowed, with the help of the laws on totality. The overall time of this proof was
3.57 seconds.

By using this general tactic, Otter proved the totality of several map expres-
sions, certifying in this way that these expressions characterize legal operations
on sets:
• Total(F(ι)). It defines the singleton operation a 7→ {a}. Its totality was

proved in 0.05 seconds (length:7, generated:768, kept:108), by using the re-
sult previously obtained: Total(∈) (Otter instantiated P ≡ ∈ and Q ≡ ι in
proposition (10)).

• Total(F(Ø)). It characterizes the nullset constructor: a 7→ { }. As in the pre-
vious case, its totality was proved in 0.04 seconds (length:3, generated:335,
kept:52). Notice that this thesis was proved also without resorting to the
above proposition, but in this case Otter’s task was more difficult: the proof
was produced in much more time: 1.15 seconds. Otter used the laws in
C1, I1,2,G1,N1,2 and in particular those in Tot1; it generated 21521 clauses,
keeping 343 of them.

• Consider the two axioms Total
(
∂( 63◦∈ )

)
and Total

(
∂( 3◦3 )

)
(cf. Fig. 9).

Otter was able to prove their stronger version: Total
(
F( 63◦∈ )

)
and

Total
(
F( 3◦3 )

)
by using, in particular, the law (10) and the cycle law. The

first proof was generated in 0.11 seconds (length:4, generated:2616, kept:265).
The strong version of the second axiom was proved in 17.88 seconds (length:6,
generated:386130, kept:5070).

• A more general result was also proved. Namely, under the axioms (Pair) and
(S), Otter proved this property of totality: Total( ∂(P ) ) ×̀ Total( F(P ) ).
The proof was found in 0.12 seconds (length:4, generated:2616, kept:265) by
using the above proposition, the cycle law, and the laws of Fig. 8.

Conclusions

We reported on an initial experimentation activity in automated set-reasoning,
based on a formalization of axiomatic ZF theory within a ground equational
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framework. This approach made it possible to profitably exploit traditional first-
order theorem provers for experimenting in set reasoning. The main efforts were
devoted to develop a structured methodology for experimentation. This approach
allowed Otter to prove several theorems of map algebra as well as of set theory
that it was not possible to prove (with Otter) in absence of a layered methodol-
ogy. Clearly, this approach is not specific to Otter and can be adapted to other
(first-order) automated theorem provers as well.

We moved the first steps in equational set-reasoning by setting the ground
for further studies and experimentation. Analogous proposals for the automa-
tion of set-reasoning have been developed by other researchers (cf. [3,11,12],
among others). A comparison with these approaches certainly deserves further
investigation and is matter of ongoing work.

The ultimate purpose of the research we presented here should consist in as-
sessing what can be achieved nowadays by applying unspecialized proof methods
of automated deduction in the set-theoretical context. The knowledge we gain
can be used both to refine our approach based on first-order theorem provers,
and as an aid to single out which would be the most promising specialized meth-
ods to be employed in the realization of an ad hoc basic inference machinery for
L× (and hence, for set theory).

Moreover, the assessment of the exact kinship of our own formulation of
ZF with ZF proper on the one hand, and with NGB on the other, is a crucial
theoretical issue and constitutes a challenging and promising starting point for
future research.
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Abstract. A boolean formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF) F is
refuted by literal–once resolution if the empty clause is inferred from
F by resolving on each literal of F at most once. Literal–once resolu-
tion refutations can be found nondeterministically in polynomial time,
though this restricted system is not complete. We show that despite of
the weakness of literal–once resolution, the recognition of CNF-formulas
which are refutable by literal–once resolution is NP-complete. We study
the relationship between literal–once resolution and read-once resolution
(introduced by Iwama and Miyano). Further we answer a question posed
by Kullmann related to minimal unsatisfiability.

1 Introduction

Resolution is a method for establishing the unsatisfiability of formulas in con-
junctive normal form (CNF), based on the resolution rule: if C1∪{�} and C2∪{�}
are clauses, then the clause C1 ∪ C2 may be inferred, resolving on the literal �.
A resolution refutation of a CNF-formula F is a derivation of the empty clause
✷ from F , using the resolution rule. It is well-known that resolution is sound
and complete, i.e., a CNF-formula is unsatisfiable if and only if there is a resolu-
tion refutation of it ([14]). Resolution refutations can be represented as binary
trees, where the leaves are labeled by clauses of F (see Figure 1 for an example).
Unfortunately, the size of a shortest resolution refutation of a CNF-formula F

{x, y} {x, y} {x, y} {x, y}

{y} {y}

�

Fig. 1. A resolution refutation of F = {{x, y}, {x, y}, {x, y}, {x, y}}.
� This work has been supported by the Austrian Science Fund, P13417-MAT.
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�

{y} {y}

{x, y} {x, y} {y, z} {y, z}

{x, y, z} {x, z} {x, y, z} {x, z}

Fig. 2. A resolution refutation which is not read–once.

can be exponential in the number of clauses of F ([6,7]). Therefore, considerable
effort has been made to identify restricted (and incomplete) classes of resolution
refutations where the size of refutations is polynomially bounded by the size of
input formulas (see [10] for a survey). One of the best known examples is unit
resolution, where the resolution rule is only applied to pairs of clauses C1, C2 if
C1 or C2 is a unit clause (i.e., a singleton). Unit resolution is not complete any
more, but the class of formulas which can be refuted by unit resolution can be
recognized in linear time (see, eg., [10]).

Iwama and Miyano ([8]) considered read–once resolution, where each clause
of the input formula must be used at most once in a refutation; i.e., two leaves
of the resolution tree may not be labeled by the same clause. (In [8] also reso-
lution refutations are considered, where clauses of the input formula may used
more than once, but the number of repetitions is restricted.) For example, the
refutation exhibited in Figure 2 is not read-once, since the clause {x, z} occurs
at two leaves (in fact, it can be shown that for F = {{x, y, z}, {x, z}, {x, y},
{x, y, z}, {y, z}} no read–once resolution exists, despite F being unsatisfiable;
see [8] or Proposition 1 below). It is easy to see that the size of a read–once
resolution refutation is polynomially bounded by the size of the input formula.
However, in [8] it is shown that—in spite of the shortness of read–once resolu-
tion refutations—it is NP-complete to recognize formulas which can be refuted
by read–once resolution.

If we modify the above example by adding two clauses {w, x, z} and {w, x, z}
to F , then we get a read–once resolution refutation (exhibited in Figure 3). There
are still two occurrence of {x, z}, but one occurrence became an interior vertex of
the tree, and so the refutation became read-once. Thus, it is natural to consider
resolution trees where no clause appears more than once at any position in the
resolution tree. We call such refutations strict read-once. It can be shown that
there are CNF-formulas which are refutable by read–once resolution, but not
by strict read-once resolution (see Proposition 1 below). Since strict read–once
resolution is therefore weaker than read–once–resolution, it is conceivable that
refutability by strict read-once resolution can be decided in polynomial time.
We will show, however, that recognition of formulas refutable by strict read-once
resolution is NP-complete.
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�

{y} {y}

{x, y} {x, y} {y, z} {y, z}

{x, y, z} {x, z} {x, y, z} {x, z}

{w, x, z} {w, x, z}

Fig. 3. A resolution refutation obtained from Figure 3; it is read–once, but not strict
read–once.

Going one step further, we also consider a type of resolution which is even
weaker than strict read–once resolution: a resolution tree is literal–once if it does
not contain two or more vertices whose clauses are inferred by resolving on the
same literal. For example, the resolution refutation depicted in Figure 1 is strict
read–once, but it is not literal–once, since clauses at two positions are inferred
by resolving on the same literal x. However, it is easy to see that every literal–
once resolution refutation is a (strict) read-once resolution. The main result of
this paper is the intractability of literal–once resolution; i.e., it is NP-complete
to recognize CNF-formulas which are refutable by literal–once resolution.

Furthermore, we show that intractability of read–once resolution can be ob-
tained as corollary of our main result. This fact may be of interest, since Iwama
and Miyano obtain the quoted result solely by presenting a single example with-
out giving an accurate proof.

In [11] Kullmann asked for the computational complexity of finding a subset
F ′ of a given formula F such that

(i) F ′ is minimal unsatisfiable (F ′ is unsatisfiable, but every proper subset of
F ′ is satisfiable), and

(ii) F ′ has exactly one more clause than variables.

We denote by MU(1) the class of formulas F ′ satisfying (i) and (ii). This class
is of special interest; for example, every minimal unsatisfiable Horn formula be-
longs to MU(1) ([4]). We show that F has a subset F ′ ∈ MU(1) if and only if F
is refutable by literal–once resolution. Whence the intractability of Kullmann’s
problem follows from the NP–completeness of refutability by literal–once reso-
lution.
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2 Notation

2.1 Digraphs

We denote a digraph D by an ordered pair (V,A) consisting on a finite nonempty
set V of vertices and a set A of arcs; an arc is an ordered pair (u, v) of distinct
vertices u, v ∈ V . Let D = (V,A) be a digraph and v ∈ V . We denote the sets
of incoming and outgoing arcs of v by out(v) = { (u,w) ∈ A | u = v } and
in(v) = { (u,w) ∈ A | w = v }, respectively. For (u, v) ∈ A we say that u is a
predecessor of v and that v is a successor of u.

A digraph T = (V,A) is an in–tree if there is exactly one vertex v without
successors (the root of T ), and for every vertex w ∈ V there is exactly one
(directed) path Pw from w to v. Consequently, every vertex which is different
from the root has exactly one successor. A vertex without predecessors is a leaf.
An in–tree T is binary if every non-leaf has exactly two predecessors. Note that a
binary in–tree with k leaves has 2k−1 vertices. For graph theoretic terminology
not defined here, the reader is referred to [2].

2.2 CNF-Formulas

Let var be a set of boolean variables. A literal � is an object of the form x or x
for x ∈ var; in the first case we call � positive, in the second case negative; for a
negative literal � = x, x ∈ var, we put � = x. Literals � and � are complements of
each other. If x is a variable and � ∈ {x, x}, then we call x the variable of � and
write var(�) = x. A clause is a finite set of literals without complements. The
empty clause is denoted by ✷. For a clause C we put var(C) = { var(�) | � ∈ C }.
A CNF-formula (or formula, for short) is a finite set of clauses. For a formula F
we put var(F ) =

⋃
C∈F var(C). A literal � is a pure literal of F if � ∈ ⋃

C∈F C �� �.
A formula F is Horn if every clause in F contains at most one positive literal.

A truth assignment t to a formula F is a map t : var(F ) → {0, 1}. Let t be a
truth assignment to F ; we put t(x) = 1 − t(x) for x ∈ var(F ), and we say that
t satisfies a clause C ∈ F if t(�) = 1 for at least one literal � ∈ C. Furthermore,
we say that t satisfies F if t satisfies all clauses of F . A formula F is satisfiable if
there is a truth assignment which satisfies F ; otherwise F is called unsatisfiable.
We denote the set of all unsatisfiable formulas by UNSAT.

2.3 Resolution

Let C1, C2 be two clauses. If there is exactly one literal � such that � ∈ C1 and
� ∈ C2 then we call the clause C = (C1 \{�})∪ (C2 \{�}) the resolvent of C1 and
C2; in this case we also say that C is obtained from C1, C2 by resolving on �.

Let T0 = (V,A) be an in–tree and λ a labeling of its vertices such that λ(v)
is a clause for every v ∈ V . We call T = (V,A, λ) a resolution tree if for every
vertex v ∈ V with predecessors v1, v2 it holds that λ(v) is the resolvent of λ(v1)
and λ(v2). Let T = (V,A, λ) be a resolution tree and v ∈ V . If v is a leaf,
then we put rlit(v) = ∅; otherwise v has two predecessors, say v1 and v2; we put
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rlit(v) = (λ(v1) ∪ λ(v2)) \ λ(v). We call the elements of rlit(v) resolution literals
of v. A clause C is a premise of a resolution tree T if λ(v) = C for some leaf v of
T . We write pre(T ) for the set of all premises of T . A clause C is the conclusion
of T if λ(v) = C for the root v of T ; in this case we write con(T ) = C. A
resolution tree T is a resolution refutation if con(T ) = ✷. Let F be a formula
and T a resolution refutation. If pre(T ) ⊆ F then we say that F is refuted by
T , or that T is a resolution refutation of F . A resolution tree T = (V,A, λ) is
trivial if |V | = 1. Clearly, a formula F is refuted by the trivial resolution tree
T = ({v}, ∅, λ) if and only if λ(v) = ✷ ∈ F .

For a resolution tree T = (V,A, λ) and v ∈ V we define Tv to be the resolution
tree (V ′, A′, λ′) where (V ′, A′) is the maximal subtree of (V,A) with root v and
λ′ is the restriction of λ to V ′.

It is well–known that a formula F is unsatisfiable if and only if it can be
refuted by some resolution refutation T .

3 Restricted Types of Resolution

Read–Once Resolution. A resolution tree T = (V,A, λ) is read–once if
λ(v) �= λ(w) for any two distinct leaves v, w of T . We denote by ROR
the class of all formulas refutable by read–once resolution refutations. (ROR
corresponds to the class which is denoted by R(0) in [8].)

Strict Read–Once Resolution. A resolution tree T = (V,A, λ) is strict read–
once if λ(v) �= λ(w) for any two distinct vertices v, w of T . We denote
by SROR the class of all formulas refutable by strict read–once resolution
refutations.

Literal–Once Resolution. A resolution tree T = (V,A, λ) is literal–once if
rlit(v) �= rlit(w) for any two distinct non–leaves v, w of T . We denote by LOR
the class of all formulas refutable by literal–once resolution refutations.

Proposition 1 LOR � SROR � ROR � UNSAT.

Proof. If a resolution refutation is literal–once, then it is obviously strict read–
once; thus LOR ⊆ SROR. Consider the formula F = {{x, y}, {x, y}, {x, y},
{x, y}}. Figure 1 shows a strict read-once resolution refutation T of F , hence F ∈
SROR. (We note in passing that F belongs to a subclass of minimal unsatisfiable
formulas characterized in [9].) However, T is not literal-once. It is easy to see that
there is no literal–once resolution refutation of F at all. Whence LOR � SROR
follows.

We have SROR ⊆ ROR by definition. Consider the formula F = {C1, . . . , C5}
with

C1 = {x, z}, C4 = {x, y, z},
C2 = {x, y}, C5 = {x, y, z},
C3 = {y, z}.

Figure 2 exhibits a resolution refutation of F , hence F ∈ UNSAT. We show that
F /∈ ROR. Consider a resolution refutation T of F with root v, and let v1, v2 the
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predecessors of v. Clearly |con(Tv1)| = |con(Tv2)| = 1. However, no pair of clauses
C ′, C ′′ ∈ F have a resolvent C with |C| = 1. Thus |pre(Tv1)| , |pre(Tv2)| ≥ 3. Since
|F | = 5 it follows that pre(Tv1)∩pre(Tv2) �= ∅. Consequently, T is not read–once.
Hence F /∈ ROR and so ROR �= UNSAT.

Let W1 = {w, x, z}, W2 = {w, x, z}, and consider F ∗ = F ∪ {W1,W2}. Ob-
serve that C1 is the resolvent of W1 and W2. The resolution tree exhibited in
Figure 3 shows that F ∗ ∈ ROR. Consider a read–once resolution refutation T
of F ∗. We show that T is not strict read–once. Again, let v1, v2 be the prede-
cessors of the root of T . W.l.o.g., we assume |pre(Tv1)| ≤ |pre(Tv2)|. Similarly
as above, |pre(Tv1)| , |pre(Tv2)| ≥ 3 follows. Since T is assumed to be read–once,
|pre(Tv1)| + |pre(Tv2)| ≤ |F ∗|; thus |pre(Tv1)| = 3. It can be verified that there
is no resolution tree T ′ with pre(T ′) ⊆ F ∗, |pre(T ′)| = 3 and |con(T ′)| = 1,
such that W1 ∈ pre(T ′) or W2 ∈ pre(T ′). However, W1,W2 ∈ pre(T ) since
F /∈ ROR. It follows that W1,W2 ∈ pre(Tv2) and |pre(Tv2)| = 4. Hence we
have pre(Tv2) = {W1,W2, D1, D2} for some D1, D2 ∈ {C2, . . . , C5}. Check-
ing all possibilities for D1, D2 shows that either {D1, D2} = {C2, C4} or
{D1, D2} = {C3, C5}. In both cases, the two vertices u1, u2 of Tv2 which are
labeled by W1 and W2, respectively, have a common successor u. Evidently u
is labeled by C1. Since C1 ∈ pre(T ), it follows that T is not strict read–once.
Whence SROR �= ROR. ��

4 NP-Completeness Results

Let F be a formula with m clauses and T = (V,A, λ) a read–once (strict read–
once, literal–once, respectively) resolution refutation of F . Clearly T has at most
m leaves, and so |V | ≤ 2m− 1. Thus one can guess such resolution refutation T
of F and verify in deterministic polynomial time whether T is indeed read–once
(strict read–once, literal–once, respectively). Hence the following holds.

Lemma 1 The recognition problems for LOR, SROR, and ROR are in NP.

Next we state our main result whose proof we present in Section 6.

Theorem 1 Recognition of LOR is NP-complete.

We are going to show that recognition of ROR and recognition of SROR
are both NP-complete problems as well. We proceed by reducing recognition of
LOR to recognition of SROR and ROR, respectively. For these reductions, the
following construction is crucial.

Let F be a formula. For each x ∈ var(F ) we take two new variables x[1], x[2],
and for every clause C ∈ F we define

C◦ = { x[1] | x ∈ C } ∪ { x[2] | x ∈ C }.

We put
F ◦ = { C◦ | C ∈ F } ∪ { {x[1], x[2]} | x ∈ var(F ) }.
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Observe that F ◦ is satisfiable if and only if F is satisfiable; furthermore, for
every x[i] ∈ var(F ◦) there is exactly one clause C ∈ F ◦ with x[i] ∈ C.

The following result is a direct consequence of Lemmas 4, 5, and 7, which
are more technical and will be presented in the Appendix.

Proposition 2 For every formula F the following statements are equivalent.

F ∈ LOR; F ◦ ∈ ROR; F ◦ ∈ SROR.

The next two results follow from Theorem 1 and Proposition 2.

Theorem 2 Recognition of SROR is NP-complete.

Theorem 3 (Iwama and Miyano [8]) Recognition of ROR is NP-complete.

5 Literal–Once Resolution and Minimal Unsatisfiable
Formulas

In this section we apply Theorem 1 to answer a question posed by Kullmann
([11]). A formula F is minimal unsatisfiable if F is unsatisfiable but F \ {C} is
satisfiable for every C ∈ F . The deficiency δ(F ) of a formula F is defined by

δ(F ) = |F | − |var(F )| .

Let k be an integer; we write MU(k) for the class of minimal unsatisfiable for-
mulas F with δ(F ) = k. By a result due to Tarsi ([1]), MU(k) = ∅ for k ≤ 0.
Recognition of minimal unsatisfiable formulas is DP -complete ([12]); however,
for every fixed k, the class MU(k) can be recognized in polynomial time ([11,5]).
In [11], Kullmann asked whether recognizing

C = { F | there is some F ′ ⊆ F with F ′ ∈ MU(1) }

is NP-complete. We answer this question positively: in the next lemma we show
C = LOR; hence NP-completeness of C follows from Theorem 1.

Proposition 3 Let F be a formula. Then F ∈ MU(1) if and only if there is a
literal–once resolution refutation T with pre(T ) = F . Consequently LOR = C.

Proof. We apply the following results from [4].

(i) If F ∈ MU(1) and F �= ✷ then there is a literal � and clauses C1, C2 ∈ F
such that C1 is the only clause of F containing �; C2 is the only clause of F
containing �.

(ii) Let F be a formula and � a literal such that there are unique clauses C1, C2 ∈
F with � ∈ C1 and � ∈ C2; let C1,2 be the resolvent of C1 and C2. Then
F ∈ MU(1) if and only if (F \ {C1, C2}) ∪ {C1,2} ∈ MU(1).
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We proceed by induction on |F |. The proposition evidently holds if |F | = 1;
hence consider |F | > 1. Assume F ∈ MU(1) and choose �, C1, and C2 according
to (i). It follows now from (ii) that F ∗ = (F \ {C1, C2}) ∪ {C1,2} ∈ MU(1).
By induction hypothesis, there is a literal–once resolution refutation T ∗ with
C1,2 ∈ pre(T ∗) = F ∗. We extend T ∗ to a a literal–once resolution refutation T
with pre(T ) = F by adding leaves v1, v2 (labeled by C1 and C2, respectively)
to T ∗.

Conversely, assume that there is a literal–once resolution refutation T =
(V,A, λ) with pre(T ) = F . Choose two leaves v1, v2 of T which have a common
successor v. Put Ci = λ(vi), i = 1, 2 and C1,2 = λ(v). Consequently, there is a
literal � such that � ∈ C1 and � ∈ C2. Hence removing v1 and v2 from T yields
a literal–once resolution refutation T ∗ with pre(T ∗) = (F \ {C1, C2}) ∪ {C1,2};
pre(T ∗) ∈ MU(1) by induction hypothesis. It follows now from (ii) that F ∈
MU(1). ��

In [4] it is shown that every minimal unsatisfiable Horn formula belongs to
MU(1). Since every unsatisfiable Horn formula contains a minimal unsatisfiable
Horn formula, Proposition 3 implies the following.

Proposition 4 Every unsatisfiable Horn formula is refutable by literal–once res-
olution.

6 Proof of Theorem 1

This section is devoted to a proof of Theorem 1. We reduce 3-SAT to recognition
of LOR (in fact we could reduce SAT as well, but we choose 3-SAT to keep
notation simpler). In a first step we reduce 3-SAT to the problem of finding
a “satisfying path” in a digraph D, i.e., a path which does not run through
prescribed pairs of vertices. In a second step we mimic this path problem by
constructing a formula F such that literal–once resolution refutations of F and
satisfying paths of D correspond to each other.

First we prove two short lemmas which we will need below.

Lemma 2 Let T be a literal–once resolution tree and C1, C2 ∈ pre(T ) with � ∈
C1 and � ∈ C2 such that rlit(v) = {�, �} for the root of T . Then C1∩C2 ⊆ con(T ).

Proof. Let v be the root of T and v1, v2 the predecessors of v. Consider �′ ∈
C1 ∩ C2. Since T is literal–once, it follows that �′ cannot be an element of both
rlit(Tv1) and rlit(Tv2). Hence �′ ∈ λ(v) = con(T ). ��
Lemma 3 Let T = (V,A, λ) be a literal–once resolution refutation and C1, C2 ∈
pre(T ). Then there cannot be distinct literals �, �′ ∈ C1 such that �, �′ ∈ C2.
Proof. We observe that there are vertices v, v1, v2 ∈ V such that v1, v2 are pre-
decessors of v and � ∈ rlit(v). W.l.o.g., assume � ∈ λ(v1) and � ∈ λ(v2). It follows
that C1 ∈ pre(Tv1) and C2 ∈ pre(Tv2). Since rlit(Tv1) ∩ rlit(Tv2) = ∅, � is the only
literal with � ∈ C1 and � ∈ C2. ��
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Construction I. Let F3 = {C1, . . . , Cn} be a formula with Ci = {�i,1, �i,2, �i,3}
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We write L for the set of literals � such that var(�) ∈ var(F3).
Further, for � ∈ L we put

q(�) = { i | � ∈ Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ n }.
Observe that i /∈ q(�) for every � ∈ Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, since clauses do not contain
complementary pairs of literals. We assume w.l.o.g. that F3 has no pure literals;
i.e., |q(�)| ≥ 1 for every � ∈ L.

We construct a digraph D = (V,A) as follows. We take a set of n+ 1 vertices
{u0, . . . , un}, and for i = 1, . . . , n we join ui−1 and ui by three (directed) paths
Pi,1, Pi,2, Pi,3 of length

∣∣q(�i,1)
∣∣ + 1,

∣∣q(�i,2)
∣∣ + 1,

∣∣q(�i,3)
∣∣ + 1, respectively. We

denote the set of inner vertices of Pi,j by Vi,j (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3). Hence we
have |Vi,j | =

∣∣q(�i,j)
∣∣ for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3. Now we form a set S of pairs

(v, v′) of vertices v, v′ ∈ V \ {u0, . . . , un} such that

– there is a pair (v, v′) ∈ S with v ∈ Vi,j and v′ ∈ Vi′,j′ (1 ≤ i < i′ ≤ n,
1 ≤ j, j′ ≤ 3) if and only �i,j = �i′,j′ , and

– every vertex in V \ {u0, . . . , un} is contained in exactly one pair of S.

Note that such set S exists and can be obtained efficiently. We call a directed
path in D satisfying if it runs from u0 to un and contains at most one vertex of
each pair in S. Observe that each satisfying path has to pass through all of the
vertices u0, . . . , un in increasing order.

Claim 1 F3 is satisfiable if and only if D has a satisfying path.

Proof. If F3 is satisfied by some truth assignment t, then we can choose σ(i) ∈
{1, 2, 3} for 0 ≤ i ≤ n such that t(�i,σ(i)) = 1. We observe that

P = P0,σ(0) . . . Pn,σ(n) (1)

is a satisfying path. Conversely, by definition, every satisfying path P is of the
form (1) for some σ : {0, . . . , n} → {1, 2, 3}. Thus, if P is a satisfying path,
then putting t(�i,σ(i)) = 1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ n induces a truth assignment t which
satisfies F3. ��
Note that the above construction is closely related to the connection method
(see, e.g., [13,3,10]).

Construction II. Let D = (V,A) be the digraph obtained from a given 3-
CNF formula F3 according to Construction I. We consider a portion of distinct
boolean variables: for 0 ≤ i ≤ n we take a new variable νi; for each arc a ∈ A we
take a new variable αa; for each pair p ∈ S we take three distinct new variables
βp, γp, δp. We define a formula F with

var(F ) = {ν0, . . . , νn} ∪ { αa | a ∈ A } ∪ { βp, γp, δp | p ∈ S }
by
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F = {{ν0}, {νn}} ∪
⋃

v∈V

F (v)

and the following definitions (recall that in(v) and out(v) denote the sets of arcs
incoming to and outgoing from v, respectively). For 0 ≤ i ≤ n let

F (ui) = { {αa, νi} | a ∈ in(ui) } ∪
{ {αb, νi} | b ∈ out(ui) }. (2)

For p = (v, v′) ∈ S with

in(v) = {a}, out(v) = {b}, in(v′) = {a′}, out(v′) = {b′} (3)

we put

F (v) = {{αa, βp, γp}, and
{βp, γp},
{γp, δp},
{αb, γp, δp}}

F (v′) = {{αa′ , βp, γp},
{βp, γp},
{γp, δp},
{αb′ , γp, δp}},

and write F (p) = F (v) ∪ F (v′).

Claim 2 Let T = (V,A, λ) be a literal–once resolution refutation of F and p =
(v, v′) ∈ S. If F (p) ∩ pre(T ) �= ∅ then either F (p) ∩ pre(T ) = F (v) or F (p) ∩
pre(T ) = F (v′).

Proof. Let a, a′, b, b′ ∈ A according to (3). We use the shorthands

C1 = {αa, βp, γp}, C ′
1 = {αa′ , βb, γp},

C2 = {βp, γp}, C ′
2 = {βp, γp},

C3 = {δp, γp}, C ′
3 = {δp, γp},

C4 = {αb, γp, δp}, C ′
4 = {αb′ , γp, δp}

so that F (v) = {C1, . . . , C4} and F (v′) = {C ′
1, . . . , C

′
4}. First we show

{C1, C ′
1} � pre(T ). (4)

Suppose to the contrary that {C1, C ′
1} ⊆ pre(T ). Consequently, there is some

v ∈ V such that γp ∈ rlit(v). Thus C1, C ′
1 ∈ pre(Tv). By Lemma 2 it follows

that βp ∈ λ(v). Hence there must be a clause C ∈ pre(T ) \ pre(Tv) with βp ∈ C.
By construction of F , C2 and C ′

2 are the only clauses of F which contain βp.
Observe that γp ∈ C2 and γp ∈ C ′

2. Thus γp ∈ rlit(T ), since con(T ) = ✷. It
follows that γp ∈ rlit(T ) \ rlit(Tv). However, γp ∈ rlit(Tv), and therefore we have
a contradiction to the assumption T being literal–once. Whence (4) holds. By
analogous arguments one can show

{C4, C ′
4} � pre(T ),

{C2, C ′
2} � pre(T ),

{C3, C ′
3} � pre(T ).

(5)
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We show that
C1 ∈ pre(T ) ⇔ C2 ∈ pre(T ). (6)

Assume C1 ∈ pre(T ). Since βp ∈ C1, there must be a clause C ∈ pre(T ) with
βp ∈ C; C2 and C ′

2 are the only clauses of F which contain βp. By Lemma 3 we
conclude that C ′

2 /∈ pre(T ); thus C2 ∈ pre(T ). Whence we have shown one direc-
tion of (6). The converse can be shown similarly applying Lemma 3. Moreover,
one can show by analogous arguments that

C ′
1 ∈ pre(T ) ⇔ C ′

2 ∈ pre(T ),
C3 ∈ pre(T ) ⇔ C4 ∈ pre(T ),
C ′
3 ∈ pre(T ) ⇔ C ′

4 ∈ pre(T ).
(7)

Finally we observe that

pre(T ) ∩ {C1, C2, C ′
3, C

′
4} �= ∅ ⇔ pre(T ) ∩ {C ′

1, C
′
2, C3, C4} �= ∅. (8)

Claim 2 now follows from (4)–(8). ��
Claim 3 D has a satisfying path if and only if F ∈ LOR.

Proof. Assume that D has a satisfying path P . We denote by V (P ) and A(P )
the vertices and arcs of P , respectively. For 0 ≤ i ≤ n we put

FP (ui) = { {αa, νi} | a ∈ in(ui) ∩A(P ) } ∪
{ {αb, νi} | b ∈ out(ui) ∩A(P ) }

and for v ∈ V (P ) \ {u0, . . . , un} we put FP (v) = F (v). We show that

F (P ) = {{ν0}, {νn}} ∪
⋃

v∈V (P )

FP (v)

can be refuted by literal–once resolution (observe that F (P ) ⊆ F ). Consider a
vertex v ∈ V (P ) with p = (v, v′) ∈ S. Using the same notation as in the proof
of Claim 2, we have F (v) = {C1, C2, C3, C4} ⊆ F (P ). Now C1,2 = {αa, γp} is
a resolvent of C1 and C2; C3,4 = {αb, γp} is a resolvent of C3 and C4. Further,
Cv = {αa, αb} is a resolvent of C1,2 and C3,4. Hence finding a literal–once resolu-
tion refutation of F (P ) reduces to finding a literal–once resolution refutation of
(F (P ) \ F (v)) ∪ {{αa, αb}}. Similarly, if v′ ∈ V (P ) with p = (v, v′) ∈ S, then it
suffices to find a literal–once resolution refutation of (F (P )\F (v′))∪{{αa′ , αb′}}.
By multiple applications of this argument, F (P ) can be reduced to a formula of
the form

Flin = {{�1}, {�1, �2}, {�2, �3}, . . . , {�r−1, �r}, {�r}}.
It is easy to construct a literal–once resolution refutation Tlin for Flin. Now
Tlin can be extended by the above considerations to a literal–once resolution
refutation of F (P ). Whence F ∈ LOR follows.

Conversely, assume that F ∈ LOR. We show that D has a satisfying path.
Let T be a literal–once resolution refutation of F and put F ′ = pre(T ). Let W
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be the set of vertices w ∈W such that there is at least one arc a ∈ in(w)∪out(w)
with αa ∈ var(F ′). Clearly W �= ∅. Since F ′ has no pure literals, it follows that
for every w ∈ W \ {u0, un} there are arcs a ∈ in(w), b ∈ out(w) such that
αa, αb ∈ var(F ′) (if w = ui for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 this is obvious; on the
other hand, if w belongs to some pair in S, then it follows by Claim 2). Thus,
for every w ∈ W , at least one predecessor and at least one successor belongs to
W . Consider the subdigraph DW of D induced by W . Clearly DW is acyclic,
since D is acyclic by construction. Every nonempty acyclic digraph has at least
one vertex s without incoming arcs and at least one vertex t without outgoing
arcs. For DW the only possibility is s = u0 and t = un. We conclude that DW

contains a path from u0 to un. By Claim 2 it follows that for every (v, v′) ∈ S
at most one of v, v′ belongs to W . Thus P must be a satisfying path necessarily.
This completes the proof of the claim. ��

In view of Lemma 1, Theorem 1 now follows from Claims 1, 3, and the
NP-completeness of the 3-SAT problem.

Appendix: Technical Lemmas

Lemma 4 F ∈ LOR implies F ◦ ∈ LOR for every formula F .

Proof. We show by induction on |V | that for every literal–once resolution tree
T = (V,A, λ) there is a literal–once resolution tree T ′ with pre(T ′) = pre(T )◦,
con(T ′) = con(T )◦, and rlit(T ′) = { x[i], x[i] | x ∈ var(rlit(T )), i = 1, 2 }.
If |V | = 1, then there is nothing to show. Assume |V | > 1 and let v be the
root of T and x the variable in rlit(v). Moreover, let v1, v2 the predecessors of
v such that x ∈ λ(v1) and x ∈ λ(v2). For i = 1, 2 let T ′

i be a literal–once
resolution tree obtained from Tvi

as supplied by the induction hypothesis. Since
rlit(Tv1)∩rlit(Tv2) = ∅, it follows that rlit(T ′

1)∩rlit(T ′
2) = ∅. Now x[i] ∈ con(T ′

i ) =
con(Tvi)

◦. It is obvious how T ′
1 and T ′

2 can be assembled to literal–once resolution
tree T ′ with the desired properties by adding two non–leaves and a leaf w with
λ(w) = {x[1], x[2]}. ��

The following Lemma is due to an observation by Kullmann.

Lemma 5 F ◦ ∈ ROR implies F ◦ ∈ LOR for every formula F .

Proof. Observe that for every resolution tree T = (V,A, λ) and two distinct
vertices v, v′ ∈ V with rlit(v) = rlit(v′) = {x, x}, there must be at least four
distinct leaves u1, u2, u′

1, u
′
2 ∈ V such that x ∈ λ(u1) ∩ λ(u′

1) and x ∈ λ(u2) ∩
λ(u′

2). (Every vertex v ∈ V with rlit(v) = {x, x} “consumes” at least one leaf u1
with x ∈ λ(u1) and one leaf u2 with x ∈ λ(u2).) However, for every variable x[i]
of F ◦ there is exactly one clause C ∈ F ◦ such that x[i] ∈ C. Hence every read–
once resolution refutation of F ◦ is literal–once. ��
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Lemma 6 Let F be a formula and T a resolution refutation with pre(T ) ⊆ F ◦.
Then pre(T ) = F ◦

1 for some F1 ⊆ F .

Proof. Follows from the fact that pre(T ) has no pure literals. ��

Lemma 7 F ◦ ∈ LOR implies F ∈ LOR for every formula F .

Proof. We show by induction on |F | that if T is a literal–once resolution refuta-
tion with pre(T ) = F ◦, then there is a literal–once resolution refutation T ′ with
pre(T ′) = F ; the lemma will follow by Lemma 6. If |F | = 1, then F = F ◦ = {✷},
and the result follows by taking T ′ = T . Now assume |F | > 1 and let T be a
literal–once resolution refutation with pre(T ) = F ◦. We call a vertex v′ of T
mistimed if there is a predecessor v1 of v′ with λ(v1) = {x[1], x[2]}, x ∈ var(F ),
and a successor v of v′ such that rlit(v) ∩ {x[1], x[2]} = ∅. Mistimed vertices can
be successively eliminated as follows (roughly speaking, we shift leaves labeled
by clauses of the form {x[1], x[2]} towards the root). Consider a mistimed vertex
v′ of T with predecessors v1 and v2 such that λ(v2) = {x[1], x[2]}, x ∈ var(F ).
Let v be the successor of v′ such that v′ and v′′ are the predecessors of v. We
remove the arcs (v1, v′) and (v′′, v) from T and add instead the arcs (v1, v) and
(v′′, v′). Clearly λ(v′) and λ(v) can be modified appropriately such that the re-
sult is still a read–once resolution refutation with same set of premises. Hence
we can assume, w.l.o.g., that T has no mistimed vertices.

We write L1 for the set of leaves v of T with λ(v) = C◦ for some C ∈ F ,
and we write L2 for the set of leaves of T not in L1 (i.e., if v ∈ L2, then
λ(v) = {x[1], x[2]} for some x ∈ var(F )). Observe that for any two leaves v1, v2
of T which have the same successor, either v1 ∈ L1 and v2 ∈ L2, or vice versa.
Therefore, if T is nontrivial, then the height of T (i.e., the length of a longest
path in T ) is at least 2.

We choose a vertex v of T such that Tv has height 2. Since T has no mistimed
vertices by assumption, we conclude that exactly one leaf of Tv is in L1. Hence v
has two predecessors v′ and v′′ such that v′ has two predecessors v1 ∈ L1 and v2 ∈
L2, and v′′ ∈ L1. Let Q,R ∈ F and x ∈ var(F ) such that λ(v2) = {x[1], x[2]},
λ(v1) = Q◦, and λ(v′′) = R◦. It follows for {i, j} = {1, 2} that x[i] ∈ rlit(v′)
and x[j] ∈ rlit(v). Observe that x[i] /∈ var(R◦); otherwise there would be a leaf
v∗
2 �= v2 with λ(v∗

2) = λ(v2). We conclude that x[1], x[2] /∈ var(λ(v)). Thus Q and
R have a resolvent C with λ(v) = C◦. Let T0 be the resolution tree obtained
from T by removing v1, v2, v′, v′′. We have

pre(T0) = (pre(T ) \ {{x[1], x[2]}, Q◦, R◦}) ∪ {C◦}.

Clearly T0 is literal–once, hence the induction hypothesis applies. Thus, there
is a literal–once resolution refutation T ′

0 with pre(T ′
0)

◦ = pre(T0); in particular,
C ∈ pre(T ′

0). Let w be the leaf of T ′
0 labeled by C. It is now obvious how a

literal–once resolution refutation T ′ = (V ′, A′, λ′) can be obtained from T ′
0: we

add two vertices w1, w2, the arcs (w1, w), (w2, w) to T ′
0, and we put λ′(w1) = Q

and λ′(w2) = R. Hence the lemma follows. ��
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Abstract. Connection graph resolution (cg-resolution) was introduced
by Kowalski as a means of restricting the search space of resolution. Sev-
eral researchers expected unrestricted connection graph (cg) resolution
to be strongly complete until Eisinger proved that it was not. In this pa-
per, ordered resolution is shown to be a special case of cg-resolution, and
that relationship is used to prove that ordered cg-resolution is strongly
complete. On the other hand, ordered resolution provides little insight
about completeness of first order cg-resolution and little about the estab-
lishment of strong completeness from completeness. A first order version
of Eisinger’s cyclic example is presented, illustrating the difficulties with
first order cg resolution. But resolution with selection functions does yield
a simple proof of strong cg-completeness for the unit-refutable class.

1 Introduction

Connection graph resolution (cg-resolution) was introduced by Kowalski
in 1975 [10] as a means of restricting the search space of resolution. Proving com-
pleteness turned out to be non-trivial, the first proof appearing in Bibel’s sem-
inal paper [3] in 1981. Several researchers expected cg-resolution to be strongly
complete — any sequence of cg resolution steps applied to a propositional for-
mula would eventually terminate — because it is a destructive calculus: Links
are deleted upon activation. More than one author1 tried to prove strong com-
pleteness of cg-resolution until Eisinger’s famous example [7] dispelled that idea.
He showed that even a quite restrictive notion of fairness cannot prevent cyclic
derivations.

An example of a strongly complete calculus is path dissolution [12], which
operates by deleting all paths (and thus the link itself) through a given link,
decreasing the number of paths in the formula. Since there are finitely many
paths, the process terminates in a linkless formula. That formula is empty if
the original formula was unsatisfiable; otherwise the remaining paths are mod-
els of the original formula. What is interesting for the discussion here is that
1 The intersection of that club with the authors of this paper is non-empty.
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dissolution has a metric — the number of paths — that is reduced each time a
link is activated. Such behavior guarantees termination regardless of the order
in which links are selected. Any destructive calculus might exhibit this behavior,
i.e., might reduce some metric, guaranteeing termination. This is what many re-
searchers hoped would be true for cg-resolution. There is no obvious metric with
that property for cg-resolution: While links are deleted, the number of links does
not in general decrease because additional links are inherited. Nonetheless, there
might have been some metric that did decrease — perhaps the number of links
would eventually decrease monotonically. Of course, Eisinger’s work dispelled
that notion as well.

It should be noted that any complete calculus together with breadth first
search is strongly complete. To be interesting, strong completeness should arise
from some intrinsic property of the calculus itself. Moreover, it should not re-
quire a search that is so broad as to virtually guarantee long derivations. For
example, Bibel’s original proof of cg-resolution completeness activated every link
associated with one atom, and then, when every occurrence of that atom was
unlinked (due to link deletions), links to the next atom are activated. Adding
that link selection strategy to cg-resolution does make it strongly complete, but
not in a very interesting way because it forces a large search space.

In [3] Bibel ordered literals (and, in effect, links) and used the ordering to
prove that cg-resolution is complete. The key to his proof is that selecting and
activating links based on the ordering (along with judicial use of tautology dele-
tion) preserves spanning if the initial connection graph has the full set of links.
It is the initial full set of links, and in turn tautology deletion, that enables not
only the completeness result but the observation that the technique is in fact
strongly complete, albeit not in a very interesting way, as noted above.

Since the desired result — that unrestricted cg-resolution is strongly com-
plete — simply is not true, one might ask the question, is there a restriction on
cg-resolution that is strongly complete? One approach is to look for the weakest
possible restriction with the goal of obtaining the most general result. A second
approach is to build up from Bibel’s ordering, which is the approach adopted
in this paper. That is, an ordered strategy for link selection that is more gen-
eral (and more interesting from a strong completeness point of view) than the
one Bibel employed is shown to be strongly complete. It turns out that ordered
resolution is a special case of cg-resolution, so the strong completeness result
presented in Section 2 is not really a new result. But the proofs seem to be sub-
stantially simplified, and some of the theorems have apparently never appeared
in print.

On the other hand, ordered resolution provides little insight about complete-
ness of first order cg-resolution and little about the establishment of strong
completeness from completeness. A first order version of Eisinger’s cyclic exam-
ple is presented, illustrating the difficulties with first order cg-resolution. The
problem in each case is that liftable literal orderings are not total on the first
order level.
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However, cg-resolution restricted to unit-refutable clause sets is strongly com-
plete. There is, a simple proof that employs resolution with selection functions;
see section 4.2.

2 Preliminaries

A multiset over a set L is a mapping M from L to the non-negative integers; M
is finite if M(l) = 0 for all but finitely many l ∈ L. Conceptually, a multiset is
a collection of any number (including zero) of occurrences of the elements of L.
The set L may be treated as a multiset by letting M(l) = 1 for all l ∈ L. If ≺ is
a strict partial order (i.e., an irreflexive, transitive relation) on L, then ≺ can be
extended to multisets over L. If M and M ′ are distinct multisets over L, then
M ′ ≺M if whenever there is an l in L with M(l) ≺M ′(l), there is an l′ in L with
l ≺ l′ and M ′(l′) ≺ M(l′). In other words, to diminish a multiset, remove one
occurrence of an element and replace it with any finite number of occurrences of
smaller elements. Well-foundedness and totality of ≺ are inherited by a multiset
extension; a good source for this material is [6].

Let Σ be a countable propositional signature (i.e., atom set). A literal is
either an atom or a symbol of the form −p, where p is an atom, and a clause
is a finite set of literals. Hence, since a clause may be treated as a multiset of
literals, any order on literals defines an order on clauses. If l is a literal then −l
denotes the literal −l if l ∈ Σ, and it denotes p if l = −p for some p ∈ Σ. As
usual, 2 denotes the empty clause.

A link in a finite set of clauses S is a set {l,−l}, where the complementary
literals l and −l occur in distinct clauses of S. Links are ordered as sets if
literals are ordered, and this ordering can be extended to multisets of links. An
occurrence of the literal l in the clause C may be written lC , and {lC ,−lD}
denotes a link, where l ∈ C, −l ∈ D. A link {lC ,−lD} is said to be ordered if lC
is the maximum literal in C (with respect to ≺), and lD is the maximum literal
in D. All orderings are well-founded because the number of distinct clauses and
links is finite.

To define connection graph resolution, which is the focus of this paper, we first
define ordinary resolution. Let S be a set of clauses, and let {lC ,−lD} be a link in
S. Then the clause E = (C−{lC})∪(D−{−lD}) is the resolvent of S with respect
to the link {lC ,−lD}. The clause E is said to be an ordered resolvent if {lC ,−lD}
is an ordered link, and the resolution procedure that requires every resolvent be
ordered is called ordered resolution. Typically, one additional assumption is made
for ordered resolution: For each atom p, −p is the immediate successor of p.

The diagram below illustrates resolution.

C l −l D

⇓
E

{lC ,−lD}
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A resolution derivation of a clause E from a clause set S is a finite sequence
of clauses D1, D2, . . . , Dn = E such that Di is a resolvent of S ∪{D1, . . . , Di−1}
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Such a derivation may also be viewed as the sequence of clause
sets S, S ∪ {D1}, S ∪ {D1, D2}, . . .. An ordered resolution derivation is one in
which each resolution step is ordered.

Connection graph resolution is essentially ordinary resolution with link dele-
tion. As a result, it is necessary to keep track of the links that are present. Thus,
a connection graph (c-graph) is defined to be a pair (S,L), where S is a finite
set of clauses, and L is a set of links in S. As usual, 2 denotes any c-graph
whose clause set contains the empty clause.2 The connection graph containing
all possible links is called the full graph of the clause set S.

The notions of path and spanning are key to cg-resolution. A (conjunctive)
path through a set of clauses S is a set containing exactly one literal from each
clause. A c-graph G = (S,L) is said to be spanned by L if each path through S
contains a link from L. Observe that a spanned formula is unsatisfiable, and a
formula is unsatisfiable if and only if it is spanned by the full set of links.

To define connection graph resolution, let G = (S,L) be a connection graph,
let L = {lC ,−lD} be a link in L, and let E be the clause obtained by resolving
on L. Then connection graph resolution on the link L produces the connection
graph G′ = (S′,L′), where S′ = S ∪ {E}, and

L′ = (L − {L}) ∪ {{l′E ,−l′F } | l′ 6= l and ({l′C ,−l′F } ∈ L or {l′D,−l′F } ∈ L)} .

The clause E is called a cg-resolvent. If G = G0, G1, . . . , Gn = H is a sequence
of c-graphs such that each Gi is produced from Gi−1 by cg-resolution, then H
is said to be obtained from G by a cg-resolution derivation. The diagram below
illustrates cg-resolution.

. . . . . .

C l −l D

. . . ⇓ . . .

E

{lC ,−lD}
deleted
↓

← inherited links

Let us emphasize that what distinguishes cg-resolution from ordinary resolu-
tion is, given a c-graph G = (S,L), only the links in L may be cg-resolved upon.
A key property of cg-resolution is that it preserves spanning — see Lemma 1
below.

A literal occurrence l in a c-graph G = (S,L) is called pure if l is unlinked;
i.e., if no link in L contains the occurrence l. The clause C is pure it it contains a
pure literal. A clause that contains complementary literals is called a tautology.
Pure clauses and tautologies are of interest because of the pure rule and the
TAUT lemma, which delete clauses under some circumstances. The next three
lemmas are from Bibel’s 1981 paper [3].
2 In the presence of a subsumption rule, this graph can be assumed to be ({2}, ∅).
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Lemma 1 (Spanning Lemma). If a link present in a spanned connection
graph is cg-resolved upon, then the resulting connection graph is spanned. ut

Lemma 2 (Pure Rule). If G is a spanned connection graph, and if a pure
clause together with the associated links are deleted from G, then the resulting
connection graph is spanned. ut

Lemma 3 (TAUT Lemma). If G = (S,L) is a spanned connection graph,
and if C ∈ S is a tautology containing the literals l and −l, and if C together
with the associated links are deleted from G, then the resulting connection graph
is spanned provided that the following condition is met.

{{lD,−lE} | {{lD,−lC}, {lC ,−lE}} ⊆ L} ⊆ L .

ut

Propositional logic is decidable, so one expects a proof procedure to be able
to determine both satisfiability and unsatisfiability for a ground clause set. In
the following, affirmation properties deal with satisfiable clause sets, refutation
properties with unsatisfiable clause sets. Some additional terminology will be
useful: A clause set or c-graph is saturated with respect to (standard or ordered
or cg-) resolution iff no new resolvent can be generated from it.3 Formally, a proof
procedure is refutation complete if whenever S is unsatisfiable, 2 can be derived
from S using the proof procedure. It is affirmation complete if satisfiability of S
implies that a saturated clause set (saturated connection graph) can be derived
from S (the full graph of S).

Strong completeness adds to completeness the requirement that some con-
crete and deterministic procedure actually refutes (or affirms) a given clause set
after a finite number of resolution steps. In resolution theorem proving the task
of such a procedure is to determine the next link to be resolved away.

There are several possibilities for what is meant by a “concrete and deter-
ministic procedure.” An obvious but trivial way to obtain strong completeness
is simply to make a breadth first search for all possible derivations. In that case
there is essentially no distinction between strong and standard completeness.
Similarly, one can enumerate all possible derivations via backtracking. In prac-
tice, one is interested in depth first, backtracking-free proof procedures. More-
over, selecting the link for the next resolution step should be reasonably cheap,
typically polynomial in the size of the given clause set or c-graph.

A link selection rule is said to be local if it selects links only from the last
clause set or c-graph in a derivation. This property seems to be implicitly as-
sumed in much of the resolution literature, and in standard resolution systems
3 With the pure rule, a saturated c-graph must then be (∅, ∅).
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it often comes cheap — i.e., almost automatically. If, for example, a new clause
set is obtained always by adding a resolvent to the previous clause set, then
any selection rule is essentially local. Sometimes, however, a selection rule is
desired in which the behavior is dependent upon the the derivation history and
the point in that history when clauses were introduced. A classic example is the
level saturation strategy of Wos et. al. [20]. It can easily be implemented if one
stamps each clause with its level: Clauses in the input set S have level 0; if E
is a resolvent of C and D, then level(E) = max{level(C), level(D)} + 1. Then
a strongly complete, local selection rule is obtained by choosing a link whose
resolvent has minimal level and is not already present.

Even when destructive operations such as subsumption deletion are intro-
duced, selection rules have typically been assumed to be local. The consequences
for completeness, strong or otherwise, can be subtle. Removal of clause B when
it is subsumed by C from a set containing both is obviously unsatisfiability
preserving. This was often assumed to be essentially completeness preserving.
Sibert [15] was the first to point out that this semantic observation, combined
with completeness of resolution, guaranteed only that a refutation was avail-
able at any point, provided that only resolution was employed from that point
onward. These issues were subsequently investigated in great detail — see [11].
Of course, an expensive global selection rule that made use of previous clause
sets containing subsumed clauses was simply never contemplated (as far as we
know).

A local selection rule is called a filter in the connection graph literature (an
excellent reference is [7]4). As with ordinary resolution combined with subsump-
tion, cg-resolution is destructive. This means that a deduction step not only
derives new information but alters the present state by removing information
about the previous state. In particular, any clause and link may vanish during
a cg-derivation. Not surprisingly, reconciling completeness issues with the de-
structive nature of the calculus has proved to be considerably more elusive for
cg-resolution than for the more standard resolution systems. Other examples of
destructive calculi are free variable tableaux [2] and dissolution [12].

Level saturation is an instance of what is often called a fair selection rule.
In cg-resolution a fair rule guarantees that each link in each derivation vanishes
within a finite amount of time (called a coveringthree filter by Siekmann and
Stephan [16]). It can easily be implemented locally by an implicit or explicit
queue and, in non-destructive calculi (for example, standard resolution), implies
strong completeness. In destructive calculi, however, it is not obvious that loops
cannot occur, and, as Eisinger showed — see Theorem 1 below — this can
in fact happen with cg-resolution. Concern for such issues led to consideration
of more restrictive fairness conditions. Siekmann and Stephan color each link
differently in the initial graph and colors are inherited. Then, in addition to
the fairness condition described above, in each derivation state each color must

4 There, locality is not explicitly enforced, but seems to be intended, because a loop
check on the derivation history for isomorphic c-graphs would deal with the cyclic
counter example.
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be resolved upon within a finite number of steps (this was called a coveringtwo
filter). Eisinger’s example [7] shows that even this version of fairness is not
enough.

Theorem 1. For ground cg-resolution there are fair selection rules with the
coloring restriction that are not strongly refutation complete. ut

Ordered resolution is one refinement of resolution that is strongly complete.
Let ≺ be a total, well-founded ordering of literals with the property that the
complement of a literal is the literal’s immediate predecessor or successor. Then
the extension of ≺ to clauses is well-founded and total, and the resolvent of any
ordered resolution step is smaller than each of its parents. By well-foundedness,
there are only finitely many smaller clauses than the greatest clause in S. This
observation ensures that ordered resolution terminates. In Section 3), termina-
tion is combined with completeness to obtain strong completeness. Kowalski
and Hayes [9] used a very different approach to show that ordered resolution is
complete: a semantic tree argument.

3 Strong Completeness

We begin this section by showing that ordered resolution is a special case of cg-
resolution.5 The key is Lemma 5, which says, in effect, that any total ordering
of literals can be used as a guide for link selection with cg-resolution. It is very
easy to see that ordered links are present in any spanned connection graph since
the path containing the maximal element from each clause must contain a link.
The lemma says that every ordered link not yet activated must be present.

First, we point out that ground clauses become pure only because of links
deleted after activation.

Lemma 4. A ground clause may become pure only from a cg-resolution step
activating the sole link to one of its literals.

Proof: Given clauses C = {pC}∪A and D = {pD}∪B, and link L = {pC , pD},
consider a cg-resolution step activating L, producing the cg-resolvent E = A∪B.
Clauses C and D were not pure prior to activating L. If L is the only link to pC
or to pD, then one or both parents may become pure and be deleted. All links
to the deleted clause(s) will also be deleted.

To see that not other clause has become pure, consider links to literals in A
or in B. All such links are inherited in the cg-resolvent. As a result, any clause
linked to a deleted parent has gained exactly one link for each link removed due
to deletion of the parent. Now consider links (other than L) to pC . If there are
any such, then C did not become pure, and those links remain. If there are none,
then none (other than L) were removed. The same argument applies to links to
pD. ut
5 This observation was made independently by Harald Ganzinger.
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Lemma 4 essentially states that “cascading purity” is not possible at the
ground level. Deletion of a pure clause and its links happens only when that
clause is the parent of a resolvent and cannot cause another clause to become
pure.

Lemma 5. Let G be a connection graph with the full set of links, and suppose
that the literals of G have a total ordering. Suppose further that (S,L) is ob-
tained by a sequence of ordered cg-resolution steps. Then every ordered link in
S must either be in L or have been directly activated.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that the ordered link {lE ,−lF } in S is not present
in L and has not been activated. Since the initial graph G was a full graph, this
link must have been deleted in an earlier cg-resolution step. Hence at least one
of the two clauses E, F is a resolvent, say E = {l} ∪ E′ is the resolvent of C
and D. Then l cannot be maximal in its parent, nor can any occurrence of it be
maximal in any of its ancestors. Thus, the link {lE ,−lF } can never have been
activated and hence could never have been deleted. ut

One way to interpret the lemma is that for ordered resolution, link deletions
are no more than a convenient means of preventing links from being activated
more than once. Specifically, we have

Theorem 2. Let G be any set of clauses with the full set of links. If the literals
of G are totally ordered, then, with respect to that ordering, ordered resolution
and ordered cg-resolution are identical. ut

We will demonstrate the (affirmation and refutation) strong completeness of
ordered resolution by proving two theorems. First, as long as no link is activated
more than once and tautologies are not used as parent clauses, any sequence
of ordered resolutions must eventually terminate, producing a saturated clause
set. Secondly, if a formula is unsatisfiable, the saturated clause set contains the
empty clause.

We assume the atom set is totally ordered, and that the literal set has been
ordered by making −p the immediate successor of p. That ordering (and its
extension to links and clauses) will be referred to as the atom ordering. Observe
that the clause ordering is total and well founded. Observe also that under this
ordering, an ordered resolvent precedes both of its parents (as long as neither
parent is a tautology). We use head of a clause to denote the largest literal in
the clause.

Theorem 3. If G is a clause set, and if the literals of G have the atom order-
ing, then ordered resolution must terminate; that is, any sequence of ordered
resolution steps in which no link is activated more than once and tautologies are
not used as parent clauses will eventually produce a clause set with the property
that every ordered link has been activated once.
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Proof. Let G be a set of clauses, and let A = {p1, p2, ..., pn} be the atom set of
G, where pi ≺ pj if i < j. No ordered resolvent that does not use a tautology
can ever produce a new pn link, so the number of pn links is fixed, say there are
Nnpn links. New (ordered) pn−1 links can be produced by activations of (some
of) those Nnpn links. Thus, the number of (ordered) pn−1 links that can ever be
produced is fixed, regardless of the order in which links are activated. Similarly,
new pn−2 links can be produced only if pn or pn−1 links are activated. Since only
finitely many such activations are possible, only finitely many new pn−2 links
can be produced. Continuing inductively, only finitely many ordered links can
ever exist, so only finitely many ordered cg-resolvents are possible. We emphasize
that the order in which links are activated has no impact on this analysis, and
the proof is complete. ut

The proof method for the next theorem6 is due to Bachmair and
Ganzinger [1]; the proof presented below is a refinement of an elegant expo-
sition by Paliath Narendran. Interpretations in the proof will be described as a
set of atoms, indicating that atoms in the set are assigned true and atoms not
in the set are assigned false.

Theorem 4. Let S be an unsatisfiable set of clauses that is saturated with
respect to ordered resolution. Then S contains the empty clause.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that S does not contain the empty clause. Let
S = {C1, C2, ..., Ck} where Ci ≺ Cj if i < j. For each Ci, iteratively define an
interpretation Ii, where I0 = ∅, and the interpretation Ii is constructed from Ii−1
as follows: Ii = Ii−1 if the maximal literal in Ci is negative or if Ii−1 satisfies Ci.
Otherwise, Ii = Ii−1 ∪ {q} where q is the maximal literal in Ci. In that case, Ci
is said to produce q. Let Ĩ = Ik.

Now, since S is unsatisfiable, there is a first clause Ci that is falsified by Ĩ.
Then the head of Ci cannot be positive, since if it were and since Ĩ falsifies the
other literals in Ci, Ĩ would assign true to the head. Let −p be the head of Ci.
Then p must occur in some earlier clause Cj that produced p. All other literals
in Cj are false since otherwise Cj would not have produced p. This implies that
neither Cj nor Ci is a tautology; in particular, every non-head literal in both
clauses precedes p and is different from p and is falsified by Ĩ. Hence {pCj ,−pCi}
is an ordered link. Resolving produces a clause C that is falsified by Ĩ. Moreover,
C precedes both Cj and Ci, contradicting the fact that Ci is the first clause
falsified by Ĩ. ut

Theorem 4 is known but is based on the assumption of saturation. In combi-
nation with Theorem 3, it can be seen that for ordered cg-resolution, saturation
criteria need never be tested: The supply of ordered links is simply guaranteed
to run out, regardless of the order in which they are selected.
6 Ordered resolution is attributed to J. Reynolds [13]. Variations have been proven

complete by Kowalski and Hayes [9] and by Joyner [8].
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4 First Order Issues

In the first order case, each literal in a resolvent must of course be instantiated
with the most general unifier (mgu) of the activated link. One side effect could
be that the literals of “inherited links” are no longer unifiable, in which case
there is no inherited link. Even when these literals are unifiable, the mgu may
be incompatible with other links in the resolvent — see [10]. Such incompatibility
enables deletion of the link. The point is that the situation is quite different from
that described by Lemma 4: Literals other than those resolved on may become
pure, resulting in cascaded pure clauses (see, for example, [7, p. 4]).

Consider the example in Figure 1. The variables are x, y, z, v, and w.

(1) p(f(x), b)
{f(x)/y, b/z}

(2) p(y, z) ∨ q(y, z)
{v/y, w/z}

(3) q(v, w) ∨ r(w)
{a/w}

(4) r(a)
{f(x)/v, b/w}

(5) q(f(x), b)

Fig. 1. Cascading purity at the first order level.

Activating the dashed link produces (5), and (2) becomes pure. Removing (2)
does not immediately purify (3) because of the inherited link to the resolvent.
But the mgu for this link binds w to b, whereas the mgu for the other link to (3)
binds w to a; due to this incompatibility, either link may be deleted, rendering
(3) pure. Note also that if the negated literal in (3) were q(v, a), the link to (2)
would not have been inherited at all.

This makes lifting with purity difficult, but as will be seen, lifting is a big
problem in cg-resolution even without purity.

First we observe that completeness for standard resolution without self-
resolution (both parent clauses are variants of the same clause) is not open as
indicated in [7, p. 123]. To see this, it is sufficient to consider P1-resolution[14].
Since one parent is positive and one is negative (later called “mixed”) in each
resolution step, they cannot be lifted to the same clause. This renders unneces-
sary some but not all applications of the “copy rule” (in which a new variant of
a clause together with suitable link occurrences is generated).

Unfortunately, ordered resolution does not substantially improve Eisinger’s
copying strategy. The reason is that the total ordering on literals required in
Theorems 2 and 3 above, does not lift to the first order level. These results hinge
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on the fact that there is exactly one maximal literal per clause, which is not
the case on the first order level (see the following section). To see that literal
orders do not work, the example7 of [7, p. 125] suffices with the ground atom
order, where Pab > Pba > Paa > Pbb. Hence, the lifting problems identified by
Eisinger apply here as well; the only known remedy is to copy enough clauses
and links to ensure that lifting works.

4.1 Strong Completeness

Judicious use of the copy rule can guarantee completeness. Even so, ordered
resolution does not help prove first order strong completeness. An ordered reso-
lution proof on the first order level is in general not a cg-resolution proof. The
culprit here is the same as in the previous section: One cannot totally order first
order literals and preserve the lifting property (l < l′ implies lσ < l′σ for all
substitutions σ) required for ordered resolution; for example, unifiable literals
cannot be ordered.

In fact, when enough unifiable literals are present in a clause set, ordered
resolution gives no guidance at all and boils down to standard resolution. This
can be demonstrated with a first order version of Eisinger’s cyclic example.

Example 1. Eisinger’s cyclic derivation is based on the unsatisfiable ground c-
graph displayed on the right.

Consider the first order c-graph obtained
by replacing each positive literal P with
m(xP , c+

P ), each negative literal −P with
m(xP , c−

P ) and adding the clauses −m(xP , c+
P )∨

−m(xP , c−
P ) for all atoms P . The xp are vari-

ables and the c+
p , c−

p are constants. In the re-
sulting c-graph:

PQ RS

-Q-R

-PQ R-S

– There is an unsatisfiable clause set,
– all literals in both the graph and all of its resolvents are maximal wrt any

literal order,8

– and each ground cg-resolution step from Eisinger’s example can be simulated
by two admissible ordered resolution steps on the first order level involving
one of the additional clauses.

Hence no literal order can exclude an “Eisinger-cycle”. This destroys all hope
for achieving strong completeness through orders.

Just as in the propositional case, the root of the problem is in the destructive
nature of the calculus: In standard first order resolution, a clause is unaffected
7 The example is too lengthy to be reproduced here.
8 Depending on the order, some polarities of literals may have to be adjusted or

arguments of predicates exchanged; the present transformation works for orders in
which negative literals are larger than positive ones and the first argument has
precedence over the second one.
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when it becomes the parent of a resolvent, whereas in cg-resolution one of its
links is destroyed. This lifts only from ground proofs in which every instance of
the activated link is deleted. On the other hand, the copy rule can be restricted
to clauses that contain a literal which might resolve with more than one other
clause.

An alternative to lifting would be to find a termination order that works
directly on first order connection graphs. However, this seems more difficult than
for the ground case (see Section 3), in part because the factoring rule copies links
excessively.

4.2 Resolution with Selection Functions

Because total ground orderings become partial when extended to the first order
case, ordered resolution is too weak a restriction for approximating first order
cg-resolution. A resolution refinement which does not have this drawback is
resolution with selection functions. A selection function f selects exactly one
literal per clause and must be liftable. This works fine, because the proof of
Theorem 2 can be lifted and literal selection is not ambiguous even for first
order clauses. There is a drawback, of course: Resolution with arbitrary selection
functions is incomplete in general.

On the other hand, resolution with selection functions is complete when no
factoring is required9, for example, for Horn or unit refutable clause sets. Strong
completeness (without copying) for these classes was already known by [7], but
at least the proof via selection functions is much simpler.

Acknowledgement. Bernhard Beckert noticed an error in an earlier version
and gave several useful and simplifying suggestions. A discussion with Harald
Ganzinger helped clarify several issues.
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Abstract. We give a proof of refutational completeness for Extended
Narrowing And Resolution (ENAR), a calculus introduced by Dowek,
Hardin and Kirchner in the context of Theorem Proving Modulo. ENAR
integrates narrowing with respect to a set of rewrite rules on proposi-
tions into automated first-order theorem proving by resolution. Our proof
allows to impose ordering restrictions on ENAR and provides general re-
dundancy criteria, which are crucial for finding nontrivial proofs. On the
other hand, it requires confluence and termination of the rewrite system,
and in addition the existence of a well-founded ordering on propositions
that is compatible with rewriting, compatible with ground inferences, to-
tal on ground clauses, and has some additional technical properties. Such
orderings exist for hierarchical definitions of predicates. As an example
we provide such an ordering for a fragment of set theory.

1 Introduction

Dowek, Hardin and Kirchner [6] introduce Theorem Proving Modulo and in that
context the calculus Extended Narrowing And Resolution (ENAR). They show
completeness of ENAR by transforming proofs in a sequent calculus modulo a
congruence on formulas into ENAR proofs with respect to the same congruence
represented by a term rewriting system, using cut elimination for the sequent
calculus in the process. Dowek and Werner [7] show the cut elimination property
for the cases of HOL-λσ, quantifier-free theories and positive theories.

Here we give an alternate completeness proof based on the reduction-of-
counterexamples method developed over recent years [3]. This allows to impose
ordering restrictions on the calculus and provides a strong notion of redundancy,
which is crucial for solving larger problems. The proof requires a well-founded
ordering on propositions with certain properties such as compatibility with the
rewrite relation. Such orderings exist for hierarchical definitions of predicates.
As an example we define such an ordering for a small fragment of set theory.

From the viewpoint of automated theorem proving it is interesting to study
how the technique for proving refutational completeness can be extended to
handle skolemization or even quantifiers in formulas. Since logical equivalence
is lost by skolemization, we have to adapt the notion of soundness of the cal-
culus accordingly. By capturing the effect of skolemization in the addition of
skolemization axioms, we can keep logical equivalence for most of the proof.
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Finally, it is interesting to study calculi with built-in theories in order to im-
prove the efficiency of automated theorem provers. It is generally recognized that
automated theorem provers have problems proving theorems in theories with per-
mutative axioms like associativity, commutativity, distributivity and the inverse
law which are common in algebra, and there have been various approaches to
the integration of these axioms into provers [17,11,16,5,2,8,13,14,15]. A similar
argument holds for the use of equivalences on the level of logical formulas. State-
of-the-art resolution theorem provers such as SPASS do a clause normal form
transformation once at the beginning, which destroys in particular the equiva-
lences. With some effort it is possible to reconstruct the equivalences [12] and
take advantage of them, but to us it seems more fruitful to work towards using
them directly. There has been some work on nonclausal resolution by Bachmair
and Ganzinger [1], but this does not cover formulas with quantifiers.

2 Preliminaries

We consider first-order logic without equality with respect to fixed sets P of pred-
icate symbols and F of function symbols. We assume that F contains countably
many function symbols of each arity, in order to provide sufficiently many fresh
function symbols for skolemization. An atom is a formula p(t1, . . . , tn) where
p ∈ P and t1, . . . , tn are terms. Propositions are built from atoms, > (truth), ⊥
(falsity), by the junctors ∧ , ∨ , ¬, → (implication), ↔ (equivalence), and the
quantifiers ∀ and ∃. We use the double arrow for rewriting: ⇒ for a rule or a
single step and ∗⇒ for the reflexive-transitive closure of ⇒. !⇒ rewrites to normal
form, i.e. s

!⇒ t if s
∗⇒ t and t is irreducible. We write P |π for the subproposition

or subterm of a proposition P at the position π, and P [Q]π or P [t]π for the
proposition P where we have replaced the subformula or subterm at position π
by Q or t, respectively.

A literal is either an atom or the negation of an atom, and a clause is a
disjunction of literals. We will use constrained clauses of the form C [C] where
C is a clause and C is a constraint. A syntactic equality constraint s ≈ t is
satisfied for those ground substitutions σ that unify s and t, i.e. where sσ = tσ.
Analogously, for a fixed given ordering � on ground terms, σ satisfies an ordering
constraint s � t if sσ � tσ. We will use constraints that are conjunctions of these
atomic constraints. The meaning of a constrained clause is the set of ground
instances obtained by substitutions that satisfy the constraint.

A (finite) multiset M over a set S is a function from S into the natural
numbers such that M(x) > 0 only for finitely many x in S. For each x in S,
M(x) denotes the number of occurrences of x in M . The multiset extension �mul
of a strict partial ordering � is the strict partial ordering on multisets over S
that is defined by M �mul N if and only if M 6= N and for all x in S such
that N(x) > M(x) there exists an y in S such that y � x and M(y) > N(y).
We will use that the multiset extension of a total ordering is total, that the
multiset extension preserves well-foundedness, and that the ordering on multisets
is dominated by the ordering on their maximal elements.
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We consider propositions to be modulo associativity and commutativity (AC)
for ∨ and ∧ . In particular, clauses that differ only in the order of their literals
are identical. We write {t1/x1, . . . , tn/xn} for the substitution that replaces xi

by ti for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
We use the following rules for the transformation to clause normal form:

¬⊥ ⇒ > (1)
¬> ⇒ ⊥ (2)

⊥ ∧ P ⇒ ⊥ (3)
> ∧ P ⇒ P (4)
⊥ ∨ P ⇒ P (5)
> ∨ P ⇒ > (6)
P ↔ Q ⇒ (P → Q) ∧ (Q → P ) (7)
P → Q ⇒ ¬P ∨ Q (8)

¬¬P ⇒ P (9)
¬(P ∨ Q) ⇒ ¬P ∧ ¬Q (10)
¬(P ∧ Q) ⇒ ¬P ∨ ¬Q (11)

¬(∀x P ) ⇒ ∃x¬P (12)
¬(∃x P ) ⇒ ∀x¬P (13)

P ∨ (Q1 ∧ Q2) ⇒ (P ∨ Q1) ∧ (P ∨ Q2) (14)
∀x P ⇒ P{z/x} (15)
∃x P ⇒ P{f(y1, . . . , yn)/x} (16)

where in (15) z is a new variable, and in (16) f is a fresh function symbol and
x, y1, . . . , yn are the free variables of P . A clause normal form of a proposition P
is obtained by exhaustively applying these rules, with the restriction that (1)–
(13) must be applied before (15) and (16), in order to apply the quantifier
rules only below positive contexts. The clause normal form transformation is
nondeterministic by the choice of new variables and fresh function symbols. This
is not a problem, as in any context where a clause normal form is needed any one
will do, i.e. this is don’t-care-nondeterminism. Note that by this definition clauses
are not sets, but are formed from the same symbols as logical propositions. In
particular, the empty clause is ⊥. Also, by equivalence modulo AC these clauses
behave as multisets, where the same element may occur several times.

If we consider free variables to be universally quantified then (1)–(15) are log-
ical equivalences, while (16) is only an implication from right to left. It becomes
an equivalence if we add the implication in the other direction:

∀y1, . . . , yn.(∃x.P ) → P{f(y1, . . . , yn)/x} (17)

We call (17) the skolem axiom for the skolem function symbol f with respect
to ∃x.P . We call a set of skolem axioms S fresh with respect to a set of propo-
sitions N if no skolem function symbol of S occurs in N , and there is only one
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skolem axiom for every skolem function symbol in S. A fresh set of skolem ax-
ioms is always obtained when fresh function symbols are used for skolemization.

Lemma 1 Let N be a set of propositions and S a set of skolem axioms that is
fresh with respect to N , and let I be a model of N . Then there exists a model I ′

of N ∪ S.

Proof: Sketch: define the interpretation of skolem functions in I ′ so that they
provide witnesses for the true instances of their corresponding existential for-
mula. Since S is fresh this is possible without changing the truth value of N .

Lemma 1 isolates the argument that the clause normal form transformation
preserves satisfiability. By adding skolem axioms to our theory at the beginning,
we get logical equivalence for all later steps. This simplifies our arguments below.

3 Rewriting on Propositions

Let Rp be a set of rewrite rules on first-order propositions such that left-hand
sides are atomic, let Rt be a set of rewrite rules on terms, and let R = Rp ∪ Rt.
The right-hand side of a rule in R may contain only free variables that also
occur in the left-hand side. We write TRp

for the logical meaning of Rp, which is
the set of logical equivalences {l ↔ r | l ⇒ r ∈ R}. The intended meaning of the
rules in Rt is equality. However, equality is not directly available to us, since we
use first-order logic without built-in equality. As an alternative, we may apply
Leibniz’ equality to atomic propositions to obtain a set of equivalences that
capture the logical meaning of Rt. That is, we let

TRt = {A[l]π ↔ A[r]π | l ⇒ r ∈ R, A an atom, and π a position in A}.

This is adequate, since any model that satisfies TRt
can be factored through the

congruence induced by Rt to obtain a model of Rt with respect to first-order
logic with equality, while preserving the truth value of propositions. Finally, we
let TR = TRp

∪ TRt
. The theory TR is compatible with the rewrite rules in R

in the sense of Dowek, Hardin and Kirchner [6]. It is somewhat smaller than
the one given there, as it includes equivalences only for single rewrite steps and
relies on the properties of logical equivalence for reflexive-transitive closure and
for closure under contexts of logical operators and substitutions.

We assume that R is confluent and terminating modulo AC for ∧ and ∨ ,
and write R(P ) for the normal form of a proposition P with respect to ⇒R.

4 The Inference System ENAR

An inference system is a set of inferences on constrained clauses. Each inference
has a main premise C, zero or more side premises C1, . . . , Cn, and a conclu-
sion D, and is written

C C1 . . . Cn

D
.
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The main premise and the side premises have different roles in the completeness
proof and in the resulting notion of redundancy for inferences.

The calculus of Extended Narrowing And Resolution (ENAR) consists of the
following two rules operating on constrained clauses:

Extended Resolution
¬A1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬An ∨ C [C1] B1 ∨ . . . ∨ Bm ∨ D [C2]

C ∨ D [C1 ∧ C2 ∧ A1 ≈ . . . ≈ An ≈ B1 ≈ . . . ≈ Bm]

where A1 ≈ . . . ≈ An ≈ B1 ≈ . . . ≈ Bm is an abbreviation for A1 ≈ A2 ∧
. . . ∧ A1 ≈ An ∧ A1 ≈ B1 ∧ . . . ∧ A1 ≈ Bm. The main premise of Extended
Resolution is ¬A1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬An ∨ C [C1].

Extended Narrowing
U [C]

cl(U [r]π) [C ∧ (U |π ≈ l)]

where l ⇒ r is a rule in R and U |π is not a variable.

Here cl(P ) denotes one of the clauses in a clause normal form of P .
This calculus is slightly different from the original one [6], as it doesn’t use

equality modulo a congruence. On the other hand, we allow the use of rewrite
rules on terms. This is somewhat closer to an implementation, as in general the
solving of the constraint in the original calculus would also be done by some form
of narrowing. Note that by the redundancy criteria which we introduce below
and by the use of equality constraints we cover also refined variants of narrowing
such as normalized and basic narrowing. To keep the exposition simple we do not
cover the case of narrowing modulo associativity and commutativity (AC). The
extension of our calculus to AC can be done using well-known techniques [11].

5 The Ordering on Propositions

We say that an ordering has the multiset property for ∨ if L � L′ for any
literal L′ in a clause C implies L � C. We assume an ordering � on propositions
that is well-founded, total on ground clauses, that has the multiset property
for ∨ , that satisfies ¬A � A for any atom A, that is compatible with rewriting,
i.e., (⇒R) ⊆ (�), and A ⇒R P implies A � B for every ground instance B of an
atom in P . The latter implies compatibility with Extended Narrowing, i.e. C � D
for every ground inference with main premise C and conclusion D. Compatibility
with Extended Resolution follows by the multiset property. Note that we have
replaced compatibility with rewrite rules and with contexts by the somewhat
weaker compatibility with rewriting, i.e. the application of rewrite rules under
contexts. We have done this because it is difficult to obtain compatibility with
contexts for quantifiers under negative contexts.

The property that A is greater than any ground instance of some B with
free variables is not satisfied by typical term orderings, in particular not by
simplification orderings. The separation of propositions and terms can be used
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to avoid this problem by giving predicate symbols precedence over terms. This
technique is applicable in particular for hierarchical definitions of predicates by
equivalences, e.g. in set theory. We present an example below.

6 Constructing Herbrand Models That Satisfy the
Equivalences

We now define a function, called closureR, that maps a Herbrand interpreta-
tion Hi for ground atoms that are irreducible by R to a Herbrand interpretation
for all ground atoms. The mapping is defined in such a way that the interpreta-
tion of irreducible atoms is not changed and TR becomes true in closureR(Hi).

Let Hi be a set of ground atoms irreducible by R. We construct a tree from
each closed proposition, whose inner nodes are labeled by ∧ , ∨ and ¬ and
whose leaves are irreducible ground atoms. ↔ and → are always expanded using
rules (7) and (8).
1. The tree for a reducible proposition P (w.r.t. R) is the tree for the normal

form of P with respect to R.
2. The tree for an irreducible ground atom A is a leaf labeled A.
3. The tree for an irreducible proposition P ∧ Q is labeled ∧ at the root and

has as children the trees for P and Q.
4. The tree for an irreducible proposition P ∨ Q is labeled ∨ at the root and

has as children the trees for P and Q.
5. The tree for an irreducible proposition ¬P is labeled ¬ at the root and has

the tree for P as the only child.
6. The tree for an irreducible proposition ∀x.P is labeled ∧ at the root and has

as children all trees for P{t/x} where t is a ground term.
7. The tree for an irreducible proposition ∃x.P is labeled ∨ at the root and has

as children all trees for P{t/x} where t is a ground term.

Lemma 2 All the branches of the tree are finite.

Proof: The only possible source of nontermination is the interaction of rewriting
and instantiation of quantifiers. One of the properties of � is that a rewrite step
followed by instantiation decreases all propositions in the ordering. Since � is a
well-founded ordering this implies termination. 2

Now we label the nodes of the tree with truth values true or false from the bottom
up. A leaf A is labeled true if A ∈ Hi, and false otherwise. A node labeled with ∧
is labeled true if all its children are labeled true, and false otherwise. A node
labeled with ∨ is labeled true if some of its children is labeled true, and false
otherwise. A node labeled ¬ is labeled true if its child is labeled false and vice-
versa. Since all branches are finite all the nodes are labeled. We let A belong to
closureR(Hi) if the root of the tree for A is labeled true.

Lemma 3 Let T be a tree for a closed proposition P . Then the root of T is
labeled true if and only if P is true in closureR(Hi).
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Proof: By structural induction over the proposition. 2

Lemma 4 closureR(Hi) |= TR.

Proof: Consider some equivalence A ↔ P in TR. The tree for A is identical to
the tree for P , because both are the tree for the normal form of A with respect
to R, which is unique by confluence and termination of R. Hence their truth
value is equal and the equivalence holds. 2

7 Refutational Completeness

To be able to lift narrowing steps on terms to constrained narrowing we use the
standard technique that considers only reduced ground instances on the ground
level. This technique was originally used to show completeness of basic narrow-
ing [9], and later for constrained or basic first-order calculi [4,10]. Formally, a
substitution σ is reduced if xσ is irreducible with respect to Rt for all variables x.
An instance is called reduced if it is obtained by a reduced substitution. We write
gnd(N) for the set of ground instances of clauses in N , and rgndR(N) for the
subset of reduced ground instances of clauses in N . Note that ground instances
have to satisfy the constraint. We also consider reduced ground inferences. Since
premises can always be made ground, the restriction to reduced instances of
inferences restricts only the instantiation of newly introduced variables in con-
clusions. We will show that ENAR is refutationally complete by showing that
ENAR has the reduction property for counterexamples, using the approach of
Bachmair and Ganzinger [3].

We will define mutually recursive functions I and P that map a set of ground
clauses to a set of ground atoms. Here I stands for “interpretation” and P for
“produced”. Let M be a set of ground clauses. P (M) defines the interpretation
of ground atoms that are irreducible with respect to R, and I(M) extends P (M)
to all ground atoms, using the function closureR defined above.

The definition is with respect to the well-ordering � on ground clauses, con-
sidering the ground clauses in M in turn. For some ground clause C we write
M≺C (M�C) for the ground clauses in M that are smaller than C (less or
equal to C).

P (M) =
⋃

C∈M

∆(M, C)

∆(M, C) =






{A} if C is false in I(M≺C),
C = C ′ ∨ A ∨ . . . ∨ A where A � C′, and
A is irreducible by R; or

∅ otherwise.

I(M) = closureR(P (M))

Finally we define the interpretation of a set of (non-ground) clauses N by

I(N) = I(rgndR(N)).
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We write NC for rgndR(N)≺C . Note that ∆(M, C) = ∆(M≺C , C) = ∆(NC , C),
since this is the part of M that is used recursively. Since we start the definition
of I(N) with the set of reduced ground instances of N , the set ∆(rgndR(N), C)
is the increment that takes us from P (rgndR(N)≺C) to P (rgndR(N)�C).

We say that a ground clause C produces A if A ∈ ∆(rgndR(N), C). We say
that a ground clause C is a counterexample for I(N) if it is in rgndR(N) and
false in I(N). Let C be the least counterexample for I(N) and let I be a ground
inference with main premise C and conclusion D such that C � D. We say
that I reduces the counterexample C (with respect to I(N)) if I(N) |= ¬D.
An inference system Calc has the reduction property for counterexamples (with
respect to I) if there is a reduced ground instance of an inference in Calc that
reduces C with respect to I(N) for any set N of ground clauses such that I(N)
has the least counterexample C 6= ⊥.

Lemma 5 ENAR has the reduction property for counterexamples.

Proof: Let N be a set of clauses, let C be the least counterexample in I(N) and
suppose C 6= ⊥. Then C is the reduced ground instance of a clause Ĉ in N and
has the form C ′ ∨ L ∨ . . . ∨ L where L � C′ for some literal L.

(1) Suppose L is reducible by R. We have L = A or L = ¬A and A is
reducible by some rule B ⇒ P̂ in R, where A = Bσ and P = P̂ σ. We consider
the single R-step A ⇒ P applied to C[A]π, resulting in the formula C[P ]π
that is false in I(N), since the equivalence A ↔ P holds in I(N). Any clause
normal form of C[P ]π implies C[P ]π, as skolemization is an implication in the
reverse direction. Since C[P ]π is false in I(N), the clause normal form is also
false in I(N), and there is a ground instance of a clause in the CNF that is false
in I(N). As C is a reduced ground instance of some clause Ĉ in N , the position π
can not be a variable position of Ĉ. Hence there exists an Extended Narrowing
inference

Ĉ[Â]π [C]
D̂i [C ∧ Â ≈ B]

such that D̂1 ∧ . . . ∧ D̂n is a clause normal form of Ĉ[P̂ ] and D̂i [C ∧ Â ≈ B] has
a ground instance D that is false in I(N) for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Since newly
introduced variables are unconstrained we may even choose D to be a reduced
ground instance of D̂i. Hence the inference above reduces the counterexample C.

(2) Otherwise L is irreducible by R.
(2.1) Suppose L is positive, i.e. L = A for some ground atom A. Since C

is false in I(N), A is false in I(N) and in P (N). All other literals are smaller
than A, hence their truth value depends only on the truth values of irreducible
atoms smaller than A, which are the same in I(N) and in I(NC). Therefore C
is false in I(NC). Hence C produces A and is true in IN , a contradiction.

(2.2) Otherwise L is negative, that is, L = ¬A for some atom A. Since L
is false, A is true in I(N), and by irreducibility A must be in P (N). This A is
produced by some reduced ground instance D of a clause D̂ in N with C � D.
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Then D = D′ ∨ A ∨ . . . ∨ A, A � D′, and D′ is false in I(ND). No clause
greater than or equal to D can make a literal in D′ become true, hence D′ is
false in I(N). We can resolve C and D:

C ′ ∨ ¬A ∨ . . . ∨ ¬A D′ ∨ A ∨ . . . ∨ A

C ′ ∨ D′

This is a reduced ground instance of Extended Resolution that reduces C. 2

Lemma 6 Let N be a set of clauses that is closed under ENAR. Then either
⊥ ∈ N or I(N) |= rgndR(N).

Proof: Suppose C 6= ⊥ is the least counterexample in N for I(N). Then by the
reduction property there exists a reduced ground inference

C C1 . . . Cn

D

that is an instance of an inference in ENAR that reduces C. That implies that D is
false in I(N), and since N is closed under ENAR the ground clause D is a reduced
ground instance of N and hence a smaller counterexample, a contradiction to
the minimality of C. 2

A reduced ground instance Cσ of a constrained clause C is called redundant
in N (with respect to R) if there exist reduced ground instances C1σ1, . . . , Ckσk

of clauses C1, . . . , Ck in N such that Cσ � Ciσi for i = 1, . . . , k, and TR ∪
{C1σ1, . . . , Ckσk} |= Cσ.

A reduced ground instance

C1σ . . . Cnσ

Cσ
of an inference

C1 . . . Cn

C

where Cnσ is the main premise is called redundant in N (with respect to R) if
either one of the premises C1σ, . . . , Cnσ is redundant, or if there exist reduced
ground instances D1σ1, . . . , Dkσk of N such that Cnσ � Diσi for i = 1, . . . , k and
TR ∪ {D1σ1, . . . , Dkσk} |= Cσ. A non-ground clause or inference is redundant if
all its reduced ground instances are redundant. The following well-known lemma
allows to delete clauses without losing redundancy.

Lemma 7 Let N be a set of constrained clauses and M the set of redundant
clauses in N . If a constrained clause C is redundant in N then it is redundant
in N \ M .

Proof: Consider the least reduced ground instance of C that violates this prop-
erty and derive a contradiction. 2

A set N of clauses is called saturated up to redundancy (with respect to ENAR)
if all inferences in ENAR from premises in N are redundant.
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Lemma 8 Let N be a set of clauses that is saturated up to redundancy with
respect to ENAR. Then either ⊥ ∈ N or I(N) |= rgndR(N).

Proof: Suppose N is saturated up to redundancy, ⊥ 6∈ N , and I(N) 6|=
rgndR(N). Let C be the least counterexample for I(N) among the reduced
ground instances of N . Since ENAR has the reduction property for counterex-
amples, there exists a reduced ground instance of an inference in ENAR that
reduces C to some clause D that is also false in I(N). Since N is saturated
w.r.t. ENAR, this inference is redundant, hence D follows from TR and reduced
ground instances smaller than C. By minimality of C these are true in I(N),
and D must be true in I(N) as well, a contradiction. 2

A theorem proving derivation is a sequence of sets of clauses N0 ` N1 ` . . .
such that for all steps Ni ` Ni+1, i ≥ 0, either (1) Ni+1 = Ni ∪ {C} for some
constrained clause C such that TR ∪ Ni ∪ Si |= {C} where Si is a set of skolem
axioms, or (2) Ni+1 = Ni\{C} for some constrained clause C which is redundant
in Ni, and

⋃
i Si is fresh with respect to TR ∪ N0. In case (1) we call the step a

deduction step and in case (2) a deletion step. For such a derivation the set of
persistent clauses N∞ is defined as N∞ =

⋃
i≥0
⋂

j≥i Nj .
A simplification may be viewed as two derivation steps {C} ∪ N ` {C, D} ∪

N ` {D} ∪ N . That is, a clause C ∈ N may be simplified to a clause D if
TR ∪ {C} ∪ N |= D and C is redundant in {D} ∪ N .

For example, tautologies are always redundant, and reduction with R is a
simplification. A subsumed clause that has at least one literal more than the
clause that subsumes it is also redundant by this definition. However, the case
where a clause subsumes one of its instances is not covered, as the individual
ground instances do not decrease with respect to �. At the price of some technical
complications it is possible to extend the definition to also cover that case.

We will now show that certain properties are preserved when going from N0
to the limit N∞ or vice-versa.

Lemma 9 Let N be a set of constrained clauses, let I be a model of TR, and let
N0 ` N1 ` . . . be a theorem proving derivation. If all reduced ground instances
of N∞ are true in I then all reduced ground instances of

⋃
i Ni are true in I.

Proof: Consider some reduced ground instance C of some clause Ĉ in
⋃

i Ni. If
Ĉ is in N∞ then C is true by assumption. Otherwise Ĉ has been removed by
some deletion step Ni ` Ni+1, hence it is redundant in Ni and thus in

⋃
i Ni.

Let M be the set of all redundant clause in
⋃

i Ni, then by the above argument
(
⋃

i Ni) \ M ⊆ N∞. Hence C is redundant in N∞ by Lemma 7, and there exist
reduced ground instances of N∞ that together with TR imply C and are true
in I. We conclude that C is true in I. 2

This implies in particular that all reduced ground instances of N0 are true in I.
We say that a clause is unconstrained if its constraint is >. A set of clauses is
unconstrained if all its clauses are unconstrained.
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Lemma 10 Let N be a set of unconstrained clauses. Then rgndR(N) ∪ TRt
|=

gnd(N).

Proof: Consider some ground instance C of a clause Ĉ in gnd(N). Then Ĉ =
U [>] and C = Uσ. By normalizing σ with respect to Rt we obtain the ground
substitution τ = {xσ ⇓Rt

/x | x 6= xσ}. The instance C ′ = Uτ is reduced and
is also a ground instance of Ĉ that solves the trivial constraint >, hence it is
in rgndR(N). All the changes of atoms by the reduction from C to C ′ are covered
by equivalences in TRt

, hence C is a consequence of rgndR(N) ∪ TRt
. 2

Corollary 11 Let N be a set of unconstrained clauses, and let I be a model of
TR. If I is a model of all reduced ground instances of N . Then I is a model of
all ground instances of N .

Lemma 12 Let N0 ` N1 ` . . . be a theorem proving derivation. If TR ∪ N0 is
satisfiable then TR ∪ N∞ is satisfiable.

Proof: Suppose we are given a model I0 of TR ∪ N0. Let S =
⋃

i Si be the set of
skolem axioms used in the derivation. Then by Lemma 1 there exists a model I
of TR ∪ N0 ∪ S. Furthermore, TR ∪ N0 ∪ S is logically equivalent to TR ∪ Ni ∪ S
for i ≥ 0, hence I |= Ni for all i ≥ 0. We conclude I |= N∞. 2

A theorem proving derivation is called fair (with respect to ENAR) if all infer-
ences in ENAR from clauses in N∞ are redundant in Ni for some i ≥ 0. Since the
conclusions of ground inferences are always smaller than the main premise, and
since they imply themselves, an inference can be made redundant by a deduction
step that adds its conclusion. Thus a fair derivation is obtained by considering
inferences in a fair way, i.e. not delaying an inference ad infinitum, and adding
their conclusion if they are not already known to be redundant by some suitable
sufficient criterion.

Lemma 13 Let N0 ` N1 ` . . . be a fair theorem proving derivation. Then N∞
is saturated up to redundancy.

Proof: By fairness we get that every inference from premises in N∞ is redundant
in
⋃

i Ni, and by Lemma 7 in N∞. 2

Theorem 14 Let N0 ` N1 ` . . . be a fair theorem proving derivation such that
N0 is unconstrained. Then N0 is inconsistent if and only if N∞ contains the
empty clause.

Proof: Since the derivation is fair, N∞ is saturated up to redundancy. Thus
either ⊥ ∈ N∞ or I(N∞) |= TR ∪ rgndR(N∞) by Lemma 8. Let S be the
set of skolem axioms used in the derivation. If ⊥ ∈ N∞ then TR ∪ N0 ∪ S
is inconsistent, and in turn TR ∪ N0 is inconsistent by Lemma 1, since S is
fresh. Otherwise I(N∞) |= rgndR(N∞), I(N∞) |= rgndR(N0) by Lemma 9, and
I(N∞) |= gnd(N0)by Lemma 10, and TR ∪ N0 is consistent. 2
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That is, ENAR is refutationally complete with respect to TR.
Looking back at the proof, in particular Lemma 5, we see that we have

indeed proved refutational completeness of a more restricted inference system
that constrains inferences to maximal atoms:

Extended Resolution
¬A1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬An ∨ C [C1] B1 ∨ . . . ∨ Bm ∨ D [C2]
C ∨ D [C1 ∧ C2 ∧ A1 ≈ . . . ≈ Bm ∧ A1 � C ∧ A1 � D]

Extended Narrowing
A ∨ C [C]

cl(A[r]π ∨ C) [C ∧ A|π ≈ l ∧ A � C]

where l ⇒ r is a rule in R and A|π is not a variable.

The ordering constraints are interpreted by the given well-ordering �. To make
this useful in practice it is of course necessary to provide a constraint solver.
Note however, that it is sound to discard the ordering constraints whenever they
are too hard to solve.

8 Example

We consider an example from set theory given by Plaisted and Zhu [12]. Suppose
we have the rewrite rules

x ≈ y ⇒ x ⊆ y ∧ y ⊆ x (18)
x ⊆ y ⇒ ∀z(z ∈ x → z ∈ y) (19)

x ∈ y ∩ z ⇒ x ∈ y ∧ x ∈ z (20)

that describe a fragment of set theory.
We define the ordering on formulas as follows. We start by an ordering on

atoms by letting (s1 ≈ t1) � (s2 ⊆ t2) � (s3 ∈ t3) for all terms s1, s2, s3, t1, t2, t3.
On terms we assume some simplification ordering that is total on ground terms,
for example a lexicographic path ordering. We extend it lexicographically to
atoms with the same predicate symbol. Literals are ordered first with respect to
their atom and then to their polarity. That is, A � B implies [¬]A � [¬]B and
¬A � A for any atoms A and B. This is extended to clauses by the multiset
extension of the literal ordering and to propositions in clause normal form by
the multiset extension of the clause ordering.

This ordering is total on ground clauses, since the term ordering is total, and
it is extended to atoms, literals and clauses so that this property is preserved.
By the same argument it is well-founded.

We have to show that the ordering is compatible with the rewrite relation
followed by instantiation. We first consider the effect of applying a rewrite rule
to a single literal in a clause, and compare the instantiated clause normal forms.
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There are six cases, and we easily see that in each case the ordering holds:

x ≈ y ∨ C � (x ⊆ y ∨ C) ∧ (y ⊆ x ∨ C)
¬x ≈ y ∨ C � ¬x ⊆ y ∨ ¬y ⊆ x ∨ C

x ⊆ y ∨ C � ¬t ∈ x ∨ t ∈ y ∨ C for any ground term t

¬x ⊆ y ∨ C � (f(x, y) ∈ x ∨ C) ∧ (¬f(x, y) ∈ y ∨ C)
x ∈ y ∩ z ∨ C � (x ∈ y ∨ C) ∧ (x ∈ z ∨ C)

¬x ∈ y ∩ z ∨ C � ¬x ∈ y ∨ ¬x ∈ z ∨ C

The first four are covered by the precedence of the predicate symbols, and the
last two by the subterm property of the term ordering. This ordering extends
to a context containing additional clauses. An atom in a proposition may lead
to several occurrences of the atom in the clause normal form. Rewriting such an
atom thus leads to the replacement of several atoms. We may obtain its effect on
the clause normal form by chaining together several of the simple replacements.
Then by transitivity the ordering is compatible with any rewrite step. Since our
ordering includes the transformation to clause normal form, compatibility also
holds for Extended Narrowing inferences.

Now suppose that in this theory we want to prove idempotency of intersec-
tion, i.e., ∀x.x∩x ≈ x. To simplify the presentation, we prove only the direction
∀x.x ∩ x ⊆ x. We negate and skolemize and obtain N0 = {¬a ∩ a ⊆ a}. To illus-
trate the model construction we also give the candidate models corresponding
to the clause sets in the derivation. Since the only clause in N0 has no posi-
tive literal, we get PN0 = ∅. However, I(N) is not empty, as it contains atoms
such as a ⊆ a. We check that C0 = ¬(a ∩ a ⊆ a) is false in I(N) by rewriting
A0 = a ∩ a ⊆ a:

a ∩ a ⊆ a ⇒ (∀x.x ∈ a ∩ a → x ∈ a)
∗⇒ ∀x.(x ∈ a ∧ x ∈ a) → x ∈ a

We easily see that the normal form is a tautology, hence it is true in particular
in I(N0). Then by definition A0 is true and C0 is false in I(N0). Thus C0 is the
least counterexample, as it is the only ground instance of a clause in N0. This
counterexample can be reduced by Extended Narrowing: By rewriting C0 we get

¬(∀x.x ∈ a ∩ a → x ∈ a)

which we have to transform to clause normal form:

¬(∀x.x ∈ a ∩ a → x ∈ a) ∗⇒ ∃x.(x ∈ a ∩ a ∧ ¬(x ∈ a)
⇒ b ∈ a ∩ a ∧ ¬b ∈ a

where b is the skolem constant introduced for x. For each clause in the CNF we
have an Extended Narrowing inference that has it as its conclusion:

¬a ∩ a ⊆ a

b ∈ a ∩ a
(21)

and
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¬a ∩ a ⊆ a

¬b ∈ a
(22)

We pick the first inference as it is false in I(N0), and let N1 = N0∪{b ∈ a∩a}. We
notice that C1 = b ∈ a∩a is not productive, since it is reducible to b ∈ a ∧ b ∈ a,
hence we get another Extended Narrowing inference

b ∈ a ∩ a

b ∈ a

which originates from both clauses of the reduct. We let N2 = N1 ∪{b ∈ a}. Now
b ∈ a is productive in I(N2), i.e., PN2 = {b ∈ a}, and the least counterexample
for I(N1) is once again C0. To reduce it we now need the second inference
above (22), and let N3 = N2 ∪ {¬b ∈ a}. The new clause becomes the least
counterexample. It is irreducible and can be resolved with b ∈ a:

b ∈ a ¬b ∈ a

⊥
In this example we have used the model construction as our guide, choosing
always the inference that reduces the least counterexample. We have done this
to illustrate the model construction. In practice, however, it is usually not feasible
to construct the model explicitly.

9 Conclusions and Further Work

We have proven the refutational completeness for Extended Narrowing and Res-
olution with ordering restrictions, under the proviso that a suitable ordering
for the given theory exists. We have avoided the problem that skolemization
does not preserve logical equivalence by adding axioms implying that equiva-
lence. It remains to investigate how useful ENAR is in practice, with or without
the ordering restrictions. To this end we are currently working on a prototype
implementation of ENAR in ELAN1.

This work may be viewed as a first step towards calculi that integrate clause
normal form computation with inferences. In particular for logical equivalences it
seems preferable to use them for rewriting, instead of destroying their structure
by an initial transformation to clause normal form. ENAR is limited by the fact
that the rewrite system is fixed. It will be interesting to see whether it is possible
to find good inference systems where equivalences are added dynamically, to
perform a kind of paramodulation on the level of propositions.

In the case where the rewrite system is positive in the sense of Dowek and
Werner [7] the closure operation in our model construction resembles their con-
struction of a premodel as a fixpoint of a functional derived from the rewrite
rules. It will be interesting to further investigate this connection for the other
cases in order to better understand which congruences lead to sequent calculi
with the cut elimination property.
1 http://www.loria.fr/equipes/protheo/SOFTWARES/ELAN/
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Abstract. The two-variable-fragment L2
≈ of first order logic is the set

of formulas that do not contain function symbols, that possibly contain
equality, and that contain at most two variables. This paper shows how
resolution theorem-proving techniques can be used to provide an algo-
rithm for deciding whether any given formula in L2

≈ is satisfiable. Pre-
vious resolution-based techniques could deal only with the equality-free
subset L2 of the two-variable fragment.

1 Introduction

The two-variable-fragment L2
≈ is the set of formulas that do not contain func-

tion symbols, that possibly contain equality (≈), and that use only two variables.
The two-variable fragment without equality L2 is the subset of L2

≈ not involving
the predicate ≈. For example, the formula ∀x∃y[r(x, y) ∧ ∀x(r(y, x) → x ≈ y)],
stating that every element is r-related to some element whose only r-successor
is itself, is in L2

≈ (but not in L2). Note in particular the ‘re-use’ of the vari-
able x by nested quantifiers in this example. In the same way, it is possible
to translate modal formulas into L2, (without equality) by reusing variables.
For example, the modal formula 232a can be translated into ∀y(r(x, y) →
∃x(r(y, x) ∧ ∀y(r(x, y) → a(y) ))). No equality is needed for translating modal
formulas.

Both two-variable fragments are known to be decidable. That is: an algorithm
exists which, given any formula φ ∈ L2

≈, will determine whether φ is satisfiable.
In [GKV97], decidability of L2

≈ is proven by analyzing the structure of possible
models, and showing that if a formula φ has any models at all, then it has
a model of size O(2|φ|). This gives in principle a decision procedure in non-
deterministic exponential time. However this procedure is probably inefficient in
practice. This is caused by inherent problems of backtracking. Any backtracking
procedure will be spending time retrying details, that are irrelevant for the truth
of the formula. Intelligent backtracking can decrease this problem, but cannot
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completely remove it. Moreover, a backtracking procedure cannot be prevented
from redoing the same work in different branches. Improved implementations
might decrease this problem, but it cannot be removed completely.

Opposed to this, a resolution procedure works bottom up, starting with the
formula in which one is interested. This means that every clause that is derived is
related to the original formula, and hence more likely to be relevant. Additionally,
a clause can be seen as a lemma, which can be used many times, and which can be
seen as representing the set of its instances. Because of this, the risk of repeated
work is decreased.

Another advantage, of a more practical nature, is that resolution decision pro-
cedures are close to the standard methods of full first-oder automated theorem-
proving, so that existing implementations and optimizations can be used. Indeed
only a small modification in a standard prover is needed in order to obtain a
resolution decision procedure.

To date, resolution-based decision procedures have been developed for var-
ious fragments of first-order logic, including the guarded fragment with equal-
ity, the Gödel class, and the two-variable fragment without equality L2. (See
[dN95],[dN00a],[GdN99]).

A resolution theorem prover (for unrestricted first order logic) works as
follows: The first order formula is translated into a set of clauses through a
clausal normal form-transformation. After that, the resolution prover derives
new clauses, using derivation rules. Examples of derivation rules are resolution,
factoring and paramodulation. The prover can also delete redundant clauses, us-
ing certain deletion rules. Common deletion rules are subsumption, demodulation
and tautology elimination. This process terminates when either the empty clause
is derived, or a stable set of clauses is reached. This is a set for which every clause
that can be derived, can be immediately deleted by one of the deletion rules. For
full first-order logic, there are formulas for which the process will not terminate.

Resolution decision procedures are obtained by first identifying an appropri-
ate clause fragment. Then it is shown that certain restrictions of resolution are
complete for the given clause fragment, and that all newly derived clauses are
within the clause fragment. After that it is shown that the first order formulas
of the fragment under consideration can be translated into the given clause frag-
ment. Finally it is shown that there exists only a finite number of non-redundant
clauses in the given fragment.

The strategy that we give in this paper is different from usual decision pro-
cedures in the fact that it consists of two stages. First, the clauses are partially
saturated under a restricted form of resolution. After that, it is shown that
clauses containing equality can be replaced by clauses without equality, with-
out affecting satisfiability. The result is a clause set that corresponds to L2, the
two-variable fragment without equality.

At this point, one could continue the work by using any decision procedure
for L2; we prefer to stay within the resolution framework. we present a novel
resolution decision procedure based on a liftable order.
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The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 motivates the search for an ef-
ficient decision procedure for L2

≈. Section 3 shows how equality can be removed
from a formula φ of L2

≈ without affecting its satisfiability. Section 4 then presents
the new resolution-based algorithm for determining satisfiability of formulas of
L2. We assume familiarity with the standard terminology and the basic tech-
niques of resolution theorem-proving. The reader is referred to [FLTZ93] Ch. 2
for the relevant definitions.

2 Motivation

A logic is said to have the finite-model property if any satisfiable formula in that
logic is satisfiable in a finite structure. It is easy to see that any fragment of first-
order logic having the finite model property is decidable; and indeed, most of
the known decidable fragments of first-order logic have the finite model property.
(For a comprehensive survey, see Börger, Grädel and Gurevitch [BGG97].) One
such fragment of particular interest here is the so-called Gödel class: the set
of first-order formulas without equality which, when put in prenex form, have
quantifier prefixes matching the pattern ∃∗∀∀∃∗. Gödel [G33] showed that the
Gödel class has the finite model property, and is thus decidable. In the same
paper, Gödel claimed that allowing ≈ in formulas of the Gödel class would
not affect the finite model property, a claim which was later shown to be false
by Goldfarb [G84]. Between these two discoveries, Scott [S62] showed that any
formula of the two-variable fragment can be transformed into a formula in the
Gödel fragment which is equisatisfiable. Relying on Gödel’s incorrect claim, Scott
concluded decidability for L2

≈. Of course, what Scott actually showed was the
decidability for L2 only. That the full two-variable fragment does indeed have
the finite model property was eventually established by Mortimer [M75].

Most proofs of the finite model property actually yield a bound on the size
of a smallest model of a satisfiable formula φ in terms of the size of (number of
symbols in) φ, and the result for the two-variable fragment is a case in point. A
satisfiable formula φ ∈ L2

≈ of size n has a model with at most 2cn elements, for
some constant c (see Bgg97, pp. 377–381). Therefore, we can determine the sat-
isfiability of φ by enumerating all such models, a process which can evidently be
completed in nondeterministic exponential time. Moreover, it can be shown us-
ing standard techniques that satisfiability in L2

≈ is in fact NEXPTIME-complete
(as, indeed, is satisfiability in L2). Hence, the complexity of model enumeration
agrees with the known worst-case complexity of determining satisfiability in L2

≈.
Nevertheless, enumeration of models up to a certain size is in practice an

inefficient method for determining satisfiability in φ ∈ L2
≈, especially if no model

exists. A much more promising method is to adapt a resolution-based theorem
prover so that termination on formulas of L2

≈ is guaranteed. Such an approach
has already been employed for other decidable fragments. In particular, the
Gödel class can be decided using ordered resolution; moreover, as was pointed
out in [FLTZ93], by applying Scott’s reduction from L2 to the Gödel class, the
same technique can be used to decide L2 as well. Unfortunately however, this
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method does not apply to the whole fragment L2
≈, since adding equality to the

Gödel class leads to undecidability. The main contribution of the present paper
is to show that, with the aid of some technical manœuvres, this approach can
nevertheless be extended to the whole fragment L2

≈. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, this is the first really practical decision procedure that has been
proposed for the full two-variable fragment.

The fragment L2
≈ is of particular interest when dealing with natural language

input, because many simple natural language sentences translate into L2
≈. To give

a somewhat fanciful example, the sentence

Every meta-barber shaves every man who shaves no man who shaves himself

translates to the two-variable formula

∀x(meta-barber(x) →
∀y((man(y) ∧ ∀x((man(x) ∧ shave(x, x)) → ¬shave(y, x))) → shave(x, y))).

Although by no means all of English translates to the two-variable fragment
(just think, for example, of ditransitive verbs), a useful subset of English can
nevertheless be treated in this way. In particular, Pratt-Hartmann [PH00] gives
a naturally circumscribed fragment of English which is shown to have exactly
the expressive power of L2

≈. Certainly, the two-variable fragment is more useful
when dealing with natural language than other well-known decidable fragments,
such as the guarded fragment [AvBN98] or any of the quantifier prefix fragments,
whose formulas do not fit translations of natural language constructs easily.

3 Making Equality Disappear

In this section, we give give a method for removing equality from a formula in
L2

≈, based on resolution. Let φ to be some formula of L2
≈. We can assume that φ

contains only unary and binary predicates, since predicates of higher arity—as
long as they feature only two variables—can be removed by a transformation (see
[GKV97] for details). Throughout this section, if ψ(x) is an L2

≈-formula whose
only free variable is x, we use the abbreviation ∃!x ψ(x) for the L2

≈-formula

∃x[ψ(x) ∧ ∀y( ψ(y) → x ≈ y)],

asserting that ψ is satisfied by exactly one object.
Occurrences of the ≈-symbol fall into two groups. Negative occurrences can

be ’simulated’ without recourse to equality. Positive occcurrences can be re-
stricted to those belonging to a ∃! quantifier. This is done in the key step of our
procedure, which is described in Lemma 4. The remaining occurrences of ≈ can
axiomatized within L2. This enables us to remove all occurrences of ≈ .

Definition 1. An atom is defined as usual. A literal is an atom, or its negation.
A formula α is in conjunctive normal form if it has form c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn, where
each ci, (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a disjunction ci = βi,1 ∨ · · · ∨ βi,li of literals.
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A formula in CNF is not the same as a set of clauses, because the clauses can
be universally quantified. We begin by removing individual constants from our
formula φ.

Lemma 1. Let φ ∈ L2
≈, and let the sets of individual constants, unary predicates

and binary predicates occurring in φ be D, P and R, respectively. Let φ′ be the
result of replacing any atoms in φ involving individual constants with formulas
according to the following table:

Atom Replacement formula
p(d) ∃x(p(x) ∧ pd(x))
r(d, x) ∃y(r(y, x) ∧ pd(y))
r(d, y) ∃x(r(x, y) ∧ pd(x))
r(x, d) ∃y(r(x, y) ∧ pd(y))
r(y, d) ∃x(r(y, x) ∧ pd(x))
r(d, d′) ∃x∃y(r(x, y) ∧ pd(x) ∧ pd′(y))

where p ∈ P , r ∈ R, d ∈ D, and where the unary predicates pd(x) (for d ∈ D)
are all new. Then φ is equisatisfiable with

φ0 := φ′ ∧ ∧
d∈D ∃!x pd(x).

In fact, individual constants will be reintroduced later; however removing them
at this point makes the key step described in Lemma 4 much easier to follow.
Next, we convert to Scott normal form. The following result is standard (see,
e.g. [BGG97] lemma 8.1.2).

Lemma 2. Let φ be a formula in L2
≈. There is an equisatisfiable formula φ1

with form φ1 = β1 ∧ · · ·∧βn, where each βi has one of the following three forms:

∃x αi, ∀x∃y αi, or ∀x∀y αi.

Each αi is a formula in conjunctive normal form. We call the types of the βi

from left to right Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3. If βi is a Type 1 formula, then αi

contains at most the variable x. If βi is a Type 2 or a Type 3 formula, then αi

contains at most the variables x and y. There are no constants in the αi.

The transformation in question introduces some new predicate letters, but
no new individual constants or function symbols. Next, we move all occurrences
of ≈ out of the αi into the quantifiers.

Lemma 3. Let φ1 be as defined in Lemma 2. Formula φ1 can be transformed
into a formula φ2 = β1 ∧ · · · ∧ βn, where each βi has one of the following forms:

∃x αi,

∀x∃y (x 6≈ y ∧ αi),

or
∀x∀y (x ≈ y ∨ αi).

Now each of the αi is a formula without equality, in conjunctive normal form.
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If φ2 contains more than one Type 3 formula, then they can be merged. In
the sequel we will assume that this is done, and that there is only one Type 3
formula in φ2.

We come to the key idea of the present transformation—the elimination of
the positive occurrence of ≈ in a disjunction ∀x∀y(α(x, y)∨β(x)∨ γ(y)∨x ≈ y)
of φ2. Our solution is to saturate φ2 partially under resolution, and than to
eliminate the disjunctions that have a non-empty α(x, y). When this is done, we
have only disjunctions of the form ∀x∀y(x ≈ y∨β(x)∨γ(y)). These can be read
as: If β(x) does not hold everywhere, and γ(y) does not hold everywhere, then
there is one point c, which is the only point on which β(c) does not hold, and also
the only point on which γ(c) does not hold. This provides the transformation of
≈ into ∃!.

Definition 2. We need the following, restricted version of the resolution rule.
It is restricted because we allow resolution only between two-variable literals.

Let β(x, y) ∨ r1 and ¬β(x, y) ∨ r2 be disjunctions, occurring in an αi of
φ2. Then r1 ∨ r2 is a resolvent. The r1 and r2 are disjunctions of literals. We
implicitly assume that r1 ∨r2 is normalized after the resolution step. That means
that multiple occurrences of the same literal are removed.

We allow swapping of variables, but we do not allow proper instantiation. So
β(y, x) ∨ r1 and ¬β(x, y) ∨ r2 can resolve into r1[x ↔ y] ∨ r2.

Inside a formula φ2, defined as in Lemma 3, we allow resolution as follows:
Resolution is allowed between disjunctions inside the Type 3 formula. The results
are added to the Type 3 formula. We also allow resolution between a disjunction
inside a Type 2 formula and a disjunction inside a Type 3 formula. The result
is added to the Type 2 disjunction that was used.

It is easily checked that the resolution rules are sound. If φ′ is obtained from
φ by a resolution step, then φ′ ↔ φ. Termination follows from the fact that only
finitely many normalized disjunctions exist over a given signature.

Lemma 4. Let φ2 be defined as in Lemma 3. Let φ3 be its closure under res-
olution, as defined in Definition 2. Let φ4 be obtained from φ3 by removing all
disjunctions containing a two-variable literal (other than ≈) from the Type 3
formula. Then φ3 has a model iff φ4 has a model

Proof. It is clear that if φ3 has a model, then φ4 has a model, since resolution
is a sound inference rule.

For the other direction, let B be a structure in which φ4 is true. We will
modify B into a new structure B∗, in which φ3 holds. We use B for the domain
of B. The new structure B∗ will have the same domain B. It will be obtained
from B by changing the truth-values of the two-variable predicates. For the rest,
B∗ will be identical to B.

We assume that both φ3 and φ4 are decomposed as in Lemma 3. We write
β1 ∧· · ·∧βn for the decomposition of φ3, and β′

1 ∧· · ·∧β′
n for the decomposition

of φ4. We define αi and α′
i accordingly. We use t for the index of both Type 3
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subformulas. Obviously the β′
i can be arranged in such a way that (i 6= t) ⇒

(βi = β′
i).

As said before, we intend to reinterprete the two-variable predicates in such
a way that βt becomes true. When doing so, we run the risk of making a βi of
Type 2 false. In order to avoid this we need the following:

For each Type 2 subformula βi of φ4, we assume a choice function fi of type
B → B. It is defined as follows: Because βi = ∀x∃y(x 6≈ y ∧ αi) is true in B,
for each b1 ∈ B, there exists a b2 6= b1 in B, s.t. B∗ |= αi(b1, b2). The choice
function fi is defined by choosing one such b2 for each b1.

Let b1 and b2 be two distinct elements of B. We define the pattern of B on
{b1, b2} as the vector of truth values for the binary predicates involving both of
b1 and b2. So, if p1, . . . , pr are all the binary predicates symbols of φ3, then for
each {b1, b2}, the pattern determines whether or not B |= pj(x, y)(b1, b2) and
whether or not B |= pj(y, x)(b1, b2). It does not say anything about the unary
predicates, nor about B |= pj(x, y)(b1, b1) or B |= pj(x, y)(b2, b2).

The intuition of the construction is as follows: If φ3 is not true in B, this is
caused by the fact that there are (b1, b2) ∈ B, for which B 6|= αt(b1, b2). This
must be caused by the fact there is a disjunction γ(x, y) ∨ δ(x) ∨ η(y) ∈ αt, for
which B 6|= δ(x)(b1), B 6|= η(y)(b2), and B 6|= α(x, y).
We will change the pattern on {b1, b2} in such a way that α(x, y) will become
true.

Before we can proceed, we need to define the subformulas that are involved:
Let λ1, . . . , λi, . . . , λp, p ≥ 0 be the indices of the Type 2 subformulas of φ3, for
which fλi

(b1) = b2, Similarly, let µ1, . . . , µj , . . . , µq, q ≥ 0 be the indices of the
Type 2 subformulas of φ3, for which fµj

(b2) = b1.

The αt and the αλi
and αµj

are formulas in conjunctive normal form, i.e.
conjunctions of disjuctions. We are going to select the disjunctions, whose truth
depends on the binary predicates on {b1, b2}. For each i, (1 ≤ i ≤ p), let α1

λi
be

obtained from αλi
by selecting those disjunctions of which the literals involving

one variable are false in B on (b1, b2). Let α2
λi

be obtained by removing the
one-variable predicates from α1

λi
. For j, (1 ≤ j ≤ q), we define α1

µj
and α2

µj

analogeously.
For αt we need two copies, because of the two directions involved. Let α1

t1 be
obtained from αt be selecting those disjunctions of which the literals involving
one variable are false in B on (b1, b2). Let α2

t1 be obtained by deleting the
one-variable predicates from α1

t1 . Similarly, let α1
t2 be obtained by selecting the

disjunctions, of which the one-variable predicates are false on (b2, b1). Then α2
t2

is obtained by deleting the one-variable predicates from α1
t2 .

It is clear that in order to obtain B∗, it is sufficient to replace in B the
patterns on each {b1, b2}, b1 6= b2 by a pattern making the α2

λi
, α2

µj
, α2

t1 , α
2
t2

true on (b1, b2). The patterns can be replaced in B in parallel.
It remains to show that the patterns exist. This is guaranteed by the fact

that αt and the αi of Type 2 are sufficiently closed under resolution. Since we
are considering a fixed (b1, b2), we are dealing with a propositional problem.
We apply Lemma 11, using r = α2

t1 ∪ α2
t2 , and using c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cm = α2

λi
, α2

µj
.
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It is easily checked that all necessary resolvents are allowed by Definition 2.
The α2

λi
, α2

µj
are consistent, because they are true in B on (b1, b2). It is also

clear α2
t1 ∪ α2

t2 cannot contain the empty clause, since it would originate from
a disjunction in αt for which the one-variable literals are false in B on (b1, b2).
But this disjunction would be in α′

t as well, as it does not contain a two-variable
literal. This contradicts the assumption that φ4 is true in B.

Thus, Lemma 4 tells us that, if we saturate φ3 under resolution, then we
can delete all the disjunctions α(x, y) ∨ β(x) ∨ γ(y) ∨ x ≈ y, for which α(x, y) is
non-empty. Although exhaustive application of resolution is computationally ex-
pensive, in the context of determining satisfiability in the two-variable fragment,
the transformation step from φ3 to φ4 in fact comes for free. This is because ex-
isting resolution-based approaches to determining satisfiability in L2 begin with
conversion to Scott normal form, followed by clausification and exhaustive ap-
plication of ordered resolution anyway. All the present procedure requires is that
we perform a resolution version of resolution first, and then pause to delete the
inseparable clauses, before resuming (pretty well) what we would have done even
if no equality were present. It hardly needs mentioning that the elimination of a
whole set of clauses requires no computation whatever: in particular, the model-
theoretic manipulations used to prove Lemma 4 form no part of the decision
procedure for L2

≈.
The negative occurrences can be easily deleted by introducing a new, non-

reflexive predicate neq. We add a formula ∀x(¬neq(x, x)), and replace each neg-
ative equality x 6≈ y by neq(x, y). We will do this later, we now first concentrate
on the positive equalities in the Type 3 formulas.

The remaining steps in our equality-deletion procedure are all straightfor-
ward. There is (at most) one positive occurrence of ≈ left. In occurs in the
Type 3 subformula αt and the other literals in αt are unary. The following logi-
cal equivalence is simple to verify:

Lemma 5. Let γ(x) be a formula not involving the variable y and let δ(y) a
formula not involving the variable x. Then the formulas

∀x∀y(γ(x) ∨ δ(y) ∨ x ≈ y)

and
∀x γ(x) ∨ ∀x δ(x) ∨ (∃!x ¬ γ(x) ∧ ∀x(γ(x) ↔ δ(x)))

are logically equivalent.

Using this, we can use the splitting rule to decompose the disjunctions of
the Type 3 formula. The result is a formula, in all positive occurrences of ≈
belong to a ∃! quantifier. These can be eliminated by introducing new individual
constants.

Lemma 6. Let η be a conjunction of constant-free L2-formulas in prenex form
with quantifier prefixes ∀x and ∀x∃y, and for each i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) let ζi be a
quantifier- and constant-free formula of L2 not involving the variable y. Define
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θi :=ζi(ei) ∧ ∧
p ∀x(ζi(x) → (p(x) ↔ p(ei)))∧∧

q ∀x∀y(ζi(x) → (q(x, y) ↔ q(ei, y)))∧∧
q ∀x∀y(ζi(x) → (q(y, x) ↔ q(y, ei)))

where e1, . . . em are (new) individual constants, p ranges over all unary predicates
mentioned in η or any of the ζi, and q ranges over all binary predicates mentioned
in η or any of the ζi. Then the formulas

ψ := η ∧ ∧
1≤i≤m ∃!xζi(x)

and

ψ′ := η ∧ ∧
1≤i≤m θi

are equisatisfiable.

Proof. If B |= ψ, then it is easy to expand B to a structure B′ such that
B′ |= ψ′. Conversely, suppose that B′ |= ψ′, where the domain of B′ is B. Let
b1, . . . bm be the denotations of the constants e1, . . . em in B′, respectively. Now
define a function f on B as follows:

f(b) =
{
bi if B′ |= ζi[b]
b otherwise.

And define the structure B with domain f(B) as follows:

B |= p[f(b)] iff B′ |= p[b]
B |= q[f(b), f(b′)] iff B′ |= q[b, b′]

where b ranges over B, p over the unary predicates mentioned in ψ′ and q over
the binary predicates mentioned in ψ′. Since B′ |= ψ′, B is well-defined. It is
then easy to see that B |= ψ.

Theorem 1. Let φ be any formula of L2
≈. Then the steps described in this sec-

tion allow us to compute an equisatisfiable formula φ∗ in the class L2. Indeed,
if φ∗ is satisfiable over some domain, then φ is satisfiable over a subset of that
domain. Moreover, φ∗ can be written as a conjunction of prenex formulas with
quantifier prefixes ∃x, ∀x∀y and ∀x∃y.

Thus, the satisfiability problem for L2
≈ has been reduced to that for L2. Moreover,

as we have observed, no significant extra computational cost is incurred in this
reduction.

Finally, we note that theorem 1 allows us to infer that L2
≈ has the finite

model property from the corresponding fact about the Gödel fragment. This
constitutes an alternative to the proofs cited in Section 2.
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4 The 2-Variable Fragment without Equality

In this section, we provide a new decision procedure for the two-variable frag-
ment without equality. Practically, the method does not differ from the method
given in [dN00a], but the theoretical foundation is different. The method that
we give here is based on a liftable order, i.e. an order that is preserved by sub-
stitution. The advantage of liftable orders, is that they are better understood
theoretically. It is the (far) hope of the authors that this will eventually leed
to an understanding of what makes the resolution decision procedures work. At
this moment, the termination/completeness proofs are a collection of tricks. One
would hope for a real understanding of the relation between model based deci-
sion procedures, and resolution based decision procedures. Decision procedures
based on liftable orders appear to be a step in this direction.

As said before, procedure makes use of indexed resolution [B71], also called
lock resolution. It works as follows: one starts with some clause set upon which
we want to apply resolution. First, integers are attached to the literals in the
initial clause set. This can be done in any arbitrary way; and distinct occurrences
of the same literal can be indexed with different integers. After that, the integers
can be used by an order restriction for determining which literals can be resolved
away. When a resolvent is formed, the literals in the resolvent simply inherit their
indices from the parent clauses. In standard versions of lock-resolution, only the
literals indexed by a maximal integer can be resolved away. Our procedure is
slightly more general: we allow the selection function to look at both the index
and the the literal itself. The key property possessed by this selection function
is that is is obtained by lifting some order ≺ on the ground indexed literals, as
we will explain below.

4.1 Indexed Resolution

Definition 3. An indexed literal is a pair (L, a), where L is a literal, and a is
an element of some index set. We use the index set {0, 1}. We write L:a instead
of (L, a). An indexed clause is a finite set of indexed literals.

The effect of a substitution Θ on an indexed literal A:a is defined by (A:a)Θ =
AΘ:a. The effect of a substitution on a clause is defined memberwise.

In the sequel we use the term clause to mean either a clause (in the usual
sense of a finite set of literals) or an indexed clause. It will be clear from the
context what type of clause we mean. When present, the indices play no role in
the semantics of the clause; however, they do play a role in determining which
literals are selected. Extending the notion of a selection function to indexed
clauses in the obvious way, we define:

Definition 4. A selection function Σ is a function mapping indexed clauses to
indexed clauses for which always Σ(c) ⊆ c. For a clause c, we call the indexed
literals in Σ(c) selected.
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Resolution. Let c1 = {A1:a1}∪R1 and c2 = {¬A2:a2}∪R2 be clauses, s.t. A1
and A2 are unifiable and selected. Let Θ be the most general unifier of A1
and A2. Then the clause R1Θ ∪R2Θ is a resolvent of c1 and c2.

Factoring. Let c = {A1:a1, A2:a2} ∪ R be a clause, s.t. A1:a1 is selected, and
A1, A2 have most general unifier Θ. Then {A2:a2Θ} ∪RΘ is a factor of c.

In addition to resolution and factoring, our decision procedure for L2 uses
the following rules.

Subsumption. If for clauses c1, c2 there is a substitution Θ, such that c1Θ ⊆ c2,
then c1 subsumes c2. In that case c2 can be deleted from the database.

Splitting. The splitting rule can be applied when a clause c can be partitioned
into two non-empty parts that do not have overlapping variables. If c can be
partitioned as R1 ∨ R2, then the prover tries to refute R1 and R2 indepen-
dently.

Observe that the subsumption rule has to take the indices into account. The
clause {p(x, y):1} does not subsume the clause {p(x, 0):0}.
Definition 5. Let ≺ be an order on ground indexed literals. Let c be a ground
clause containing an indexed literal A:a. An indexed literal A:a is maximal in c,
if there is no literal B:b ∈ c for which A:a ≺ B:b.

We say that a selection function Σ is obtained by lifting ≺ if it meets the con-
dition that, for every clause c and indexed literal A:a ∈ c, if c has an instance
cΘ in which (A:a)Θ is maximal, then A:a ∈ Σ(c).

The significance of Definition 5 lies in the following completeness result, which
has a simple proof. It can be obtained by modifying the completeness proof for
lock resolution of [CL73], or the one in [FLTZ93].

Lemma 7. Let C be a set of initial clauses. Let Σ be a selection function ob-
tained by lifting some order ≺ . Let C be a set of indexed clauses satisfying the
following:

– For every clause c = {A1, . . . , Ap} ∈ C, there exists an indexed clause d ∈ C
that subsumes some indexing {A1:a1, . . . , Ap:ap} of c.

– For every clause c that can be derived from clauses in C, either by resolution
or by factoring, there is a clause d ∈ C that subsumes c.

Then, if C is unsatisfiable, C contains the empty clause.

4.2 The S2-Class

The S2-class characterizes the format of clauses obtained from clausifications of
formulas in the Gödel class. The equality-free formulas, produced by the transfor-
mation of Section 3, can be transformed directly into S2 by Skolemization. For-
mula in full L2 can be transformed through the Gödel class, or directly through
a structural clause transformation, as is done in [FLTZ93].
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Definition 6. A clause c is in S2 if it meets the following conditions:

1. c contains at most 2 variables, and c contains no nested function symbols.
2. If c contains ground literals, then it is a ground clause.
3. Each functional term in c contains all variables occurring in c.
4. There is a literal in c that contains all variables of c.

Note that conditions 2 and 4 can be ensured by application of the splitting rule.
The results of section 3 thus suffice to reduce satisfiability in L2

≈ to satis-
fiability in S2. However, closer examination of the transformation allows us to
be slightly more specific about the class of clauses we need to consider. Start-
ing with an arbitrary L2

≈-formula φ, theorem 1 guarantees the existence of an
equisatisfiable formula φ∗ which is a conjunction of L2-formulas in prenex form
with quantifier prefixes ∀x, ∀x∀y and ∀x∃y. Skolemizing and clausifying φ∗ thus
yields a collection of clauses in which all function symbols have arity 1. Further-
more, given that the clauses in question are to be indexed in some way, there is
nothing to stop us indexing two-variable clauses with index 1 and clauses with
fewer than two variables with index 0. This leads us to the definition:

Definition 7. The class S2+i is defined as the class S2, but with additional
conditions:

1. All functions are 1-place.
2. If c contains 2 variables, then the indexed literals with 2 variables are exactly

the literals with index 1.

Notice, incidentally, that Conditions 3 and 1 immediately imply that all two-
variable clauses are function-free.

At first sight, it might appear that we are making no use of the possibil-
ity of giving different indices to distinct occurrences of the same literal. How-
ever, resolving {p(x, y):1, q(x, y):1, q(x, x):0} with {¬p(x, x):1}, yields the clause
{q(x, x):1, q(x, x):0}, in which different indices are used for distinct occurrences
of the same literal. To obtain a decision procedure for S2+i, it suffices to de-
fine a selection function which is obtained by lifting, and which ensures that
all derived clauses are within S2+i. Correctness follows from the soundness of
resolution and lemma 7; termination follows from the fact that for a given finite
signature, there exist only finitely many non-equivalent clauses in S2+i.

4.3 A Decision Procedure for the S2+i-Class

We begin by establishing a suitable order on ground literals.

Definition 8. Let the order ≺2 on ground indexed literals be defined as follows:

– If literal A is strictly less deep than B, then A:a ≺2 B:b.
– If literal A and B have the same depth, and a < b, then A:a ≺2 B:b.

Next, we give the selection function Σ2 used in the second phase of resolution.
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Definition 9. Every indexed literal A:a in a clause c is selected, unless one of
the following two conditions holds:

– A has no functional terms, a = 0, and there is a literal B:b in c with b = 1.
– A:a has no functional terms, and there are literals with functional terms in
c.

Lemma 8. Σ2 is obtained by lifting ≺2 .

Proof. Let c be an arbitrary clause in S2+i. Let A:a be a literal in c that is not
selected. We need to show that in every instance cΘ of c, the literal AΘ:a is
non-maximal. First observe that A cannot have any functional terms.
If there is a literal B:b with functional terms in c, then this functional term
contains all variables of A. So, for every substitution Θ it is the case that BΘ is
deeper than AΘ. As a consequence, AΘ:a is non-maximal in cΘ.
If there is no literal B:b with functional terms, then a = 0 and there must be
a B:b ∈ c with b = 1. If c is a one-variable clause, then AΘ and BΘ always
have the same depth, for every substitution Θ. Because of this AΘ:0 ≺2 BΘ:1.
Otherwise Condition 2 applies to c. Literal A contains 1 variable and literal
B contains 2 variables. Write A[X]:0 and B[X,Y ]:1. Let Θ be a substitu-
tion. If Y Θ is deeper than XΘ, then B[X,Y ]Θ is deeper than A[X]Θ and
A[X]Θ:0 ≺2 B[X,Y ]Θ:1. Otherwise A[X]Θ and B[X,Y ]Θ have equal depth
and also A[X]Θ:0 ≺2 B[X,Y ]Θ:1. This completes the proof.

Note how the indices play an essential role in the definition of Σ2: no selection
function obatined by lifting an ordering on unindexed literals could ensure that
p(x, y) is always prefered over p(x, x), since the literals have a common instance.

The next step is to show that resolution with Σ2 never leads outside S2+i.

Lemma 9. Each literal selected by Σ2 contains all variables of its clause, and
contains a deepest occurrence of each variable in the clause.

Proof. If the clause is ground, then the lemma is trivial. If the clause has one
variable, then all literals have one variable, by condition 2. Moreover, if there
exist any functional literals in the clause at all, any selected clause is functional,
and so contains a deepest occurrence of its literal by condition 1. If the clause is
two-variable, it must be non-functional by conditions 3 and 1. Thus, any selected
literal must have index 1, and hence contains both variables by condition 2.

Lemma 10. The strategy keeps clauses inside S2+i.

Proof. It is quite standard to show that every selection function that satisfies
the conditions of Lemma 9 preserves Conditions 1-4 of Definition 6. See for
example the remark on p. 115 of [FLTZ93]. Condition 1 is obviously preserved
by resolution. The only difficulty lies in showing that condition 2 applies to the
resolvent of any two clauses in S2+i. Let c by such a resolvent, then, and assume
that c is a two-variable clause.
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Since all functions are unary, it is obvious that any two-variable literal in c must
have come from a two-variable literal in one of the parent clauses, and hence
must have index 1.

Conversely, we must show that any 1-indexed literal in c is two-variable. Let the
parents of c be c1 and c2, let B1 ∈ c1 and B2 ∈ c2 be the literals resolved upon,
and let Θ be the substitution used in this resolution. Without loss of generality,
any 1-indexed literal in c may be written AΘ:1, where A:1 ∈ c1. By lemma 9,
Vars(c1) = Vars(B1) and Vars(c2) = Vars(B2). Hence Vars(c1Θ) = Vars(B1Θ)
and Vars(c2Θ) = Vars(B2Θ). But we also have Vars(B1Θ) = Vars(B2Θ), whence
Vars(c1Θ) = Vars(c2Θ). Thus, Vars(c) ⊆ Vars(c1Θ) ∪ Vars(c2Θ) = Vars(c1Θ).
Since c1 is in S2+i, condition 2 implies Vars(A) = Vars(c1), whence Vars(c) ⊆
Vars(A) as required.

Gathering together the lemmas in this section, we have

Theorem 2. The rules of resolution, factoring and subsumption give us a de-
cision procedure for sets of clauses in the class S2+i.

This completes the description of the resolution procedure for L2.
We end the section with a technical lemma that was needed for the proof of
Lemma 4.

Lemma 11. Let c1, . . . , cm and r be sets of propositional clauses. Let r be closed
under resolution. Furthermore assume that each possible resolvent between a
clause of a ck and a clause of r is in ck. Then, if c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cm is consistent
and r does not contain the empty clause, then c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cm ∧ r is consistent.

Proof. The result can be easily obtained from the completeness of semantic
resolution. Semantic resolution is obtained by fixing an interpretation I, and by
forbidding resolution steps between two clauses, that are both true in I. Semantic
resolution is proven complete in [CL73].

Since c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cm is consistent, there is an interpretation I that makes
c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cm true. If c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cm ∧ r were inconsistent, then r would contain the
empty clause. All clauses that are false in I, must be in r. Hence a resolution
step involving a false clause is always allowed.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have given a practical procedure for deciding satisfiablity in the
two-variable fragment with equality. This procedure involves two new contribu-
tions. The first is the use of resolution to transform formulas in the two-variable
fragment with equality to the two-variable fragment without equality. The second
is a new resolution-based procedure for deciding satisfiability in the two-variable
fragment without equality based on a selection function obtained by lifting an
order on ground indexed literals.

At this moment, handling of constants is unsatisfactory. We hope to be able
to adapt Definition 2 and Lemma 4 in such a way that they can handle constants.
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Superposition and Chaining for Totally Ordered
Divisible Abelian Groups

(Extended Abstract)

Uwe Waldmann

Max-Planck-Institut für Informatik, Stuhlsatzenhausweg 85,
66123 Saarbrücken, Germany, uwe@mpi-sb.mpg.de

Abstract. We present a calculus for first-order theorem proving in the
presence of the axioms of totally ordered divisible abelian groups. The
calculus extends previous superposition or chaining calculi for divisible
torsion-free abelian groups and dense total orderings without endpoints.
As its predecessors, it is refutationally complete and requires neither ex-
plicit inferences with the theory axioms nor variable overlaps. It offers
thus an efficient way of treating equalities and inequalities between ad-
ditive terms over, e. g., the rational numbers within a first-order theorem
prover.

1 Introduction

Most real life problems for an automated theorem prover contain both uninter-
preted function and predicate symbols, that are specific for a particular domain,
and standard algebraic structures, such as numbers or orderings. General the-
orem proving techniques like resolution or superposition are notoriously bad at
handling algebraical theories involving axioms like associativity, commutativity,
or transitivity, since explicit inferences with these axioms lead to an explosion of
the search space. To deal efficiently with such structures, it is therefore necessary
that specialized techniques are built tightly into the prover.

AC-superposition (Bachmair and Ganzinger [1], Wertz [12]) is a well-known
example of such a technique. It incorporates associativity and commutativity into
the standard superposition calculus using AC-unification and extended clauses.
In this way, inferences with the theory axioms and certain inferences involving
variables are rendered unnecessary. Still, reasoning with the associativity and
commutativity axioms remains difficult for an automated theorem prover, even if
explicit inferences with the AC axioms can be avoided. This is not only due to the
NP-completeness of the AC-unifiability problem, but it stems also from the fact
that AC-superposition requires an inference between literals u1+· · ·+uk ≈ s and
v1 + · · ·+ vl ≈ t (via extended clauses) whenever some ui is unifiable with some
vj . Consequently, a variable in a sum can be unified with any part of any other
sum – in this situation unification is completely unable to limit the search space.

The inefficiency inherent in the theory of associativity and commutativity
can be mitigated by integrating further axioms into the calculus. In abelian
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groups (or even in cancellative abelian monoids) the ordering conditions of the
inference rules can be refined in such a way that summands ui and vj have
to be overlapped only if they are maximal with respect to some simplification
ordering � (Ganzinger and Waldmann [4,8], Marché [5], Stuber [7]). In this way,
the number of variable overlaps can be greatly reduced; however, inferences with
unshielded, i. e., potentially maximal, variables remain necessary.

In non-trivial divisible torsion-free abelian groups (e. g., the rational numbers
and rational vector spaces), the abelian group axioms are extended by the
torsion-freeness axiom ∀k ∈ N>0 ∀x, y: kx ≈ ky ⇒ x ≈ y, the divisibility axiom
∀k ∈ N>0 ∀x ∃y: ky ≈ x, and the non-triviality axiom ∃y: y 6≈ 0. In such
structures every clause can be transformed into an equivalent clause without un-
shielded variables. Integrating this variable elimination algorithm into cancella-
tive superposition results in a calculus that requires neither extended clauses, nor
variable overlaps, nor explicit inferences with the theory axioms. Furthermore,
using full abstraction even AC unification can be avoided (Waldmann [10]).

When we want to work with a transitive relation > in a theorem prover,
we encounter a situation that is surprisingly similar to the one depicted above.
Just as associativity and commutativity, the transitivity axiom is fairly prolific.
It allows to derive a new clause whenever the left hand side of a literal r > s
overlaps with the right hand side of another literal s′ > t. As such an overlap is
always possible if s or s′ is a variable, unification is not an effective filter to control
the generation of new clauses. The use of the chaining inference rule makes
explicit inferences with the transitivity axiom superfluous (Slagle [6]). Since this
inference rule can be equipped with the restriction that the overlapped term
s must be maximal with respect to a simplification ordering �, overlaps with
shielded variables become again unnecessary. Only inferences with unshielded,
i. e., potentially maximal, variables have to be computed.

Once more, the number of unshielded variables in a clause can be reduced
if further axioms are available. In particular, in dense total orderings without
endpoints, unshielded variables can be eliminated completely (Bachmair and
Ganzinger [3]).

There are two facts that suggest to investigate the combination of the theory
of divisible torsion-free abelian groups and the theory of dense total orderings
without endpoints. On the one hand, the vast majority of applications of divisible
torsion-free abelian groups (and in particular of the rationals or reals) requires
also an ordering; so the combined calculus is likely to be much more useful in
practice than the DTAG-superposition calculus on which it is based. On the
other hand, these two theories are closely related: An abelian group (G,+, 0)
can be equipped with a total ordering that is compatible with + if and only
if it is torsion-free; furthermore divisibility and compatibility of the ordering
imply that the ordering is dense and has no endpoints. One can thus assume
that the two calculi fit together rather smoothly. We show in this paper that
this is in fact true. The resulting calculus splits again into two parts: The first
one is a base calculus, that works on clauses without unshielded variables, but
whose rules may produce clauses with unshielded variables. This calculus has
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the property that saturated sets of clauses are unsatisfiable if and only if they
contain the empty clause, but it can not be used to effectively saturate a given
set of clauses. The second part of the calculus is a variable elimination algorithm
that makes it possible to get rid of unshielded variables, and thus renders the
base calculus effective. The integration of these two components happens in
essentially the same way as in the equational case (Waldmann [10]).

In this extended abstract, we can only sketch the main ideas of our work.
The reader is referred to the full version [11] for the proofs.

2 The Base Calculus

2.1 Preliminaries

We work in a many-sorted framework and assume that the function symbol +
is declared on a sort G. If t is a term of sort G and n ∈ N, then nt is an
abbreviation for the n-fold sum t + · · · + t; in particular, 0t = 0 and 1t = t.
Analogously,

∑
i∈{1,...,n} ti is an abbreviation for the sum t1 + · · ·+ tn.

Without loss of generality we assume that the equality relation ≈ and the
semantic ordering > are the only predicates of our language. Hence a literal is
either an equation t ≈ t′, or a negated equation t 6≈ t′, where t and t′ have the
same sort, or an inequation t > t′, or a negated inequation t 6> t′, where t and
t′ have sort G. Occasionally we write t′ < t instead of t > t′. The symbol ≷
denotes either > or <, the symbol ∼ stands for ≷ or ≈, and .∼ denotes ≷ or ≈
or 6≈. The equality symbol is supposed to be symmetric. Multiple occurrences of
one of the symbols ≷, ∼, or .∼ within a single inference rule denote consistently
the same relation. A clause is a finite multiset of literals, usually written as a
disjunction.

The clauses

(x+ y) + z ≈ x+ (y + z) (Associativity (A))
x+ y ≈ y + x (Commutativity (C))
x+ 0 ≈ x (Identity (U))

(−x) + x ≈ 0 (Inverse (Inv))
n divided-byn(x) ≈ x (Divisibility (Div))

a0 6≈ 0 (Non-Triviality (Nt))
x 6> x (Irreflexivity (Ir))

x 6> y ∨ y 6> z ∨ x > z (Transitivity (Tr))
x 6> y ∨ x+ z > y + z (Monotonicity (Mon))
x > y ∨ y > x ∨ x ≈ y (Totality (Tot))

plus the equality axioms1 are the axioms ODAG of totally ordered divisible
abelian groups.
1 including the congruence axiom x 6≈ y ∨ y 6≷ z ∨ x ≷ z for the predicate >.
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The following clauses are consequences of these axioms (for every ψ ∈ N>0):

x+ z 6≈ y + z ∨ x ≈ y (Cancellation (K))
ψx 6≈ ψy ∨ x ≈ y (Torsion-Freeness (T))

x+ z 6> y + z ∨ x > y (>-Cancellation (K>))
ψx 6> ψy ∨ x > y (>-Torsion-Freeness (T>))

We write OTfCAM for the union of the clauses A, C, U, Ir, Tr, Mon, K, T,
K>, T> and the equality axioms.

We denote the entailment relation modulo ODAG by |=ODAG, and the entail-
ment relation modulo OTfCAM by |=OTfCAM. That is, {C1, . . . , Cn} |=ODAG C0
if and only if {C1, . . . , Cn}∪ODAG |= C0, and {C1, . . . , Cn} |=OTfCAM C0 if and
only if {C1, . . . , Cn} ∪OTfCAM |= C0.

A function symbol is called free, if it is different from 0 and +. A term is
called atomic, if it is not a variable and its top symbol is different from +. We
say that a term t occurs at the top of s, if there is a position o ∈ pos(s) such
that s|o = t and for every proper prefix o′ of o, s(o′) equals +; the term t occurs
in s below a free function symbol, if there is an o ∈ pos(s) such that s|o = t
and s(o′) is a free function symbol for some proper prefix o′ of o. A variable x
is called shielded in a clause C, if it occurs at least once below a free function
symbol in C, or if it does not have sort G. Otherwise, x is called unshielded.

A clause C is called fully abstracted, if no non-variable term of sort G occurs
below a free function symbol in C. Every clause C can be transformed into an
equivalent fully abstracted clause abs(C) by iterated rewriting

C[f(. . . , t, . . . )] → x 6≈ t ∨ C[f(. . . , x, . . . )] ,

where x is a new variable and t is a non-variable term of sort G occurring
immediately below the free function symbol f in C.

We say that an ACU-compatible ordering � has the multiset property, if
whenever a ground atomic term u is greater than vi for every i in a finite non-
empty index set I, then u � ∑

i∈I vi. Every reduction ordering over terms not
containing + that is total on ground terms and for which 0 is minimal can be
extended to an ordering that is ACU-compatible and has the multiset property
(Waldmann [9]).2

From now on we will work only with ACU-congruence classes, rather than
with terms. So all terms, equations, substitutions, inference rules, etc., are to
be taken modulo ACU, i. e., as representatives of their congruence classes. The
symbol � will always denote an ACU-compatible ordering that has the multiset
property, is total on ground ACU-congruence classes, and satisfies t 6� s[t]o for
every term s[t]o.

Let A be a ground literal. Then the largest atomic term occurring on either
side of A is denoted by mt(A).
2 In fact, we use the extended ordering only as a theoretical device; as we work with

fully abstracted clauses, the original reduction ordering is sufficient for actual com-
putations.
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The ordering �L on literals compares lexicographically first the maximal
atomic terms of the literals, then the polarities (negative � positive), then the
kinds of the literals (inequation � equation), then the number of the sides of
the literals on which the maximal atomic term occurs, then the multisets of
all non-zero terms occurring at the top of the literals, and finally the multisets
{{s}, {t}} (for equations [¬] s ≈ t) or {{s, s}, {t}} (for inequations [¬] s > t).
The ordering �C on clauses is the multiset extension of the literal ordering �L.
Both �L and �C are noetherian and total on ground literals/clauses.

2.2 Superposition and Chaining

We present the ground versions of the inference rules of the base calculus OCInf .
The non-ground versions can be obtained by lifting in a rather straightforward
way (see below).

Let us start the presentation of the inference rules with a few general conven-
tions: Every term occurring in a sum is assumed to have sort G. The letters u and
v, possibly with indices, denote atomic terms, unless explicitly said otherwise.
In an expression like mu+ s, m is a natural number, s may be zero.

If an inference involves a literal, then it must be maximal in the respective
clause (except for the last but one literal in factoring inferences). A positive
literal that is involved in a superposition or chaining inference must be strictly
maximal in the respective clause. In all superposition or chaining inferences, the
left premise is smaller than the right premise.

Cancellation
C ′ ∨ mu+ s

.∼ m′u+ s′

C ′ ∨ (m−m′)u+ s
.∼ s′

if m ≥ m′ ≥ 1, u � s, u � s′.

Equality Resolution
C ′ ∨ u 6≈ u

C ′

if u either equals 0 or does not have sort G.

Inequality Resolution
C ′ ∨ 0 > 0

C ′

Canc. Superposition
D′ ∨ nu+ t ≈ t′ C ′ ∨ mu+ s

.∼ s′

D′ ∨ C ′ ∨ ns+mt′ .∼ ns′ +mt

if n ≥ 1, m ≥ 1, u � s, u � s′, u � t, u � t′.3

Canc. Chaining
D′ ∨ t′ ≷ nu+ t C ′ ∨ mu+ s ≷ s′

D′ ∨ C ′ ∨ ns+mt′ ≷ ns′ +mt

if n ≥ 1, m ≥ 1, u � s, u � s′, u � t, u � t′.
3 If gcd(m,n) > 1, then the conclusion of this inference can be simplified to D′ ∨
C′ ∨ ψs + χt′ .∼ ψs′ + χt, where ψ = n/ gcd(m,n) and χ = m/ gcd(m,n) (and
similarly for the following inference rules). To enhance readability, we leave out this
optimization in the sequel.
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Std. Superposition
D′ ∨ u ≈ u′ C ′ ∨ s[u] .∼ s′

D′ ∨ C ′ ∨ s[u′] .∼ s′

if u occurs in a maximal atomic subterm of s
and does not have sort G, u � u′, s[u] � s′.

Canc. Eq. Factoring
C ′ ∨ nu+ t ≈ t′ ∨ mu+ s ≈ s′

C ′ ∨ mt+ ns′ 6≈ mt′ + ns ∨ nu+ t ≈ t′
if n ≥ 1, m ≥ 1, u � s, u � s′, u � t, u � t′.

Canc. Ineq. Factoring (I)
C ′ ∨ nu+ t ≷ t′ ∨ mu+ s ≷ s′

C ′ ∨ mt+ ns′ ≷ mt′ + ns ∨ mu+ s ≷ s′

if n ≥ 1, m ≥ 1, u � s, u � s′, u � t, u � t′.

Canc. Ineq. Factoring (II)
C ′ ∨ nu+ t ≷ t′ ∨ mu+ s ≷ s′

C ′ ∨ mt′ + ns ≷ mt+ ns′ ∨ nu+ t ≷ t′
if n ≥ 1, m ≥ 1, u � s, u � s′, u � t, u � t′.

Std. Eq. Factoring
C ′ ∨ u ≈ v′ ∨ u ≈ u′

C ′ ∨ u′ 6≈ v′ ∨ u ≈ v′

if u, u′ and v′ do not have sortG, u � u′, u � v′.

The inference rules of the calculus OCInf do not handle negative inequality
literals. We assume that in the beginning of the saturation process every literal
s 6> t in an input clause is replaced by the two literals t > s ∨ t ≈ s, which are
equivalent to s 6> t by the totality, transitivity and irreflexivity axioms. Note that
the inference rules of OCInf do not produce any new negative inequality literals.

Example 1. Let the ordering on constant symbols be given by b � c � d. We
will use the inference rules of OCInf to show that the following three clauses are
contradictory with respect to ODAG. (The maximal parts of every clause are
underlined.)

3b > 2d (1)
b > 2c (2)

2b ≈ c+ d (3)

Cancellative superposition of (3) and (1) yields

3c+ 3d > 4d (4)

Cancellative superposition of (3) and (2) yields

c+ d > 4c (5)

By cancellation of (5) we obtain

d > 3c (6)
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Cancellative chaining of (6) and (4) produces

4d > 4d (7)

which yields the empty clause by cancellation and inequality resolution.

In the standard superposition calculus, lifting means replacing equality in
the ground inference by unifiability. As long as all variables in our clauses are
shielded, the situation is similar here: For instance, in the second premise C ′ ∨A1
of a cancellative superposition inference the maximal literal A1 need no longer
have the form mu + s

.∼ s′ with a unique maximal atomic term u. Rather, it
may contain several (distinct but ACU-unifiable) maximal atomic terms uk with
multiplicities mk, where k ranges over some finite non-empty index set K. We
obtain thus A1 =

∑
k∈K mkuk + s

.∼ s′. In the inference rule, the substitution
σ that unifies all uk (and the corresponding terms vl from the other premise) is
applied to the conclusion. Consequently, the cancellative superposition rule has
now the following form:

D′ ∨ ∑
l∈L nlvl + t ≈ t′ C ′ ∨ ∑

k∈K mkuk + s
.∼ s′

(D′ ∨ C ′ ∨ ns+mt′ .∼ ns′ +mt)σ

where

(i) m =
∑

k∈K mk ≥ 1, n =
∑

l∈L nl ≥ 1.
(ii) σ is a most general ACU-unifier of all uk and vl (k ∈ K, l ∈ L).
(iii) u is one of the uk (k ∈ K).
(iv) uσ 6� sσ, uσ 6� s′σ, uσ 6� tσ, uσ 6� t′σ.

The other inference rules can be lifted in a similar way, again under the
condition that all variables in the clauses are shielded. As usual, the standard
superposition rule is equipped with the additional restriction that the subterm
of s that is replaced during the inference is not a variable. For clauses with
unshielded variables, lifting would be significantly more complicated; however,
as we will combine the base calculus with an algorithm that eliminates unshielded
variables, we need not consider this case.

Theorem 2. The inference rules of the calculus OCInf are sound with respect
to |=ODAG.

Definition 3. Let N be a set of clauses, let N be the set of ground instances
of clauses in N . An inference is called OCRed -redundant with respect to N if
for each of its ground instances with conclusion C0θ and maximal premise Cθ
we have {D ∈ N | D ≺C Cθ } |=OTfCAM C0θ. A clause C is called OCRed -
redundant with respect to N , if for every ground instance Cθ, {D ∈ N | D ≺C

Cθ } |=OTfCAM Cθ.
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2.3 Rewriting on Equations

To prove that the inference system described so far is refutationally complete we
have to show that every saturated clause set that does not contain the empty
clause has a model. The traditional approach to construct such a model is
rewrite-based: First an ordering is imposed on the set of all ground instances
of clauses in the set. Starting with an empty interpretation all such instances
are inspected in ascending order. If a reductive clause is false and irreducible in
the partial interpretation constructed so far, its maximal positive literal is turned
into a rewrite rule and added to the interpretation. If the original clause set is
saturated and does not contain the empty clause, then the final interpretation
is a model of all ground instances, and thus of the original clause set (Bachmair
and Ganzinger [2]).

In order to be able to treat cancellative superposition we have modified this
scheme in [4] in such a way that the rewrite relation operates on equations rather
than on terms. But if we also have to deal with inequations, a further extension is
necessary: We need to be able to rewrite inequations with inequations; and unlike
rewriting with equations, this does of course not produce logically equivalent
formulae.

Definition 4. A ground equation or inequation e is called a cancellative rewrite
rule with respect to �, if mt(e) does not occur on both sides of e.

We will usually drop the attributes “cancellative” and “with respect to �”,
speaking simply of “rewrite rules”.

Every rewrite rule has either the form mu + s ∼ s′, where u is an atomic
term, m ∈ N>0, u � s, and u � s′, or the form u ≈ s′, where u � s′ and u
(and thus s′) does not have sort G. This is an easy consequence of the multiset
property of �.

Definition 5. Given a set R of rewrite rules, the four binary relations →γ,R,
→δ,R, →o,R, and →κ on ground equations and inequations are defined (modulo
ACU) as follows:4

(i) mu+ t ∼ t′ →γ,R s′ + t ∼ t′ + s,
if mu+ s ≈ s′ is a rule in R.

(ii) t[s] ∼ t′ →δ,R t[s′] ∼ t′,
if (i) s ≈ s′ is a rule in R and (ii) s does not have sort G or s occurs in t
below some free function symbol.

(iii) mu+ t ≷ t′ →o,R s′ + t ≷ t′ + s,
if mu+ s ≷ s′ is a rule in R.

(iv) u+ t ∼ u+ t′ →κ t ∼ t′,
u ≈ u →κ 0 ≈ 0,
if u is atomic and different from 0.

4 While we have the restriction u � s, u � s′ for the rewrite rules, there is no such
restriction for the (in-)equations to which rules are applied.
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The union of →γ,R, →δ,R, →o,R, and →κ is denoted by →R.5

If e →R e′ using a γ-, δ- or κ-step, then e and e′ are equivalent modulo
OTfCAM and the applied rewrite rule. If s ≷ s′ →o,R t ≷ t′, then both t ≷ t′

and t ≈ t′ imply s ≷ s′ modulo OTfCAM and the applied rewrite rule.
We say that an (in-)equation e is γ-reducible, if e →γ e

′ (analogously for δ,
o, and κ). It is called reducible, if it is γ-, δ-, o-, or κ-reducible.

Unlike o- and κ-reducibility, γ- and δ-reducibility can be extended to terms:
A term t is called γ-reducible, if t ≈ t′ →γ e′, where the rewrite step takes
place at the left-hand side (analogously for δ). It is called reducible, if it is γ- or
δ-reducible.

Lemma 1. The relation →R is contained in �L and thus noetherian.

Definition 6. Given a set R of rewrite rules, the relation →◦
R is defined by

→◦
R = (→∗

R ◦→o,R ◦→∗
R).

Definition 7. Given a set R of rewrite rules, the truth set tr(R) of R is the set of
all equations s ≈ s′ for which there exists a derivation s ≈ s′ →∗

R 0 ≈ 0, and the
set of all inequations s ≷ s′ for which there exists a derivation s ≷ s′ →◦

R 0 ≷ 0.
The Ψ -truth set trΨ (R) of R is the set of all equations or inequations e = s ∼ s′,
such that either e ∈ tr(R) and s does not have sort G, or ψs ∼ ψs′ ∈ tr(R) for
some ψ ∈ N>0.

All (in-)equations in trΨ (R) are logical consequences of the rewrite rules in R
and the theory axioms OTfCAM.

2.4 Model Construction

Definition 8. A ground clause C ′ ∨ e is called reductive for e, if e is a can-
cellative rewrite rule and strictly maximal in C ′ ∨ e.

Definition 9. Let N be a set of (possibly non-ground) clauses that does not
contain the empty clause, and let N the set of all ground instances of clauses
in N . Using induction on the clause ordering we define sets of rules RC , RΨ

C ,
EC , and E Ψ

C , for all clauses C ∈ N . Let C be such a clause and assume that RD,
RΨ

D , ED, and E Ψ
D have already been defined for all D ∈ N such that C �C D.

Then the set RC of primary rules and the set RΨ
C of secondary rules are given

by

RC =
⋃

D≺CC

ED and RΨ
C =

⋃

D≺CC

E Ψ
D .

5 As we deal only with ground terms and as there are no non-trivial contexts around
(in-)equations, this operation does indeed satisfy the definition of a rewrite relation,
albeit in an unorthodox way.
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EC is the singleton set {e}, if C is a clause C ′ ∨ e such that (i) C is reductive
for e, (ii) C is false in tr(RΨ

C ), (iii) C ′ is false in trΨ (RΨ
C ∪{e}), and (iv) χmt(e)

is γδ-irreducible with respect to RΨ
C for every χ ∈ N>0. Otherwise, EC is empty.

If EC = {e}, then E Ψ
C is the set of all rewrite rules e′ ∈ trΨ (RΨ

C ∪ EC) such
that mt(e′) = mt(e) and e′ is δκ-irreducible with respect to RΨ

C . Otherwise, E Ψ
C

is empty.
Finally, the sets R∞ and RΨ

∞ are defined by

R∞ =
⋃

D∈N

ED and RΨ
∞ =

⋃

D∈N

E Ψ
D .

Our goal is to show that, if N is saturated with respect to OCInf , then
tr(RΨ

∞) is a model of the axioms of totally ordered divisible abelian groups and
of the clauses in N .

2.5 Refutational Completeness of OCInf

The relations→R Ψ
C

and→R Ψ∞ are in general not confluent, not even in the purely
equational case. One can merely show that that →R Ψ

C
is confluent on equations

in tr(RΨ
C ), that is, that any two derivations starting from an equation e can

be joined, provided that there is a derivation e →+ 0 ≈ 0. But even this kind
of restricted confluence does not hold for inequations, and in particular, not
for o-rewriting. We can only prove that two derivations starting from the same
inequation can be joined, if one of them leads to 0 > 0 and if the other one does
not use o-steps. This property will be sufficient for our purposes, however.

Definition 10. Let E be a set of equations and/or inequations. We say that
the relation→R is partially confluent on E, if for all equations e0 ∈ E and e1, e2
with e1 ←∗

R e0 →∗
R e2 there exists an equation e3 such that e1 →∗

R e3 ←∗
R e2,

and if for all inequations e′
0 ∈ E and e′

1 with e′
1 ←∗

γδκ,R e′
0 →∗

R 0 > 0 there is a
derivation e′

1 →∗
R 0 > 0.

There is one important technical difference between the equational case de-
veloped in (Waldmann [8]) and the inequational case that we consider here: In
the equational case, one can show that →R Ψ∞ is confluent on tr(RΨ

∞), and hence
that tr(RΨ

∞) is a model of the theory axioms, without requiring that the set N of
clauses is saturated. Saturation is only necessary to prove that tr(RΨ

∞) is also a
model of N . In the inequational case, such a separation does not work: Proving
partial confluence of →R Ψ∞ is only possible if we require that cancellative chain-
ing inferences are redundant. For this reason, the proof that tr(RΨ

∞) is partially
confluent and the proof that tr(RΨ

∞) is a model of N must be combined within
a single induction.

The following two lemmas are copied almost verbatim from (Waldmann [8]).

Lemma 2. The relation →R Ψ
C

is confluent on the equations in tr(RΨ
C ) for every

C ∈ N . The relation →R Ψ∞ is confluent on the equations in tr(RΨ
∞).
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Corollary 11. For every C ∈ N , tr(RΨ
C ) and tr(RΨ

∞) satisfy ACUKT and the
equality axioms (except the congruence axiom for the predicate >).

In a similar way as Lemma 2, we obtain by a rather tedious case analysis
over various kinds of critical pairs:

Lemma 3. If for every pair of rules mu+ s > s′ and nu+ t < t′ from EC ∪RC

the inequation ns + mt′ > ns′ + mt is contained in tr(RΨ
C ), then →R Ψ

C ∪E Ψ
C

is
partially confluent on tr(RΨ

C ∪ E Ψ
C ).

Using the same techniques as in (Waldmann [8]) and (Bachmair and Ganzin-
ger [3]) we can now prove the following theorem. Note in particular that in the
presence of the totality axiom cancellative inequality factoring (I)/(II) inferences
are simplifications, hence clauses where the maximal atomic term occurs on the
same side of two ordering literals do not produce primary rules.

Theorem 12. Let N be a set of clauses without negative inequality literals and
without unshielded variables; suppose that N is saturated up to redundancy and
contains the theory axiom Div, Inv, Nt, and all ground instances of Tot. If all
clauses of N , except the ground instances of Tot, are fully abstracted, and if N
does not contain the empty clause, then we have for every ground clause Cθ ∈ N :

(i) ECθ = ∅ if and only if Cθ is true in tr(RΨ
Cθ).

(ii) Cθ is true in tr(RΨ
∞) and in tr(RΨ

D ) for every D �C Cθ.
(iii) The relation →R Ψ

Cθ
is partially confluent on tr(RΨ

Cθ) and the relation
→R Ψ

Cθ∪E Ψ
Cθ

is partially confluent on tr(RΨ
Cθ ∪ E Ψ

Cθ).

(iv) tr(RΨ
Cθ) and tr(RΨ

Cθ ∪E Ψ
Cθ) satisfy the axioms Ir, Tr, Mon, K>, T>, and

the congruence axiom for the predicate >.
(v) The relation →R Ψ∞ is partially confluent on tr(RΨ

∞) and tr(RΨ
∞) satisfies

the axioms Ir, Tr, Mon, K>, T>, and the congruence axiom for the predicate >.

Theorem 13. Let N be a set of clauses without negative inequality literals and
without unshielded variables; suppose that N is saturated up to redundancy and
contains the theory axiom Div, Inv, Nt, and all ground instances of Tot. Suppose
that all clauses of N , except the ground instances of Tot, are fully abstracted.
Then N ∪ODAG is unsatisfiable if and only if N contains the empty clause.

We may assume without loss of generality that the constant a0 does not occur
in non-theory input clauses and that the function symbols − and divided-byn are
eliminated eagerly from all non-theory input clauses. In this case, no inferences
are possible with the axioms Div, Inv, and Nt. Furthermore, one can show that
inferences with the totality axiom Tot are always redundant (analogously to
Bachmair and Ganzinger [3]).
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3 The Extended Calculus

3.1 Variable Elimination

As we have mentioned in the introduction, the calculus OCInf works on clauses
without unshielded variables, but its inference rules may produce clauses with
unshielded variables. To make it effectively saturate a given set of clauses, it has
to be supplemented by a variable elimination algorithm.

In the equational case, every clause with unshielded variables can be trans-
formed into an equivalent clause without unshielded variables. However, in the
presence of ordering literals, this does no longer hold.

Example 14. Consider the clause C = x > a ∨ x ≈ b ∨ x < c. This clause is
true for every value of x, if either c > a or both a ≈ b and c ≈ b. So C can be
replaced by the clause normal form of c > a ∨ (a ≈ b ∧ c ≈ b), that is, by the
two clauses c > a ∨ a ≈ b and c > a ∨ c ≈ b, but C is not equivalent to a single
clause without unshielded variables.

For any disjunction of conjunctions of literals F let CNF(F ) be the clause
normal form of F (represented as a multiset of clauses).

Let x be a variable of sort G. We define a binary relation →x over multisets
of clauses by

CancelVar M ∪ {C ′ ∨ mx+ s
.∼ m′x+ s′} →x

M ∪ {C ′ ∨ (m−m′)x+ s
.∼ s′}

if m ≥ m′ ≥ 1.

ElimNeg M ∪ {C ′ ∨ mx+ s 6≈ s′} →x

M ∪ {C ′}
if m ≥ 1 and x does not occur in C ′, s, s′.

ElimPos M ∪ {
C ′ ∨ ∨

i∈I lix+ ri ≈ r′
i ∨

∨
j∈J mjx+ sj > s′

j

∨ ∨
k∈K nkx+ tk < t′k

} →x

M ∪ CNF
(
C ′ ∨ ∨

j∈J

∨
k∈K(nksj +mjt

′
k > nks

′
j +mjtk

∨ ∨
i∈I(lisj +mjr

′
i ≈ lis′

j +mjri ∧ litk + nkr
′
i ≈ lit′k + nkri))

)

if I ∪ J ∪K 6= ∅, li ≥ 1, mj ≥ 1, nk ≥ 1 and x does not occur in
C ′, ri, r′

i, sj , s
′
j , tk, t

′
k, for i ∈ I, j ∈ J , k ∈ K.

Coalesce M ∪ {C ′ ∨ mx+ s 6≈ s′ ∨ nx+ t
.∼ t′} →x

M ∪ {C ′ ∨ mx+ s 6≈ s′ ∨ mt+ ns′ .∼ mt′ + ns}
if m ≥ 1, n ≥ 1, and x does not occur in s, s′, t, t′.

It is easy to show that →x is noetherian. We define the relation →elim over
multisets of clauses in such a way that M ∪ {C} →elim M ∪M ′ if and only if C
contains an unshielded variable x and M ′ is a normal form of {C} with respect
to →x.

The relation→elim is again noetherian. For a clause C, elim(C) denotes some
(arbitrary but fixed) normal form of {C} with respect to the relation →elim.
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Corollary 15. For any C, the clauses in elim(C) contain no unshielded vari-
ables.

Lemma 4. For every C, {C} |=ODAG elim(C) and elim(C) ∪ Tot |=OTfCAM C.
For every ground instance Cθ, elim(C)θ ∪ Tot |=OTfCAM Cθ.

3.2 Integration of the Elimination Algorithm

Using the technique sketched so far, every clause C0 can be transformed into
a set of clauses elim(C0) that do not contain unshielded variables, follow from
C0 and the axioms of totally ordered divisible abelian groups, and imply C0
modulo OTfCAM ∪ Tot. Obviously, we can perform this transformation for all
initially given clauses before we start the saturation process. However, when
clauses with unshielded variables are produced during the saturation process,
then logical equivalence is not sufficient to eliminate them. We have to require
that the transformed set of clauses elim(C0) makes the inference ι producing
C0 redundant. Unfortunately, it may happen that the clauses in elim(C0) or
the instances of the totality axiom needed in Lemma 4 are too large, at least
for some instances of ι. To integrate the variable elimination algorithm into the
base calculus, it has to be supplemented by a case analysis technique.

Let k ∈ {1, 2}, let C1, . . . , Ck be clauses without unshielded variables and let
ι be an OCInf -inference

Ck . . . C1

C0σ

We call the unifying substitution σ that is computed during ι and applied to
the conclusion the pivotal substitution of ι. (For ground inferences, the pivotal
substitution is the identity mapping.) If the last premise C1 has the form C ′

1 ∨ A
where A is maximal (and the replacement or cancellation takes place at A) then
we call Aσ the pivotal literal of ι. Finally, if u0 is the atomic term that is cancelled
out in ι, or in which some subterm is replaced,6 then we call u0σ the pivotal
term of ι.

Two properties of pivotal terms are important for us: First, whenever an
inference ι from clauses without unshielded variables produces a conclusion with
unshielded variables, then all these unshielded variables occur in the pivotal term
of ι. Second, no atomic term in the conclusion of ι can be larger than the pivotal
term of ι.

One can now show that, if the clauses in elim(C0) or the instances of the
totality axiom needed in Lemma 4 are too large to make the OCInf -inference ι
redundant, then there must be an atomic term in some clause in elim(C0) that
is unifiable with the pivotal term. If we apply the unifier to the conclusion of the
OCInf -inference, then the result does no longer contain unshielded variables, and
6 More precisely, u0 is the maximal atomic subterm of s containing u in standard

superposition inferences, and the term u in all other inferences.
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moreover it subsumes the critical instances of ι. Using this result, we can now
transform the inference system OCInf into a new inference system that operates
on clauses without unshielded variables and produces again such clauses. The
new system ODInf is given by two meta-inference rules:

Eliminating Inference

Cn . . . C1

C ′

if the following conditions are satisfied:

(i)
Cn . . . C1

C0
is a OCInf -inference.

(ii) C ′ ∈ elim(C0).

Instantiating Inference

Cn . . . C1

C0τ

if the following conditions are satisfied:

(i)
Cn . . . C1

C0
is a OCInf -inference with pivotal literal A and pivotal

term u.
(ii) elim(C0) 6= {C0}.
(iii) A literal A1 with the same polarity as A occurs in some clause in elim(C0).
(iv) An atomic term u1 occurs at the top of A1.
(v) τ is contained in a minimal complete set of ACU-unifiers of u and u1.

We define the redundancy criterion for the new inference system in such a
way, that an ODInf -inference is redundant, if the appropriate instances of its
parent OCInf -inference are redundant. Then a set of clauses without unshielded
variables that is saturated with respect to ODInf up to redundancy is also
saturated with respect to OCInf up to redundancy. ODInf can thus be used for
effective saturation of a given set of input clauses:

Theorem 16. Let N0 be a set of clauses without negative inequality literals
and without unshielded variables; let N0 contain the theory axiom Div, Inv,
Nt, and all ground instances of Tot. Suppose that all clauses of N0, except the
ground instances of Tot, are fully abstracted. Let N0 ` N1 ` N2 ` . . . be a fair
ODInf -derivation. Let N∞ be the limit of the derivation. Then N0 ∪ ODAG is
unsatisfiable if and only if N∞ contains the empty clause.
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4 Conclusions

We have presented a superposition-based calculus for first-order theorem proving
in the presence of the axioms of totally ordered divisible abelian groups. It
is based on the DTAG-superposition calculus from (Waldmann [10]) and the
ordered chaining calculus for dense total orderings without endpoints (Bachmair
and Ganzinger [3]), and it shares the essential features of these two calculi: It is
refutationally complete, it does not require explicit inferences with the theory
clauses, and due to the integrated variable elimination algorithm it does not
require variable overlaps. It offers thus an efficient way of treating equalities and
inequalities between additive terms over, e. g., the rational numbers within a
first-order theorem prover.

Acknowledgments. I would like to thank the anonymous IJCAR referees for
helpful comments on this paper.
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Abstract. Indexing data structures have a crucial impact on the per-
formance of automated theorem provers. Examples are discrimination
trees, which are like tries where terms are seen as strings and common
prefixes are shared, and substitution trees, where terms keep their tree
structure and all common contexts can be shared. Here we describe a
new indexing data structure, called context trees, where, by means of a
limited kind of context variables, also common subterms can be shared,
even if they occur below different function symbols. Apart from intro-
ducing the concept, we also provide evidence for its practical value. We
describe an implementation of context trees based on Curry terms and
on an extension of substitution trees with equality constraints, where
one also does not distinguish between internal and external variables.
Experiments with matching benchmarks show that our preliminary im-
plementation is already competitive with tightly coded current state-
of-the-art implementations of the other main techniques. In particular
space consumption of context trees is significantly less than for other
index structures.

1 Introduction

Indexing data structures have a crucial impact on the performance of theorem
provers. The indexes have to store a large number of terms and to support the
fast retrieval, for any given query term t, of all terms in the index satisfying
a certain relation with t, such as matching, unifiability, or syntactic equality.
Indexing for matching, where, to check for forward redundancy, one searches
in the index for a generalization of the query term, is well-known to be the
most limiting bottleneck in practice. Another aspect which is becoming more
and more crucial is memory consumption. During the last years processor speed
has been growing much faster than memory capacity and one may assume that
this gap will become even wider in the coming years. At the same time memory
access bandwidth is also becoming an important bottleneck. Excessive memory
consumption leads to more cache faults, which become the dominant factor for
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time, instead of processor speed. Therefore, in what follows we will mainly focus
on matching retrieval operations and on memory consumption.

One important aspect makes indexing techniques in theorem proving essen-
tially different from indexing in other contexts like functional or logic program-
ming: the index is subject to insertions and deletions. Therefore, during the last
two decades a significant number of results on new specific indexing techniques
for theorem proving have been published and applied in different provers. The
currently best-known and most frequently used indexing techniques for match-
ing are discrimination trees [1,4], the compiled variant of discrimination trees,
called code trees [9], and substitution trees [2].

Discrimination trees are like tries where terms are viewed as strings and
where common prefixes are shared. A substitution tree has, in each node, a
substitution, a list of pairs xi 7→ t where each xi is an internal variable and t
is a term that may contain other internal variables as well as external variables
which are the variables in the terms to be stored.

Example 1. The two terms f(a, g(x), h(y)) and f(h(b), g(y), h(y)) will be stored
in a substitution tree and discrimination tree, respectively, as shown:

substitution tree:

x0 = f(x1, g(x2), h(y))
↙ ↘

x1 = a, x2 = x x1 = h(b), x2 = y

f
discrimination tree: ↙↘

a h
↓ ↓
g b
↓ ↓
...

...

In a substitution tree all terms x0σ are stored such that σ is the composition
of the substitutions on some path from the root to a leaf of the tree. In the
example, after inserting the first term in an empty substitution tree we obtain
the single node x0 = f(a, g(x), h(y)). When inserting the second term, internal
variables are placed at the points of disagreement, and children are created with
the “remaining” substitutions of both. Therefore all common contexts can be
shared. ut

Example 2. It clear that the additional sharing in substitution trees avoids re-
peated work (which is the main goal of all indexing techniques). Assume one has
two terms f(c, x, t) and f(x, c, t) in the index, and a query f(c, c, s), where s and
t are terms such that s is not an instance of t. Then two attempts to match s
against t will be made in a discrimination tree, and only one in a substitution
tree. But, on the other hand, in substitution trees the basic traversal algorithms
are significantly more costly. ut

Here we describe a new indexing data structure, called context trees, where,
by means of a limited kind of context variables, certain common subterms can
be shared, even if they occur below different function symbols. Roughly, the
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idea is that f(s) and g(s, t) can be represented as F (s, t), with children F = f
and F = g. Function variables such as F stand for single function symbols only
(although extensions to allow for more complex forms of second-order terms are
possible).

Example 3. Assume one has three terms h(x, f(t)), h(x, g(t)), and h(b, f(t)) in
the index. Then, in a discrimination tree, t will occur three times. In a substi-
tution tree, we will have:

x0 = h(x1, x2)

x1 = b, x2 = f(t)x1 = x

x2 = f(t) x2 = g(t)

and with a query h(b, f(s)), the terms s and t will be matched twice against
each other (at the leftmost and rightmost leaves). In a context tree, the term t
occurs only once:

x0 = h(x1, F (t))

x1 = b, F = fx1 = x

F = f F = g

and if s does not match t, the failure with the query h(b, f(s)) will be found at
the root. ut

In addition to proposing the concept of context trees, in this paper we will
also provide some evidence for its practical value. First, we show how they can
be adequately implemented. In order to be able to reuse some of the main ideas
for efficient implementation of substitution trees, we will consider terms built
from a single pairing constructor and constants. These terms will also be called
Curry terms. We describe an implementation based on these Curry terms and
an extension of substitution trees by equality constraints and by not distinguish-
ing internal and external variables. The second evidence for its practical value
is empirical. Experiments with matching show that our preliminary implemen-
tation (which does not yet include several important enhancements) is already
competitive with tightly coded state-of-the-art implementations, namely the im-
plementation of discrimination trees of the Waldmeister prover [3] and the code
trees of the Vampire prover [9].

For the experiments, we adopted the methods for evaluation of indexing tech-
niques described in [5]: (i) we use 30 very large benchmarks containing the exact
sequence of (update and retrieval) operations on the matching index that take
place when running three well-known state-of-the-art provers on a selected set of
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10 problems; (ii) comparisons are made with the discrimination tree implemen-
tation of the Waldmeister prover [3], and the code trees of the Vampire prover
[9], as provided by their own implementors using the test driver of [5].

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces some basic con-
cepts of indexing, discrimination trees and substitution trees. In Section 3 we
outline some problems with direct implementations of context trees and explain
how one can use Curry terms to solve theses problems. We also show that the
use of Curry terms has several additional advantages. In Section 4 we describe
our implementation in a certain detail. Finally, Sections 5 and 6 describe the
experimental results and some promising directions for future work.

2 Discrimination Trees and Substitution Trees

Discrimination trees can be made very efficient if query terms are linear (as the
terms in the trees are). Usually, queries are the so-called flatterms of [1], which
are linked lists with additional pointers to jump over subterms t when a variable
of the index gets instantiated by t.

In standard discrimination trees, all variables are represented by a single
variable symbol ∗, so that different terms such as f(x, y) and f(x, x) are both
represented by f(∗, ∗), and the corresponding path in the tree is common to both.
This increases the amount of sharing, and also the retrieval speed, because the
low-level operations (basically symbol comparison and variable instantiation)
are very simple. But it is only a prefilter : once a possible match has been found,
additional equality tests have to be performed between the query subterms by
which the variables of terms like f(x, x) have been instantiated. Nodes are usually
arrays of pointers indexed by the function symbols, plus one additional pointer
for ∗. If, during matching, the query symbol currently treated is f , then one can
directly jump to the child for f , if it exists, or to the one of ∗. Especially for
larger signatures, this kind of nodes lead to high memory consumption. Note
that the case where children for both f and ∗ exist is the only situation where
backtracking points are created.

In perfect discrimination trees, variables are not collapsed into a single sym-
bol. Instead, nodes of different sizes exist: apart form the function symbols, each
node can have a child for any of the variables that already occurred along the
path in the tree, plus an additional child for a possible new variable. Hence even
more memory is needed in this approach. Also there is less sharing in the index.
On the other hand, the equality tests are not delayed (which is good according
to the first-fail principle; see also below), all matches found are correct and no
later equality tests are needed. The Waldmeister prover [3] uses these perfect
discrimination trees for matching.

2.1 Implementation Techniques for Substitution Trees

Let us now consider substitution trees in more detail. They were introduced by
Peter Graf [2], who also developed an implementation that is still used in the
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Spass prover [10]. (A more efficient implementation was given in the context of
the Dedam (Deduction abstract machine) kernel of data structures [6], and has
served as a basis for our implementation of context trees as well.)

As for discrimination trees, it is important to deal with an adequate rep-
resentation of query terms. In Dedam, Prolog-like terms are used: each term
f(t1, . . . , tn) is represented by n + 1 contiguous heap cells with a tag and an
address field:

a f
a + 1 ref a1

...
...

a + n ref an

where each address field ai points to the subterm ti, and (uninstantiated) vari-
ables are ref’s pointing to themselves. In this setting, contiguous heap cell blocks
of different sizes co-exist, and traversal of terms requires controlling arities. Term-
to-term operations like matching or unification only instantiate self-referencing
ref positions. If these instantiated positions are pushed on a stack, called the
refstack, then undoing the operation amounts to restoring the positions in the
refstack to self-references again.

Substitutions in substitution trees are always pairs of heap addresses; each
right hand side points to a term; each left hand side points to an internal variable
(i.e., a self-ref position) occurring exactly once in some term at the right hand
side of a substitution along the path to the root.

The basic idea for all retrieval operations (finding a term, matching, unifica-
tion) in substitution trees is the same: one instantiates the internal variable x0
at the root with the query term, and traverses the tree, where at each visited
node with a substitution x1 = t1, . . . , xn = tn, one performs the basic term-to-
term operation (syntactic equality, matching, unification) between each (already
instantiated) xi and its corresponding ti. The term-to-term operations only dif-
fer in which variables are allowed to be instantiated, and which variables are
considered as constants: for finding terms (syntactic equality), only the internal
ref’s (called intref) can be instantiated; for matching, also the external ref’s
of the index (but not of the query); for unification, all ref’s can be instantiated.

Upon failure, backtracking occurs. After successfully visiting a node, before
continuing with its first child, its next sibling is stored in the backtracking stack,
together with the current height of the refstack. Therefore, for backtracking,
one pops the next node to visit from the backtracking stack, together with its
corresponding refstack height, and restores all ref positions above this height.
A failure occurs when trying to backtrack on an empty backtracking stack.

Due to space limitations, we cannot go into details here about the update op-
erations for substitution trees. Let us only mention that several insertion strate-
gies are possible (first-fit, best-fit), and that the basic operation for insertion is
the computation of the common part and remainders of two substitutions. For
deletions, one sometimes needs to apply the reverse operation, namely to merge
two substitutions into a single one.
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Example 4. Let σ1 be the substitution {x1 = g(a, h(b)), x2 = a} and let σ2
be {x1 = g(b, h(c)), x2 = b}. Their common part is {x1 = g(x3, h(x4))}. The
remainders of both substitutions are {x2 = a, x3 = a, x4 = b} and {x2 = b, x3 =
b, x4 = c} respectively. ut

2.2 Substitution Trees for Matching

In Dedam a special version of substitution trees for matching has been developed,
which is about three times faster than the general-purpose implementation in
Spass and Dedam.

Example 5. Suppose the query is of the form f(s, t) and consider a substitution
tree with the two terms f(x, x) and f(a, x): the root is x0 = f(x1, x), with
children x1 = x and x1 = a. When matching, at the root x1 gets instantiated
with s, and x with t; then, at the leftmost child, the terms s and t are matched
against each other. Note that one has to keep track of whether or not x has
already been instantiated, i.e., one has to keep a refstack. ut

The idea for improving this procedure is similar to the one of the standard
variant of discrimination trees: external variables are all considered to be dif-
ferent. But in substitution trees the advantages are more effective: the refstack
becomes unnecessary (and hence also the information about its height in the
backtracking stack), because one can always override the values of the internal
and external variables and restauration becomes unnecessary. Matching opera-
tions between query subterms, like s and t in the previous example, are replaced
by a cheaper syntactic equality test of the equality constraints at the leaves.

3 Context Trees

We start by illustrating the increased amount of sharing in context trees as
intuitively described in Section 1 compared with substitution trees.

Example 6. Assume in a context tree we have a subtree T below a node xi =
f(xj , t) (depicted below at the left) where we have to insert xi = g(s, t, u). Then
the common part is xi = F (xj , t, u), the remaining parts are {F = f} and
{F = g, xj = s}, respectively, and we obtain:

xi = f(xj , t)

T

xi = F (xj , t, u)

F = f

T

F = g, xj = s

During retrieval on the new tree, the term-to-term operations have to be guided
by the arities of the query: if xi is instantiated with a query term headed with
f , when arriving at the node xi = F (xj , t, u), then, since the arity of f is 2, one
can simply ignore the term u of this common part. ut
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It is not difficult to see that, with the restricted kind of function variables F
that stand for single function symbols, the common part of two terms s and t, as
in substitution trees, will contain the entire common context, and additionally
also those subterms u that occur at the same position p in both terms, that is,
for which u = s|p = t|p.

Example 7. The common part of the two terms f(g(b, b), a, c) and h(h(b, c), d)
is F (G(b, x1), x2, x3). Indeed, the subterm b at position 1.1 is the only term
occurring at the same position in both terms. ut

To implement context trees for matching by an extension of the specialized
substitution trees for matching requires to deal with the specific properties of
the context variables.

Example 8. Consider again Example 6. The term f(xj , t) consists of three con-
tiguous heap cells. The first contains f , the second is an intref corresponding
to xj , and the third is a ref pointing to the subterm t. Initially, in the subtree T
below that node, along each path to a leaf xj appears once as a left hand side in a
substitution. After inserting xi = g(s, t, u), the common part is xi = F (xj , t, u),
and the new term F (xj , t, u) needs four contiguous heap cells instead of three.

A serious implementation problem now is that, if we allocate a new block of
size four, all left hand sides pointing to xj in the subtree T have to be changed
to point to the new address of xj . ut

3.1 Context Trees through Curry Terms

A simple solution to the previous problem would be to always use blocks corre-
sponding to the maximal arity of symbols, but this is too expensive in memory
consumption. Here we propose a different solution, which is conceptually ap-
pealing and at the same time turns out to be very efficient since it completely
avoids the need for checking arities. We suggest to represent all terms in Curry
form. Curry terms are formed with a single binary apply symbol @, and all other
function symbols are considered (second-order) constants to be treated much like
their first-order counterparts. This idea is standard in the context of functional
programming, but, surprisingly, does not seem to have been considered for term
indexing data structures for automated deduction before.

Example 9. Consider again the terms of Example 6, where we saw that one
can share the term t in f(xj , t) and g(s, t, u) by having F (xj , t, u). In Curry
form, these terms become @(@(f, xj), t) and @(@(@(g, s), t), u) and the t cannot
be shared. But in the Curry form the same amount of sharing exists: still all
arguments that are in the same position are shared, assuming that positions
are counted from right to left. Consider the arguments of the same terms in
reverse order. The we have f(t, xj) and g(u, t, s), which in Curry form become
@(@(f, t), xj) and @(@(@(g, u), t), s). The common part, which was F (u, t, xj),
can be computed on the Curry terms exactly as it was done for common contexts
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of first-order terms in substitution trees. In the example we get @(@(xk, t), xj),
where the remaining parts are {xk = f} and {xk = @(g, u), xj = s}.

It is not difficult to see that in this way one obtains exactly the same amount
of sharing as with context variables: all common contexts and all subterms u
that occur at the same position in both terms (but remember: if positions are
computed from right to left; for instance, the shared t in f(t, xj) and g(u, t, s) is
at position 2 in both terms). ut

An important additional advantage is that the basic algorithms do not de-
pend on the arities of the symbols anymore. Moreover, since it is obviously not
necessary to store any apply symbols, all memory blocks contain exactly two
heap cells.
Example 10. The term f(b, g(x)) becomes @(@(f, b),@(g, x)), which can be writ-
ten in pair notation simply as ((f, b), (g, x)). Compare the Prolog format with
how the Curry term can be stored:

Prolog term: Curry Term:

10 f 100 ref --> 120 ref -----------> 150 f
11 ref --> 40 b 121 ref --> 140 g 151 b
12 ref -------> 60 g 141 var

61 ref --> 80 ref

Note that in the Prolog term, constants are a block of heap cells on their own
such as the b at address 40. Alternatively, constants can also be placed directly
at pointer position for minimizing space. But with Prolog terms this makes the
algorithms slower as a uniform treatment for all function symbols (constants or
not) becomes impossible. But in Curry terms, since all function symbols are
constants, this space optimization can be used without any cost. ut

In Curry terms each cell is either a constant, a variable var or a ref to a
subterm. Curry terms are always headed by a single heap cell, and all other
blocks consist of two contiguous heap cells. This makes the basic algorithms
very efficient, as exemplified by the following recursive algorithm for testing the
equality of two (ground) Curry terms:

int TermEqual(_HeapAddr s, _HeapAddr t){
if (HeapTag(s)!=HeapTag(t)) return(0);
if (HeapIsRef(s)){

if (!TermEqual(HeapAddr(s), HeapAddr(t) )) return(0);
if (!TermEqual(HeapAddr(s)+1,HeapAddr(t)+1)) return(0);}

return(1);}

4 Implementation

4.1 Equality Constraints

In order to exploit the idea of equality constraints in its full power, it is important
to perform the equality tests not only at the leaves, but as high up as possible
in the tree without decreasing the amount of sharing (see [6]). For example, if
we have f(a, x, x, x, a), f(b, x, x, x, a), and f(c, y, y, x, a), then the tree can be:
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x = z

x1 = a x1 = b

x0 = f(x1, x, y, z, a), x = y

x1 = c

Note that placing the equality tests x = y and x = z in the leaves would
frequently lead to repeated work during retrieval time. Also, according to the
first-fail principle (which is strongly recommended in indexing techniques), it is
important to impose strong restrictions like the equality of two whole subterms
as soon as possible. Below we outline some details about our implementation
of equality constraints, their evaluation during retrieval time and their creation
during insertions by means of MF-sets (merge-find sets).

4.2 Internal vs. External Variables

We have seen that in our Curry terms we only consider heap cells that are a
constant, a ref, or a variable var. Indeed, it turns out that the usual distinction
between internal and external variables can also be dropped. (A variable that
is not instantiated represents an external variable.) This leads to even more
sharing in the index and increases matching retrieval speed, however, at the
price of significantly more complex update operations (see below).

Example 11. If the tree contains the two terms f(a, a) and f(x, b), we have:

x0 = f(x1, x2)

x1 = a, x2 = a x1 = x, x2 = b

x0 = f(x1, x2)

x1 = a, x2 = a x2 = b

distinguishing internal
and external vars.: no distinctions:

Note that in the second tree the variable x1 plays the role of an internal variable
in the leftmost branch and of an external variable in the other one. ut
In this setting, the term-to-term matching operation can be implemented as
follows:

int TermMatch(_HeapAddr query, _HeapAddr set){
if (HeapIsVar(set)) { HeapSetAddr(set,query); return(1); }
if (HeapTag(query)!=HeapTag(set)) return(0);
if (HeapIsRef(set)){

if (!TermMatch(HeapAddr(query), HeapAddr(set) )) return(0);
if (!TermMatch(HeapAddr(query)+1,HeapAddr(set)+1)) return(0);}

return(1);}
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0 = ((f1)2)

1 = a 1 = ((f3)4), 3 = 4

2 = a 2 = c 2 = ((f5)((f6)7)), 3 = 5 2 = b2 = a 2 = c

7 = a, 3 = 6 7 = b

1) f(a, a) ((fa)a)
2) f(a, c) ((fa)c)
3) f(f(0, 0), a) ((f((f0)0))a)
4) f(f(0, 0), c) ((f((f0)0))c)
5) f(f(0, 0), f(0, f(0, a))) ((f((f0)0))((f0)((f0)a)))
6) f(f(0, 0), f(0, f(0, b))) ((f((f0)0))((f0)((f1)b)))
7) f(0, b) ((f0)b)

Fig. 1. Context tree for the terms 1)–7)

4.3 Matching Retrieval

In Fig. 1 we show a tree as it would have been generated in our implementation
after inserting the seven terms given both in standard representation and Curry
form, respectively. Variables are written as numbers. Note that the equality
constraints 3 = 4 and 3 = 5 are shared among several branches. Given the
term-to-term operations for equality and matching from above, the remaining
code needed for matching retrieval on a context tree is very simple. One needs
a function for checking the substitution of a context tree node during matching:

int SubstMatch(_Subst subst){
while (subst){

if (subst->IsEqualityConstraint)
{ if (!TermEqual(subst->lhs,subst->rhs)) return(0); }

else
{ if (!TermMatch(subst->lhs,subst->rhs)) return(0); }

subst = subst->next;}
return(1);}

Finally, the general traversal algorithm of the tree is the one presented below (as-
suming that the root variable x0 has already been instantiated with the query):

int CTreeMatch(_CTree tree){
if (!SubstMatch(tree->subst))

if (tree->nextSibling) return(CTreeMatch(tree->nextSibling));
else return(0);

if (!tree->firstChild ) return(1);
if (!tree->nextSibling) return(CTreeMatch(tree->firstChild));
return(CTreeMatch(tree->nextSibling)||CTreeMatch(tree->firstChild));}
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This is the only retrieval algorithm that is not coded in our implementation as
shown here. In the implementation, it is iterative and uses a backtracking stack.
The other recursive algorithms for term-to-term equality and matching are also
recursive in our current implementation, in the form we have given them above.

4.4 Updates

Updates are significantly more complex in context trees than in the standard
substitution trees.

For insertion, one starts with a linearized term, together with several MF-
sets for keeping the information about the equivalence classes of the variables.
For instance, the term f(x, y, x, y, y) is inserted as f(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) with the
associated information that x1 and x3 are in the same class, and that x2, x4,
and x5 are in the same class. Hence if this term is inserted in an empty tree, we
obtain a tree with one node containing the substitution:

x0 = f(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5), x1 = x3, x2 = x4, x2 = x5
(or with other, equivalent but always non-redundant, equality constraints).

The insertion process in a non-empty tree first searches for the node where
insertion will take place. This search process is like matching, except for two
aspects. Firstly, the external variables of the index are only allowed to be in-
stantiated with variables of the inserted term. But since a variable x in the tree
sometimes plays the role of an internal and external variable at the same time
(see Example 11), one cannot know in advance which situation applies until a
leaf is reached: if x has no occurrence as the left hand side of a substitution (not
an equality constraint) along the path to the leaf, then it plays the role of an
external variable for this leaf. Secondly, during insertion the equality constraints
are checked on the associated information about the variables classes, instead of
checking the syntactic equality of subterms.

If a siblings list is reached where no sibling has a total agreement with the
inserted term then two different situations can occur. If there is a sibling with
a partial agreement with the inserted term, then one takes the first such sibling
(first-fit, this is what we do) or the sibling with the maximal (in some sense)
agreement (best-fit). The substitution of this node is replaced with the common
part (including the common equality constraints), and two new nodes are created
with the remaining substitutions. If a point is reached where all sibling nodes
have an empty common part with the inserted substitution, then the inserted
substitution is added to the siblings list. In both situations, the remaining sub-
stitution of the inserted term is built including the equality relations that have
not been covered by the equality constraints encountered along the path from
the root.

Deletion is also tricky, mainly because finding the term to be deleted requires
again to control the equality constraints and the instantiation of external vari-
ables only with variables of the term to be found. Moreover, unlike what happens
in insertion, backtracking is needed for finding.

It is important to be aware of the fact that updates cost little time in practice,
because updates are relatively infrequent compared with retrieval operations.
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Experiments seem to confirm that there are only one or two updates per thou-
sand retrievals. On the benchmarks of [5] (see below) in none of the benchmarks
updates took more than 5 percent of the time.

5 Experiments

In our experiments we have adopted the methodology described in [5]. (In that
paper one can find a detailed discussion of how to design experiments for the
evaluation of indexing techniques so that they can be repeated and validated
by others without difficulty.) For the purposes of the present paper, we ran
30 very large benchmarks, each containing the exact sequence of (thousands
of update and millions of retrieval) operations on the matching index as they
are executed when running one of three well-known state-of-the-art provers on
certain problems drawn from various subsets of the TPTP problem date base
[8]. Comparisons are made between our preliminary implementation (column
“Cont.” in Figure 5 below) with the discrimination tree implementation (column
“Disc.”) of the Waldmeister prover [3], and the code trees (column “Code”) of
the Vampire prover [9], as provided and run by their own implementors.

The figure 5 shows that, in spite of the fact that our implementation can
be much further improved (see Section 6), it is already quite competitive in
time. Moreover, context trees are, as expected, best in space, except for the very
small indexes (mostly coming from the Waldmeister prover). (A substantial fur-
ther space improvement can be expected from a compiled implementation as
sketched in section 6.2.) Code trees are, conceptually, a refined form of standard
discrimination trees. In their latest version [7], code trees apply a similar treat-
ment of the equality tests as the one of [6] we use here. The faster speed of code
trees is, in our opinion, by and large due to the compilation of the index (see
Section 6). We do not include here the results of the aforementioned Spass and
Dedam implementations of substitution trees, because, with a similar degree of
refinement of coding as our current implementation of context trees, they are at
least a factor three slower and need much more space.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

The concept of context trees has been introduced and we have shown (and ex-
perimentally verified) that large space savings can be possible compared with
substitution trees and discrimination trees. We have described in detail how
these trees can be efficiently implemented. By representing terms in Curry form,
an implementation can be based on a simplified variant of substitution trees.
Already from the performance of our first (unfinished) implementation it can be
seen that context trees have a great potential for applications in automated theo-
rem proving. Due to the high degree of sharing, they allow for efficient matching,
they require much less memory, and yet the time needed for the somewhat more
complex updates remains negligible.
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TPTP benchmark time in seconds space in KB
problem from prover Code Disc. Cont. Code Disc. Cont.

COL002-5 Fiesta 1.30 1.55 2.61 925 6090 922
COL004-3 Fiesta 0.96 1.22 2.39 80 727 86
LAT023-1 Fiesta 1.10 1.49 1.92 198 1646 210
LAT026-1 Fiesta 1.11 1.49 1.79 373 2813 371
LCL109-2 Fiesta 0.47 0.65 0.80 508 2285 466
RNG020-6 Fiesta 2.26 3.19 5.33 544 2435 517
ROB022-1 Fiesta 0.92 1.20 2.23 119 1086 101
GRP164-1 Fiesta 17.60 24.25 32.40 5823 28682 5352
GRP179-2 Fiesta 18.34 24.25 32.40 5597 29181 5207
GRP196-1 Fiesta 6.96 11.92 15.45 1 543 1
BOO015-4 Waldmeister 0.25 0.31 0.46 11 575 11
GRP024-5 Waldmeister 3.54 4.82 7.44 19 591 22
GRP187-1 Waldmeister 10.44 11.68 17.64 96 903 97
LAT009-1 Waldmeister 3.78 4.97 5.97 19 591 20
LAT020-1 Waldmeister 17.74 24.97 29.87 30 631 31
LCL109-2 Waldmeister 0.49 0.66 0.82 16 591 15
RNG028-5 Waldmeister 4.19 6.66 9.08 28 607 29
RNG035-7 Waldmeister 8.20 12.10 18.55 36 647 37
ROB006-2 Waldmeister 9.88 14.31 21.60 128 1142 116
ROB026-1 Waldmeister 8.52 13.55 17.34 69 807 68
COL079-2 Vampire 5.46 8.41 7.24 2769 9158 2138
LAT002-1 Vampire 5.83 7.72 9.48 3164 14603 2554
LCL109-4 Vampire 5.62 7.65 13.02 6703 24403 4986
CIV003-1 Vampire 7.57 7.13 15.57 3754 22664 3081
RNG034-1 Vampire 3.27 4.95 6.86 2545 8330 2125
SET015-4 Vampire 2.54 2.69 4.53 314 1373 258
HEN011-2 Vampire 3.36 3.39 5.18 221 2069 211
CAT001-4 Vampire 3.28 5.74 7.11 3859 13786 3109
CAT002-3 Vampire 2.90 5.51 6.67 2483 9281 2021
CAT003-4 Vampire 3.21 5.82 6.90 3826 13595 3086

Fig. 2. Experimental results

With respect to our implementation, more work remains to be done regarding
a tighter coding of the four (two of them recursive) algorithms used for retrieval
— those we have seen in this paper. Experience with other implementations of
term indexes has shown that this can give substantial factors of speedup.

Apart from these low-level aspects we also believe that there are at least two
other directions for further work from which further substantial improvements
will be obtained. We are going to describe them briefly now.

6.1 Exact Computation of Backtracking Nodes

Far more information than we have discussed so far can be precomputed at
update time on the index. We describe one of the more promising ideas that
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should help to considerably reduce the amount of nodes visited at retrieval time
and to eliminate the need of a backtracking stack.

Consider an occurrence p of a substitution pair xi = t in a substitution of the
tree. Denote by accum(p) the term that is, roughly speaking, the accumulated
substitution from the root to the pair p, including p itself. If, during matching,
a failure occurs just after the pair p, then the query term is an instance of
accum(p) (and this is the most general statement one can make at that point
for all possible queries). This knowledge can be exploited to exactly determine
the node to which one should backtrack. Let p′ be first pair after p in preorder
traversal of the tree whose associated term accum(p′) is unifiable with accum(p).
Then accum(p′) is the “next” term in the tree that can have a common instance
with accum(p). Therefore, accum(p′) is precisely the next term in the tree of
which the query can be an instance as well! Hence the backtracking node to
which one should jump in this situation is the one just after p′.

It seems possible to recompute locally, upon each update of the tree, the back-
tracking pointers associated to each substitution pair, and store these pointers
at the pair itself, thus actually minimizing (in the strictest sense of the word) the
search during matching. We are currently working out this idea in more detail.

6.2 Compiled Context Trees

One of the conclusions that can be drawn from the experiments of [5] is that
it does in fact pay off to compile an index into a form of interpreted ab-
stract instructions as suggested by the code trees method of [9] (similar find-
ings have also been obtained in the field of logic programming). For context
trees, consider for example again the SubstMatch loop we saw before. Instead
of such a loop, one can simply use a linked list of abstract code instructions like
TermEqual(adress1,addres2,FailureAddress) where FailureAddress is the
address to jump to in case of failure. The main advantage of this approach is that
no control (like the outermost if statement of SubstMatch) has to be looked
up, and, since the correct address arguments are already part of the abstract
code, no instructions like subst = subst->next are needed and many indirect
accesses like subst->lhs can be avoided.

In addition, one can use instructions decomposing operations like TermMatch
into sequences of instructions for the concrete second argument, which is known
at compile (i.e., index update) time. Assume we specialized the TermMatch func-
tion for matching with the index term (f(gx)), that is,

10 ref --> 20 f
21 ref --> 30 g

31 var

This would give code such as the following sequence of 7 one-argument instruc-
tions:

if (!HeapIsRef(query)) goto fail;
query = HeapAddr(query);
if (HeapTag(query)!=’f’) goto fail;
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if (!HeapIsRef(query+1)) goto fail;
query = HeapAddr(query+1);
if (HeapTag(query)!=’g’) goto fail;
HeapSetAddr(31,query+1)

By simple instruction counting, this code is easily shown to be far more efficient
on an average query term than the general-purpose two-argument TermMatch
function with (f(gx)) as second argument. All these advantages give more
speedup than what has to be paid for in overhead arising from the need for
interpreting the operation code of the abstract instructions. The latter is just a
switch statement that, in all modern compilers, produces constant time code.
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1 Introduction

The problem of term indexing can be formulated abstractly as follows (see [19]).
Given a set L of indexed terms, a binary relation R over terms (called the retrieval
condition) and a term t (called the query term), identify the subset M of L that
consists of the terms l such that R(l, t) holds. Terms in M will be called the
candidate terms. Typical retrieval conditions used in first-order theorem proving
are matching, generalization, unifiability, and syntactic equality. Such a retrieval
of candidate terms in theorem proving is interleaved with insertion of terms to
L, and deletion of them from L.

In order to support rapid retrieval of candidate terms, we need to process
the indexed set into a data structure called the index. Indexing data structures
are well-known to be crucial for the efficiency of the current state-of-the-art
theorem provers. Term indexing is also used in logic and functional program-
ming languages implementation, but indexing in theorem provers has several
distinctive features:

1. Indexes in theorem provers frequently store 105–106 complex terms, unlike
a typically small number of shallow terms in functional and logic programs.

2. In logic or functional language implementation the index is usually con-
structed during compilation. On the contrary, indexes in theorem proving
are highly dynamic, since terms are frequently inserted in and deleted from
indexes. Index maintenance operations start with an index for an initial set
of terms L, and incrementally construct an index for another set L′ that is
obtained by insertion or deletion of terms to or from L.

3. In many applications it is desirable for several retrieval operations to work
on the same index structure in order to share maintenance overhead and
memory consumption.

? Partially supported by the Spanish CICYT project HEMOSS ref. TIC98-0949-C02-
01.
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Therefore, along the last two decades a significant number of results on new
indexing techniques for theorem proving have been published and successfully
applied in different provers [19,6,8,18,24,16,11,2,4,5,26,22,21]. In spite of this,
important improvements of the existing indexing techniques are still possible
and needed, and other techniques for previously not considered retrieval oper-
ations need to be developed [14]. But implementors of provers need to know
which indexing technique is likely to behave best for his/her applications, and
developers of new indexing techniques need to be able to compare techniques
in order to get intuition about where to search for improvements, and in order
to provide scientific evidence of the superiority of new techniques over other
previous ones12.

Unfortunately, practice has revealed that an asymptotic worst-case or
average-case complexity analysis of indexing techniques is not a very realistic
enterprise. Even if such analysis was done, it would be hardly useful in practice.
For example, very efficient linear- or almost linear-time algorithms exist for unifi-
cation [17,10] but in practice these algorithms proved to be inefficient for typical
applications, and quadratic- or even exponential-time unification algorithms are
used instead in the modern provers. Thus, theoretically worse (w.r.t. asymptotic
complexity analysis) algorithms in this area frequently behave better in prac-
tice than other optimal ones. For many techniques one can design bad examples
whose (worst-case) computational complexity is as bad as for completely naive
methods. An average-case analysis is also very difficult to realize, among other
reasons because in most applications no realistic predictions can be made about
the distribution of the input data.

Similar phenomena take place when randomly generated data are used for
benchmarking. For example, in propositional satisfiability attempts to find hard
problems resulted in discovering random distributions of clauses which guarantee
the existence of a phase transition [1,13]. Experimentally it has been discovered
that problems resulting from the random clause generation in the phase tran-
sition region are hard for all provers, but the provers best for these problems
proved to be not very efficient for more structured problems coming from prac-
tical applications [7].

1 In fact, in the recent past two of the authors recommended rejection for CADE of
each other’s papers on improvements of code tree and substitution tree indexing due
to the lack of evidence for a better performance.

2 Due to the lack of evidence of superiority of some indexing techniques over other
ones, system implementors have to take decisions about implementing a particular
indexing technique based on criteria not directly relevant to the efficiency of the
technique. As an example, we cite [23]:

Following the extremely impressive results of Waldmeister, we have chosen
a perfect discrimination tree . . . as the core data structure for our indexing
algorithms.

Here the overall results of Waldmeister were considered enough to conclude that it
implements the best indexing techniques.
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Hence the only reasonable evaluation method is to apply a statistical anal-
ysis of the empirical behaviour of the different techniques on benchmarks cor-
responding to real runs of real systems on real problems. But one has to be
careful because one should not draw too many conclusions about the efficiency
of different techniques based on a comparison between different concrete imple-
mentations of them; many times these implementations are rather incomparable
due to different degrees of optimization and refinement3.

Our main contribution here is the design of the first method for comparing
different implementations based on a virtually unlimited supply of large real-
world benchmarks for indexing. The basic requirements to such benchmarks are
as follows. First, since different provers may impose different requirements on the
indexing data structures, a general means should be given for obtaining realistic
benchmarks for any given prover. Second, it should be possible to easily create
benchmarks by running this prover on any problem, and do this for a significant
number of different problems from different areas. Third, these benchmarks have
to reproduce real-life sequences of operations on the index, where updates (dele-
tions and insertions of terms) are interleaved with (in general far more frequent)
retrieval operations.

The method we use for creating such benchmarks for a given prover is to add
instructions making the prover write to a log file a trace each time an operation
on the index takes place, and then run it on the given problem. For example,
each time a term t is inserted (deleted, unified with), a trace like +t (resp.
−t, ut) is written to the file. Moreover, we require to store the traces along
with information about the result of the operation (e.g., success/failure), which
allows one to detect cases of incorrect behaviour of the indexing methods being
tested. Ideally, there should be enough disk space to store all traces (possibly in
a compressed form) of the whole run of the prover on the given problem (if the
prover terminates on the problem; otherwise it should run at least for enough
time to make the benchmark representative for a usual application of the prover).

The main part of the evaluation process is to test a given implementation
of indexing on such a benchmark file. This given implementation is assumed to
provide operations for querying and updating the indexing data structure, as
well as a translation function for creating terms in its required format from the
benchmark format. In order to avoid overheads and inexact time measurements
due to translations and reading terms from the disk, the evaluation process first
reads a large block of traces, storing them in main memory. After that, all terms
read are translated into the required format. Then time measuring is switched
on, and a loop is started which calls the corresponding sequence of operations,
and time is turned off before reading the next block of traces from disk, and so
on.

3 Unfortunately, in the literature one frequently encounters papers where a very tightly
coded implementation of the author’s new method is compared with other relatively
naive implementations of the previously existing methods, sometimes even run on
machines with different characteristics that are difficult to compare.
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This article is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses some design decisions
taken after numerous discussions of the authors. Section 3 gives benchmarks for
term retrieval and index maintenance for the problem of retrieval of generaliza-
tions (matching a query term by index terms), generated by running our provers
Vampire [20], Fiesta [15] and Waldmeister [9] (three rather different, we believe
quite representative, state-of-the-art provers) on a selection of carefully chosen
problems from different domains of the TPTP library [25].

In Section 4 we describe the evaluation on these benchmarks of code trees,
context trees, and discrimination trees as they are provided and integrated in
the test package by their own implementors, and run under identical circum-
stances. As far as we know, this is the first time that different indexing data
structures for deduction are compared under circumstances which, we believe,
guarantee that experiments are not biased in any direction. Moreover, the im-
plementations of code trees and discrimination trees we consider are the ones of
the Vampire and Waldmeister provers, which we believe to be among the fastest
(if not the fastest) current implementations for each one of these techniques.
Hence for these two implementations it is unlikely that there are any differences
in quality of coding. Although context trees are a new concept (see [3]) and the
implementation used in the experiments (the only one that exists) was finished
only one week before, the implementation is not naive since it is based on earlier,
quite refined implementations of substitution trees.

All test programs, implementations and benchmarks mentioned in this paper
are publicly available at http://www.lsi.upc.es/˜roberto.

2 Some Design Decisions

In this section we discuss some decisions we had to take, since they may be
helpful for the design of similar experiments for other term indexing techniques
in the future.

We decided to concentrate in this paper on the measurement of three main
aspects of indexing techniques (but the same methodology is applicable to other
algorithms and data structures, see Section 6 for examples).

The first aspect we focus on is the time needed for queries where the retrieval
condition is generalization: given a query term t, is there any indexed term l such
that for some substitution σ we have lσ = t? This retrieval condition has at least
two uses in first-order theorem provers: forward subsumption for unit clauses and
forward demodulation (simplification by rewriting with unit equalities). It is also
closely related (as an ingredient or prefilter) to general forward subsumption. It
is well-known to be the main bottleneck in many provers (especially, but not
only, in provers with built-in equality). Unlike some other retrieval conditions,
search for generalizations is used in both general theorem provers and theorem
provers for unit equalities. Some provers do not even index the other operations.

Though time is considered to be the main factor for system comparison,
memory consumption is also crucial, especially for long-running tests. During
the last years processor speed has grown much faster than memory capacity and
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it is foreseen that this trend will continue in the coming years. Moreover, mem-
ory access speed is also becoming an important bottleneck. Excessive memory
consumption leads to more cache faults, which become the dominant factor for
time, instead of processor speed. In experiments described in [27], run on a rel-
atively slow computer with 1Gbyte of RAM memory, it was observed that some
provers consume 800Mbytes of memory in the first 30 minutes. The best modern
computers are already about 10 times faster than the computer used in these
experiments, which means that memory problems arise very quickly, a problem
that will become more serious in the coming years. For all these reasons, memory
consumption is the second object of measurement in this paper.

The third and last aspect we focus on here is frequency of updates (insertions
and deletions) and the time needed for them. In this field there exists an amount
of folk knowledge (but which, unfortunately, differs among researchers), about
the following questions. How frequent are updates in real applications? Is it
really true that the time needed for updates is negligible? Is it worth or feasible
to restructure larger parts of the index at update time (i.e., more than what is
currently done)?

Perfect filtering or not? Our definition of term indexing corresponds to perfect
filtering. In some cases implementation of imperfect filtering, when a subset or a
superset of candidate terms is retrieved, does not affect soundness and complete-
ness of a prover. In particular, neither soundness nor completeness are affected if
only a subset of candidate terms is retrieved, when the retrieved generalizations
are only used for subsumption or forward demodulation.

It was decided that only perfect filtering techniques should be compared.
Of course, this includes implementations based on imperfect filters retrieving
a superset of candidate terms, combined with a final term-to-term correctness
test. Indeed, comparing imperfect indexing techniques alone does not make much
sense in our context, since the clear winner in terms of time would be the system
reporting “substitution not found” without even considering the query term.

Should the computed substitution be constructed in an explicit form? When
search for generalizations is used for forward subsumption, computing the substi-
tution is unnecessary. When it is used for forward demodulation, the computed
substitution is later used for rewriting the query term. We decided that explicit
representation of the computed substitution is unnecessary since all indexing
techniques build such a substitution in an implicit form, and this implicit rep-
resentation of the substitution is enough to perform rewriting.

One or all generalizations? In term indexing, one can search for one, some, or
all indexed candidate terms. When indexing is used for forward subsumption or
forward demodulation, computing all candidates is unnecessary. In the case of
subsumption, if any candidate term is found, the query term is subsumed and can
be discarded. In the case of forward demodulation, the first substitution found
will be used for rewriting the query term, and there is no need either for finding
more of them. Hence we decided to only search for one candidate. Note that for
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other retrieval conditions computing all candidate terms can be more appropri-
ate. Examples are unification, used for inference computation, and (backward)
matching, used for backward subsumption and backward demodulation.

How should problems be selected? It was decided for this particular experiment
that every participant contributes with an equal number of benchmarks, and
that the problems should be selected by each participant individually. There was
a common understanding that the problems should be as diverse as possible,
and that benchmarks should be large enough. Among the three participants,
Vampire is the only prover that can run on nonunit problems, so to achieve
diversity benchmarks generated by Vampire were taken from nonunit problems
only. Nonunit problems tend to have larger signatures than the unit ones. Quite
unexpectedly, benchmarks generated by Fiesta and Waldmeister happened to
be quite diverse too, since Fiesta generates large terms much more often than
Waldmeister.

But even if one collects such a diverse set of benchmarks, one cannot expect
that all practical situations are covered by (statistically speaking) sufficiently
many of them. For example, if one wants to check how a particular indexing
technique behaves on large signatures, our benchmarks suite would be inappro-
priate since it contains only two benchmarks in which signatures are relatively
large. Our selection of 30 problems is also inadequate if one wants to check how
a particular technique behaves when the index contains over 105 terms, since
the greatest number of terms in our indices is considerably less.

But it is one of the advantages of the proposed methodology that a potentially
unlimited number of new benchmarks with any given properties can easily be
generated, provided that these properties correspond to those occurring in real
problems.

Input file format. Input file format was important for a reason not having direct
relation to the experiments. The benchmark files, written in any format, are
huge. Two input formats have been proposed: one uses structure sharing and
refers to previously generated terms by their numbers; the other one uses a
stringterm representation of query terms. In the beginning it was believed that
the first format would give more compact files, but in practice this happened
to be not the case since a great majority of query terms proved to be small.
In addition, files with structure sharing did not compress well, so a stringterm
representation was chosen, see Figure 1. Finally, stringterms are easy to read
for humans which helped us a lot when one indexing data structure produced
strange results because an input file was mistakenly truncated.

But even compressed files with benchmarks occupy hundreds of megabytes,
which means that difficulties can arise to only store them in a publicly acces-
sible domain and transfer them over the Web. Fortunately, this problem was
easy to solve, since these files have a relatively low Kolmogorov complexity, an
observation that, this time, can also be used in practice: they have been pro-
duced by three much smaller generators (provers) from very short inputs, so for
reproducing the files it is enough to store the generators and their input files.
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We also reconsidered our initial ideas about how to store the terms inter-
nally before calling the indexing operations. We experimented with complicated
shared internal representations, in order to keep the memory consumption of
the test program small (compared with the memory used by the indexing data
structures), thus avoiding noise in the experiments due to cache faults caused by
our test driver, since the driver itself might heavily occupy the cache. But finally
we found that it is better for minimising cache faults to simply read relatively
small blocks (of 2MB) of input from disk at a time, and store terms without
any sharing, but contiguously in the same order as they will be considered in
the calls to the indexing data structure. Of course the number of terms (i.e.,
of operations on the index) read from disk at a time should not be too small,
because otherwise timing is turned on and off too often, which also produces
noise.

This is an extract from a benchmark file generated by Waldmeister from the TPTP
problem LCL109-2. Comments have been added by the authors.

a/2 # each benchmark file starts with the
b/0 # signature symbols with respective arities
c/1 #
...
?ab0 # query term a(b,x0), "?" signals failure
?b # query term b
+ab0 # insert term a(b,x0) to the index
...
!ab5 # query term a(b,x5), "!" signals success
...
-accbb # delete term a(c(c(b)),b) from index
...

Fig. 1. An example benchmark file

Is the query term creation time included in the results? Despite the simplicity
of this question, it was not easy to answer. Initially, it was thought that time for
doing this should be negligible and essentially equal for the different indexing
implementations. However, in actual provers the query terms are already avail-
able in an appropriate format as a result of some previous operation, so there
is no need to measure the time spent on copying the query term. In addition,
some, but not all, participants use the flatterm representation for query terms
and it was believed that creating flatterm query terms from similarly structured
stringterms could be several times faster than creating terms in the tree form.
Hence it was decided that the time for creating query terms should not be in-
cluded in the results.

However, this decision immediately created another problem. An expensive
single operation for matching the query term against a particular indexed term
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is the comparison of two subterms of the query term. For example, to check if
the term f(x, x) is a generalization of a query term f(s, t), one has to check
whether s and t are the same term. Such a check can be done in time linear
in the size of s, t. All other operations used in term-to-term matching can be
performed in constant time (for example, comparison of two function symbols
or checking if the query term is a variable). Now suppose that everyone can
create any representation of the query term at the expense of system time. Then
one can create a perfectly shared representation in which equal subterms will be
represented by the same pointer, and checking for subterm equality becomes a
simple constant time pointer comparison. Clearly, in practice one has to pay for
creating a perfectly shared representation, so doing this in system time would be
hardly appropriate4. The solution we have agreed upon is this: the representation
of the query term should not allow for a constant-time subterm comparison,
and for each participating system the part of the code which transforms the
stringterm into the query term should be clear and easy to localize (e.g., included
in the test driver itself).

3 Generation of Benchmarks

We took 30 problems from TPTP (10 by each participant), which created 30
benchmarks. The table of problems and simple quantitative characteristics of
the resulting benchmarks is given in Table 1. The first two columns contain the
name of the problem and the system that generated the problem. The third
column contains the number of symbols in the signature of the problem, for
example 3+4 means that the signature contains 3 nonconstant function symbols
plus 4 constants. In the following four columns we indicate the total number of
operations (Total in the table), insertions in and deletions from the index (Ins
and Del in the table), and the maximal size of the index in number of terms
(Max in the table) during the experiment. In the last four columns we show the
average size and depth of the indexed and query terms, respectively. Here by
size we mean the number of symbols in the term, and the depth is measured so
that the depth of a constant is 0.

4 Evaluation

We ran each indexing data structure on each benchmark, i.e., we did 90 experi-
ments. The results are given in Table 2. We measured time spent and memory
used by each system. In parentheses we put the time measured for index mainte-
nance only (i.e. insertions and deletions). This time was measured in a second run
of the 90 experiments, on the same benchmarks, but with all retrieval requests
removed.
4 Note that the (forward) matching operation is applied to formulae just after they

have been generated, with the purpose of eliminating or simplifying them. Hence it
is unlikely that they are in perfectly shared form, even in systems in which retained
formulae are kept in a perfectly shared representation.
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Table 1. Benchmark characteristics

problem and sig operations indexed terms query terms
generator Total Ins Del Max Size Depth Size Depth

BOO015-4 wal 3+4 275038 228 228 179 13.8 5.8 5.1 2.2
CAT001-4 vam 3+4 2203880 18271 3023 16938 26.0 9.9 7.1 2.9
CAT002-3 vam 4+4 2209777 12934 4181 11191 29.2 10.4 7.1 3.1
CAT003-4 vam 3+4 2151408 18159 4476 16606 28.3 10.6 7.1 2.9
CIV003-1 vam 6+14 3095080 70324 22757 47567 14.1 5.1 4.3 1.6

COL002-5 fie 2+7 940127 13399 5329 8353 25.4 9.3 7.5 2.8
COL004-3 fie 2+5 1176507 765 28 737 18.1 6.7 9.3 3.2
COL079-2 vam 3+2 2143156 14236 4619 9633 38.8 11.8 7.3 2.7
GRP024-5 wal 3+4 2686810 506 506 296 16.3 6.6 7.7 2.9
GRP164-1 fie 5+4 11069073 53934 3871 50063 16.4 6.1 5.9 2.4
GRP179-2 fie 5+2 10770018 52825 2955 49870 16.8 6.1 6.1 2.4
GRP187-1 wal 4+3 9999990 2714 1327 1387 12.0 5.3 5.0 2.0
GRP196-1 fie 2+2 18977144 3 0 3 26.3 7.0 10.8 4.8
HEN011-2 vam 1+10 4313282 4408 439 3969 10.7 4.1 2.7 0.8
LAT002-1 vam 2+6 2646466 26095 1789 24306 17.5 6.2 5.6 2.0
LAT009-1 wal 2+3 2514005 596 596 291 19.2 7.4 7.8 2.8
LAT020-1 wal 2+3 9999992 910 493 417 14.8 5.6 9.3 3.2
LAT023-1 fie 3+4 822539 4088 2065 2499 18.4 6.6 6.0 2.3
LAT026-1 fie 3+4 772413 6162 3509 4770 20.8 7.1 5.6 2.0
LCL109-2 fie 3+4 312992 4465 519 3947 16.7 6.1 6.0 2.6
LCL109-2 wal 2+1 463493 196 196 165 19.2 7.9 5.7 2.3
LCL109-4 vam 4+3 1944335 40949 3135 37817 20.0 5.7 8.1 2.7

RNG020-6 fie 6+6 2107343 4872 960 3912 17.4 5.4 6.3 2.4
RNG028-5 wal 5+4 3221510 304 304 218 31.4 9.0 14.0 3.8
RNG034-1 vam 4+4 2465088 15068 4589 11685 26.4 7.0 6.1 2.4
RNG035-7 wal 3+5 5108975 482 482 360 21.7 9.0 13.9 4.7
ROB006-2 wal 3+4 9999990 1182 34 1148 19.1 7.7 12.4 4.9
ROB022-1 fie 3+4 922806 2166 826 1341 21.4 9.3 6.5 2.8
ROB026-1 wal 2+4 9999991 648 15 633 16.9 7.9 12.6 5.0
SET015-4 vam 4+6 3664777 3256 995 2261 16.3 5.8 3.6 1.4

Time. Vampire’s implementation of code trees is on the average 1.39 times than
Waldmeister’s implementation of discrimination trees and 1.91 times faster than
the current implementation of context trees5. These factors roughly hold for
almost all problems, with a few exceptions, for example on problem CIV003-1
Waldmeister is slightly faster than Vampire. The time spent for index mainte-

5 Note that in these average times problems with large absolute run-times predomi-
nate. Furthermore, context trees are new (see [3]) and several important optimiza-
tions for them have not yet been implemented. According to the first author, they
are at least 3 times faster than the substitution trees previously used in Fiesta. We
welcome anyone who has an efficient implementation of substitution trees (or any
other indexing data structure) to compare her or his technique with ours on the
same benchmarks.
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nance is in all cases negligible compared to the retrieval time, and there are
essentially no fluctuations from the average figures: Waldmeister spends on the
index maintenance 1.18 times less than Vampire and 1.49 times less than the
context trees implementation.

Memory. In memory consumption, differences are more important. On average,
the implementation of context trees used 1.18 times less memory than Vampire’s
implementation of code trees and 5.39 times less memory than Waldmeister’s
implementation of discrimination trees.

5 A Short Interpretation of the Results

Although the main aim of this work was to design a general-purpose technique
for measuring and comparing the efficiency of indexing techniques in time and
space requirements, in this section we very briefly and globally describe why we
believe these concrete experiments have produced these concrete results.

5.1 Waldmeister’s Discrimination Trees

Waldmeister uses discrimination trees, which are like tries where terms are seen
as strings and common prefixes are shared, in its so-called perfect variant. Nodes
are arrays of pointers and can have different sizes: each node can have a child for
each one of the function symbols and for each one of the variables that already
occurred along the path in the tree, plus an additional child for a possible new
variable. During matching one can index the array by the currently treated
query symbol f , and directly jump to the child for f , if it exists, or to one of the
variable children. Note that the case where children for both f and some variable
exist (or for more than one variable), is the only situation where backtracking
points are created. Usually, queries are represented as the so-called flatterms of
[2], which are linked lists with additional pointers to jump over subterms t when
a variable of the index gets instantiated by t.

The results of our experiments for Waldmeister’s discrimination trees are not
unexpected. The implementation is very tightly coded, and in spite of the lower
amount of sharing than in other techniques, the retrieval speed is very high
because the low-level operations (essentially, symbol comparison and variable
instantiation) are very simple. It is clear that, especially for larger signatures
and deep terms, the kind of nodes used leads to high memory consumption.
Memory consumption is even higher because the backtracking stack needed for
retrieval is inscribed into the tree nodes, enlarging them even more. This speeds
up retrieval at the cost of space.

5.2 Context Trees

As we have mentioned, in discrimination trees common prefixes are shared. In
substitution trees [6], terms keep their tree structure and all common contexts
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Table 2. Results. In this table, we list the benchmarks, named after the TPTP prob-
lem they come from, along with the prover run on the given problem. Vam stands
for Vampire’s code tree implementation, Wal for Waldmeister’s discrimination trees,
and Con for the context trees implementation. Between parentheses, times without
retrievals, i.e., only insertions and deletions.

time (in seconds) memory (in Kbytes)
problem from Vam Wal Con Vam Wal Con
BOO015-4 wal 0.25 (0.00) 0.31 (0.01) 0.46 (0.01) 11 575 11
CAT001-4 vam 3.28 (0.34) 5.74 (0.31) 7.11 (0.41) 3859 13786 3109
CAT002-3 vam 2.90 (0.22) 5.51 (0.31) 6.67 (0.33) 2483 9281 2021
CAT003-4 vam 3.21 (0.34) 5.82 (0.34) 6.90 (0.46) 3826 13595 3086
CIV003-1 vam 7.57 (0.93) 7.13 (0.65) 15.57 (1.16) 3754 22664 3081
COL002-5 fie 1.30 (0.17) 1.55 (0.21) 2.61 (0.28) 925 6090 922
COL004-3 fie 0.96 (0.00) 1.22 (0.00) 2.39 (0.02) 80 727 86
COL079-2 vam 5.46 (0.29) 8.41 (0.26) 7.24 (0.43) 2769 9158 2138
GRP024-5 wal 3.54 (0.01) 4.82 (0.00) 7.44 (0.01) 19 591 22
GRP164-1 fie 17.60 (0.72) 24.60 (0.61) 32.06 (0.89) 5823 28682 5352
GRP179-2 fie 18.34 (0.71) 24.25 (0.60) 32.40 (0.87) 5597 29181 5207
GRP187-1 wal 10.44 (0.02) 11.68 (0.03) 17.64 (0.02) 96 903 97
GRP196-1 fie 6.96 (0.00) 11.92 (0.00) 15.45 (0.00) 1 543 1
HEN011-2 vam 3.36 (0.03) 3.39 (0.02) 5.18 (0.04) 221 2069 211
LAT002-1 vam 5.83 (0.32) 7.72 (0.29) 9.48 (0.44) 3164 14603 2554
LAT009-1 wal 3.78 (0.01) 4.97 (0.01) 5.97 (0.01) 19 591 20
LAT020-1 wal 17.73 (0.01) 24.97 (0.01) 29.87 (0.01) 30 631 31
LAT023-1 fie 1.10 (0.04) 1.49 (0.03) 1.92 (0.07) 198 1646 210
LAT026-1 fie 1.11 (0.09) 1.49 (0.07) 1.79 (0.12) 373 2813 371
LCL109-2 fie 0.47 (0.04) 0.65 (0.06) 0.80 (0.05) 508 2285 466
LCL109-2 wal 0.49 (0.00) 0.66 (0.00) 0.82 (0.00) 16 591 15
LCL109-4 vam 5.62 (0.70) 7.65 (0.46) 13.02 (0.72) 6703 24403 4986
RNG020-6 fie 2.25 (0.07) 3.19 (0.05) 5.33 (0.08) 544 2435 517
RNG028-5 wal 4.19 (0.01) 6.66 (0.01) 9.08 (0.01) 28 607 29
RNG034-1 vam 3.27 (0.33) 4.95 (0.21) 6.86 (0.34) 2545 8330 2125
RNG035-7 wal 8.19 (0.01) 12.10 (0.01) 18.55 (0.01) 36 647 37
ROB006-2 wal 9.88 (0.01) 14.31 (0.02) 21.60 (0.02) 128 1142 116
ROB022-1 fie 0.92 (0.03) 1.20 (0.03) 2.23 (0.03) 119 1086 101
ROB026-1 wal 8.52 (0.01) 13.35 (0.01) 17.34 (0.01) 69 807 68
SET015-4 vam 2.54 (0.02) 2.69 (0.02) 4.53 (0.05) 314 1373 258

total total
161.09 (5.48) 224.39 (4.64) 308.31 (6.90) 44258 201835 37248
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can be shared (note that this includes the comon prefixes of the terms seen as
strings). Context trees are a new indexing data structure, where, by means of a
limited kind of context variables, also common subterms can be shared, even if
they occur below different function symbols (see [3] for all details). More sharing
allows one to avoid repeated work (this is of course the key to all indexing
techniques).

The basic idea is the following. Assume one has three terms h(x, f(t)),
h(x, g(t)), and h(b, f(t)) in the index, and let the query be h(b, f(s)) where the
terms s and t are large and s is not an instance of t. In a discrimination tree (and
in a substitution tree) t will occur three times, and two repeated attempts will
be made for matching s against t. In a context tree, the root contains h(x1, F (t))
(where F can be instantiated by a single function symbol of any arity) and an
immediate failure will occur without exploring any further nodes.

These experiments were run on a first implementation (which does not yet
include several important enhancements, see [3]), based on curried terms and on
an extension of substitution trees with equality constraints and where one does
not distinguish between internal and external variables. Due to the high amount
of sharing, context trees need little space, while still being suitable for compiling
(see below).

5.3 Vampire’s Code Trees

On one hand, Vampire’s code trees can be seen as a form of compiled dis-
crimination trees. One of the important conclusions that can be drawn from
the experiments is that it pays off to compile an index into a form of inter-
preted abstract instructions (similar findings have also been obtained in the
field of logic programming). Consider for instance a typical algorithm for term-
to-term matching TermMatch(query,set). It is clear that the concrete term set
is known at compile (i.e. index update) time, and that a specialized algorithm
TermMatchWithSet(query) can be much more efficient. If the whole index tree is
compiled, then also all control instructions become unnecessary (asking whether
a child exists, or whether a sibling exists, or whether the node is leaf, etc.). These
advantages give far more speedup than the overhead for interpreting the opera-
tion code of the abstract instructions (which can be a constant time computed
switch statement).

But code trees are more than compiled discrimination trees. Let us first
consider standard discrimination trees, where all variables are represented as a
general variable symbol ∗, e.g., different terms like f(x, y) and f(x, x) are both
seen as f(∗, ∗), and the corresponding path in the tree is common to both. This
increases the amount of sharing, and also the retrieval speed, because the low-
level operations are simpler. But it is only a prefilter : once a possible match has
been found, additional equality tests have to be performed between the query
subterms by which the variables of terms like f(x, x) have been instantiated.
One important optimization is to perform the equality tests not always in the
leaves, but as high up as possible in the tree without decreasing the amount
of sharing. This is how it is done in partially adaptive code trees [21]. Doing
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the equality tests in the leaves would frequently lead to repeated work during
retrieval time. Also, according to the first-fail principle (which is often beneficial
in indexing techniques), it is important to impose strong restrictions like the
equality of two whole subterms as soon as possible. Due to the fact that it is
conceptually easier to move instructions than to restructure a discrimination
tree, code trees are very adequate for this purpose. Finally, code is also compact
and hence space-efficient, because one complex instruction can encode (matching
with) a relatively specific term structure.

6 Conclusions and Related Work

In Graf’s book on term indexing [6], the benchmarks are a small number of sets
of terms (each set having between 500 and 10000 terms), coming from runs with
Otter [12]. In other experiments also randomly generated terms are used. In all
of Graf’s experiments first the index is built from one set and then retrieval oper-
ations are done using as queries all terms of another set over the same signature.
As said, the drawback of such an analysis is that it is unclear how representa-
tive the sets of Otter terms are and how frequent updates are in relation with
retrieval operations. In addition, in real provers updates are interleaved with
queries, which makes it difficult to construct optimal indexes, especially in the
case of highly adaptive structures such as substitution trees or context trees.
Furthermore, in such experiments it is usually unclear whether the quality of
coding of the different techniques is comparable. Although the quality of code in
our provers can also be questioned, at least the authors of the discrimination tree
and code tree implementations believe that their code is close to optimal. Note
that, unlike all previously published papers, the systems participating in the
experiments are competitors, and benchmarks were generated by each of them
independently, so it is unlikely that the results are biased toward a particular
technique.

We expect more researchers to use our benchmarks and programs, which are
available at http://www.lsi.upc.es/˜roberto, and report on the behaviour
of new indexing techniques. A table of results will be maintained as well at that
web site.

Other algorithms and data structures for indexing could be compared using
our framework; let us mention but a few:

1. retrieval of instances (used in backward subsumption by unit clause);
2. retrieval of instances on the level of subterms (used in backward demodula-

tion);
3. retrieval of unifiable terms;
4. forward subsumption on multiliteral clauses;
5. backward subsumption on multiliteral clauses.

Other interesting algorithms are related to the use of orderings:

1. comparison of terms or literals in the lexicographic path order or the Knuth-
Bendix order.
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2. retrieval of generalizations together with checking that some ordering con-
ditions are satisfied.

We suggest anyone interested to contact the authors on the design of bench-
mark suites for these problems within the framework of this paper.

Acknowledgments. We thank Jürgen Avenhaus for valuable remarks to yes-
terday’s version of this paper which was as a result substantially rewritten today.
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Abstract. The preferred semantics for argumentation frameworks
seems to capture well the intuition behind the stable semantics while
avoiding several of its drawbacks. Although the stable semantics has
been thoroughly studied, and several algorithms have been proposed for
solving problems related to it, it seems that the algorithmic side of the
preferred semantics has received less attention. In this paper, we propose
algorithms, based on the enumeration of some subsets of a given set of
arguments, for the following tasks: 1) deciding if a given argument is in
a preferred extension of a given argumentation framework; 2) deciding
if the argument is in all the preferred extensions of the framework; 3)
generating the preferred extensions of the framework.

1 Introduction

Argumentation frameworks of [Dun95,BDKT97] abstract many logical systems
that have been used to formalize common-sense reasoning or to give a meaning
to logic programs. Argumentation frameworks provide a unifying tool for the
study of several aspects of these systems, notably their semantics.

Underlying these systems is some notion of deduction, often nonmonotonic.
One important consequence of nonmonotonicity is that the set of consequences
that can be deduced from such a system is usually inconsistent in the sense of
classical logic. The semantics is then given in terms of extensions, where each
extension corresponds to a possible interpretation of the world. All extensions
of a theory are maximally consistent subsets of the set of nonmonotonic conse-
quences of the theory, but various semantics accept more or less of these subsets
as extensions. Probably the most widespread semantics is the stable semantics,
which is also the most restrictive one. Its definition is very intuitive, but it gives
problematic results for many theories; in particular, there are theories which
have no stable extension. [Dun95] has proposed another semantics, the preferred
semantics for argumentation frameworks, which seems to capture the intuition
behind the stable semantics while avoiding several of its drawbacks.

The stable semantics has been thoroughly studied, and several algorithms
have been proposed for the computation of stable extensions of nonmonotonic
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theories. Algorithms by e.g. [Rei87,Lev91,DMP97,Nie95] rely on some underly-
ing monotonic deduction system that provides information about the possible
conflicts between arguments: they then compute extensions so as to avoid these
conflicts within each single extension. It has been shown by e.g. [Ino92] that
there is a strong connection between the computation of the possible conflicts
and consequence finding. These conflicts can be captured in a directed graph,
and [CL91,DT93,DM94] have proved that stable extensions of an argumentation
framework correspond to particular subsets of this graph called kernels in graph
theory [Ber73]. This connection between graphs and nonmonotonic theories is
the basis for an algorithm in [DMP97] that computes stable extensions of a
default theory.

It seems that the algorithmic side of the preferred semantics has received less
attention. The worst-case analysis of [DNT99,DNT00] show that the preferred
semantics is at least as hard to compute as the stable semantics, and often harder
(depending on what are accepted as consequences of argumentation frameworks:
the union of the extensions or their intersection). One question related to the
preferred semantics has been studied by a number of authors: given an argu-
mentation framework and an argument, is there a preferred extension of the
framework that contains the argument? Vreeswijk and Prakken [VP00] propose
a proof theory to answer that question, but stop short of actually giving an
algorithm that would implement their proof theory. [DKT96] propose a proof
procedure to answer the same question but in the restricted case where the
argumentation framework corresponds to a logic program. [DM00] propose an
algorithm that computes all the preferred extensions of an argumentation frame-
work. This algorithm is based on a technique called set-enumeration in [Rym92],
which can be used to generate all the subsets of a given set. This technique has
been applied to many problems studied in Artificial Intelligence, like proposi-
tional deduction or the computation of stable extensions of some nonmonotonic
logics. In this paper, we propose algorithms, also based on the enumeration of
the subsets of a given set of arguments, for the following tasks: 1) deciding if
a given argument is in an extension of a given argumentation framework; 2)
deciding if the argument is in all the extensions of the framework; 3) generating
the extensions of the framework. In particular, the third algorithm improves on
that presented in [DM00].

The paper is built as follows: the next section presents the preferred semantics
of argumentation frameworks, and a characterization in terms of graph-theoretic
concepts. Set-enumeration is described in section 3, where we also exhibit prop-
erties of preferred extensions that can be used to reduce the number of generated
sets of arguments. The algorithms are described in section 4. Section 5 concludes
the paper with a comparison of our algorithms with related works and a discus-
sion of possibilities for further enhancements. Proofs of the results can be found
in [DM01].
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2 The Preferred Semantics for Argumentation
Frameworks

In this section, we present Dung’s argumentation framework [Dun95] and the
preferred semantics.

Definition 1. [Dun95] An argumentation framework is a pair (A,R) where A
is a set of arguments and R is a binary relation over arguments, i.e. R ⊆ A×A.
Given two arguments a and b, (a, b) ∈ R or a R b means a attacks b (a is said
to be an attacker of b). Moreover, we say that a set S ⊆ A of arguments attacks
an argument a if some argument b in S attacks a.

Thus an argumentation framework can be simply represented as a directed graph,
where vertices are the arguments and edges correspond to the elements of R.
Given an argument a ∈ A, we denote by R+(a) = {b ∈ A | (a, b) ∈ R} the set of
the successors of a, by R−(a) = {b ∈ A | (b, a) ∈ R} the set of its predecessors,
and by R±(a) the set R+(a)∪R−(a). Moreover, given a set S ⊆ A of arguments
and ε ∈ {+,−,±}, Rε(S) = ∪a∈SRε(a).

Example 1. Let AF1 = (A,R) with A = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, j, k} and R as in-
dicated on the graph below. We use this example throughout this section to
illustrate our definitions and propositions, and then as a running example for
our algorithms.

f g h j k

a b c

d

e

Definition 2. Let (A,R) be an argumentation framework. An argument a ∈ A
is defended by a set S ⊆ A of arguments (or S defends a) if and only if ∀b ∈ A,
if b R a then S attacks b, i.e. ∃c ∈ S such that c R b. A set S ⊆ A is conflict-free
if and only if there are no arguments a and b in S such that a attacks b. A set
S ⊆ A is admissible if and only if S is conflict-free and ∀x ∈ S, S defends x.

Dung [Dun95] defines the preferred semantics of an argumentation framework
by the set of preferred extensions. We recall below Dung’s definition, and give a
characterization of preferred extensions in terms of graph-theoretic concepts:

Definition 3. Given an argumentation framework (A,R), a set S ⊆ A is a
preferred extension if and only if: 1) S is conflict-free; 2) S defends every argu-
ment it contains; 3) S is ⊆-maximal such that 1 and 2. The set of the preferred
extensions of (A,R) is denoted by Pref(A,R).

Proposition 1. Given an argumentation framework (A,R), a subset S of A is a
preferred extension if and only if the following conditions hold: 1) R+(S)∩S = ∅;
2) R−(S) ⊆ R+(S); 3) for every non-empty X ⊆ A − S, X ∩ R+(S ∪ X) 6=
∅ or R−(X) 6⊆ R+(S ∪X).
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Example 2. S1 = {f, g}, S2 = {f, j} and S3 = {f, h} defend h against the attack
of g. S2 and S3 are conflict-free, not S1. Then S1 cannot be an admissible set,
nor is S2 which cannot defend its argument j against the attack of h. S3 is able
to defend every argument it contains, thus S3 is admissible. AF1 possesses two
preferred extensions: {b, d, f, h} and {a, f, h}.
Dung [Dun95] exhibits interesting properties of the preferred semantics: in par-
ticular, every admissible set is contained in a preferred extension, every argumen-
tation framework possesses at least one preferred extension. Moreover, a finite
argumentation framework without cycle has exactly one preferred extension.
Working with frameworks containing cycles is difficult, since they lead generally
to multiple extensions. These difficulties will be illustrated with our example
AF1.

We want to answer in this paper two important questions on preferred ex-
tensions: given an argument and an argumentation framework (A,R), is the
argument in at least one preferred extension of (A,R)? Is it in every preferred
extension? Or equivalently, is the argument a credulous or a sceptical conse-
quence of (A,R)? We define formally these notions:

Definition 4. Given an argumentation framework (A,R) and an argument a ∈
A, a is a credulous consequence of (A,R) if and only if a is contained in the
union of the preferred extensions of (A,R); a is a sceptical consequence of (A,R)
if and only if a is contained in the intersection of all the preferred extensions of
(A,R).

Example 3. b, a, d, f and h are credulous consequences of AF1, any other argu-
ment of AF1 is not. The only sceptical consequences of AF1 are f and h.

3 Extension Enumeration

Before we describe our algorithms in the next section, we present here the general
technique on which they are based, and formal properties that will be used to
speed-up the computations.

The enumeration of the subsets of a given setA can be performed by exploring
a binary tree, the nodes of which are labeled by a partition of A into three sets
I, O, and U . If U = ∅, the node is a leaf, corresponding to the subset I of A.
More generally, at any given node n, I is a set of elements of A that will be In
every subset of A found in the subtree the root of which is n, and O is a set of
elements of A that will be Out of every subset of A found in the same subtree,
while U = A − (I ∪ O); thus U is a set of elements that are Undecided at that
stage, they can end up in some of the sets of the subtree rooted at the current
node and out of some other sets in that subtree. If n is such that U 6= ∅, then U
has at most two children: one is labelled with the partition (I ∪{x}, O, U−{x}),
the other is labelled with the partition (I,O ∪ {x}, U − {x}) for some x ∈ U .

Since we will be interested in the preferred extensions of some argumentation
framework (A,R), only some subsets of A are of interest. Even in this case, it
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would be possible to enumerate all subsets of A, and test for each of them if it
verifies a given property. However, it can happen that it is sufficient to generate
only one child, or no child at all, for some nodes.

Before we investigate more closely the enumeration of preferred extensions,
let us introduce notations that will lighten the presentation of our results. Pre-
ferred extensions are conflict-free, so it is legitimate to generate only nodes la-
belled by triples (I,O, U) such that R±(I) ⊆ O: since every preferred extension
S found in the subtree rooted at that node must be conflict-free (cf. Def. 3)
and verifies I ⊆ S, it cannot contain any element of R±(I); since S ⊆ I ∪ U ,
one way to ensure that S will be conflict-free is to explore only nodes such that
R±(I) ⊆ O. We call R-candidate a triple of disjoint sets (I,O, U) such that
R±(I) ⊆ O. Given such an R-candidate C = (I, U,O), and an element x of U ,
we denote by C+x the triple (I∪{x}, O∪R±(x), U−({x}∪R±(x)), and by C−x
the triple (I,O ∪ {x}, U − {x}). Given a binary relation R and an R-candidate
C = (I,O, U), we denote by Pref∗(C,R) the set of preferred extensions that are
in the subtree rooted at a node labelled by (I,O, U):

Pref∗((I,O, U), R) = {S ∈ Pref(I ∪O ∪ U,R) | I ⊆ S ⊆ I ∪ U}.

Our first result shows that we can have a complete enumeration while ex-
ploring only nodes that are R-candidates:

Proposition 2. LetR be a binary relation, let C = (I,O, U) be anR-candidate,
and let x ∈ U . If x /∈ R+(x), then C + x and C − x are both R-candidates, and
Pref∗(C,R) = Pref∗(C + x,R) ∪ Pref∗(C − x,R). If x ∈ R+(x), then C − x is
an R-candidate, and Pref∗(C,R) = Pref∗(C − x,R).

Essentially, our algorithms will therefore select, at each stage, an undecided
argument x and generate two new R-candidates, by putting x in I or in O (and
adding predecessors and successors of x to O in the first case), thereby emptying
U . Note that arguments that attack themselves are particular, since they can be
in no preferred extension. In the sequel, we denote by Refl(A,R) the set of these
arguments:

Refl(A,R) = {x ∈ A | x ∈ R+(x)}.
When U is empty, we need to check if the leaf corresponds to a preferred ex-
tension. Let (I,O, ∅) be the R-candidate that we find at the leaf, then I is
conflict-free because R±(I) ⊆ O. We need to check that I defends itself, so that
I is admissible, and some maximality condition: it must be the case that for
every subset X of O, I ∪X is not admissible. We define the following property:

Max(I,O, U,R) ≡ ∀X ⊆ O,X = ∅∨X ∩R+(X) 6= ∅∨R−(X) 6⊆ R+(I ∪U ∪X).

Proposition 3. Let R be a binary relation, and let C = (I,O, U) be an R-
candidate such that U = ∅. If R−(I) ⊆ R+(I), and if Max(I,O − R±(I), ∅, R)
holds, then Pref∗(C,R) = {I}, otherwise Pref∗(C,R) = ∅.
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In the remainder of the section, we study properties that can be applied to prune
the binary search. First we have strong properties that can be used to stop the
search at a given stage, because they guarantee the existence or the absence of
preferred extensions that verify certain conditions. These properties will be used
in the query answering algorithms, that do not need to exhibit extensions, but
only test if there is some or no extension that contains a particular argument.

Our first condition guarantees that there can be no preferred extension in the
subtree rooted at some node: since a preferred extension must defend itself, every
element of I at a given stage must be defensible; so every predecessor of I must
have predecessors that have not already been put out of the extensions currently
explored; if this is not the case, then there is no hope of finding a preferred
extension in the subtree whose root is the current node. Conversely, there is a
condition that guarantees that there exists a preferred extension that contains
a set I: if every element of I is defended by I, that is, if every predecessor of I
is also a successor of I, then I is admissible, therefore contained in at least one
preferred extension (which may not always be found in the subtree rooted at the
current node, since too many elements may have already been put in O, thereby
preventing I from growing until it becomes maximally admissible). Formally, the
following holds:

Proposition 4. LetR be a binary relation, let C = (I,O, U) be anR-candidate.
If there exists x ∈ R−(I)− R+(I) such that R−(x) ⊆ O, then Pref∗(C,R) = ∅.
Otherwise, if R−(I)−R+(I) = ∅, then Pref(I∪O∪U,R) 6= ∅ and I is admissible.

In particular, these conditions can be used to check if a given argument a ∈ I
is contained in at least one preferred extension. However, if we want to check if
there is some extension that does not contain a given argument a ∈ O, then we
need a stronger property:

Proposition 5. Let R be a binary relation, (I,O, U) be an R-candidate such
that R−(I) − R+(I) = ∅. If a ∈ R+(I), or if a ∈ O − R±(I) and Max(I,O −
R±(I), U,R) holds, then there exists S ∈ Pref(I ∪O ∪ U,R) such that a /∈ S.

Let us now turn to properties that will enable us to prune one half of the subtrees
rooted at some nodes. That is, we exhibit conditions that guarantee that a given
x ∈ U is such that every extension S such that I ⊆ S ⊆ I ∪ U contains x, or
such that none of these extensions contains x. We define the following sets:

App(I, U,R) = {x ∈ U | x /∈ R±(I) ∪R+(U) and R−(x) ⊆ R+(I ∪ {x})}
Undef(I, U,R) = {x ∈ U | R−(x) 6⊆ R+(I ∪ U)}
Heroes(I, U,R) = {x ∈ U | ∃z ∈ I,∃y ∈ R−(z), {x} = R−(y) ∩ (U ∪ I)}

Traitors(I,O, U,R) = {x ∈ U | ∃y ∈ R+(x),∃z ∈ O ∩R+(y),
z /∈ R+(I ∪ U ∪ {z}) and R−(z)− y ⊆ R+(I)}

App(I, U,R) is the set of undecided elements that cannot be in conflict with
any extension S found in the subtree rooted at the current node (since x /∈
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R±(I ∪ U) ⊇ R±(S)), and who are already defended by I or defend themselves
(R−(x) ⊆ R+(I ∪ {x})): these elements will be in every preferred extension in
that subtree. Similarly, the elements of Undef(I, U,R) will be in no extension S
in that subtree, since they cannot be defended anymore: not all their predecessors
can be attacked (R−(x) 6⊆ R+(I ∪ U) ⊇ R+(S)).

Elements of App(I, U,R) and of Undef(I, U,R) will be added to I and O re-
spectively, and their fate will be sealed (at least in the current subtree). However,
when no such rule can be applied, we may have to create two branches, in which
case we will add an element z to I in one branch, to O in the other, without any
certainty that it truly belongs to where it is put; in fact, the presence of that
element in one set or the other may only become fully justified when the fate of
other elements is decided. In particular, if z ∈ I only has one potential defender
x left, then x must be added to I. Heroes(I, U,R) is the set of such last defenders
of some elements of I. Conversely, if z ∈ O has no attacker in I, then it must
not be defensible by I; so if z is already defended against all its attackers except
one, whose attackers are not already in O, then these last potential defender of
z must not be in I. Traitors(I,O, U,R) is the set of those undecided elements
who may have gone to I, but go to O in order to support another element of O.

Proposition 6. LetR be a binary relation, let C = (I,O, U) be anR-candidate,
and let x ∈ U such that x /∈ R+(x). Then:

1. if x ∈ App(I, U,R) ∪Heroes(I, U,R), then Pref∗(C,R) = Pref∗(C + x,R);
2. if x ∈ Undef(I, U,R) ∪ Traitors(I,O, U,R), then Pref∗(C,R) = Pref∗(C −
x,R).

Prop. 6 gives conditions under which only one child of a given node can be
generated: this interesting feature relies on the possibility to select an undecided
element that has some particular property. If no such undecided element can be
found, then we may have to generate two branches. The question that arises is
if this can be further avoided, since one can expect the enumeration in a subtree
whose root has two children to be on average twice as hard as in a subtree whose
root only has one child. Recall that an argumentation framework that has no
cycle only has one preferred extension. So it is natural to check if the set of
undecided elements at a given node is cycle-free: we can hope that in this case
there can only be one extension in the corresponding subtree. It is indeed the
case:

Proposition 7. Let R be a finite binary relation, and let C = (I,O, U) be an
R-candidate such that App(I, U,R) = Undef(I, U,R) = ∅ and U is cycle-free.
Then Pref∗(C,R) = Pref∗((I ∪ U,O, ∅), R).

4 The Algorithms

The general extension enumeration algorithm is quite straightforward. We de-
scribe it by means of a recursive function PrefEnum, which, given a binary
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relation R and an R-candidate C = (I,O, U), returns true if Pref∗(C,R) 6= ∅,
and returns false otherwise. At each step, the function tests if the answer can
be found at the current node: StopCondTrue(C,R) tests if the answer is true,
StopCondFalse(C,R) tests if it is false. If there is no easy answer, then the func-
tion generally calls itself on (C + x,R) and on (C − x,R), for a selected element
x of U . This selection of the branching x is crucial, since it may be the case that
for a good choice of x, only one branch needs to be explored (cf. Prop 6): for
this reason, the selection function Select(C,R) returns a triple (x, bI , bO), where
bI and bO are two booleans, indicating respectively if the branch in which x is
added to I, and the branch in which x is added to O, have to be explored. When
U is empty or contains no more cycle (Prop 7), the selection function returns
bI and bO false and it only remains to test if I ∪ U is a preferred extension of
(I ∪ U ∪O,R); this is the role of the condition FinalTest(I ∪ U,O,R).

Function PrefEnum(R,C)
Param. a binary relation R, an R-candidate C = (I,O, U)
Result > if an extension is found, ⊥ otherwise

1. if StopCondTrue(C,R) then >;
2. else if StopCondFalse(C,R) then ⊥;
3. else

a) (x, bI , bO)← Select(C,R);
b) if ¬bI ∧ ¬b0 then FinalTest(I ∪ U,O,R)
c) else (bI ∧ PrefEnum(C + x,R)) ∨ (bO ∧ PrefEnum(C − x,R));

Step 3c of the algorithm leaves unspecified the order in which the branches are
explored when two branches have to be explored. The choice of the order may
have a big influence on the efficiency of the algorithm, since if a positive answer
is found on the first branch that is explored, then the other one does not have
to be explored.

This skeleton of algorithm is used to answer the credulous and the sceptical
query answering problems (that is, checking if an argument is a credulous or
a sceptical consequence of an argumentation framework), and also to compute
preferred extensions. Note that a self-attacking argument does not belong to
any preferred extension: we directly answer false to a credulous or a sceptical
query on such an argument. For the computation, and for all the other credulous
and sceptical queries, we describe precisely the call of PrefEnum, the conditions
StopCondTrue, StopCondFalse and FinalTest and the function Select. For this
last function, we use a function Choose which, applied to a non-empty set (of
arguments or of sets of arguments), returns an unspecified element of the set.
We also use a function Cycles which, given a set X of arguments, returns the
set of the sets of arguments which compose cycles in X.

4.1 Credulous Query Answering

Given an argumentation framework (A,R) and an element a of A, we want to
check if a is in a preferred extension of (A,R). Since we want to find an extension
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that contains a, we call the extension enumeration function PrefEnum on R and
on the R-candidate (∅, ∅, A)+a. The function returns > if an extension is found,
⊥ otherwise. According to Prop. 4, the stop conditions are:

StopCondTrue(C,R) ≡ R−(I)−R+(I) = ∅ (I is an admissible set)
StopCondFalse(C,R) ≡ ∃x ∈ R−(I)−R+(I) such that R−(x) ⊆ O

(I cannot defend all its elements)

Our strategy to answer this problem is to try to empty the set R−(I)−R+(I),
that we denote in the sequel by Op (Op is a subset of O). This set contains
predecessors of I that are not (yet) successors of I. To empty it, we look at the
predecessors of its elements and we try to make them go in I. This is possible
only if the predecessors are not self-attacking (since I must be conflict-free):
self-attacking predecessors are put in O. Otherwise, we check if undecided pre-
decessors of Op belong to Heroes(I, U,R) or App(I, U,R), in which case they
go in I (Prop 6). If none of these pruning properties is applicable, we select an
undecided predecessor of Op. The Select function is the following:

Function SelectCred(C,R)
Param. a binary relation R, an R-candidate C = (I,O, U)
Result an argument and two booleans

1. if Refl(U ∩R−(Op)) 6= ∅ then (Choose(Refl(U ∩R−(Op))),⊥,>)
2. else if Heroes(I, U,R) 6= ∅ then (Choose(Heroes(I, U,R)),>,⊥)
3. else if App(I, U,R) ∩ R−(Op) 6= ∅ then (Choose(App(I, U,R) ∩
R−(Op)),>,⊥)

4. else (Choose(R−(Op)),>,>);

As the Select function never returns bI and bO false, the function FinalTest will
never be used. Let us now run the algorithm on two examples. We describe the
call of PrefEnum and we show on the graph representation of the argumentation
framework which arguments are in I (circled), in O (crossed) or in U at the end
of the run.

Example 4. Given the argumentation framework AF1, is there a preferred ex-
tension containing d? We call PrefEnum on R and on (∅, ∅, A) + d. Since d is in
I, c and e go in O, because they are respectively predecessor and successor of d.
Argument c belongs to Op and it has only one undecided predecessor: b. Argu-
ment b is in fact the only potential defender of d: it belongs to Heroes(I, U,R).
So b goes in I and consequently its successor-predecessor a goes in O. Now there
is no more argument in O without predecessor in I. StopCondTrue((I,O, U), R)
is true, we have found an admissible set : {d, b}, so d belongs to a preferred
extension.
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e
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a
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Given AF1, is there a preferred extension containing c? We call PrefEnum on
R and on (∅, ∅, A) + c. Since c is in I, arguments b, d and e go in O. Argument
e is in Op because it is predecessor but not successor of I. In fact, its only
predecessor is in O: we are in the case where I cannot defend all its elements.
StopCondFalse((I,O, U), R) is true, so there is no preferred extension containing
c.
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4.2 Sceptical Query Answering

Given an argumentation framework (A,R) and an element a of A, we want to
check if a is in every preferred extension of (A,R). To solve this problem, we look
at its complementary: we look for an extension not containing a. To this end, we
call the extension enumeration function PrefEnum on R and on the R-candidate
(∅, ∅, A)−a, and we try to build an extension. If PrefEnum(R, (∅, ∅, A)−a) = ⊥,
then a is in every preferred extension, otherwise it is not.

We keep the notation Op = R−(I) − R+(I) and we introduce a new one:
Ou = O −R±(I). The stop conditions are the following, according to Prop. 4:

StopCondTrue(C,R) ≡ Op = ∅ ∧ (a ∈ R+(I) ∨ (a ∈ Ou ∧Max(I,Ou, U,R))) (a
is attacked by an admissible set or a cannot be defended by any preferred
extension containing I);

StopCondFalse(C,R) ≡ (∃x ∈ Op, R−(x) ⊆ O) ∨ ¬Max(I,Ou, ∅, R) (I cannot
defend all its elements or I will never be maximal).

Our strategy to answer a credulous query is the following: we try to show that
a is attacked by an admissible set, and if it is not possible, we try to show that
it is not defensible. We give the Select function and then we comment it:

Function SelectScepta(C,R)
Param. a binary relation R, an R-candidate C = (I,O, U)
Result an argument and two booleans

1. if a ∈ R+(I) then SelectCred(C,R)
2. else if Traitors(I,O, U,R) 6= ∅ then (Choose(Traitors(I, U,R)),⊥,>)
3. else if Refl(U ∩R−(Ou), R) 6= ∅ then (Choose(Refl(U ∩R−(Ou), R)),⊥,>)
4. else if Undef(I, U,R) ∩ R−(Ou) 6= ∅ then (Choose(Undef(I, U,R) ∩
R−(Ou)),⊥,>)

5. else if App(I, U,R) ∩ R−(Ou) 6= ∅ then (Choose(App(I, U,R) ∩
R−(Ou)),>,⊥)

6. else if Cycles(U) = ∅ then (Choose(U),⊥,⊥)
7. else if ∃e ∈ Cycles(U) such that e ∩ R−(Ou) 6= ∅ then (Choose(e ∩
R−(Ou)),>,>)
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8. else if U ∩R−(Ou) 6= ∅ then (Choose(U ∩R−(Ou)),>,>)
9. else (Choose(Choose(Cycles(U))),>,>);

When we call the function PrefEnum, a is in Ou: it is rejected, but it is neither
successor nor predecessor of I. First of all, we try to show that a is not defensible.
To this end, we use the pruning conditions Traitors, Refl and Undef (instructions
2, 3 and 4). Traitors directly acts on Ou predecessors, whereas we must choose
in Refl and Undef arguments which are predecessors of Ou. If we cannot show
that a is not defensible, then we try to make a a successor of I, thanks to the
pruning condition App (instruction 5). If we succeed, then we try to build an
admissible set just like we did for the credulous query answering (instruction
1). Finally, if no pruning condition can be applied, we check if U is cycle-free
(instruction 6). Then the function PrefEnum will do the following final test on
the set I ∪ U :

FinalTest(I ∪ U,O,R) ≡ Max(I ∪ U,Ou, ∅, R)

If U is not cycle-free, then we choose an undecided predecessor of Ou, possibly
cutting a cycle (instructions 7 and 8). If Ou is empty, we choose an undecided
argument cutting a cycle.

Example 5. Given the argumentation framework AF1, is argument d contained
in every preferred extension? We call PrefEnum on R and on (∅, ∅, A)−d. Argu-
ment d is in Ou. Its only predecessor, c, cannot be defended against its attacker
e, because its only defender was d: c belongs to Undef(I, U,R) ∩ R−(Ou), so
it goes in O, precisely in Ou. Argument e is a predecessor of c, and its only
defender against d was c: e belongs to Undef(I, U,R)∩R−(Ou) and goes in Ou.
Now argument d has still a potential defender against c, the undecided argu-
ment b. This argument must go in O, since we want to build an extension not
containing d: b belongs to Traitors(I, U,R). Op is empty and no argument of the
set Ou is defensible. StopCondTrue((I,O, U), R) is true, there exists a preferred
extension not containing d.
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Given AF1, is argument h contained in every preferred extension? We call
PrefEnum on R and on (∅, ∅, A) − h. Argument h has only one predecessor, g.
We cannot apply any pruning property to make g go in I or O. So we build
two branches, one where g goes in I (branch 1), the other one where it goes in
O (branch 2). In branch 1, f and b go in O because they are predecessor of g.
But now f belongs to Op, and it does not have any predecessor: g will never be
defended against f . It means there is no extension in this branch. The graph
representation at the end of the run on branch 1 is the following:
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In branch 2, f and b belong to Traitors(I, U,R) because they are po-
tential defenders of h against g. If we select f , then f goes in O. But
{f} ⊆ Ou is conflict-free and R−({f}) ⊆ R+(I) since f has no predecessor:
StopCondFalse((I,O, U), R) is true. This branch cannot lead to a preferred ex-
tension because argument f should be in I for I to be a maximal admissible set
at the end of the run. The graph representation at the end of the run on branch
2 is the following:
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Consequently, since PrefEnum returns false in each branch, h is in every
preferred extension of AF1.

4.3 Computation of the Preferred Extensions

We call PrefEnum on R and on the R-candidate (∅, ∅, A). The stop conditions
are the following:

StopCondTrue(C,R) ≡ ⊥;
StopCondFalse(C,R) ≡ ∃x ∈ Op, R−(x) ⊆ O (I cannot defend all its ele-

ments).

StopCondTrue(C,R) is always false, because we can say we have found a pre-
ferred extension only when the status of every argument is decided; this test is
done by FinalTest(I ∪ U,O,R) at the end of the run. Our strategy is to apply
at first the pruning conditions that make arguments go in I or O on a justified
way (looking at the arguments of App(I, U,R) and Undef(I, U,R)). According
to Prop 7, if these two conditions are not applicable, then we check if U is cycle-
free. If U is not cycle-free, we look for Heroes and Traitors to justify the presence
of arguments put in I or O at a branching point. Finally, if none of these pruning
conditions are applicable, we choose an undecided argument that cuts a cycle.

Function Select(C,R)
Param. a binary relation R, an R-candidate C = (I,O, U)
Result an argument and two booleans

1. if Refl(U,R) 6= ∅ then (Choose(Refl(U,R)),⊥,>)
2. else if App(I, U,R) 6= ∅ then (Choose(App(I, U,R)),>,⊥)
3. else if Undef(I, U,R) 6= ∅ then (Choose(Undef(I, U,R)),⊥,>)
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4. else if Cycles(U) = ∅ then (Choose(U),⊥,⊥)
5. else if Heroes(I, U,R) 6= ∅ then (Choose(Heroes(I, U,R)),>,⊥)
6. else if Traitors(I,O, U,R) 6= ∅ then (Choose(Traitors(I, U,R)),⊥,>)
7. else (Choose(Choose(Cycles(U))),>,>);

Since we want to enumerate all the extensions, FinalTest must always be ⊥,
otherwise the function PrefEnum could stop before having finished to enumerate
all the extensions. FinalTest must be written as a function that, as a side effect,
tests if I is a preferred extension, and if true, outputs I. To this end, we introduce
the function Print.

Function FinalTest
Param. a triple of disjoint sets (I, U,O), and a binary relation R
Result ⊥

1. if Max(I ∪ U,Ou, ∅, R) then Print(I);
2. ⊥.

Example 6. Let us compute all the preferred extensions of AF1. We call
PrefEnum on R and on the R-candidate (∅, ∅, A). Argument k is self-attacking,
so it goes in O. Argument f is not attacked: it belongs to App(I, U,R), so it
goes in I. Since it is in I, its successor g goes in O. Argument h is attacked by
g but it is defended by f ; moreover, it is conflict-free with I, so it belongs to
App(I, U,R) and then goes in I. Consequently, h’s successor (argument j) goes
in O. Now, no more pruning property is applicable and U is not cycle-free. The
graph representation of AF1 is the following:
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Then the Select function returns an argument that cuts a cycle, for example
argument d. We build two branches, one where d goes in I, the other one where
d goes in O. When d goes in I, we have the same reasoning on arguments a,
b, c and e as in example 4. The status of every argument being decided, a call
to FinalTest shows that I = {b, d, f, h} is a preferred extension. The graph
representation of AF1 at the end of the run on the first branch is:
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When d goes in O, we have the same reasoning on arguments b, c and e as
on example 5. Argument a is not in conflict with I ∪U and defends itself against
b: a belongs to App(I, U,R), so it goes in I. The status of every argument being
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decided, a call to FinalTest shows that I = {a, f, h} is a preferred extension
of AF1. The graph representation of AF1 at the end of the run on the second
branch is:
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5 Discussion

Since preferred extensions have been put forward by [Dun95] as a remedy to
features of stable extensions that are sometimes undesired, it is interesting to
compare the algorithms presented in the previous sections to similar ones that
have been designed for the computation of stable extensions.

Recall that, by definition, a subset S of the set of vertices A of some argu-
mentation framework (A,R) is a stable extension of (A,R) if and only if it is
conflict-free and dominant, that is if every element of A which is not in S has a
predecessor in S. In terms of graph-theoretic concepts, S is a stable extension of
(A,R) if and only if R+(S)∩S = ∅ and A−S ⊆ R+(S). A well-known result of
[Dun95], is that every stable extension is also a preferred one. So all the proper-
ties that have been used to prune the enumeration of subsets of A when looking
for preferred extensions can also be used when computing the stable extensions.
In particular, the algorithms of [Nie95,DMP97] also explore the equivalent of our
R-candidates. Although other properties that we have put forward in section 3
could be used for the computation of stable extensions, these algorithms use
other properties that are too strong to be used for the computation of preferred
extensions. In particular, in the case of stable extensions, we can add an ele-
ment x to I as soon as all its predecessors are in O, but in the case of preferred
extension we need to ensure that the predecessors of x have predecessors in I.

Our algorithm can be used to compute the stable extensions of an argumen-
tation framework, since these are preferred extensions as well: we only need to
check for every leaf if O ⊆ R+(I): every argument that is not in a stable ex-
tension must have a predecessor in this extension. A detailed comparison of our
algorithm with that of [DMP97] can be found in [DM01].

The idea of looking for an element of a cycle to branch at a stage when no
pruning property can be applied (cf Prop. 7) was first put forward by [DMP97].
However, [DMP97] propose to compute a feedback vertex set first, that is, a
set F of vertices of a graph (A,R) such that the graph restricted to A − F
contains no cycle. They then run an enumeration-like algorithm, choosing an
undecided element of F every time a branching point is reached. Notice that
finding a minimal feedback vertex set of a given graph (A,R) is known to be
an NP-complete problem, although heuristics can be used to find a small one.
However, there are cases where elements of a feedback vertex set, even a minimal
one, are of no use. This is why it may be more efficient to look for a cycle only
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when necessary. Moreover, in order not to find several times the same cycle in
different branches of the algorithm, we can maintain a set of all cycles that have
been found so far during the execution of the algorithm.

Example 7. Let A = {a, b, c, d} and let R = {(a, b), (b, c), (c, d), (d, b)}. Since a
has no predecessor, a ∈ I; then, the successor of a, that is b, has to be in O;
then d cannot be defended, so it has to be in O, whereas c has to be in I since
it is defended by a and it is not adjacent to it. Although there is a cycle here
(bRcRdRb), the tree explored by the algorithm has a single branch.

It is not difficult to see that, in the case of the preferred semantics, strongly con-
nected components of an argumentation framework can be treated separetely
(see e.g. [DM01]). This is not new, and is particularly interesting when generat-
ing the preferred extensions: the first call to PrefEnum should then be split into
as many calls as there are strongly connected components. When answering a
sceptical query, only the component to which the query belongs should be ex-
plored. In the case of the credulous query answering algorithm only the strongly
connected component to which the query belongs will be explored, since in this
case the Select function returns predecessors of the set Op, that is, predecessors
of predecessors of the current set I.

The worst-case analysis of [DNT99] shows that, under the preferred seman-
tics, the sceptical reasoning problem is in a complexity class above that of the
credulous reasoning problem in the polynomial hierarchy. The extra cost of scep-
tical reasoning appears in our algorithm in the stop conditions and in the final
test, which involve maximality tests. Such a test is expensive since it implies
some enumeration of the parts of the set O of the arguments which are Out of
the extension being built: the algorithm needs to check that none of these parts
could be added to the admissible set I found so far while preserving the admis-
sibility property. Notice that we can use our enumeration algorithm in order to
perform this check: we would call it on the R-candidate (I,R±(I), O − R±(I))
and look for an admissible set different from I.

[VP00] and [CDM01] propose dialectical proof theories to answer credulous
queries on preferred semantics. These proof theories have the form of a dialogue
between a proponent and an opponent. An important aspect of such proofs is
that they are quite natural, in the sense that they give an easy way to understand
the implications of the underlying notions of acceptability. The two dialectical
proofs theories of [CDM01] are directly inspired by the credulous query answering
algorithm presented here. They improve on the one of [VP00], since the proofs
that they produce are generally shorter than the proofs of [VP00].

[VP00] also propose a dialectical proof theory to answer sceptical queries,
but it works only in a particular case: when preferred extensions coincide with
stable extensions. This is a very restrictive condition, because stable extensions
do not always exist. This implies that the sceptical proof theory of [VP00] is
able to answer no sceptical query on the argumentation framework of example 1
(this framework has no stable extension).
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The good results of [CDM01] suggest to design a dialectical proof theory to
answer sceptical queries, inspired by the sceptical query answering algorithm
presented here. This is the purpose of some future work.

Acknowledgements. We would like to thank the referees for helpful comments
on an earlier version of the paper. In particular, one of them suggested the call
to PrefEnum in order to perform the maximality checks.
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Abstract. We give an operational semantics for the logic programming
language BLP, based on the hereditary Harrop fragment of the logic of
bunched implications, BI. We introduce BI, explaining the account of
the sharing of resources built into its semantics, and indicate how it
may be used to give a logic programming language. We explain that the
basic input/output model of operational semantics, used in linear logic
programming, will not work for bunched logic. We show how to obtain
a complete, goal-directed proof theory for hereditary Harrop BI and
how to reformulate the operational model to account for the interaction
between multiplicative and additive structure. We give a prototypical
example of how the resulting programming language handles, in contrast
with Prolog, sharing and non-sharing use of resources purely logically.

1 Bunched Logic and Logic Programming

The logic of bunched implications, BI, freely combines an additive (intuitionis-
tic) and a multiplicative (linear) implication as connectives of equal status [12,14,
15]. Thus it stands in stark contrast with linear logic [4], in which intuitionistic
implication is available via an exponential [12,14,15].

The semantics of BI may be motivated directly by modelling the notion of
resource. Consider the following, very simple, axiomatization of the notion of
resource (clearly, refinements are possible):

– An underlying set of resources, M ;
– A representative for zero resources, e;

– A way of combining resources, · ;
– A way of comparing resources, v.

Mathematically, we recognize that we have naturally identified a (for now, com-
mutative) preordered monoid M = (M, e, ·,v) of resources.

First, we may exploit the presence of the monoidal combining operation to de-
fine the following multiplicative conjunction [17,12,14,15], in the possible-worlds
style [9]:

m |= φ ∗ ψ iff there are n and n′ such that m v n · n′, n |= φ and n′ |= ψ
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This conjunction is interpreted as follows: the resource required to establish φ∗ψ
is obtained by combining the resources required to establish each of φ and ψ.
Similarly, we can define the corresponding implication

m |= φ−∗ψ iff for all n such that n |= φ, m · n |= ψ.

This implication is interpreted as follows: if the resource required to establish the
“function”, φ−∗ψ, is m and the resource required to establish the “argument” φ,
is n, then the resource required to establish the result is m ·n. Thus the function
and the argument do not share resources. Rather, their respective resources are
taken from distinct worlds.

Second, the presence of the preorder suggests the possibility of a satisfaction
relation for the intuitionistic connectives, using worlds m,n ∈ M as usual:

m |= φ ∧ ψ iff m |= φ and m |= ψ
m |= φ ∨ ψ iff m |= φ or m |= ψ
m |= φ → ψ iff for all n v m, n |= φ implies n |= ψ.

The conjunction (and the disjunction) are interpreted as follows: each of the
conjuncts (disjuncts) may share resources with the other. The implication is in-
terpreted as a “function” which may share resources with its argument. We refer
to the meaning of the semantics described here as the sharing interpretation [12,
15]. Similarly, the additives may be seen as describing local properties whereas
the multiplicatives are global. We return to this point in § 4, in which we give a
concrete, and implemented, programming example.

Proof-theoretically, the presence of the two implications is, at first sight,
problematic. To see this consider that whilst we may easily distinguish between
multiplicative and additive elimination (or left) rules,

Γ ` φ−∗ψ ∆ ` φ
Γ,∆ ` ψ −∗E Γ ` φ→ψ Γ ` φ

Γ ` ψ →E,

how are we to distinguish the corresponding introduction rules ? We may write

Γ, φ ` ψ
Γ ` φ−∗ψ −∗ I but how then to write a rule for→I,

Γ ? ` ψ
Γ ` φ→ψ

?

A semantically clean solution is provided by moving to sequents built not out
of finite sequences of hypotheses but rather out of bunches of hypotheses, i.e.,
finite trees, with the leaf nodes being formulæ, and the internal nodes denoted
by either “,” or “;”, and referred to as bunches. The grammar of bunches is given
as follows:

Γ ::= φ propositional assumption
| ∅m multiplicative unit

| Γ, Γ multiplicative combination
| ∅a additive unit
| Γ ;Γ additive combination

We write Γ (∆) to denote that ∆ is a sub-bunch of Γ in the evident sense.
Equality of bunches, ≡, is given by the commutative monoid laws for “,” and
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“;”, together with substitution congruence: if ∆ ≡ ∆′, then Γ (∆) ≡ Γ (∆′). A
bunch is said to be multiplicative if its top-level combinator is “,” and additive
if its top-level combinator is “;”. Contraction and Weakening are permitted for
“;” but not for “,”:

Γ (∆ ;∆) ` φ
Γ (∆) ` φ Contraction

Γ (∆) ` φ
Γ (∆ ;∆′) ` φ Weakening.

In much of what follows, we regard “,” and “;” as multi-ary operators, and refer
to their operands as components.

The introduction and elimination rules for the multiplicative and additive
implications now go as follows:

Γ, φ ` ψ
Γ ` φ−∗ψ −∗ I Γ ;φ ` ψ

Γ ` φ→ψ
→I

Γ ` φ−∗ψ ∆ ` φ
Γ,∆ ` ψ −∗E Γ ` φ→ψ ∆ ` φ

Γ ;∆ ` ψ →E.

Turning to predication, consider that we can express a first-order sequent over
a collection X of first-order variables as (X)Γ ` φ. Given this point of view, we
can see that it is possible to allow not only Γ to be bunched but also X. So
for each propositional rule, we have two possible forms of variable maintenance,
i.e., additive and multiplicative. For example, the two choices for the predicate
∗R rule are

(X)Γ ` φ (Y )∆ ` ψ
(X;Y )Γ,∆ ` φ ∗ ψ ∗Ra and

(X)Γ ` φ (Y )∆ ` ψ
(X,Y )Γ,∆ ` φ ∗ ψ ∗Rm.

The former choice is the one taken in linear logic and in this paper. It may be
simplified, via Weakening and Contraction, to

(X)Γ ` φ (X)∆ ` ψ
(X)Γ,∆ ` φ ∗ ψ ∗Ra

The latter is the one taken in the basic version of BI [12,14,15].
The presence of bunched variables has one very significant consequence: It

permits the definition of both additive, or extensional, and multiplicative, or
intensional, quantifiers. For example,

(X;x)Γ ` φ
(X)Γ ` ∀x.φ ∀I (X,x)Γ ` φ

(X)Γ ` ∀newx.φ
∀newI,

where x is not free in Γ , and

(X)Γ ` ∀x.φ Y ` t : Term
(X;Y )Γ ` φ[t/x]

∀E (X)Γ ` ∀newx.φ Y ` t : Term
(X,Y )Γ ` φ[t/x]

∀newE

Here, we assume a simple bunched calculus of term formation [12,14,15] and, as
before, the additive case may be simplified to use just one bunch of variables.
The corresponding existentials are similar.
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Semantically, the additive quantifier is handled intuitionistically,

m |= ∀x.φ iff for all n v m and all t defined at n, n |= φ[t/x],

i.e., the resource required to establish each instance of the quantified proposition
must be available at the starting world. The semantics of the multiplicative ∀new

explains our use of the term “new”:

m |= ∀newx.φ iff for all n and all t defined at n, m · n |= φ[t/x],

i.e., the resource required to instantiate the proposition is taken from a new
world or location. Again, the existentials are similar.

Our notion of logic programming is that introduced in [11,10], based on the
sequent calculus. We start with the fragment of the logic for which uniform proofs
are complete for logical consequence. Reading proofs from the root upwards,
uniform proofs require that right rules be applied whenever possible, so that left
rules are applied only when the right-hand side is atomic. Uniform proofs are
said to be simple just in case the implicational left rules are restricted to be
essentially unary. For example, in first-order intuitionistic logic, we get

Γ ` φ[t/x] α[t/x] ` β[t/x]
Γ, φ ⊃ α ` β ⊃ L,

with α, β atomic and α[t/x] = β[t/x] (often, φ ⊃ α is retained in the left-hand
premiss).

In intuitionistic logic, simple uniform proofs, which are goal-directed and in
which the non-determinism is confined to the choice of implicational formula, are
complete for hereditary Harrop sequents [11,10]. Simple uniform proofs amount
to the analytic notion of resolution. Taking all this together, we interpret hered-
itary Harrop sequents Γ ò ∃x.φ as a logic program, Γ , together with a query, or
goal, φ, in which there is a logical variable x [8]. We use ò to denote the simple,
uniform, i.e., resolution, proof, read from root to leaves.

In BI, the corresponding class of sequents may be defined. Bunched hereditary
Harrop formulæ are given by the following grammar, in which A denotes atoms
(we simplify a bit, for brevity, omitting, for example, universal goals):

Definite formulæ D ::= A | D ∧D | G→A | D ∗D | G−∗A | ∀x.D | ∀newx.D

Goal formulæ G ::= > | A | G ∧G | D→G | G ∗G | D−∗G | G ∨G
| ∃x.G | ∃newx.G

A bunched hereditary Harrop sequent is a sequent P ` G, where P is a bunch of
definite formulæ. Such sequents, for now without ∀new and ∃new , are the basis of
the bunched logic programming language, BLP, to which we give an operational
semantics in § 3.

In intuitionistic logic, each of the reduction operators used in the execution
of goal-directed search is additive. In BI, however, as in linear logic [16,10,5],
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we have multiplicatives which introduce a computationally significant difficulty.
The typical case is ∗R:

Γ1 ò φ1 Γ2 ò φ2

Γ ò φ1 ∗ φ2
Γ = Γ1 , Γ2.

Faced with Γ ò φ1 ∗ φ2, the division of Γ into Γ1 and Γ2 must be calculated.
The basic solution, described for linear logic in [7,6,16,5], is the so-called

input/output model. First pass all of Γ to the left-hand branch of the proof,
leaving the right-hand branch undetermined. Proceed with the left-hand branch
until it is completed. Then calculate which of the formulæ in Γ have been used
to complete the left-hand branch and collect them into a finite set, Γleft; The
remaining, unused formulæ may now be passed to the right-hand branch:

...
Γleft ò φ1 Γ\Γleft ò φ2

Γ ò φ1 ⊗ φ2
Γ = Γleft, Γ\Γleft.

We refer to \ as a “remainder operator” because it removes from Γ the consumed
formulæ and passes the remainder to the next branch.

In BI, the problem is made much more complex by the mixing of additive
and multiplicative structure enforced by the presence of bunches and the basic
input/output idea will not work. To see this, consider the following search for a
proof of the (provable) sequent φ, ψ ` (χ→ψ∧χ)∗φ (note that it is convenient to
put the remainder operator, read as “without”, in the “current” computation):

(not provable)
(χ; (φ, ψ))\φ ò ψ∧χ

→R
(φ, ψ)\φ ò χ→(ψ∧χ) φ\∅m ò φ

∗R
(φ, ψ)\∅m ò (χ→(ψ∧χ))∗φ

Consider the left-hand branch of the candidate ∗R rule (the actual operational
rules are defined formally in § 3). In order to get an axiom of the form ψ ` ψ, we
must first remove the χ from the program by performing a Weakening and then
perform a subtraction of φ, which is required on the right-hand branch of the
∗R, so that the result of χ; (φ, ψ)\φ is ψ, i.e., the remainder operator first throws
away, via Weakening, the additive bunch surrounding the multiplicative bunch
within which ψ, the formula which must be removed, is contained. Now, the
remaining bunch is sufficient to form, after an ∧R reduction, the axiom ψ ` ψ
but insufficient to form the necessary axiom for χ.

At first sight, thinking of axioms of the form Γ ;α ` α, it might seem like
we need a subtraction operation which does not perform Weakening. This would
solve the problem in the particular case above but would worsen it in other cases.
From being incomplete the system would become unsound. To see this, consider
a search for a proof of the unprovable sequent τ ; (φ, ψ) ` (χ→ (ψ∧τ))∗φ. Once
the∗R rule is applied, after doing→R, the propositions τ and χ are at the same
level in (χ; τ ; (φ, ψ))\φ and, if this is taken to be equal to χ; τ ;ψ, both χ and τ
are provable.
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Again it looks like this could be fixed, by requiring, for example, that the
∗R rule be applied only on multiplicative bunches. Aside from the unpleasant
non-determinism introduced by this solution, it doesn’t quite solve the problem
either. To see this, it is enough to consider a slight modification of the last search.
Consider the unprovable sequent υ, (τ ; (φ, ψ)) ` (τ→(ψ∧τ))∗(φ∗υ). Here, after
the application of∗R and→R it would be possible to prove both ψ and τ , which
is unsound. It seems clear that the root of the difficulty lies with the interaction
between the additives, in particular→R, and the multiplicatives.

The basic idea for the solution, though far from simple in detail, is to in-
troduce stacks which keep a record of which resources have been added to the
program as a result of→R and which manage their interaction with the forma-
tion of axioms, and with subtraction, and with passing by continuations. The
detailed formulation of the continuation-passing style (CPS) operational seman-
tics is rather complex and before giving it, in § 3, we must look, in § 2, at
uniform, and simple, proofs in BI.

2 Uniform Proofs in BI

So far we have discussed BI semantically, and informally considered its use as a
logic programming language. Formally, as we have indicated, the basis of logic
programming in BI relies on the availability of goal-directed proofs.

Proofs in BI may be presented as a sequent calculus, here given in Defini-
tion 1. The Cut-elimination theorem holds [15] and semantic completeness the-
orems are available [12,14,15,13]. In order to explain uniform proofs, and so also
the subsequent operational semantics, we restrict our attention to propositional
BI: although our logic programming language uses predicate BI, it exploits, in
its core language, only additive predication and quantification, just as in Prolog
[2,1], so that its use of logical variables and unification is completely standard.
It follows that our presentation involves no significant loss of generality.

The use of multiplicative predication and quantification is possible but more
complex. We conjecture that its main use will be in BLP’s module system, adapted
to BI from the basic ideas presented in [10], in which we conjecture the im-
porting of functions from one module to another may exploit the additive–
multiplicative distinction to valuable effect for the programmer. This topic is
beyond our present scope.

Definition 1. The sequent calculus LBI is defined as follows:

Identities

φ ` φ Axiom
Γ ` φ ∆(φ) ` ψ

∆(Γ ) ` ψ Cut

Structurals

Γ (∆) ` φ
Γ (∆;∆′) ` φ W

Γ (∆;∆) ` φ
Γ (∆) ` φ C

Γ ` φ
∆ ` φ (∆ ≡ Γ ) E
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Units

Γ (∅m) ` φ
Γ (I) ` φ I L ∅m ` I I R ⊥ ` φ ⊥L

Γ (∅a) ` φ
Γ (>) ` φ >L ∅a ` > >R

Multiplicatives

Γ ` φ ∆(∆′, ψ) ` χ
∆(∆′, Γ, φ−∗ψ) ` χ −∗L Γ, φ ` ψ

Γ ` φ−∗ψ −∗R

Γ (φ, ψ) ` χ
Γ (φ∗ψ) ` χ ∗L Γ ` φ ∆ ` ψ

Γ,∆ ` φ∗ψ ∗R

Additives
Γ ` φ ∆(∆′;ψ) ` χ
∆(∆′;Γ ;φ → ψ) ` χ → L

Γ ;φ ` ψ
Γ ` φ → ψ

→ R

Γ (φ1;φ2) ` ψ
Γ (φ1∧φ2) ` ψ ∧L Γ ` φ ∆ ` ψ

Γ ;∆ ` φ ∧ ψ ∧R

Γ (φ) ` χ ∆(ψ) ` χ
Γ (φ ∨ ψ);∆(φ ∨ ψ) ` χ ∨ L Γ ` φ

Γ ` φ ∨ ψ ∨R Γ ` ψ
Γ ` φ ∨ ψ ∨R′

The predicate substitution and quantifier rules may be given sequentially. �

Most of the permutations,  , necessary to show that uniform proofs are
complete for bunched hereditary Harrop formulæ are very straightforward. For
example,

Γ ` φ
∆(ψ) ` χ ∆(ψ) ` χ′

∧R
∆(ψ) ` χ ∧ χ′

−∗L
∆(Γ, φ−∗ψ) ` χ ∧ χ′

 
Γ ` φ ∆(ψ) ` χ

−∗L
∆(Γ, φ−∗ψ) ` χ

Γ ` φ ∆(ψ) ` χ′
−∗L

∆(Γ, φ−∗ψ) ` χ′
∧R

∆(Γ, φ−∗ψ) ` χ ∧ χ′

5
or

Γ ` φ
∆(ψ) ` χ ∆′ ` χ′

∗R
∆(ψ),∆′ ` χ ∗ χ′

−∗L
∆(Γ, φ−∗ψ),∆′ ` χ ∗ χ′

 
Γ ` φ ∆(ψ) ` χ

−∗L
∆(Γ, φ−∗ψ) ` χ ∆′ ` χ′

∗R.
∆(Γ, φ−∗ψ),∆′ ` χ ∗ χ′

Note, however, that uniform proofs in BI must always perform any possible (and
trivial) ∗Ls (and ∧Ls) before performing any right rule: to see this, consider that
we should like to have a uniform proof of φ ∗ ψ ` φ ∗ ψ.

Weakening is, at first sight, a source of difficulty. Weakenings may be per-
muted above all rules except ∗R. To see this, consider that ∗R must divide a
multiplicative bunch between its two premisses. So if a ∗R has a Weakening im-
mediately below it, then there is no way in which ∗R may be applied directly to
the resulting sequent. However, it turns out that this difficulty may be handled
within the operational semantics by examining in turn each of the multiplicative
bunches below the “;” introduced by the Weakening. To make this work, we
must consider a canonical form for bunches: a bunch is in canonical form iff
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1. its left-hand branch is either a proposition, a unit or a canonical bunch of
the opposite (additive or multiplicative) type, and

2. its right-hand branch is canonical.

For example, if Γ and Γ ′ are additive and canonical and if ∆ is canonical, then
(Γ, Γ ′, ∆) is canonical. Our operational semantics, in § 3, assumes that bunches
are in canonical form.

Lemma 1. Every bunch may be written in canonical form. �

Proposition 1. Uniform proofs in BI are complete for bunched hereditary Har-
rop sequents. �

As we have seen, uniform proofs do not, however, characterize resolution. For
that, we must ensure that the choice of clause in each implicational left rule is
also goal-directed. For that we require proofs which are not merely uniform but
simple, i.e., in which all instances of implicational left rules are of the following,
essentially unary, forms (I is the unit of ∗):

Γ ` φ ∆ ` I
∆, (Γ ;φ→α) ` α →L

Γ ` φ
Γ, φ−∗α ` α −∗L

These rules are clearly admissible in LBI but to understand why the −∗L rule
is complete we must consider not only the canonical form for bunches but also
that we may replace the basic axiom sequent with the following CutAxiom rule:

Γ ` I
Γ, α ` α CutAxiom (CA).

The effect of this rule, which may be seen as a form of garbage collection, is to
absorb, trivially, unused multiplicative bunches. Then we can make the following
transformation of proof figures (∅m is the unit of “,”, i.e., I on the left):

Γ1 ` φ
Γ2 ` I

CA
Γ2, α ` α

−∗L
Γ1, Γ2, φ−∗α ` α

 
Γ2 ` I

Γ1 ` φ
Unit of “,”

Γ1, ∅m ` φ
Cut

Γ1, Γ2 ` φ
Ax

α ` α
−∗L

Γ1, Γ2, φ−∗α ` α

in which the right-hand premiss of the −∗L is rendered trivial.
This step, together with an analysis of the permutations of −∗L and → L

rules with respect to one another, is sufficient to give us the following:

Proposition 2. Simple uniform proofs in BI are complete for bunched heredi-
tary Harrop formulæ.
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3 An Operational Semantics for BLP

As we have suggested, the operational semantics of BLP may be seen as a devel-
opment of the input/output model, described in [7], to account for the bunched
structure of sequents. However, this development represents a substantial gen-
eralization of the method and involves a degree of technical complexity.

Starting from uniform proofs, presented in § 2, we see that the remaining
source of non-determinism is, essentially, the splitting of bunches in the ∗R
operator. Thus a remainder can be valid only if it is calculated on the left-
hand branch of a search above a ∗R operator. However, additional operational
complexity arises from the bunched structure itself, i.e., from the interaction
between the multiplicative and additive implications. (Notation: for clarity, we
use just Γ s, φs, etc., rather than the more cumbersome Ds and Gs notation. We
distinguish atomic formulæ as αs. Nevertheless, we are working with hereditary
Harrop sequents.)

It follows that operational sequents have the form 〈Γ |s〉nAn′〈Γ ′|s′〉 ò φ, which
should be interpreted as follows:

– Γ is the bunch which is passed up the current branch of the search tree;
– Γ ′ is the bunch which is passed down the current branch of the search tree;
– n and n′ are counters which keep track of the number of > goals found. This

is necessary since a > goal makes the logic locally affine. We use a counter
instead of a simple flag so when applying the −∗R rule to a goal φ−∗ψ, if a
> goal is found while proving ψ (i.e., if n′ > n) then any left-over of φ can
be removed instead of failing;

– s and s′ denote stacks of bunches and are used to manage the interaction
between the reduction operators used and the formulæ available:

- s manages upward propagation via open boxes and locked boxes;
- s′ manages downward propagation via full boxes, open boxes and locked

boxes.
Informally, full, open and locked boxes, which are used in the definitions of
the ∗R, ∧R and→R operators, arise as follows:

Full box: {∆, ξ} introduced downwards, arising from assignment to
an unknown remainder — creating a full box cor-
responds to an assignment in the CPS execution

Open box: ξ
ε introduced upwards, arising from a search-figure in

which a ∗R occurs below an → R. Here ε is the
“theorem flag”, explained below

Locked box: � introduced upwards, arising from a ∗R

Their meanings will be made clearer in our description (below) of the oper-
ational semantics;

– Finally, A is a remainder operator: informally, it is read as “without” or
“leaves unused”. Formally, its meaning is defined by the operators for ò.
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Overall, an operational sequent, 〈Γ |s〉nAn′〈Γ ′|s′〉 ò φ, is read as “given a program
Γ with a stack s as input, after proving φ we are left with a program Γ ′ and
stack s′ for the subsequent computation”. An n > 0 indicates that a theorem or
> was found as a goal, so that we are (locally) in affine BI.

At each occurrence of a ∗R rule, a box is created and a flag, represented
by εε (for εεmpty flag), is placed at the left-hand end of the bunch which is the
remainder, is set to indicate whether remainders from the left-hand branch of
the search are permitted (if εε is present, then remainders are not permitted, if
it is absent they are; it is rather like I). Initially, the box is locked, and is put
at the top of the upward stack.

When an → R operator is used, the box is unlocked and the antecedent of
the implication φ → ψ is put into it: so we get a stack of the form φ

ε::s. If the box
is unlocked already, with previous implicational antecedents in it, then the new
antecedent is additively combined with the existing ones: so we get a stack of the
form ∆;φ ε::s. Also, the empty flag is reset, thereby allowing no remainder to pass
except through the box. At this stage the open box carries the “theorem flag”
ε which indicates that φ→ψ is regarded as possibly an intuitionistic theorem,
failure of which will be detected at a CutAxiom rule. This procedure is necessary
because theorems behave like > with respect to multiplicative resources.

A box that contains a remainder is denoted by {∆,φ}::s. Such boxes occur
in downward stacks and indicate that the computation was performed under the
wrapping of φ, arising from additives, and leaves a remainder ∆.

Finally, in order to give the operators of the operational semantics, we need
to formally define a subtraction operator. We are now using A to calculate re-
mainders but we still need a basic way of removing a bunch from a super-bunch
within which it lives. The subtraction of Γ from ∆ is definable just in case Γ is
a sub-bunch of ∆, written Γ ⊆ ∆ and is defined, exploiting the canonical form

for bunches, as follows (here
;
Γ means that Γ is additive and

,

Γ means that Γ is
multiplicative; we label the components of a bunch ∆ as ∆is):

– If Γ = ∅m, then Γ ⊆ ∆, any ∆;

–
;
Γ ⊆

;
∆ iff

;
Γ ≡

;
∆ or

;
Γ ⊆

,

∆i, some i;

–
;
Γ ⊆

,

∆ iff
;
Γ ⊆

;
∆i, some i;

–
,

Γ ⊆
;
∆ iff

,

Γ ⊆
,

∆i, some i;

–
,

Γ ⊆
,

∆ iff
,

Γ ≡
,

∆ or
,

Γ ⊆
;
∆i,

some i.

We then write ∆−Γ to denote the following subtraction operation: find the
additive/multiplicative sub-bunch of ∆ within which Γ lives and delete all of
that sub-bunch. For example, (φ, ((ψ,ψ′);χ)) − (ψ,ψ′) = φ. (Formally, ∆−Γ is
defined by recursion over additive/multiplicative cases.)

The operators, read from conclusion to premisses, which describe the opera-
tional semantics of BLP, are summarized in Table 1. The presentation relies on
the execution of the left-hand branches before the right-hand. We describe the
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continuation-passing style execution of the operational semantics by considering
the key cases of the operational reductions, given in Table 1, in turn.

CutAxiom: We are given a bunch Γ which contains the atom α, i.e., the
principal formula of the axiom, in any position, and a stack s. There is exactly
one way of performing the minimum number of Weakening reductions, reducing
Γ (α) ` α to Γ ′ , α ` α, on Γ so as to bring α to top-level. This is done and we
give to the success continuation the resulting bunch without α, i.e., the remainder
Γ ′. In fact, since the only possible reduction above a CutAxiom is one of the
Unit reductions, we can be more specfic about what the form of ∆ and s′ must
be. For example, if ∆ is εε, Γ ′ is not equal to ∅m and s has an open box on top,
then s′ must have a full box on top. Otherwise, ∆ must be equal to Γ ′ and s′

must be equal to s. If the top of the stack is an open box containing ξ, it is
necessary to check whether α is in ξ. If not, then the theorem flag of the open
box must be removed because it means that the φ→ψ in a previous→R which
created the open box is not a theorem.

−∗L: We start with a bunch in which the clause φ−∗α occurs in an arbitrary
position. The unary, or “resolution”, version of −∗L is invoked but the bunch
taken in the premiss is that which is obtained, as in the CutAxiom case, by
performing the minimum number of Weakening reductions on Γ so as to bring
α to top-level.

∗R: We start with Γ and s given and try to prove φ from Γ and �::s. Upon
success, we get a remainder, Γ ′. At this point, we can try to prove ψ from Γ ′

and s. Upon success, we get as a result a remainder ∆ together with an arbitrary
modification of the stack. Because we managed to prove φ∗ψ from Γ , leaving ∆,
this result is given to the final success continuation. The special case in which ∆
is εε works in the same way but for the fact that Γ ′ and s, which must be [], will
prove ψ only when Γ ′ proves ψ without leaving any remainder. So, Γ and s are
given, Γ ′ and ∆ are calculated, and s is modified as necessary, depending on the
reductions encountered above. An example which includes this case follows after
the description of the operators. If a > goal or an intuitionistic theorem was
found, the counter will be greater than zero and the computation will succeed
even if εε is set and there is a non-empty remainder.

∧Rs: There are five subcases. In the first two, a remainder is allowed, which
may occur only if we are on some multiplicative branch of the search. In the first,
handled by∧R, the bunch Γ and the stack s are given. Notice that the stack s is
the same on both sides of the left-hand branch: modifications to the stack before
passing to the next branch occur only in operators in which remainders are not
permitted. Moreover, notice that the right-hand branch gets an empty stack: it
has already all the information needed to search for a proof. For example, this
case of the rule is used for the proof of (φ;ψ), χ ò (φ ∧ ψ) ∗ χ and, indeed,
the same program, with this rules, proves (ψ ∧ φ) ∗ χ, (φ ∧ φ) ∗ χ, (ψ ∧ ψ) ∗ χ,
etc.. In each case, the context given to the left-hand branch will be equivalent to
(φ;ψ), χ and the subtraction, “Γ −∆”, will leave χ for the right-hand branch.
The second case,∧Ri takes care of the case in which > is found as a goal in both
conjuncts. Of course, the ∧R rules do not propagate the presence of > from the
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Table 1. Summary of the Operational Semantics of BLP

TUnit
〈Γ |s〉nA

n+1〈Γ |s〉 ò >
Unit

〈Γ |s〉0A0〈Γ |s〉 ò I

Uniti(n > 0)
〈Γ |s〉nA

n〈εε|s〉 ò I
Unitii

〈φ;Γ |φ ε::s〉nA
n〈εε|{Γ, φ}::s〉 ò I

〈Γ ′|s〉nA
n′〈∆|s′〉 ò I

CutAxiom†
〈Γ (α)|s〉nA

n′〈∆|s′〉 ò α

〈Γ ′| ξ ::s〉nA
n′〈∆|s′〉 ò I

CutAxiomi†
〈ξ;Γ (α)| ξ ε::s〉nA

n′〈∆|s′〉 ò α

〈Γ ′|s〉nA
n′〈∆|s′〉 ò φ −∗L†

〈Γ (φ−∗α)|s〉nA
n′〈∆|s′〉 ò α

〈Θ;φ→α|[]〉0Am〈εε|[]〉 ò φ 〈Γ ′|s〉nA
n′〈∆|s′〉 ò I→L†

〈Γ (Θ;φ→α)|s〉nA
n′〈∆|s′〉 ò α

〈Γ |�::s〉nA
n′〈Γ ′|�::s〉 ò φ 〈Γ ′|s〉n′A

n′′〈∆|s′〉 ò ψ ∗R
〈Γ |s〉nA

n′′〈∆|s′〉 ò φ∗ψ
〈φ, Γ |s〉nA

n′〈∆|s′〉 ò ψ −∗R‡
〈Γ |s〉nA

n′〈∆′|s′〉 ò φ−∗ψ
〈Γ |s〉nA

n〈∆|s〉 ò φ 〈Γ −∆|[]〉0Am〈εε|[]〉 ò ψ∧R
〈Γ |s〉nA

n〈∆|s〉 ò φ∧ψ
〈Γ |s〉nA

n′〈∆|s〉 ò φ 〈Γ |s〉nA
n′′〈∆′|s〉 ò ψ∧Ri(n′, n′′ > n)

〈Γ |s〉nA
n′〈∆ ∩∆′|s〉 ò φ∧ψ

〈Γ |s〉nA
n′〈εε|s〉 ò φ 〈Γ |s〉nA

n′′〈εε|s〉 ò ψ∧Rii]

〈Γ |s〉nA
n′′′〈εε|s〉 ò φ∧ψ

〈ξ;Γ | ξ ε::s〉nA
n′〈εε|{∆, ξ}::s〉 ò φ 〈ξ; (Γ −∆)|[]〉0An′′〈εε|[]〉 ò ψ∧Riii]

〈ξ;Γ | ξ ε::s〉nA
n′′′〈εε|{∆, ξ}::s〉 ò φ∧ψ

〈ξ;Γ | ξ ε::s〉nA
n′〈εε| ξ ε::s〉 ò φ 〈ξ;Γ | ξ ε::s〉nA

n′′〈εε|{∆, ξ}::s〉 ò ψ∧Riv]

〈ξ;Γ | ξ ε::s〉nA
n′′′〈εε|{∆, ξ}::s〉 ò φ∧ψ

〈φ;Γ |[]〉nA
n′〈εε|[]〉 ò ψ →R

〈Γ |[]〉nA
n′〈εε|[]〉 ò φ→ψ

〈φ;Γ |φ ε::s〉nA
n′〈εε|{∆,φ}::s〉 ò ψ→Ri

〈Γ |�::s〉nA
n′〈∆|�::s〉 ò φ→ψ

〈φ; ξ;Γ | ξ;φ ::s〉nA
n′〈εε|{∆, (ξ;φ)}::s〉 ò ψ→Rii\

〈ξ;Γ | ξ ::s〉nA
n′〈εε|{∆, ξ}::s〉 ò φ→ψ

〈φ;Γ |φ ε::s〉nA
n′〈εε|φ ε::s〉 ò ψ →Riii

〈Γ |�::s〉nA
n+1〈Γ |�::s〉 ò φ→ψ

〈Γ |s〉nA
n′〈∆|s′〉 ò φ ∨R

〈Γ |s〉nA
n′〈∆|s′〉 ò φ ∨ ψ

〈Γ |s〉nA
n′〈∆|s′〉 ò ψ ∨R

〈Γ |s〉nA
n′〈∆|s′〉 ò φ ∨ ψ

† Γ ′ is obtained uniquely by performing the minimal number of Weakenings required
to bring α, φ−∗α or (Θ;φ→α) to top-level.

‡ If n′ > n then ∆′ = ∆− φ, else ∆′ = ∆.
] If n′, n′′ > n, then n′′′ = n+ 1, else n′′′ = n.
\ Here ::s indicates that here the theorem flag may be present or not.
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left branch to the right branch. An increased counter should be passed on to the
rest of the computation since any left over found later could have been given to
the φ∧ψ subproof and weakened away at this point. In the other three, handled
by∧Rii,∧Riii and∧Riv, no remainder is permitted. Here we have three subcases,
depending on whether the stack is full on return of the left, right or neither
branch. An increased counter will be passed to the rest of the computation only
if > is found in both left and right subproofs. An example which includes one of
these cases follows after the description of the operators.

→ Rs: There are four subcases. All four share the property that the an-
tecedent of the implication leaves no remainder. Note that we assume that any
occurrences of ∧ or ∗ in the antecendents φ in φ → ψ which are (inductively)
principal connectives are immediately removed using operators corresponding to
the operationally trivial∧L or∗L rules. An example which illustrates→R follows
after the description of the operators. The last rule is used when the implication
is an intuitionistic theorem, when it should behave in similar ways to >. The
remaining cases are similar. In all cases, failure invokes backtracking.

A worked example, as mentioned above, will clarify these complex construc-
tions (here, “CA” denotes CutAxiom and the counters are 0 throughout):

Unitii

〈φ|χ 〉A〈εε|{φ, χ}〉 ò I
CAi

〈χ; (φ, ψ)|χ ε〉A〈εε|{φ, χ}〉 ò ψ

Unit
〈∅m|[]〉A〈εε|[]〉 ò I

CA
〈χ;ψ|[]〉A〈εε|[]〉 ò χ∧Riii

〈χ; (φ, ψ)|χ ε〉A〈εε|{φ, χ}〉 ò ψ∧χ
→Ri

〈(φ, ψ)|�〉A〈φ|�〉 ò χ→(ψ∧χ)

Unit
〈∅m|[]〉A〈εε|[]〉 ò I

CA
〈φ|[]〉A〈εε|[]〉 ò φ∗R

〈(φ, ψ)|[]〉A〈εε|[]〉 ò (χ→(ψ∧χ))∗φ

Thus we revisit our earlier, problematic example, showing how the use of boxes
manages the interaction between the multiplicatives and additives, specially→R.

In order to establish the soundness and completeness, with respect to logical
consequence, of the operational semantics, we need to relate intermediate states
of a computation, i.e., operational sequents, to logical consequences, i.e., BI
sequents. To this end we introduce a mapping \\ from pairs of bunch-stack pairs,
together with the goal, i.e., 〈Γ, s〉nAn′〈Γ ′, s′〉 ò φ, to bunches. The idea is to extend
the basic subtraction operation, defined for bunches, to bunch-stack pairs. There
are three cases.

1. Remainders are not allowed and a full box is on the top of the downward
stack: 〈ξ;Γ |ξ ε::s〉AA〈εε|{∆, ξ}::s〉 = f(ξ); (Γ − ∆), where f(ξ) is ξ if φ is an
additive conjunction or implication, and is > otherwise.

2. Remainders are not allowed and there is something other than a full box on
top of the downward stack: 〈Γ |s〉AA〈εε|s〉 = Γ (= Γ − ∅m).

3. Finally, in case neither (1) nor (2): 〈Γ |s〉AA〈∆|s〉 = Γ −∆.

Then we get, by induction on the structure of proofs, the following:
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Lemma 2. The stacks used in the operational semantics do not corrupt the
logical consequence relation:

〈Γ, s〉nAn′〈Γ ′, s′〉 ò φ if and only if 〈Γ , s〉AA〈Γ ′, s′〉 ` φ,

where if n > 0, then Γ and Γ ′ may be sub-bunches of Γ and Γ ′, and if n = 0,
then Γ = Γ and Γ ′ = Γ ′. �

Soundness and completeness follow as a corollary of Lemma 2.

Theorem 1. The operational semantics is sound and complete with respect to
the bunched sequent calculus, LBI:

〈Γ, [] 〉 0A 〈εε, []〉 ò φ if and only if Γ ` φ. �

We conjecture that our operational techniques will be applicable to a wide
range of substructural logics.

4 Programming in BLP: An Example

Recall that our semantics for BI’s connectives, as set out in § 1, is couched in
terms of sharing. Here, we give a quite generic, yet small, example of the type
of problems for which bunched logic programming is well-suited. Consider the
bunch (p(a1); p(a2)), (p(b1); p(b2)). Here, p(x) means “x is a person”. The bunch
structure shows that a1 and a2 belong to the same group and that a1 and b1
belong to beligerent groups. To say that two individuals are possibly in a fighting
relation we say simply ∀x, y.p(x)∗p(y)−∗fight(x, y), which is to say that x and y
may fight if they belong to different groups. A complete BLP program (we write
on one line to save space) would be (here, T is >, the unit of ∧)

(p(a1);p(a2)), (p(b1);p(b2)), [x,y]fight(x,y)*- p(x)*p(y)*T

Notice that the definition of fight has been slightly modified to take into account
that there might be more than two groups; but they may be disregarded.

An alternative solution would be to decorate each group with a multiplicative
unit to signal that it can be ignored. So we might have, for example,

(p(a1);p(a2);I), (p(b1);p(b2);I), (p(a5);p(a6);I)

However, the first approach is to be recommended since it doesn’t produce re-
dundant solutions. Adding a unit to each group allows the unit operation to be
performed in different places, but without changing the solution.

The following is an equivalent Prolog program for this problem. It uses tags
to distinguish the groups:

p(a1,t1). p(a2,t1). p(b1,t2). p(b2,t2).
fight(X,Y):- p(X,T),p(Y,U),T\=U.
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Thinking of political parties, sometimes they split into rival factions but each
faction in turn might want to keep its former allies. This situation might be rep-
resented by the bunch (p(a1); p(a2)), (p(b1); (p(b21); p(b22)), (p(b23); p(b24))).
Notice that b21 fights with a1 and a2 but also with b23 and b24. If we call x and
y allies if they don’t fight, then despite b1’s being an ally of b21, and also of b23,
b21 and b23 are not allies. The modification of the BLP program to reflect this
state of affairs is straightforward:

(p(a1);p(a2)), (p(b1); (p(b21);p(b22)), (p(b23);p(b24))),
[x,y]fight(x,y)*- p(x)*p(y)*T

Notice that the defining clause doesn’t need any modification.
To modify the Prolog program we could start by adding an extra tag to

reflect the structure of the problem like this

p(a1,t1,_). p(a2,t1,_). fight(X,Y):- p(X,T,_),p(Y,U,_),T\=U.
p(b1,t2,_). fight(X,Y):- p(X,T,V),p(Y,U,W),T=U,V\=W.
p(b21,t2,t1). p(b22,t2,t1).
p(b23,t2,t2).p(b24,t2,t2).

and we should be aware that the whole program has had to be modified to ac-
count for the extra tag. Or a new, more flexible implementation may be dreamed
up, like using lists of tags as a second argument:

p(a1,[t1]). fight(X,Y):- p(X,U),p(Y,S),mismatch(U,S).
p(a2,[t1]). mismatch([H1|_],[H2|_]):- H1\=H2.
p(b1,[t2]). mismatch([H1|T1],[H2|T2]):- H1=H2,mismatch(T1,T2).
p(b21,[t2,t1]).
p(b22,[t2,t1]). p(b23,[t2,t2]). p(b24,[t2,t2]).

Please compare the heavy machinery used in this example with the simplicity of
the BLP version.

The bunched structure also helps to give fine control over the scope of pred-
icates, specially implications. In the example above, we can think of a variety of
ways in which constants can be predicated. For example a2 might be a special
kind of person. It would be possible to modify the program in the following way:

(p(a1);q(a2);[x]p(x) <- q(x)),
(p(b1);(p(b21);q(b22)),(p(b23);p(b24))),
[x,y]fight(x,y)*- p(x)*p(y)*T

Now this program says that a2 is a q but also that all qs are ps. However, this
relation between ps and qs holds only for the group formed by a1 and a2, i.e.,
is local to that world. Other qs appearing in other places in the program, for
example b22, will not be picked up by the local implication, or→, (which matches
the “;” combining p(a1) and q(a2)).

The language BLP has been implemented, in the continuation-passing style,
by Armeĺın using the OCaml system [3].
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Abstract. Skepticism is one of the most important semantic intuitions
in artificial intelligence. The semantics formalizing skeptical reasoning
in (disjunctive) logic programming is usually named well-founded se-
mantics. However, the issue of defining and computing the well-founded
semantics for disjunctive programs and databases has proved to be
far more complex and difficult than for normal logic programs. The
argumentation-based semantics WFDS is among the most promising
proposals that attempts to define a natural well-founded semantics for
disjunctive programs. In this paper, we propose a top-down procedure
for WFDS called D-SLS Resolution, which naturally extends the Global
SLS-resolution and SLI-resolution. We prove that D-SLS Resolution is
sound and complete with respect to WFDS. This result in turn provides
a further yet more powerful argument in favor of the WFDS.

1 Introduction

Disjunctive logic programming (DLP) has gained wide acceptance as an impor-
tant tool for knowledge representation. One critical reason is that DLP is more
expressive and natural to use than normal (i.e. non-disjunctive) logic program-
ming. The additional expressive power allows direct encodings of a great number
of application domains into logic programs. However, the issue of defining and
computing semantics for disjunctive programs and databases has proved to be
far more complex and difficult than for normal logic programs. The skepticism
and credulism are two major semantic intuitions for knowledge representation. A
skeptical reasoner does not infer any conclusion in uncertainty conditions while
a credulous reasoner tries to give conclusions as much as possible. Therefore,
a skeptical reasoner usually get more feasible conclusions. In normal logic pro-
gramming, these two opposite semantic intuitions are suitably captured by the
well-founded semantics [11] and the stable semantics [6], respectively. There has
already been a widely accepted stable semantics for disjunctive programs [9].
To date, there is no widely accepted well-founded semantics for DLP and no
consensus has been reached about what constitutes an intended semantics for
skeptical reasoning in DLP. Based on a comparative study of some recent ap-
proaches to defining well-founded semantics for disjunctive programs in [2,9,5,
? On leave from Tsinghua University, Beijing.
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7,12], it has been proved in [13] that these approaches become equivalent when
some “minor” modifications are made on them. Specifically, there exists a seman-
tics (i. e. WFDS∗) for well-founded reasoning in DLP which can be equivalently
characterized by argumentation, program transformations and unfounded sets.

In the same style as the D-WFS defined in [1,2], a bottom-up computation
procure has also been provided in [13]. In this paper, we investigate the problem
of top-down computation for disjunctive well-founded semantics. Specifically,
we propose a top-down procedure for disjunctive well-founded semantics called
D-SLS Resolution, which naturally extends the Global SLS-resolution and SLI-
resolution. We prove that D-SLS Resolution is sound and complete with respect
to WFDS∗.

Since logic programming is essentially goal-oriented, the existence of an ele-
gant top-down procedure is surely a significant feature for query answering under
any semantics. Our results in turn provide further yet more powerful arguments
in favor of the semantics WFDS∗.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we briefly recall re-
lated definitions in logic programming and specify our notations. In Section 3
we give the argumentative definition of the semantics WFDS∗. Then in Sec-
tion 4 we present the D-SLS Resolution procedure. Our procedure is not only
a combination of Ross’s Global SLS-resolution and SLI-resolution, it also ele-
gantly incorporates the intuition of resolving default negation with disjunctive
information. To illustrate our resolution procedure and its relation to some other
semantic intuitions, two examples are given in Section 5. In Section 6 we state
the soundness and completeness of D-SLS Resolution with respect to WFDS∗.
Finally, in Section 7 we conclude the paper.

2 Preliminaries

We assume the existence of an arbitrary, but fixed propositional language, gen-
erated from a selected set of propositional symbols (atoms). An expression (dis-
junction, formula, rule, or set of rules, etc) with variables is understood as an
abbreviation for the set of all its grounded instances. If S is an expression,
atoms(S) denotes the set of all atoms appearing in S. A general disjunctive logic
program (simply, disjunctive program) P is defined as a finite set of rules of the
form:

p1 ∨ · · · ∨ pt ← pt+1, . . . , ps,not ps+1, . . . ,not pn. (1)

Here, n ≥ s ≥ t > 0 and pi’s are atoms for i = 1, . . . , n. The symbols ‘∨’ and
‘not’ denote (non-classical) disjunction and default negation, respectively.

A literal is either an atom p or its default negation not p while not p is called
a negative literal.

The informal meaning of rule (1) is that “if pt+1, . . . , ps are true and
ps+1, . . . , pn are all not provable, then one of {p1, . . . , pt} is true”. For example,
male(greg) ∨ f emale(greg) ← animal(greg),not ab(greg) means, informally,
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that if greg is an animal and it is not provable that greg is abnormal, then greg
is either male or female.

If t = 1, rule (1) is said to be normal. P is a normal program if each rule of
P is normal.

If n = s, rule (1) is said to be positive. P is a positive disjunctive program if
each rule of P is positive.

If t = s, rule (1) is said to be negative. P is a negative disjunctive program if
each rule of P is negative.

As usual, BP is the Herbrand base of disjunctive program P (i. e. the set
of all ground atoms in P ). A positive (negative) disjunction is a disjunction of
atoms (negative literals) in P . A pure disjunction is either a positive one or a
negative one. The disjunctive base of P is DBP = DB+

P ∪ DB−P where DB+
P

is the set of all positive disjunctions in P and DB−P is the set of all negative
disjunctions in P . If α and β = α ∨ α′ are two disjunctions, then we say α is a
sub-disjunction of β.

A model state of disjunctive program P is a subset of DBP . Usually, a well-
founded semantics for disjunctive logic programs is defined as a mapping such
that each disjunctive program P is assigned a model state.

For simplicity, we also express a rule of form (1) as Σ ← Π1, not.Π2, where Σ
is a disjunction of atoms in BP , Π1 a finite subset of BP denoting a conjunction
of atoms, and not.Π2 = {not q | q ∈ Π2} for Π2 ⊆ BP denoting a conjunction
of negative literals.

3 Skeptical Argumentation

As illustrated in [12], argumentation can be used to define a unifying semantic
framework for DLP. In this section, we first briefly recall the well-founded exten-
sion semantics WFDS in [12] and give a minor modification WFDS∗ of WFDS.
The basic idea of the argumentation-based approach for DLP is to translate each
disjunctive logic program into an argument framework FP = 〈P,DB−P ,;P 〉.
Here, an assumption of P is a negative disjunction of P , and a hypothesis is a set
of assumptions; ;P is an attack relation among the hypotheses. An admissible
hypothesis ∆ is one that can attack every hypothesis which attacks it.

The intuitive meaning of an assumption not a1 ∨ · · · ∨ not am is that a1 ∧
· · · ∧ am can not be proved from the disjunctive program.

Given a hypothesis ∆ of disjunctive program P , similar to the GL-
transformation [6], we can easily reduce P into another disjunctive program
without default negation.

Definition 1. Let ∆ be a hypothesis of disjunctive program P , then the reduct
of P with respect to ∆ is the disjunctive program

P+
∆ = {A← B | there is a rule of form A← B,not.C in P s.t. not.C ⊆ ∆}.
Based on Definition 1, we will first introduce a special resolution `P which

resolves default-negation literals with a disjunction and can be intuitively illus-
trated by the following principle:
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If there is an agent who holds the assumptions not b1, . . . ,not bm and can
infer the disjunctive information b1 ∨ · · · ∨ bm ∨ bm+1 ∨ · · · ∨ bn, then the agent
should be able to infer bm+1 ∨ · · · ∨ bn.

The following definition precisely formulates this principle in the setting of
DLP.

Definition 2. Let ∆ be a hypothesis of disjunctive program P and α ∈ DB+
P . If

there exists β ∈ DB+
P and not b1, . . . ,not bm ∈ ∆ such that β = α∨ b1∨ · · ·∨ bm

and P+
∆ ` β. Then ∆ is said to be a supporting hypothesis for α, denoted ∆`P α.

Here ` is the classical inference; P+
∆ is considered as a classical logic theory while

β is considered as a formula in classical logic.
The consequence set of ∆ consists of all positive disjunctions that are sup-

ported by ∆:
consP (∆) = {α | α ∈ DB+

P , ∆`P α}.
For example, if P = {a ∨ b ← c,not d; c ←} and ∆ = {not b,not d}, then

∆ `P a.
The task of defining a semantics for a disjunctive logic program P is to de-

termine the state that can represent the intended meaning of P . Here we first
specify the negative information in the semantics and then derive the positive
part. To derive suitable hypotheses for a given disjunctive program, some con-
straints will be required to filter out unintuitive hypotheses.

Definition 3. Let ∆ and ∆′ be two hypotheses of disjunctive program P . If at
least one of the following two conditions holds:

1. there exists β = not b1 ∨ · · · ∨ not bm ∈ ∆′, m > 0, such that ∆`P bi, for
all i = 1, . . . , m; or

2. there exist not b1, . . . ,not bm ∈ ∆′, m > 0, such that ∆`P b1 ∨ · · · ∨ bm,
then we say ∆ attacks ∆′, and denoted ∆ ;P ∆′.

Intuitively, ∆ ;P ∆′ means that ∆ causes a direct contradiction with ∆′

and the contradiction may come from one of the above two cases.

Example 1.

a ∨ b← d
c← d,not a,not b
d←
e← not e

Let ∆′ = {not c} and ∆ = {not a,not b}, then ∆ ;P ∆′.

The next definition specifies what is an acceptable hypothesis.

Definition 4. Let ∆ be a hypothesis of disjunctive program P . An assumption
β ∈ DB−P is admissible with respect to ∆ if ∆;P ∆′ holds for any hypothesis ∆′

of P such that ∆′ ;P {β}.
Denote AP (∆) = {α ∈ DB−P | α is admissible with respect to ∆}.
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For any disjunctive program P , AP is a monotonic operator: ∆ ⊆ ∆′ implies
AP (∆) ⊆ AP (∆′) for any two hypotheses ∆ and ∆′ of P . Thus, AP has the least
fixpoint lfp(AP ). Since BP is finite in this paper, the fixpoint can be obtained in
finite steps by iterating AP from the emptyset. That is, lfp(AP ) = Ak

P (∅) where
Ak+1

P (∅) = Ak
P (∅).

Definition 5. The well-founded disjunctive hypothesis WFDH(P ) of disjunc-
tive program P is defined as the least fixpoint of the operator AP . That is,
WFDH(P ) = AP ↑ ω.

The well-founded extension semantics WFDS for P is defined as the model
state WFDS(P ) = WFDH(P ) ∪ consP (WFDH(P )).

By the above definition, WFDS(P ) is uniquely determined by WFDH(P ).
For the program P in Example 1, WFDS(P ) = {a∨b, d,not c,not a∨not b}.

To compare with different semantics, AP can be modified by defining

AP (∆) = {β ∈ DB−P | not q is admissible w.r.t. ∆ for some literal not q in β}.

Parallel to the definition of WFDS, we can get a new well-founded semantics
denoted WFDS∗ for disjunctive programs, which is a modification of WFDS.
For instance, let P be the program given in Example 1, then WFDS∗(P ) =
{a ∨ b, d,not c}. Now not a ∨ not b is no longer in WFDS∗(P ).

We can prove that WFDS is no less strong than WFDS∗ in the following
sense.

Proposition 1. For any disjunctive program P and α ∈ DBP , if α ∈
WFDS∗(P ), then α ∈WFDS(P ).

As we have seen above, the converse of this proposition is not true in general.
Specifically, WFDS allows more negative disjunctions to be inferred. However,
this is not a big difference as the following results show. In fact, except for this
difference, these two semantics coincide.

Proposition 2. Let ∆ be an admissible hypothesis of disjunctive program P . If
β ∈ DB−P but is not a literal, then

1. a hypothesis α is admissible w.r.t. ∆ iff it is admissible w.r.t. ∆− {β}.
2. for any positive disjunction D, D ∈ consP (∆) iff D ∈ consP (∆− {β}).

An interesting result is the equivalence of WFDS and WFDS∗.

Theorem 1. Let P be a disjunctive program. Then

1. not p ∈WFDS∗(P ) iff not p ∈WFDS(P ) for any atom p.
2. α ∈WFDS∗(P ) iff α ∈WFDS(P ) for any positive disjunction α.

This theorem convinces that the difference of WFDS∗ from WFDS is only in
that they derive different sets of true negative disjunctions.
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4 D-SLS Resolution

In this section, we will define a top-down procedure, called D-SLS Resolution, for
disjunctive well-founded semantics. This procedure combines the idea of Global
SLS-resolution in [10] with a linear resolution procedure. The linear resolution
is a generalization of the SLI-resolution presented in [8]. One key part in our
procedure is the incorporation of resolving default negation with disjunctive in-
formation into SLS-resolution. D-SLS Resolution will be based on the notion of
D-SLS tree, which in turn depends on the notion of positive trees. In the next
section, we prove that D-SLS Resolution is sound and complete with respect
to the disjunctive well-founded semantics WFDS and WFDS∗. To achieve com-
pleteness of D-SLS Resolution, we adopt the so-called positivistic computation
rule, that is, we always select positive literals ahead of negative ones.

A goal G is of the form← D1, . . . , Dr,¬b1, . . . ,¬bm, not c1, . . . , not cn, where
each Di is a positive disjunction; all bi and ci are atoms. To distinguish from
default literals, we shall say that l is a classic literal if l = p or l = ¬p.

In our resolution-like procedure, given a rule C : Σ ← Π1, not.Π2, we trans-
form C into a goal gt(C) :← ¬Σ, Π1, not.Π2 and call it the goal transformation
of C, where ¬Σ = {¬p | p ∈ Σ}.

Since our resolution is to resolve literals in both heads and bodies of rules, this
transformation allows a unifying and simple approach to defining resolution-like
procedure for disjunctive logic programs as we shall see.

The special goal← is called an empty goal. The empty goal← is also written
as the familiar symbol 2. A non-empty goal of form ← ¬Σ, not.Π is said to be
a negative goal.

Given a disjunctive program P , set gt(P ) = {gt(C) : C ∈ P}. The tradi-
tional goal resolution can be generalized as follows.

Disjunctive Goal Resolution (DGR) If G : ← b1 ∨ · · · ∨ br, G1 and G′ : ←
¬b1, . . . ,¬bs, G2 are two goals with s ≤ r, then the DGR-resolvent of G with
G′ on selected disjunction b1 ∨ · · · ∨ br is the goal ← G1, G2.

It should be noted that resolution rule DGR incorporates several resolution rules
including Goal resolution, Ancestor resolution and Body literal resolution [8,15].
Since we allow positive disjunctions in goals and the resolution rule, DGR is
more powerful than the above mentioned three resolution rules as the following
example shows.

Example 2. Let P be the following disjunctive program:

a ∨ b←
c← not a,not b

Then P can be transformed into the following set gt(P ) of goals:

← ¬a,¬b
← ¬c,not a,not b
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Then the DGR-resolvent of G :← c with the second goal is ← not a,not b,
which can be obtained by the ordinary goal resolution; however, the DGR-
resolvent of goal ← a ∨ b with the first goal is 2, which can not be obtained by
any of those three resolution rules.

Definition 6. Let P be a disjunctive program and G a goal. A positive tree T+
G

for G is defined as follows:

1. The root of T+
G is G.

2. For each node G′ : ← ¬Σ′, p, Π ′1, not.Π ′2, and each goal Gi in gt(P ), if G′i
is the DGR-resolvent of G′ with Gi on p and G′i is different from all nodes
in the branch of G′, then G′ has a child G′i.

A node labeled ← ¬p1, . . . ,¬pn, not pn+1, . . . , not pm(m ≥ n ≥ 0) is called
an active node.

Thus, an active node is either the empty goal or a negative goal. For a
negative goal, its success/failure has to be decided in subsequent stages. Now we
define the D-SLS tree for a goal in terms of positive trees.

Definition 7. (D-SLS Tree) Let P be a disjunctive logic program and G a
goal. The D-SLS tree ΓG for G is a tree whose nodes are of two types: negation
nodes and tree nodes. Tree nodes are actually positive trees for intermediate
goals. The nodes of ΓG is defined inductively as follows:

1. The root of ΓG is the positive tree T+
G for the goal G.

2. For any tree node T+
H of ΓG, The children of T+

H are negation nodes, one
corresponding to each active leaf of T+

H (there will be a negation node corre-
sponding to an empty active leaf).

3. Let J be a negation node corresponding to the active leaf ← Q where Q =
{not q1, . . . , not qn} and n ≥ 0. J is denoted N(← Q). Then, if n > 0, J
has one child which is the positive tree T+

q1∨···∨qn
.

We distinguish three types of leaves in a D-SLS tree (successful nodes, failed
nodes and intermediate nodes) according to the following rules. Successful and
failed nodes also have an associated level.

1 For negation node J ,
(a) if the child of a negation node J is a successful tree node, then we say

J is failed. The level is the level of its successful child.
(b) if the child of a negation node J is a failed tree node, or if J has no

children, then we say J is successful. The level of J is the level of the
child of J (if J has no children, the level of J is 0).

2 For tree node T ,
(a) if every child of a tree node T is a failed negation node, or if T is a leaf

of ΓG (i. e. T has no active leaves) then we say T is failed. T has the
level 1 if T is a leaf; the level of T is k +1 if the maximum level of levels
of the children of T is k.
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(b) if some child of a tree node T is a successful negation node, then we say
T is successful. A non-root tree node T has level k + 1 if the minimum
level of all its successful children is k. The root tree node may have several
associated levels, one for each successful child; the level of the root tree
node with respect to such a successful child is one more than the level of
the child.

3 We say a node is well determined if it is either successful or failed. Otherwise,
we say the node is indeterminate.

Let L be an active leaf of a tree node in ΓG. We may say that L is successful
(resp. failed or indeterminate) if the corresponding negation node is successful
(resp. failed or indeterminate). We may also say that the goal G is successful
(resp. failed or indeterminate) if T+

G is successful (resp. failed or indeterminate).
Compared to Global SLS-resolution for normal logic programs, D-SLS Resolu-
tion has the following major features:

1. the underlying reasoning mechanism for D-SLS Resolution is a gener-
alization of SLI-resolution while the underlying reasoning mechanism for SLS-
resolution is SLD-resolution;

2. each negation node has just one child in D-SLS Resolution while a negation
node may have several children in Global SLS-resolution because disjunctions
are allowed now. This makes a simpler form of D-SLS Resolution.

To guarantee the termination of D-SLS Resolution, we also assume that
every node is not repeated. That is, whenever a repeated node in D-SLS tree is
found, the extending of the tree will be stopped.

5 Examples

Let us look at some illustrating examples.

Example 3. Consider the following disjunctive program P :

a ∨ b← c,not d
e← not a,not b
e← not a, g
c←
a← not c

It can be verified that not e ∈WFDS∗(P ) and thus not e ∈WFDS(P ).
Now let us see how not e is inferred by D-SLS Resolution.
First, P is transformed into gt(P ) which consists of the following goals:

G1 :← ¬a,¬b, c,not d
G2 :← ¬e,not a,not b
G3 :← ¬e,not a, g
G4 :← ¬c
G5 :← ¬a,not c

In fact, we have the following D-SLS tree Γ←e for ← e:
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T+
←e

N1(← not a,not b)

T+
←a∨b

N2(← not d) N3(← not c)
�

�
�

@
@

@

T+
←d T+

←c

The positive tree T+
←e for ← e is as follows:

← e

← not a,not b ← not a, g
�

�
�G2

@
@

@ G3

The positive tree T+
←a∨b is:

← a ∨ b

← c,not d ← not c

�
�

�G1

@
@

@ G5

← not d

G4

The positive tree T+
←d consists of only the root node ← d.

The positive tree T+
←c is

← c

←

G4
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By Definition 7,
T+
←d is a leaf of Γ←e ⇒

T+
←d is a failed tree node ⇒

N2 is a successful negation node (no matter what N3 is) ⇒
the tree node T+

←a∨b is successful ⇒
N1 is a failed node (and N1 is the only negation child of T+

←e) ⇒
T+
←e is a failed (root) node ⇒

the goal ← e is failed.

To guarantee the termination of D-SLS Resolution, we also assume that every
node is not repeated. That is, whenever a repeated node in D-SLS tree is found,
the extending of the tree will be stopped. For example, if we replace the last rule
a ← not c in the above example with the rule a ← not a,not b, then N3 = N1
and thus N3 and its children (if any) will be deleted from Γ←e.

It should be noted that D-SLS Resolution is different from the SLIN-
resolution [14]. We demonstrate this by the following example.

Example 4. Let P consist of two rules:

a ∨ b←
c← not a,not b

Although not c ∈ WFDS∗(P ), c is indeterminate with respect to the SLIN-
resolution. This means that SLIN-resolution is not complete for the disjunctive
well-founded semantics WFDS∗. However, D-SLS tree Γ←c for the goal ← c is
failed (to save space, the tree is figured in one line because each of its internal
nodes has the unique child):

T+
←c —- N1(← not a,not b) —- T+

←a∨b —- N2(←) —- T+
←

Here, T+
← has the unique node←; T+

←c and T+
←a∨b are as follows, respectively:

← c

← not a,not b

G2

← a ∨ b

←

G1

It is easy to see that T+
←a is an indeterminate node of the D-SLS tree for the

goal ← a.

It should be noted that, in D-SLS tree, an active node containing classic negative
literals can not be ignored1. That is, there may be negation node having classic
negative literals as child in D-SLS tree. Consider the following program:

b ∨ l ← not p
l ∨ p←

1 This question is proposed by one referee.
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The D-SLS tree Γ←b for the goal ← b is as follows:

T+
←b —- N(← ¬l,not p) —- T+

←l∨p.

It can be verified that the goal ← b is failed.

6 Soundness and Completeness of D-SLS Resolution

In this section, we address the soundness and completeness of D-SLS Resolu-
tion. We first show that D-SLS Resolution is sound and complete w.r.t. the
argumentative semantics WFDS. Then, by Theorem 1, we get the soundness
and completeness of D-SLS Resolution w.r.t. WFDS∗. Although we allow a
goal to have a very general form in our D-SLS Resolution, each goal G consid-
ered in this section actually has one of the two forms: either ← a1 ∨ . . . ∨ ar or
← a1, . . . , ar,¬b1, . . . ,¬bm,not c1, . . . ,not cn, where all ai, bi and ci are atoms.
Thus, from now on we will always mean either of the above form when a goal
is mentioned. The detailed proofs of results in this section are not difficult but
tedious, thus we omit them here.

Theorem 2. (Soundness of D-SLS Resolution w.r.t. WFDS)
Let P be a disjunctive logic program. Then

1. If goal G :← q1, . . . , qn is failed, then not q1 ∨ · · · ∨ not qn ∈WFDS(P ).
2. If goal G :← q1 ∨ · · · ∨ qn is successful, then q1 ∨ · · · ∨ qn ∈WFDS(P ).

To prove Theorem 2, we need only to show the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let P be a disjunctive logic program. Then

1. If goal G :← q1, . . . , qn is failed, then not q1 ∨ · · · ∨ not qn ∈WFDH(P ).
2. If goal G :← q1 ∨ · · · ∨ qn is successful, then WFDH(P ) `P q1 ∨ · · · ∨ qn.

Sketch of Proof It suffices to prove the following two propositions hold by
using simultaneous induction on the level l(ΓG) of D-SLS tree ΓG:

S1 not q1 ∨ · · · ∨ not qn ∈ Ak
P (∅) if the goal G : ← q1, . . . , qn is failed and

l(ΓG) = k ≥ 1;
S2 Ak

P (∅) `P q1 ∨ · · · ∨ qn if the goal G : ← q1 ∨ · · · ∨ qn is successful and
l(ΓG) = k ≥ 0.

Theorem 3. (Completeness of D-SLS Resolution w.r.t. WFDS)
Let P be a disjunctive logic program. Then

1. If q1 ∨ · · · ∨ qn ∈WFDS(P ), then the goal ← q1 ∨ · · · ∨ qn is successful.
2. If not q1 ∨ · · · ∨ not qn ∈WFDS(P ), then the goal G :← q1, . . . , qn is failed.

This theorem follows directly from the next lemma.

Lemma 2. Let P be a disjunctive logic program and G a goal of P . Then
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1. If WFDH(P ) `P q1 ∨ · · · ∨ qn, then the goal G :← q1 ∨ · · · ∨ qn is successful.
2. If not q1 ∨ · · · ∨not qn ∈WFDH(P ), then the goal G :← q1, . . . , qn is failed.

Sketch of Proof It is enough to show that both of the following C1 and C2
hold by using simultaneous induction on the level l(ΓG) = k:

C1 For k ≥ 1, if Ak−1(∅) `P q1 ∨ · · · ∨ qn, then the goal G : ← q1 ∨ · · · ∨ qn is
successful and its level is k.

C2 For k ≥ 1, if not q1 ∨ · · · ∨ not qn ∈ Ak
P (∅), then the goal G : ← q1, . . . , qn

is failed and its level is no more than k + 1.

By the definition of WFDS∗, for any atoms q1, . . . , qn, not q1 ∨ · · · ∨not qn ∈
WFDS∗(P ) if and only if qi ∈ WFDS∗(P ) for some qi. Thus, the following two
theorems follows directly from Theorem 1 and the two theorems above.

Theorem 4. (Soundness of D-SLS Resolution w.r.t. WFDS∗)
Let P be a disjunctive logic program. Then

1. If goal G :← qi is failed for some qi, then not q1∨· · ·∨not qn ∈WFDS∗(P ).
2. If goal G :← q1 ∨ · · · ∨ qn is successful, then q1 ∨ · · · ∨ qn ∈WFDS∗(P ).

Theorem 5. (Completeness of D-SLS Resolution w.r.t. WFDS∗)
Let P be a disjunctive logic program. Then

1. If q1 ∨ · · · ∨ qn ∈WFDS∗(P ), then the goal ← q1 ∨ · · · ∨ qn is successful.
2. If not q1∨· · ·∨not qn ∈WFDS∗(P ), then the goal G :← qi is failed for some

qi.

7 Conclusion

The main contribution of this paper is that we have proposed a top-down proce-
dure D-SLS Resolution for disjunctive well-founded semantics. This resolution-
like procedure extends both the Global SLS-resolution [10] and SLI-resolution [8].
We prove that D-SLS Resolution is sound and complete with respect to the dis-
junctive well-founded semantics WFDS and WFDS∗. We know that the Global
SLS-resolution is a classic procedure for the well-founded semantics of normal
logic programs while SLI-resolution is the most important procedure for posi-
tive disjunctive programs. D-SLS Resolution is actually a novel characterization
for WFDS∗ and thus provides a further yet powerful argument in favor of the
semantics WFDS∗. On the other hand, the results in this paper pave a promis-
ing way to implement the WFDS∗ by employing some existing theorem provers.
Although this point has been made clear for Brass and Dix’s D-WFS in [3],
no top-down procedure is provided for their semantics. It is worth noting that
D-SLS Resolution in the current form is not efficient yet. We are currently
working on more efficient algorithm for D-SLS Resolution by employing some
techniques such as the tabling method [4].
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A Second-Order Theorem Prover Applied to
Circumscription
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Abstract. Circumscription is naturally expressed in second-order logic,
but previous implementations all work by handling cases that can be re-
duced to first-order logic. Making use of a new second-order unification
algorithm introduced in [3], we show how a theorem prover can be made
to find proofs in second-order logic, in particular proofs by circumscrip-
tion. We work out a blocks-world example in complete detail and give the
output of an implementation, demonstrating that it works as claimed.

1 Introduction

Circumscription was introduced by John McCarthy [11] as a means of formalizing
“common-sense reasoning” for artificial intelligence. It served as the foundation
of his theory of non-monotonic reasoning. The essential idea is to introduce,
when axiomatizing a situation, a predicate ab for “abnormality”, and to axiom-
atize the ab predicate by saying it is the least predicate such that the other
axioms are valid. Some other predicates may be allowed to “vary” in the mini-
mization as well. There are several technical difficulties with McCarthy’s idea:
First, the circumscription principle is most naturally expressed in second-order
logic, where we have variables over predicates of objects. Second, unless the rest
of the axioms contain ab only positively, the circumscription principle is not an
ordinary inductive definition, and there may not even be a (unique) least solu-
tion for the ab predicate, so the circumscription principle can be inconsistent.
McCarthy’s ultimate goal was implementation of software using the circumscrip-
tion principle to construct artificial intelligence. Believing that implementation
of second-order logic was not a practical approach, many researchers have tried
various methods of reducing special cases of the circumscription principle to
first-order logic; see [7] for a summary of these efforts. Some of these reductions
were in turn implemented.

In this paper we take the other path, and exhibit a direct implementation of
second-order logic which is capable of handling some circumscription problems.
The key to making this work is a new notion of second-order unification. This
notion of unification was introduced in [3], where some theorems about it are
proved. In that paper, I pointed out the possibility of converting your favorite
first-order theorem prover to a second-order theorem prover by adding second-
order unification. This paper shows explicitly how this can be done, and that the
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resulting second-order prover can indeed find circumscription proofs. Note that
it would already be interesting if the resulting proof-checker could accept and
verify circumscription proofs, but the essential point of this paper is that the use
of the new unification algorithm of [3] enables a simple theorem-prover to find
circumscription proofs by itself. The hard part of this, of course, is finding the
correct values of the second-order predicates involved. These are generally give
by λ terms involving an operator for definition by cases. It is therefore essential
to use a formalization of second-order logic which has terms for definition by
cases.

A longer version of this paper is available on the Web [1]. It includes ad-
ditional background and details, and the complete computer-produced proof
of the example treated here. In particular the exact syntax of our version of
second-order logic, including application terms and lambda terms, is given there.
Second-order unification, and its application to circumscription, both depend on
the use of conditional terms, or case-terms. These are terms of the form

{
P (x) if x = y
Q(x) ow

There are several different notations for such terms in use, including the form
used in the C and Java programming languages:

x = y ? P (x) : Q(x)

and the form used in [3] and in the theories of Feferman [2]:

d(x, y, P (x), Q(x)).

The form with d is the one in the official syntax, but the other two forms are
both more readable. The syntax used by our computer implementation allows a
more general kind of case term in which there can be several cases, instead of
just one, before the “otherwise” term. For representing such terms the notation
with a brace is more readable, so the output of the prover is presented in that
notation. For writing papers, the notation with a question mark is more compact
and equally readable, so we will use it in the paper.

We use a Gentzen-sequent formulation of second-order logic. We simply take
the usual Gentzen rules (e.g. G3 as in [9]) for both predicate and object quan-
tifiers. The G3 rules need to be supplemented with rules corresponding to the
formation of λ-terms and ap-terms, as well as with rules corresponding to the
introduction of case terms in both antecedent and succedent. We do not repeat
the G3 rules here, but here are the other rules:

t = s,A⇒C, Γ t 6= s,B, Γ⇒C

d(t, s, A,B)), Γ⇒C

t = s⇒A

Γ⇒d(t, s, A,B))
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t 6= s⇒B

Γ⇒d(t, s, A,B))

Γ⇒A[t/x]

Γ⇒(λx.A)t

Γ,A[t/x]⇒φ

Γ, (λx.A)t⇒φ

We will be using the notion of unification introduced in [3]. This definition
is also reviewed in [1], where it is also compared to Huet’s notion.

2 Circumscription

If U and V are predicate expressions of the same arity, then U ≤ V stands for
∀x(U(x) → V (x)). If U = U1, . . . , Un and V = V1, . . . , Vn are similar tuples of
predicate expressions, i.e. Ui and Vi are of the same arity, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then U ≤ V
is an abbreviation for ∧ni=0Ui ≤ Vi. We write U = V for U ≤ V ∧ V ≤ U , and
U < V for U ≤ V ∧ ¬V ≤ U .

Definition 1 (Second-Order Circumscription). Let P be a tuple of distinct
predicate constants, S be a tuple of distinct function and/or predicate constants
disjoint from P , and let T (P ;S) be a sentence. The second-order circumscription
of P in T (P ;S) with variable S, written Circ(T ;P ;S), is given in [7] as

T (P ;S) ∧ ∀ΦΨ¬[T (Φ, Ψ) ∧ Ψ < P ]

where Φ and Ψ are tuples of variables similar to P and S, respectively. This can
equivalently be stated in the form

T (P ;S) ∧ ∀ΦΨ [T (Φ, Ψ) ∧ Ψ ≤ P → P ≤ Ψ ],

which is the form our prover uses.

3 Blocks World Example

We treat the first example from [7] as a typical circumscription problem.
Let Γ (Ab,On) be the theory

c 6= b ∧ ¬On(c) ∧ ∀x(¬ab(x) → On(x))

where the variables range over “blocks” and On(x) means “x is on the table”.
Circumscription enables us to conclude that a is the only block not on the table.
For simplicity, we first consider the problem without the predicate B, i.e. we
assume all variables range only over blocks. The idea is that normal blocks are
on the table, and since c is the only abnormal block, b is a normal block and
hence is on the table. Circumscription should enable us to prove On(b).
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Circumscription in this example is taken to minimize ab with variable On,
so in the general schema above, we take P to be ab and S to be On.

c 6= b (1)
∀x(¬ab(x) → On(x)) (2)
¬On(c) (3)
∀ΦΨ [∀x(¬Ψ(x) → Φ(x)) ∧ ¬Φ(c) ∧ Ψ ≤ ab → ab ≤ Ψ ] (4)

We first present a human-produced proof, for later comparison to the proof
found by our program. We take as the goal to prove On(b). Backchaining from
(2) produces the new goal ¬ab(b). The human then suggests the values

Ψ = λx.(x = c ? true : false) (5)
Φ = λx.(x = c ? false : true) (6)

With these values of Φ and Ψ , we want to prove ab(b) → false, so we need to
verify ψ(b) = false. But ψ(b) = (b = c ? true : false), and b = c evaluates to
false since b 6= c is in the antecedent, so ψ(b) evaluates to false. It therefore
suffices to verify the hypothesis of (4), namely

∀x(¬Ψ(x) → Φ(x)) ∧ ¬Φ(c) ∧ Ψ ≤ ab.

Fix an x, and suppose ¬Ψ(x). Then x 6= c, from which Φ(x) follows, which proves
the first conjunct. The second conjunct, ¬Φ(c), follows immediately by reduction
to true. The third conjunct, Ψ ≤ ab, is proved as follows: suppose Ψ(x). Then
x = c and so we must prove ab(c). But by (3) we have ¬On(c), and so by (2) we
have ab(c). That completes the proof.

We now explain how the prover attacks this problem. We want to prove
¬ab(b). (Officially that goal is the succedent of a sequent whose antecedent is the
list of axioms.) So the prover assumes ab(b), and the new goal is ab(b)⇒false. (Of
course officially the axioms should appear in the antecedent of the goal sequent,
too, but we do not write them.) This causes (3) to be “opened up”, introducing
metavariables P and Q. The formula ab ≤ Q is really ∀w(ab(w) → Q(w)),
so a metavariable W is introduced for w as well, but soon it is instantiated
to b to unify ab(b) with ab(W ), in the hopes of proving ab(W )⇒Q(W ) from
ab(b)⇒false. Thus the prover tries to unify Q(b) with false. This gives

Q = λy.(y = b ? false : Y (y))

where Y is a new variable. The next goal is the conjunction of the three formulae
on the left of the implication in 4. These are taken in order; the first one is
∀v(¬Q(v) → P(v)). Fixing v the goal is ¬Q(v) → P(v); writing out the current
value of Q and β-reducing, the goal is

¬(v = b ? false : Y (v)) → P(v)

There is a simplification rule for pushing a negation into a cases term, namely

¬(v = p ? q : r) = (v = p ? ¬q : ¬r).
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So the goal becomes

(v = b ? true : ¬Y (v)) → P(v).

This is solved by second-order unification, taking

P = λv.((v = b? true : ¬Y (v)) ∨ Zv).

The next goal is ¬P(c). That is, after a beta reduction,

¬((c = b ? true : ¬Y (c)) ∨ Z(c))).

Now we can apply a simplification rule using the axiom c 6= b, reducing the
cases term to ¬Y (z) and hence the whole goal to ¬(¬Y (c)∨Z(c)). Using rewrite
rules appropriate to classical logic we simplify this to Y (z)∧¬Z(c). Splitting the
conjunction into two subgoals, the first one to be proved is Y (c). This is solved
by second-order unification, taking

Y = λu.(u = c? ab(b) : A(u))

where A is a new metavariable. You might think we should get true in place of
ab(b) in the value of Y , but when the prover has to prove a goal of the form Y (c),
it does not try to unify Y (c) with true, but rather with one of the assumptions
(formulas in the antecedent). It tries the most recently-added ones first, and it
finds ab(b) there, which explains the value given for Y .

The second goal is ¬Z(c). Then Z(c) is assumed, leading to a goal
Z(c)⇒false. Unifying Z(c) with false gives Z the value

Z = λr.(r = c ? On(c) : B(r)),

where B is a new metavariable. Again, you might expect false to occur in place of
On(c) in the value of Z, but the prover finds the value given, which is equivalent
since ¬On(c) is an axiom.

At this point, the values of P has become

P = λv.(v = b ? true : ¬(v = c? true : A(z)

which simplifies to

P = λv.(v = b ? true : v = c ? On(c) : ¬A(z))

The value of Q is now given by

Q = λy.(y = b ? false : (λu.(u = c ? ab(b) : A(u)))y)

which reduces to

Q = λy.(y = b ? false : y = c ? ab(b) : A(y))
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The next goal is Q ≤ ab, that is ∀z(Q(z) → ab(z)). Fixing z, the goal is Q(z) →
ab(z). Using the Gentzen rule for introducing → on the right, and writing out
the current value of Q, our goal is the sequent

z = b ? false : z = c ? a(b) : W (x)⇒ab(x).

This is proved by cases, specifically by the cases-left rule.
Case 1, z = b. The goal reduces to false → ab(z) which is immediate.

Case 2, z 6= b and z = c. Then Q(a) reduces to

z = c ∧ z 6= b ∧ ab(b)

so the goal becomes

z = c, z 6= b, ab(b)⇒ab(z).

The human can note that ab(c) follows from ∀x(¬ab(x) → On(x)) and ¬On(c),
and from ab(c) the goal follows quickly. This is a relatively simple problem in
first-order logic with equality, the difficulties of which are irrelevant to circum-
scription and second-order logic. Weierstrass is able to prove the goal.

Case 3, z 6= b and z 6= c. Then Q(z) reduces to W (z), so the goal becomes

W (z)⇒ab(z).

This goal is proved by instantiating the metavariable W :

W = λz.(ab(z) ∨ T (z))

where T is a new metavariable. The final values of P and Q are thus

P = λv.(v = b ? true : v = c ? On(c) : (¬ab(v) ∧ ¬T (v)))

Q = λy.(y = b ? false : y = c ? a(b) : (ab(y) ∨ T (y)))

To achieve the stated goal On(b), the prover has only needed to deduce that b
is not abnormal. Unlike the human, it has not gone ahead to deduce anything
about other objects than a and b– the uninstantiated metavariable T remains as
“undetermined”. Of course, the constant b might as well have been a variable;
the prover can prove ∀x(x 6= a → On(x)) just as well as it can prove On(b). But
that proof, like the one above, will still use instantiations of P and Q involving
free metavariables.

The proof as produced (and typeset) by our prover can be found in [1].
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1 Introduction

The noMoRe system (first prototype) implements answer set semantics for propo-
sitional normal logic programs. It uses an alternative implementation paradigm
to compute answer sets by computing non-standard graph colorings of labeled
directed graphs associated with logic programs. Therefore noMoRe is an interest-
ing experimental tool for scientists working with logic programs on a theoretical
or practical basis. Furthermore, we have included a tool for visualization of those
graphs corresponding to programs.

2 General Information

The noMoRe-system is implemented in the programming language Prolog;
it has been developed under the ECLiPSe Constraint Logic Programming
System [1] and it was also successfully tested with SWI-Prolog [11]. The
source code, test cases and documentation are available at http://www.cs.uni-
potsdam.de/˜linke/nomore. In order to use the system, ECLiPSe- or SWI-Prolog is
needed [1,11]. Both Prolog systems are freely available for scientific use. Clearly,
noMoRe works under each platform under which one of the above Prolog systems
is available. The total number of lines of code is only about 2700, i.e. noMoRe is
very transparent and it nicely reflects the underlying theory.

3 Description of the System

The experimental prototype of the noMoRe system implements nonmonotonic
reasoning with propositional normal logic programs under answer set seman-
tics [5]. Originally, answer set semantics was defined for extended logic pro-
grams1 [5] as a generalization of the stable model semantics [4] of normal logic
programs. We consider rules r of the form

p← q1, . . . , qn, not s1, . . . , not sk (1)
1 Extended logic programs are logic programs with classical negation.
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where p, qi (0≤i≤n) and sj (0≤j≤k) are ground atoms, head(r) = p, body+(r) =
{q1, . . . , qn}, body−(r) = {s1, . . . , sk} and body(r) = body+(r) ∪ body−(r). Intu-
itively, the head p of a rule p ← q1, . . . , qn, not s1, . . . , not sk is in some answer
set A if q1, . . . , qn are in A and none of s1, . . . , sk is in A. Look at the following
normal logic program

P = {a← b, not e. b← d. c← b. d← . e← d, not f. f ← a.} (2)

Let us call the rules of program (2) ra, rb, rc, rd, re, and rf , respectively. Then
P has two different answer sets A1 ={d, b, c, a, f} and A2 ={d, b, c, e}. It is easy
to see that the application of rf blocks the application of re wrt A1, because if
rf contributes to A1, then f ∈ A1 and thus re cannot be applied. Analogously,
re blocks ra wrt answer set A2.

3.1 Syntax

The syntax accepted by noMoRe is Prolog-like (without variables). For example,
program (2) is represented through the following rules:

a :- b, not e. b :- d. c :- b.
d. e :- d, not f. f :- a.

NoMoRe also accepts ground formulas which are treated as propositional atoms.

3.2 Block Graphs and A-Colorings

NoMoRe implements a novel paradigm to compute answer sets by computing
non-standard graph colorings of the so-called block graph [6] associated with a
given program P . A set of rules S of the form (1) is grounded iff there exists
an enumeration 〈ri〉i∈I of S such that for all i ∈ I we have that body+(ri) ⊆
head({r1, · · · , ri−1})2. With this terminology, the block graph of P is defined as
follows:

Definition 1. ([6]) Let P be a logic program and let P ′ ⊆ P be maximal
grounded. 3 The block graph ΓP = (VP , A0

P ∪ A1
P ) of P is a directed graph with

vertices VP = P and two different kinds of arcs defined as follows

A0
P = {(r′, r) | r′, r ∈ P ′ and head(r′) ∈ body+(r)}

A1
P = {(r′, r) | r′, r ∈ P ′ and head(r′) ∈ body−(r)}.

Figure 1 shows the block graph of program (2). Observe, that the rules of P are
the nodes of ΓP . Since groundedness (by definition) ignores negative bodies, there
exists a unique maximal grounded set P ′ ⊆ P for each program P , that is, ΓP
is well-defined. Definition 1 captures the conditions under which a rule r′ blocks
another rule r (e.g. (r′, r) ∈ A1). We also gather all groundedness information
2 The definition of the head of a rule is generalized to sets of rules in the usual way.
3 A maximal grounded set P ′ is a grounded set that is maximal wrt set inclusion.
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in ΓP , due to the restriction to rules in the maximal grounded part of P . This is
essential because a block relation between two rules r′ and r becomes effective
only if r′ is groundable through other rules. In all, ΓP captures all information
necessary for computing the answer sets of program P .

Answer sets then are characterized as special non-standard graph colorings
of block graphs. We denote 0-predecessors, 0-successors, 1-predecessors and 1-
successors of ΓP by γ−

0 (v), γ+
0 (v), γ−

1 (v) and γ+
1 (v) for v ∈ V , respectively.

Definition 2. ([6]) Let P be a logic program, s.t. |body+(r)| ≤ 1 for each r ∈ P ,
let ΓP = (P, A0

P ∪A1
P ) be the corresponding block graph and let c : P 7→ {	,⊕} be

a mapping. Then c is an a-coloring (application-coloring) of ΓP iff the following
conditions hold for each r ∈ P

A1 c(r) = 	 iff one of the following conditions holds
a. γ−

0 (r) 6= ∅ and for each r′ ∈ γ−
0 (r) we have c(r′) = 	

b. there is some r′′ ∈ γ−
1 (r) s.t. c(r′′) = ⊕.

A2 c(r) = ⊕ iff both of the following conditions hold
a. γ−

0 (r)=∅ or it exists grounded 0-path4 Gr s.t. c(Gr) = ⊕5

b. for each r′′ ∈ γ−
1 (r) we have c(r′′) = 	.

For the generalization of condition |body+(r)| ≤ 1 (for r ∈ P ) see [6]. There you
can also find further details on a-colorings and the algorithm to compute them.

Observe, that there are programs like P = {p ← not p} s.t. no a-coloring
exists for ΓP . Intuitively, each node of the block graph (corresponding to some
rule) is colored with one of two colors, representing application (⊕) or non-
application (	) of the corresponding rule. The coloring presented in Figure 1
corresponds to answer set A1 of P . Node (rule) re has to be colored 	 (not
applied), because there is some 1-predecessor of re colored ⊕ (applied). In other
words, rf blocks re.

Fig. 1. Block graph of program (2 with a-coloring corresponding to answer set A1).

4 A subset of rules Gr ⊆ P is a grounded 0-path for r ∈ P if Gr is a 0-path from some
fact to r in ΓP .

5 For a set of rules S ⊆ P we write c(S) = ⊕ or c(S) = 	 if for each r ∈ S we have
c(r) = ⊕ or c(r) = 	, respectively.
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3.3 Architecture

NoMoRe computes the answer sets of a logic program P in three steps (see Fig-
ure 2). First, the block graph ΓP is computed. Second, ΓP is compiled into Prolog
code in order to obtain an efficient coloring procedure. The compilation borrows
ideas from techniques utilized in e.g. [10,9] for efficient theorem proving. To read
logic programs we use a parser and there is a separate part for interpretation of
a-colorings into answer sets. For information purpose there is yet another part
for visualizing block graphs using the graph drawing tool DaVinci [7].

Fig. 2. The architecture of noMoRe.

4 Applying the System

The noMoRe system is used for purposes of research on the underlying paradigm.
One has to keep in mind, that in the current state noMoRe is just a prototype with
limited application. However, considering the short amount of time it took to de-
velop the system and the progress made concurrently with further developments
it is save to assume that a more useful version will be available shortly. But even
in this early state, usability for anybody familiar with the logic programming
paradigm is given.

5 Evaluating the System

As a first benchmark, we used two NP-complete problems proposed in [2]: the
problem of finding a Hamiltonian path in a graph (Ham) and the independent
set problem (Ind). In terms of time used for computing answer sets, our first pro-
log implementation (development time 8 months) is not comparable with state
of the art C/C++ implementations, e.g. smodels [8] and dlv [3]. Therefore we
compare the number of used choice points, because it reflects how an algorithm
deals with the exponential part of a problem. Unfortunately, only smodels gives
information about its choice points. For this reason, we have concentrated on
comparing our approach with smodels. Results are given for finding all solutions
of different instances of Ham and Ind. Table 1 shows results for some Ham-
encodings of complete graphs Kn where n is the number of nodes6. Surprisingly,
6 In a complete graph each node is connected to each other node.
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Table 1. Number of choice points for HAM-problems.

all solutions one solution
K7 K8 K9 K10 K5 K6 K7 K8 K9 K10 K11 K12

smodels 4800 86364 1864470 45168575 3 4 30 8 48 1107 18118 398306
noMoRe 15500 123406 1226934 12539358 17 21 32 34 59 70 80 109

it turns out that noMoRe performs very well on this problem class. That is, with
growing problem size we need less choice points than smodels. This can also be
seen in Table 2 which shows the corresponding time measurements. For finding
all Hamiltonian cycles of a K10 we need less time than the current smodels
version. To be fair, for Ind-problems of graphs Cirn7we need twice the choice
points (and much more time) smodels needs, because we have not yet imple-
mented backward-propagation. However, even with the same number of choice
points smodels is faster than noMoRe, because noMoRe uses general backtrack-
ing of prolog, whereas smodels backtracking is highly specialized for computing
answer sets. The same applies to dlv. Measurements with smodels and dlv
are made with all optimizations (e.g. lookahead, heuristics to select next choice
point) activated, whereas noMoRe currently has no such optimizations.

Table 2. Time measurements in seconds for HAM- and IND-problems on a SUN
Ultra2 with two 300MHz Sparc processors.

Ham for Kn Ind for Cirn

all solutions one solution all solutions
n = 8 9 10 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 40 50 60
smodels 54 1334 38550 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.11 1.61 24 526 8 219 4052
dlv 4 50 493 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.15 13 259 4594
noMoRe 198 2577 34775 0.07 0.16 0.57 2.10 5.17 11.28 18.05 52.30 38 640 11586
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Abstract. Conditional Pure Literal Graphs (CPLG) characterize the
set of models of a propositional formula and are introduced to help un-
derstand connections among formulas, models and autarkies. They have
been applied to the SAT problem within the framework of refutation-
based algorithms. Experimental results and comparisons show that the
use of CPLGs is a promising direction towards efficient propositional
SAT solvers based upon model elimination. In addition, they open a
new perspective on hybrid search/resolution schemes.

1 Introduction

Propositional satisfiability is a many-sided problem, that captures theoretical
and practical interests. We address both of them, by (1) introducing a tool
called Conditional Pure Literal Graph and (2) showing its promising practical
application in speeding up some refutation procedures. With respect to the for-
mer point, CPLGs are introduced to help us gain insights into the connections
among formulas, models and autarkies. In particular, the concept of autarky [24]
is investigated and analyzed in detail. As to the latter point, we present an algo-
rithm based on resolution which heavily exploits CPLGs. It is shown that redun-
dancy in the search can be greatly reduced using CPLGs within a scheme that
merges concepts from direct model search and refutation procedures. Refutation
procedures constitute one of the two main categories of complete algorithms
for deciding propositional satisfiability (we focus on complete algorithms as op-
posed to local search techniques). The other category of complete approaches is
the one of direct model search algorithms [16,19,8,4,27,9], which are based upon
the Davis-Putnam (DP) procedure [22]. Almost all of the best performing and
widest used complete algorithms for satisfiability [15,6] fall in the model search
category.

Unlike DP-like algorithms, refutation strategies cope with the satisfiability
problem trying to derive a contradiction from a given formula by means of propo-
sitional resolution. If a sound and complete procedure derives a contradiction
from a formula F , then F is guaranteed to be unsatisfiable, and vice-versa.
Many such strategies have been proposed, and we here focus on model elimina-
tion (ME) [20,21,26,23]. Model elimination is a subgoal-reduction strategy that
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works as a backward-reasoning by reducing a goal to a set of subgoals and re-
cursively working on the new subgoals. It shares redundancy-related problems
with other subgoal-reduction approaches used in automated deduction, as a pure
subgoal-reduction mechanism may run into the same sub-problem many times,
with no memory of the previously found solution. It so happens that reduction
of redundancy is an important issue in the field of automated deduction [7].

A well known way to prevent redundancy in ME is by caching intermediate
results occuring while doing refutation (succeed or fail in some sub-refutation
attempt). As far as succeeded sub-refutations are concerned, redundancy is pre-
vented by lemmaizing [2,14,1,3]. Conversely, failures in sub-refutation attempts
in the propositional framework have been reduced [13] by using autarkies [24] as a
caching mechanism [12]. A more general framework that comprises both caching
mechanisms in the form of meta-level rules for inference has been proposed [7],
and theoretical analyses on the effectiveness of these methods have been per-
formed [25,11]. Together with a reduction of redundancy, a failure-related caching
mechanism can help in extracting a model for satisfiable formulas [10] from a
ME procedure. The key idea is to extract a model relying on the explanation
of why a refutation attempt failed. CPLGs get into this framework by allowing
us (1) to thoroughly understand the concept of autarky and its relation with
formulas, models and caching devices, (2) to heavily reduce redundancy in the
search and (3) to extract a model for a formula using a refutation procedure. In
this sense, our work extends that of A. Van Gelder and F. Okushi [13].

CPLGs are graphs that represent properties of models for a given formula
and extend the concept of autarky to a finer degree of granularity. They are
built and exploited while the refutation procedure goes on to avoid redundancy
by memorizing sets of partial assignments which surely belong to a model under
some conditions (together with explanations of why things go that way).

From a different and intriguing perspective, we can consider CPLG-based al-
gorithms as an attempt to overcome the dichotomy between direct model search
procedures and refutation based approaches. Previous approaches in this direc-
tion have shown their strength [17], and our algorithm substantially increases the
degree of coupling between search-related and resolution-related machinery. In
this sense, the CPLG-algorithm as a whole can be seen either as a model search
procedure, in which branching on unassigned variables is made exploiting clause
structure via resolution, or as a resolution-based approach that builds a candi-
date model as a consequence of failed refutation caching. This kind of bridge
seems likely to bring better efficiency results than similar previous approaches.
Moreover, such results pay no duty to clearness.

The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 gives preliminaries on both
propositional formulas and graphs and introduces notations. Section 3 formally
introduces CPLGs and their properties and presents a working example. The
practical use of CPLG within a ME-procedure is discussed in Section 4. Experi-
mental results are reported in Section 5 to show how CPLGs are more effective
than previous approaches in reducing redundancy. Finally, in Section 6 we draw
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our conclusions and present directions for future work. Further discussions about
CPLGs and formal proofs of all the results presented below can be found in [5].

2 Preliminaries

We consider formulas in conjunctive normal form (CNF). To our extent, a propo-
sitional formula is a set of clauses, every clause being a non-trivial set of literals
(a set of literals is trivial if it contains a literal and its negation). Double nega-
tion is absent. Formulas are indicated by calligraphic letters (E ,F ,. . . ), clauses
(and set of literals) by uppercase greek letters (∆,Φ,. . . ), literals by lowercase
greek letters (ϕ,γ,. . . ) and variables by lowercase roman letters (a,b,. . . ).

An assignment for F is a non-trivial set of literals ∆ containing only variables
in F ; it is total if every variable in F appears in ∆, partial otherwise. The
variable in a literal δ is referred to as var(δ), and the set of variables appearing
in a set of literals ∆ is denoted as V AR(∆) = {var(δ)|δ ∈ ∆}. The notation
V AR(F) is similarly used to refer to the set

⋃
i V AR(∆i) of variables appearing

in F = {∆1, ∆2, ..., ∆n}. The set of every possible positive and negative literal
on the variables V AR(F) is written as LIT (F). The complement set of ∆ is
defined as ∆

def= {¬δ | δ ∈ ∆}. The set PAS(F) of partial assignments on the
variables of F is defined as PAS(F) def= {∆ ∈ 2LIT (F) | ∆ ∩∆ = ∅}.
Definition 1 (star). Given a formula F and an assignment ∆ ∈ PAS(F), we
define F ∗ ∆

def= (F ∗s ∆) ∗r ∆, where F ∗s ∆
def= {Γ ∈ F | Γ ∩ ∆ = ∅} and

F ∗r ∆
def= {Γ \∆ | Γ ∈ F}.

F ∗∆ is the formula resulting from F after the assignment ∆ is made. The ∗s
operator represents unit subsumption with all the literals in ∆ considered as unit
clauses, while ∗r represents unit resolution with the same unit clauses. When
∆ = {δ} we write F ∗ δ instead of F ∗ {δ}. When the star operator is applied to
two sets of literals, its meaning is assumed to be the same as the union operator,
hence (F ∗ ∆) ∗ γ = F ∗ (∆ ∗ γ) = F ∗ ∆ ∗ γ. We denote with F|∆ the set of
clauses in F which contain at least one of the literals in ∆. The formula F|∆ is
called projection of F onto ∆. We write F| δ instead of F| {δ} when ∆ = {δ}.

Two literal symbols > and ⊥ are introduced, in so as ¬> = ⊥, F ∗ > = F
for every F and F|⊥ = F for every F (⊥ and > are the unit elements for
the projection and star). By reversing the order in which star and projection
are applied, we get the same result, provided arguments are consistent, i.e.:
(F ∗∆)|Γ = (F|Γ ) ∗∆ for any ∆, Γ ∈ PAS(F) such that ∆ ∩ Γ = ∅.

Any formula F ′ = F ∗ ∆ for some ∆ is called sub-formula of F , and a
refutation of some sub-formula of F is called sub-refutation of F .

We work on direct graphs and indicate them by uppercase roman letters
and their nodes by lowercase roman letters. We call source node a node with
no incoming arcs (wrt a graph W ). Similarly, a subgraph G′ of a graph G is a
source-subgraph if no direct arc from G − G′ to G′ exists. The set parG(w) of
nodes in G from which a direct arc to w ∈ G exists is called the parent set of w
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in G. Given two nodes w, w′ ∈ W , w′ is said to be in the scope of w if a path
from w to w′ exists. We call transitive-removal of the node w in W the operation
of removing from W the node w together with every node w′ in its scope (and
together with every arc that looses its root or destination node).

2.1 Autarkies

Definition 2 (autarky). A (partial) truth assignment ∆ ∈ PAS(F) that sat-
isfies a subset S ⊆ F of a propositional formula F , and contains no variable in
F − S, is said to be an autarky for F .

This definition ensures that the set of models of F − S is not shrunk by an
autarky ∆, every clause in F − S being untouched.

Lemma 1. ∆ ∈ PAS(F) is an autarky for F iff F|∆ ⊆ F|∆.

The above lemma concisely characterizes an autarky as a (partial) assignment in
which clauses involved in resolution are a subset of those involved in subsump-
tion. As an example, consider the following formula.

F = {{a,¬b}, {¬a,¬b, f}, {¬a, c, d}, {e, a,¬c}, {¬e, d,¬f}, {¬d,¬f}}
According to Lemma 1, it is F|∆ ⊆ F|∆ for the autarky ∆ = {a,¬b, c}:

{{¬a,¬b, f}, {¬a, c, d}, {e, a,¬c}} ⊆ {{a,¬b}, {¬a,¬b, f}, {¬a, c, d}, {e, a,¬c}}
A model is a special case of autarky: if the subset S ⊆ F of the formula F

satisfied by the autarky is equal to the formula itself, the autarky is a model.
This is guaranteed to happen when the autarky is a total assigment. However,
it is not necessary for an assignment (and hence for an autarky) to be total in
order to be a model. We say that a literal ϕ in a model ∆ of F is essential if
∆− {ϕ} is not a model for F .

If we find an autarky ∆ for a given formula F , we are not guaranteed that F
is satisfiable, unless ∆ is a model itself. However, we have already pointed out
that the set of models of the sub-formula F − F|∆ is not shrunk by ∆. These
results can be summarized as follows.

Theorem 1. Given any autarky ∆ on F , it is F ←→ F ∗∆.

3 Understanding CPLG

We now introduce the key concept of Conditional Pure Literal Graph, starting
from the well known definition of pure literal.

Definition 3 (PL). A literal ϕ is said to be pure in a formula F when it occurs
in F and its negation ¬ϕ does not.

Definition 4 (CPL). A literal ϕ is said to be a conditional pure literal (CPL)
in F with respect to a partial assignment ∆ if it is a pure literal in F ∗∆, i.e.
(F ∗∆)|¬ϕ = ∅. The assignment ∆ is called the condition or the premise for ϕ
to be pure.
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We use the shorthand ∆−>F ϕ (or simply ∆−> ϕ when no confusion arises) in
place of F ∗∆|¬ϕ = ∅ to denote a literal ϕ that is pure under the condition ∆
with respect to the formula F . If a conditional pure literal has an empty premise,
then it is a pure literal.

Definition 5 (CPLG). A Conditional Pure Literal Graph W on a proposi-
tional formula F is a direct graph with the following properties:

– every node is labeled with a literal in LIT (F), and every variable in V AR(F)
is represented at most once;

– the nodes are partitioned into hypothesis-nodes and CPL-nodes, every hyp-
othesis-node being a source for the graph;

– every CPL-node w ∈ W is labeled by a literal ϕ such that ∆w−>F ϕ, where
∆w is the set of literals labeling nodes in parW (w).

The set of literals labeling CPL-nodes in a CPLG W is denoted by CPL(W ), while
HYP(W ) is the set of literals labeling hypothesis-nodes. We pose NODES(W ) =
CPL(W )∪HYP(W ). Notice that every hypothesis-node has to be a source for the
graph according to Definition 5, but CPL-nodes may be sources as well.

Definition 6 (proper and minimal CPLs). A CPL ∆−> ϕ is said to be:

1. proper iff ∆′−> ϕ holds for no premise ∆′ ⊂ ∆;
2. of minimal size iff ∆′−> ϕ holds for no condition ∆′ with |∆′| < |∆|.

Definition 7 (proper, self-contained and complete CPLG). A CPLG W
on a formula F is:

1. proper iff every CPL-node in W is proper;
2. self-contained iff HYP(W ) = ∅;
3. complete iff V AR(F) = V AR(NODES(W )).

As CPLs are bricks to build a CPLG-wall, it is straight to introduce two
operators to explain how walls are built and dismantled.

Definition 8 (extension step). Let GΓ be the set of CPLGs on the set of
variables Γ and C = PAS(Γ ) × LIT (Γ ) the set of CPLs on Γ . We define a
partial binary function

ext : GΓ × C −→ GΓ

such that W ′ = ext(W, ∆−> ϕ) is defined only when var(ϕ) /∈ V AR(CPL(W ))
and NODES(W ) ∩∆ = ∅, and is obtained from W as follows:

– a new hypotesis-node is added to W for every literal in ∆− NODES(W );
– if ϕ ∈ HYP(W ), the node labeled by ϕ is turned into a CPL-node; if ϕ /∈

HYP(W ) a CPL-node labeled by ϕ is added to W ;
– for every literal δi ∈ ∆ an arc from the node labeled by δi to the node labeled

by ϕ is added to W .
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(I) (II) (III)

Fig. 1. Graphical representation and composition of CPLs

G′ is said to extend G by ∆−> ϕ.

The reflexive and transitive closure of the just defined relation can be considered.
This way, a CPLG W ′ is said to extend a CPLG W if W ′ can be obtained from
W by zero or more extension steps.

As opposite to the extension operation, a prune operation is defined to cap-
ture the way a CPLG changes by removing some hypothesis-node. The intuition
is that when a hypothesis-node is removed, all the CPL-nodes that (directly or
not) rely on the removed hypothesis must be removed as well.

Definition 9 (prune step). Let GΓ be the set of CPLGs on the set of variables
Γ . We define a partial binary function prune : GΓ × LIT (Γ ) −→ GΓ such that
W ′ = prune(W, ϕ) is defined only when ϕ ∈ HYP(W ) and is obtained by a
transitive-removal of ϕ from W .

A simple graphical representation for CPLs and CPLGs is adopted. Figure 1(I)
illustrates how a CPL {δ2, δ3, δ4}−> δ1 is represented. The conditions under which
δ1 is pure are drawn in dotted circles, while the CPL itself is represented within
a continuous border. This kind of representation naturally evolves into a graph
structure when CPLG are considered instead of single CPL. Figure 1(II) repre-
sents a sample CPLG. Figure 1(III) illustrates an extension step: the CPLG (II)
is extended by the CPL (I) to obtain the CPLG (III).

3.1 An Example

Let us consider the following formula:

E = { {a, b}, {a,¬b, d}, {¬a,¬f}, {¬a,¬b,¬d}, {¬a, d, e},
{¬b,¬c}, {c, e}, {c,¬e}, {¬c,¬f}, {¬c,¬e}, {d,¬f} }

and the CPLG WE on E represented in Figure 2(I). A number of observations
can be made even in this simple case.

– The graph contains four nodes (equivalently, four variables and four literals).
Three of them are CPL-nodes, and one is a hypothesis-node.

– The hypothesis-node d is present in WE as a premise of a. It is a source node.
– The CPL-node ¬f has no premise, so it actually is a pure literal. This can

be quickly verified by looking at E .
– The node ¬b is a pure literal conditioned to ∆¬b = {a}. This means that all

the clauses in E that contain b are satisfied by the assignment ∆¬b.
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(I) (II)

Fig. 2. Two CPLGs on E

– The node a is a pure literal conditioned to ∆a = {¬f, d,¬b}. This means
that all the clauses in E that contain ¬a are satisfied by the assignment ∆a.

– Every CPLG may be cyclic, and WE is cyclic. There is no contradiction
between the definitions of CPLG and the fact that a CPL ϕ′ is in the premise
of a CPL ϕ′′ while - at the same time - ϕ′′ belongs to the premise of ϕ′. The
nodes a and ¬b are involved in one such “one-length” cycle in Figure 2(I).

– WE is a proper, not self-contained, not complete CPLG.

The CPLG WE in Figure 2(I) can be extended to the complete and self-contained
graph W ′

E in Figure 2(II). It is easy to check that W ′
E is still a CPLG on E .

3.2 Properties

The condition ∆ϕ under which a literal ϕ not pure in F becomes pure in F ∗∆
has an obvious meaning in terms of models for subsets of F .

Lemma 2. If ϕ is a CPL in F conditioned to ∆ϕ, ∆ϕ is a model for F|¬ϕ.

Lemma 2 can be exploited to obtain the following results about CPLGs.

Lemma 3. For every CPLG W on a given formula F it holds that:

1. HYP(W ) is a model for (F ∗ CPL(W ))|CPL(W )
;

2. CPL(W ) is a model for (F ∗ HYP(W ))|CPL(W )
;

3. (F ∗ NODES(W ))|CPL(W )
= ∅.

As an example, Lemma 3 applied to the CPLG in Figure 2(I) says that (1) d is a
model for (F ∗ {a,¬b,¬f})| {¬a,b,f}, (2) {a,¬b,¬f} is a model for (F ∗ d)| {¬a,b,f}
and (3) (F ∗ {a,¬b,¬f, d})| {¬a,b,f} = ∅.

In the previous section, we recalled what an autarky is. Now we can explain
autarkies in terms of CPLGs, according to the following lemma.

Lemma 4. For every CPLG W on a given formula F it holds that:

1. CPL(W ) is an autarky for F ∗ HYP(W );
2. NODES(W ) is an autarky for F if W is self-contained;
3. NODES(W ) is a model for F if W is self-contained and complete.
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Notice that NODES(W ) may be an autarky even though W contains hypothesis-
nodes and that every (even non self-contained) CPLG on F may contain many
self-contained sub-graphs that are CPLGs on F . So, many autarkies can be
encoded into a single CPLG. For example, the two cuts c1 and c2 represented in
Figure 2(II) leave to their left two source and self-contained subgraphs W1 and
W2. Both NODES(W1) = {¬f} and NODES(W2) = {¬f, a,¬b, d} are autarkies.

An essential result for integrating CPLG into SAT algorithms is given in the
following theorem.

Theorem 2. For any CPLG W on F it holds that F ∗ HY P (W ) ←→ F ∗
NODES(W ) equivalently, if E = F ∗HY P (W ), then E ←→ E ∗ CPL(W )

Notice that Theorem 2 does not guarantee that F∗HY P (G) and F∗NODES(G)
are logically equivalent. Nevertheless, it ensures that F ∗ HY P (G) and F ∗
NODES(G) are equivalent as to satisfiability. So, the idea for integration within
SAT algorithms is that we can consider F ∗ NODES(W ) instead of F ∗ HYP(W )
as long as we are interested in deciding satisfiability for F .

4 CPLG within Model Elimination

We can construct complete and self-contained CPLGs on F by inspecting the
structure of F , provided we know a model for such formula. Conversely, a SAT
algorithm does not know any model in advance, its aim being to discover whether
such a model exists. So, which is the utility of CPLGs in a SAT algorithm?

Reversing the perspective, we will use a CPLG as a tool to help building
a model for F which may be constructed and used before the entire model (or
even just an autarky) is known. The concept of CPLG advantageously meets the
SAT problem within the framework of propositional model elimination, where it
plays the role of a caching device to store information about failed sub-refutation
attempts, for later re-use. Figure 3 shows a doubly-recursive algorithm written in
a C-like pseudo code which attempts to refute a formula by propositional model
elimination. It is the starting point for our work. The global variable F repre-
sents the formula to refute. The algorithm is activated by “refuteGoal(∅,>)”.
The first argument of both procedures is a set of literals called ancestor literals
(or simply ancestors). They determine the current sub-refutation to be the refu-
tation of F ∗∆. The second argument of refuteGoal is a literal to be refuted
called sub-goal, while the second argument of refuteClause is a clause to be
refuted. Figure 4 shows a version of refuteGoal modified to introduce the use
of a CPLG. The global variable W represents the (initially empty) CPLG on
which the algorithm is working. The procedure refuteClause is unchanged.

Extension, prune and use are three different operations performed by the
procedure in Figure 4 on the CPLG W . Let us consider them in turn.

ME attempts to show that no model exists, by systematically proving the
refutability of sub-formulas F∗∆ for some suitably generated partial assignments
∆. Many sub-refutations may fail, even though the formula F is unsatisfiable (i.e.
its top-level refutation succeeds). Figure 4 shows that failing a sub-refutation is
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boolean refuteGoal(∆, ϕ)
{
∆′ ← ∆ ∪ {ϕ};
E ← F |¬ϕ ∗∆′;

refutationSucceed ← false;
while (not refutationSucceed and |E| > 0 )

{ Γ ← getAClause(E);
refutationSucceed ← refuteClause(∆′,Γ);
E ← E − Γ; }

return refutationSucceed;
}

boolean refuteClause(∆, Φ)
{
refutationSucceed ← true;
while (refutationSucceed and |Φ| > 0)

{ ϕ← getALiteral(Φ);
refutationSucceed ← refuteGoal(ϕ,∆);
Φ← Φ− ϕ; }

return refutationSucceed;
}

Fig. 3. Structure of the basic model elimination algorithm

boolean refuteGoal(∆, ϕ)
{
∆′ ← ∆ ∪ {ϕ};
E′ ← F |¬ϕ ∗∆′;

use−→ E ← E′ ∗ CPL(W );
refutationSucceed ← false;

while (not refutationSucceed and |E| > 0 )
{ Γ ← getAClause(E);

refutationSucceed ← refuteClause(∆′,Γ);
use−→ E ← E′ ∗ CPL(W ); }

if (refutationSucceed)
prune−→ W ← prune(W, ϕ);

else
{ Φ← a sub-set of ∆ ∪ CPL(W ) which is a model for F |¬ϕ;

extension−→ W ← ext(W, Φ−> ϕ); }

return refutationSucceed;
}

Fig. 4. Structure of the refuteGoal procedure modified to introduce a CPLG

the precondition for succeeding in adding a CPL to the CPLG (the extension
step). When a sub-refutation succeeds, a prune step takes place. The refuted
sub-goal ϕ is for sure a hypothesis-node in the CPLG. The nodes of the graph in
the scope of ϕ must be removed, to guarantee that only sound (wrt the use step)
information is held in W . In other words, a transitive removal on ϕ is performed.

As a consequence of the way the extension and prune steps are performed, the
CPLG W maintains two interesting properties (see Section 4.3). (1) The literals
in CPL(W ) cannot be refuted given HYP(W ). (2) HYP(W ) is always contained
in the ancestor set. Therefore, any literal in CPL(W ) is not refutable given the
current set of ancestors: the use step exploits the CPLG as a caching device by
avoiding - in any refutation attempt - the use of every clause containing literals
known to be not refutable (it uses F ∗∆′ ∗ CPL(W ) instead of F ∗∆′).

4.1 Computing the Premise of a CPL

A sub-set of ∆∪CPL(W ) satisfying F|¬ϕ is chosen in Figure 4 to be the premise
of the CPL on ϕ. After the relevant subset ∆′′ ⊆ ∆ ∪ CPL(W ) of literals on
variables involved in F|¬ϕ is isolated, the graph can be extended by ∆′′−> ϕ.
However, this CPL is guaranteed to be neither minimal nor proper, whereas we
would like to have such CPLs in our CPLG because of the way prune steps are
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performed. Minimal and proper CPLs are less prone to be removed than general
CPLs are, because their survival relies on less hypotheses.

In general, given any CPL on ϕ with premise Γ , there exists at least one
proper CPL on ϕ (and a CPL of minimal size) with premise Γ ′ ⊆ Γ . So, there is
a tradeoff between the time spent looking for better CPLs (premises of little size)
and the time spent rebuilding a CPLG pruned just because proper CPLs were
not used. A greedy strategy can be used to incrementally build a premise for ϕ to
be pure in F|¬ϕ, starting from the empty set Γ0 = ∅. It is sufficient to consider
all the clauses Λi ∈ F|¬ϕ, for i = 1, ..., n, in any order and put Γi = Γi−1 if Λi is
satisfied by Γi and Γi = Γi−1 ∪ {δ} for some δ ∈ ∆′′ ∩ Λi otherwise. A heuristic
strategy can be introduced, using a search algorithm that uses ∆′′ as a trusted
guide towards a model, and makes a heuristic choice on literals aimed at finding a
small subset of ∆′′ that is still a model for F|¬ϕ. Finally, an exhaustive strategy
can resort to backtracking. As soon as a satisfying subset of ∆′′ is found, the
algorithm chronologically backtracks along the history of its choices and restarts
the search towards an even smaller model.

Even if the last strategy is the only one that guarantees a proper CPL as
a result, an empirical evaluation of the considered tradeoff led us to prefer the
greedy strategy for the experiments presented in Section 5.

4.2 An Example of Building and Exploiting CPLG

We now describe how the modified refutation procedure may construct and use
the CPLG in Figure 5(I) on the formula E of Section 3.1, through the intermedi-
ate steps in Figure 5(II). Figure 5(I) shows a portion of the generated refutation
tree. Closed branches are marked by an hourglass-like symbol. Sub-goals have a
left and a right numeric label. Numbers on the left side give the order in which
nodes are expanded, while the right-ordering is the one in which they are exited
(i.e.: it is the order in which CPLs are generated and represented in 5(II)).

The first CPL to be identified is the one on ¬f . When the recursion stops at
the expansion step on the literal ¬f with ancestors A¬f = {c}, F ∗A¬f does not
contain clauses in which f appears (otherwise, a further reduction step would
have been taken). Now it suffices to extract a condition ∆¬f for the CPL on ¬f ,
i.e. a model for F| f , which surely exists and is a subset of A¬f . In this particular
case, the empty set is a well suited assignment, as f does not appear at all in
F , so that ¬f is a pure literal and ∅−>¬f is added to W (see Figure 5(II).1).

The second CPL to be extracted is the one on d. This time, the subset ∆d of
the set of ancestors Ad = {c,¬b, a} that is a model for F|¬d results to be {¬b}.
Hence, {¬b}−> d is added to W (see Figure 5(II).2).

The third CPL found from the procedure is ∆a−> a with ∆a = {d,¬f,¬b}.
This is an interesting case, because the condition ∆a consists of an ancestor of
a, a descendant of a and a CPL already in W (Figure 5(II).3).

When the fourth CPL ({a}−> ¬b) is discovered (Figure 5(II).4) and added
to W , the whole CPLG W becomes self-contained. At this point, CPL(W ) =
NODES(W ) = {a,¬b, d,¬f} is known to be an autarky for F . The procedure
goes on leaving the leaf-node ¬e and adding the relative CPL (step 5 in Figure
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(I) (II)

Fig. 5. Failed refutation tree and CPLG construction for E

5(II)) and finally introducing the CPL {¬f,¬b,¬e}−> c in the sixth step to obtain
the complete graph in Figure 2(II).

Even in the short refutation trace just seen, the procedure takes a ready
advantage from the presence of a CPLG. Not only ends the procedure up with a
model codified in the CPLG, but it also exploits the unfinished graph structure
to avoid doing some useless work. We now show how by means of some examples.

The tree in Figure 5 is meant to represent only the failure-related portion of
the global tree generated by the ME procedure. Nevertheless, according to Figure
3, it seems to be incomplete. Below the sub-goal a the clause {¬a,¬f} seems
missing. The leaf-node ¬e should not be a leaf-node because {¬a, d, e} ∈ F ∗ c.
We also expect that other clauses should be proven to be non-refutable below
the root. These lacks are not an oversight. Some refutations did not take place
as their outcomes are known to be failures, thank to the presence of the CPLG.
The reduction of a by {¬a,¬f} is not attempted because the CPLG number
3 proves that ¬f is not refutable. In the same way, {¬a, d, e} is not chosen to
reduce ¬e because the CPLG (number 5) ensures that the current set of ancestors
{c} suffices to make ¬e non-refutable. Finally, when {c, e} is proven to be non-
refutable, the CPLG (Figure 2(II)) by then encodes a complete model for F
which makes it meaningless to proceed in further refutation attempts. All these
refutations are skipped because the sub-formula F ∗∆′ ∗ CPL(W ) considered in
the modified algorithm does not contain the “redundant” clauses, due to the
CPL(W ) factor, whereas F ∗∆′ alone would have still contained them.

In this simple example, prune steps are never performed.
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4.3 Properties of the Algorithm

Logically speaking, we have just considered a safe use of the CPLG. However,
the algorithm shown in Figure 4 makes also an implicit and possibly unsafe
use of the information in the CPLG. Let us consider just the basic case of a
single CPL ∆−>F δ. As a semantic-level consequence of this CPL we can write
F ∗ ∆ |=/ ¬δ, but it is not guaranteed to be F ∗ ∆ |= δ (the simple case when
∆ = ∅ can be used to help us understand why: models with pure literals assigned
to false may exist). However, the algorithm in Figure 4 assumes so, and behaves
consequently: when a literal ϕ belongs to CPL(W ), every sub-goal ¬ϕ is implicitly
refuted, according to the meaning of the star operator in F ∗∆′ ∗ CPL(W ).

This lazy assumption is strictly related to the observation we made after
Theorem 2 and is also the reason why we need to explicitly prove the correctness
of the algorithm. Before doing this, we need to make precise an underlying
assumption about the graph W the algorithm deals with.

Lemma 5. At every time during the execution of the algorithm in Figure 4, the
variable W represents a graph that is a CPLG on the formula F considered. In
addition to this, if we consider the graph W and the set of ancestors ∆ at any
time during the search procedure, it results to be HYP(W ) ⊆ ∆.

Theorem 3. The algorithm in Figure 4 is sound and complete.

The CPLG goes through many changes as extension and prune steps alternate.
However, not everything is made to be broken. For example, when an autarky
is found, it is never lost, no matter how many prune steps occur. The reason is
that only pieces of the graph that are in the scope of some hypothesis-node can
be removed, while autarkies are encoded by self-contained source sub-graphs.
So, prune steps are not always destructive. In favorable cases they could even
remove hypotheses upon which no CPL relies. An ultimate property of CPLGs
comes out of this game of cut and extension steps: the procedure eventually finds
a model if the formula is satisfiable.

Theorem 4. If W is the CPLG remaining after the algorithm in Figure 4 ter-
minates its execution on a satisfiable formula F , NODES(W ) is a model for F .

As a final remark, we point out that CPLGs are built as separate data structures
(not totally coupled with the search procedure) in so as autarkies (and even
models) can be recognized while the search procedure is going on at any depth.

5 Experimental Results

Even though the algorithm in Figure 3 can suitably be combined with CPLGs,
it is known to suffer of a high degree of redundancy, as Table 1(I) shows. The
average number of subgoals expanded on average on very small uniform random
formulas is reported. The number of subgoals expanded is chosen to measure the
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efficiency of the procedure as it is independent of the machine speed and it allows
for easy comparisons between subgoal-reduction based algorithms. The CV ratio
is the ratio between the number of clauses and variables in the formula. The
middle value (4.27) is chosen according to an empirical complexity result [18,8]
indicating this ratio as the hardest one for uniform random 3CNF formulas. The
other two values are arbitrarily chosen to represent under-constrained formulas
(likely-to-be-satisfiable) and hyper-constrained ones (likely-to-be-unsatisfiable).

Table 1. Subgoals expanded by (I) the basic and (II) the modified ME procedure

Number of variables
CV 6 8 10 12
3.27 2,251 12,991 57,045 272,982
4.27 5,059 43,019 298,011 1,912,228
5.27 10,082 93,741 921,880 >5,000,000

Number of variables
CV 6 8 10 12
3.27 45 71 120 261
4.27 27 43 90 141
5.27 10 18 26 33

(I) (II)

The use of CPLG helps avoiding such redundancy. Table 1(II) shows the
effect of introducing CPLGs. We here concentrate on the relative advantage
the algorithm achieves with respect to failed refutation caching. The promising
results achieved are indicative of impressive potential performance. In this per-
spective, a significant measure can be obtained comparing the CPLG approach
with MODOC (proposed by Van Gelder and Okushi [12,13]), which is another
SAT solver based upon the procedure in Figure 3. It uses boosting mechanisms
to perform both failed-subrefutation and succeeded-subrefutation caching. To
directly compare their approach with our, we extracted from MODOC the fail-
ure caching machinery, and re-implemented it upon the usual basic algorithm as
unique boosting mechanism. We call mini-MODOC the resulting procedure.

Table 2(I) shows the result of comparisons between mini-MODOC and our
algorithm on (I) uniform, (II) chain and (III) tree random formulas. Each cell
in the table contains a “x ÷ y → p%” value, where x and y are the number of
subgoals expanded on average by mini-MODOC and our algorithm respectively,
and p = 100 ∗ (1− y/x) is the percentage of expansions saved using CPLGs.

Structured random generators are used to capture many properties of the
instances coming from realistic domains, retaining the typical advantages of
parametric and controllable random generators. We here focus on chain and
tree generators. The key idea behind both of them is to generate several inde-
pendent sub-instances (uniform random formulas), and then to obtain a single
global instance by connecting these sub-instances. The chain generator obtains
connections by introducing a supplementary amount of clauses containing vari-
ables from two sub-formulas (n independent sub-formulas Fi, i = 1, ..., n are
connected in a linear chain by means of n− 1 additional clauses containing only
two literals, the first on a variable in V AR(Fi) and the second on a variable
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Table 2. Confrontation on different random domains

(I) Uniform random formulas
CV 30 variables 40 variables 50 variables

3.27 2,081÷1,774 →15% 12,915÷9,437 →27% 127,321÷80,962 →36%
4.27 46,593÷42,119→10% 556,440÷485,151→13% 111,111÷9,983,028→15%
5.27 48,603÷46,647→4% 696,375÷654,848→6% 8,457,481÷8,015,975→5%

(II) Chain random formulas
#F 10 variables 20 variables 30 variables
10 479÷389 →19% 1,790÷1,048 →41% 165,600÷6,549 →96%
20 898÷799 →11% 42,056÷5,876 →86% 343,510÷12,019 →97%
30 1,227÷1,030 →16% 40,607÷11,785 →71% 815,020÷16,300 →98%

(III) Tree random formulas
#F (3,6)-trees (4,8)-trees (5,10)-trees
40 3,604÷2,332 →35% 120,764÷63,626 →47% 433,398÷115,826 →73%
60 4,848÷7,877 →38% 290,685÷60,663 →86% 3,796,063÷1,848,278→51%
80 19,936÷8,267 →59% 453,676÷178,471→61% 9,510,065÷3,804,026→60%

in V AR(Fi+1) for i = 1, ..., n − 1). The tree generator connects sub-formulas
in a random tree structure. For every couple of sub-formulas that are neighbor
in the tree, connection is guaranteed by imposing that the two formulas in the
couple share a fixed percentage of their variables. Once fixed the number of lit-
erals in each clause (here always 3), these random generators need, as additional
parameters, the number of sub-instances to be connected and the number of
variables and clauses in each sub-instance. A (k,m)-tree is a formula where each
sub-instance has k + m variables, k of which shared with its neighbors. In our
experiments with the chain generator, we consider chains of 10, 20 and 30 sub-
formulas, each one containing 10, 20 and 30 variables and twice as many clauses
as variables. Table 2(II) reports experimental results on chains, and shows an
impressive advantage of the CPLG based algorithm. As to the tree generator,
we considered trees with 40, 60 and 80 nodes, each one containing 9, 12 and 15
variables and twice as many clauses as variables. Results shown in Table 2(III)
confirm the great advantage exhibited when dealing with structured domains.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented a simple and powerful tool - called CPLG - to help understand
connections among propositional formulas, models, autarkies and caching de-
vices. Properties of this tool have been investigated and several examples have
been presented to illustrate how it works. CPLGs proved to be useful when
exploited within ME based algorithms. We showed in details how the bridge
between CPLGs and ME is built, and presented a resulting algorithm for the
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satisfiability problem. Soundness, completeness and model extraction capability
have been investigated for this algorithm.

Even if we heavily restricted ourselves in the use of complementary boosting
mechanisms, results are quite promising. The use of CPLG in isolation from
other devices, allowed us to highlight their contribution in comparison with
similar techniques. In particular, we tested our approach against a recent failure
caching mechanism built upon the same basic ME algorithm (namely, the one
used in MODOC). Experimental results show our greater efficiency on both
uniform and structured random instances. Encouraged by these results, we are
extending our technique to an algorithm based upon a more general pruning
device that generalizes CPLGs. Conditional Pure Literal Graphs are the first
step towards this promising kind of integration of direct model search and
refutation.
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Abstract. This paper is devoted to the experimental evaluation of several
state-of-the-art search heuristics and optimization techniques in proposi-
tional satisfiability (SAT). The test set consists of random 3CNF formulas
as well as real world instances from planning, scheduling, circuit analysis,
bounded model checking, and security protocols. All the heuristics and
techniques have been implemented in a new library for SAT, called sim.
The comparison is fair because in sim the selected heuristics and tech-
niques are realized on a common platform. The comparison is significative
because sim as a solver performs very well when compared to other state-
of-the-art solvers.

1 Introduction

The problem of propositional satisfiability (SAT) is fundamental in many areas
of computer science such as formal verification, planning and theorem proving.
Despite the exponential worst-case complexity of all known algorithms for solving
SAT [1], recent implementations of the Davis-Logemann-Loveland (DLL) algo-
rithm are able to solve problems having thousands of propositions in a few sec-
onds. Much of the success of these solvers is due to clever search heuristics and
various optimization techniques that are implemented on top of the basic DLL
algorithm. In general, it is difficult to assess the effectiveness of such heuristics
and techniques because (i) the quality of the implementations varies greatly and,
(ii) each solver is hard-coded with specific search strategies.

In this paper we present an experimental comparison of several state-of-the-
art search heuristics and optimization techniques. The test set consists of random
3CNF formulas as well as real world instances from planning, scheduling, circuit
analysis, bounded model checking, and security protocols. All the heuristics and
techniques have been implemented in a new library for SAT, called sim. The
comparison is fair because in sim the selected heuristics and techniques are realized
on a common platform. Thus, our experimental evaluation is not biased by the
differences due to the quality of the implementation, and provides a clear picture
about the relative effectiveness of different search strategies. The comparison is
significative because sim itself performs very well when compared to other state-
of-the-art solvers.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we characterize the test set
that we have been using. We also experiment with various state-of-the-art SAT
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solvers on our test set with the purpose of showing that the chosen problems are
indeed significative, and of getting an indication of the relative strength of the
various SAT solvers. Section 3 is devoted to “basic sim”, i.e., to the presentation
of sim corresponding to the basic DLL algorithm. In Sections 4 and 5, we present
the procedures implementing respectively backjumping and learning. The archi-
tecture, the branching heuristics, the backjumping and learning procedures are
described in as many details as possible (given the space requirements). These
detailed presentations are necessary in order to fully understand the procedures,
but also the computational cost associated to each of them. As another added
value of the paper, we describe all the procedures (except for the ones correspond-
ing to the branching heuristics) by presenting the corresponding pseudo-code.
We believe that our presentation is detailed enough to provide a good starting
point for implementation. The presentation of the procedures in each Section is
complemented with the experimental analysis, showing the relative efficiency of
the different heuristics if implemented in basic sim (Section 3), or combined with
backjumping (Section 4) and learning (Section 5). In the final remarks (Section 6)
we summarize the results obtained, and point out that sim, used as a stand-alone
solver, behaves very well.
Formal Preliminaries: We use the term atom as a shorthand for propositional letter. A
literal is an atom or its negation. If l is a literal, (i) |l| is the atom in l, and (ii) l is ¬l

if l is an atom, and is |l| otherwise. A clause C is an n-ary disjunction of literals such
that, for each pair of literals l, l′ in C it is not the case that |l|=|l′| . A clause is Horn
if it contains at most one atom not preceded by the negation symbol. A formula is an
m-ary conjunction of clauses. As customary, we think of clauses as sets of literals, and
formulas as sets of clauses. An assignment is a function mapping each atom into {t,f}.
An assignment can be extended to formulas according to the standard truth tables of
propositional logic. An assignment µ satisfies a formula ϕ if µ(ϕ) = t. A formula ϕ is
satisfiable if there exists an assignment which satisfies ϕ. The problem we are interested
in is: “Given a formula, is it satisfiable?”.

2 Experimenting with DLL Solvers

2.1 Designing the Test Set

Traditionally, SAT solvers are compared on instances corresponding to real world
problems and/or randomly generated samples. It is well known that problems be-
longing to the two categories have different characteristics. Roughly speaking, real
world instances present some “structure”, corresponding somehow to the “struc-
ture” of the original problem coded in SAT. For example, in the case of a a
SAT-instance corresponding to the verification problem of a circuit C, typically
the SAT-instance consists of different parts, each part corresponding to a sub-
circuit of C. Randomly generated tests became popular after [2], in which it is
showed that, using the Fixed Clause Length model (FCL) [3], it is possible to
generate very hard instances. Since then, they have been widely used to test SAT
solvers’ performances. However, they lack the structure of real world instances.
Given their different characteristics, we decided to use both a test set consist-
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ing of instances corresponding to real world problems and a test set of randomly
generated samples.

Our test set of real world problems consists of 200 instances, 97 satisfiable
and 103 unsatisfiable, yielding an approximate 50% chance of a satisfiable (resp.
unsatisfiable) instance. In selecting these instances, we wanted to have benchmarks
(i) which are well known in the literature, and (ii) –if possible– that have already
been used for comparing SAT-solvers. In particular, we chose:

– the “famous” 30 parity problems, see, e.g., [4];
– the 16 instances of the Bejing Competition held in 1996: 7 circuit equivalences,

6 scheduling problems, 3 planning problems;
– the 32 Data Encryption Standard (DES) problems, see [5,6];
– 34 formal equivalence verification problems, see [7];
– 31 instances of bounded model checking (BMC), see [8,6];
– 7 instances of formal verification properties of pipelined circuits from Velev’s

web page http://www.ece.cmu.edu/˜mvelev;
– 11 quasigroup problems, see [9];
– 39 planning problems, including 2 hanoi* instances from SATLIB

(www.satlib.org), and blocks world, logistics and rockets problems: most
of these problems have been already used to test SAT solvers (see, e.g., [10])
and are available from SATLIB as well.

Notice that some of these instances are known to be very hard to solve for currently
available SAT solvers. This is, e.g., the case for the 8 DES instances cnf-r4-*.
We decided to have them on purpose, given that we plan to use this test set also
for future experimental evaluations. All the 200 instances are available on sim’s
web page.

For the random problems, we use the FCL model. Formulas are thus generated
according to the number of propositions N , the number of literals per clause K,
and the number of clauses L. Usually, K is fixed to 3 (see, e.g., [11]), N is fixed
to a certain value, while L is varied in order to cover the “100% satisfiable –
100% unsatisfiable” transition. In our experiments, we considered N = 300. For
N = 300, none of the solvers that we consider consistently exceeds the time
limit, and the samples in the phase transition (i.e., for the value of L where the
probability of a formula being satisfiable is 50%) are not trivial.

2.2 Experimental Results

There are many SAT solvers available. In our analysis, we restricted our atten-
tion to the DLL-based publicly available procedures. Among these, we considered
some of the most effective. In particular: satz213, a new version of satz [11],
posit ver 1.0 [12], eqsatz [6], relsat ver. 2.00 [10], sato ver 3.2 [13]. We do not
describe these systems, for which we refer to the corresponding citation. Here, we
only point out that these systems rely on very different data-structures and/or
search heuristics and/or techniques. Indeed, some of them have been designed to
solve specific classes of problems. This is the case, e.g., of eqsatz, which has been
designed to solve formulas with a lot of equivalences, like the parity problems.
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Fig. 1. posit, satz213, eqsatz, relsat, and sato. Left: random samples. Right: real
world instances.

Of course, we decided to test these solvers (and not others) in a completely arbi-
trary way. However, the above solvers are state-of-the art, and present interesting
features. satz and satz213 are well known for their dramatic performances on
randomly generated tests. posit is interesting because of its differences from satz
(and satz213). As reported in [11], the main difference is in the branching heuris-
tic the two solvers use: both examine k propositions before choosing the one to
assign, but while posit specifies an upper bound on k, satz does not. Almost
quoting [11], satz examines many more propositions at each node than posit.
Given the fundamental role played by the branching heuristic, we wanted to have
a direct comparison between these two solvers on our tests. relsat and sato
are well known for their effectiveness on real world problems. eqsatz is very re-
cent, but has already showed impressive performances on problems with lots of
equivalences [6].

Before discussing the experimental results, some more information. All the
tests have been run on several identical Pentium III, 600MHz, 128MBRAM. The
execution of a system on an instance (be it random or real world) is stopped after
1200s of CPU time. All the state-of-the-art solvers have been run in their default
configuration on all the instances, with the only exception of sato on randomly
generated problems. As a matter of fact, sato implements a form of “size learning”
in which all the “reasons” of length ≤ 20 are indefinitely added to the set of input
clauses. Given that learning does not help on randomly generated tests, and that
relsat implements a form of “relevance learning” in which all the “reasons” of
length ≤ 3 are indefinitely retained, we decided to change sato’s default when
tested on random samples. In particular, we let sato keep only the clauses with
length ≤ 3, like relsat. Learning clauses of ≤ 3 on random problems does not
slow down sato in a significative way as it happens with its default value. In the
case of sim, options are changed in order to see the corresponding effects. For
the plots showing systems’ performances on random tests, the x-axis is the ratio
L/N ; the y-axis –in logarithmic scale– is the median CPU time on 100 samples per
point for each solver. For the real-word tests, the y-axis is the number of instances
solved by each solver within the CPU time specified on the x-axis.

Figure 1 shows the performances of posit, satz213, eqsatz, relsat, and
sato on our test sets. As it can be seen, posit and satz213 are very effective on
random tests, while relsat (with 164 instances solved) and sato (with 163) are
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very effective on the real world ones. The bad performances of posit with respect
to satz213 on the real world instances, point out that satz213’s philosophy, i.e.,
exploring many propositions before choosing one, seems to pay off. Remarkably,
eqsatz is worse than satz213 on both random and real world tests. These data
(with the exception of eqsatz, about which not much is known yet) could have
been expected. Indeed, posit and satz213 (resp. relsat and sato) have been
designed to be effective on random (resp. real world) problems. As we will see, the
good performances of relsat and sato on the real world instances are because
of their learning mechanisms. About eqsatz, its performances are somehow sur-
prising: evidently, the data-structures and procedures that are at the basis of the
big wins for problems with lots of equivalences (eqsatz is the only system able to
solve some of the par32-* parity instances in 1200s) have some overhead causing
big losses for problems with (almost) no equivalences.

A more detailed data analysis shows that some instances which are solved by
some solvers are not solved by the others, and the aother way around. We take
this fact as an indication that our test set of real world problems is a good one.
Indeed, the cnf-r4-* instances mentioned in section 2.1, are not solved by any
solver.

3 Basic DLL in SIM

In this section we give a rather detailed description of the data structure, the
search control, and the heuristics of sim. These parts together, define a basic im-
plementation of the DLL algorithm [14]. The conventions we use to present the
data types and algorithms are those of [15], described at pages. 4,5. In particular,
array elements are accessed by specifying the array name followed by the index in
square brackets: for example, A[i ] indexes the i -th element of the array A. Com-
pound data are organized into objects which are comprised of several attributes
(or fields). A particular field is accessed using the field name followed by an in-
stance of its object in square brackets: for example, f [x ] accesses the field f in the
object x. Instances, i.e., variables representing arrays or objects, are treated as
pointers to the data representing the arrays or objects. If a pointer does not refer
to any object, we give it the special value nil . Finally, stacks are considered a
primitive data type and are accessed with the usual primitives Push, Pop, Top,
etc.. We also assume to have a primitive Flush which flushes the stack.

3.1 Data Structures and Basic Primitives of SIM

We now introduce propositions, literals, clauses, and states by defining the corre-
sponding data types. Assuming that these data types have been already defined
(as we do below), a proposition for us is an instance of the proposition data type,
and analogously for the others. In the following, we assume that, t, f, u, un, ls,
and rs are six pairwise distinct constants, each one being distinct from nil . A
proposition data type is comprised of the following attributes (in the following, p
is a proposition):

– value is either t, f, or u: intuitively, value[p] is the value assigned to p,
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– mode is either un, ls, or rs: intuitively, mode[p] is un (resp. ls, resp. rs) if p
is assigned by unit-propagation (resp. left split, resp. right split),

– Pos and Neg are arrays of clauses: intuitively, they are the clauses in which p
occurs positively and negatively.

For each proposition p, we say that p is open if value[p] = u and valued otherwise.
A literal data type has the attributes:

– prop is the proposition associated to (or corresponding to) the literal;
– v is the sign of the literal, either t or f.

For each literal l, we say that l is open or valued if the corresponding proposition
prop[l ] is open or valued, respectively; l is positive (resp. negative) if v [l ] = t
(resp. v [l ] = f). A clause data type is comprised of the attributes:

– open is a non negative integer, representing the number of open literals in the
clause;

– sub is the clause subsumer represented by a proposition;
– Lits is an array of literals.

For each clause cl, we say that cl is (i) empty if open[cl ] = 0; (ii) unary (resp.
binary) if open[cl ] = 1 (resp. open[cl ] = 2); (iii) open if sub[cl ] = nil , and valued
(or subsumed) otherwise. A proposition p occurs in a clause cl if p = prop[l ] for
some literal l in Lits[cl ]. The proposition occurs positively if l is positive and
negatively otherwise. Finally, a state data type is comprised of the attributes:

– Props, an array of propositions;
– Clauses, an array of clauses;
– Stack and Unit are the search stack of propositions and the unit propagation

stack of clauses, respectively;
– open is a non negative integer, representing the number of open clauses.

Each state s, in order to represent a valid state of the computation, must satisfy
the following properties:

1. Props[s] stores precisely the propositions that occur in the clauses of
Clauses[s];

2. for each proposition p in Props[s], Pos[p] stores precisely the clauses contained
in Clauses[s] where p occurs positively, and Neg [p] stores precisely the clauses
contained in Clauses[s] where p occurs negatively;

3. open[s] amounts to the number of open clauses in Clauses[s];
4. Stack [s] stores precisely the valued propositions in Props[s];
5. Unit [s] contains all the open unary clauses in Clauses[s].

If s represents an initial state of the computation, then for s it also true that:

6. Clauses[s] is not empty; each clause cl in Clauses[s] is open; its number of
open literals is > 0 and is precisely the length of Lits[cl ];

7. each proposition in Props[s] is open.
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Intuitively, it is easy to see that propositions, literals and clauses data types are
faithful representations of the corresponding propositional logic objects as defined
in Section 1. The arrays Clauses[s] and Props[s], together with their contents of
propositions and clauses, are a faithful representation of formulas. Notice that we
explicitly disallow empty input formulas, i.e. {}, and input formulas containing
empty clauses, e.g. {{}}, since the satisfiability problem for these formulas can be
simply solved by inspection.

About the primitives of our propositional data structures, let s be a state, p a
proposition in Props[s], v a boolean value (i.e., t or f) and m a mode (i.e., one of
un, ls, rs). Extend-Prop(s, p, v, m) is the function that extends the valuation
v with mode m to the whole state s for the proposition p: it returns f if an empty
clause is found in Clauses[s], and u otherwise. More precisely, Extend-Prop(s,
p, v, m) does the following:

– set value[p] to v and mode[p] to m; push p in Stack [s];
– for each clause cl in Pos[p] (resp. Neg [p]), if sub[cl ] = nil and v=t (resp.

v=f) then set sub[cl ] = p and decrement open[s] (unit subsumption);
– for each clause cl in Neg [p] (resp. Pos[p]), if sub[cl ] = nil and v=t (resp.

v=f) then decrement open[cl ] (unit resolution). If the clause becomes unary,
push it in Unit [s];

– return f if any clause became empty in the above step, and u otherwise.

Notice the use of Unit [s] to detect unary clauses, and of open[s] to keep track of
subsumed clauses: both operations come for free as a result of performing Extend-
Prop, while their corresponding simple-minded implementations are linear in the
size of Clauses[s]. Since Extend-Prop destructively updates the state, we have
a primitive, Retract-Prop, to revert the effects of Extend-Prop. For lack of
space, we do not describe Retract-Prop here, but sim features both primitives,
thus avoiding the burden of copying and saving the state each time Extend-Prop
is performed.

3.2 DLL-Solve, Look-Ahead, and Look-Back in SIM

In Figure 2 we present our implementation of DLL algorithm. In the figure,
Check-SAT(s) returns T if open[s] = 0, and F otherwise; s in DLL-Solve has
to be the initial state corresponding to the input formula. DLL-Solve returns T
if the input formula is satisfiable and F otherwise.

3.3 Heuristic in SIM

A heuristic is a function that given an open state s and an open proposition p in
s, computes a score for p and a branching order determining whether p should be
satisfied or falsified first. The optimal heuristic is the one which chooses an open
proposition and a branching order that will cause the exploration of less nodes.
Unfortunately, deciding whether a proposition p is optimal is harder than deciding
the satisfiability of the formula itself [16], so we resort to approximations: a good
approximate heuristic does not require a lot of computation time and gives higher
scores to the propositions that, once assigned, lead to simpler problems.
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Look-Ahead(s)
1 r ← u
2 while r = u and

length[Unit [s]] > 0 do
3 cl ← Pop(Unit [s])
4 if sub[cl ] = nil then
5 i ← 1
6 repeat
7 l = Lits[cl ][i ]
8 i ← i + 1
9 until value[prop[l ]] = u

10 r ← Extend-Prop(s, prop[l ], v [l ], un)
11 if r = u and open[s] = 0 then
12 return t
13 else
14 return r

DLL-Solve(s)
1 repeat
2 case Look-Ahead(s) of
3 t : return t
4 f : p ← Look-Back(s, v, m)
5 u : p ← Heuristic(s, v, m)
6 if p 6= nil then
7 Extend-Prop(s, p, v, m)
8 until p = nil
9 return Check-SAT(s)

Look-Back(s, var v, var m)
1 Flush(Unit [s])
2 repeat
3 p ← Top(Stack [s])
4 if mode[p] 6= ls then
5 RetractProp(s, p)
6 until length[Stack [s]] = 0 or

mode[p] = ls
7 if length[Stack [s]] > 0 then
8 if value[p] = t then
9 v ← f

10 else
11 v ← t
12 m ← rs
13 Retract-Prop(s, p)
14 else
15 p ← nil
16 return p

Fig. 2. Implementation of the DLL algorithm in sim.

We now describe in details the branching heuristics that we have tested. Our in-
terest lies in evaluating some of the search heuristics that have been proposed. We
restrict our attention to relsat’s, sato’s, and satz’s default branching heuris-
tics, and we compare them with a new heuristic (called unitie2) that pushes
“satz’s philosophy” to the limit: it always examines every open proposition at
each branching node. The heuristics of relsat, sato and satz have been im-
plemented by looking at the available literature, but in particular by carefully
inspecting the solvers’ code. satz’s heuristics is described in detail in [11].1 An
high-level description of sato heuristic is given in [13]. Here we give a much
more detailed presentation of it, as we understood it from the code and as we
implemented it in sim. We are not aware of any detailed description of relsat’s
heuristic, so we present it according to its implementation in relsat and sim.

We start describing sato’s heuristic. Then, before discussing relsat’s heuris-
tic, we present the simpler unitie2, and reuse parts of its description also for
relsat.
sato’s heuristic: before the search begins, one of the following options is selected:

1 Notice however that the heuristic in satz213 has changed.
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1. if the percentage of non horn clauses in the input clauses is bigger than 28.54
of the total, then the heuristic scores all the open propositions,

2. otherwise, the heuristic scores only the first 7 propositions occurring in the
first 7 shortest non horn clauses.

The score of a proposition p is given by (pos-p+1)×(neg-p+1), where pos-p is the
number of open binary clauses in which p occurs, and analogously for neg-p. The
branching is on the proposition with the highest score, its value determined in the
following way: if the percentage of non-horn input clauses is less (resp. greater)
than 2.36 of the total, then the value of p is t (resp. f) if pos-w > neg-w and f
(resp. t) otherwise.
unitie2 heuristic: For each open proposition p, this heuristic scores p on the basis
of the effective simplifications that would be caused by assigning p on one side,
and then ¬p on the other. To compute the simplifications caused by assigning
p, a ”lean” version of Extend-Prop and Look-Ahead is used. In particular
the lean versions take care of unit resolutions only. unitie2 also incorporates a
failed literal detection mechanism: if assigning p would cause a contradiction (in
the Look-Ahead), it safely assigns ¬p as if it was a unit (analogously for ¬p).
Assuming that there are no failed literals, and assuming p (resp. ¬p) leads to a set
of clauses C+ (resp. C−), the score of p is given by 2× binposnew× binnegnew +
unitpos + unitneg where binposnew (resp. binnegnew) is the number of binary
clauses in C+ (resp. C−) and not in C, and unitpos (resp. unitneg) is the number
of unit propagations in the Look-Ahead after p (resp. ¬p) is assigned. Notice
that unitie2 always scores all the open propositions. satz [11], under certain
conditions, scores only a subset of the open propositions. As we said, unitie2
pushes satz’s philosophy to the limit. However, unitie2 uses a slightly different
formula for computing the score of propositions. In fact, satz’s formula (in our
notation) is 1024× binposnew× binnegnew+ binposnew+ binnegnew+1. The idea
behind unitie2 is to use unitpos + unitneg to break ties between propositions
having the same 2× binposnew× binnegnew.
relsat’s heuristic: Also relsat scores an open proposition p on the basis of
the effective simplifications that would be caused by assigning p on one side, and
then ¬p on the other. However, it does this differently from unitie2. For each
open proposition p, relsat first checks whether (i) the number of binary clauses
in which p occurs positively is augmented from the previous branching node, and
(ii) p has not already been assigned in the heuristic (i.e., if p has not been assigned
by unit propagation while scoring another proposition). If this is the case, then
relsat assigns ¬p and does the consequent (lean) Look-Ahead. If ¬p fails,
then ¬p is immediately assigned causing the contradiction and the immediate
backtrack.2 If ¬p does not fail, the number of unit propagations performed in the
Look-Ahead is counted as the score of p. If one of the conditions (i), (ii) is
false, and if p occurs positively in some binary clauses, then the score pos-p of p
is the number of binary clauses in which p occurs positively. All the above, has to
be analogously done for computing neg-p corresponding to ¬p. The above rules
produce some non-null pos-p or neg-p if there are binary clauses. If there are not,
2 The contradiction arising by assigning ¬p is explicitly generated in order to have the

necessary interactions with backjumping and learning, see next Section.
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Fig. 3. Basic SIM. Left: random samples. Right: real world instances.

then relsat applies another strategy: for each proposition p, pos-p is given by
256× cl3 +16× cl4 +4× cl5 + cl6 where cli (3 ≤ i ≤ 5) is the number of clauses in
which the number of open literals is i, and cl6 is the number of clauses in which
the number of open literals is greater or equal to 6. Analogously for neg-p. At
this point, for some proposition p we have two scores pos-p, neg-p one of which is
distinct from 0. For all these propositions p, we compute a single score given by
2 × pos-p × neg-p + pos-p + neg-p + 1. Finally, relsat chooses randomly among
the propositions whose last computed score is ≥ 0.9 of the best score, and fixes
its value to t or f randomly.

3.4 Experimental Comparison with SIM

We now look at the experimental analysis. Figure 3 shows sim’s performances
when using the different heuristics. In the figure, simsato means sim using sato’s
heuristic, and similarly for the others. Consider Figure 3. Our plots on the ran-
dom problems are similar to the ones in Section 2: simsatz performs better than
simrelsat and simsato, these last two systems performing roughly in the same
way. The good performances of simsatz on random problems is highlighted by
Table 1, showing the minimum, median, IQ-Range and maximum of the CPU
time of the solvers at the phase transition.3 Besides having the lowest median
CPU time, simsatz is also the system whose performances have less variations.

From the plots on the real world problems, we see that simsato (with 130
problems solved) is much worse than simsatz (140), simunitie2 (141) and, above
all, simrelsat (146). On the other hand, simsato is the fastest on the 11 quasi-
group problems: this is not surprising given that this heuristic has been tuned on
these problems [13]. simunitie2 gives reasonable timings on the two test sets.

3 Out of 100 numbers listed in ascending order, the Q-percentile is the Q-th in the list.
The minimum is thus the 1-percentile, the median the 50-percentile, the maximum
the 100-percentile, and the IQ-range is the 75-percentile minus the 25-percentile.
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Table 1. Basic sim. Random tests. Performances at the phase transition.

Data simsato simrelsat simunitie2 simsatz

Min 31.56 29.24 7.09 1.53
Median 97.18 89.95 36.27 6.00
IQ-range 70.33 66.38 25.34 3.60
Max 256.45 348.16 121.43 14.96

4 Conflict-Directed Backjumping in SIM

Since the basic DLL algorithm relies on simple chronological back-tracking, it is
not infrequent for DLL implementations to keep exploring a possibly large subtree
whose leaves are all dead-ends. This phenomenon occurs also when the formula is
satisfiable, but some choice performed way up in the search tree is responsible for
the constraints to be violated. The solution, borrowed from constraint network
solving [17], is to jump back over the choices that were not at the root of the
conflict, whenever one is found. The corresponding technique is widely known as
(conflict-directed) backjumping (CBJ).

4.1 CBJ-Look-Back in SIM

The function CBJ-Look-Back in Figure 4.left, implements conflict-directed
backjumping in sim. In the figure,

– wr is meant to store the subset of the propositions in Stack [s] whose as-
signment is a reason for the discovered inconsistencies. Technically, wr is a
clause initialized by Init-Wr(s) which returns a clause cl in Clauses[s] hav-
ing open[cl ] = 0. At least one such clause exists, given that when CBJ-Look-
Back is invoked, at least one empty clause belongs to Clauses[s].

– reason is a new attribute of the proposition data type and it is a clause.
– Update-Wr(p, wr) returns a clause cl such that:

– open[cl ] = 0;
– sub[cl ] = nil ;
– Lits[cl ] is the array of literals obtained by merging (without duplications)

reason[p] and Lits[wr ]. Then the literals l ∈ Lits[cl] having prop[l ] = p are
eliminated from Lits[cl ].

Indeed, the procedure Look-Ahead in Figure 2 needs to be extended in order to
set the reason of p when p is assigned by unit. The following line of code has to be
written below line 9 of Look-Ahead, at the same level of indentation of line 9:

reason[prop[l ]] ← cl

For an high-level description of CBJ-Look-Back, see [10].
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CBJ-Look-Back(s, var v, var m)
1 Flush(Unit [s])
2 wr ← Init-Wr(s)
3 repeat
4 p = Top(Stack [s])
5 if p ∈ wr then
6 if mode[p] ∈ {un, rs} then
7 wr ← Update-Wr(p, wr)
8 Retract-Prop(s, p)
9 else

10 if value[p] = t then
11 v ← f
12 else
13 v ← t
14 m ← rs
15 Retract-Prop(s, p)
16 reason[p] ← wr
17 return p
18 else
19 Retract-Prop(s, p)
20 until length[Stack [s]] = 0
21 return nil

CBJ-Learn-Look-Back(s, var v, var m)
1 Flush(Unit [s])
2 wr ← Init-Wr(s)
3 repeat
4 p = Top(Stack [s])
5 if p ∈ wr then
6 if mode[p] ∈ {un, rs} then
7 wr ← Update-Wr(p, wr)
8 Learn(s, wr)
9 Forget(s, p)

10 Retract-Prop(s, p)
11 else
12 if value[p] = t then
13 v ← f
14 else
15 v ← t
16 m ← rs
17 Retract-Prop(s, p)
18 case Look-Ahead(s) of
19 t: return nil
20 f: Flush(Unit [s])
21 wr ← Init-Wr(s)
22 u: if p = u then
23 reason[p] ← wr
24 return p
25 else
26 return Heuristic(s, v, m)
27 else
28 Retract-Prop(s, p)
29 until length[Stack [s]] = 0
30 return nil

Fig. 4. Conflict-directed backjumping and learning in SIM.

4.2 Experimental Comparison with SIM

Figure 5 shows sim’s results when incorporating backjumping. As it can be ob-
served from the figure on the left, backjumping does not produce benefits on the
random tests. Indeed, on the random problems the reason of an inconsistency is
almost never localized to a small subset of the input clauses. It is nevertheless
interesting to have a look at Table 2, corresponding to Table 1 in Section 3. By
comparing the Min of the two tables, we see that for simsato and simrelsat,
i.e., the two systems whose initial branching literals are selected using a heuristic
not based on Look-Ahead, backjumping may produce some benefits. The fact
that backjumping never helps for simunitie2 and simsatz, are an indication that
for random instances, Look-Ahead-based heuristics are a good choice. Notice
however that the overhead due to backjumping is limited: comparing the Max, we
see that it is roughly in the order of the 20% or less. We take this as an indication
that our implementation of backjumping is good.
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Fig. 5. SIM with backjumping. Left: random samples. Right: real world instances.

Table 2. SIM with backjumping. Random tests. Performances at the phase transition.

Data simsato simrelsat simunitie2 simsatz

Min 32.95 8.44 8.35 1.86
Median 102.95 88.61 42.59 7.23
IQ-range 73.32 75.42 30.61 4.42
Max 278.29 395.23 143.35 18.15

Looking at the results on the real world tests (Figure 5), we see that rel-
sat heuristic (153 instances solved) produces still some advantages, and that the
differences with sato heuristic (146 solved) is not as big as before. simsatz and
simunitie2 solve respectively 147 and 144 instances. simunitie2 has some ad-
vantage at the beginning, but at the end it looses it. Comparing the data with
the corresponding ones in Section 3, we see that for each heuristic that we used,
backjumping allows to solve more instances.

5 Learning in SIM

For backjumping can be very effective in “shaking” the solver from regions where
no solutions can be found, but since the cause of the conflict is discarded as soon
as it gets mended, the solver may get repeatedly stuck in such regions. To escape
this pattern, some sort of global knowledge is needed: the negation of the causes
of the conflicts may be added as an additional constraint (i.e., as a clause) that
has to be satisfied. Adding all the clauses corresponding to the reasons of the
discovered conflicts has the advantage that the same mistake is never repeated.
However, this may cause an exponential blow up of the size of the formula. It is
therefore necessary to introduce some limit to the number of stored clauses, i.e.,
a mechanism that enables the solver to “forget” clauses.

In size learning, a clause corresponding to a conflict is stored if it has no more
than Order literals. Size learning is implemented in sato, and is used by default
with Order=20. In relevance learning, a clause corresponding to a conflict is always
stored. A “forget” mechanism eliminates the learned clauses in which more than
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Fig. 6. SIM with learning. Real world instances. Left: size vs relevance learning. Right:
different heuristics.

Order literals are open or have been assigned differently since the time they have
been added to the set of input clauses. Relevance learning is implemented by
relsat, and is used by default with Order=3.

5.1 CBJ-Learn-Look-Back in SIM

The procedure CBJ-Learn-Look-Back in Figure 4.right, implements learning
in sim. In the figure, Order is yet another attribute of a state (set initially by an
input parameter), while the calls Learn(s, wr) and Forget(s, p) have different
meaning depending on whether they do “relevance learning” as relsat, or “size
learning” as sato.

size learning: If wr is a clause with less than Order [s] literals, Learn(s, wr)
adds the clause wr to Clauses[s], and for each literal l in Lits[wr ], adds wr to
Pos[prop[l ]] (resp. Neg [prop[l ]]) if l is positive (resp. negative). Forget(s, p) is
the null instruction.

relevance learning: Learn(s, wr) performs the above operations in any case,
i.e., also if wr is a clause with more than Order [s] literals. Forget(s, p) deletes the
learned clauses cl such that |{l : l ∈ Lits[cl], value[prop[l]] ∈ {v[l],u}}| > Order[s].

Notice the call to Look-Ahead (line 18) and the following piece of code.
Indeed, this call is necessary because of the possible presence of unary clauses
among the ones that we learned.

5.2 Experimental Comparison with SIM

For lack of space we do not show the plots on the random instances. They have
the same qualitative behavior of the ones we already showed, and are available at
sim’s web site. Here we only remark that learning does not produce benefits on
random instances, but its overhead is always quite small.

On the real world instances, [10] reports that relevance learning is more ef-
fective than size learning. Here we show only one plot (Figure 6.left) in which
we compare simsato with relevance learning Order=3, and simsato with size
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Table 3. Solvers performances on random and real world tests.

Random posit eqsatz satz213 sato relsat
sim
satz

sim
relsat

sim
sato

sim
unitie2

Min 3.36 40.90 1.77 10.68 30.59 1.53 29.24 31.56 7.09
Median 9.88 112.52 4.26 81.31 88.15 6.00 89.95 97.18 36.25
IQ-range 7.39 73.76 2.46 60.74 63.99 3.60 66.38 70.33 25.34
Max 39.76 323.75 10.91 284.99 344.77 14.96 348.16 256.45 121.43
Real World
#Solved 126 137 141 163 164 166 159 156 148

learning Order=20 as in sato. As it can be seen, the plot with relevance learning
dominates the one with size learning.

On the basis of the above, we tested the various heuristics only with relevance
learning Order=3. The results are shown in Figure 6.right. We see that the heuris-
tic which allows sim to solve more instances is the one featured by satz: simsatz
solves 166 instances, simrelsat 159, simsato 156, simunitie2 148. Interestingly,
we have seen that unitie2 heuristic –on the real world tests– was second only
to relsat’s heuristic when used in basic sim. However, if we include backjump-
ing and/or learning, we see that its performances gets worse in comparison with
the other heuristics. Analogously, simsatz’s performances becomes better as soon
as we introduce backjumping and/or learning. These are clear indications of the
obvious fact that the benefits of a heuristics depend on its interactions with the
other implemented techniques (see also [18]).

6 Final Remarks

We conclude the paper with Table 3, comparing sim with the various settings, and
the solvers that we considered in Section 2. From this table, we see that simsatz
solves more real world instances than all the other solvers, including sim with
other heuristics. This last fact shows that the good performances of relsat and
sato on real world instances (see Section 2) are due to their learning mechanisms.
As we said, simsatz is not always the best on all the classes of problems: different
heuristics behave better than others on different problems. Tuning the heuristic
on specific classes pays off. simsatz is also the best, among the sim-systems, for
solving random problems, and its performances are not far away from satz213’s
performances. Having one good settings for both random and real world instances
is indeed very positive.

The good performances of simsatz also indicate that the quality of our im-
plementation is comparable to the corresponding state-of-the-art solvers. Indeed,
if we compare the performances of simsatz on real world instances as shown in
Figure 6.right, with relsat’s and sato’s corresponding performances (see Fig-
ure 1.right), we see that both relsat and sato are able to solve more instances
than simsatz in the first 700 seconds. Our explanation is that relsat and sato
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feature rather sophisticated forms of pre-processing of the input clauses, while
sim has no pre-processing at all. Indeed, pre-processing allows for smaller solution
times, and we are working on its implementation.

Finally, we showed only a small part of the data that we have collected. For
example, we have a figure comparing simrelsat and relsat on the random tests:
the plots overlaps and are distinguishable with difficulty. Analogously for simsato
and sato.4 These plots show that our reconstruction of their branching heuristics
is accurate.

All the plots, sim and more information about sim are available at sim web
page:

www.mrg.dist.unige.it/star/sim
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1 Introduction

Deciding the satisfiability of a Quantified Boolean Formula (QBF) is an impor-
tant research issue in Artificial Intelligence. Many reasoning tasks involving plan-
ning [1], abduction, reasoning about knowledge, non monotonic reasoning [2], can
be directly mapped into the problem of deciding the satisfiability of a QBF.

In this paper we present QuBE, a system for deciding QBFs satisfiability.
We start our presentation in § 2 with some terminology and definitions necessary
for the rest of the paper. In § 3 we present a high level description of QuBE’s
basic algorithm. QuBE’s available options are described in § 4. We end our
presentation in § 5 with some experimental results showing QuBE effectiveness
in comparison with other systems. QuBE, and more information about QuBE,
are available at www.mrg.dist.unige.it/star/qube.

2 Formal Preliminaries

Consider a set P of propositional letters. An atom is an element of P. A literal
is an atom or the negation of an atom. For each literal l, (i) l is x if l = ¬x, and
is ¬x if l = x; (ii) |l| is the atom occurring in l. A clause C is an n-ary (n ≥ 0)
disjunction of literals such that no atom occurs twice in C. A propositional
formula is a k-ary (k ≥ 0) conjunction of clauses. As customary, we represent a
clause as a set of literals, and a propositional formula as a set of clauses.

A QBF is an expression of the form

Q1x1 . . . QnxnΦ, (n ≥ 0) (1)

where every Qi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a quantifier, either existential ∃ or universal ∀;
x1, . . . , xn are pairwise distinct atoms in P; and Φ is a propositional formula in
the atoms x1, . . . , xn. Q1x1 . . . Qnxn is the prefix and Φ is the (quantifier-free)
matrix of (1).

Consider a QBF of the form (1). A literal l occurring in Φ is:
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1 ϕ = 〈the input QBF〉;
2 Stack= 〈the empty stack〉;

3 function Simplify() {
4 do {
5 ϕ′ = ϕ;
6 if (〈a contradictory clause is in ϕ〉)
7 return False;
8 if (〈the matrix of ϕ is empty〉)
9 return True;

10 if (〈l is unit in ϕ〉)
11 { |l|.mode = unit; Extend(l); }
12 if (〈l is monotone in ϕ〉)
13 { |l|.mode = pure; Extend(l); }
14 } while (ϕ′ != ϕ);
15 return Undef; }

16 function Backtrack(res) {
17 while (〈Stack is not empty〉) {
18 l = Retract();
19 if ((|l|.mode == l-split) &&
20 ((res==False && |l|.type==∃) ||
21 (res==True && |l|.type==∀)))
22 {|l|.mode = r-split; return l; }}
23 return Null; }

24 function QubeSolver() {
25 do {
26 res = Simplify();
27 if (res == Undef) l= ChooseLiteral();
28 else l = Backtrack(res);
29 if (l != Null) Extend(l);
30 } while (l != Null);
31 return res; }

Fig. 1. The algorithm of QuBE.

– existential if ∃|l| belongs to the prefix of (1), and is universal otherwise.
– unit in (1) if l is existential, and, for some k ≥ 0,

– a clause {l, l1, . . . , lk} belongs to Φ, and
– each expression ∀|li| (1 ≤ i ≤ k) is at the right of ∃|l| in the prefix of (1).

– monotone if either l is existential, l occurs in Φ, and l does not occur in Φ;
or l is universal, l does not occur in Φ, and l occurs in Φ.

A clause C is contradictory if no existential literal belongs to C.
The semantics of a QBF ϕ can be defined recursively as follows. If ϕ contains

a contradictory clause then ϕ is not satisfiable. If the matrix of ϕ is empty then
ϕ is satisfiable. If ϕ is ∃xψ (resp. ∀xψ), ϕ is satisfiable if and only if ϕx or (resp.
and) ϕ¬x are satisfiable. If ϕ = Qxψ is a QBF and l is a literal, ϕl is the QBF
obtained from ψ by deleting the clauses in which l occurs, and removing l from
the others. It is easy to see that if ϕ is a QBF without universal quantifiers, the
problem of deciding ϕ satisfiability reduces to propositional satisfiability (SAT).

Notice that we allow only for propositional formulas in conjunctive normal
form (CNF) as matrices of QBFs. Indeed, by applying standard CNF transforma-
tions (see, e.g., [3]) it is always possible to rewrite a QBF into an equisatisfiable
one satisfying our restrictions.

3 QuBE Algorithm

QuBE is implemented in C on top of SIM, an efficient SAT decider developed
by our group. A C-like high-level description of QuBE is shown in Figure 1. In
this Figure,

– ϕ is a global variable initially set to the input QBF.
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– Stack is a global variable storing the search stack, and is initially empty.
– ∃, ∀, False, True, Undef, Null, unit, pure, l-split, r-split are pairwise

distinct constants.
– for each atom x in Φ, (i) x.mode is a variable whose possible values are

unit, pure, l-split, r-split, and (ii) x.type is ∃ if x is existential, and ∀
otherwise.

– Extend(l) first pushes l and ϕ in the stack; then deletes the clauses of ϕ in
which l occurs, and removes l from the others.

– Retract() pops the literal and corresponding QBF that are on top of the
stack: the literal is returned, while the QBF is assigned to ϕ.

– Simplify() simplifies ϕ till a contradictory clause is generated (line 6), or the
matrix of ϕ is empty (line 8), or no simplification is possible (lines 5, 14).

– ChooseLiteral() returns a literal l occurring in ϕ such that for each atom x
occurring to the left of |l| in the prefix of ϕ, x does not occur in ϕ, or x is
existential iff l is existential. ChooseLiteral() also sets |l|.mode to l-split.

– Backtrack(res): pops all the literals and corresponding QBFs (line 18) from
the stack, till a literal l is reached such that |l|.mode is l-split (line 19), and
either (i) l is existential and res = False (line 20); or (ii) l is universal and
res = True (line 21). If such a literal l exists, |l|.mode is set to r-split, and
l is returned (line 22). If no such literal exists, Null is returned (line 23).

QuBE returns True if the input QBF is satisfiable, and False otherwise. It
is easy to see that QuBE, like other QBF procedures (see, e.g., [4,5,6]), is a
generalization of the Davis, Logemann, Loveland procedure (DLL) for SAT:
QuBE and DLL have the same behavior on QBFs without universal quantifiers.

4 QuBE Options

Consider Figure 1. QuBE ver. 1.0 features backjumping, trivial truth, six dif-
ferent branching heuristics, i.e., implementations of ChooseLiteral , and other
control options.

The backjumping procedure implemented in QuBE [7] is a generalization of
the conflict-direct backjumping procedure as implemented in SAT solvers. As
far as we know, QuBE is the only QBF solver with backjumping. Because of the
potential overhead, backjumping has to be enabled when compiling the system,
while all the other heuristics and optimizations can be enabled/disabled using
QuBE’s command line.

QuBE’s command line is:

qube [-tt] [-heuristics unit|bohm|jw2] [-length exists|all]
[-verbose] [-timeout <n1>] [-memout <n2>] <file-name>.

By default, after the simplifications following the branch on an universal
variable have been performed, QuBE checks whether the formula obtained from
ϕ by deleting universal literals is satisfiable. If it is, then ϕ is satisfiable [4].
This optimization can produce dramatic speed-ups, particularly on randomly
generated QBFs (see, e.g. [4]). The option -tt disables this check. Notice that
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ours is an optimized version of “trivial truth” as described in [4], where the check
is performed at each branching node.

QuBE branching heuristics have been inspired by the SAT literature. Our
current version includes böhm,jw2 and unit heuristics. The behavior of these
heuristics depends on the notion of “length” of a clause. QuBE features two
definitions of length of a clause C: the number of literals in C (-length all) as
in [4,5], and the number of existential literals in C (-length exists) as in [6].
By combining these options, six different branching heuristics are possible.

The böhm and jw2 heuristics are, respectively, a generalization of Böhm’s
heuristic [8] and “two-sided Jeroslow-Wang” heuristic [9] for SAT. The idea
behind böhm and jw2 is to choose literals that occur as often as possible in
the shortest clauses of ϕ. The hope is that by assigning such literals, we will
have the largest amount of simplification. The unit heuristic is based on the
one implemented in satz [10]. As opposed to böhm and jw2, the unit heuristic
tentatively assigns truth values to atoms in order to get the exact amount of
simplification caused by such assignments.

Independently from the particular branching heuristic used, if the selected
atom x is existential (resp. universal), QuBE tries first x if x has more (resp. less)
positive than negative occurrences in the matrix of ϕ. The idea is to maximize
the chances of showing ϕ satisfiability (resp. unsatisfiability) in the first branch.

The -verbose options enables printing search information during the exe-
cution, including the variable x being assigned, its mode (whether is a unit, a
pure, . . . ), and –in case it is a l-split– whether x or ¬x is tried first.

The -timeout <n1> and -memout <n2> options are used to limit the amount
of resources used by QuBE. Whenever QuBE exceeds <n1> seconds of CPU time
(resp. <n2> megs of RAM), its execution is halted.

5 QuBE Performances

To evaluate QuBE performances, we compare it with decide [5], Evaluate [4],
QKN [11], and Qsolve [6]. According to our preliminary experimental results,
the options -heuristics bohm -length exists give good performances on all
the problems, and are thus the default. The tests run on a Pentium III, 600MHz,
128MBRAM.

We consider sets of randomly generated QBFs. We generate QBFs according
to model A as described in [12]. In this model, each QBF has the following 4
properties: (i) the prefix consists of k sequences, each sequence has n quantifiers,
and any two quantifiers in a sequence, are of the same type, (ii) the rightmost
quantifier is ∃, (iii) the matrix consists of l clauses, (iv) each clause consists of
h literals of which at least 2 are existential. The Figure 2 shows the median, out
of 100 samples, of the CPU times when k = 2, n = 100 (left) and k = 3, n = 100
(right). We fixed h = 5 because it yields harder QBFs than h < 5 (see [12]), and
l (on the x-axis) is varied in such a way to cover the “100% satisfiable – 100%
unsatisfiable” transition (shown in the background). Notice the logarithmic scale
on the y-axis.
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Fig. 2. CPU times, median, 100 samples/point. Background: satisfiability percentage.
Left: k = 2, n = 100, Right: k = 3, n = 100,

Looking at Figure 2 (left) we immediatly see that QuBE and Qsolve per-
form roughly the same (with Qsolve being slightly better than QuBE) and
better than all the other solvers that we tested. Still in Figure 2, for k = 3
we further observe that QuBE is always faster than Qsolve, sometimes by or-
ders of magnitude. Since Qsolve runs trivial truth (and trivial falsity), but no
backjumping, we take this as an evidence on the effectiveness of backjumping.

Our experimental analysis includes the 38 problems contributed by Rintanen
in [5]. They are translations from planning problems into the language of QBFs
and the best solver overall turns out to be decide with 33 problems solved and
42.28s average running time (on solved samples), followed by QuBE, with 18
problems solved and 73.21s, and Qsolve with 11 problems solved and 149.29s.
QKN and Evaluate with, respectively, 1 and 0 problems solved, trail the list.
In this regard, we point out that decide features “inversion of quantifiers” and
“sampling” mechanisms which are particularly effective on these benchmarks .
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Abstract. We describe the main characteristics of version 0.61 of the
E equational theorem prover. E is based on superposition (with literal
selection) and rewriting. A particular strength of E is the ability to con-
trol the proof search very well. This is reflected by a very powerful and
flexible interface for the specification of clause selection functions, and
by a wide variety of functions for the selection of inference literals. We
discuss some important aspects of the implementation and demonstrate
the performance of the prover by presenting experimental results on the
TPTP. Finally, we describe our future plans for the system.

1 Introduction

E is a fully automatic theorem prover for clausal logic with equality. It is based
on a variant of the superposition calculus [BG94] and the DISCOUNT loop
proof procedure. The prover can read (and write) proof problems in its native,
PROLOG-like E-LOP syntax or in TPTP syntax. E is completely implemented
in ANSI C and compiles cleanly on most common UNIX versions.

This paper describes E 0.61, the direct successor of the version that won
the MIX category of CASC-17 [Sut01]. The prover has significantly changed
since the previous published description [Sch99a]. Major changes include the
introduction of literal selection, the addition of new generic clause evaluation
functions, support for using the prover as a preprocessor or clause set normalizer,
proof output and checking, and a much improved automatic mode. Due to space
constraints, we will restrict this discussion to the core functionality of the prover.

The complete distribution of E 0.61 is available on the Internet at [Sch99b].

2 Calculus

We only introduce a few essential terms. Clauses are multi-sets of literals, usu-
ally written as disjunctions. Literals are either equations (positive literals) or
inequations (negative literals) over terms, a non-equational literal P (t1, . . . , tn)
is encoded as P (t1, . . . , tn) ' > for the special symbol >.

The calculus SP [Sch00a,Sch00b] implemented by E is a variant of the stan-
dard superposition calculus with selection [BG94]. E implements the generat-
ing inference rules Superposition (restricted paramodulation), equality factor-
ing (generalized factoring) and equality resolution. All generating inferences are
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constrained by term ordering and literal selection as follows: If a clause has no
selected literals, inferences are performed on maximal literals. If, on the other
hand, a clause has at least one selected literal, inferences are restricted to se-
lected literals. In this case, the clause is not used to paramodulate into other
clauses (although selected literals are a target for being paramodulated into). In
all cases, only the maximal sides of a literal are used in the inferences. Literal
selection is arbitrary, with the restriction that at least one of the literals selected
in a clause has to be negative. Surprisingly, many of the best selection schemes
also use the strictly unnecessary selection of at least one positive literal.

In addition to generating inferences, simplification plays a major role in E. We
use the obvious clause simplifications (deletion of duplicate and trivial literals),
as well as unconditional rewriting, subsumption, tautology deletion, and the
simplify-reflect inference that resolves a negative literal against a unit equation.
The latest addition is AC-redundancy elimination, a special technique for dealing
with associative and/or commutative function symbols. As shown in [AHL00]
(and implemented in the Waldmeister prover), most consequences of the AC
axioms are superfluous in Knuth-Bendix completion. This result carries over to
full superposition by using the general redundancy notion described in [BG94].
In E, we recognize and delete the corresponding clauses. Additionally, we can
delete all negative literals in which both terms are equal modulo the recognized
AC theory from clauses.

3 Proof Procedure

E implements the saturation of the clause set using the variant of the given-
clause algorithm that was introduced in DISCOUNT [DKS97]. The core idea is
to split the set of all clauses into a subset P of processed clauses and a subset U
of unprocessed clauses. P is maximally simplified (with respect to clauses in P),
and all generating inferences between clauses in P have been performed. Clauses
in U are not directly used for any operations.

Each traversal of the main loop of the algorithm pick the best clause from U
and simplifies it with P. If the clause is not redundant, it is used to back-simplify
clauses in P and to generate new clauses. It is then added to P. New clauses are
simplified once (to improve heuristic evaluation) and are added to U.

Typically, U is several orders of magnitude bigger than P. Therefore, only
cheap operations are performed on clauses in U. More expensive ones, like de-
tection of semantic tautologies, or non-unit subsumption, are only applied if a
clause is selected for processing. By concentrating on P, we achieve a high rate of
inferences as well as a fairly good locality of references, i.e. only a small number
of clauses are typically used for each loop traversal.

4 Search Control

E offers a very wide range of options for the control of the proof search. The three
major choice points are the selection of the next clause to process, the potential
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selection of literals within a clause, and the selection of the term ordering used
to constrain the proof search.

4.1 Clause Selection

The order in which clauses are selected for processing is the most important
choice point for any theorem prover based on the given-clause algorithm. In E,
this order is determined by a clause selection heuristic. Such a heuristic sets up
a variety of priority queues and a weighted round-robin scheme that determines
from which queue the next clause is to be selected. Precedence within each
queue is determined, in this order, by a priority function that can e.g. prefer all-
negative clauses, ground clauses, or initial axioms, and by an evaluation function
that is typically based on symbol counting. Evaluation functions are created by
instantiating one of about 15 different generic function templates. Completeness
of the prover can be guaranteed by careful selection of priority and evaluation
functions, or by simple addition of a fair queue (e.g. a FIFO-queue). In practice,
most successful heuristics in E combine two evaluation functions (one specializing
on potential goals, i.e. all negative clauses, and one for the remaining clauses)
based on refined symbol counting (which assigns a higher weight to maximal
terms and literals), and a FIFO queue.

4.2 Literal Selection

As described in the calculus section above, inferences can be restricted to certain
selected literals. E currently implements about 60 different strategies for the
selection of literals, many of which are (more or less successful) experiments.
Currently, these strategies are hard-coded in C. Since the necessary code changes
to add a new strategy are quite minimal, there is no strong pressure to find a
more abstract interface.

The most successful strategies select negative ground literals before non-
ground ones, and prefer literals with a large size difference between both terms.
Moreover, it often is useful to refrain from selecting literals in clauses with a
unique maximal literal or in range-restricted horn clauses.

4.3 Term Orderings

E uses two different ground-complete simplification orderings (which are lifted to
orderings on literals and clauses): The Lexicographic Path Ordering (LPO) and
the Knuth-Bendix-Ordering (KBO). Both are parameterized by a precedence
on the function symbols, the KBO additionally requires a weight function for
function symbols and variables. The precedence can either be specified explicitly
on the command line, or one of several predefined schemes can be used. Similar
schemes exist for selecting the symbol weights.
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4.4 Automatic Mode

The large flexibility in specifying search strategies for E makes the selection of
an adequate set of options for any given problem fairly hard. We have therefore
implemented an automatic mode that determines a search strategy based on
the proof problem. The code realizing this automatic mode is generated from
test results of the prover on the TPTP problem library [SSY94] as follows: We
manually determine a partition of the set of test problems, induced by variety
of features (presence of Unit, Horn or general clauses, equality content, average
term size,. . . ) and order all heuristics by overall performance. A small program
traverses the set of heuristics in descending order and assign to each class the
first (i.e. the most general) heuristic that achieves optimal performance in this
class. Output of this program is the C code implementing the automatic mode.

5 Implementation

As stated in the introduction, E is implemented in ANSI C. The most outstand-
ing feature of the implementation is use of shared terms with shared rewrit-
ing. Except for short-lived temporary copies and terms with special restrictions
imposed by the calculus, no subterm is ever represented twice in the prover.
Rewriting is done directly on the shared structure.

Like almost all other high-performance saturating provers, E uses indexing
techniques to speed up common operations. In particular, E uses perfect dis-
crimination trees with age and size constraints to speed up most simplifying
unit operations: Subsumption, forward-rewriting, and simplify-reflect. We use
normal form dates and rewritability flags on the shared terms to avoid dupli-
cation of effort in both forward- and backward-rewriting. As current hot spots
in the code do not involve unification or, for most proof problems, non-unit-
subsumption, we have not yet implemented indexing for generating inferences
and non-unit-subsumption.

Due to the shared term representation, the construction of a proof object
is fairly hard, as each rewriting step may affect an arbitrary number of usu-
ally unknown clauses. We have added a post-processor that reconstructs the
term/clause relationship during rewriting. The resulting proof objects are not
yet very detailed, but can be checked for correctness using a proof checker. We
can use either Otter, SPASS, or E itself to verify the validity of each deduction
in a proof derivation.

6 Performance

The table below shows the number of proofs (and models) found by E 0.61
(prerelease version) on all clause normal form problems from TPTP 2.3.0. The
prover was running in automatic mode on a SUN Ultra 60 Workstation at 300
MHz, with time limits of 100, 300 and 2000 seconds and a memory limit of 192
MB.
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If we compare E with other state-of the art theorem provers, we find that
E is particularly strong for Horn problems. It also is among the best general-
purpose systems for unit-equality problems. For non-Horn problems without
equality, however, the performance is below par. This may be due to the fact that
currently neither analytic features nor special inference rules for non-equational
literals are implemented. Finally, compared to e.g. SPASS, E is not very god at
finding models.

Time limit Size of 100 s 300 s 2000 s
Problem class class Proof Models Proof Models Proofs Models Total
Unit, no equality 11 8 3 8 3 8 3 11
Unit, equality 447 349 3 362 3 362 3 365
Horn, no equality 609 521 5 548 5 551 5 556
Horn, equality 507 357 3 389 3 397 3 400
General, no eq. 766 301 89 320 92 327 94 421
General, equality 1218 378 3 414 3 424 3 427
Overall 3558 1914 106 2041 109 2069 111 2180

7 Future Work

While the current prover already shows a quite satisfactory level of performance,
our highest priority is still the improvement of the base prover. At the calculus
level, we are planning to integrate clause splitting (as in Vampire) to achieve a
better performance for non-Horn problems, and to integrate literal splitting for
equational literals to simulate Waldmeister’s multiple normal form strategy for
unit problems. At the control level, we will try to move from the current feature-
based classification of proof problems to the recognition of important algebraic
substructures (e.g. groups, rings, set theory. . . ) to achieve a better adaption to
the problem at hand.

In the longer term, we are planning to integrate the saturating prover with
an analytic top-down component and to work on issues of proof analysis and
presentation.
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Abstract. In this abstract we describe version 1.1 of the theorem prover
Vampire. We give a general description and comment on Vampire’s orig-
inal features and differences with the previously described version 0.0.

From the very beginning, the main research principle of Vampire was efficiency.
Vampire uses a large number of data structures for indexing terms and clauses.
Efficiency is still the most distinctive feature of Vampire. Due to reimplemen-
tation of some algorithms and data structures, Vampire 1.1 is on the average
considerably more efficient than Vampire 0.0.

However, the last year many efforts were invested in flexibility: several new
inference and simplification rules were implemented, options for controlling the
proof search process added, and new literal selection schemes designed.

For the remaining time before IJCAR 2001, we are going to concentrate
on adding more flexibility to Vampire, both for experienced and inexperienced
users.

1 General Description

Vampire is a completely automatic saturation-based theorem prover for first-
order logic with or without equality.

Calculi. Two kinds of calculi are implemented:

1. binary resolution with superposition and negative selection;
2. positive and negative hyperresolution, but only for logic without equality.

Saturation algorithm and splitting. Most of the existing first-order theorem
provers implement either the OTTER-style saturation algorithm [6] or the DIS-
COUNT-style algorithm [1] (see [8] for details). Vampire implements both al-
gorithms and in addition an original algorithm based on the so-called limited
resource strategy [8]. The DISCOUNT algorithm has been implemented recently.
The main feature of this algorithm is that unused clauses are absolutely passive
until they are selected for performing inferences, i.e. they are not eligible for any
simplifications.

Until recently, SPASS [13] was the only prover implementing a splitting rule
on top of a saturation algorithm. To avoid high cost of implementing the standard
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splitting, we have implemented splitting without backtracking [10]. If the search
space contains a clause C ∨ D, where the variables of C and D are disjoint, we
replace this clause by two clauses C∨p and D∨¬p, where p is a new propositional
symbol. There are several options controlling splitting in Vampire 1.1:

1. Blocking and parallel splitting are obtained by different modifications of the
literal selection function to the clauses containing new predicate symbols.
These versions allow us to simulate, to some extent, sequential and parallel
case analysis. Suppose we split C ∨ D into C ∨ p and D ∨ ¬p. The blocking
extension of the selection function will select ¬p in D ∨ ¬p thus “blocking”
inferences with the literals from D until ¬p is cut off by resolution. The
ordering on literals is adjusted in such a way that p is less than any literal
with a predicate from the original signature. Thus, unblocking D by resolving
with ¬p is postponed until the literals from C and literals introduced by
resolving with them are all cut off. This roughly corresponds to the standard
sequential analysis of cases. In the parallel extension of the selection function
literal with input predicates are always selected before any literals with new
predicates introduced upon splittings.

2. New literals can be used as names of clauses. For example, if we split C ∨D
into C ∨ p and D ∨ ¬p, we then consider ¬p as the name of C. The next
time we encounter a clause C ∨ D′ such that the variables of C and D′ are
disjoint, we simply replace this clause by D′ ∨ ¬p.

3. A simplification rule called branch rewriting can be used. This rule is essen-
tially simplification by nonunit equalities of the form s = t ∨ P , where P
only consists of the new literals. Such clause can be used to rewrite a clause
C[sθ] into C[tθ] under the condition P ⊂ C[sθ].

Literal selection. Several literal selection strategies are now available. For ex-
ample, the user may choose selecting only the maximal literals, or first selecting
the maximal literals and then trying to change it by negative selection if it gives
(heuristically) better selection. We have also added an option to use inherited
negative selection used in the prover E [11]: after paramodulating into a clause
with a literal ¬A that was selected by negative selection, in the resulting clause
we will necessarily select the literal obtained from ¬A.

Orderings. Only one kind of term orderings is implemented in Vampire 1.1: a
nonrecursive version of the Knuth-Bendix ordering. For two ground terms s, t
we have s � t if either the weight of s is greater than the weight of t, or the
weights are equal but s is lexicographically greater than t. The lexicographic
comparison is done on the words obtained by enumerating the symbols of the
terms visited in the left-to-right depth-first traversal. For nonground terms, the
ordering is defined in a similar way. Apart from some other pleasant properties,
this ordering enables efficient approximation of algorithms for solving ordering
constraints.
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2 Other Original Features

Precompiled ordering constraints. In version 0.0 rewriting by a unit equality
s = t was allowed only when this equality was ordered, i.e. s � t. In the new
version more simplifications by unit equalities can be done due to introduction
of constrained rewrite rules. Now, if an equality s = t is not preordered, we can
still rewrite a clause C[sθ] into C[tθ] provided that sθ � tθ.

In general, the check sθ � tθ can be expensive. To avoid this expensive check,
we generate constraints which encode the sufficient and necessary conditions for
sθ � tθ to hold. For example, for the commutativity axiom x · y = y · x and the
Knuth-Bendix ordering � instead of checking xθ · yθ � yθ · xθ we can check a
simpler but equivalent condition xθ � yθ. For the ordering used in Vampire, the
corresponding condition will be a simple lexicographic comparison of x and y.

Commutativity optimization. Special treatment of commutative functors is im-
plemented. Now, every subterm of a generated clause is normalized with respect
to commutativity of certain functions. If f is commutative, the term f(t1, t2) is
replaced by f(t2, t1) provided that t2 is lexicographically smaller than t1. Due to
our choice of the term ordering, this normalization does not violate completeness
since it can be interpreted as rewriting using the commutativity law with an or-
dering constraint. Doing the normalization explicitly spares us the necessity of
using a general algorithm for solving the constraint.

Negative equality splitting. This rule may be applied on the preprocessing phase
and allows us to simulate an algorithm used in Waldmeister [5]. If the term s is
ground, the clause s 6= t ∨ C can be replaced by the following two clauses: p(s)
and ¬p(t)∨C, where p is a new predicate symbol. This allows us to process s and
the rest of the clause separately. Apart from other things, this may lead to the
following addition-instead-of-multiplication effect. Suppose that s can be rewrit-
ten by paramodulation in m different ways resulting in the terms s1, . . . , sm, and
rewriting of t produces n versions t1, . . . , tn. Without negative equality splitting
we would have to keep m · n clauses si 6= tj ∨ C, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, while
negative equality splitting allows us to keep only m + n clauses, namely p(si)
and ¬p(tj) ∨ C.

Subsumption resolution. One of the simplification techniques that is heavily
used in Vampire, and to which it owes a great part of its power, is subsumption
resolution [3]. A clause ¬A∨C1 can be replaced by C1 if among the kept clauses
there is a clause C2 subsuming A ∨ C1.

New algorithm for backward subsumption. One of the major improvements is a
new indexing method for backward subsumption. Vampire 0.0 used an algorithm
based on discrimination trees. This algorithm proved to be extremely slow on
many problems. A new algorithm based on path indexing [12] and database joins
was designed [9]. The first implementation of this algorithm was inefficient, but
a couple of optimizations turned it into an extremely efficient one. The first key
decision was to replace the set of (clause,literal,term) tuples in the leaves of the
path index by a more suitable data structure called skip lists [7]. The second key
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decision was to change the order of evaluating joins depending on the sizes of the
sets. In addition, we added an optimization for handling symmetric predicates.

3 Future Developments

In the future we will develop Vampire using the principles mentioned in the
introduction: efficiency and flexibility, with the emphasis on the latter.

Efficiency. We will continue experiments with indexing techniques and new al-
gorithms and datastructures for the most important problems. In particular,
we will try to improve our indexing techniques for treating symbols with spe-
cial properties, such as commutativity of functions and symmetry of predicates.
Another expected change is a reimplementation of indexing for unification.

Flexibility. So far Vampire was very difficult to use. First, many options were
inherited from rather old versions and have become obsolete. The user’s manual
was primitive. We are planning to make Vampire more user-friendly so it can be
used for two kinds of applications: (i) interactive use by experienced users who
can understand various proof-control options and use Vampire to prove hard
theorems; (ii) as a built-in subsystem of automated proof-assistants, interactive
provers, and verification systems. These will require enhancement of Vampire by
various features, such as new selection strategies, new simplification orderings:
ordinary Knuth-Bendix ordering and lexicographic path ordering (see e.g. [2]),
built-in AC etc. We are going to provide interface to interactive provers and
automatic proof-assistants, such as HOL and Isabelle.

Preprocessing. Currently, preprocessing of clauses is part of Vampire. We are
going to implement preprocessing as a separate program that analyzes input,
simplifies it, and calls Vampire with suitable options. A new clausifier will be
implemented.

Other. We are going to reimplement memory management in Vampire since cur-
rently there are situations when Vampire will request memory from the system
behind the specified limit. We are planning to implement stratified resolution
[4].

4 Availability

Vampire is available free of charge. The authors will be glad to provide the
newest versions of the system with necessary assistance to any interested party.
The system can be run under Linux and Solaris. A temporarily unsupported port
is also available for the Win32 platforms. The latest information about Vampire
is available at http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/fmethods/vampire/.
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Abstract. We describe the theorem prover DCTP, which is an imple-
mentation of the disconnection tableau calculus, a confluent tableau
method, in which free variables are treated in a non-rigid manner. In
contrast to most other free-variable tableau variants, the system can also
be used for model generation. We sketch the underlying calculus and its
refinements, and present the results of an experimental evaluation.

1 Introduction

In this paper we present the theorem prover DCTP. It is based on the dis-
connection tableau calculus [3], which is a clausal tableau calculus with some
promising characteristics. The calculus is inherently cut-free, it provides a deci-
sion procedure for a larger class of formulae than most other first-order calculi
and, most importantly, it is proof confluent, so that it can be used for model
generation. The extraction of a model from a saturated branch is one of the main
motivations and advantages of the traditional semantic tableau approach. It is
important to emphasize that this advantage is lost in contemporary free-variable
tableau calculi like connection tableaux or model elimination [6] or certain con-
fluent variants of tableaux [1] or hypertableaux [2], in which free variables are
treated in a rigid manner.

In the paper, we describe the underlying calculus and its relation to other
methods like clause linking [4]. Furthermore, we expound how the basic proof
system can significantly be improved by extending it with clause simplification
and the generation of unit lemmas, both in a top-down and a bottom-up man-
ner. This also permits the use of unit subsumption. Also, the main implemen-
tation decisions of the system are briefly sketched. We conclude with reporting
on results of an experimental evaluation, which is quite encouraging for a first
prototype.

2 The Disconnection Tableau Calculus

Essentially, the disconnection tableau calculus can be viewed as an integration
of Plaisted’s clause linking method [4] into a tableau control structure. The orig-
inal clause linking method works by iteratively producing instances of the input
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clauses, which are occasionally tested for unsatisfiability by a separate proposi-
tional decision procedure. The use of a tableau as a control structure has two
advantages. On the one hand, the tableau format restricts the number of clause
linking steps that may be performed. On the other hand, the tableau method
provides a propositional decision procedure for the produced clause instances,
thus making a separate propositional decision procedure superfluous. For the
description of the proof method, we use the standard terminology for clausal
tableaux. The disconnection tableau calculus consists of a single complex infer-
ence rule, the so-called linking rule.

Linking rule. Given a tableau branch B containing two literals K and
L in tableau clauses c and d, respectively, if there exists a unifier for the
complement of K and a variable-renamed variant Lτ of L, then successively
expand the branch with the two clauses cσ and dτσ as illustrated in Figure 1.

In other terms, we perform a clause linking step and attach the coupled instan-
tiated clauses at the end of the current tableau branch. Afterwards, the respec-
tive connection cannot be used any more on the branches expanding B, which
explains the naming ”disconnection” tableau calculus for the proof method. Ad-
ditionally, in order to be able to start the tableau construction, one must choose
an arbitrary initial active path through all the input clauses, from which the
initial connections can be selected. This initial active path has to be used as a
common initial segment of all proper tableau branches considered later on.
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HHH

���
HHH

���
HHH

���
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���
HHH

c :

d :

K

L

c :

d :
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Lτσdτσ : ∗
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a linking step.

As branch closure condition we use the same notion as employed in the clause
linking method. That is, a branch of a tableau is ground closed if it contains two
literals K and L such that Kσ is the complement of Lσ where σ is a substitution
mapping all variables in the tableau to a new constant. Applied to the tableau
in Figure 1, this means that after the linking step at least the middle branch is
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ground closed, as indicated with an asterisk. The disconnection tableau calculus
has the following properties. First of all, it is refutation complete for first-order
clause logic. In order to find a proof, the linking rule must be applied in a
fair manner. This is achieved by ensuring that any connection on a branch is
eventually used on the branch. Second, the method provides a decision procedure
for the Bernays-Schönfinkel class, i.e., for clause sets containing no function
symbols of arity > 0, just like the clause linking method or hypertableau methods
like Satchmo. If the set of connections on a branch is exhausted, the literals on
the branch describe a model for the clause set. In this respect, the method is
superior to most other free-variable tableau calculi like model elimination, in
which the free variables are treated in a rigid manner. Furthermore, in contrast
to hypertableau calculi, in the disconnection approach the instantiation of clauses
is fully guided by connections and no hidden form of Smullyan’s γ rule is needed.

3 Refinements

As usual in the development of theorem provers, implementing a simple calculus
in its pure form will not result in a competitive system. In order to improve the
performance of the system, we have integrated a number of refinements, which
preserve completeness and increase the performance of the disconnection tableau
calculus tremendously.
Pruning of clause variants. In a standard linking step two new clauses c and d
are attached to the current tableau. In many cases, however, one of the attached
clauses, say c, is a variant of a clause already on the branch. In this case, the
branch can be expanded with the clause d only.
Pruning of redundant branches. Since connections on a branch have to be used
in a fair manner, it may happen that a closed subtableau is produced in which
the top literal L is irrelevant. In this case the brother literals of L need not be
solved.
Unit simplification. The special treatment of unit clauses is one of the most
successful methods to increase the performance of theorem provers. This also
holds for the disconnection tableau calculus. When a clause has to be attached to
a tableau branch, we can remove all literals whose complements are subsumed by
unit clauses contained in the clause set. In the course of the tableau construction,
this leads to shorter and shorter tableau clauses.
Unit lemma generation. In the tableau framework new unit clauses can be gener-
ated in two entirely different ways, in a top-down and a bottom-up manner. Top-
down unit lemmas naturally result from unit simplifications, when the length of
the tableau clause to be attached is 1. In such a case, instead of attaching the
respective literal to the end of the current branch it is simply attached to the
root of the tableau and may now be used by all other literals in the tableau. The
bottom-up generation of units is more delicate. Assume a subtableau T with root
literal L is ground closed without referring to literals on the branch above L.
This amounts to the generation of a new unit lemma, namely, the complement of
Lσ where σ identifies all variables in L—just taking the complement of L would
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be unsound because of the modified branch closure condition. This feature is a
special case of the so-called folding up procedure [5].
Unit subsumption. Once a large number of unit clauses are available, we can
strongly profit from unit subsumption, i.e., tableau clauses are not attached
when they are subsumed by a unit clause. As a matter of fact, subsumption
deletion between non-unit clauses cannot be performed, since then no linking
step could be applied at all.

4 Implementation Issues

The disconnection calculus employed by DCTP is proof confluent. This means
we do not have to backtrack on inferences, i.e. we do not enumerate possible
proof trees. We must, however backtrack on the branches of our proof tree, as
even though all inferences performed on a closed branch remain fixed, we still
need to solve all remaining open subgoals in the tableau. Backtracking within
the proof tree, as opposed to a simple tail recursive iteration over open sub-
goals, allows us to reconstruct the necessary environment, regarding for instance
the existence and usability of the links on the branch, without explicitly stor-
ing this information for each subgoal. The main loop of the system has two
choice points, the selection of an open branch and the selection of a link on the
branch for a linking step extension. Both of these selections are heuristically
guided. The branch selection uses a depth-first strategy that selects the new
branch depending on the instantiatedness of the leaf literals. The link selection
favours links connecting short clauses. This way, a unit preference strategy is
implemented. Additionally, the link selection considers the term complexity of
the linked literal and thus guarantees the fairness of the proof procedure. The
evaluation of the main loop is continued until either no open subgoals are left
or the available links on a branch are exhausted. In order to improve the ef-
ficiency when checking ground closedness, subsumption, or clause variants, we
use indexing techniques for the storing of path literals, unit lemmas, and clause
instances. All of the indexes use discrimination trees. In the current implemen-
tation, we use no unification index, the generation of new links is performed by
checking the new open subgoal against the list of potentially linked path lit-
erals. The theorem prover DCTP is implemented in the Scheme dialect bigloo
(http://kaolin.unice.fr/bigloo/bigloo.html). The system can be obtained
from http://wwwjessen.informatik.tu-muenchen.de/ letz/dctp.html.

5 Future Extensions

We have not yet implemented special inference rules for equality literals. Conse-
quently, the performance of the prover on problems containing equality is rather
poor. While a satisfactory solution for equality handling using the model elimi-
nation calculus or classical tableaux has yet to be found, we have good reason to
believe that the disconnection calculus is compatible with reasonable adaptations
of orderings and demodulation, since the calculus does not use rigid variables
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and unification is strictly local. We intend to implement a version of ordered
paramodulation in our system.

6 Evaluation

We have evaluated the system DCTP on the TPTP library. Since currently
no reasonable equality handling is integrated in the system, we give results for
all clause problems and problems without equality predicates. We compared
DCTP with two other provers, the Scheme reimplementation of the Setheo prover
and the latest version of the E prover [7]. The time limit for all tests was 300
seconds per problem on a Sun Ultra 60 with 300 MHz processors and 384 MB
of main memory. Apart from highlighting the excellence of E, the results given
in Table 1 confirm that model generation is one of the strengths of our new
system. Considering the entire TPTP problem library, an entirely new prover of
course cannot compete with refined state-of-the-art systems. Still, the reasonable
performance on satisfiable or groundable formulae shows that a disconnection
calculus prover has considerable potential.

Table 1. Solutions found by various provers within 300 seconds for all TPTP clause
problems (left) and non-equality clause problems (right).

DCTP Scheme-Setheo E 0.61
Total 3558 3558 3558
Proofs 906 1159 2041
Models 128 26 109

DCTP Scheme-Setheo E 0.61
Total 1385 1385 1385
Proofs 618 701 873
Models 125 25 100
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Abstract. Proof assistants based on type theories, such as Coq and
Lego, allow users to omit subterms on input that can be inferred au-
tomatically. While those mechanisms are well known, ad-hoc algorithms
are used to suppress subterms on output. As a result, terms might be
printed identically although they differ in hidden parts. Such ambiguous
representations may confuse users. Additionally, terms might be rejected
by the type checker because the printer has erased too much type infor-
mation. This paper addresses these problems by proposing effective era-
sure methods that guarantee successful term reconstruction, similar to
the ones developed for the compression of proof-terms in Proof-Carrying
Code environments. Experiences with the implementation in Typelab
proved them both efficient and practical.

1 Implicit Syntax

Type theories are powerful formal systems that capture both the notion of com-
putation and deduction. Particularly the expressive theories, such as the Calcu-
lus of Constructions (CC) [CH88] which is investigated in this paper, are used
for the development of mathematical and algorithmic theories since proofs and
specifications are representable in a very direct way using one uniform language.

There is a price to pay for this expressiveness: abstractions have to be deco-
rated with annotations, and type applications have to be written explicitly, be-
cause type abstraction and type application are just special cases of λ-abstraction
and application. For example, to form a list one has to provide the element type
as an additional argument to instantiate the polymorphic constructors cons and
nil as in (cons IN 1 (nil IN))). Also, one has to annotate the abstraction of n in
λn:IN . n+1 with its type IN although this type is determined by the abstraction
body. These excessive annotations and applications make terms inherently ver-
bose and thus hard to read and write. Without such explicit type information,
decidability of type-checking may be lost [Miq01,Wel99].

Proof assistants are programs that have primarily been built to support hu-
mans in constructing proofs represented as λ-terms. They combine a (mostly)
interactive proof-development system with a type-checker that can check those
? This research has partly been supported by the “Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft”
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proofs. Moreover, most proof assistants support a syntax that is more convenient
to use than the language of the underlying type theory.

Besides some purely syntactic enhancements, such as the possibility to use
operations in infix notation, most systems allow to leave out subterms that the
system can infer as a remedy to the redundancy of explicit types. The explicit
language (a variant of CC in our case) is complemented by an implicit language
defined in terms of the underlying type theory through some inference mecha-
nism. From the viewpoint of the user, the implicit language acts as an alterna-
tive grammar for the type theory. It improves the expressiveness of the original
theory as more terms have types, but no additional types are inhabited. This
pragmatic approach to simplify the user interface of proof assistants is referred
to as implicit syntax [Pol90]. Motivated by the examples above, the inference
mechanisms that we focus on in this paper are argument synthesis, to avoid ex-
plicit polymorphic instantiations, and (partial) term reconstruction, to suppress
annotations on abstractions. For these, we use the term elaboration. The inverse
process that removes redundant subterms is called erasure.

Ad-hoc argument synthesis, implemented in the proof assistant Coq [Bar99],
uses explicit placeholders to mark omitted subterms that should be inferred.
The above example can be written in Coq as (cons ? 1 (cons ? 2 (nil ?))) using
the placeholder symbol “?”. In addition, Coq supports the automatic insertion
of placeholders. This is done by analyzing the types of global constants. Pa-
rameters occurring free in the type of at least one of the succeeding parameters
are assumed to be inferable (e. g., the first parameter of cons). We may write
(cons 1 (cons 2 (nil ?)))1. To decide whether a term can be hidden on output or
not, the same oversimplified2 analysis is used. This might lead to representations
of terms without unique elaborations. Especially if two terms are printed iden-
tically although they are not identical internally, resulting from different hidden
arguments, users may get confused [Miq01]. Even in cases where the automatic
detection and erasure work correctly, the system tends to hide arguments one
wants to see explicitly although they would be inferable.

A finer control over implicit positions is possible through uniform argument
synthesis as implemented in Lego [LP92]. The user can mark parameter po-
sitions, using abstractions of a second ‘color’, at which arguments can be left
implicit. Explicit arguments trigger the elaboration of arguments at preceding
hidden positions3. To allow the specialization of polymorphic functions there is
a syntactic facility to overwrite argument synthesis and to supply arguments
‘forced’ at implicit positions by preceding them with “!”. At the internal repre-
sentations of terms Lego uses annotations that correspond to forced marks and
colored parameters of the user language. These annotations are used to decide
which arguments to hide on output. Unfortunately, there are cases in which also
Lego suppresses arguments that cannot be reconstructed. Furthermore, Lego
1 Note that we still have to apply a placeholder to the empty list.
2 A free occurrence of a parameter in another parameter type does not generally

guarantee a successful elaboration. One reason for this is that argument synthesis is
based on unification, which is not decidable in the higher-order case [Gol81].

3 This rules out the inference of the type argument of nil .
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sometimes does not hide arguments at marked positions, even when they are
inferable. Both defects result from difficulties to define reduction for a language
with forced arguments properly since uniqueness of elaboration cannot be de-
cided locally [HT95].

This paper solves the problems and limitations caused by the usage of im-
plicit syntax in current proof assistants by proposing a stronger elaboration
algorithm and by complementing it with an erasure algorithm that guarantees
unique elaboration. The elaboration algorithm is stronger than the mentioned
ones since it allows the inference of implicit arguments at marked positions trig-
gered also by the outer term context, while doing universal argument synthesis
(e. g., our algorithm accepts (cons 1 nil)). In addition, the algorithm avoids the
inconvenience of having to attach type information to all abstracted variables
by doing (partial) term reconstruction. This allows the omission of type annota-
tions4 that can be inferred by propagating type information (e. g., the annotation
of n in (λn . n + 1)). The erasure algorithm does a global analysis of terms and
reconstructs forced marks (if necessary) instead of just propagating them.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After introducing a bicolored
variant of CC in the next section, we present the elaboration algorithm (Sect. 3).
Guided by the strategy of this elaboration algorithm, we develop in Sect. 4 an
erasure algorithm that is both effective in removing most subterms and practical
as shown by experimental results (Sect. 5). Finally, we report on the adoption
to more realistic languages and comment on related work (Sect. 6).

2 Bicolored Calculus of Constructions

The bicolored Calculus of Constructions (CCbi) to be used as explicitly typed
language, is a variant of the Calculus of Construction (CC) [CH88]. Terms are
built up from a set V of variables, sort constants s ∈ {Prop,Type}, dependent
function types (Πx:A . B), λ-abstractions (λx:A . M) and function applications
(M N) as in CC. To this we add abstractions of the form Πx|A . B and λx|A . B
using the vertical bar as a color to mark implicit argument positions. If the color
is irrelevant we use the symbol “‖” to stand for either a colon or a bar and we
abbreviate Πx:A . B by A → B if x does not occur free in B.

We denote the set of free variables of a term M by FV(M), the term resulting
from substituting N for each free occurrence of x in M by M [x :=N ], syntactic
equality, the one-step β-reduction and the β-conversion relation by ≡, →β and
', respectively. For a term M the weak head normal form (whnf) is denoted by
M , the normal form by |M |, and the application head by head(M). As usual,
we will consider terms up to α-conversions.

The colors of abstractions have no essential meaning in the explicit language,
only the distinction is important. So, implicit λ-abstractions behave analogously
to the corresponding explicit variant with respect to reduction.

((λx|A . M) N) →β M [x :=N ]
4 Note that even if some annotations can be left implicit we demand all variables to

be introduced explicitly, to avoid confusions caused by typos [GH98].
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The typing rules of CC are augmented by the following rules which differ only
in the coloring from the related uncolored rules of CC.

Γ ` A:s1
Γ, x:A ` B:s2

Γ ` Πx|A . B : s2

Γ, x:A ` M :B
Γ ` Πx|A . B : s

Γ ` λx|A . M : Πx|A . B

Γ ` N :A
Γ ` M : Πx|A . B

Γ ` (M N) : B[x :=N ]

The consistency of CCbi under β follows immediately from that of CC. Note
that while CC is still confluent with respect to βη-reduction [Geu92], this prop-
erty is lost in the bicolored system. The term (λx:A . (λy|A . y) x) yields the
critical pair 〈λx:A . x , λy|A . y〉 under βη-reduction.

2.1 Unification Variables

The elaboration algorithm, to be described below, maps partial terms5 (i. e.,
terms of the implicit language) to terms of CCbi. A partial term M ′ is translated
to an open term M of the explicit language that contains unsolved unification
variables. These are solved in turn by unification during the elaboration process.

The explicit language extended by unification variables, which are syntac-
tically distinguished from other variables by a leading “?”, is a variant of the
one introduced by Strecker [SLvH98,Str99]. Unification variables are handled as
constants with respect to FV and reduction. For a term M , UV(M) denotes the
set of unification variables occurring in M . A unification variable depends on a
context Γ and has a type A, as expressed by the suggestive notation Γ ` ?n:A.
Sort unification variables, Γ ` ?n:∗, are a special flavor of unification variables
where instantiation is restricted to terms of type Prop or Type.

An instantiation is a function, mapping a finite set of unification variables
to terms. When instantiating a unification variable, it is replaced by the solu-
tion term without renaming of bound variables. Instantiations are inductively
extended to terms and contexts.

There can be complex dependencies among unification variables in calculi
with dependent types. Therefore, a context and a type are not invariantly as-
signed to a unification variable ?n, but they are determined by the elaboration
state under consideration. An elaboration state E consists of a finite set ΦE of
unification variables, a function ctxtE assigning a context to each ?n ∈ ΦE , and
a function typeE assigning a type to each ?n ∈ ΦE . Our elaboration algorithm
will only produce well-typed elaboration states E , where the dependencies among
unification variables ?n ∈ ΦE are not cyclic6 and the typing constraints imposed
by ctxtE and typeE are ‘internally consistent’.

For well-typed elaboration states reduction is confluent and strongly nor-
malizing. Type inference and type checking are decidable and subject reduction
holds [Str99].
5 As a convention we prime metavariables that stand for terms of the implicit language,

as M ′, to distinguish them syntactically from those standing for fully explicit terms.
6 Note that unification variables do not have to be linearly ordered, as in the calculus

of Muñoz [Muñ01], since this would restrict elaboration considerably.
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2.2 Unification

Unification tries to find an instantiation that, when applied to two terms, makes
them equal. Equality is taken modulo convertibility, thus, the unification prob-
lems we obtain will in general be higher-order. We use a ‘colored’ version of
the unification algorithm defined by Strecker [Str99]. It essentially carries out
first-order unification by structural comparison of weak head normal forms. Uni-
fication judgments are of the form 〈E0; Γ ` t1 ≈ t2〉 ⇒ E1; ι, which express that
the unification problem 〈E0; Γ ` t1 ≈ t2〉 can be solved by instantiation ι, leaving
open the unification variables of E1. The resulting elaboration state E1 is guar-
anteed to be well typed if the elaboration state E0 is well typed. For presentation
purposes we use the simplified notation Γ ` t1 ≈ t2 for unification judgments.
We assume that all instantiations are immediately applied to all terms and we
keep the elaboration states implicit.

For us, the key properties are that unification is decidable for unification
problems that produce only disagreement pairs of the simple rigid-rigid kind,
and that solvable unification problems of this kind have most general unifiers
(MGUs). Stronger decidable unification algorithms computing MGUs for the
pattern fragment of higher-order unification [Mil91] depend on the η-relation,
which we have to rule out to keep CCbi confluent.

3 Elaboration

The implicit user language is an extension of the explicit language by Curry-style
abstractions of both colors and applications with forced arguments.

T ::= . . . | λV‖ . T | ΠV‖ . T | (T n!T ) n ∈ IN

The value of n indicates implicit arguments preceding the forced one. The nota-
tion (M !N) abbreviates (M 0!N) and we write (M ‖N) to subsume all variants
of applications. We assume a function @(M) that decomposes the term M in
its application head and the list of its arguments in reverse order. For example,
@(f a 3!b c) = 〈f , c :: 3!b :: a :: ·〉.

3.1 Bidirectional Elaboration Algorithm

We present the algorithm at an abstract level through five judgments making
use of unification as introduced above. In- and output parameters are separated
by “⇒” and the flow of typing information is indicated by up and down arrows.

Main Elaboration Γ ` M ′ ⇒ M :N
Synthesis Mode (SM) Γ ` M ′ ⇒ M ↑ N
Argument Generation (AG) Γ ` L′; l ⇒ M :N
Checking Mode (CM) Γ ` M ′ ↓ N ⇒ M
Coerce to Type (CT) Γ ` M1:N ↓ O ⇒ M2
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Elaboration works in two distinct modes: SM, where type information is
propagated upward from subexpressions, and CM, where information is propa-
gated downward from enclosing expressions7. Unification variables are generated
for implicit arguments through the AG function and are solved later on by the
CT function which essentially calls unification.

The main elaboration judgment is a partial function taking a context Γ and a
partial term M ′, producing the elaboration M of M ′ and its type N . Elaboration
always starts with an empty elaboration state E , ΦE = ∅, in synthesis mode.
As for unification, we keep instantiations and elaboration states implicit in the
presentation of rules and judgments.

In the rest of this section we define the four remaining judgments as a collec-
tion of syntax-directed inference rules. The judgments are mutually dependent
according to the above control flow graph. All rules assume a valid context Γ
and check that context extensions maintain validity.

Elaboration, Synthesis Mode: Γ ` M ′ ⇒ M ↑ N
The synthesizing (partial) elaboration function (Fig. 1) takes a context Γ and a
partial term M ′ and produces the corresponding explicit term M and its type
N . For example, the following judgment is derivable.

Γ ` (cons 1 nil) ⇒ (cons IN 1 (nil IN)) ↑ (List IN)

The function implements essentially a colored version of the most natural
type inference algorithm for CC known as the Constructive Engine [Hue89] and
is used if nothing is known about the expected type of an expression. It makes
use of the abbreviating judgment Γ ` M ′ wh⇒ M ↑ N , which is identical to
the SM judgment but assumes N to be in whnf. Note that the syntactic test
in the side condition B 6≡ Type is strong enough to ensure the Π-abstraction
to be well typed even in our calculus extended with unification variables. The
differences with respect to the Constructive Engine are the addition of the Curry-
style abstraction rules, (λ∗↑) and (Π∗↑), which generate new unification variables
for the missing abstraction types, and a modified application rule (@↑). This
application rule embodies a simple heuristic: always synthesize the type of the
function, and then use the resulting information to switch to checking mode for
the argument expression by calling the argument generation function.

Argument Generation: Γ ` L′; l ⇒ M :N
Argument generation essentially calculates the type of the application head L′

and elaborates the list of arguments l under the expected parameter types in
checking mode (Fig. 2). If the type of the head is not functional (e. g., a unifi-
cation variable) elaboration fails. Unification variables are introduced at hidden
positions unless overwritten by a forced argument. The result is the elaborated
application M of type N . The example derivation from the last paragraph con-
tains a subderivation of the following argument generation judgment.

Γ ` cons; nil :: 1 :: · ⇒ (cons IN 1 (nil IN)) : (List IN)

7 The basic idea of bidirectional checking is not new and is for example used by the
ML type-inference algorithm known as Algorithm M [LY98].
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(Prop↑)
Γ ` Prop ⇒ Prop ↑ Type

(Var↑)
Γ1, x:A, Γ2 ` x ⇒ x ↑ A

(λ↑)
Γ ` A′ wh⇒ A ↑ s

Γ, x:A ` M ′ ⇒ M ↑ B

Γ ` λx‖A′ . M ′ ⇒ λx‖A . M ↑ Πx‖A . B
[B 6≡Type]

(λ∗↑)
Γ ` ?a:∗

Γ, x:?a ` M ′ ⇒ M ↑ B

Γ ` λx‖ . M ′ ⇒ λx‖?a . M ↑ Πx‖?a . B
[B 6≡Type] (@↑)

@(M ′ ‖N ′) = 〈L′ , l〉
Γ ` L′; l ⇒ U :V

Γ ` (M ′ ‖N ′) ⇒ U ↑ V

(Π ↑)

Γ ` A′ wh⇒ A ↑ s1

Γ, x:A ` B′ wh⇒ B ↑ s2

Γ ` Πx‖A′ . B′ ⇒ Πx‖A . B ↑ s2
(Π∗↑)

Γ ` ?a:∗
Γ, x:?a ` B′ wh⇒ B ↑ s

Γ ` Πx‖ . B′ ⇒ Πx‖?a . B ↑ s

Fig. 1. Elaboration, Synthesis Mode

(•) Γ ` M ′ ⇒ M ↑ N

Γ ` M ′; · ⇒ M :N
(@|) Γ ` M ′; l wh⇒ L : Πx|A . B Γ ` ?n:A

Γ ` M ′; N ′ :: l ⇒ (L ?n) : B[x :=?n]

(@:)

Γ ` M ′; l wh⇒ L : Πx:A . B

Γ ` N ′ ↓ A ⇒ N

Γ ` M ′; N ′ :: l ⇒ (L N) : B[x :=N ]
(@!)

Γ ` M ′; l wh⇒ L : Πx|A . B

Γ ` N ′ ↓ A ⇒ N

Γ ` M ′; 0!N ′ :: l ⇒ (L N) : B[x :=N ]

(@n!)
Γ ` M ′; (n − 1)!N ′ :: l

wh⇒ L : Πx|A . B Γ ` ?n:A

Γ ` M ′; n!N ′ :: l ⇒ (L ?n) : B[x :=?n]
[n>0]

Fig. 2. Argument Generation

Elaboration, Checking Mode: Γ ` M ′ ↓ N ⇒ M
The checking mode, described by the rules of Fig. 3, is used if the surrounding
term context determines the type of the expression. The partial term M ′ is
elaborated to M under the given expected type N , which is assumed to be
in whnf. The resulting term M is guaranteed to be of type N . There is no
side condition B 6≡ Type in the λ-abstraction rules, since the expected type is
known to be valid. Note further, that the expected type in rule (@↓) cannot be
propagated down to elaborate the function part of an application since the result
type of a function in CC depends on the actual arguments and not only on their
number. Thus, to ensure soundness a final unification, essentially done by a call
to the coerce to type function, is necessary. The argument nil of the one-element
list (cons 1 nil) is elaborated in CM by a derivation of the following judgment.

Γ ` nil ↓ (List IN) ⇒ (nil IN)

Coerce to Type: Γ ` M1:N ↓ O ⇒ M2

The coerce to type function tries to convert the given term M1 of type N , with
Γ ` M1:N , to a related term M2 of the expected type O (Fig. 4). The rule
(Unif) just checks if the given and the expected type are unifiable and therefore,
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(Prop↓)
Γ ` Prop↓Type ⇒ Prop

(Var↓)
Γ ` x ⇒ x ↑ A

Γ ` x:A ↓ B ⇒ M

Γ ` x ↓ B ⇒ M

(λ↓)

Γ ` A′ wh⇒ A ↑ s
Γ ` A ≈ Ae

Γ, x:A ` M ′ ↓ B ⇒ M

Γ ` λx‖A′ . M ′ ↓ Πx‖Ae . B ⇒ λx‖A . M
(@↓)

Γ ` (M ′ ‖N ′) ⇒ U ↑ V

Γ ` U :V ↓ O ⇒ Q

Γ ` (M ′ ‖N ′) ↓ O ⇒ Q

(λ∗↓) Γ, x:A ` M ′ ↓ B ⇒ M

Γ ` λx‖ . M ′ ↓ Πx‖A . B ⇒ λx‖A . M
(Π∗↓)

Γ ` ?a:∗
Γ, x:?a ` B′ ↓ s ⇒ B

Γ ` Πx‖ . B′ ↓ s ⇒ Πx‖?a . B

(Π ↓)
Γ ` A′ wh⇒ A ↑ s1

Γ, x:A ` B′ ↓ s2 ⇒ B

Γ ` Πx‖A′ . B′ ↓ s2 ⇒ Πx‖A . B
(UV↓)

Γ ` M ′ ⇒ M ↑ N

Γ ` M ; N ↓ ?n ⇒ O

Γ ` M ′ ↓ ?n ⇒ O

Fig. 3. Elaboration, Checking Mode

(Unif) Γ ` N ≈ O
Γ ` M :N ↓ O ⇒ M

(NTI)

Γ ` (Πx|A . B) 6≈ O Γ ` ?n:A
Γ ` (M ?n) : B[x :=?n] ↓ O ⇒ P

Γ ` M : Πx|A . B ↓ O ⇒ P

Fig. 4. Coerce to Type

the given term M1 has not to be modified apart from resulting instantiations.
If this fails and the given type is an implicit Π-abstraction, a newly created
unification variable is applied to M1 through nil-type inference using rule (NTI)
and the result is recursively checked. In the other cases elaboration fails. While
this strategy enables the inference of the type argument of nil , it rules out the
possibility to collect unification constraints first and solve them later. Solving
constraints immediately seems to be more efficient anyway [BN00].

The elaboration of the argument nil under the expected type (List IN) is
done using the rule (NTI), deriving the following judgment.

Γ ` nil : ΠT |Prop . (List T ) ↓ (List IN) ⇒ (nil IN)

3.2 Properties

Proposition 1. If Γ ` M1:N ↓ O1 ⇒ M2 then Γ ` M2:O2 with O1 ' O2.

Proposition 2 (Soundness). If Γ ` M ′ ⇒ M :N then Γ ` M :N .

Proof. By (mutual) induction on the derivation trees of the elaboration and
argument generation judgments using Proposition 1, correctness of unification,
subject reduction and correctness of types.
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Proposition 3 (Partial Completeness). If Γ ` M :N1 and M ′ corresponds
to the term M with forced applications at all implicit parameter positions then
Γ ` M ′ ⇒ M :N2 and N1 ' N2.

Proof. Since the term M ′ has no missing subterms our algorithm never generates
unification variables. Therefore, all derivations can be translated into derivations
without CM judgments and unification reduces to conversion leading to deriva-
tions identically to those of the (bicolored) Constructive Engine, which is known
to be complete [Hue89].

Partial completeness essentially enables the user to give just as much ex-
plicit type information as needed. This is necessary, because we cannot expect
elaboration to be complete.

Generally, the elaboration algorithm calculates only one of several possible
elaborations. For example, assuming a constant id of type ΠT |Prop . T → T the
partial term (id id 1) has the two elaborations (id (IN → IN) (id IN) 1) and
(id (ΠT |Prop . T → T ) id IN 1) which are not convertible. Our algorithm would
generate the second elaboration.

4 Erasure

The erasure algorithm is supposed to remove as many type annotations and
arguments at implicit positions from a given term as possible, without losing
any information. We propose an algorithm (Fig. 5) that mimics elaboration
in an abstract way to predict its behavior. The erasure judgments, of the form
Γ ` M ′; C M⇐ M , compute for a unification variable free term M , UV(M) = ∅, the
erasure M ′ and the set C of variables that are erased in CM on first occurrence. It
works again in one of two modes, M ∈ {SM,CM}, corresponding roughly to those
of the bidirectional elaboration algorithm. In contrast to elaboration, erasure
works also in synthesis mode if the expected type on elaboration would be an
open term, conservatively assuming it not to contain any structural information.
Only if the expected type on elaboration is known to be unification variable free,
erasure works in checking mode.

Type annotations of λ-abstractions are always left implicit if erasure is in
checking mode, since those can be read off the fully explicit expected type with-
out even generating a unification variable using rule (λ∗↓) of Fig. 3. Other type
annotations are only left implicit if the first reference to the corresponding ab-
straction variable x is erased in checking mode (i. e., x ∈ C). Both cases are
shown by the following two derivable judgments.

Γ, f : (IN→ IN)→ IN ` f (λn . n); ∅ SM⇐ f (λn:IN . n) Γ ` λn . n+1; {n} SM⇐ λn:IN . n+1

Arguments at marked position are left implicit if they are determined by the
first depending argument type in elaboration order or by the expected type, if
in CM (Fig. 6). Otherwise, erasure represents these arguments explicit as forced
arguments.
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(Prop)
Γ ` Prop; ∅ M⇐ Prop

(Var)
Γ ` x; ∅ SM⇐ x

(Var∗)
Γ ` x; {x} CM⇐ x

(λ∗)
Γ, x:A ` M ′; C CM⇐ M

Γ ` λx‖ . M ′; C CM⇐ λx‖A . M
(@)

Γ ` L′; P ; i; S; C M⇐ (M N); 0

Γ ` L′; C M⇐ (M N)

Q ∈ {λ, Π}

(Q∗)

x ∈ C
Γ, x:A ` M ′; C M⇐ M

Γ ` Qx‖ . M ′; C M⇐ Qx‖A . M
(Q)

Γ ` A′; C1
SM⇐ A

Γ, x:A ` M ′; C2
M⇐ M x 6∈ C2

C = C1 ∪ (C2 \ FV(A))

Γ ` Qx‖A′ . M ′; C M⇐ Qx‖A . M

Fig. 5. Bidirectional Erasure

Argument erasure judgments are of the form Γ ` M ′;N ; i;S; C M⇐ M ;n,
where M is the application term to be erased and n is the number of additional
arguments. It calculates the erasure M ′ and the type N of M , the number of
preceding implicit argument positions i, a set S of positions which should be
erased in SM since an implicit argument has to be inferred from the correspond-
ing argument type and the set C as described above. Note, that arguments are
identified here by the number of consecutive arguments. The erasure mode of an
argument is computed from the set S as follows.

mode(n, S) =

{
SM if n ∈ S
CM else

On erasing the term (cons IN 1 (nil IN)) a derivation of the following judgment
is constructed. The resulting set S = {1} determines the second argument, 1, to
be erased in SM while the last argument, (nil IN), can be erased in CM since
nothing has to be inferred from its type.

Γ ` cons; ΠT |Prop . T → (List T ) → (List T ); 1; {1}; ∅ SM⇐ (cons IN); 2

The calculation of the determining information source, if any, for arguments
at implicit parameter positions is done by the function dposM.

Definition 4 (Determining Position). The function dposM for a mode M, a
context Γ , a term T ≡ Πx|A . B with |B| ≡ Πx1‖A1, . . . , xl‖Al . C,
C 6≡ Πy‖D . E, another term N with Γ ` N :A and n ∈ IN is specified as follows.

dposM(Γ, T, N, n) =






n−r if ∃ r ∈ IN . 0 < r ≤ min(l, n), x 6∈ ⋃r−1
i=1 FV(|Ai|)

and x ∈ SF(dom(Γ ), Ar)
� if M=CM, n ≤ l, x 6∈ ⋃n

i=1 FV(|Ai|), T 6' B[x :=N ]
and x ∈ SF(dom(Γ ), Πxn+1‖An+1, . . . , xl‖Al . C)

F else

The result of dposM is a number d ∈ IN indicating the determining argument,
or one of the symbols “�”, “F” if the argument can be inferred from the expected
type or cannot be inferred at all, respectively. The condition T 6' B[x := N ]
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(NoArg)
Γ ` M :N Γ ` M ′; C SM⇐ M

Γ ` M ′; N ; 0; ∅; C M⇐ M ; n
[M 6≡(M1 M2)]

(Visible)
Γ ` M ′; Πx:A . B; i; S; C1

M⇐ M ; n + 1 Γ ` N ′; C2
m⇐ N

Γ ` (M ′ N ′); B[x :=N ]; 0; S; C1∪(C2\FV(M)) M⇐ (M N); n
[m=mode(n,S)]

(Forced)

Γ ` M ′; Πx|A . B; i; S; C1
M⇐ M ; n + 1 Γ ` N ′; C2

m⇐ N
n ∈ S ∨ dposM(Γ, Πx|A . B, N, n) = F

Γ ` (M ′ i!N ′); B[x :=N ]; 0; S; C1∪(C2\FV(M)) M⇐ (M N); n
[m=mode(n,S)]

(Implicit)

Γ ` M ′; Πx|A . B; i; S; C M⇐ M ; n + 1
dposM(Γ, Πx|A . B, N, n) = d n 6∈ S

Γ ` M ′; B[x :=N ]; i + 1; S∪{d}; C M⇐ (M N); n
[d6=F]

Fig. 6. Argument Erasure

ensures the applicability of the rule (NTI) on elaboration by forcing the term M
applied to the argument N to change its type. This is for example not the case
for any term of type ΠT |Prop . T applied to its own type.

The definition of dposM depends on the set SF of free variables of a term,
solvable by unification with a fully explicit term. This set is defined as follows,
assuming nothing is ever substituted to variables of the set V0 during unification.

Definition 5 (Solvable and Dangerous Free Variables). The set of solv-
able free variables, SF(V0, M), of a term M relative to variables V0 is defined
mutual dependent with the set of dangerous free variables, DF(V0, M), as follows.

SF(V0, M) = SF∗(V0, M, ∅) DF(V0, M) = DF∗(V0, M, ∅)

with

SF∗(V0, M, V) =






{x} if M ≡ x and x 6∈ V0 ∪ V
SF∗(V0, A, V) if M ≡ Qx‖A . N ,
∪ SF∗(V0, N, V ∪ {x}) \ DF∗(V0, A, V) Q ∈ {λ, Π}

SF∗(V0, M1, V) if M ≡ (M1 M2),
∪ SF∗(V0, M2, V) \ DF∗(V0, M1, V) head(M1) ∈ V0 ∪ V

∅ else

and DF∗(V0, M, V) = FV(|M |) \ SF∗(V0, M, V)

The definition of the set SF mimics unification in that terms are kept es-
sentially in normal form through stepwise reduction to whnf. The condition
head(M1) ∈ V0 ∪ V ensures that the heading of the term M remains unchanged
under application of any substitution with the implication that all x ∈ SF have
residuals in every reduction of every substitution instance of M .

To illustrate the last two definitions consider the erasure of (nil IN) in CM; the
last argument of the above example. dposCM(Γ, ΠT |Prop . (List T ), IN, 0) yields
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� since SF(dom(Γ ), (List T )) = {T} assuming List ∈ dom(Γ ). This allows to
derive the following argument erasure judgment using rule (Implicit) of Fig. 6.

Γ ` nil ; (List IN); 1; {�}; ∅ CM⇐ (nil IN); 0

4.1 Properties

Proposition 6. If Γ ` M1:N , Γ ` M2:N , M1 ' M2, UV(M2) = ∅, Γ ` x:A,
x ∈ SF(dom(Γ ), M1), Γ `?n:A then Γ ` M1[x := ?n] ≈ M2 yields the most
general instantiation ι with ?n ∈ dom(ι).

It is always possible to reconstruct the original term from the erasure using
the elaboration algorithm of Section 3.

Proposition 7 (Invertibility). If Γ ` M1:N1 and Γ ` M ′; C SM⇐ M1 then
Γ ` M ′ ⇒ M2:N2 with M1 ' M2.

Invertibility essentially holds, since all unification variables generated by elab-
oration for erased subterms are solved by the first typing constraints they par-
ticipate in. It can be verified that all generated unification problems are such
that one of the terms to be unified does not contain any unification variable
and the other term does only contain solvable ones, which are guarantied to be
instantiated (Proposition 6).

Since type annotations on parameters can help to make expressions more
readable serving as checked documentation, erasure prefers implicit arguments
over implicit annotations. Consider an (explicit) polymorphic function f of
type ΠT |Prop . (T → Prop) → Prop. The algorithm above computes the
erasure (f (λx:IN . IN)) rather than (f !IN (λx . IN)) for the explicit term
(f IN (λx:IN . IN)). Note further, that two explicit terms that are structurally
equal, can still have different erasures and that different explicit terms can lead
to the same erasure, but only if both terms occur in different term contexts.

5 Experimental Results

We have implemented and tested several variants of the elaboration and erasure
algorithms discussed above as part of the proof assistant Typelab [vHLS97]. For
evaluation purposes we analyzed terms of different sizes up to 15,000 abstract
syntax tree nodes. The terms were arbitrarily selected from definitions and proofs
of the standard Typelab library.

We found that compression factors are independent of the fully explicit term
size. For that, we calculated the percentage reduction in the total size of all terms
but separated the results for definitions from the results for proofs (Table 1).
On average, our combined erasure algorithm almost reduces the representation
in half the size while the compression is slightly more effective for proof terms.

It has to be asked whether one could find an erasure algorithm which yields
much smaller representations. To answer this question we determined the argu-
ments at implicit positions that our combined erasure algorithm presented ex-
plicitly. We found that on average, terms could only be reduced by another 1.1%
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Table 1. Reduction in abstract syntax tree size

Implicit Arguments Implicit Annotations Combination
Proofs 22.1% 32.3% 49,4%
Definitions 24.7% 26.3% 39.5%

Fig. 7. Effect of implicit syntax on the full turnaround time

through blindly erasing all those arguments while only 20% of them had enough
information to be reconstructed. Erasing in addition all remaining type annota-
tions from abstractions reduced the representation by another 7,6%, but none
of those implicit terms could be reconstructed. We conclude that our combined
erasure algorithm removes the vast majority of redundant subterms, respecting
the given color information, thus leaving little room for further improvement.

To analyze the performance benefits gained using implicit syntax we mea-
sured for all terms the times8 needed for a full turnaround including parsing,
elaboration, erasure and the final printing of the implicit representation. Since
we found all timings to be linear in the size of the fully explicit term, we averaged
the results again. Fig. 7 shows the results for the fully explicit representation
compared with our combined implicit representation. The pies are sized by area,
which corresponds to the absolute representation size. We can conclude that,
in practice, the additional costs produced by the erasure algorithm are smaller
than the savings gained from dealing with reduced representations.

6 Disscussion

We have presented algorithms that improve the usability of implicit syntax for
proof assistants. Our inference algorithm is stronger than the one of Coq or
Lego, since it allows to omit more subterms. Furthermore, our erasure algo-
rithm generates only implicit representations that allow the reconstruction of
the original terms, in contrast to the ad-hoc erasure algorithms implemented in
Coq and Lego. The experimental results presented in the previous section pro-
vide evidence that our algorithms, while still being efficient, save considerable
bandwidth between the user and the system.

To implement the algorithms of this paper for the assistant Typelab we had
to consider additional aspects. Deciding when to expand notational definitions
is subtle for unification algorithms. Stepwise expansion, as done by most proof
assistants, may return a unifier which is not most general and hence renders
8 We found similar results about the space requirements.
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unification incomplete even for the first-order case [PS99] and thus would limit
our elaboration algorithm. To adapt the erasure algorithm to the language of
Typelab with recursive definitions, the set SF had to be restricted since appli-
cations with recursively defined heads are potentially ‘instable’ with respect to
substitution at recursive parameter positions.

The local erasure algorithm in this paper hides only arguments that can be
elaborated by local methods [PT98], while our elaboration algorithm allows the
global distribution of unification variables. Consider the polymorphic operation
append on lists of type ΠT |Prop . (List T ) → (List T ) → (List T ) and a list l of
type (List IN). The implicit term (append nil l) is elaborated into the explicit
term (append IN (nil IN) l), but erasure would produce the wordy representa-
tion (append (nil !IN) l). We have also implemented an erasure algorithm that
does not force elaboration to solve implicit arguments on the first opportunity
completely. It works with an additional erasure mode, CM∗, where the expected
type is allowed to be an open term. This considerably more complex algorithm9

computes the optimal erasure (append nil l) for the explicit term above.
One drawback of implicit syntax is the enlarged trusted code-base of the

proof-checker. Fortunately, for sensible applications internal terms can always
be rechecked by a small trusted or even verified checker for the base calculus.

6.1 Related Work

Berghofer and Nipkow describe a dynamic compression algorithm for proof terms
in Isabelle [BN00]. Their algorithm searches for optimal representations by
essentially doing elaboration on erasure and seems not to be efficient enough for
interactive usage.

The problem of redundancy has been addressed also by Necula and Lee
[NL98] in the context of Proof-Carrying Code systems. They analyze the combi-
nation of ad-hoc argument synthesis with implicit type annotations for canonical
first-order proof objects represented as fully applied LF terms in long βη-normal
form, given a fully explicit expected type. This special setting enables the pre-
computing of large parts of the erasure for constants.

While a language generated by implicit syntax is natural to humans, it seems
rather difficult to give it a direct foundation. Hagiya and Toda [HT95] have im-
plemented an implicit version of CC directly using a typed version of β-reduction
defined on the implicit language. Several complicated syntactic restrictions have
to be imposed to ensure decidability of type inference and to avoid dynamic type
checking during reduction. On the theoretical side, Miquel defined a Curry-style
version of CC [Miq01]. Although the metatheory of this calculus is not yet fully
developed, it is strongly conjectured that type checking is undecidable. For that
reason, this calculus seems to be a poor basis for proof assistants.

Acknowledgments I thank Martin Strecker for developing large parts of the
Typelab system.
9 Details are subject of current research.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a syntax-directed termination and
reduction checker for higher-order logic programs. The reduction checker
verifies parametric higher-order subterm orderings describing relations
between input and output of well-moded predicates. These reduction con-
straints are exploited during termination checking to infer that a specified
termination order holds. To reason about parametric higher-order sub-
term orderings, we introduce a deductive system as a logical foundation
for proving termination. This allows the study of proof-theoretical prop-
erties, such as consistency, local soundness and completeness and decid-
ability. We concentrate here on proving consistency of the presented in-
ference system. The termination and reduction checker are implemented
as part of the Twelf system and enable us to verify proofs by complete
induction.

1 Introduction

One of the central problems in verifying specifications and checking proofs about
them is the need to prove termination. Several automated methods to prove
termination have been developed for first-order functional and logic programs
in the past years (for example [15,1]). One typical approach is to transform the
program into a term rewriting system (TRS) such that the termination property
is preserved. A set of inequalities is generated and the TRS is terminating if
there exists no infinite chain of inequalities. This is usually done by synthesizing
a suitable measure for terms. To show termination in higher-order simply-typed
term rewriting systems (HTRS) mainly two methods have been developed (for a
survey see [13]): the first approach relies on strict functionals by van de Pol [12],
and the second one is a generalization of recursive path orderings to the higher
order case by Jouannaud and Rubio [4].

In this paper, we present a syntax-directed method for proving termination
of higher-order logic programs. First, the reduction checker verifies properties
relating input and output of higher-order predicates. Using a deductive system
to reason about reduction constraints, the termination checker then proves that
the inputs of the recursive call are smaller than the inputs of the original call
with respect to higher-order subterm orderings. Our method has been developed

R. Goré, A. Leitsch, and T. Nipkow (Eds.): IJCAR 2001, LNAI 2083, pp. 401–415, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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for the higher-order logic programming language Twelf [8] which is based on
the logical framework LF [3]. Although Twelf encompasses pure Prolog, it has
been designed as a meta-language for the specification of deductive systems and
proofs about them. In addition to Prolog it allows hypothetical and parametric
subgoals. As structural properties play an important role in this setting, higher-
order subterm orderings have been proven to be very powerful (see Section 5).

The principal contributions of this paper are two-fold: 1) We present a logical
foundation for proving termination which is of interest in proving termination
of first-order and higher-order programs. The logical perspective on reasoning
about orders allows the study of proof-theoretical properties, such as consistency,
local soundness and completeness and decidability. In this paper, we concentrate
on proving consistency of the presented reasoning system by showing admissi-
bility of cut. This implies soundness and completeness of the reasoning system.
2) We describe a practical syntax-directed system for proving termination of
higher-order logic programs. Unlike most other approaches, we are interested
in checking a given order for a program and not in synthesizing an order for a
program. The advantage is that checking whether a given order holds is more
efficient than synthesizing orders. In the case of failure, we can provide detailed
error messages. These help the user to revise the program or to refine the speci-
fied order. The termination checker is implemented as part of the Twelf system
and has been used successfully on examples from compiler verification (soundness
and completeness proofs for stack semantics and continuation-based semantics),
cut-elimination and normalization proofs for intuitionistic and classical logic,
soundness and completeness proofs for the Kolmogorov translation of classical
into intuitionistic logic (and vice versa).

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give a representative Twelf
program taken from the domain of compiler verification. Using this example we
illustrate the basic idea of the termination checker. We review the background
(see Section 3) In Section 4 we outline the deductive system for reasoning about
orders and prove consistency of the system. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss
related work, summarize the results and outline future work.

2 Motivating Example

Our work on termination is motivated by induction theorem proving in the logi-
cal framework and its current limitations to handle proofs by complete induction.
In this section, we consider a typical example from compiler verification [2] to
illustrate our approach.

Compilation is the automatic transformation of a program written in a source
language to a program in a target language. Typically, there are several stages of
compilation. Starting with a high-level language, the computational description
is refined in each step into low-level machine language. To prove correctness of
a compiler, we need to show the correspondence between the source and target
language. In this example, we consider Mini-ML as the source language, and the
language of the abstract machine as the target language. We only consider a
small subset of a programming language in this paper.
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Mini-ML Syntax Abstract Machine Syntax
expressions e ::= e1e2|lam x.e instructions I ::= ret v|ev e|app1 v e|app2 v1v2

values v ::= x|Lam x.e stack S ::= nil |S; λv.I

The Mini-ML language consists of lambda-abstraction and application. To
evaluate an application e1 e2, we need to evaluate e1 to some value Lam x.e′,
e2 to some value v2 and [v2/x]e′ to the final value of the application. Note, the
order of evaluation of these premises is left unspecified. The abstract machine
has a more refined computation model which is reflected in the instruction set.
We not only have instructions operating on expressions and values, but also
intermediate mixed instructions such as app1 v1 e2 and app2 v1 v2. Computation
in an abstract machine can be represented as a sequence of states. Each state
is characterized by a stack S representing the continuation and an instruction
I and written as S#I. In contrast to the big-step semantics for Mini-ML, the
small-step transition semantics precisely specifies that an application is evaluated
from left to right.

Big step Mini-ML semantics:

lam x.e ↪→ Lam x.e
ev lam

e1 ↪→ Lam x.e′
1 e2 ↪→ v2 [v2/x]e′

1 ↪→ v
e1e2 ↪→ v

ev app

Small-step transition semantics (single step):

t lam : S#(ev lam x.e) 7−→ S#(ret Lam x.e)
t app: S#(ev e1e2) 7−→ (S; λv.app1 v e2)#(ev e1)
t app1: S#(app1 v1e2) 7−→ (S; λv2.app2 v1v2)#(ev e2)
t app2: S#(app2 (Lam x.e′)v2) 7−→ S#(ev [v2/x]e′)
t ret: (S; λv.I)#(ret v1) 7−→ S#[v1/v]I

A computation sequence

S#(ev e1e2)
t app7−→ (S;λv.app1 v e2)#(ev e1)

∗7−→ nil #(ret w)

is represented in Twelf as (t app @ D1) where t app represents the first step
of computation S#(ev e1e2)

t app7−→ (S;λv.app1 v e2)#(ev e1) while D1 describes
the tail of the computation (S;λv.app1 v e2)#(ev e1)

∗7−→ nil #(ret w). We will
sometimes mix multi-step transitions ∗7−→ with single step transitions 7−→ with
the obvious meaning.

An evaluation tree in the big step semantics

P1
e1 ↪→ Lam x.e′

1

P2
e2 ↪→ v2

P3
[v2/x]e′

1 ↪→ v

e1e2 ↪→ v
ev app
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is implemented as (ev app P1 P2 P3). The leaves of the evaluation tree are
formed by applications of the ev lam axiom which is implemented as a constant
ev lam in Twelf.

To show that the compiler works correctly, we need to show soundness and
completeness of the two semantics. We will concentrate on the first property.
To prove soundness we show the following: if we start in an arbitrary state
S#(ev e) with a computation S#(ev e) ∗7−→ nil #(ret w) then there exists an
intermediate state S#(ret v) such that e ↪→ v in the Mini-ML semantics and
S#(ret v) ∗7−→ nil #(ret w).

Theorem 1 (Soundness).
For all computation sequences D : S#(ev e) ∗7−→ nil #(ret w) there exists an
evaluation tree P : e ↪→ v and a tail computation D′ : S#(ret v) ∗7−→ nil #(ret w)
such that D′ is smaller than D.

The proof follows by complete induction on D. We consider each computation
sequence D in the small step semantics and translate it into an evaluation tree
P in the Mini-ML semantics and some tail computation D′ which is a sub-
derivation of the original computation D. This translation can be described by a
meta-predicate sound which takes a computation sequence as input and returns
an evaluation tree and a tail computation sequence.

As a computation sequence can either start with t lam or t app transition,
we need to consider two cases. If the computation sequence starts with a t lam
transition (t lam @ D) then there exists an evaluation of lam x.e to Lam x.e
by the ev lam rule and a tail computation D. The interesting case is when the
computation sequence starts with an t app transition (t app @ D1).

S#(ev e1 e2)
t app7−→ (S;λv.app1 v e2)#(ev e1)

∗7−→ nil #(ret w)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

D1

We recursively apply the translation to D1 and obtain P1 which represents an
evaluation starting in e1 ↪→ v1 and (S;λv.app1 v e2)#(ret v1)

∗7−→ nil #(ret w)
as the tail computation sequence D′. By inversion using the t ret and t app1
transition rules, we unfold D′ and obtain the following tail computation sequence

(S;λv.app1 v e2)#(ret v1)
t ret7−→ S#(app1 v1e2)

t app17−→
(S;λv.app2 v1v)#(ev e2)

∗7−→ nil #(ret w)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

D2

which is represented as (t ret @ t app1 @ D2). By applying the translation
again to D2, we obtain an evaluation tree for e2 ↪→ v2 described by P2 and
some computation sequence D′′ : (S;λv.app2 v1v)#(ret v2)

∗7−→ nil #(ret w).
By inversion using rules t ret and t app2, we know that the value v1 represents
some function Lam x.e′ and D′′ can be unfolded to obtain the tail computation

(S;λv.app2 (Lam x.e′)v)#(ret v2)
t ret7−→ S#(app2 (Lam x.e′)v2)

t app27−→
S#(ev [v2/x]e′) ∗7−→ nil #(ret w)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

D3

which is represented as (t ret @ t app2 @ D3). Now we apply the translation
for a final time to D3 and obtain an evaluation tree P3 starting in [v2/x]e′ ↪→ v
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and some tail computation S#(ret v) ∗7−→ nil #(ret w) which we refer to as
D4. The final results of translating a computation sequence (t app @ D1) are
the following: The first result is an evaluation tree for e1e2 ↪→ v which can be
constructed by using the ev app rule and the premises e1 ↪→ (Lam x.e′), e2 ↪→ v2
and [v2/x]e′ ↪→ v. This step is represented in Twelf by (ev app P1 P2 P3). As
a second result, we return the tail computation sequence D4.

The following Twelf program implements the described translation. Through-
out this example, we reverse the function arrows writing A2 <- A1, instead of
A1 -> A2 following logic programming notation. Since -> is right associative, <-
is left associative. A more detailed discussion of this example is given in [7].

sound : S # (ev E) =>* nil # (ret W) ->
eval E V -> S # (ret V) =>* nil # (ret W) -> type.

%mode sound +D -P -D’.
s lam : sound (t lam @ D ) ev lam D.
s app : sound (t app @ D1) (ev app P3 P2 P1) D4

<- sound D1 P1 (t ret @ t app1 @ D2)
<- sound D2 P2 (t ret @ t app2 @ D3)
<- sound D3 P3 D4.

First the type of the meta-predicate sound is defined. It has three arguments:
the computation S#(ev E) ∗7−→ nil #(ret W ) which is described as S # (ev E)
=>* nil # (ret W), the evaluation e ↪→ v which is represented as eval E V and
the tail computation sequence S#(ret E) ∗7−→ nil #(ret W ) which is defined as
S # (ret V) =>* nil # (ret W).

The mode declaration %mode sound +D -P -D’ specifies inputs and outputs
of the defined predicate. When executed this program translates computations
on the abstract machine into Mini-ML evaluations. Dependent types underly-
ing this implementation guarantee that only valid computation sequences and
evaluations are generated. The mode checker [11] verifies that all inputs are
known when the predicate is called and all output arguments are known af-
ter successful execution of the predicate. To check that this program actually
constitutes a proof, meta-theoretic properties such as coverage and termination
need to be established. Termination guarantees that the input of each recur-
sive call (induction hypothesis) is smaller than the input of the original call
(induction conclusion). For termination checking the program needs to be well-
moded. In addition, the user specifies which input arguments to consider and
in which order they diminish. In the given example, we specify that the pred-
icate sound should terminate in the first argument by %terminates D (sound
D P D’). For reduction checking we specify an explicit order relation between
input and output elements. In the example we say %reduces D’ < D (sound
D E D’). In general, we allow atomic, lexicographic ({Arg1, Arg2}) or simul-
taneous ([Arg1, Arg2]) subterm orderings. To show that a given program sat-
isfies a given reduction constraint pattern, we proceed for each clause in two
stages: First we extract a set ∆ of reduction constraints from the recursive calls
which can be assumed and the reduction constraint P of the whole clause which
needs to be satisfied. Second, we prove that the set ∆ implies the reduction
constraint P . For proving termination of a given program, we also proceed in
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two stages: For each clause, and for each recursive call we first extract a set ∆
of reduction constraints which are valid and a termination constraint P which
characterizes the relation between the recursive call and the original call. Sec-
ond, we prove that the set ∆ implies the termination constraint P . For example,
to show that the predicate sound terminates, we show the following properties:

Reduction: %reduces D’ < D (sound D P D’)
if D4 ≺ D3, (t ret @ t app2 @ D3) ≺ D2 and (t ret @ t app1 @ D2) ≺ D1 then
D4 ≺ (t app @ D1).
Termination: %terminates D (sound D P D’)
1. D1 ≺ (app @ D1)
2. if (ret @ app1 @ D2) ≺ D1 then D2 ≺ (app @ D1)
3.if (ret @ app2 @ D3) ≺ D2 and (ret @ app1 @ D2) ≺ D1 then D3 ≺ (app @ D1).

We use ≺ to represent the subterm order relation. In general we might have
nested clauses which need to be checked recursively. Moreover, we generate para-
metric reduction constraints for parametric sub-clauses. In Section 5 we give
another example for checking termination and reduction. A more detailed expla-
nation for extracting the termination and reduction properties can be found in
[9]. In the remainder of the paper we will briefly explain the background theory
and then discuss a deductive system for reasoning about structural orderings.

3 Background

The higher-order logic programming language we are working with is based on
the logical framework LF [3]. The meta-language of LF is the λΠ-calculus. It
is a three-level hierarchical calculus for objects, families, and kinds. Families are
classified by kinds, and objects are classified by types, that is, families of kind
type.

Kinds K := type |Πx : A.K Signatures Σ := ·|Σ, h : K|Σ, c : A
Types A := hM1 . . . Mn|Πx : A1.A2 Context Γ := ·|Γ, x : A
Objects M := c|x|λx : A.M |M1M2

We will use h for type family constants, c for object constants, and x for
variables. Constants are introduced through a signature. Πx : A1.A2 denotes
the dependent function type or dependent product: the type A2 may depend on
an object x of type A1. Whenever x does not occur free in A2 we may abbreviate
Πx : A1.A2 as A1 → A2. Below we assume a fixed signature Σ. The types of
free variables in a term M are provided by a context Γ . The equivalence ≡ is
equality modulo βη-conversion. We will rely on the fact that canonical (i.e. long
βη-normal) forms of LF object are computable and that equivalent LF objects
have the same canonical form up to α-conversion. We assume that constants and
variables are declared at most once in a signature and context, respectively. As
usual we apply tacit renaming of bound variables to maintain this assumption
and to guarantee capture-avoiding substitutions.
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To illustrate the use of basic notation, we consider the representation of
the abstract machine which was introduced in the last section. The operations
application and lambda abstraction can be represented as canonical LF objects
of type exp. Values, continuations, instructions and states are defined in a similar
fashion. The evaluation derivation e ↪→ v is represented by the judgement eval :
exp -> val -> type. in Twelf. Similarly, we can encode the one-step transition
relation and the multi-step transition relation as a judgements in Twelf.

exp: type. eval: exp -> val -> type.
lam: (val -> exp) -> exp. ev lam : eval (lam E) (lam* E).
app: exp -> exp -> exp. ev app : eval (app E1 E2) V

<- eval E1 (lam* E1’)
val: type. <- eval E2 V2
lam*: (val -> exp) -> val. <- eval (E1’ V2) V.

The capitalized identifiers that occur free in each declaration are implicitly
Π-quantified. The appropriate type is deduced from the context during type
reconstruction. The fully explicit form of the first declaration would be ev lam:
Π E: val -> exp. eval (lam E) (lam* E).

4 A Logical Approach to Termination

4.1 Reasoning about Higher-Order Subterm Orderings

In Section 2 we sketched the analysis of higher-order logic programs for termina-
tion and reduction properties. Termination and reduction analysis is separated
from reasoning about higher-order subterm relations. The analysis collects valid
reduction properties as assumptions and states the ordering which needs to be
satisfied under the assumptions. In this section we develop a formal inference
system to check whether a set of valid reduction constraints implies an ordering
constraint. For now, we consider only first-order subterm reasoning. An ordering
constraint is either the ≺ subterm relation, the � subterm relation or structural
equivalence relation ≡. A context ∆ is a set of ordering constraints.

Context ∆ := ·|∆, P
Ordering constraints P := Arg1 ≺ Arg2|Arg1 � Arg2|Arg1 ≡ Arg2
Arg Arg := M |{Arg1, Arg2}|[Arg1, Arg2]

The reasoning system should exhibit a minimal set of desired properties such
as transitivity reasoning, congruence closure for structural equality reasoning,
and reasoning about λ-terms. The system for first-order subterm reasoning is
given in Figure 1. It is similar to the sequent calculus formulation with right and
left rules for each ordering relation. � is defined in terms of ≺ and ≡. If the rule
L≺ has no premises, i.e., N is a constant c with no arguments, the hypothesis
is contradictory and the conclusion ∆, M ≺ c −→ P is trivially true. Reasoning
about structural orderings is inherently different from the usual reasoning with
equality and inequality. Usually when reasoning about equalities/inequalities, we
reason about the value of a term. For example, the value of hM1 . . . Mn can be
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∆, P −→ P
id

∆ −→ M ≡ M
refl ∆, M ′ ≡ M −→ P

∆, M ≡ M ′ −→ P
sym

∆ −→ M1 ≡ N1 . . . ∆ −→ Mn ≡ Nn

∆ −→ hM1 . . . Mn ≡ hN1 . . . Nn
R≡ ∆, M1 ≡ N1, . . . , Mn ≡ Mn −→ P

∆, hM1 . . . Mn ≡ hN1 . . . Nn −→ P
L≡1

∆[M ], X ≡ M −→ P

∆[X], X ≡ M −→ P
Lsubst

h 6= g

∆, hM1 . . . Mn ≡ gN1 . . . Nk −→ P
L≡2

∆ −→ M ≺ M1 ∆ −→ M1 ≺ M ′

∆ −→ M ≺ M ′ t≺ ∆ −→ M ≺ M1 ∆ −→ M1 ≡ M ′

∆ −→ M ≺ M ′ t≺≡

∆ −→ M ≡ M1 ∆ −→ M1 ≺ M ′

∆ −→ M ≺ M ′ t≡≺ ∆ −→ M ≡ M1 ∆ −→ M1 ≡ M ′

∆ −→ M ≡ M ′ t≡≡

∆ −→ M � Ni

∆ −→ M ≺ hN1 . . . Nn
R≺i

∆, M � N1 −→ P . . . ∆, M � Nn −→ P

∆, M ≺ hN1 . . . Nn −→ P
L≺

∆ −→ M ≺ N

∆ −→ M � N
R�1

∆ −→ M ≡ N

∆ −→ M � N
R�2

∆, M ≺ N −→ P ∆, M ≡ N −→ P

∆, M � N −→ P
L�

Fig. 1. First-order Subterm Relations (≺, �)

equal to the value of gN1 . . . Nk where h and g denote different function symbols.
When reasoning about subterms, we are only interested in the syntactic structure
of a term. Therefore, a term hM1 . . . Mn can never be structurally equivalent to
gN1 . . . Nk, if g 6= h. If hM1 . . . Mn ≡ gN1 . . . Nk occurs in our assumptions, we
can infer anything (L≡2).

This system is already expressive enough to prove termination of the trans-
lation of small-step semantics into big-step Mini-ML semantics which is imple-
mented by the sound predicate (see p. 404). One of the claims we need to prove
during termination checking is the following:

(ret @ app1 @ D2) ≺ D1 −→ D2 ≺ (app @ D1)
The proof written in a bottom-up linear notation is as follows:

2. (ret @ app1 @ D2) ≺ D1 −→ (ret @ app1 @ D2) ≺ D1 id
(ret @ app1 @ D2) ≺ D1 −→ D2 ≡ D2 refl
(ret @ app1 @ D2) ≺ D1 −→ D2 � D2 R�2
(ret @ app1 @ D2) ≺ D1 −→ D2 ≺ (app1 @ D2) R≺2
(ret @ app1 @ D2) ≺ D1 −→ D2 � (app1 @ D2) R�1

1. (ret @ app1 @ D2) ≺ D1 −→ D2 ≺ (ret @ app1 @ D2) R≺2

(ret @ app1 @ D2) ≺ D1 −→ D2 ≺ D1 t≺ using 1,2
(ret @ app1 @ D2) ≺ D1 −→ D2 � D1 R�1

(ret @ app1 @ D2) ≺ D1 −→ D2 ≺ (app @ D1) R≺2
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We can extend the system with rules for lexicographic orderings by defining
left and right rules (see Figure 2). O1 and O2 are considered to be lexicographi-
cally smaller than O′

1 and O′
2 if either O1 is smaller than O′

1 or O1 is structurally
equivalent to O′

1 and O2 is smaller than O′
2. This disjunctive choice is reflected in

the two rules RLex≺1 and RLex≺2. If we assume O1 and O2 to be lexicograph-
ically smaller than O′

1 and O′
2, then we need to be able to prove some ordering

P under the assumption O1 is smaller than O′
1 and under the assumptions O1

is structurally equivalent to O′
1 and O2 is smaller than O′

2 (see LLex≺). The
rules for � and ≡ are straightforward. Similarly, we can define extensions for
simultaneous orderings. Although we do not pursue other more complex struc-
tural orderings for now, in general this approach can be also applied to define
extensions for simplification orderings, multi-set orderings or recursive path or-
derings. In this paper, we focus on extending the system to higher-order subterm
relations.

In the setting of a dependently typed calculus, we face two challenges: First,
we need to reason about orders involving higher-order terms. Second, we might
synthesize parametric order relations due to parametric subgoals. When con-
sidering higher-order terms, we need to find an appropriate interpretation for
lambda-terms. This problem is illustrated by the following example. Assume the
constructor lam is defined as lam: (exp -> exp) -> exp. We want to show
that E a is a subterm of lam λx.E x where a is a parameter. In the informal
proof we might count the number of constructors and consider E a an instance
of λx.E x. Therefore we consider a term M a subterm of λx.N x if there exists
a parameter instantiation a for x s.t. M is smaller than [a/x]N . We will use the
convention that a will represent a new parameter, while a stands for an already
defined parameter. To adopt a logical point of view, the λ-term on the left of a
subterm relation can be interpreted as universally quantified and the λ-term on
the right as existentially quantified.

∆ −→ O1 ≺ O1
′

∆ −→ {O1, O2} ≺ {O1
′, O2

′} RLex≺1
∆ −→ O1 ≡ O1

′ ∆ −→ O2 ≺ O2
′

∆ −→ {O1, O2} ≺ {O1
′, O2

′} RLex≺2

∆ −→ {O1, O2} ≺ {O1
′, O2

′}
∆ −→ {O1, O2} � {O1

′, O2
′} RLex�1

∆ −→ {O1, O2} ≡ {O1
′, O2

′}
∆ −→ {O1, O2} � {O1

′, O2
′} RLex�2

∆ −→ O1 ≡ O1
′ ∆ −→ O2 ≡ O2

′

∆ −→ {O1, O2} ≡ {O1
′, O2

′} RLex≡

∆, O1 ≺ O1
′ −→ P ∆, O1 ≡ O1

′, O2 ≺ O2
′ −→ P

∆, {O1, O2} ≺ {O1
′, O2

′} −→ P
LLex≺

∆, {O1, O2} ≺ {O1
′, O2

′} −→ P ∆, {O1, O2} ≡ {O1
′, O2

′} −→ P

∆, {O1, O2} � {O1
′, O2

′} −→ P
LLex�

∆, O1 ≡ O1
′, O2 ≡ O2

′ −→ P

∆, {O1, O2} ≡ {O1
′, O2

′} −→ P
LLex≡

Fig. 2. Lexicographic Extensions
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Another example is taken from the representation of first-order logic [6]. We
can represent formulas by the type family o. Individuals are described by the
type family i. The constructor ∀ can be defined as forall: (i -> o) -> o.
We might want to show that A T (which represents [t/x]A) is smaller than
forall λx.A x (which represents ∀x.A). Similarly, we might count the number
of quantifiers and connectives in the informal proof, noting that a term t in
first-order logic cannot contain any logical symbols. Thus we may consider A T
a subterm of forall λx.A x as long as there is no way to construct an object
of type i from objects of type o. A term M is smaller than a λ-term (λx.N) if
there exists an instantiation T for x s.t. M is smaller than [T/x]N and the type
of T is a subordinate to N . For a more detailed development of mutual recursion
and subordination we refer the reader to R. Virga’s PhD thesis [14].

∆, λx.M ≡ hN1 . . . Nn −→ P
L≡3

∆, a ≡ hN1 . . . Nn −→ P
L≡4

∆ −→ [a/x]M ≡ [a/x]N

∆ −→ λx.M ≡ λx.N
R≡ λ

∆, [a/x]M ≡ [a/x]N −→ P

∆, λx.M ≡ λx.N −→ P
L≡ λ

∆ −→ [a/x]M ≺ N

∆ −→ λx : A.M ≺ N
RL≺ λa

∆, [a/x]M ≺ N −→ P

∆, λx : A.M ≺ N −→ P
LL≺ λ

∆ −→ M ≺ [a/x]N

∆ −→ M ≺ λx : A.N
RR≺ λ

∆, M ≺ [a/x]N −→ P

∆, M ≺ λx : A.N −→ P
LR≺ λa

∆ −→ [a/x]M � N

∆ −→ λx : A.M � N
RL� λa

∆, [a/x]M � N −→ P

∆, λx : A.M � N −→ P
LL� λ

∆ −→ M � [a/x]N

∆ −→ M � λx : A.N
RR� λ

∆, M � [a/x]N −→ P

∆, M � λx : A.N −→ P
LR� λa

∆ −→ [a/x]P

∆ −→ Πx.P
RΠa

∆, [a/x]P −→ P ′

∆, Πx.P −→ P ′ LΠ

Fig. 3. Higher-order Extensions

Reasoning about λ-terms cannot be solely based ≺ and ≡, as neither
[a/x]M ≡ λx.M nor [a/x]M ≺ λx.M is true. Therefore, we introduce a set
of inference rules to reason about � which are similar to the ≺ rules. Extensions
to higher-order subterm reasoning are presented in Figure 3. As we potentially
need different instantiations of the relation λx.M ≺ N when reading the infer-
ence rules bottom-up, we need to copy λx.M ≺ N in ∆ even after it has been
instantiated. For simplicity, we assume all assumptions persist. Note that we only
show the case for mutual recursive type families, but the case where type family
a is a subordinate to the type family a′ can be added in straightforward manner.
For handling parametric order relations we add RΠa and LΠ which are similar
to universal quantifier rules in the sequent calculus. Similar to instantiations of
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λx.M ≺ N , we need to keep a copy of Πx.P after it has been instantiated. The
weakening and contraction property hold for the given calculus.

Reasoning about higher-order subterm relations is complex due to instanti-
ating λ-terms and parametric orderings. Although soundness and decidability of
the first-order reasoning system might still be obvious, this is non-trivial in the
higher-order case. In this paper, we concentrate on proving consistency of the
higher-order reasoning system. Consistency of the system implies soundness, i.e.
any step in proving an order relation from a set of assumptions is sound. The
proof also implies completeness i.e. anything which should be derivable from a
set of assumptions is derivable.

4.2 Consistency of Higher-Order Subterm Reasoning

In general, the consistency of a logical system can be shown by proving cut
admissible.

∆ −→ P ∆, P −→ P ′
cut

∆ −→ P ′

∆ usually consists of elements which are assumed to be true. Any P which can be
derived from ∆ is true and can therefore be added to ∆ to prove P ′. In our setting
∆ consists of reduction orderings which have already been established. Hence,
the reduction orderings are true independently from any other assumptions in
∆ and they are assumed to be valid. The application of the cut-rule in the proof
can therefore only introduce valid orderings as additional assumptions in ∆.

Theorem 2 (Admissibility of cut).

1. If D : . −→ M ≡ M ′ and E : ∆, M ≡ M ′ −→ P ′ then F : ∆ −→ P ′.
2. If D : . −→ σM ≺ M ′ and E : ∆, λ−→x .M ≺ M ′ −→ P ′ then F : ∆ −→ P ′.
3. If D : . −→ σM � M ′ and E : ∆, λ−→x .M � M ′ −→ P ′ then F : ∆ −→ P ′.

The substitution σ maps free variables to new parameters. In general, we allow
the cut between σM ≺ N and λ−→x .M ≺ N where σM is an instance of λ−→x .M .

However, we will not be able to show admissibility of cut directly in the given
calculus due to the non-deterministic choices introduced by λ-terms. Consider,
for example, the cut between

D =

D1
. −→ σ ◦ [a/x]M ≺ N

RL≺λ
. −→ σλx.M ≺ N

.

E
∆, λx.M ≺ N −→ P

We would like to apply inversion on E ; therefore we need to consider all
possible cases of previous inference steps which lead to E . There are three possible
cases we need to consider: L≺, LR≺λa and LL≺λ. Unfortunately, it is not
possible to appeal to the induction hypothesis and finish the proof in the L≺
and LR≺λ case. This situation does not arise in the first order case, because all
the inversion steps were unique. In the higher-order case we have many choices
and we are manipulating the terms by instantiating variables in λ-terms.
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The simplest remedy seems to restrict the calculus in such a way, that we
always first introduce all possible parameters, and then instantiate all Π quan-
tified orders and λx.M which occur on the left side of a relation. This means,
we push the instantiation with parameter variables as high as possible in the
proof tree. This way, we can avoid the problematic case above, because we only
instantiate a λ-term in λx.M ≺ N , if N is atomic.

Therefore, we proceed as follows: First, we define an inference system, in
which we first introduce all new parameters. This means we restrict the applica-
tion of the R�1, R�2, R≺i, RR≺λ, RR�λ to only apply if the left hand side of
the principal order relation ≺ or � is already of base type. Similarly, we restrict
the application of L�, LL�λ, LL≺λ, i.e. the rule only applies if the right hand
side of the principal ordering relation is of base type. In addition, we show that
the application of the identity rules can be restricted to atomic terms. Second,
we show this restricted system is sound and complete with respect to the original
inference system. Third, we show that cut is admissible in the restricted calculus.
This implies that cut is also admissible in the original calculus. The proof pro-
ceeds by nested induction on the structure of P , the derivation D and E . More
precisely, we appeal to the induction hypothesis either with a strictly smaller
order constraint P or P stays the same and one of the derivations is strictly
smaller while the other one stays the same. For a more detailed development of
the intermediate inference system and the proofs we refer to [9]

Using the cut-admissibility theorem, cut-elimination follows immediately.
Therefore, our inference system is consistent. This implies that all derivation
steps in the given reasoning system are sound. It also implies that the inference
rules are strong enough to deduce as much as possible from the assumptions and
hence the system is complete.

5 Related Work and Conclusion

Most work in automating termination proofs has focused on first-order lan-
guages. The most general method for synthesizing termination orders for a given
term rewriting system (TRS) is by Arts and Giesl [1]. One approach to proving
termination of logic programs is to translate it into a TRS and show termination
of the TRS instead. However this approach has several drawbacks. In general,
a lot of information is lost during the translation. In particular, if termination
analysis fails for the TRS, it is hard to provide feedback and re-use this failure
information to point to the error in the logic program. Moreover important struc-
tural information is lost during the translation and constructors and functions
are indistinguishable. One of the consequences is that proving termination of the
TRS often requires more complicated orders. This is illustrated using an exam-
ple from arithmetic. Using logic programming we implement a straightforward
version of minus and the quotient predicate quot.
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minus : nat -> nat -> nat -> type. quot : nat -> nat -> nat -> type.
%mode minus +X +Y -Z. %mode quot +X +Y -Z.
m z : minus X z X. q z : quot z (s Y) z.
m s : minus (s X) (s Y) Z q s : quot (s X) (s Y) (s Z)

<- minus X Y Z. <- minus X Y X’
<- quot X’ (s Y) Z.

%reduces Z <= X (minus X Y Z).
%terminates X (minus X Y Z). %terminates X (quot X Y Z).

Proving termination of quot is straightforward with the presented method.
We first prove termination of minus. In addition we show that minus X Y Z
satisfies the reduction constraint Z <= X. When we prove termination of quot,
we can assume the reduction constraint X ′ � X. As the reduction constraint
X ′ � X implies X ′ ≺ (sX), we proved termination of quot. Note that only
subterm reasoning is required to prove termination of quot while other methods
like Arts and Giesl’s method for proving the corresponding term rewrite system
needs a recursive path ordering. Another example is an algorithm to compute
the negation normal form of a first-order logical formula and uses higher-order
functions (see [9]). We implemented this algorithm using two mutual recursive
predicates. Termination of this algorithm can be proven based on subterm order-
ing, while the corresponding term rewriting system given in [5] requires a more
complicated ordering like recursive path ordering.

Although some of the underlying ideas in higher-order term rewriting system
(HTRS) are shared with the logical framework, there are two principal differ-
ences: First, all arguments of a predicate are in canonical form and therefore are
terminating. This additional restriction simplifies termination analysis in the
logical framework. On the other hand, the dependently typed λΠ calculus, on
which the logical framework LF is based, allows the representation of hypothet-
ical and parametric judgements which make termination and reduction analysis
more challenging. Hypothetical and parametric judgements have in general no
counterpart in HTRS and their translation to HTRS seems difficult.

One approach which analyzes logic programs directly has been developed by
Plümer [10]. The idea is to construct a subgoal dependency graph and then show
that this graph is acyclic according to some ordering. Although this approach
works well for Prolog programs, it is not obvious how to extend this method in a
higher-order setting with parametric and hypothetical subgoals. In this paper we
propose a proof-theoretical foundation for termination checking of higher-order
logic programs. To infer that a specified ordering holds under a set of assump-
tions, we introduced a deductive system to reason about structural orderings. We
focused on consistency of the presented reasoning system. Consistency implies
that anything we derive from the assumption is sound. Cut-elimination implies
that the reasoning system is complete, i.e. everything which should be derivable
from the assumptions is in fact derivable. A valuable advantage of this approach
is its extensibility and its modularity. Similar to lexicographic extensions we can
imagine extensions for simplification ordering, multi-set ordering and recursive
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path orderings. In addition our method allows us to combine different structural
orderings for different predicates. This is unlike other termination methods which
require one ordering for the whole dependency graph.

This paper builds on Rohwedder and Pfenning’s work on mode and termi-
nation checking for higher-order logic programs [11]. Their termination checker
requires a direct relationship between inputs of the recursive call and inputs of
the original call without taking into account input and output relations. Reason-
ing about orderings allows us to check proofs by complete induction such as the
soundness proof discussed in this paper. The emphasis of their work has been
the correctness of the termination checker with respect to the operational se-
mantics of Twelf programs. Although we have not proven the correctness of the
extended termination checker, we are expecting the proof to be a straightforward
extension of their proof.

One question not discussed in this paper is whether the system is decid-
able. This question is not trivial as we can potentially instantiate λ-terms and
Π-quantified order relations which occur in the context multiple times. One ap-
proach for proving decidability would be to show that we can bound the number
of instantiations needed.

Our system is implemented as part of Twelf, and efficiently checks programs
and proofs. Currently multiplicity is restricted to one, i.e. we instantiate Π-
quantified orderings and λ-terms occurring on the left hand side of a relation in
the hypothesis just once. Although we can artificially construct examples which
require multiplicity more than one, we have not encountered these cases in prac-
tice so far. If a higher multiplicity is needed, an appropriate warning is returned.
As our algorithm analyzes program clauses directly, its behaviour is easy to
understand. In the case of failure, our implementation will point to the clause
and argument where the error occurred. This enables the user to either revise
the program or strengthen the ordering. In practice we have used the termina-
tion and reduction checker on examples from compiler verification (soundness
and completeness proofs for stack semantics and continuation-based semantics),
cut-elimination and normalization proofs for intuitionistic and classical logic,
soundness and completeness proofs for the Kolmogorov translation of classical
into intuitionistic logic (and vice versa)1. Currently, Rohwedder and Pfenning’s
termination checker is used in the automatic induction theorem prover. In the
future, we plan to incorporate the extended termination checker.

Acknowledgements. The author gratefully acknowledges numerous fruitful
discussions with Frank Pfenning regarding the subject of this paper. His guid-
ance and careful reading of this paper contributed greatly to its clarity and
correctness.

1 The code of all the examples mentioned in the paper can be found at
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜bp/code.
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Abstract. This paper outlines the interactive proof explanation system
P.rex , which adapts its explanation to the user and allows him anytime
to utter questions or requests, to which it reacts flexibly. As a generic sys-
tem, it can be connected to different theorem provers. The distribution is
available via the P.rex home page at http://www.ags.uni-sb.de/˜prex.

1 The P.rex System

P.rex is an interactive proof explanation system that adapts its explanations
to the user and flexibly reacts to his questions or requests. An overview of its
architecture is provided in Figure 1.

As a generic system, P.rex can be connected to different theorem provers,
namely by means of the formal language Twega for specifying proofs and
mathematical theories (cf. Section 2). Mathematical theories are organized in
a hierarchical knowledge base. Each theory in it may contain, for example, ax-
ioms, definitions, and theorems along with proofs. A proof of a theorem can be
represented hierarchically in Twega such that the various levels of abstraction
are made explicit.

The central component of the system is the dialog planner (cf. Section 3).
It is implemented in ACT-R [1], a goal-directed production system that aims to
model human cognition. In ACT-R, declarative and procedural representations
of knowledge are explicitly separated into the declarative memory and the proce-
dural production rule base. The plan operators of the dialog planner are defined
in terms of productions and the discourse plan is represented in the declarative
memory.

To explain a particular proof, the dialog planner first assumes the individual
user’s supposed cognitive state by updating its declarative and procedural mem-
ories from the data base of user models. Then, the dialog planner sets the global
goal to show the proof. ACT-R tries to fulfill this goal by successively applying
productions that decompose or fulfill goals. Thereby, the dialog planner not only
produces a dialog plan, but also traces the user’s cognitive states in the course
of the explanation. This allows the system both to always choose an explanation
adapted to the user, and to react to the user’s interactions flexibly.

The dialog plan is passed on to the presentation component. Currently, we use
a derivate of PROVERB ’s micro-planner [8] to plan the internal structure of the
sentences, which are then realized by the syntactic generator TAG-GEN [9]. The
uttered sentences are finally displayed on the interface. It also allows the user to

R. Goré, A. Leitsch, and T. Nipkow (Eds.): IJCAR 2001, LNAI 2083, pp. 416–420, 2001.
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Fig. 1. The architecture of P.rex

enter remarks, requests and questions anytime. An analyzer receives the user’s
interactions and passes them on to the dialog planner. In the current stage,
we use a simplistic analyzer that understands fifteen predefined quasi-natural
language interactions.

2 The Representation of Mathematical Objects

The calculus of constructions (λC) [3] is a dependent typed lambda calculus that
was devised as a formalism to represent mathematics. Twega is an implemen-
tation of λC with βη-conversion extended by two additional features: signatures
and constant definitions.1 Its abstract syntax is given as follows:

Terms T ::= V | C | TT | λV:T.T | ΠV:T.T

where V and C are infinite collections of variables and constants, respectively.
We write A→B for Πx:A.B if x does not occur in B.

To describe the basic judgments, we consider signatures, which contain only
constant declarations and definitions, and contexts, which contain only variable
declarations. The type system stratifies terms into three levels: objects, types,
and kinds. Let Σ be a signature, Γ a context, and A,B terms. Judgments are

Γ `Σ A :B A and B are valid terms and A is of type B
Γ `Σ A ≡ B A is definitionally equal to B

The notion of definitional equality we consider here is βη-conversion. [6] gives
the complete definition of Twega.

In Twega, we employ a representation technique that is called judgments-
as-types [7]. This technique is characterized by mapping judgments to types and
their proofs to object terms, thus reducing the problem of proof checking to the
problem of type checking. A special type family that is indexed by formulae is
1 The implementation of Twega draws on Twelf [10], an implementation of the LF

logical framework [7], which is contained in λC.
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Table 1. A fragment of the representation of the ND calculus in Twega.

Types
i : type o : type nd : o→ type
Function and Predicate Symbols
f : i→· · ·→ i→ i P : i→· · ·→ i→o true : o false : o
Connectives
and : o→o→o imp : o→o→o
Inference Rules
ander : ΠA:o.ΠB:o.nd (and A B)→nd B
impi : ΠA:o.ΠB:o.(nd A→nd B)→nd (imp A B)

used to represent judgments as types. Inference rules are represented as functions
from judgments to judgments. Constant definitions allow us to represent several
levels of abstraction for a given proof.

Example 1. Table 1 gives the judgment-as-types representation of a fragment of
the ND calculus in Twega. Note that the type family nd serves to represent
ND judgments. The following constant definition represents a derived inference
rule ∧Comm that expresses the commutativity of the conjunction:

andcomm ≡ λA:o.λB:o.λp:nd(and A B).andi B A (ander A B u) (andel A B u)
:ΠA:o.ΠB:o.nd(and A B)→nd(and B A)

The λ-term is called the expansion of andcomm and represents the derivation of
the inference rule, whereas its type (i.e., theΠ-term) represents the inference rule
itself. Now, let us consider the following ND proof of the theorem P ∧Q ⊃ Q∧P :

[`ND P ∧Q]u

`ND Q ∧ P ∧ Comm

`ND P ∧Q ⊃ Q ∧ P
⊃Iu

This theorem and its proof are represented in Twega by the following judgment:

`Σ λP:o.λQ:o.impi (and P Q) (and Q P )
(λu:nd (and P Q).andcomm P Q u)

: ΠP:o.ΠQ:o.nd (imp (and P Q) (and Q P ))

Replacement of andcomm by its expansion renders a more detailed proof.

In the remainder of this paper, we mean `Σ whenever we write ` . We often
write Γ ` ϕ when there is some D such that Γ ` D :ϕ.

3 Discourse Planning

The dialog planner of P.rex plans the dialog by building a representation of the
structure of the discourse that includes speech acts as well as relations among
them. Speech acts are the primitive actions planned by the dialog planner. Each
speech act can always be realized by a single sentence. The discourse structure
is represented in the declarative memory.
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The plan operators are defined as productions. Each production either fulfills
the current goal directly or splits it into subgoals. Let us consider

Γ ` Rc1 . . . cmD1 . . .Dn :ψ

where R is an inference rule, c1, . . . , cm are parameters, and Di with Γ ` Di :ϕi
is the derivation of ϕi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

An example for a production is:

(P1) IF the current goal G is to show Γ ` ψ
and R is the most abstract rule known to the user justifying G
and Γ ` ϕ1, . . . , Γ ` ϕn are known to the user

THEN produce the speech act
(Derive :Reasons (ϕ1, . . . , ϕn) :Conclusion ψ :Method R)
and pop G (thereby storing Γ ` ψ in the declarative memory).

By producing the speech act (which may be verbalized as “Since ϕ1, . . . , ϕn, we
obtain ψ by R.”) the current goal is fulfilled and can be popped from the goal
stack. An example for a production decomposing the current goal into several
subgoals is:

(P2) IF the current goal G is to show Γ ` ψ
and R is the most abstract rule known to the user justifying G
and Φ = {ϕi|Γ ` ϕi is unknown to the user for 1 ≤ i ≤ n} 6= ∅

THEN for each ϕi ∈ Φ push the goal to show Γ ` ϕi.

Note that the conditions of (P1) and (P2) only differ in the knowledge of the
premises ϕi for rule R. (P2) introduces the subgoals to prove the unknown
premises in Φ. As soon as those are derived, (P1) can apply and derive the
conclusion. Moreover, note that these production are independent of the cal-
culus that is represented in Twega. However, there are also calculus-specific
productions. Cf. [4] for a more detailed discussion of plan operators in P.rex .

The ability for user interaction is an important feature of explanation sys-
tems. In P.rex , the user can interact with the system at any time. Each inter-
action is analyzed by the analyzer and passed on to the dialog planner, which
then plans an appropriate reaction. [5] describes user interaction in P.rex .

Example 2. Consider again the proof from Example 1. The explanation of this
proof by P.rex is displayed in Figure 2 with the user’s utterances underlined.

Note that the user interrupted the system when he did not understand the
step justified by ∧Comm. The system entered a clarification dialog to pinpoint
the reason why the explanation did not succeed and re-planned the step using the
expansion of andcomm. After verifying that the user understood the expansion,
the dialog planner resumed the explanation of the proof.

Similarly, the system is able to re-plan a derivation at a higher level of ab-
straction when the user complains that an explanation is too detailed.

4 Availability

P.rex has been successfully used for the explanation of proofs found by Ωmega
[2] and Twelf [10]. The distribution is available via the P.rex home page at
http://www.ags.uni-sb.de/˜prex.
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Theorem 1 ((P ^Q) � (Q ^ P )).

Proof:

Let (P ^Q). That implies that (Q ^ P ) by ^Comm.

This step is too di�cult.

(Q ^P ) since (P ^Q) by ^Comm.

Do you understand this step? No.

Do you understand the premises? Yes.

Then Q by ^Er. P by ^El. That implies that (Q ^P ) by ^I.

Do you understand this step? Yes.

Then ((P ^Q) � (Q ^ P )) by �I.

Fig. 2. An example explanation.

Acknowledgments. The author wishes to thank Frank Pfenning and Carsten
Schürmann for their help in the development and the implementation of Twega and
Christian Lebiere for his help in the use of ACT-R.
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Abstract. JProver is a first-order intuitionistic theorem prover that cre-
ates sequent-style proof objects and can serve as a proof engine in in-
teractive proof assistants with expressive constructive logics. This paper
gives a brief overview of JProver’s proof technique, the generation of proof
objects, and its integration into the Nuprl proof development system.

1 Introduction

In large scale applications of automated reasoning, interactive proof assistants
such as Coq, HOL, Isabelle, Nuprl, and PVS are the tools of choice. Because of
their expressive logics, they are more generally applicable than first-order tools,
yet at a much lesser degree of automation.

JProver was developed in an effort to combine the expressive power of in-
teractive proof assistants with the automatic capabilities of first-order theorem
proving, both for reasoning about mathematics and for reasoning about pro-
grams. It provides a theorem prover for first-order intuitionistic and classical
logic based on the connection method [3,10], a tool for generating proof objects
in the style of sequent proofs [11], and is coupled with mechanisms for integrat-
ing the prover into the Nuprl proof/program development system [4,1] and the
MetaPRL proof environment [8,9]. These components enable a user to invoke
the automatic prover on proof goals that can be solved by first-order reasoning
while using the expressive logic of the proof assistant for the more demanding
proof parts. Furthermore, the proof information returned by JProver enables the
proof assistant to build a valid proof in its own calculus.

As an example, Figure 1 describes the link between JProver and Nuprl, which
is described in detail in Section 3. JProver is a stand-alone prover that com-
municates with a proof assistant through a logic module. Invoking JProver on a
Nuprl subgoal sequent causes this sequent to be sent to JProver. The proof-search
method in JProver will then generate a matrix proof from the corresponding for-
mula tree (provided the sequent is valid), which then will be converted into a
list of sequent rules that expresses a sequent proof for the formula. Upon receiv-
ing this list, Nuprl will build a sequent proof for the original goal sequent, thus
confirming that the proof found is valid. Information about the relation between
this sequent and the formula proven by JProver will be used during that step.

R. Goré, A. Leitsch, and T. Nipkow (Eds.): IJCAR 2001, LNAI 2083, pp. 421–426, 2001.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of JProver in connection with Nuprl

Over the past years there have been various approaches to combining inter-
active proof assistants with automatic proof tools [2,17]. Our application differs
from these in that we provided a fully automatic theorem prover for classical and
intuitionistic first-order logic with a very compact search space. A user may trust
its results or expand them in order to inspect the proof. Furthermore, JProver
supports constructive logic and is thus well suited for reasoning about programs.

Although this paper focuses on the integration of JProver into Nuprl and
MetaPRL, the underlying mechanisms are quite general and might easily be
adapted to integrate JProver into other proof assistants for constructive and
classical logics. In the rest of this paper we shall briefly discuss JProver’s proof
search procedure, the tool for generating proof objects, and the mechanisms for
integrating JProver into the Nuprl and MetaPRL proof development systems.

2 JProver: Proof Search and Transformation

JProver implements a full first-order theorem prover for classical and intuition-
istic logic that realizes the connection-based proof procedure presented in [10].
It transforms a set of first-order sequent formulas into a set of formula trees,
that will be annotated by tableau types, polarities, and so-called prefixes. Dur-
ing the proof process, JProver identifies connections between pairs of atoms and
checks whether each path through the formulas contains such a connection. The
formula is valid if each of these connections is complementary , that is if the
connected atomic formulas can be unified by a global term substitution and –
for intuitionistic validity – if their prefixes can be unified. To compute the pre-
fix substitution, we use a specialized string unification algorithm based on [14].
The resulting matrix proof is a reduction ordering that consists of the original
formula trees together with the connections and non-permutability constraints
induced by the substitutions.

JProver’s converter component uses the algorithms described in [11,15] to
reconstruct a first-order sequent proof from the classical or intuitionistic matrix
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proof. It essentially transforms the reduction ordering into a linear order and
constructs a sequent rule for each node, using the term substitution to instantiate
quantified variables. Since additional proof knowledge from the matrix proof is
exploited, proof reconstruction can be done without search [15,16].

The selection of the target sequent calculus for proof reconstruction depends
on the calculus underlying the connected proof assistant. For the intuitionistic
case, JProver first generates a multiple-conclusioned sequent proof [6] because
of its proof-theoretical closeness to the matrix proof. If needed, this proof can
further be transformed into a single-conclusioned sequent proof [7] using a sec-
ond conversion step as described in [5]. Nuprl, for instance, requires a single-
conclusioned proof whereas MetaPRL does not. The resulting sequent proofs can
be used to generate proof objects in order to validate, check, or guide proof
construction in the interactive proof assistants.

JProver is implemented in OCaml as a stand-alone theorem prover. How-
ever, it is embedded into the MetaPRL environment [9], which allows it to use
MetaPRL’s quantifier unification algorithm as well as its module system for com-
municating with interactive proof assistants.

3 Integration into Interactive Proof Assistants

JProver is implemented on top of the MetaPRL core, using MetaPRL as a toolkit
that provides the basic functionality — term structure, substitution, unification,
etc. JProver takes as its input a small JLogic module that represents the logic
of the proof assistant with which JProver will cooperate. The JLogic module
describes which terms implement logical connectives, how to access subterms
from those connectives, and how to convert JProver’s generic representation of
a sequent proof into the internal data structures of the proof assistant.

In order to be able to call JProver from some proof assistant, one would need
to write a logic module that consists of two components: a piece of OCaml code
for communicating with that proof assistant (using whatever communication
protocol developers would choose) and a JLogic module capable of decoding
the sequent received from that communication code and of encoding JProver’s
response into a form the communication code expects.

Currently we have integrated JProver into the MetaPRL and Nuprl systems.
The technical integration of JProver into MetaPRL is straightforward, as JProver
is a module in MetaPRL’s code base. MetaPRL can communicate with it simply
by making a function call. The logical module of the MetaPRL type theory passes
its formulas directly to JProver and the JLogic module for MetaPRL converts
JProver’s sequent proof into a MetaPRL tactic, which will generate a MetaPRL
proof for the proof goal.

The integration into Nuprl (Figure 1) is not as straightforward. Calling
JProver from a Nuprl sequent requires Nuprl to preprocess the goal and the list
of hypotheses and to send them to a MetaPRL process running JProver. The
preprocessing accounts for differences in the representation of variables and ap-
plications of terms, and also addresses differences in the type theory semantics.
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For example, JProver, as a first-order intuitionistic prover, cannot understand
type information contained in Nuprl’s sequents. We can, however, encode the
type information as a logical predicate which is understood, and then later rein-
terpret JProver’s results to fit the original sequent. In most cases, however, the
logical proof does not depend on type information. We simply discard it if the
sequent mentions only a single type.

To communicate the processed sequent, the Nuprl /JProver link takes ad-
vantage of the Nuprl Logical Programming Environment’s [1] open architecture,
which supports communication with external proof tools by sending terms in
MathBus format [13] over an INET socket. Since most of the terms in the sequent
are left unchanged, the common MathBus format is valuable in communicating
and understanding contrasting syntax of the linked systems. Once the sequent is
sent, the JLogic module for Nuprl describes how JProver can access the semanti-
cal information of its terms and also how to convert JProver’s resulting sequent
proof into a list of sequent rules with parameters, that Nuprl can then interpret.
From this list of rules, Nuprl then builds a proof tree for the original sequent in
a depth-first, left-to-right fashion.

Neither MetaPRL nor Nuprl rely on the correctness of JProver or the pro-
cessing. Instead, JProver’s output provides these systems with a proof strategy,
which is then executed on the original sequent in the respective environment.

4 Progress and Availability

The connection between JProver and Nuprl is an example in which hybrid proofs,
i.e. proofs created by multiple provers with different formalisms, have been suc-
cessfully and verifiably generated. It gives a user the full expressive power of the
proof assistant when dealing with complex proofs and verifications, while at the
same time taking advantage of well-understood and efficient proof techniques for
subproblems that only depend on first-order reasoning.

A snapshot from a proof of the “Agatha Murder Puzzle” is depicted in Fig-
ure 2 and illustrates the cooperation of JProver with Nuprl. After the first step
the user invokes JProver through a Nuprl tactic, which completely proves the
goal (left window). To inspect proof details, the user may request the complete
sequent proof with elementary rules to be displayed (right window). Experience
has shown that this option has considerable educational value.

It should be noted that JProver is not restricted to the syntax of first-order
logic: unknown terms are simply treated as uninterpreted function or predicate
symbols. This allows us to apply JProver to proof problems that are usually out-
side the range of first-order provers and to combine it with other proof techniques
that are available to proof assistants.

In the future we intend to extend JProver’s capabilities by coupling it with
Nuprl tactics and decision procedures. We also intend to strengthen the prover
component by adding mechanisms for inductive theorem proving described in
[12] and modules for handling modal logics and fragments of linear logic [10,11].
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Fig. 2. The Nuprl /JProver link: proving the “Agatha Murder Puzzle”

These modules will make JProver valuable for a variety of other proof assistants.
We plan to build the corresponding interfaces as well.

Although JProver’s main emphasis is not high-performance but bringing the
advantages of connection-based theorem proving such as complete and efficient
search into tactic-based proof assistants, we plan to incorporate well-known tech-
niques for speeding up automated theorem provers in order to improve JProver’s
performance as a stand-alone prover.

JProver is a part of the MetaPRL code base and can be downloaded from
MetaPRL’s home page [9]. An executable copy of Nuprl running under Linux is
available at
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/Info/Projects/NuPrl/nuprl5/index.html
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Abstract. This paper presents an algorithm, XLNH, to generate finite
models of first order equational theories. Unlike conventional methods,
which focus on using as few individual constants as possible to preserve
symmetries, XLNH heuristically selects then fully generates the func-
tions that appear in the problem, using a weighted directed graph of
functional dependency. One key issue here is to constructively generate
isomorphic partial models then further exploit the resulting symmetries.
This algorithm proves very efficient on problems involving a unary bi-
jective function f (like the additive inverse in a group or ring theory).
When such a bijection is fully instantiated, XLNH statically exploits re-
maining isomorphic subspaces. These ideas are implemented using the
public domain SEM software framework, and give order of magnitude
improvements on many problems. These results are interesting on their
own but potentially generalize to many practical CSP applications.

1 Introduction

Equational theories provide a great number of difficult problems. Zhang in [9]
defines a set of problems which can form a challenge of finite model search sys-
tems. Several open mathematic problems were solved with different approaches:
FALCON [10], FINDER [6], MGTP-G [3], LDPP, SATO [8], FMC [5] and MACE
[4].

An equational theory is a set of axioms: first order logic formulas involving
equality (e.g. ∀x,∀y,∀z : h(f(x, y)) = f(z, x)). We consider here theories in
which all the variables are universally quantified. Finding a finite model for such
a theory amounts to finding an interpretation of functional symbols over a finite
domain Dn which satisfies all axioms. The existence of a model demonstrates
the consistency of the theory. The existence of a counter model may refute a
conjecture.

Finding a model of an equational theory can be viewed as a special kind of
constraint program, where the constraints are highly symmetrical. Symmetries
arise because all constraints are universally quantified. Known approaches to
finite model search have explored ways to tackle those symmetries. MGTP-G
[3] uses ad hoc axioms to filter out some symmetries statically. FALCON [10],
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and SEM [11] use a dynamic cut and heuristic procedure (LNH: Least Number
Heuristic) to avoid exploring symmetrical subspaces during search. On the other
hand, many constraint programs of practical or industrial interest exhibit a
subproblem having functional semantics.

Our approach generalizes the LNH heuristic to avoid exploring isomorphic
subspaces. The new heuristic can be used with many difficult problems, and
gives impressive performance improvements in all cases.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 defines equational theories. Sec-
tion 3 describes the model equivalence proposition. The basic principles of the
enumeration procedure are discussed in section 4. In section 5 we describe the
function selection strategy. Experimental results are listed in section 6. Section
7 gives a conclusion.

2 Equational Theories

2.1 Syntax

We use a subset L of first order logic, without existential quantifiers, with equal-
ity as the only predicate {=}. In L, all the variables are universally quanti-
fied. The disequality symbol {6=} denotes the negation of equality. The set of
variable names is {x, y, z, x1, x2 . . . }. Constants are either integers from the set
{0, 1, 2 . . . } or identifiers (most often a letter from the set {a, b, c, k, k1, k2 . . . }).
A functional symbol can be any identifier not ambiguous with one of the previous
categories, most often a letter from the set {f, g, h, . . . r, s}. A term is recursively
built upon functional symbols, variable names and constants.

h(x, 0) = x
h(0, x) = x
h(x, g(x)) = 0
h(g(x), x) = 0

h(h(x, y), z) = h(x, h(y, z))
h(x, y) = h(y, x)

Fig. 1. Abelian Group Axioms

Since all variables are universally quantified, universal quantifiers are usually
omitted in the axioms for simplicity. Figure 1 illustrates the possibilities offered
by the language. L is rich enough to formulate the axioms of mathematical
objects like abelian groups or unit rings. Because L has only one predicate,
equality, sets of L axioms are commonly called ”equational theories”. It is of
considerable interest to mathematicians to prove or refute the existence of finite
structures satisfying axioms in L. Hence L is at the same time an excellent
experimentation basis and a field of application. The concepts introduced in
this paper can be extended to richer languages like the many sorted first order
language used as input to the first order finite model generator SEM [11].
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2.2 Semantics

We use traditional naming conventions in the field of CSP-based finite model
generation (FALCON [10], SEM [11]). Without loss of generality, individuals
are taken from the set N = {0, 1, 2, . . . } of natural numbers. Since we are only
interested in finite models, we interpret a theory T in L on a finite set Dn =
{0, 1, 2, . . . n − 1}. Constants (integers) are interpreted as themselves. We call
a cell the ground term f(e1, . . . ek) where all ei belong to Dn. Cells map to
constraint variables in the associated constraint problem. Dn is called the domain
of these variables. The members of Dn are called individuals. An interpretation
In (or simply I) of a theory T maps each cell to a value from Dn. The resulting
structure defines an operation table for every function that appears in T (for
instance the set: {h(0, 0) = 0, h(0, 1) = 2, h(0, 2) = 3 . . . }). A model I of order
n of a theory T is an interpretation on Dn which satisfies all the theory axioms.

Let f be a function, and I an interpretation. We naturally define the inter-
pretation If of f as the restriction of I to f cells. We often use f(e1, . . . ek) to
denote I(f(e1, . . . ek)) when not ambiguous. Let g be a unary function, we may
also use gi(x) to denote I(g(I(g(...(x)))))

︸ ︷︷ ︸
i

2.3 A CSP Approach to Model Generation

An equational theory can be viewed as a special kind of constraint program,
a triple (V, D, C) where V is the set of constraint variables, D is the domain
(or set of possible values) for these variables, and C is a set of constraints, i.e.
relations listing possible combinations of variables values.

Here, the set V of variables is the set of function cells and the domain D
is the set Dn. Different approaches exist to implement the constraints (more
efficiently than as extensive lists of compatible tuples). Enumerative model gen-
erators usually rely upon constraint propagation algorithms, with a tradeoff be-
tween propagation efficiency (i.e. the completeness of the decisions made by the
propagation algorithm alone) and the cost of maintaining the associated data
structures. FMSET [2] experimented using boolean propagation and a clause flat-
tening technique (to achieve ultimate propagation efficiency), at the expense of
additional memory costs. SEM (the public domain tool we based our experiments
upon) uses the terminal instances of the axioms and propagates newly known
values of function cells upwards in the structure. SEM compensates the loss of
most downward propagations by more concise and efficient data structures and
indexing. A potentially useful source of (non symmetry aware) improvement of
the finite model generation may be achieved using lookahead strategies as shown
in [1].

Before the search starts, SEM generates all the terminal instances corre-
sponding to every axiom in the theory. For instance, the axiom h(x, g(x)) = 0
(group inverse) expands to h(0, g(0)) = 0, h(1, g(1)) = 0, h(2, g(2)) = 0 . . . .
These terminal axioms are stored in memory using a pointer based representa-
tion that allows for fast upward propagation. Whenever a leaf cell value becomes
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known (e.g. g(0)), its actual value is substituted in all the constraints where it
appears (which may generate a new cell value: here h(0, 0) = 0), and the process
repeats to fix point or failure as long as new cell values are introduced.

3 Model Isomorphism

When building an equational theory model, some isomorphic branches in the
search tree can be cut by observing that all individuals i from Dn that were not
used as a cell index or as a cell value in previous choice points are interchange-
able. This intuition led to the implementation of the Least Number Heuristic in
FALCON ([10]), a program that solved several open problems for the first time.

Because equational theories are highly symmetrical, the LNH alone does not
cut all unwanted search branches. This research focuses on that issue, exploring
ways to retrieve part of the original symmetries, even after all individuals have
been used. Most equational theories involve a unary bijection (as in group or ring
axioms), or can be adapted to involve one (like in quasi groups). This section
proves a proposition that leads to an improved model generation procedure:
the search starts by generating a model of a unary function if it exists. After
this model was computed, the search can proceed from a state where remaining
symmetries can be deterministically suppressed and thus require no dynamic
tests.

Definition 1. Let T be a theory, I an interpretation, E a subset of Dn, and
f a (unary) functional symbol. We define f(E) as the set {I(f(e))|e ∈ E}. As
usual, we also define f−1(E) as the set {e ∈ Dn|I(f(e)) ∈ E}.

Definition 2. Let T be a theory, g a unary function and Ig an interpretation of
g on Dn = {0, . . . n−1}. An inclusion minimal subset c of Dn such that g(c) = c
is called a cycle. An element i ∈ Dn appears in at most one cycle, called ci. We
define the size size(c) of a cycle c as |c| − 1.

Definition 3. Let g be a unary function and Ig an interpretation of g on Dn.
The inclusion maximal subset DIg of Dn such that g(DIg

) = DIg
= g−1(DIg

) is
the bijective restriction of g.

Note that such a bijective restriction is not the union of all the cycles, except
when Ig interprets g as a bijection. In that case, we even have DIg

= Dn.

Example 1. Let g be a unary function under the following interpretation Ig.

g 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1 2 2 3 4 6 5 8 7 9 9 1

Under the interpretation Ig, the elements of DIg
(here the set {3, ...8}) belonging

to cycles of equal sizes remain interchangeable (e.g. 5 and 7). Obviously however,
the individual 2 is not interchangeable with 3.

These intuitions lead to the proposition 1 below.
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Proposition 1. Let T be an axiom system with a unary function g, and In a
model of T . Let h be a function in T (h 6= g), h(i1, . . . ik) a cell, and v ∈ DIg

such that In(h(i1, . . . ik)) = v and v /∈ cij for all ij. Then for every w 6= v
s.t. |cw| = |cv| and w belongs to none of all cij there exists an isomorphism
transforming In to a model I ′

n of T in which I ′
n(h(i1, . . . ik)) = w.

Proof. Let cv and cw be the (non empty) cycles of v and w. There are two cases:

– cv 6= cw: let σ : D 7→ D be the isomorphism equal to the identity everywhere
but on cv and cw which maps gi(v) to gi(w) and gi(w) to gi(v) for all i in
[0..|cv|).

– cv = cw = c: let k be the isomorphism equal to the identity everywhere but
on c which maps gi(v) to gi(w) for all i in [0..|c|[.

By definition, σ is such that σ(g(i)) = g(σ(i)). σ naturally extends to a model
isomorphism by mapping any ground assignment h(i1, . . . in) = v (where h 6=
g) to h(σ(i1), . . . σ(in)) = σ(v) so that σ(h(i1, . . . in)) = h(σ(i1), . . . σ(in)) for
all i1, . . . in in Dn. These conditions, together with the fact that σ is bijective
and that all universally quantified axioms are valid under In, ensure that every
terminal instance of any axiom t1 = t2 of the theory T is valid under σ(In). ut

Example 2. Assume we want to generate abelian groups (cf. figure 1 axioms) of
order 5. Let In be a model of AG that interprets g as Ig below:

g 0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 4 3

If In interprets h(1, 2) as 3, we know that there exists an isomorphic model
I ′
n where h(1, 2) = 4. This property can be used in the enumeration procedure

to avoid exploring symmetrical search spaces.

4 Enumeration Procedure

Proposition 1 shows that some model isomorphisms remain when a partial inter-
pretation for a unary function g has been computed. The best situation occurs
if the theory axioms ensure that g is bijective, since in that case DIg

= Dn

and is maximal in size. This suggests to try starting the model generation by
completely producing a model for a bijective function g, if it exists, to exploit
the remaining symmetries further. In the rich domain of group and ring theories,
the group inverse function g is not only bijective, but satisties g2(i) = i for all
i ∈ Dn. Cycles in that case are of size 0 or 1, which even further reduces the
number of different g interpretations.

It is easy to generate only non isomorphic (canonic) interpretations of a
bijective unary function. The idea simply is to generate the function so that its
cycles are increasing, or decreasing in sizes, as suggests the following proposition:
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Proposition 2. Let g be a unary function and Ig an interpretation of g on Dn.
There exists an integer l in Dn and a permutation σ on Dn mapping Ig to an
interpretation σ(Ig) such that in σ(Ig):

– DIg
= {0, . . . l}

– for every cycle c, c elements are consecutive integers and only the highest
element e in c is such that g(e) ≤ e.

– for every two consecutive cycles c1 and c2, |c1| ≤ |c2|
This proposition is easily proved by iteratively building σ as the appropriate

renaming on D. Because an equational theory involves constants (like the neutral
element in group axioms), for completeness reasons, proposition 2 cannot be used
as such in an enumeration procedure. Constants appearing in equalities must be
interpreted first by the algorithm. The chosen values are not interchangeable
with any other. In addition, these individuals may belong to a cycle of g, or not
(in that case, the function g is not bijective). Technically, the individuals selected
to interpret p constants kp may without loss of generality satisfy I(kj) < j − 1
for j ∈ {0..p − 1}. This leads to the following proposition:

Proposition 3. Let k1, . . . , kp be p constants, Iki
their interpretation, and g a

unary function. Let Ig interpret g on Dn. There exist two integers m and l in
Dn (m ≤ l) and a permutation σ on Dn mapping Ig to an interpretation σ(Ig)
such that in σ(Ig):

– gn({Iki}) = {0, . . . m − 1}
– DIg − gn({Iki}) = {m, . . . , l}
– for every cycle c ⊂ {m, . . . , l}, c elements are consecutive integers and only

the highest element e in c is such that g(e) ≤ e.
– for every two consecutive cycles c1 ⊂ {m, . . . , l} and c2 ⊂ DIg , |c1| ≤ |c2|

Definition 4. An interpretation Ig satisfying proposition 3 requirements is
called canonic. Let c be a cycle in Ig. The smallest element s in c is called
start(c), and the highest element e in c is called end(c).

According to the above statements, given g a unary function and Ig a canonic
interpretation, it is clear that size(c) = end(c) − start(c) for every cycle c. In
the example 1, if we have one constant interpreted as 0, we have m = 3, l = 8,
{3, . . . , 8} contains 4 cycles of respective lengths 0, 0, 1, 1. Note that two cycles
are not in {3, . . . , 8}: g(2) = 2 and g(9) = 9.

Model generation uses the two propositions 1 and 3 to exclude isomorphic
subspaces when building models of a theory T involving a unary function g. It
operates in three steps.

4.1 Step 0

The algorithm interprets the p constants appearing in equalities so that I(k0) = 0
and I(kj) ≤ I(kj−1) + 1. This constructs a set {0, . . . , q} of integers (q ≤ p).
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4.2 Step 1

It then selects a function g from the problem statement and iteratively generates
all its canonical models, as described in proposition 3. The idea simply is to
construct Ig so that

– gn({0, . . . , q}) = {0, . . . , m − 1}
– DIg

− gn({0, . . . , q}) = {m, . . . , l} for some m, l (note that there may exist
cycles in {0, . . . , m − 1}).

– {m, . . . , l} cycles only contain consecutive elements (note that this property
cannot be ensured for the cycles that appear over {0, . . . , m − 1})

– for all i in {m, . . . , l}, either g(i) = i + 1 or i is the end of a cycle and thus
g(i) = i − size(ci)

– the cycles in {m, . . . , l} are increasing in size (note again that this property
cannot be ensured for the cycles that appear over {0, . . . , m − 1})

This procedure allows to generate only a limited number of interpretations hav-
ing isomorphic bijective restriction. In the case of a bijection, only non isomor-
phic models are generated. For example, using this strategy, the generation of
bijective functions of order 6 only produces the eleven non isomorphic models
whereas using the LNH heuristic produces 32 models.

4.3 Step 2

For every such generated Ig, the algorithm enumerates possible models for the
theory using an almost standard CSP enumeration procedure, described as al-
gorithm 1. We say that an index i has been hit by the algorithm when either

– the value i has been assigned to a cell
– the value of a cell h(i1, . . . in) has been chosen, or is currently under consid-

eration, and i = ij for some j in {1, . . . n}.

We say that a cycle has been hit when one of its members has been hit. The
algorithm keeps track of a high water mark called mdns for every cycle size s.
The value mdns represents the end index of the highest cycle of size s that has
been hit. Remember that cycles with equal sizes are consecutive. Let v ∈ DIg

,
we note mdn(v) the value mdn|cv|. By the proposition 1, when selecting a value
v for a cell h(i1, . . . ik), only values smaller than mdn(v) + 1 need to be tried.

After an interpretation of g has been computed, the index m identifying the
start of the bijective restriction section is known, and thus all mdn values are
set equal to max(0, m − 1).

Traditional implementations of the LNH heuristic (as in [10]) use only one
mdn value. They attempt to favor the heuristic application by selecting new
cells so that the mdn does not change, as long as possible. To achieve this, it is
enough to select cells h(i1, . . . ik) with indexes smaller than mdn. If impossible,
a new cell is selected that yields the smallest possible change to mdn values. In
practice, it suffices to choose h(i1, . . . ik) so that max(i1, . . . ik) is the smallest.
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Algorithm 1 The enumeration procedure
function XLNH(S: set of assign., F : set of terminal axiom):boolean;
begin

forall non propagated assignments a in S, Propagate(a, F, S)
if S contains incompatible assignments then return(false)
if F is empty then return(true)
select unbound cell b(i1, . . . in)

(so that max(i1, . . . in) is the smallest)
update mdn(ij) for all ij
forall v ∈ D s.t. v ≤ mdn(v) + 1

if XLNH(S ∪ b = v,F ) then return(true)
return false

end

This strategy however picks candidate cells in all existing functions (including
functions that depend upon the value of others, which thus should not be taken
in consideration here).

Our approach focuses on the generation of an interpretation for all functions,
one after another. The algorithm thus valuates all of a function cells before chang-
ing the function. This prevents spreading the model generation over all function
symbols. During the generation of a function, we use an extended version of the
LNH, that treats as equivalent the individuals belonging to the same cycle, or
to cycles of equal sizes, as long as these individuals have not been ”hit”.
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Fig. 2. LNH versus XLNH

The figure 2 illustrates the difference between the LNH and the XLNH heuris-
tics. By using LNH, after a certain search tree depth is reached, all Dn values
are used, and yet are no more interchangeable (as illustrated in the leftmost
diagram in figure 2). By using XLNH, after a canonical interpretation of the
unary function g was computed, existing cycles in the bijective restriction let
some individuals become interchangeable again (as in the rightmost diagram in
figure 2). Hence the XLNH heuristic allows to first compute in a deterministic
way the canonical models of a unary function, then statically exploit remaining
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isomorphisms to prune the search. The implementation of the heuristic is thus
entirely static, and requires no complex run time tests. The only tests performed
are integer comparisons, at a null cost.

Example 3. Figure 3 illustrates the generation of all models of order 5 abelian
groups (cf. figure 1). Only three canonic interpretations of g are generated. In
figure 3, bracket surrounded values are the ones suppressed from the search tree
by the XLNH heuristic (by proposition 1). Missing branches are suppressed by
constraint propagation. The 2 symbol represents inconsistency. The symbol M
represents the obtention of a model.
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Fig. 3. The search tree for order 5 abelian groups

By looking at this diagram, we can observe that the first generated interpre-
tation of g is the identity, all cycles having the same size zero. In that case, the
rest of the search proceeds as with a LNH heuristic starting with mdn = 0. This
results in suppressing many isomorphic interpretations.
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5 Function Selection Strategy

Experimental results show that the sequence of selected functional symbols im-
pacts on computation times. It can be clearly understood why when we observe
that some functional symbols never appear as top-level term labels in the ax-
ioms (these functions are called ”pure output”) while others never appear as
sub-terms (they are ”pure input” functions). It is obvious that pure input func-
tions are uniquely determined when all other functions are known, and thus
should not be explicitly enumerated. On the other hand, pure output functions
should be generated in priority, because SEM’s propagation is essentially of a
bottom up kind.

The other functions appearing both as top-level terms and as sub-terms in
the problem axioms are generated in a statically computed intuitive order, based
on the number of times a function has a previously generated function as its
input. This heuristic is computed statically (before search starts) by building
a weighted directed graph from the problem axioms where nodes are labelled
with functional symbols, and weighted arrows represent the number of recursive
function invocation in axioms (f(g(...)...) eventually introduces the arrow from
g to f or increments its weight by one). The existence of a static heuristic clearly
improves program performance.

Constants deserve a distinct treatment depending whether they appear in
equations or disequations. In the former case (like of the additive inverse ”zero”),
the constants are valuated before program starts, and result in introducing non
interchangeable individuals (step zero of the algorithm). In the latter case, how-
ever, (like in an axiom introducing a counter example for associativity), the
constants are better valuated once the functions where they appear are entirely
generated.

Definition 5. Let T be an equational theory, F its set of functional symbols
(without constants) and C its set of axioms. Let G = (X, W ) be the weighted
and oriented dependency graph defined as follows:

– the set of vertices is isomorphic to F .
– the edge (fi → fj) belongs to W if there exists an axiom in C where fi

appears as a sub-term of fj.
– the weight of the edge (fi → fj) equals the number of times there exists an

axiom in C where fi appears as a sub-term of fj.

Example 4. The following theory defines the axioms of an unit ring: g, a is the
group and m is the multiplicative law.

a(0, x) = x a(x, 0) = x
a(g(x), x) = 0 a(x, g(x)) = 0
m(x, 1) = x m(1, x) = x
a(x, a(y, z)) = a(a(x, y), z) m(x, m(y, z)) = m(m(x, y), z)
a(m(x, y), m(x, z)) = m(x, a(y, z)) a(m(x, z), m(y, z)) = m(a(x, y), z)
This set of axioms yields the following dependency graph:
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Note: the weighted graph construction is not semantical, and depends upon
the theory syntax. Hence, two different formulations of the same problem could
have different graphs. This issue is field of future research.

5.1 Function Selection Algorithm

The best experimental results are achieved by selecting the next function to
instantiate according to the following preference order:

1. select a constant appearing in an equation (step 0)
2. select a pure output bijective unary function (step 1)
3. select a pure output unary function (step 1)
4. select a pure output n-ary function (step 2)
5. select a function that with maximal sum of weights of arrows coming from

already generated functions (step 2)
6. select a constant appearing in already fully generated functions (step 2)

Note that all vertices having only input edges functionally depend upon the
other functional symbols, and are uniquely determined as soon as the other func-
tions have been entirely generated. Pure input functions are thus never generated
explicitly.

Example 5. As an example, let us consider the theory RNG041-1 from the TPTP
problem collection [7]. We have the following dependency graph:
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According to the previous selection strategy, we first select the constants
which appear in equality equation, after g (pure input unary bijective), then h
(pure input unary). Then, the choice of a before m is guided by the dependencies.
Hence the instantiation order is: g, h, a, m.

The table 1 illustrates those concerns by comparing the results obtained with
the TPTP problem RNG041-1 at order 6 using different function orderings.
This example suggests a few comments: the best node complexity is achieved by
selecting function a (the additive law) just after its inverse g. However, the best
execution times are obtained with our function selection strategy, because many
nodes (cell value choices for h in that case) trigger very immediate fails.
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Table 1. Comparing different orders for the RNG041-1 problem

g, a, h,m g, h, a,m, g,m, a, h
Time 0.13 0.06 0.15
Nodes 89 879 634
Models 0 0 0

Example 6. Let us consider the theory RNG025-8 from the TPTP problem col-
lection [7]. We have the following dependency graph:
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In this case, the statically computed ordering is the following one:
g, a, ass, m, com. Three constants appear in the set of clauses as disequations
literals, and are thus interpreted last.

Again, table 2 list the results obtained with different function orderings. The
size of models is equal to 5.

Table 2. Comparing different orders for the RNG025-8 problem

g, a, ass,m, com g, a,m, ass, com, g, ass, a,m, com g,m, a, ass, com

Time 0.14 0.33 ≥10 minutes 0.78
Nodes 3 149 1 280 - 6 398
Models 3 072 1 280 - 2 048

The choice of g first is obvious, because it is pure input, unary bijective. com
needs not be generated because it is pure output. Choosing a after g is natural
because it has g as input (and com is discarded). Then ass should be preferred
over m because the axioms involve six occurrences of a as a sub-term of ass,
instead of only four in m. Again, you may observe the existence of a node count
per execution time trade off. As before, the best execution times are obtained
at the expense of more choice nodes, which suggests that many choices lead to
very quick failures in the best option.

6 Experimentation

We have implemented the heuristic XLNH on the SEM software, as a heuristic
variant. We thus use exactly the same data structures and propagation algo-
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rithm. Our implementation currently only handles problems involving a unary
bijective function, which are numerous. SEM’s source code is available at the
web address www.cs.uiowa.edu/˜hzhang/sem.html. All results are obtained
on a K6II 400Mhz with 128 Mb of RAM. We limit to two hours the maximum
time to solve a problem.

We compare SEM + XLNH and classical SEM (+ LNH) on different math-
ematical problems: abelian groups first, then several ring problems from the
TPTP collection [7]. We have tested XLNH on a large number of these prob-
lem instances and obtained very good results, and list them for three problems
RNG041-1 (rating 0.22 -very easy-), RNG025-8 (rating 0.67 -medium-) and
RNG030-6 (rating 1 -difficult-).

Table 3. Abelian Groups

SEM + XLNH SEM + LNH
Order Models Time Nodes Models Time Nodes

32 529 168 9 769 2 295 956 421 178
33 15 28 2 769 15 1 151 466 883
34 2 239 26 077 20 1 402 481 249
35 13 41 3 477 13 1 700 490 606
36 321 375 27 975 2 142 2 345 872 374
37 1 65 4 107 1 2 848 921 379
38 2 532 39 789 22 3 525 935 527
39 17 86 4 350 17 4 263 946 669
40 282 816 39 130 2 220 5 632 1 393 433
41 1 116 5 163 + + +
42 42 1 247 54 822 + + +
43 1 154 5 396 + + +
44 31 1 788 58 137 + + +
45 180 226 6 122 + + +
46 2 2 481 60 281 + + +
47 1 361 14 096 + + +
48 3 345 4 446 75 905 + + +
49 8 492 22 976 + + +
50 22 6 375 232 718 + + +
51 21 636 25 053 + + +
52 + + + + + +

We generate all models of the abelian group and only solve the satisfiability
problem on the TPTP’s instances. The table 3 shows the comparison between
LNH and XLNH for abelian groups. Our approach is 7 times faster for even
orders and 70 times faster for odd orders. Our method shows that odd order
abelian group generation is much easier than that of even order abelian groups.
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This agrees with known results about the number of non isomorphic finite abelian
group instances (it is known that every subgroup order divides the order of the
group). This result shows the efficiency of XLNH. The results table 3 stops at
order 52. However we can generate all odd order abelian groups up to order 63
(278 models obtained in 2470 seconds and 40 764 nodes). We can observe that
XLNH always produces fewer models than LNH.

Table 4. Some TPTP problems

XLNH LNH
Problem Size Model Time Nodes Model Time Nodes

RNG041-1 8 0 0.05 1 236 0 24 175 672
9 0 0.06 1 673 0 123 736 625
10 0 0.09 2 049 0 632 3 061 678
11 0 0.09 2 497 0 2 928 12 221 898
12 0 0.16 2 880 - - -
14 0 0.22 3 725 - - -
16 0 0.4 4 584 - - -

RNG025-8 8 1 19 872 609 1 135 6 965 608
9 1 2.8 86 629 1 12 92 396
10 1 1.6 10 435 1 41 19 276
11 1 2.5 14 889 1 221 67 835
12 1 8.3 148 203 1 529 244 126
13 1 5.4 28 901 1 6 462 985 767
14 1 11 39 383 - - -
15 1 9.5 51 683 - - -
16 - - - - - -

RNG030-6 11 0 0.76 1 465 0 216 576 977
12 0 28.7 83 007 - - -
13 0 1.5 2 379 - - -
14 0 3.5 6 250
15 0 17 32 987
16 0 6 826 4 039 087
17 0 5 5 338
18 0 278 400 055
19 0 8 7 375

Table 4 lists the results obtained for several TPTP problems, sorted by
increasing difficulty, according to the TPTP collection difficulty ratings. The
XLNH heuristic proves very efficient for the RNG class instance (rings with
added axioms). The RNG041-1 problem, an easy one, is solved in less than 1
second at order 16. The table stops here because of paper size limitations. How-
ever XLNH solves RNG041-1 at order 30 in 3.5 seconds and 10 989 nodes. The
program is limited by memory. The RNG025-8 problem shows a difficulty peak
at orders being a power of two (order 8). This is expected, as in the case of
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abelian groups, because there exist many finite groups of order a power of two.
XLNH fails at order 16 but solves the problem at order 17 easily (25 seconds).
The RNG030-6, a currently open instance of the TPTP collection (rating 1),
exhibits comparable behavior at power of two orders. Here again, because the
problem involves many functions, the limitation comes from processor memory
rather than combinatorial complexity.

7 Conclusion

We demonstrate the efficiency of exploiting the underlying structure of equa-
tional theories to generate their finite models. The existence of a pure output
unary function, specially if it is bijective, allows to avoid exploring many isomor-
phic subspaces. Our results generalize the least number heuristic in situations
when a unary function exists in the theory. This generalization proves very effi-
cient in reducing the number of search nodes explored by the enumerator, and
thus produces a lot fewer isomorphic solutions.

Themes of future work include: the extension to non bijective unary func-
tions, integration of dynamic symmetry tests, changes in the data structures
to consume less memory and obtain solutions at higher orders, exhaustive gen-
eration of canonical solutions for finite abelian groups or other theories up to
unprecedented orders, the adaptation of these results to practical CSP problems
involving a functional subpart (and eventually a bijection like in the Travelling
Sales Person problem).
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Abstract. This paper reports recent experimental work in the devel-
opment and refinement of the first order theorem prover Scott-5. This
is descended from the Scott (Semantically Constrained Otter) prover
(see Proc. IJCAI 1993, pp. 109–114) and uses the same combination of
a saturation-based theorem prover and a finite domain constraint solver,
but the architecture of Scott-5 is radically different from that of its an-
cestor. Here we briefly outline semantic guidance as it occurs in Scott-5,
and give experimental evidence of an improvement in performance (in
terms of efficiency) that we attribute to the guidance strategy.

1 Introduction

Question: What semantically oriented strategy can direct a reasoning program
in its choice of clauses to which to apply the inference rule(s) being employed:
what properties can be used other than the current criterion of simply finding
a clause containing a literal with the appropriately signed predicate?

L. Wos [8] (problem #5)

In [8] Wos identifies “inadequate focus” as one of the primary obstacles to ef-
fective theorem proving. In this paper we report one line of attack on the focus
problem for saturation methods of first order theorem proving, by injecting se-
mantic information into heuristics for ordering the possible inferences. Prelimi-
nary work on this idea1 resulted in the system Scott [1,5,7] which showed some
modest performance gains relative to its parent Otter. However, the main tech-
nique used in that prover was model resolution; the work on false preference (see
below) remained unsystematic and lacked a theoretical basis. The new Scott
rests on a new understanding of semantic guidance and shows much more stable
behaviour over a wide range of problems. We present results on the TPTP prob-
lems and performance under fair conditions in CASC as compelling evidence
that the effects exploited by our technique are real and useful.

Preliminary versions of the present work were presented in the workshops
FTP-2000 and Reunion Workshop on Implementations on Logic (at LPAR-2000)
but as these had no published proceedings, no account of the new Scott has
yet been published.
1 Ours is not, of course, the only approach represented in the literature. Semantically

based refinements of resolution go back at least to Slagle’s early work [4]. Mention
should also be made of Plaisted’s semantic hyper-linking [3] which was developed
independently of Scott and also uses information from models in first order proof
search.

R. Goré, A. Leitsch, and T. Nipkow (Eds.): IJCAR 2001, LNAI 2083, pp. 443–447, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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2 Semantic Guidance

At any point during a saturation-based proof search, let S be a consistent subset
of the clauses derived so far and let c be a particular clause inconsistent with S.
Then there are derivations of the empty clause from S∪{c}, and c occurs in every
such derivation, including the shortest ones and those which contain no irrelevant
excursions. Therefore if the next clause chosen as parent for inferences is c, at
least one proof (and possibly many) will be extended by it. If we knew which
were the maximal consistent subsets of the clauses so far derived, we could choose
given clauses from the complements of these sets, thus guaranteeing at every step
that some proof fragment is extended. Naturally, this would not guarantee that
the proofs extended at a given point were globally the shortest ones, nor that one
of them would be the first proof eventually found: screening out excess proofs is
a different issue, which we do not claim to have addressed.

Unfortunately, we do not know which sets are maximal consistent, for con-
sistency is famously undecidable. However, that does not mean we can never
detect it: for instance, a formula may happen to have a model in a domain of
just three elements, in which case it may be rather easy to find that model and
so establish consistency. We hope to show that a search for (small) finite models
can usefully approximate a satisfiability oracle. By relying on it, we give our
prover access to Near-Maximal Consistent Sets (NMCS), which may be a little
less than maximal, but which are still consistent and which can still focus the
search for the most part on proofs rather than on useless sequences of inferences.

Evidently, there is a tradeoff between time spent in the semantic component,
searching for models, and time spent in the syntactic component, searching for
proofs. Investing time in modelling tends to improve the quality of semantic
guidance and therefore to increase the efficiency of our proof search,2 but on the
other hand our goal is a proof not a model, so at some point we have to stop
modelling and risk making some inferences. The tradeoff between the quality
of guidance and its cost has three aspects. Firstly, the model generator must
be forced to terminate by means of a bound on its search; the more generous
this bound the closer the NMCS approximate MCS, but generosity costs time so
the bound must be set judiciously. We find that sensible bounds can usually be
set dynamically during the search using information from previous attempts at
modelling clauses. Secondly, the probability that a given model can be improved
within the search bound falls to near zero at some point, whereupon we can
stop trying to improve that model and treat the set of clauses true in it as
sufficiently near maximal to count as the NMCS for guidance purposes. Thirdly,
it is important to bound the number of NMCS maintained. The more NMCS the
system maintains the better its coverage of the search space, but each NMCS
incurs severe overheads.

It may not be possible to resolve all these tradeoffs in a uniform way. The
present program SCOTT-5 uses limits derived experimentally over three years
of development work with successive versions of the algorithm.
2 I.e. the proportion of given clause selections that actually occur in the final proof.
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3 Implementation

We assume familiarity with the given clause algorithm used by Scott and
by most contemporary high-performance theorem provers3 As suggested above,
Scott’s technique is to select given clauses almost always from a collection
of co-NMCS (complements of near-maximal consistent sets). To identify these
NMCS and witness their consistency, it uses models generated at need by a fi-
nite domain constraint solver [6] which thus functions as a semi-oracle yielding
no false positives but an unknown proportion of false negatives. The underlying
theorem prover is Otter.

Where S is any consistent set, clearly every derivation of the empty clause
contains at least one complete branch of formulae, right up to an input formula as
a leaf, which is disjoint from S. Hence, if the intersection of some co-NMCS with
the passive set is small, it makes sense to take all the clauses in that intersection
as the next few given clauses, so that we have activated as much as possible of
at least one branch of every proof. We call this the “semantic queue” strategy.
The meaning of “small” for this purpose is determined pragmatically; it seems
from our observations that, roughly speaking, single-digit numbers are “small”.

In order to enforce fairness, and because there is no easy way to know whether
a given NMCS is a good one to use for guidance, Scott does not rely exclusively
on the semantic queue strategy. Where all the co-NMCS are “large”, it lets the
choice of given clause cycle through them. Within each co-NMCS, the clauses
are ordered by weight and age as normal, so that the choice among them is
fair. Moreover, because the cost of maintaining all NMCS would be prohibitive,
and again to ensure complete fairness, it occasionally chooses a given clause from
among those which are in all known NMCS. Thus Scott’s given clause selection
strategy is fair if Otter’s is.

In principle, generating a NMCS is straightforward: simply scan the list of
clauses, adding a clause whenever the resultant set can be shown consistent by
finding a model. By listing the clauses in different orders, different NMCS may
be obtained. In Scott this process is dynamic, since the NMCS change as more
clauses are deduced, and so the witnessing models may also be changed during
the search. It has always been part of the concept of Scott that semantic guid-
ance should be fitted to the particular proof search, being driven by the actual
clauses deduced rather than being set up in advance. The algorithm for generat-
ing models as a by-product of labelling the “kept” clauses is the same as that of
the earlier Scott [1,5,7] and will not be repeated here for reasons of space. Nor
will the algorithm and the refinements of it due to extensive experimentation be
further elaborated.

3 See, for instance, page 5 of [2]. For historical reasons, Scott uses the “Otter
loop”, in which certain simplification inferences are performed eagerly within the
passive set, rather than the “Discount (or Waldmeister) loop” in which all such
inference is done lazily. We do not see the difference between these two versions of
the algorithm as very important to Scott.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of Scott and Otter. Left plot shows time in seconds to solution.
The problems are in each case those from TPTP that the prover solves within 600
seconds, and the times are plotted in monotone increasing order. Right plot shows
difference in efficiency ratings (number of clauses in proof over number of given clauses)
between the two provers. Above the line: Scott more efficient; below the line: Otter
more efficient. Problems are those solved in 600 seconds by both provers, omitting those
solved by both with under 10 given clauses, in TPTP order.

4 Performance

Performance measures are inevitably rough, since Scott does not have a highly
tuned autonomous mode because the algorithm is still under development and
its parameters are so many and varied. Nonetheless we give comparisons against
Otter (actually against Scott with its semantic features turned off) to il-
lustrate the effects of the guidance strategy, and a summary of the fair and
independent comparison against the best contemporary provers in CASC-17.

The time plot shows Scott’s comparatively gentle decline in performance as
the problems get harder. Among high-performance provers to date, only Setheo
seems to show a similar performance profile. The scatter plot shows Scott
emerging ahead of Otter in terms of search efficiency, but also illustrates that
the effect is far from uniform across problems. For reasons of space, we omit a
more detailed breakdown of the results.

The above comparisons are exclusively with Otter. However, it is also inter-
esting to compare the performance of Scott with other, more recent, theorem
provers. To that end, we instance some results from CASC, in which Scott has
competed for the last four years. In the general MIX division, its performance
has been little better that of Otter, mainly because of the difficulty of devising
an appropriate set of defaults for its many parameters. On the other hand, in the
UEQ (unit equality) division, where problem sets are relatively homogeneous,
it has performed rather well even in comparison with highly engineered provers
such as E and Waldmeister. The full results of CASC-17 (July 2000) are avail-
able on the CASC web page4 so here we reproduce only summaries of the MIX
and UEQ results (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)).
4 http://www.cs.jcu.edu.au/˜tptp/CASC
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Problems Average
System Solved Time
E 0.6 57 79.31
E-SETHEO 2000csp 57 160.53
Gandalf c-21 55 99.60
Vampire 1.0 45 48.06
Vampire 0.0 37 54.72
SCOTT 5.0.0 22 178.06
Bliksem 1.10 18 65.33
Otter 3.1b 8 55.86

(a) MIX division

Problems Average
System Solved Time
Waldmeister 600 30 43.45
SCOTT 5.0.0 12 186.27
E 0.6 8 77.85
E-SETHEO 2000csp 8 190.18
Vampire 1.0 7 89.06
Otter 3.1b 6 33.42
Gandalf c-2.1 6 100.80
Bliksem 1.10 4 28.05

(b) UEQ division

Fig. 2. Summary of CASC-17 results
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1 A Modified Clause-Diffusion Prover with Multi-search

Peers-mcd.d implements contraction-based strategies for equational logic, mo-
dulo associativity and commutativity, with paramodulation, simplification and
functional subsumption. It is a new version of Peers-mcd [4], that parallelizes
McCune’s prover EQP (version 0.9d), according to the Modified Clause-Diffusion
methodology (http://www.cs.uiowa.edu/∼bonacina/cd.html).

In parallel search with peer processes (no master-slave hierarchy), multiple
deductive processes search the space of the theorem-proving problem, each deve-
loping its own data base and derivation, and cooperate through communication
of data, until one finds a proof and all halt. Within parallel search, we distin-
guish between distributed search, where the searches generated by the processes
are differentiated by subdividing the inferences among them, and multi-search,
where they are differentiated by assigning different search plans to the processes.
Most approaches to parallel search in theorem proving adopted either one or the
other: for instance, the systems based on Team-Work and combination of ho-
mogeneous provers emphasized multi-search, while the previous Clause-Diffusion
provers emphasized distributed search (see [6] for a survey and references). A ma-
jor difference between Peers-mcd.d and all its predecessors is that Peers-mcd.d
implements both distributed search and multi-search, and their combination.

Peers-mcd.d can run in one of three modes:

– Pure distributed-search mode: the search space is subdivided among the pro-
cesses; all processes execute the same search plan.

– Pure multi-search mode: the search space is not subdivided; every process
executes a different search plan.

– Hybrid mode: the search space is subdivided, and the processes execute dif-
ferent search plans.

The basic structure of the search plan in a Peers-mcd.d process is to se-
lect premises for expansion (paramodulation), normalize the generated equa-
tions (forward contraction), and apply them to normalize pre-existing equations
? Supported in part by the National Science Foundation with grants CCR-97-01508

and EIA-97-29807.
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(backward contraction), in such a way to keep the data base inter-reduced. Peers-
mcd.d offers three ways of diversifying the search plan:

– Different premise selection mechanism,
– Different ratio of breadth-first search and best-first search, and
– Different heuristic function to sort equations for premise selection.

Peers-mcd.d inherits from EQP two mechanisms to select the premises for
paramodulation, the given-clause algorithm and the pair algorithm. The first
one is a best-first search with the weight of equations as heuristic function:
at every selection extract an equation of smallest weight and generate all its
paramodulants with the already selected equations. The second one is a best-
first search on pairs: at every selection extract a pair of equations of smallest
weight and generate all their paramodulants. The most basic way of introducing
multi-search is to have some processes execute the given-clause and some the pair
algorithm: in Peers-mcd.d, when the flag diverse-sel is set, the even-numbered
processes execute the pair algorithm, and the odd-numbered processes execute
the given-clause algorithm.

If the parameter pick-given-ratio has value x, the given-clause/pair al-
gorithm picks the oldest, rather than lightest, equation/pair once every x + 1
choices. The second way of diversifying search plans in Peers-mcd.d is to let each
process use a different value of pick-given-ratio: when the flag diverse-pick
is set, process pk resets its pick-given-ratio to x+ k.

The third ingredient to obtain different search plans is to let the processes do
best-first search with different heuristic functions. The heuristic functions of [1,7]
measure the syntactic similarity between an equation and the target theorem(s):
the higher the similarity, the better the heuristic value, since an equation similar
to the goal might reduce it. Peers-mcd.d implements the heuristic functions occ-
nest, CP-in-goal1 and goal-in-CP of [7], except that it uses the measure m0
of [1] for the number of occurrences of a function symbol in a term, to take
into account that AC operators are varyadic, since terms under AC operators
are flattened. When the flag heuristic-search is set, process pk executes the
given-clause algorithm with heuristic function occ-nest if k mod 3 = 0, CP-in-
goal if k mod 3 = 1, and goal-in-CP if k mod 3 = 2. The pair algorithm does not
use these heuristic functions, because they are defined for equations, not pairs.

The search space is subdivided by subdividing the generated equations among
the processes. This is achieved without a top-level scheduler: whenever a process
generates and keeps an equation (i.e., the equation is not deleted by forward
contraction), it gives it a process number, which becomes part of the equation’s
identifier (see [5] for details). This induces a subdivision of inferences, because
each process skips the steps that it knows are done by others based on the
identifiers of the premises. All inferences that generate new clauses, including
backward-contraction, are thus subdivided, while deletions are not. Each pro-
cess broadcasts the equations it has generated and kept after normalization. In
Peers-mcd.d, the parameter decide-owner-strat, that controls the choice of
1 CP stands for critical pair, hence equation.
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subdivision criterion, may also have the value no-subdivide, meaning that no
subdivision occurs, and a process broadcasts an equation only if its weight (its
heuristic value if heuristic-search is set) is lower than a given parameter.

In summary, if decide-owner-strat = no-subdivide, and at least one of
diverse-sel, diverse-pick and heuristic-search is set, Peers-mcd.d runs in
pure multi-search mode; if decide-owner-strat 6= no-subdivide, and none of
diverse-sel, diverse-pick and heuristic-search is set, Peers-mcd.d runs in
pure distributed-search mode; if decide-owner-strat 6= no-subdivide, and at
least one of diverse-sel, diverse-pick and heuristic-search is set, Peers-
mcd.d runs in hybrid mode.

2 Proofs of the Moufang Identities without Cancellation

The first automated proofs of the Moufang identities in alternative (i.e., non-
associative) rings by a general-purpose prover were presented in [2]. They used
AC-UKB, the inequality ordered-saturation inference rule (i.e., superposition of
an un-orientable equation into a goal to generate a new goal which is kept only
if its normal form is not greater or equal than an already existing inequality), in-
ference rules that build the cancellation laws in [8], and the heuristic measures of
[1] to sort equations and delete those whose heuristic value is worse than a given
threshold. These problems are still used as benchmarks (e.g., [3]) and in com-
petitions (e.g., [9]). The TPTP library presents them in different formulations:
some differ from [2] in choice of axioms and/or conjecture; those that follow [2]
include the cancellation laws as implications, so that they are not equational. In
the experiments reported here, the problems were formulated as in [2], but with-
out cancellation laws, since EQP and Peers-mcd.d do not implement the rules
of [8], and they are purely equational provers which cannot handle implications.

In the following tables, the first column tells the mode: D for pure distributed-
search mode and H for hybrid mode. The second column tells the search plan,
given-clause, or pair, or diverse, if diverse-sel was set. The h means that
heuristic-search was used. The number at the front is the pick-given-ratio:
x if it was x for all processes, xd, if diverse-pick was set and process pk used
x+ k, nothing, if pick-given-ratio was not used. The number in parenthesis
is the value of max-weight, if deletion by weight was used. The times (expressed
in sec) are average CPU times. For each search plan, five subdivision criteria
were tried, and the best result (among the averages) was retained. “T” means
time-out after 3600 sec. The workstations were HP B2000 or C360, with 1G
or 512M of memory, with EQP0.9d running on a B2000 with 1G, and N-Peers
(Peers-mcd.d with N processes) on N workstations, one per process.

The first two problems, moufang1 (Middle Alternative Law) and moufang2
(Skew-Symmetry Relation of the Associator), are too easy for parallelization:
EQP0.9d proved them in 4 and 1 sec, respectively, using the pair algorithm with
pick-given-ratio = 4. However, with the default search plan, namely given-
clause algorithm and no pick-given-ratio, EQP0.9d terminated abnormally2,
2 Some constant in the AC-matching or AC-unification code of EQP was exceeded.
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whereas 1-Peer did both problems in 1 sec, due to the heuristic function used by
the given-clause algorithm.

For the Left Moufang Identity (moufang3), EQP0.9d could not find a proof
with the default search plan, while Peers-mcd.d did, thanks to distributed search:

Mode Search plan EQP0.9d 1-Peer 2-Peers 4-Peers 6-Peers 8-Peers

D given(32) T T 598 91 187 40

H given-h(32) T 415 230 57 42 9

D pair(32) 3,215 3,277 551 109 51 83

D 4-pair(32) 956 1,068 126 38 56 58

D 2-pair(32) 88 130 66 39 109 25

H 2d-diverse-h(32) 88 147 84 75 41 25

With heuristic-search on (second row), also 1-Peer found a proof, which
shows the merit of the heuristic function, and all other times improved, up to
a proof in only 9 sec with 8-Peers. EQP found a proof with the pair algorithm
(third row), and the sequential time was reduced with pick-given-ratio =
4 (fourth row), but Peers-mcd.d with more than one node sped-up with these
search plans also, finding a proof in 38 sec with 4 processes. The best sequential
time was obtained with pick-given-ratio = 2 (last two rows): with this value,
the parallel prover behaved more smoothly in hybrid mode.

For the Right Moufang Identity (moufang4), EQP found a proof only with
the pair algorithm and pick-given-ratio = 4:

Mode Search plan EQP0.9d 1-Peer 2-Peers 4-Peers 6-Peers 8-Peers

H given-h(32) T 437 268 162 100 28

D pair(32) T T 865 356 161 105

H 4d-diverse-h(32) 1,558 1,638 75 32 27 47

The problem proved to be elusive for the default search plan, but with
heuristic-search on (first row), Peers-mcd.d solved it, with run-time decreas-
ing down to 28 sec for 8-Peers. With the pair algorithm and pick-given-ratio
not set (second row), 1-Peer did like EQP, since the pair algorithm does not use
the heuristic function, but the parallel prover succeeded. With the hybrid search
plan 4d-diverse-h, Peers-mcd.d exhibited super-linear speed-up for all numbers
of processes, with the best result for 4-Peers: the speed-up was 1, 558/32 = 48.68
and the efficiency 48.68/4 = 12.17.

For the Middle Moufang Identity (moufang5), EQP could not find a proof
within 3,600 sec with the default search plan, and took 572 sec with the pair
algorithm, while Peers-mcd.d was much faster: using the default search plan, but
with heuristic-search on, hence in hybrid mode, 1-Peer found a proof in 16
sec, 2-Peers took 9 sec and 4-Peers only 5 sec.
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Problems moufang3, moufang4 and moufang5 were tried also in pure multi-
search mode, with the same search plans tried in hybrid mode, but no subdivision
and equation broadcasting limited by heuristic value. Almost no speed-up was
observed. Thus, distributed search did much better than multi-search on these
problems, and the combination of the two did even better. This suggests that a
key factor in parallel search, possibly even more basic than limiting communi-
cation, is to differentiate the processes, so that they do not overlap and explore
different parts of the search space. The statistics showed that a speed-up is typ-
ically accompanied by a strong reduction in number of equations generated (for
Peers-mcd.d, the sum of the equations generated by all peers), hinting that the
subdivision was effective, and led the processes to generate different searches
and different from the sequential one.

Directions for future work include the development of a Modified Clause-
Diffusion prover for first-order logic with equality, to allow application to a larger
class of problems.

Acknowledgements. Thanks to Bill McCune for EQP0.9d, to my former stu-
dent Javeed Chida, for implementing the heuristic functions in his master thesis,
and to Gigina Carlucci Aiello of the Dipartimento di Informatica e Sistemistica,
Università di Roma “La Sapienza,” where part of this work was done.
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1 A Manifesto for a Generic Tableau Prover

The last years have seen a renewed interest in modal and description logics
(MDLs). Better algorithms, coding, and technology have led to effective systems
based on tableau and constraint systems [6,7] to DPLL-based implementations
[5], first order provers [8] and the inverse method [13]. PSPACE problems such
as satisfiability are within reach for realistic instances [10] and potentially EX-
PTIME problems stemming from real applications can also be solved [3,7].

However, the comparisons now held at the Description Logic workshops and
at the TABLEAUX conferences have also shown a major problem: the emphasis
on performance is so strong that most implementors have restricted their prover
to few fixed logics, hacking logics and strategies in their systems.

Yet, there are infinitely many MDLs and the choice of one logic over another
is driven by modeling needs and computational constraints of one’s applications.
A logic about actions and plans is likely to have different semantical and compu-
tational properties from a logic about database schemata. Even with the same
logic, different search strategies may be needed for different applications.

If a user wants to use logics or even search strategies slightly different from
those of the current systems, he must hack his own prover. “What if I use
this constructor”, “What if I change the order of rules” experiments are almost
impossible for somebody who is not the implementor of the system.

To answer the needs of users wishing to experiment and model with different
logics or strategies there is a need of a generic theorem prover for MDLs. A
prover playing the same role as Isabelle [12] or PVS [11] for higher order logics,
while being less complex. If the user is not the same person as the programmer
of the prover, one needs (a) flexibility and portability of the implementation,
(b) high-level languages for tableau rules and strategy definition, and (c) user-
friendly interfaces.

Lotrec is such a generic tableau prover. It aims at covering all logics having
possible worlds semantics, in particular MDLs1.
1 Behind Lotrec is the work on modal tableaux with back/forth rules [9], graphs [1,2],

and its DL counterpart in [7]. Lotrec has been implemented by D. Fauthoux [4].
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Fig. 1. Lotrec presentation of a tableau for logic K4

2 Architecture

The aims of flexibility, portability, and nice interfaces had motivated the choice of
Java as the implementation language. Within such an object-based programming
language, Lotrec raises Java’s event-based architecture to a declarative approach.

Tableaux are usually presented in tree form. In Lotrec, they are generalized
to graphs in order to enable complex MDLs such as the ML of confluence, or
MLs with complex interactions between knowledge and action. Graphs also allow
to visualize possible worlds models (e.g. after transitive or symmetric closure of
accessibility relations). Graph nodes are labelled by formulae, and edges by any
term (possibly containing variables). Lotrec graphically presents the tableaux it
has generated (Fig. 1), and allows for “drag-and-drop” restructuring of its shape
by the user. (It remains to implement “drag-and-drop” interfaces for defining
rules, strategies. . . As in Isabelle and PVS this is currently done via textual files.)

3 Defining the Language of Your Own Pet Logic. . .

Before starting to define the rules, the user must define the logical connectives
he wants to use. Let us take the definition for a logic of actions:

connector falsum 0 true "FALSUM" 4
connector and 2 true "_&_" 3
connector not 1 true "˜_" 5
connector feasible 2 true "<_>_" 4
connector after 2 true "[_]_" 4

Consider e.g. the last definition: after is the internal name of the connective,
and 2 is the number of its arguments. The rest of the parameters defines the
graphical presentation: true means that the connective is associative, "[_]_"
stipulates that the internal (after hit (feasible smash broken)) will be
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rule "K"
descriptor links node0 node1 (variable R)
descriptor hasElement node0 (nec (variable R) (variable A))
action add node1 (variable A)

end

rule "diamond"
descriptor hasElement node0 (not (nec (variable R) (variable A)))
descriptor isNotMarked node0 CONTAINED
action newNode node0 node1
action link node0 node1 (variable R)
action add node1 (not (variable A))

end

rule "InclusionTest"
descriptor isAncestor node0 node1
descriptor contains node0 node1
descriptor isNotMarked node1 CONTAINED
action mark node1 CONTAINED

end

Fig. 2. Some possible rules for the modal logic K4

written [hit]<smash>broken on the screen. 4 is the priority of the connective
wrt the others.

4 Defining the Semantic-Tableau Rules of Your Pet
Logic. . .

A rule consists of a descriptor and an action part. The former contains the
applicability conditions, while the latter contains operations on tableaux.

A tableau rule is interpreted as mapping a pattern to a pattern, where pat-
terns are connected fragments of a given tableau: if the descriptor part matches
the pattern then that pattern is replaced by the result of the action part.

Consider the standard multi-modal logic K4n, with modal operator nec. A
handful of rules is in Fig. 2. The rule for handling formulae of the form nec A is
the rule K. It says if some node node0 of a Kripke structure is linked to a node
node1 via the relation R and contains a formula of the form nec R A, then A is
added to node1. R and A must be variables in order to make the rule work as a
schema. Constants are useful for specific formulae or relations.

Lotrec also allows for manipulating expressions on links. Thus one may easily
have logics like dynamic logics where links are labelled by complex programs.

Sometimes the ordered application of rules via a strategy is not enough to
ensure termination or completeness; or maybe a user just wants to test various
strategies. Thus, nodes, links, and formulae in nodes can be marked. For instance,
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for logics with transitive accessibility relations such as K4, before creating a new
node we may wish to check whether the current node is not included in some
ancestor. The rules diamond and InclusionTest in Fig. 2 do that.

We may want to do more than just simple propositional reasoning and we
may have what are called concrete domains or quantitative domains. Then we
allow for oracle calls to programs exterior to Lotrec. These programs typically
are rewriting procedures, constraint solvers, SAT provers, etc.

5 Defining Your Pet Search Strategies . . .

After you have the rules defining the semantics of your logics you may want to say
how to combine and apply them. Search Strategies do exactly that by mapping
tableaux to tableaux (or sets thereof for disjunction-like rules) by repeatedly
applying rules in some suitable ways.

If a user has a set of tableau rules {rule1, rule2, ..., ruleN} that has
been proven to be complete for the logic under concern, then he can immediately
implement a complete theorem prover for this logic via a fair strategy, which
repeats applying all rules sequentially. Such a naive strategy is written:

repeat allRules rule1; rule2; ... ; ruleN end end

Here, to apply a rule means to apply the rule simultaneously to every possible
pattern in the tableau. For our rule "K" this means simultaneous application to
every formula of every node.

Your pet logic may require more sophisticated strategies for termination, or
completeness, soundness etc. or, again, you may just want to experiment. Thus
we allow for search strategy programming with the following constructs:

strategy ::= rule |
repeat strategy end |
allRules strategy1; strategy2; ... ; strategyN end |
firstRule strategy1; strategy2; ... ; strategyN end

We use firstRule rule1; rule2; rule3 when we want to apply the first ap-
plicable rule, and we use allRule rule1; rule2; rule3 to apply all applicable
rules among rule1, rule2, . . . in that order. For instance, if rule1 and rule3
are the applicable rules then firstRule will only apply rule1, whereas allRule
will apply first rule1 and then rule3 to the result of the first rule. There is a
close similarity with Isabelle “tacticals” FIRST and EVERY for combining tactics.

In Fig. 3 we show an example of a correct but inefficient strategy for K4.
With Lotrec it is easy to experiment and see what happens and what we save
if we move the not and rule outside the innermost repeat (which is one ofthe
improvements to makethe strategy more efficient). More efficient versions are
available at the Lotrec webpage.

At present, strategies are applied globally, to all nodes and formulae. We
plan future refinements where users may wish to define orderings among nodes
or formulae and strategies applying rules only to the first element in the order.
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repeat firstRule
"stop";
// propositional rules
repeat allRules

"not not"; "and"; "not and"
end

end;
// generate and check successors
allRules

"diamond"; "K"; "4"; "InclusionTest"
end

end
end

Fig. 3. A possible strategy for the logic K4

6 Great, Where Can I Find Lotrec ?

Lotrec is available at http://www.irit.fr/ACTIVITES/LILaC/Lotrec

One can also find there a library containing the standard modal logics such as
K, KD, KT , K4, S4, KB, PDL, the modal logic of density, and several logics
of knowledge and action, as well as intuitionistic logic.

Acknowledgements. Thanks to the LILaC members who tested Lotrec and
helped to improve it by their comments, in particular L. Aszalos, J.-F. Con-
dottta, Th. Polacsek, and S. Suwanmanee. F. Massacci acknowledges the CNR
Fellowship CNR-203-07-27.
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Abstract. This paper introduces ModProf, a new theorem prover and
model finder for propositional and modal logic K. ModProf is based on
labelled modal tableaux. Its novel feature is a sophisticated simplification
algorithm using structural subsumption to detect redundancies. Further
distinctive features are the use of syntactic branching, and an enhanced
loop-checking algorithm using a cache of satisfiable worlds created in the
course of the proof. Experimental results on problems of the TANCS
2000 Theorem Prover comparison are presented.

1 The ModProf Prover

For the last few years, fast theorem proving in modal logics has been domi-
nated by tableaux-based systems which employ semantic branching. However,
recent research [5] suggests that syntactic branching may well be competitive,
particularly in structured problems which often occur in real applications, pro-
vided simplification strategies are employed. ModProf1 has been developed to
support this claim. ModProf is a tableaux-based theorem prover which uses
syntactic branching on disjunctions. It makes use of well-known optimization
techniques, notably some of those employed in FaCT [3] and DLP [7], but in a
novel, more general framework. Its simplification strategy consists of eliminating
subsumptions, a technique borrowed from resolution-based theorem proving and
adapted to nested K formulas. Formulas are stored in a compact form aiding
the discovery of subsumptions. A dedicated cache holds previously expanded
satisfiable worlds; the cache lookup also employs subsumption testing instead of
identical matching.

2 Architecture and Algorithm

2.1 Data Structures

Modal formulas are represented in ModProf as tuples, called templates, of
the form w = (P,N,D, c), where P and N are (ordered) lists of propositional
variables representing positive and negative literals, D is a list of dual templates,
1 ModProf is available online at http://www.cs.sfu.ca/˜cl/projects/Modprof.
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and c is a constraint template. Any two elements of D are sister templates of each
other, and a template or dual template occurring inside w is called a subtemplate
of w. We also define the inconsistent and the empty template, ∅ and 0.

Templates are interpreted as formulas via the following dual functions f ,f−:

f(p1, . . . , pk, n1, . . . , nl, d1, . . . , dr, c) =
p1 ∧ . . . ∧ pk ∧ ¬n1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬nl ∧ f−(d1) ∧ . . . ∧ f−(dn) ∧ ut f(c)

f−(p1, . . . , pk, n1, . . . , nl, d1, . . . , dr, c) =
¬p1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬pk ∨ n1 ∨ . . . ∨ nl ∨ f(d1) ∨ . . . ∨ f(dn) ∨ 〈〉 f−(c)

f(∅) = ⊥ f−(∅) = > f(0) = > f−(0) = ⊥

For example, f
(
((p),nil,nil, (nil, (q),nil, 0))

)
= p ∧ ut(¬q), where nil denotes

the empty list. Thanks to the K-equivalence ut(p∧ q)↔ ut p∧ut q, all the neces-
sities in a conjunction can be gathered into one single constraint template. Due
to the axiom ut>, we can set c = 0 for any formula without a necessity conjunct.
Disjunctions and possibilities are represented implicitly using dual templates. For
example, (nil,nil, (nil,nil,nil, (nil, (p),nil, 0)), 0) represents the singleton possibil-
ity 〈〉 p; we call it a world template, as a world satisfying p will be created when
this template is expanded. The apparent storage overhead for world templates is
compensated by the elimination of negation, disjunction and possibility, which
reduces the number of fields in the tuple.

Observe that a formula and its negation are represented by syntactically iden-
tical templates, distinguished only by their depth within the template structure.
This corresponds to the normalized form of FaCT [3], giving us the same ad-
vantages as mentioned there. Additionally, we remark that transformation rules
obeying the duality principle can be implemented efficiently. These include all
simplification rules described below. Only in the model creation stage will the
algorithm need to distinguish between conjunctions and disjunctions.

Templates can be nested to arbitrary depth. Note that ModProf does not
transform formulas into modal CNF or a similar form. Instead, modal formulas
are first converted into negation normal form, from which the template form can
be readily obtained; both steps take linear time.

The knowledge base is just a conjunction of formulas and thus gets represented
by a template, which we call the root template. (We also consider this a world
template). Henceforth, we consider formulas and subformulas synonymous with
the templates representing them.

2.2 Subsumption and Simplification

Prior to expanding templates into models, all input formulas to ModProf un-
dergo a simplification process. At the heart of this process lies a subsumption
detection algorithm [4]. (A formula F subsumes a formula G iff all models of G
are models of F .) Subsumption checking is well-established in resolution-based
theorem provers for formulas in CNF. Also, complete structural subsumption
detection algorithms exist for weak description logics such as FL−. The novel
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algorithm of ModProf is also structural; while obviously not complete, it does
cover all instances of the subsumption relation in the above two classes and
extends further to disjunctions and modalities of arbitrary depth.

Within the simplification process, any subformula F of the knowledge base
is checked for subsumption against any formula G which holds in its scope. (In
the propositional case, G holds in the scope of F exactly when F is a sister
template, or a subtemplate of a sister template of G. The modal case is omitted
here for brevity.) If any of these subsumption tests succeeds, F is redundant
and gets erased. Empty templates arising from the simplification process exhibit
local contradictions and lead to the parent template being erased. Components in
unary templates, except for world templates, get “flattened out” into their parent
template; since this operation changes their scope within the knowledge base,
additional subsumption checks against the components of the parent template
must be performed. This makes the simplification process recursive; termination
is guaranteed, as the number of atoms in the knowledge base strictly decreases
with every subsumption deletion.

ModProf’s simplification algorithm can be seen as an extension of the clash
detection used in DLP; it is also strictly more powerful than the simplification
described in [5], thanks to the subsumption test replacing syntactic equivalence,
and a pervasive application of the duality principle. It alone suffices to prove
certain interesting problems such as all of the problem class k lin p in the
Tableaux 1998 Theorem Prover Comparison without any branching.

2.3 Model Creation, Heuristics, and Caching

Upon user request, ModProf tests the simplified knowledge base for satisfia-
bility by expanding the root template. The disjunctive nodes, i.e. all dual sub-
templates of the root template with at least two components, are instantiated
depth-first; each alternative instantiated from a dual template is checked for
subsumption in all other components of the root template; this ensures that
the knowledge base remains in simplified form. If an alternative fails, its nega-
tion is added to the knowledge base as a lemma. Currently, ModProf employs
chronological backtracking. However, a backjumping strategy compatible with
the simplification algorithm can be devised.

Once all disjunctions are expanded, the only remaining dual subtemplates are
world templates. ModProf proceeds to expand them depth-first into accessible
worlds (or shows them unsatisfiable). Thus, an explicit Kripke model for the
knowledge base is constructed recursively. ModProf reuses previous work and
reduces the likelihood of exponential-space Kripke models by keeping a cache
of all world templates that have been accessed on the current branch; with
each successfully expanded template, a satisfying model is stored. Unlike most
other theorem provers, a cache entry subsumed by a query template constitutes a
match, in which case the query template is marked as satisfiable, and a link to the
cached model is created. Note that this is done even if the cached model is still
being constructed; this implements the conventional loop checking algorithm,
necessary for termination in the presence of global axioms.
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Clauses Depth V=4 V=8 V=16
Total Satisf TO Total Satisf TO Total Satisf TO

10 4 8 0.39 8 0.39 0 8 0.97 8 0.97 0 8 2.67 8 2.67 0
20 4 8 2.08 6 1.62 0 8 5.77 8 5.77 0 8 14.05 8 14.05 0
30 4 8 9.07 2 3.31 0 8 20.50 8 20.50 0 8 144.77 8 144.77 0
40 4 8 17.02 1 14.98 0 8 273.93 2 47.75 0 8 759.31 7 759.31 1
50 4 8 18.18 0 –.– 0 8 754.63 0 –.– 0 8 –.– 0 –.– 8
10 6 8 0.66 8 0.66 0 8 1.43 8 1.43 0 8 4.97 8 4.97 0
20 6 8 4.21 8 4.21 0 8 13.39 8 13.39 0 8 58.17 8 58.17 0
30 6 8 11.55 7 9.78 0 8 77.46 8 77.46 0 8 275.08 8 275.08 0
40 6 8 32.67 2 14.40 0 8 724.03 7 497.58 1 8 –.– 0 –.– 8
50 6 8 48.15 0 –.– 0 8 1407.88 6 914.87 1 8 –.– 0 –.– 8

Fig. 1. ModProf performance on the problem class qbf-cnfSSS-K4 of TANCS 2000

3 Implementation

ModProf has been written and compiled under Allegro Common Lisp Version
4.3. The source code consists of roughly 1,500 non-comment lines, distributed
over several modules. The standard user interface provides standard commands
to maintain a knowledge base of formulas, test its consistency and print models.

The experiments shown in Fig. 1 report running times on a class of problems
of the TANCS 2000 Theorem Prover comparison [6]. They were obtained from
a compiled version of ModProf on a Sparc Ultra 10 with 384 MB of main
memory. Each problem class contains 8 problems for which two running times,
measured in seconds, are reported: the first one is the geometric mean over all 8
instances, the second only over those found satisfiable. The number of satisfiable
problems and those timed out is also given.

4 Strengths and Weaknesses

The experimental results indicate that ModProf performs much better on sat-
isfiable problems than on unsatisfiable problems. This is due to the fact that
satisfiable world templates are cached, whereas unsatisfiable ones are discarded.
This, in conjunction with the inferior chronological backtracking, leads to a
large amount of thrashing, which is also the reason why ModProf still lags
behind the fastest currently existing theorem provers, FaCT and DLP. However,
ModProf’s normalized performance is already comparable or better than that
of two other tableau-based theorem provers, RACE [2] and *SAT [1], both of
which are reported to make extensive use of caching, and one of which employs
dependency-directed backtracking. (The comparison is based on data taken from
[6].) All four systems use semantic branching or convert formulas to modal CNF.

We conjecture that ModProf will perform better on structured formulas
with repetitions of similar, but not necessarily equal, subformulas which can
be simplified by the subsumption checker. These are the formulas which occur
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more commonly in real-world knowledge bases. On flat, random formulas such as
random k-SAT, we expect ModProf to perform poorly; the asymptotic number
O(n2) of initial subsumption checks (where n is the number of clauses) would
be attained, but no simplification would arise if all clauses are guaranteed to be
distinct and free of multiple atoms.

5 Summary and Remaining Work

At this stage, ModProf is only a research prototype. Many of its features, and
definitely the code, have not been optimized for speed. Standard optimization
techniques (caching, backjumping) [8] have not fully been implemented. Also,
more extensive series of experiments will be necessary to make a final com-
parative statement about the performance of ModProf. However, the current
results suggest that a sophisticated simplification technique can drastically speed
up tableau-based theorem proving.

Our original goal was to address the question whether syntactic branching can
compete in efficiency with semantic branching. The problems from the TANCS
2000 comparison do not help here, as they are already in modal CNF. However,
experiments on the Tableaux 1998 problem suite which features nested, struc-
tured formulas, indicate no difference in relative performance to other systems
in their 1998 implementations, which suggests that the answer is positive.

The subsumption detection algorithm was shown to yield even greater im-
provements on problems involving global axioms [4]; this is because the loop
checking algorithm only requires an existing world subsumed by the current
world in order to discover a periodicity and close the loop; other systems have
to “wait” for an equivalent world template and thus incur a lot more branching.
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Abstract. Previous methods for generating random modal formulae
(for the multi-modal logic K(m)) result either in flawed test sets or for-
mulae that are too hard for current modal decision procedures and, also,
unnatural. We present here a new system and generation methodology
which results in unflawed test sets and more-natural formulae that are
better suited for current decision procedures.

Most empirical testing of decision procedures for propositional modal logics,
usually for the multi-modal logic K(m), employs randomly generated formulae.
This style of testing was initially proposed by Giunchiglia et al [3] and later im-
proved by them and also by Hustadt and Schmidt [6,1]. Other kinds of randomly
generated formulae have been proposed by Massacci [7]. Randomly generated
formulae have been used with all the recent, highly optimised modal decision
procedures, including DLP [8], FaCT [4], KSatC [1], *SAT [2], and TA [6], and
have been used in several comparisons of these systems [7].

The basic idea behind the random generator in [3,6,1] is to generate a number
of clauses. Each clause has the same number of disjuncts. As most testing as been
on clauses with three disjuncts, the generated formulae are often called 3CNF2m

formulae. Each disjunct in each clause is independently either a possibly negated
propositional variable or a modal formula consisting of a possibly negated box
over a clause. The embedded clauses are generated in the same way as the top-
level clauses, except that at some maximum modal depth all the disjuncts are
possibly negated propositional variables. Care is taken to not repeat disjuncts
in a clause, nor to have complementary disjuncts in a clause.

Testing consists of setting various parameters, usually the maximum modal
depth, d, the probability that a disjunct is a propositional literal, p, and the
number of propositional variables, N . Most tests use standard values for the
other parameters, namely three disjuncts in a clause, C, and only one kind of
modal box, m. Then several values are picked for the number of top-level clauses
in a formula, L, and for each value for L many (usually about 100) formulae are
generated and tested for satisfiability.

This testing methodology as described above provides a decent test for cur-
rent modal decision procedures, allowing good comparisons of their behaviour.

R. Goré, A. Leitsch, and T. Nipkow (Eds.): IJCAR 2001, LNAI 2083, pp. 464–468, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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However, problems have remained with these methods, most notably that the
generated formulae can contain pieces that make the entire formula easy to solve.
Because even the fastest current modal decision procedures can only handle for-
mulae with a few propositional variables, the presence of even a small number of
top-level clauses with only propositional disjuncts can easily cover all the com-
binations of the propositional literals and make the entire formula unsatisfiable.
(We call such formulae trivially unsatisfiable.)

Previous attempts to eliminate this trivial unsatisfiability have concentrated
on eliminating top-level propositional disjuncts by setting p = 0 [6]. However,
formulae with propositional literals showing up only at the deepest modal depth
are extremely hard to solve for modal depths greater than 1. Moreover, the
resulting formule are not very natural [5].

We have devised a new generation methodology for generating modal formu-
lae for K(m) that eliminates or reduces the problems with the previous generation
methods. The first new idea of our approach, first suggested in [5], is to eliminate
strictly-propositional clauses except at the maximum modal depth by requiring
that the number of propositional literals in each clause be less than 1 away from
the average value, while still maintaining the overall ratio. For three disjuncts
per clause (C = 3) and propositional probability one-half (p = 0.5) this means
that half the clauses have 2 propositional literals and half have 1.

To show the benefit of this change, we present two experimental runs for
maximum modal depth d = 2 and propositional probability p = 0.5. In the
old method the time curves are dominated by a “half-dome” shape, whose steep
side shows up where the number of trivially unsatisfiable formulae becomes large
before the formulae become otherwise easy to solve, as shown in Figure 1 (left). In
fact, nearly all the unsatisfiable formulae here are propositionally unsatisfiable.
With our new method, as shown in Figure 1 (right), the formulae are much
more difficult to solve than the old method, because there is no abrupt drop-off
from propositional unsatisfiability, but they are much easier to solve than those
generated with p = 0. Further, trivially unsatisfiable formulae do not appear at
all in the interesting portion of the test sets.

The second new idea of our approach is to allow the number of disjuncts in
a clause C to vary in a manner similar to the number of propositional disjuncts.
We then determine the number of propositional literals in each clause based on
the number of disjuncts in that particular clause.

We tested this generation methodology for several values of C. The results for
C = 2.5 are given in Figure 2 (left). These formulae are much easier than those
generated with C = 3, although they are still quite hard and form a reasonable
source of testing data. Trivially unsatisfiable formulae appear in large numbers
well after all the formulae are all unsatisfiable and relatively easy. By reducing
the number of disjuncts we are thus able to create interesting and unflawed test
sets for higher modal depths.

The last new idea of our approach is that the generator allows (optionally)
direct specification of the probability distribution of the number of propositional
atoms in a clause, and allows the distribution to be different for each modal depth
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Fig. 1. Results for m = 1, C = 3, d = 2, N = 3, ..., 6, and p = 0.5.
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Fig. 2. New method. Left column: m = 1, C = 2.5, d = 2, N = 3, ..., 6, and p = 0.5.
Right column: m = 1, C = [[1, 8, 1]], d = 3, 4, N = 3, 4, p = [[[1, 0], [0, 3, 0], [0, 3, 3, 0]]].

from the top level to d − 1. It also allows direct specification of the probability
distribution for the number of literals in a clause at each modal depth. Thus,
the probability distribution for the number of propositional atoms depends on
both the modal depth and the number of literals in the clause.

As an example we present a set of tests with m = 1, C = [[1, 8, 1]], N =
3, 4, d = 3, 4, and p = [[[1, 0], [0, 3, 0], [0, 3, 3, 0]]]; C represents the probability
distribution for the number of literals in a clause, meaning “1/10, 8/10 and 1/10
clauses are of length 1, 2, 3 respectively”; p represents the probability distribution
for the number of propositional atoms in a clause, meaning “1/1 and 0/1 1-literal
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clauses have 0 and 1 propositional literal respectively; 0/3, 3/3 and 0/3 2-literal
clauses have 0, 1 and 2 propositional literals respectively; 0/6, 3/6, 3/6 and 0/6
3-literal clauses have 0, 1, 2 and 3 propositional literals respectively”. In this
example, both distributions do not vary with the modal depth. This set of tests
introduces a small fraction of single-literal clauses that contain a modal literal
(except at the greatest modal depth, where they contain, of course, a single
propositional literal). The results of tests are given in Figure 2 (right). Notice
that we can generate test sets of interesting difficulty even with modal depth 4.

Our generator also takes extreme care to not disturb the probablility dis-
tributions of the generated cluses as the result of rejecting clauses that have
repeated or contradictory disjuncts. It first selects a “shape” for the formula
and only when this is determined does it select the rest of the formula. This care
is necessary because otherwise larger disjuncts would be preferentially selected
because they have less chance of a repetition or contradiction.

Our generator is available for download at

http://www-db.research.bell-labs.com/user/pfps/dlp.

It can output formulae in various syntaxes and can be used to capture statistics
from various modal decision procedures.
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Abstract. Kapur and Subramaniam [8] defined syntactical classes of
equations where inductive validity is decidable. Thus, their validity can
be checked without any user interaction and hence, this allows an integra-
tion of (a restricted form of) induction in fully automated reasoning tools
such as model checkers. However, the results of [8] were only restricted
to equations. This paper extends the classes of conjectures considered in
[8] to a larger class of arbitrary quantifier-free formulas (e.g., conjectures
also containing negation, conjunction, disjunction, etc.).

1 Introduction

Inductive theorem provers usually require massive manual intervention and they
may waste huge amounts of time on proof attempts which fail due to the in-
completeness of the prover. Therefore, induction has not yet been integrated in
fully automated reasoning systems (i.e., model checkers) used for hardware and
protocol verification, static and type analyses, byte-code verification, and proof-
carrying codes. Most such push-button systems use a combination of decision
procedures for theories such as Presburger arithmetic, propositional satisfiability,
and data structures including bit vectors, arrays, and lists. However, extending
these tools by the capability to perform induction proofs would be very desirable,
since induction is frequently needed to reason about structured and parameter-
ized circuits (e.g., n-bit adders or multipliers), the timing behavior of circuits
with feedback loops, and code using loops and/or recursion.

For that reason, Kapur and Subramaniam proposed an approach for inte-
grating induction schemes suggested by terminating function definitions with
decision procedures, and gave a syntactical characterization of a class of equa-
tions where inductive validity is decidable using decision procedures and the
cover set method for mechanizing induction [8,11]. For those equations, induc-
tion proofs can be accomplished without any user interaction and they only fail if
the conjecture is not valid. In Section 2, we give a simple characterization which
extends the class of decidable equations in [8]. Subsequently, we further extend
the approach to arbitrary quantifier-free formulas, i.e., we define classes of such
? Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft Grant GI 274/4-1 and the Na-

tional Science Foundation Grants nos. CCR-9996150 and CDA-9503064.
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formulas where inductive validity is decidable. The crucial concept for this char-
acterization are so-called correctness predicates. For a quantifier-free conjecture
ϕ, cϕ is a correctness predicate iff for any tuple of (constructor) ground terms
q∗, the truth of cϕ(q∗) implies the truth of ϕ[x∗/q∗] (cf. [6,9]). We present a
technique for automatically generating correctness predicates in Section 3.

The truth of a correctness predicate is only sufficient, but not necessary for
the truth of the corresponding conjecture. In Section 4 we examine for which
equations ϕ the correctness predicate is exact (i.e., the truth of cϕ(q∗) is both
sufficient and necessary for the truth of ϕ[x∗/q∗]). We develop a characterization
to recognize (a subclass of) these equations automatically. In Section 5 we show
that the use of exact correctness predicates allows us to extend the decidable
classes of inductive theorems from equations to arbitrary quantifier-free formulas.

Our results are also useful for conventional inductive theorem provers since
exact correctness predicates can be used to simplify the proof of conjectures like
double(y) = y ⇒ y = 0 where inductive provers would fail otherwise.

Even though the paper focuses on constructor systems and the decidable
theory of quantifier-free formulas on free constructors, we believe the approach
extends to other decidable theories T as well (e.g., Presburger arithmetic).

2 Equations Where Inductive Validity Is Decidable

We use term rewrite systems R (TRSs) as our programming language [1]. In a
TRS, all root symbols of left-hand sides are called defined and all other function
symbols of R are constructors. We only consider constructor systems (CSs),
i.e., TRSs where the left-hand sides contain no defined symbols below the root
position, even though most of the results in this paper generalize to more general
theory-based systems, called T -based systems in [8], with a decidable theory T ,
in which arguments to defined symbols are terms from T . Moreover, we restrict
ourselves to (ground-)convergent and sufficiently complete CSs R, i.e., for every
ground term t there exists a unique constructor ground term q such that t →∗

R q.
(A term containing only variables and constructors is called a constructor term;
a constructor term without variables is a constructor ground term.)

For induction proofs, we use the concept of cover sets [7,11]. A cover set is a
finite set of pairs C = {〈s∗

1, {t∗1,1, . . . , t
∗
1,n1

}〉, . . . , 〈s∗
m, {t∗m,1, . . . , t

∗
m,nm

}〉}, where
s∗
i and t∗i,j are n-tuples of terms (for some n ≥ 0). C is complete if for every

n-tuple q∗ of constructor ground terms, there is an s∗
i and a substitution σ such

that s∗
i σ = q∗. Every cover set C induces a relation <C on tuples of constructor

ground terms: p∗ <C q∗ iff there exists a pair 〈s∗
i , {t∗i,1, . . . , t

∗
i,ni

}〉 ∈ C such that
s∗
i σ = q∗ and t∗i,jσ →∗

R p∗. C is called well-founded iff <C is well founded.1

A quantifier-free formula ϕ is inductively valid (or “valid” for short), denoted
“R |=ind ϕ”, iff ∀y∗ ϕ holds in the initial model of the equations of R (where y∗

1 <C is well founded if there exists no infinite sequence . . . t3 <C t2 <C t1 <C t0.
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are the variables in ϕ).2 For example, consider the following CS:

half(0) → 0, half(s(0)) → 0, half(s(s(x))) → s(half(x)).

This function definition suggests the cover set Chalf = {〈0, ∅〉, 〈s(0), ∅〉,
〈s(s(x)), {x}〉}. To prove ϕ by induction w.r.t. Chalf (using the induction vari-
able y), one obtains the base formulas ϕ[y/0] and ϕ[y/s(0)] and the step formula
ϕ[y/x] ⇒ ϕ[y/s(s(x))]. Here, ϕ[y/x] is the induction hypothesis and ϕ[y/s(s(x))]
is the induction conclusion. When proving a conjecture ϕ containing a term
f(y1, . . . , yn), a successful heuristic for the choice of an induction relation is to
perform induction w.r.t. Cf using the induction variables y1, . . . , yn, cf. [2,11].

Kapur and Subramaniam [8] characterized classes of equations where induc-
tive validity is decidable (the decision procedure consists of an induction proof
attempt w.r.t. a particular cover set). The observation is that if each induction
formula built according to some cover set C only contains terms from an under-
lying decidable theory, then validity of the original conjecture can be decided.

Def. 1 and Thm. 2 apply to general T -based systems, but due to lack of
space, we focus on the decidable quantifier-free theory of free constructors in
this paper. Here, r[s∗] abbreviates r[y∗/s∗] where y∗ contains all variables in r.

Definition 1 (C-provability). Let R be a convergent sufficiently complete CS
and let C be a complete well-founded cover set. An equation r1 = r2 is C-provable
w.r.t. R iff r2 is a constructor term, for every 〈s∗

i , {t∗i,1, . . . , t
∗
i,n}〉 ∈ C, s∗

i and all
t∗i,j are tuples of constructor terms, and there exists a constructor term context
Ci such that r1[s∗

i ] →∗
R Ci[r1[t∗i,1], . . . , r1[t∗i,n]].

As an example, let us extend the CS for half by the rules double(0) → 0 and
double(s(x)) → s(s(double(x))). Then the equation double(half(y)) = y is Chalf -
provable. As required, the term y is a constructor term. Moreover, we obtain

r1[s1] = double(half(0)) →∗
R 0 and thus,C1 = 0,

r1[s2] = double(half(s(0))) →∗
R 0 and thus,C2 = 0,

r1[s3] = double(half(s(s(x)))) →∗
R s(s(double(half(x)))) and thus,C3 = s(s(2)).

Since C-provability is decidable, Def. 1 characterizes a decidable class of con-
jectures. Instead of checking C-provability directly, several sufficient conditions
for C-provability were given in [8]. We obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 2 (Decidability of inductive validity for equations). Let R be
a convergent sufficiently complete CS, let C be a complete well-founded cover set,
and let r1 = r2 be a C-provable equation. Then inductive validity of r1 = r2 is
decidable (by attempting an induction proof w.r.t. C).

Proof. The decision procedure works by constructing the formulas

Ci[r2[t∗i,1], . . . , r2[t∗i,n]] = r2[s∗
i ] (1)

2 R |=ind ϕ means that for all constructor ground terms q∗, ϕ[y∗/q∗] follows from R’s
equations and axioms stating that different constructor ground terms are not equal.
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for all 〈s∗
i , {t∗i,1, . . . , t

∗
i,n}〉 ∈ C. As these equations only contain constructor

terms, their validity is decidable.
It turns out that r1 = r2 is valid iff all these equations are valid. For the

“if”-direction, notice that (1) implies the induction formula

r1[t∗i,1] = r2[t∗i,1] ∧ . . . ∧ r1[t∗i,n] = r2[t∗i,n] ⇒ r1[s∗
i ] = r2[s∗

i ].

Thus, the validity of r1 = r2 follows by Noetherian induction. For the “only
if”-direction, note that the validity of r1 = r2 implies the validity of (1). ut

Since double(half(y)) = y is Chalf -provable, the above decision procedure can
determine its validity. It has to check the validity of the equations

C1[r2[t1]] = r2[s1], i.e., 0 = 0, (2)
C2[r2[t2]] = r2[s2], i.e., 0 = s(0), (3)
C3[r2[t3]] = r2[s3], i.e., s(s(x)) = s(s(x)). (4)

Since these equations only contain constructor terms, their validity is decidable.
(Obviously, such an equation is valid iff both terms in the equation are syntacti-
cally identical.) While (2) and (4) are valid, the second equation (3) is not valid
and thus, the conjecture double(half(y)) = y is not valid either.

Our aim is to extend the result of Thm. 2 to more general formulas (i.e., not
just equations), provided that all equations in these formulas are C-provable.
For example, we would like to consider formulas like double(half(y)) = y ⇒
even(y) = true or double(y) = y ⇒ y = 0. Equations appearing in these formulas
are neither valid nor unsatisfiable; consequently, there is a need to characterize
the subset of instantiations for the variables for which these equations are true.
For this extension, we need the notion of correctness predicates.

3 Correctness Predicates

We present a technique which automatically generates algorithms for so-called
correctness predicates cϕ for equations ϕ. For any tuple of constructor ground
terms q∗, the truth of cϕ(q∗) implies that ϕ[y∗/q∗] is valid. Our definition of
correctness predicates is similar to the definitions of [6,9], but its form is quite
restricted since we are interested in ensuring that validity of correctness predi-
cates is decidable and that exact correctness predicates can be generated which
completely characterize the domain of values on which the conjecture holds.

We have seen that the proof of the conjecture double(half(y)) = y can be
attempted by induction w.r.t. the cover set Chalf . If y = 0, the conjecture can
be reduced to the equation (2) which is always true. In the case y = s(0) we
obtain the equation (3) which is always false. Finally, in the step case where
y = s(s(x)), we have to prove that the induction hypothesis double(half(x)) = x
implies the induction conclusion double(half(s(s(x)))) = s(s(x)). As shown in
Section 2, double(half(s(s(x)))) evaluates to s(s(double(half(x)))). Due to the
induction hypothesis, we can replace the subterm double(half(x)) by x. Thus,
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we obtain the equation (4) (which is always true). Hence, provided that the
induction hypothesis is valid, the induction conclusion would also be valid. This
gives rise to the following rules for the correctness predicate cdouble(half(y))=y:

cdouble(half(y))=y(0) → true, (5)
cdouble(half(y))=y(s(0)) → false, (6)

cdouble(half(y))=y(s(s(x))) → cdouble(half(y))=y(x). (7)

Thus, we have synthesized the even algorithm. Note that the rule (7) is stronger
than the following rule one would have gotten from the above analysis:

cdouble(half(y))=y(s(s(x))) → true if cdouble(half(y))=y(x).

Since we want to generate unconditional rewrite rules for the definition of cor-
rectness predicates and to synthesize a complete definition, we use the form (7).
As a result, the correctness predicate so generated may not be exact, and hence,
provides only a sufficient condition for the conjecture to be valid.

In general, to prove a C-provable equation r1 = r2 w.r.t. a cover set C,
for each pair 〈s∗

i , {t∗i,1, . . . , t
∗
i,ni

}〉 ∈ C we must check whether the equation
Ci[r2[t∗i,1], . . . , r2[t∗i,n]] = r2[s∗

i ] is valid, cf. Equation (1) in the proof of Thm.
2. In order to obtain correctness predicates as simple as the ones above, we have
to demand that these equations are either valid for all instantiations or for none.
This ensures that the right-hand sides of the rules for correctness predicates only
have the form true, false, or recursive calls of correctness predicates.

Definition 3 (Radical equations). Let R be a convergent sufficiently com-
plete CS and let C = {〈s∗

1, {t∗1,1, . . . , t
∗
1,n1

}〉, . . . , 〈s∗
m, {t∗m,1, . . . , t

∗
m,nm

}〉} be a
complete well-founded cover set. An equation r1 = r2 is radical under C iff
r1 = r2 is a C-provable equation where r1[s∗

i ] →∗
R Ci[r1[t∗i,1], . . . , r1[t∗i,ni

]] for a
constructor term context Ci and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m we have

R |=ind Ci[r2[t∗i,1], . . . , r2[t∗i,ni
]]] = r2[s∗

i ] or
R |=ind ¬Ci[r2[t∗i,1], . . . , r2[t∗i,ni

]]] = r2[s∗
i ].

Note that since all Ci, s∗
i , and t∗i are constructor terms, it is decidable whether

a C-provable equation is radical. The reason is that one only has to check whether
an equation between two constructor terms is valid or unsatisfiable. Obviously,
such an equation is unsatisfiable iff the two terms are not unifiable. For instance,
the equation double(half(y)) = y is radical under Chalf since the terms in the
equations (2) - (4) are either identical or not unifiable.

To ease the presentation, we will now restrict ourselves to cover sets where
there is at most one induction hypothesis for every induction step case.3 Thus,
3 The definition of correctness predicates can be easily generalized to the case of mul-

tiple induction hypotheses. In fact, correctness predicates can be defined for arbitrary
equations, i.e., they do not have to be C-provable or radical as required in this paper.
However, these requirements are necessary in order to generate exact correctness
predicates cϕ for arbitrary conjectures ϕ, such that validity of cϕ is decidable.
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we only consider cover sets with pairs 〈s∗
i , {t∗i,1, . . . , t

∗
i,ni

}〉 where 0 ≤ ni ≤ 1.
Then we obtain the following definition of correctness predicates.

Definition 4 (Correctness Predicate). Let R, C, r1 = r2 be as in Def. 3
where 0 ≤ ni ≤ 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m and let r1 = r2 be radical under C. Then the
correctness predicate cr1=r2 under C is defined by the following rules:

cr1=r2(s
∗
i ) →

{
true, if R |=ind Ci = r2[s∗

i ] and ni = 0, (8)
false, if R |=ind ¬Ci = r2[s∗

i ] and ni = 0, (9)

cr1=r2(s
∗
i ) →

{
cr1=r2(t

∗
i,1), if R |=ind Ci[r2[t∗i,1]] = r2[s∗

i ] and ni = 1, (10)
false, if R |=ind ¬Ci[r2[t∗i,1]] = r2[s∗

i ] and ni = 1. (11)

Thm. 5 proves that a correctness predicate indeed represents a sufficient, but
not a necessary condition for the soundness of the corresponding equation.

Theorem 5 (Correctness predicates are sufficient, but not necessary).
Let R, C, r1 = r2 be as in Def. 4. Let cr1=r2 be a correctness predicate for r1 = r2
under C and let R also contain the rules defining cr1=r2 . Then we have

(a) R |=ind cr1=r2(y
∗) = true ⇒ r1 = r2.

(b) In general, we have R 6|=ind r1 = r2 ⇒ cr1=r2(y
∗) = true.

Proof.

(a) Let q∗ be a tuple of constructor ground terms such that R |=ind cr1=r2(q
∗) =

true. We prove R |=ind r1[q∗] = r2[q∗] by induction w.r.t. <C . Due to the
completeness of the cover set, there exists some 〈s∗, {t∗1, . . . , t

∗
n}〉 ∈ C and

some substitution σ such that q∗ = s∗σ and since r1 = r2 is C-provable (due
to its radicality), we have R |=ind r1[s∗] = C[r1[t∗1], . . . , r1[t∗n]].
If n = 0, then we also have R |=ind C = r2[s∗] and thus R |=ind r1[s∗] =
r2[s∗]. If n = 1, we have R |=ind C[r2[t∗1]] = r2[s∗] and R |=ind cr1=r2(t

∗
1σ) =

true. The induction hypothesis yields R |=ind r1[t∗1σ] = r2[t∗1σ]. From the
validity of r1[s∗] = C[r1[t∗1]] and C[r2[t∗1]] = r2[s∗], R |=ind r1[s∗σ] = r2[s∗σ].

(b) Consider the equation half(y) = s(0) and induction w.r.t. the cover set Chalf .
In the base cases y = 0 and y = s(0) the resulting conjecture 0 = s(0) is
unsatisfiable and in the step case, the induction conclusion half(s(s(x))) =
s(0) can be evaluated to s(half(x)) = s(0). Applying the induction hypothesis
half(x) = s(0) yields s(s(0)) = s(0) which is unsatisfiable. So the equation
half(y) = s(0) is radical under Chalf and we obtain the rules chalf(y)=s(0)(0) →
false, chalf(y)=s(0)(s(0))→ false, and chalf(y)=s(0)(s(s(x)))→ false. So chalf(y)=s(0)
is always false, but half(y) = s(0) holds for s2(0) and s3(0). ut
In fact, a correctness predicate cϕ(q∗) yields true iff the equation ϕ holds for

both q∗ and for all arguments p∗ which are smaller than q∗ w.r.t. the induction
relation induced by the cover set. For that reason, the correctness predicate
chalf(y)=s(0) returns false for the arguments s2(0) and s3(0) although the conjecture
is true, since it is false for the smaller arguments 0 and s(0).
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4 Conjectures with Exact Correctness Predicate

In this section we characterize equations r1 = r2 where the correctness predicate
cr1=r2 is exact, i.e., for all q∗, cr1=r2(q

∗) is true iff R |=ind r1[q∗] = r2[q∗].
Exactness is ensured if in Def. 4, whenever Rule (10) is used, the induction
conclusion r1[s∗

i ] = r2[s∗
i ] is equivalent to r1[t∗i,1] = r2[t∗i,1]. As we have seen in

Sect. 3, cr1=r2(q
∗) only returns true if r1 = r2 is true for q∗ and for all p∗ smaller

than q∗ w.r.t. the induction relation induced by the cover set. Thus, cr1=r2 is only
exact if r1[q∗] = r2[q∗] implies the validity of r1[p∗] = r2[p∗] for all arguments
p∗ <C q∗. So cr1=r2 only describes the exact set of instantiations where r1 = r2
is valid, if each induction conclusion implies all its induction hypotheses.

Consider again the proof of double(half(y)) = y by induction w.r.t. Chalf . We
obtain the induction conclusion double(half(s(s(x)))) = s(s(x)) and the induction
hypothesis double(half(x)) = x. Indeed, this conjecture has the desired property

R |=ind double(half(s(s(x)))) = s(s(x)) ⇒ double(half(x)) = x. (12)

To see this, note that in the first base case where y = 0, the left-hand side
double(half(0)) evaluates to 0, which is smaller than or equal to the right-hand
side 0 (if terms are compared by the subterm relation, for example). Similarly,
in the second base case where y = s(0), the left-hand side evaluates to 0, which
is again smaller than or equal to the right-hand side s(0). In the step case, the
left hand side of the induction conclusion can be evaluated to

s(s(double(half(x)))) = s(s(x)).

This evaluated induction conclusion contains the induction hypothesis, since the
underlined terms are the terms on both sides of the induction hypothesis. (This
observation also forms the basis of the rippling technique [3].) Thus, when going
from the induction hypothesis to the induction conclusion, both sides of the
equation grow by the context s(s(2)). In other words, in the induction base cases
the left-hand side is at most as great as the right-hand side and afterwards, the
left-hand side always grows at most as much as the right-hand side. Thus, if one
ever reaches an instantiation t where double(half(t)) = t is no longer true, then
the reason is that double(half(t)) is smaller then t. But since double(half(y))
grows at most as fast as y, afterwards there can never be a number s >Chalf

t where double(half(s)) = s is true again. Hence, if the induction hypothesis
double(half(x)) = x is false, then the induction conclusion double(half(s(s(x)))) =
s(s(x)) is false as well (or, formulated as a contraposition, we have Property (12)).

The observation above leads to a general criterion. For many C-provable
equations r1 = r2, one does not only have r1[s∗

i ] →∗
R Ci[r1[t∗i,1], . . . , r1[t∗i,ni

]] for
all 〈s∗

i , {t∗i,1, . . . , t
∗
i,ni

}〉 ∈ C, but also r2[s∗
i ] = Di[r2[t∗i,1], . . . , r2[t∗i,ni

]] for some
constructor ground contexts Ci and Di.

In our example, r1 is double(half(y)) and r2 is the term y. For the first pair of
the cover set Chalf , we have C1 = 0 and D1 = 0 and for the second pair we have
C2 = 0 and D2 = s(0). For the third pair, we have r1[s∗

3] = double(half(s(s(x)))),
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which can be evaluated to s(s(double(half(x)))) and as t∗3,1 = x, we obtain C3 =
s(s(2)). Since r2[s∗

3] = s(s(x)), we also have D3 = s(s(2)).
So r1 grows by the context Ci and r2 grows by the context Di when going from

the induction hypothesis r1[t∗i,1] = r2[t∗i,1] to the induction conclusion r1[s∗
i ] =

r2[s∗
i ]. Our aim is to ensure that whenever r1 and r2 are no longer R-equal for

some instantiation, then they will never become equal again for arguments which
are greater w.r.t. the induction relation induced by the cover set. A sufficient
requirement for this is that the contexts Ci added around r1 are always at
most as big as the contexts Di added around r2. To compare these contexts
one can use an arbitrary ordering ≺ on constructor terms, i.e., any relation
which is transitive and irreflexive. Moreover, we require ≺ to be monotonic (i.e.,
s ≺ t implies f(. . . s . . .) ≺ f(. . . t . . .) for all constructors f) and stable under
substitutions (i.e., s ≺ t implies sσ ≺ tσ). Then we only have to demand

Ci[x∗] � Di[x∗] for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

As usual, “�” denotes the union of “≺” and “=” where “=” is syntactic equality.
Note that one may use any well-established technique for the generation of

well-founded orderings such as the subterm ordering or the recursive path order-
ing <rpo (cf. e.g. [5,10]) to synthesize a suitable ordering ≺ satisfying the above
constraints. Moreover, since ≺ only has to be irreflexive, but not necessarily well
founded, one can also use any ordering > which results from the reversal of such
a well-founded ordering < (e.g., the superterm ordering or >rpo).

In our example we need a well-founded monotonic stable ordering ≺ where

C1 = 0 � 0 = D1,

C2 = 0 � s(0) = D2,

C3[x] = s(s(x)) � s(s(x)) = D3[x].

Such an ordering can easily found by standard techniques for automated termi-
nation proofs. For example, the constraints are satisfied by the subterm ordering.
Thus, one can automatically determine that double(half(y)) = y is a conjecture
whose correctness predicate is exact. As cdouble(half(y))=y is only true for even
numbers, we have shown that indeed this conjecture is false for all odd ones.

In general, if r1 = r2 is an equation and C is a cover set such that the
above conditions are satisfied by some ordering ≺, then we say that r1 = r2
maintains ≺ under the cover set C w.r.t. the underlying CS R. The reason is
that the relation ≺ between r1 and r2 is indeed maintained when going from
an induction hypothesis to an induction conclusion. By using established (and
decidable classes of) well-founded orderings ≺ from the area of term rewrite sys-
tems one immediately obtains a syntactical sufficient condition for maintenance
of orderings, which can easily be checked automatically.

Definition 6 (Maintenance of orderings). Let R be a convergent sufficiently
complete CS and let C = {〈s∗

1, {t∗1,1, . . . , t
∗
1,n1

}〉, . . . , 〈s∗
m, {t∗m,1, . . . , t

∗
m,nm

}〉} be
a complete well-founded cover set (where 0 ≤ ni ≤ 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m). Let
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r1 = r2 be C-provable and let Ci and Di be constructor ground contexts where

r1[s∗
i ] →∗

R Ci[r1[t∗i,1], . . . , r1[t∗i,ni
]] and

r2[s∗
i ] = Di[r2[t∗i,1], . . . , r2[t∗i,ni

]].

Let ≺ be a monotonic ordering on constructor terms which is stable under sub-
stitutions. We say r1 = r2 maintains ≺ under the cover set C w.r.t. R iff
Ci[x∗] � Di[x∗] for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

The following lemma proves that for equations which maintain an ordering,
each induction conclusion indeed implies its induction hypothesis.

Lemma 7 (Equations where the reverse induction formulas hold). Let
R, C, ≺ be as in Def. 6 and let r1 = r2 maintain ≺ under C w.r.t. R. Then for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ m with ni = 1, R |=ind r1[s∗

i ] = r2[s∗
i ] ⇒ r1[t∗i,1] = r2[t∗i,1].

Proof. We first show that for all constructor ground terms q∗, we have

r1[q∗]↓R � r2[q∗]. (13)

The proof of (13) is done by induction w.r.t. <C . Due to the completeness of
C, there must be a pair 〈s∗

i , {t∗i,1, . . . , t
∗
i,ni

}〉 ∈ C such that s∗
i σ = q∗. If ni = 0,

then we have r1[q∗]↓R = r1[s∗
i σ]↓R = Ci � Di = r2[s∗

i σ] = r2[q∗].
Otherwise, if ni = 1, we have r1[q∗] ↓R = r1[s∗

i σ] ↓R = Ci[r1[t∗i,1σ] ↓R ] �
Ci[r2[t∗i,1σ]] by the induction hypothesis and monotonicity and stability of ≺.
Furthermore, Ci[r2[t∗i,1σ]] � Di[r2[t∗i,1σ]] = r2[s∗

i σ] = r2[q∗]. So (13) is proved.
Now we can prove Lemma 7. Let σ substitute all variables of s∗

i by constructor
ground terms such that R |=ind r1[s∗

i σ] = r2[s∗
i σ]. We assume that R 6|=ind

r1[t∗i,1σ] = r2[t∗i,1σ]. By (13) we must have r1[t∗i,1σ]↓R � r2[t∗i,1σ] and since the
R-normal forms of r1[t∗i,1σ] and r2[t∗i,1σ] are different by assumption this in fact
implies r1[t∗i,1σ]↓R ≺ r2[t∗i,1σ]. Since ≺ is monotonic and stable we have

r1[s∗
i σ]↓R = Ci[r1[t∗i,1σ]↓R ] ≺ Ci[r2[t∗i,1σ]] � Di[r2[t∗i,1σ]] = r2[s∗

i σ].

But this contradicts R |=ind r1[s∗
i σ] = r2[s∗

i σ] by the irreflexivity of ≺. ut

Now we prove that if r1 = r2 maintains an ordering, then cr1=r2 is indeed exact.

Theorem 8 (Equations where the correctness predicate is exact). Let
R, C, ≺ be as in Def. 6 and let r1 = r2 be an equation which is radical and main-
tains some ordering ≺ under C w.r.t. R. Moreover, let cr1=r2 be a correctness
predicate for r1 = r2 under C and let R also contain the rules defining cr1=r2 .
Then R |=ind r1 = r2 ⇔ cr1=r2(y

∗) = true.4

4 A more general version of this theorem can be proved in which a conjecture does
not have to be radical, and further, it is not necessary for the induction scheme of a
cover set to have at most one induction hypothesis in every subgoal.
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Proof. Due to Thm. 5 (a) we only have to prove R |=ind r1[q∗] = r2[q∗] ⇒
cr1=r2(q

∗) = true for all constructor ground term tuples q∗. Again, we use in-
duction on <C . Let R |=ind r1[q∗] = r2[q∗].

By the completeness of C, there exists some 〈s∗, {t∗1, . . . , t
∗
n}〉 ∈ C and some

substitution σ such that q∗ = s∗σ. If n = 0, then we have the rule cr1=r2(s
∗) →

true since the rule cr1=r2(s
∗) → false would only be generated if R |=ind ¬r1[s∗] =

r2[s∗]. This implies R |=ind cr1=r2(q
∗) = true.

Otherwise, if n = 1, by Lemma 7 the truth of r1[s∗
i σ] = r2[s∗

i σ] implies
R |=ind r1[t∗i,1σ] = r2[t∗i,1σ]. So R |=ind cr1=r2(t

∗
i,1σ) by the induction hypothesis.

By the rule cr1=r2(s
∗) → cr1=r2(t

∗
1), we obtain R |=ind cr1=r2(s

∗
i σ) = true. ut

Let us consider the counterexample of Thm. 5 (b) again. When trying to
prove half(y) = s(0), we obtain C1 = 0, D1 = s(0) and C2 = 0, D2 = s(0).
In the step case, the left-hand side half(s(s(x))) evaluates to s(half(x)), i.e., we
have C3 = s(2), whereas D3 = 2. There does not exist an ordering ≺ such that
Ci[x∗] � Di[x∗] for all i, since C1 � D1 would imply 0 ≺ s(0) and C3[0] � D3[0]
would imply s(0) ≺ 0 which contradicts the transitivity and irreflexivity of ≺.
Thus, half(y) = s(0) does not maintain any ordering under Chalf and indeed, its
correctness predicate is not exact as shown in Thm. 5 (b).

The above analysis of exactness of correctness predicates can be useful for
fixing faulty conjectures, an objective for which correctness predicates were intro-
duced by Protzen [9]. Since an exact correctness predicate precisely characterizes
all instantiations on which the faulty conjecture is true, it can be used to fix the
faulty conjecture into the “strongest theorem” possible.

5 Conjectures Where Inductive Validity Is Decidable

Now we extend Thm. 2 from equations to arbitrary quantifier-free formulas ϕ. We
require that all equations r1 = r2 occurring in ϕ are radical and maintain some
ordering under the same cover set C.5 Then by Thm. 8 their correctness predi-
cates cr1=r2 are sound and exact. For example, half(y) = 0 is radical and main-
tains the superterm ordering under Chalf . We obtain the correctness predicate

chalf(y)=0(0) → true, chalf(y)=0(s(0)) → true, chalf(y)=0(s(s(x))) → false.

The last rule is due to the fact that the instantiated left-hand side half(s(s(x)))
evaluates to s(half(x)) and the replacement of the subterm half(x) according to
the induction hypothesis yields the equation s(0) = 0 which is unsatisfiable.

5 Different equations in a conjecture may have to be proved using different cover
sets; these cover sets can often be combined into a single cover set to generate a
single induction scheme using merging and instantiation (cf. [2,7]). Further, it is
not necessary for different equations to maintain the same monotonic ordering. For
instance, in the running example of this section two different orderings are used in
a conjecture.
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Given a correctness predicate cϕ, we can generate c¬ϕ by replacing the result
true by false and the result false by true whereas right-hand sides of the form
cϕ(t∗) are replaced by c¬ϕ(t∗). In the above example this yields

c¬half(y)=0(0) → false, c¬half(y)=0(s(0)) → false, c¬half(y)=0(s(s(x))) → true.

This correctness predicate is sound and exact for the conjecture ¬half(y) = 0.
As stated before, exact correctness predicates can also be generated for non-

radical equations, as well as for equations whose validity is decided using induc-
tion schemes with multiple induction hypotheses. Thus, inductive validity of a
much larger class of literals (equations and negated equations) can be decided
using arbitrary well-founded complete cover sets without the requirement of rad-
icality. The restrictions to radical equations and to induction schemes involving
at most one induction step in every subgoal are needed only for the decidability
of conjunctions and disjunctions of conjectures as discussed below.

Given cϕ1 and cϕ2 , a straightforward idea to obtain rules for cϕ1∧ϕ2 is as
follows: If we have the rule cϕi

(s∗) → false for some i ∈ {1, 2}, then we also
obtain the rule cϕ1∧ϕ2(s

∗) → false. If we have the rules cϕi(s
∗) → true for

both i ∈ {1, 2}, then we obtain cϕ1∧ϕ2(s
∗) → true. Finally, if we have the rule

cϕi(s
∗) → cϕi(t

∗) and either cϕj (s
∗) → cϕj (t

∗) or cϕj (s
∗) → true (for i, j ∈

{1, 2}, i 6= j), then we also obtain the rule cϕ1∧ϕ2(s
∗) → cϕ1∧ϕ2(t

∗). But as the
following example illustrates, such a simplistic construction does not work.

Recall the rules (5) - (7) for cdouble(half(y))=y. We would obtain the following
correctness predicate for the formula ϕ : double(half(y)) = y ∧ ¬half(y) = 0.

cϕ(0) → false, cϕ(s(0)) → false, cϕ(s(s(x))) → cϕ(x).

However, this correctness predicate is not exact, since it is always false,
whereas ϕ is true for all even numbers greater than 0. Even worse, the resulting
correctness predicate for the negated conjecture ¬ϕ would not even be sound
(since it would always be true whereas ¬ϕ is false for 0 and all odd numbers).

The problem with the above construction of cϕ1∧ϕ2 is the case where one
rule cϕ1(s

∗) → cϕ1(t
∗) leads to a recursive call, but the other has the form

cϕ2(s
∗) → true. If we use the rule cϕ1∧ϕ2(s

∗) → cϕ1∧ϕ2(t
∗), then we may lose the

exactness of the correctness predicate, since it could be that cϕ2(t
∗) →∗ false.

To avoid this problem, we will now construct so-called basic correctness pred-
icates (denoted br1=r2) where for recursive pairs 〈s∗, {t∗}〉 ∈ C we always have
recursive rules br1=r2(s

∗) → br1=r2(t
∗), but never a rule with the result false.

Fortunately, if r1 = r2 is radical and maintains an ordering under C, one can
easily obtain a basic correctness predicate by simply extending the cover set C in
an appropriate way. For that purpose we have to restrict ourselves to cover sets
where for any two recursive pairs 〈s∗

i , {t∗i }〉, 〈s∗
j , {t∗j}〉 ∈ C with i 6= j, the terms

t∗i and s∗
j do not unify (after renaming their variables). In other words, the argu-

ments t∗i in an induction hypothesis must not unify with the arguments s∗
j in any

other induction conclusion. The cover set Chalf = {〈0, ∅〉, 〈s(0), ∅〉, 〈s(s(x)), {x}〉}
trivially satisfies this condition, since there is only one recursive pair. The moti-
vation for this restriction is that for all chains q∗

0 <C q∗
1 <C . . . <C q∗

n, it ensures
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cϕ(q∗
n) = . . . = cϕ(q∗

1). So a change in the value of cϕ can only occur in the last
value q∗

0 , which corresponds to a base case (i.e., we might have cϕ(q∗
1) 6= cϕ(q∗

0)).
Our aim is to extend C to a cover set C′ where q∗

1 is already a base case. Then
for all chains q∗

1 <C′ . . . <C′ q∗
n we have cϕ(q∗

n) = . . . = cϕ(q∗
1) and thus, we can

indeed use the rule cϕ(s∗′) → cϕ(t∗′) for all recursive pairs 〈s∗′, {t∗′}〉 of C′.
The idea for the extension of cover sets is simply to unify the terms t∗i of

the induction hypotheses with the (variable-renamed) terms s∗
j in the left com-

ponents of all pairs from C. Let µi,j be the respective mgu’s. Then every pair
〈s∗
i , {t∗i }〉 is replaced by the new non-recursive pairs 〈s∗

iµi,j , ∅〉 for j 6= i and the
instantiated recursive pair 〈s∗

iµi,i, {t∗iµi,i}〉. For Chalf we obtain

C′
half = {〈0, ∅〉, 〈s(0), ∅〉, 〈s(s(0)), ∅〉, 〈s(s(s(0))), ∅〉, 〈s(s(s(s(x)))), {s(s(x))}〉}.

Definition 9 (Extending cover sets). Let C = {〈s∗
1, {t∗1,1, . . . , t

∗
1,n1

}〉, . . . ,
〈s∗
m, {t∗m,1, . . . , t

∗
m,nm

}〉} be a cover set with 0 ≤ ni ≤ 1, such that if ni = nj = 1
and i 6= j then there do not exist substitutions µi,j with t∗i,1µi,j = s∗

jνµi,j for a
variable renaming ν. Then the extended cover set C′ is defined as follows:

C′={〈s∗
i , ∅〉 |ni = 0}

∪{〈s∗
iµi,j , ∅〉 |ni = 1, nj = 0, µi,j = mgu(t∗i,1, s

∗
jν) for a variable renaming ν}

∪{〈s∗
iµi,i, {t∗i,1µi,i}〉 |ni = 1, µi,i = mgu(t∗i,1, s

∗
i ν) for a variable renaming ν}.

Obviously, if C is complete and well founded, then the extension C′ is complete
and well founded, too. Moreover, if an equation r1 = r2 is radical and maintains
an ordering under C, then it is also radical and maintains the same ordering under
the extension C′. In this case we can construct the basic correctness predicate
by taking the extension C′ and by using the results true and false in its non-
recursive cases and by using the rule br1=r2(s

∗) → br1=r2(t
∗) for all recursive

pairs 〈s∗, {t∗}〉. Note that only one such extension step for cover sets C is already
enough: If a correctness predicate b has a non-recursive rule b(s∗) → true or
b(s∗) → false for a recursive pair 〈s∗, {t∗}〉 ∈ C, then a single extension step of C
suffices to get recursive rules b(s∗′) → b(t∗′) for all recursive pairs 〈s∗′, {t∗′}〉 of
the extended cover set C′. In our example we obtain

bhalf(y)=0(0) → true, bdouble(half(y))=y(0) → true,
bhalf(y)=0(s(0)) → true, bdouble(half(y))=y(s(0)) → false,
bhalf(y)=0(s2(0)) → false, bdouble(half(y))=y(s2(0)) → true,
bhalf(y)=0(s3(0)) → false, bdouble(half(y))=y(s3(0)) → false,
bhalf(y)=0(s4(x)) → bhalf(y)=0(s2(x)). bdouble(half(y))=y(s4(x)) → bdouble(half(y))=y(s2(x)).

Now indeed basic correctness predicates for conjunctions are constructed by
using the result false if one of the conjuncts yields false and true if both conjuncts
yield true. If one (and therefore, both) conjuncts have a recursive call, then the
basic correctness predicate for the conjunction has a recursive call, too. So if ϕ
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is again the formula double(half(y)) = y ∧ ¬half(y) = 0, then we have

b¬half(y)=0(0) → false, bϕ(0) → false,
b¬half(y)=0(s(0)) → false, bϕ(s(0)) → false,

b¬half(y)=0(s2(0)) → true, bϕ(s2(0)) → true,
b¬half(y)=0(s3(0)) → true, bϕ(s3(0)) → false,
b¬half(y)=0(s4(x)) → b¬half(y)=0(s2(x)). bϕ(s4(x)) → bϕ(s2(x)).

Definition 10 (Basic Correctness Predicates). Let R be a convergent suf-
ficiently complete CS and let C be a complete well-founded cover set such that
for all 〈s∗, {t∗1, . . . , t

∗
n}〉 ∈ C, we have 0 ≤ n ≤ 1, and for two different pairs

〈s∗, {t∗}〉, 〈s∗′, {t∗′}〉 ∈ C, there does not exist a substitution µ with t∗µ = s∗′νµ
for a variable renaming ν. Let ϕ be a quantifier-free formula such that all equa-
tions in ϕ are radical and maintain some ordering under C w.r.t. R.

Let C′ = {〈s∗
1, {t∗1,1, . . . , t

∗
1,n1

}〉, . . . , 〈s∗
m, {t∗m,1, . . . , t

∗
m,nm

}〉} be the extension
of C and let r1[s∗

i ] →∗
R Ci[r1[t∗i,1], . . . , r1[t∗i,ni

]] for a constructor ground context
Ci. Then the basic correctness predicate bϕ under C is defined by the following
rules (analogous rules are used for formulas containing ∨, ⇒, ⇔):

br1=r2(s
∗
i ) →






true, if R |=ind Ci = r2[s∗
i ] and ni = 0,

false, if R |=ind ¬Ci = r2[s∗
i ] and ni = 0,

br1=r2(t
∗
i,1), if ni = 1,

b¬ϕ′(s∗
i ) →






true, if we have the rule bϕ′(s∗
i ) → false,

false, if we have the rule bϕ′(s∗
i ) → true,

b¬ϕ′(t∗i,1), if we have the rule bϕ′(s∗
i ) → bϕ′(t∗i,1),

bϕ1∧ϕ2(s
∗
i ) →






true, if bϕ1(s
∗
i ) → true and bϕ2(s

∗
i ) → true,

false, if bϕ1(s
∗
i ) → false or bϕ2(s

∗
i ) → false,

bϕ1∧ϕ2(t
∗
i,1), if bϕ1(s

∗
i ) → bϕ1(t

∗
i,1) and bϕ2(s

∗
i ) → bϕ2(t

∗
i,1).

Now we can present the main theorem which shows that the inductive validity
of arbitrary quantifier-free conjectures is decidable, if all their equations are
radical and maintain an ordering under C. The decision procedure works by
constructing the basic correctness predicate and by checking whether it always
yields true. The reason for the soundness of this approach is that basic correctness
predicates are indeed sound and exact.

Theorem 11 (Decidability of inductive validity for arbitrary conjec-
tures). Let R, C, ϕ be as in Def. 10. Then inductive validity of ϕ is decidable
(by checking whether all non-recursive rules of bϕ have the right-hand side true,
where bϕ is the basic correctness predicate for ϕ under C).

Proof. We have to show that bϕ is sound and exact, i.e., R |=ind ϕ ⇔ bϕ(y∗) =
true if R also contains the rules defining bϕ. We use an induction w.r.t. the
structure of ϕ. First let ϕ be an equation r1 = r2.

Let q∗ be a tuple of constructor ground terms. We prove R |=ind r1[q∗] =
r2[q∗] ⇔ br1=r2(q

∗) = true by induction w.r.t. <C′ . Since C is complete and
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well founded, obviously its extension C′ is complete and well founded, too. Due
to the completeness of C′, there exists some 〈s∗, {t∗1, . . . , t

∗
n}〉 ∈ C′ and some

substitution σ such that q∗ = s∗σ. If n = 0, then the claim follows from radicality
of r1 = r2 under C and thus, under C′ as well.

If n = 1 and R |=ind r1[s∗σ] = r2[s∗σ] then by Lemma 7 we also have
R |=ind r1[t∗1σ] = r2[t∗1σ] since r1 = r2 maintains an ordering under C and thus,
under C′ as well. The induction hypothesis yields R |=ind br1=r2(t

∗
1σ) = true and

thus, R |=ind br1=r2(s
∗σ) = true as well.

Finally, let n = 1 and R |=ind ¬r1[s∗σ] = r2[s∗σ]. We have to show that this
implies R |=ind ¬r1[t∗1σ] = r2[t∗1σ]. Then the induction hypothesis would yield
R |=ind br1=r2(t

∗
1σ) = false and thus, R |=ind br1=r2(s

∗σ) = false as well.
Note that s∗ = s∗′µ and t∗1 = t∗1

′µ for some 〈s∗′, {t∗1
′}〉 ∈ C by the definition

of extensions. Moreover, by the requirement that arguments t∗1
′ of induction

hypotheses may not unify with arguments of other induction conclusions we
also have that t∗1 = t∗1

′µ = s∗′νµ by the definition of extensions. Since r1 = r2
maintains an ordering under C we have r1[s∗′] →∗

R C ′
i[r1[t∗1

′]] for a constructor
ground context C ′

i. As r1[s∗] →∗
R Ci[r1[t∗1]], this means that C ′

i = Ci or, in
other words, r1[s∗′] →∗

R Ci[r1[t∗1
′]]. Radicality of r1 = r2 under C implies that

R |=ind Ci[r2[t∗1
′]] = r2[s∗′] or R |=ind ¬Ci[r2[t∗1

′]] = r2[s∗′].
First assume R |=ind Ci[r2[t∗1

′]] = r2[s∗′]. This implies R |=ind (Ci[r2[t∗1
′]] =

r2[s∗′])µ, i.e., R |=ind Ci[r2[t∗1]] = r2[s∗]. If we had R 6|=ind ¬r1[t∗1σ] = r2[t∗1σ]
(i.e., R |=ind (r1[t∗1] = r2[t∗1])στ for some τ), then we would also have R |=ind
(Ci[r1[t∗1]] = r2[s∗])στ . Since r1[s∗] →∗

R Ci[r1[t∗1]], this implies R |=ind (r1[s∗] =
r2[s∗])στ in contradiction to the prerequisite R |=ind ¬r1[s∗σ] = r2[s∗σ].

Thus, R |=ind ¬Ci[r2[t∗1
′]] = r2[s∗′]. Again assume R |=ind (r1[t∗1] = r2[t∗1])στ

for some τ . Since t∗1στ = s∗′νµστ , we have R |=ind (r1[s∗′] = r2[s∗′])νµστ and
since r1 = r2 maintains an ordering under C, this implies R |=ind (r1[t∗1

′] =
r2[t∗1

′])νµστ by Lemma 7. By the prerequisite, this yields R |=ind (¬Ci[r1[t∗1
′]] =

r2[s∗′])νµστ . However since r1[s∗′] →∗
R Ci[r1[t∗1

′]], this is equivalent to R |=ind
(¬r1[s∗′] = r2[s∗′])νµστ , which contradicts the assumption (as t∗1στ = s∗′νµστ).

For formulas which are no equations, the claim immediately follows from the
(outer) induction hypothesis. ut

Note that the conditions in Thm. 11 (i.e., radicality and maintenance of or-
derings) can be checked automatically (by using orderings from the area of term
rewrite systems which are amenable to automation). The set of all conjectures ϕ
satisfying these conditions forms a class where inductive validity is decidable. To
decide inductive validity of ϕ one simply constructs the rules for the basic cor-
rectness predicate bϕ (which can be done automatically) and one checks whether
there is no rule of the form bϕ(. . .) → false.

So for a formula like double(y) = y ⇒ y = 0, one first checks whether
this formula belongs to the class where inductive validity is decidable. For that
purpose, one examines whether the conjecture contains a subterm f(y∗) for
pairwise disjoint variables y∗ and an algorithm f and then one checks whether
all equations in the conjecture are radical and maintain an ordering under Cf
(using the induction variables y∗).
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In our example, the equations double(y) = y and y = 0 indeed are both
radical and they maintain the superterm ordering under Cdouble. So inductive
validity of this conjecture is decidable. The decision procedure constructs the
basic correctness predicate

bdouble(y)=y⇒y=0(0) → true,

bdouble(y)=y⇒y=0(s(0)) → true,

bdouble(y)=y⇒y=0(s(s(x))) → bdouble(y)=y⇒y=0(s(x)),

and checks whether all non-recursive rules of bdouble(y)=y⇒y=0 have true on their
right-hand side, which is obviously the case. Thus, the formula is valid.

Note that in this way we can decide the inductive validity of conjectures
which were up to now hard problems for inductive theorem provers. In fact,
virtually all existing inductive provers fail in verifying double(y) = y ⇒ y = 0.6

The reason is that the induction conclusion double(s(x)) = s(x) ⇒ s(x) = 0 can
be evaluated to ¬s(double(x)) = x, but there is no way to apply the induction
hypothesis double(x) = x ⇒ x = 0 and thus, the proof of the induction step case
does not succeed. On the other hand, by our decision procedure, validity of such
conjectures can be shown without using any inductive theorem prover at all.

6 Conclusion

We presented a class of conjectures where inductive validity is decidable (by a
very simple decision procedure). This allows an integration of inductive reasoning
within fully automated tools like model checkers or compilers. First, we extended
the results of [8] to a larger class of equations and subsequently, we extended
the approach further to arbitrary quantifier-free conjectures. The main idea is
to build correctness predicates for all equations occurring in a conjecture and we
gave a criterion for checking whether these correctness predicates really describe
the exact set of objects where the equation is valid. We showed how to construct
(basic) correctness predicates for non-atomic formulas and by checking their
defining rules, the inductive validity of such formulas can easily be decided.

We have used correctness predicates cr1=r2 to describe the instances where
an equation r1 = r2 is valid. However, in order to combine the correctness pred-
icates cr1=r2 and cr′

1=r
′
2

of two different equations (e.g., when building their
conjunction), we have to restrict ourselves to basic correctness predicates and
moreover, cr1=r2 and cr′

1=r
′
2

must have been built w.r.t. “compatible” cover sets.
In order to avoid these difficulties, an interesting alternative approach is to rep-
resent the set of instances where equations are valid by tree automata [4] instead
of correctness predicates. As long as these sets of instances are regular, this
indeed results in a very elegant method for deciding inductive validity (since
regular languages are effectively closed under complement and intersection and
since their emptiness is decidable). However, in general there are many equations
where the set of instances which makes them valid is not regular. For example,
6 This problem was pointed out to us by U. Kühler.
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the equation plus(minus(x, y),minus(y, x)) = 0 is valid iff x and y are equal. A
correctness predicate describing this set can easily be constructed automatically,
whereas this set is not regular and therefore cannot be described by (ordinary)
tree automata. This indicates that the use of tree automata may be too restric-
tive compared to the use of (basic) correctness predicates. However, we intend to
study the possibilities of using automata for deciding inductive validity further
in future work.

In this paper, we focused on integrating induction schemes with a decision
procedure for the quantifier-free theory of free constructors to obtain an exten-
sion of the decision procedure to quantifier-free formulas whose proofs (or dis-
proofs) may require the use of induction. Kapur and Subramaniam [8] discussed
an approach for integrating induction schemes into decidable quantifier-free the-
ories including Presburger arithmetic, and they gave a decision procedure for
inductive validity of a large class of equations involving T -based function sym-
bols, where T is a decidable quantifier-free theory. In future work, we intend to
generalize the techniques developed in this paper from constructor systems to
T -based systems (including Presburger arithmetic) as well.
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Abstract. We propose the notion of rewriting modules in order to pro-
vide a structural and hierarchical approach of TRS. We define then rela-
tive dependency pairs built upon these modules which allow us to perform
termination proofs incrementally. Important results can be expressed in
that new framework (regarding CE -termination for instance), and with
help of π extendable orderings, we give effective new incremental methods
for proving termination particularly suited for automation.

1 Introduction

Rewriting is used for specification, programming or in automated proofs. Yet,
if structuring is a paradigm of ‘clean’ programming, a TRS is still considered
in practice as a single set of rules and termination proofs are run on the whole
system without taking any benefit of its possible modular structure.

Programs are (should be) developed in an incremental way: one defines some
basic types or functions and then builds other functions which use the basic ones
and so on. In other words, some functions are somehow created ‘upon’ previously
defined ones. A hierarchical structure over functions naturally emerges from that
incremental procedure. Since termination is a difficult issue—especially when
it comes to automation of proofs—it would be useful to perform automated
termination proofs incrementally, that is to use normalization information about
‘basic’ rules to show that adding ‘new’ ones will preserve termination.

Unfortunately, the termination property does not behave as well as we could
expect when dealing with unions of TRS. As shown by Toyama [16] if two TRS
are strongly normalizing, their union does not necessarily terminate, even if
the two systems do not share any symbol. The significant work of Gramlich
showed that projections were to blame and gave sufficient conditions for ensuring
termination of unions of TRS possibly sharing constructors [8]. But with regard
to hierarchical unions, that is unions of TRS sharing function symbols, fewer
results are known. Dershowitz proposed [6] conditions over a certain kind of
hierarchical unions—so called constructor based unions—but those conditions
are too restrictive in practice and not very suited for automation.
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Until 1997, the usual way of automatically proving termination of a TRS was
to show that the relation described by that system was included in a reduction
ordering, that is showing that each rule was decreasing w.r.t. the strict part of
the ordering. Since that ordering was well-founded, termination of the system
followed. However, constraints hence induced required search for orderings that
computers had difficulties to perform (if any suitable reduction ordering ever
existed) and proofs where more likely run ‘by hand’ with ad hoc techniques.

In 1997 Arts & Giesl introduced the notion of dependency pairs [3,
1],weakening constraints, and thus replacing the previously needed reduction
ordering by a weak reduction ordering, more suited to automated search. More-
over, dependency pairs allow to prove termination of non-simply terminating
TRS, that is of systems whose rules may be non-structural recursive like for
instance f(x, . . . )→ f(g(x), . . . ) where g is not a constructor. The dependency
pair approach consists of a structural analysis of rules, requiring for a suitable
ordering that rules belong to its weak part and that only the so-called depen-
dency pairs strictly decrease. A consistent approach in respect of our aim of
modularity would then be to refine that structural analysis of rules depending
on where the relevant rules lie within the hierarchy.

Thus, in order to give a general framework bringing modular structure of
TRS to the fore, and so as to provide automated methods to prove termination
incrementally, we will firstly recall some generalities, then in Sec. 3 we shall in-
troduce rewrite modules, express unions of TRS in terms of modules and explain
how to show out TRS hierarchical structure. Sec. 4 will deal with general ter-
mination difficulties in unions and will provide orderings with good properties
with respect to projection (the so-called π extendable orderings). The framework
of modules settled, relative dependency pairs will be defined in Sec. 5 and that
powerful tool will lead us to Sec. 6 and thus to new criteria for modular termi-
nation (Thm 1 and Thm 2). Those results provide an incremental proof method
illustrated with the complete example of Sec. 7. We shall then discuss in Sec. 8
how this work compares to others, especially to results of Arts & Giesl [2] and
Dershowitz [6]. We will eventually conclude and give ideas on how we intend to
apply and extend our framework.

2 Preliminaries

We recall usual notions about rewriting [7], and give our notations. A signature
F is a finite set of symbols with arities. Let X be a countable set of variables;
T (F , X) denotes the set of finite terms on F and X. Terms can be seen as
trees: root position is then denoted by Λ, symbol at root position in a term t
by Λ(t), t|p denotes the subterm of t at position p. A substitution is a mapping
σ from variables to terms s.t. {x ∈ X | σ(x) 6= x} is finite. We use postfix
notation for substitution applications. A substitution can easily be extended to
endomorphisms of T (F , X): f(t1, . . . , tn)σ = f(t1σ, . . . , tnσ). tσ is then called
an instance of t.
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A rewrite relation is a binary relation → on terms which is monotonic and
closed under substitution;→? will denote its reflexive-transitive closure. A term
rewriting system (TRS for short) over a signature1 F and a set of variables X
is a set R(F) of rewrite rules l→ r. A TRS R defines a rewrite relation →R the
following way: s →R t if there is a position p s.t. s|p = lσ and t = s[rσ]p for a
rule l→ r ∈ R and a substitution σ. We then say that s|p is a redex and that s
reduces to t at position p with l → r or, if the rule of R is not relevant, with R,
respectively denoted s

p−−−→
l→r

t and s
p−→
R

t.

We restrict ourselves to the study of finitely branching TRS, i.e. TRS s.t.
the set of rules that can be applied to a term is always finite. A term is strongly
normalizable (SN) if it cannot reduce indefinitely. A rewrite relation is strongly
normalizing or terminates if any term is SN. Termination is usually proven with
the help of reduction orderings [5] or quasi-orderings with dependency pairs. We
briefly recall what we need. A term ordering, also known as ordering pair [10]
is a pair (�,�) of relations over T (F , X) such that: � is a quasi-ordering, i.e.
reflexive and transitive; �⊆� − � is a strict ordering, i.e. irreflexive and tran-
sitive and s.t. �⊆�, � · �⊆� and � · �⊆�. A term ordering is said to be
well-founded if there is no infinite strictly decreasing sequence t1 � t2 � · · · ;
stable if both � and � are stable under substitutions; weakly (resp. strictly)
monotonic if for all terms t1 and t2, for all f ∈ F , if t1 � (resp. � ) t2 then
f(. . . , t1, . . . ) � (resp. � ) f(. . . , t2, . . . ); A term ordering (�,�) is called a
weak (resp. strict) reduction ordering if it is well-founded, stable and weakly
(resp. strictly) monotonic.

3 Rewrite Modules

We define hierarchical extensions of TRS and introduce the notion of rewrite
modules, thus providing a rather structural view of complex TRS that leads to
an incremental approach.

3.1 Extensions & Modules

From an operational point of view, a module consists of new symbols together
with rules that define them.

Definition 1. A module extending a system R1(F1) is a couple [F2 | R2] s.t.:

1. F1 ∩ F2 = ∅;
2. R2 is a TRS over F1 ∪ F2;
3. For each l→ r ∈ R2, Λ(l) ∈ F2.

System R1 ∪ R2 over F1 ∪ F2 is then a hierarchical extension of system
R1(F1) by module [F2 | R2]; we denote R1(F1)← [F2 | R2] that extension.
1 We shall omit the signature if there is no ambiguity.
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The usual notions of unions can be expressed in terms of modules in a
straightforward way. We will say that [F1 | R1] extends [F0 | R0] regardless
of [F2 | R2] if F1∩F2 = ∅, [F0 | R0]← [F1 | R1] and [F0 | R0]← [F2 | R2]; such
extension is indeed a union of composable TRS [12,9,15]. We will talk about the
disjoint union R1 ∪R2 if [F1 | R1] and [F2 | R2] extend [∅ | ∅]. The union will be
constructor sharing if [F1 | R1] and [F2 | R2] extend [F0 | ∅].

A property P is said modular for a specific kind of union if R1 and R2 having
property P implies that the relevant union of R1 and R2 verifies P .

3.2 Modular Splitting up of TRS

One may in practice provide a TRS as a hierarchy of modules and use it as it
is. Every system R(F) can anyway be automatically split up as an extension
by minimal modules: the ones that cannot be seen as extensions of non-empty
systems (see Example 1 below). This is done in two steps:

1. Build a graph G over symbols of F s.t. there is an arc from x to y if and
only if there is a rule l→ r ∈ R such that x = Λ(l) and y occurs in l or in r.

2. Pack together symbols occuring in strongly connected parts of G, that is
symbols f and g such that f −→

G
? g and g−→

G
? f .

Now, let us consider ‘packs’ of G as signatures of our modules, we just have to
add rules the left-hand side root symbols of which are in those and we are done.
Note that there is no cycle in the resulting hierarchy since ‘mutually recursively’
defined symbols were packed together.

Remark 1. For the sake of a better readability we may afterward gather con-
structors symbols that can be reached from the same packs.

Example 1. Let us consider addition and multiplication à la Peàno.

F = {s, 0,+,×}

R :
{

x + 0→ x, x× 0→ 0,
x + s(y)→ s(x + y),
︸ ︷︷ ︸

R+

x× s(y)→ x + (x× y).
︸ ︷︷ ︸

R×

A natural (for programmers) and modular way of seeing it is to consider addition
built upon constructors, and multiplication upon addition and constructors. De-
scribing this TRS in module framework consists in introducing + with addition
rules and then × with multiplication rules. The extension scheme is then:

[{s, 0} | ∅]← [{+} | R+]← [{×} | R×]

Note that those modules are minimal (in respect of Remark 1).
Further note that every system R(F) can be seen that way as an extension

of the empty system over constructors of F by the module consisting of defined
symbols2 (as signature part) together with all rules of R (as rules part).
2 Constructors and defined symbols are here Arts & Giesl’s notions.
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4 Termination and Unions of TRS

Unfortunately, termination is not a modular property of TRS, even for disjoint
unions, as shown by Toyama’s famous counter-example [16].

Example 2 (Toyama). These two TRS (over disjoint signatures) are terminating:

R1 :
{

f(0, 1, x)→ f(x, x, x) R2 :
{

g(x, y)→ x
g(x, y)→ y.

Their union nevertheless allows infinite reductions, for instance:
f(g(0, 1), g(0, 1), g(0, 1))−−→

R2
f(0, g(0, 1), g(0, 1))−−→

R2
f(0, 1, g(0, 1))

−−→
R1

f(g(0, 1), g(0, 1), g(0, 1))−−→
R2

. . .

One may observe that R2 is not confluent, but similar counter-examples exist
for confluent TRS [16]. However, problems come indeed with R2 and its ‘projec-
tive’ behaviour as studied by Gramlich [8]. Propositions to contain projections
lead to the definition of CE -termination3 [15,8].

Definition 2. Let G be a new (regarding all involved signatures) symbol; we
denote π the projective TRS {G(x, y)→ x, G(x, y)→ y}.

A system R is said CE -terminating if R ∪ π is terminating.

That notion gives precious results. In particular: CE -termination is a modular
property for disjoint union of TRS [15,8], as well as for union of composable TRS
as shown by Kurihara & Ohushi [9].

Note that before the introduction of dependency pairs termination proofs
were usually performed using simplification orderings (reduction ordering with
subterm property), thus restricting automated proofs to simplifying TRS.

Definition 3. A TRS R over F is said simply terminating (or simplifying) if
R ∪ {f(x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xn)→ xi|1 ≤ i ≤ n and f ∈ F} is terminating.

Proposition 1 (Gramlich [8]). A simplifying TRS CE -terminates.

Thanks to Proposition 1: lying between termination and simple termination,
CE -termination is far from being too restrictive a property in practice. The ex-
ample of Sec. 7 and, for instance, all examples by Arts & Giesl [1,2,3] (even
those that do not simply terminate) CE -terminate. Actually, all known auto-
mated techniques prove indeed CE -termination.

In order to specify a class of orderings making the most of CE -termination,
we define π extendable orderings.

Definition 4. A term ordering (�,�) on T (F , X) is said to be π extendable if
there is a reduction ordering (�′,�′) over T (F ∪{G}, X) s.t.: 1) The restriction
of (�′,�′) on T (F , X) is exactly (�,�) and 2) G(s, t) �′ s and G(s, t) �′ t for
all s and t in T (F ∪ {G}, X).

A π extendable ordering is a strong π extendable ordering if both (�,�) and
a suitable (�′,�′) are strictly monotonic. Otherwise it is weak π extendable.
3 We use here the terminology introduced by Olhebusch [14].
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Consequently, if (�,�) is a strictly monotonic π extendable ordering and if
l � r for all rules l→ r of R, then R CE -terminates.

5 Relative Dependency Pairs

Now that we settled our modular approach, we would like to use it for proving
termination. Most methods dealing with union of TRS use a notion of rank,
that is rely on how signatures are interlaced within a term [8]. We define here
relative dependency pairs, dependency pairs of modules with two aims in mind:
Firstly to ‘capture’ signature swaps by selecting relevant subterms, secondly to
‘forget’ other defined symbols since the whole termination proof is supposed to
be performed incrementally.

Definition 5. Let R1(F1) and [F2 | R2] be such that R1(F1)← [F2 | R2].
For each rule l → r ∈ R2, a pair 〈l, r′〉 where r′ is a subterm of r such that

Λ(r′) ∈ F2 is called a dependency pair of module [F2 | R2].
The set of dependency pairs of all rules of a module M is denoted DP(M).

Example 3 (Example 1 revisited). Dependency pairs of [F× | R×] consist in:

DP([F× | R×]) :
{ 〈x× s(y), x× y〉}

Notice that 〈x× s(y), (x× y) + x〉 is not a dependency pair, unlike in Arts
& Giesl non-modular approach4.

Remark 2. For a TRS seen as an extension of constructors by rules and defined
symbols, relative dependency pairs and Arts & Giesl ones coincide.

Definition 6. A dependency chain of a module [F | R] over R′ (with R ⊆ R′)
is a sequence of pairs . . . 〈sj , tj〉 . . . of DP([F | R]) together with a substitution
σ such that for any two successive pairs 〈si, ti〉, 〈si+1, ti+1〉:

tiσ
6=Λ−−→
R′

?

si+1σ.

We shall consider minimal dependency chains, in the sense that each proper
subterm of any left-hand side σ-instantiated is strongly normalizable by R′.

Proposition 2. Let R be a TRS over F , then R is CE -strongly normalizing if
and only if there is no infinite (dependency) chain of [F | R] over R ∪ π.

Proof. Straigthforward from Remark 2 and since DP(R ∪ π) = DP(R).

Corollary 1. Let (�,�) be a (weak) π extendable ordering.
If l � r for all l → r ∈ R and s � t for all 〈s, t〉 ∈ DP(R), then R is

CE -strongly normalizing.
4 We do not consider here the restricted case of innermost termination [2] where usable

rules modify the set of dependency pairs.
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6 Incremental Proofs

The modules framework is particularly efficient when it comes to modular and
incremental proofs. We give our contributions for extensions of a system by,
firstly one module, and secondly two disjoint modules. Thus, those apply to any
hierarchical scheme. We obtain also effective reformulations of previous results.

6.1 One System and One Module

The basic case, typically a hierarchical extension of a system. Relative depen-
dency pairs give us lighter conditions over systems to ensure termination.

Theorem 1. Let R1(F1) and [F2 | R2] be such that [F1 | R1]← [F2 | R2].

1. If R1 is CE -strongly normalizing and
2. If there is no infinite dependency chain of [F2 | R2] over R1 ∪R2,

Then R1 ∪R2 is strongly normalizing.

By contradiction: We will assume that there is an infinite dependency chain of
R1∪R2, then we will conclude either on an infinite dependency chain of [F2 | R2]
over R1 ∪R2, or on non CE -termination of R1 which contradicts premises.

Let us suppose R1 ∪ R2 non terminating. Thus, there is an infinite
dependency chain of [F1 ∪ F2 | R1 ∪R2] over R1 ∪ R2. Among pairs of
DP([F1 ∪ F2 | R1 ∪R2]) are: Pairs of [F1 | R1]; Pairs of [F2 | R2]; Eventually
pairs 〈l, r′〉 s.t. l→ r ∈ R2 and r′ is a subterm of r with Λ(r′) in F1.
On the first two cases we have knowledge. In order to get rid of the third kind,
we need the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let R1(F1) and [F2 | R2] be such that [F1 | R1]← [F2 | R2].
Then for each 〈u1, v1〉 ∈ DP(R1) and for each pair 〈u2, v2〉 of [F2 | R2] there

is no substitution σ such that: v1σ
6=Λ−−→

?

u2σ.

Proof. Actually Λ(u2) 6= Λ(v1) since Λ(u2σ) = Λ(u2) ∈ F2 and Λ(v1σ) =
Λ(v1) ∈ F1.

According to Lemma 1, pairs of second and of third kinds can only follow pairs
of second kind, pairs of first kind can only follow pairs of first and of third kind.
Thus, we face three cases. The dependency chain either contains: Only pairs of
second kind, that is pairs of [F2 | R2] or only pairs of first kind, that is pairs of
[F1 | R1] or a finite number of pairs (maybe none) of second kind then one pair
of third kind and then an infinity of pairs of first kind.

• First case: Infinite dependency chain of [F2 | R2] over R1 ∪ R2 contradicts
second premise of Theorem 1.
• Cases 2 & 3: In both cases we eventually get an infinite dependency chain

of [F1 | R1] over R1 ∪ R2. We are now going to show how that chain can
be transformed into a chain of [F1 | R1] over R1 ∪ π. Doing so, we will
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end up with an infinite chain of [F1 | R1] over R1 ∪ π, that is an infinite
chain of [F1 ∪ {G} | R1 ∪ π] contradicting first premise stating that R1 is
CE -terminating.
We actually use (here and also in proof of Theorem 2) a more general result
(Lemma 2) whose proof provides a way to build such a suitable chain.

Lemma 2. Let S1 and S2 two TRS over F1. Let S3(F1 ∪ F2) be such that:
– F1 ∩ F2 = ∅;
– For each l→ r ∈ S3, Λ(l) ∈ F2.

Then from any infinite minimal chain of [F1 | S2] over S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3, it is
possible to build an infinite chain of [F1 | S2] over S1 ∪S2 ∪π with the same
sequence of pairs but new instantiation and rewriting steps.

The remaining part of Theorem 1 proof consists in applying Lemma 2 with
R1 = S1 = S2 and R2 = S3. Hence for any infinite dependency chains of
[F1 | R1] over R1 ∪ R2 we can build a corresponding chain of [F1 | R1] over
R1 ∪ π, that is a dependency chain of R1 ∪ π. Since R1 is supposed to be
CE -terminating, we raise a contradiction. Q.e.d.

Now we have got to prove Lemma 2. The proof is rather technical and use
some interpretation of terms akin to Gramlich’s [8]. We denote T∞(F , X) the
set of infinite terms over signature F and a set X of variables.

Definition 7. Let S be S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3. Let > be an arbitrary yet total ordering
over T (F1 ∪ F2, X).

Interpretation IS(x) : T (F1 ∪ F2, X) → T∞(F1 ∪ {G : 2} ∪ {⊥ : 0}, X) can
be defined as:

IS(x) = x if x ∈ X

IS(f(t1 . . . tn)) =
{

f(IS(t1) . . . IS(tn)) if f ∈ F1,
Comb(Red(f(t1 . . . tn))) if f ∈ F2.

where Red(t) = {IS(t′)/ t−−−−−−−→
S1∪S2∪S3

t′},
Comb(∅) = ⊥,

Comb({a} ∪ set ) = G(a,Comb(set)) where for all x ∈ set, a < x).

Comb(E) is built from an unordered set E, ordering > is then needed to remove
any ambiguity.

Remark 3. Please note that interpreted terms appear in a ‘comb-like’ shape.
Each ‘tooth’ being itself the interpretation of a one-step-reduced term, any of
these can be reached by an appropriate −→

π2

?−→
π1

reduction.

We give yet another few technical lemmas showing IS good behaviour.

Lemma 3. For each t ∈ T (F1, X) and each substitution σ, I(tσ) = tI(σ).

Proof. Structural induction on t.
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Lemma 4. For all t1, . . . , tn in T (F1 ∪ F2, X) and for any context C over F1
with n holes, IS(C[t1, . . . , tn]) = C[IS(t1), . . . , IS(tn)].

Proof. Structural induction on C.

Lemma 5. For any term t strongly normalizable by S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3, I(t) is finite.

Proof. Trivial since we are interested in finitely branching TRS only.

Lemma 6. For any s and t in T (F1 ∪ F2, X), and l→ r ∈ S1 ∪ S2

if s
p−−−→

l→r
t then I(s)−−−−−−→

S1∪S2∪π

+ I(t).

Moreover, if Λ(s) ∈ F1 then I(s)
6=Λ−−−−−−→

S1∪S2∪π

+
I(t).

Proof. Two cases depending on symbols occurring along path from Λ to p.
• If there are only symbols of F1 then s = C[s1, . . . , lσ, . . . , sn], s|p = lσ and
C is a context with n holes over F1.

I(s) = I(C[s1, . . . , lσ, . . . , sn])
= C[I(s1), . . . , I(lσ), . . . , I(sn)] (Lemma 4)
= C[I(s1), . . . , lI(σ), . . . , I(sn)] (Lemma 3)
p−−−→

S∪S2
C[I(s1), . . . , rI(σ), . . . , I(sn)] (hypothesis)

= C[I(s1), . . . , I(rσ), . . . , I(sn)] (Lemma 3)
= I(C[s1, . . . , rσ, . . . , sn]) = I(t).

• If symbols of F2 occur, then there is a smallest p′ < p (w.r.t. prefix ordering)
s.t. Λ(s|p′) ∈ F2. We may again assume w.l.o.g. that s = C[s1, . . . , s′, . . . , sn]
where C is a context with n holes (possibly empty) over F1, p = p′q and s|p′ = s′

with s′ = C ′[lσ]−−−→
S∪S2

C ′[rσ] = t′. Then

I(s) = I(C[s1, . . . , s′, . . . , sn]) = C[I(s1), . . . , I(s′), . . . , I(sn)] (Lemma 4).

From Def. 7, I(s′) = Comb(Red(s′)). But s′|q = lσ−−−−→
S1∪S2

rσ, thus, by definition

of Red, rσ ∈ Red(lσ). Hence, I(t′) is a subterm of I(s′) and I(s′)−→
π

+ I(t′). We
get

C[I(s1), . . . , I(s′), . . . , I(sn)] −→
π

+ C[I(s1), . . . I(t′), . . . , I(sn)]

= I(C[s1, . . . , t′, . . . , sn]) (Lemma 4) = I(t).

Lemma 7. For all s and t in T (F1 ∪ F2, X), if s
p−−→

S3
t then I(s)−→

π

+ I(t).

Moreover, if Λ(s) ∈ F1 then I(s)
6=Λ−−→
π

+
I(t).

Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 6, case 2.
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Proof of Lemma 2 Let 〈u1, v1〉, 〈u2, v2〉, . . . be a dependency chain of [F1 | S2]
over S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 with a substitution σ. Let σ′ be the substitution such that for
all x, xσ′ = I(xσ).

Since the considered chain is minimal, σ is strongly normalizable so, from
Lemma 5, σ′ is indeed a substitution to finite terms.

We show that 〈u1, v1〉, 〈u2, v2〉, . . . with σ′ is a chain of [F1 | S2] over S1 ∪
S2 ∪ π. For that purpose we have to show that for each i, viσ

′ 6=Λ−−−−−−→
S1∪S2∪π

?

ui+1σ
′.

We know that viσ
6=Λ−−−−−−−→

S1∪S2∪S3

?

ui+1σ. Let us consider any step s
p−−−−−−−→

S1∪S2∪S3
t

from that reduction. Since we have Λ(s) = Λ(t) = Λ(vi) = Λ(ui+1) ∈ F1,

either from Lemma 7 or Lemma 6 we get that I(s)
6=Λ−−−−−−→

S1∪S2∪π

?

I(t). Thus, putting

steps together we obtain I(viσ)
6=Λ−−−−−−→

S1∪S2∪π

?

I(ui+1σ). Since I(viσ) = viσ
′ and

I(ui+1σ) = ui+1σ
′ from Lemma 3 we are done.

The following corollary enables us to compose our termination results, allow-
ing this way incremental proofs.

Corollary 2. Let R1(F1) and [F2 | R2] be such that [F1 | R1]← [F2 | R2].
If R1 is CE -terminating and if there is no infinite dependency chain of

[F2 | R2] over R1 ∪R2 ∪ π, then R1 ∪R2 is CE -terminating.

Proof. We apply Theorem 1 with [F2 ∪ {G} | R2 ∪ π] extending system R1.

Those results can be turned into an effective method by Corollary 3.

Corollary 3. Let R1(F1) and [F2 | R2] be such that [F1 | R1]← [F2 | R2].
If R1 is CE -terminating and if there is a weak reduction ordering (resp. π

extendable ordering) (�,�) such that: R1 ∪R2 ⊆� and DP([F2 | R2]) ⊆�, then
R1 ∪R2 is terminating (resp. CE -terminating).

Proof. All chains of [F2 | R2] over R1∪R2 are actually finite. Since steps between
pairs decrease w.r.t. � and DP steps decrease w.r.t. �, an infinite reduction
would contradict the premise stating that (�,�) is well-founded.

6.2 One System and Two Modules

The other basic case, allowing us to apply our results to any hierarchical scheme.

Theorem 2. Let R1(F1), [F2 | R2] and [F3 | R3] be such that:
[F1 | R1]← [F2 | R2] and [F1 | R1]← [F3 | R3] with F2 ∩ F3 = ∅.
1. If R1 ∪R2 is CE -strongly normalizing and
2. If there is no infinite dependency chain of [F3 | R3] over R1 ∪R3 ∪ π,

Then R1 ∪R2 ∪R3 is CE -strongly normalizing.
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Remark 4. Note that R2 does not interfere with the premise over [F3 | R3].
Further note that the CE -premise cannot be omitted: Toyama’s counter-

example (see Example 2) would then be a special case of the relevant extension.

As a corollary and using Prop. 2 we obtain a previous result by Kurihara &
Ohuchi [9]: CE -termination is modular for composable unions of TRS.

Theorem 2 applies to automated proof when used as the following corollary:

Corollary 4. Let R1(F1), [F2 | R2] and [F3 | R3] be such that:
[F1 | R1]← [F2 | R2] and [F1 | R1]← [F3 | R3] with F2 ∩ F3 = ∅.

If R1 ∪ R2 is CE -terminating and if there is a π extendable weak reduction
ordering (�,�) s.t. R1 ∪ R3 ⊆� and DP([F3 | R3]) ⊆�, then R1 ∪ R2 ∪ R3 is
CE -terminating.

7 A Complete Example

Consider system R# over signature F# = {# : constant; 0, 1 : postfix unary} de-
scribing integers in binary notation: R# = {#0→ #. We want some arithmetic
over them and define addition with [F+ | R+]:

F+ {+ : binary},

R+






x + #→ x, x0 + y0→ (x + y)0, x0 + y1→ (x + y)1,
# + x→ x, x1 + y0→ (x + y)1, x1 + y1→ ((x + y) + #1)0,
x + (y + z)→ (x + y) + z.

R+ has critical pairs: its innermost termination does not implies termination
and we cannot apply modularity criteria from Arts & Giesl [2]. We use relative
dependency pairs and a polynomial interpretation.

DP([F+ | R+]) :






〈x0 + y0, x + y〉, 〈x0 + y1, x + y〉, 〈x1 + y0, x + y〉,
〈x1 + y1, x + y〉, 〈x1 + y1, (x + y) + #1)〉,
〈x + (y + z), x + y〉, 〈x + (y + z), (x + y) + z〉.






[[#]] = 0, [[0]](x) = [[x]] + 1, [[1]](x) = [[x]] + 3, [[+]](x, y) = [[x]] + 2[[y]] + 1. Since
DP([F+ | R+]) strictly decreases and R# ∪R+ ∪ π weakly decreases, by Cor. 3,
R# ∪R+ CE -terminates. We might then add subtraction:

F− {− : binary},
R−

{
x−#→ x, x1− y1→ (x− y)0, x0− y0→ (x− y)0,
#− x→ #, x1− y0→ (x− y)1, x0− y1→ ((x− y)−#1)1.

Relative dependency pairs and polynomial interpretation again suffice to prove
that R# ∪ R− CE -terminates. We use: [[#]] = 0, [[0]](x) = [[x]] + 1, [[1]](x) =
[[x]] + 1, [[−]](x, y) = [[x]]. Dependency pairs of [F− | R−] strictly decrease while
R# ∪ R− weakly decreases w.r.t. to that interpretation. Applying Cor. 4 we
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conclude that R#∪R−∪R+ CE -terminates. In order to use comparison we need
Booleans and provide [FBool | RBool].

FBool {true, false : constants; ¬ : unary; ∧ : infix binary; if : ternary},
RBool

{¬(true) → false, ¬(false) → true, x ∧ true → x,
x ∧ false → false, if (true, x, y)→ x, if (false, x, y)→ y.

That system has no dependency pair, hence CE -terminates.
We now define comparisons in [Fge | Rge ] extending R# and RBool.

Fge {ge : binary},

Rge






ge(x0, y0)→ ge(x, y), ge(#, x1)→ false, ge(x1, y0)→ ge(x, y),
ge(x1, y1)→ ge(x, y), ge(x,#) → true, ge(#, x0) → ge(#, x),
ge(x0, y1)→ ¬ge(y, x).

Termination of R# ∪ RBool ∪ Rge is proven using RPO with precedence {ge >
¬ > (true, false)}. RPO is a simplification ordering thus π extendable: that
union CE -terminates by Prop. 1. We may then apply Thm 2 to conclude that
R# ∪RBool ∪Rge ∪R+ ∪R− CE -terminates.

Let us provide logarithm Log over intergers. It is technically easier firstly to
define Log ′(x) = Log(x) + 1 with convention Log ′(0) = 0.

FLog′ {Log ′ : unary}, RLog′

{
Log ′(#) → #, Log ′(x1)→ Log ′(x) + #1,
Log ′(x0)→ if (ge(x,#1), Log ′(x) + #1,#).

We use again relative dependency pairs and a polynomial interpretation.
DP([FLog′ | RLog′ ]) :

{ 〈Log ′(x1),Log ′(x)〉, 〈Log ′(x0),Log ′(x)〉}. For [[#]] =
0, [[0]](x) = [[x]] + 1, [[1]](x) = [[x]] + 1, [[+]](x, y) = [[x]] + [[y]] [[false]] =
0, [[true]] = 0, [[¬]](x) = 0, [[ge]](x) = 0, [[if ]](x, y, z) = [[y]] + [[z]], [[∧]](x, y) =
[[x]], [[Log ′]](x) = [[x]], relative dependency pairs strictly decrease while rules of
R#∪R+∪RBool∪Rge∪RLog′ weakly decrease. By Cor. 4 we prove CE -termination
of R# ∪R+ ∪RBool ∪Rge ∪RLog′ ∪R−.

We may now compute logarithm:

FLog {Log : unary}, RLog {Log(x)→ Log ′(x)−#1.

Since [FLog | RLog ] has no dependency pair, applying Thm 2 we conclude on
CE -termination of R# ∪R+ ∪R− ∪RBool ∪Rge ∪RLog′ ∪RLog .

8 Related Work

Our work has to compare firstly with Dershowitz’s results [6]. Since we do not
restrict ourselves to constructor based systems, and use a slightly more general
definition of hierarchical extensions, we thus obtain more general conditions.
Moreover our criteria (fully syntactical and applicable to most TRS met in prac-
tice) seem more suited for automation—because they were designed for it—than
the finely tuned conditions of Dershowitz. Secondly, Arts & Giesl exploit the
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modular structure of dependency graphs [2]. Still, their criterion puts conditions
over the whole system (whatever the extension might be). That is a drawback
we wanted to get rid of, because it fundamentally acts as a break upon real in-
cremental proving. As noticed in Rem. 4, criteria based on Thm 2 do not require
anything from irrelevant sets of rules. Our framework furthermore provides for
the general case the results they got for the special case of innermost rewriting.

9 Conclusion & Future Work

We proposed the notion of rewrite modules in order to express structural and
hierarchical information about TRS. Different kinds of extensions can be seen as
special cases of modules hierarchy schemes. Modules are a fertile ground for auto-
mated incremental termination proofs: we introduced relative dependency pairs
and criteria that allow proofs to be split up an run in an incremental fashion. We
eventually obtain as a corollary a former result from Kurihara & Ohuchi [9] that
is directly and easily expressed in that framework. Relative dependency pairs
approach with the help of π extendable orderings provide criteria particularly
suited for automation. The resulting tests are finite and purely syntactical, thus
implementable. Moreover that method weakens constraints over orderings to be
found in two ways. Firstly, the (really) incremental scheme itself filters only rel-
evant rules; secondly, the relative dependency pairs widen the class of suitable
orderings over these relevant rules.

Marked pairs, dependency graphs and thus graphs refinements can be defined
in the module framework; that extension is straightforward. Another extension,
quite important in practice, is the application of modules to TRS with associative
and commutative symbols. This could lead to relative pairs somewhat similar to
AC-extended pairs [11].

Finally, modules and relative dependency pairs are now full parts of the
CiME2 [4] termination tool developped in our research team.
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Abstract. We define a subclass of the class of linear equational theories,
called finitely closable linear theories. We consider unification problems
with no repeated variables. We show the decidability of this subclass, and
give an algorithm in PSPACE. If all function symbols are monadic, then
the running time is in NP, and quadratic for unitary monadic finitely
closable linear theories.

1 Introduction

The problem of E-unification[1] is an important problem for automated deduc-
tion, as well as other areas of computer science, such as formal verification and
type inference. Given an equational theory E, an E-unifier of terms s and t is a
substitution θ such that sθ and tθ are equivalent modulo E. In many applica-
tions it is necessary to find a complete set of E-unifiers of terms s and t, that
is, to find a set of E-unifiers of s and t from which all other E-unifiers can be
generated.

Unfortunately, E-unification is undecidable in general. In addition, for some
equational theories there is no finite complete set of unifiers. Therefore, if it
necessary to determine which classes of equational theories have a decidable
algorithm and on which E-unification problems. Furthermore, the complexity of
those algorithms should be analyzed.

There has been much work in finding particular equational theories with
decidable E-unification problems and analyzing their complexity. There has been
less work in identifying classes of equational theories with decidable E-unification
problems. However, there has been some recent work in that area, but not all of
it analyzes complexity. See [9] for some references.

Recently, we have developed a simple new method of E-unification and
proved its soundness and completeness[6] for all equational theories. In [7] we
have refined it for linear theories. The method is a generalization of the Gen-
eral Mutation inference rules for Syntactic Theories[2,3,4,5]. It is an inference
procedure that does not always halt. However, the goal of developing this new
method was to use it to find decidable classes of equational theories and analyze
their complexity, which is what we do in this paper.
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We consider linear theories, i.e., theories where in each equation no terms
have repeated variables, although terms on opposite sides of an equation may
share variables. This class of equational theories includes all theories with
monadic functions symbols. We only consider E-unification problems whose set
of goal equations contains no repeated variables. This is a restricted E-unification
problem, but it contains the word problem, which is undecidable for equations
on strings, and it also includes some existential problems.

The particular class we prove decidability of is what we call finitely closable
theories. To use our algorithm, we must assume we know a finite set of terms,
such that we can find a complete set of unifiers for each pair of those terms. If the
terms that appear in each complete set of unifiers are already in the set, then we
call the set finitely closed. When such a set exists, we have an algorithm to solve
the E-unification problems mentioned in the previous paragraph. We show the
algorithm is in PSPACE. However, for the case of monadic function symbols it is
in NP, and furthermore it is quadratic if each complete set of unifiers mentioned
above is unitary.

Of course, we have not mentioned, so far, how to find this finite set. We also
show some ways in which such a finite set can be found.

The format of the paper is to give some preliminary definitions, then to
present the algorithm which gives our decidability results and prove the com-
plexity results. Finally we give a method for finding the finite set in some cases.

2 Preliminaries

We assume we are given a set of variables and a set of uninterpreted function
symbols of various arities. An arity is a non-negative integer. Terms are defined
recursively in the following way: each variable is a term, and if t1, · · · , tn are
terms, and f is of arity n ≥ 0, then f(t1, · · · , tn) is a term, and f is the symbol
at the root of f(t1, · · · , tn). A term (or any object) without variables is called
ground. If t is any object, then V ar(t) is the set of all variables in t.

We consider equations of the form s ≈ t, where s and t are terms. Let E
be a set of equations, and u ≈ v be an equation, then we write E |= u ≈ v (or
u =E v) if u ≈ v is true in any model of E. If G is a set of equations, then
E |= G means that E |= e for all e in G. If all the function symbols in E are of
arity no greater than one, then E is monadic.

A substitution is a mapping from the set of variables to the set of terms,
such that it is almost everywhere the identity. We identify a substitution with
its homomorphic extension. If θ is a substitution then Dom(θ) = {x | xθ 6= x}.
The range of θ, Ran(θ) is {xθ | x ∈ Dom(θ)}. A substitution σ is idempotent
if σσ = σ. In this paper, all substitutions will be considered to be idempotent.
A substitution θ is an E-unifier of an equation u ≈ v if E |= uθ ≈ vθ. θ is
an E-unifier of a set of equations G if θ is an E-unifier of all equations in G.
Whenever an equation or a set of equations has an E-unifier, it also has an
idempotent E-unifier. If θ is an E-unifier of u ≈ v, we say that θ is linear if no
variable appears more than twice in Ran(θ), and if a variable z appears twice
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in Ran(θ) then there is an x in u and a y in v such that z appears in xθ and z
appears in yθ. This implies that there are not two different variables x and w in
u such that z appears in xθ and wθ.

If σ and θ are substitutions, then we write σ ≤E θ[V ar(G)] if there is a
substitution ρ such that E |= xσρ ≈ xθ for all x appearing in G. If G is a set
of equations, then a substitution θ is a most general unifier of G, written θ =
mgu(G) if θ is an E unifier of G, and for all E unifiers σ of G, θ ≤E σ[V ar(G)].
A complete set of E-unifiers of G, is a set of E-unifiers Θ of G such that for all
E-unifiers σ of G, there is a θ in Θ such that θ ≤E σ[V ar(G)].

Given a unification problem we can either solve the unification problem or
decide the unification problem. Given a goal G and a set of equations E, to
solve the unification problem means to find a complete set of E-unifiers of G.
To decide the unification problem simply means to answer true or false as to
whether G has an E-unifier.

We say that a term t (or an equation or a set of equations) has varity n
if each variable in t appears at most n times. An equation s ≈ t is linear if s
and t are both of varity 1. Note that the equation s ≈ t is then of varity 2,
but it might not be of varity 1. A set of equations is linear if each equation
in the set is linear. For example, the axioms of group theory ({f(x, f(y, z)) ≈
f(f(x, y), z), f(w, e) ≈ w, f(u, i(u)) ≈ e. are of varity 2.

3 Algorithm

We will be considering linear equational theories E. The goals G we are trying to
solve are sets of equations with no repeated variables (varity 1). In this section
we will give an E-unification algorithm, and in the next section we will prove
the algorithm halts for E-closed sets T , defined below, and give the complexity
of the algorithm.

Definition 1. A set of terms T is called E-closed if it satisfies the following
conditions:

1. every term in T is of varity 1;
2. no member of T is a variable;
3. if f is a symbol of arity n ≥ 0 appearing in E, then f(x1 · · · , xn) ∈ T ;
4. T contains two new constants c and d, which are not symbols of E.
5. if s and t are renamings of terms in T , and θ ∈ CSUE(s, t), then θ is

linear, and for all x in V ar(s ≈ t), whenever xiθ is not a variable, there is
a renaming ρ such that xiθρ ∈ T ;

6. if t′ is a nonvariable subterm of t, then there is a renaming ρ such that
t′ρ ∈ T .

In the definition of T we assume that we are able to calculate a complete set
of E-unifiers for all pairs of terms in T . Each such T could have an associated
table listing the complete set of unifiers for each pair of terms in T . If such a T
exists, we will show that the E-unification problem for all goals G of varity 1 is
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solvable. But first we will show that if G contains symbols that are not in T , then
T and its associated table of complete sets of unifiers can easily be extended to
handle such goals. First T is extended so that whenever u[c] is a member of T
for some term u, then u[f(x1, · · · , xn)] is added to T for every new symbol f ,
of arity n ≥ 0, appearing in G. Then the table of complete sets of E-unifiers is
extended as follows.

Let f(x1, · · · , xn) and g(y1, · · · , ym) be terms in the extended T , such that
f and g are different symbols, and at least one of f and g did not exist in
E. If f is not a symbol in E, then let u = c, else let u = f(x1, · · · , xn). If
g is not a symbol in E, then let v = d, else let v = g(y1, · · · , ym). Find the
complete set of E-unifiers {σ1, · · · , σk} of u and v. Let {θ1, · · · , θk} be the set of
substitutions such that each θi is created from σi by replacing each occurrence of
c in the range of σi by f(x1, · · · , xn), and replacing every occurrence of d in the
range of σi by g(y1, · · · , ym). Then {θ1, · · · , θk} is a complete set of E-unifiers
for f(x1, · · · , xn) ≈ g(y1, · · · , ym). Furthermore, all terms in the range of each θi

have already been added to T .
Again, let f be a symbol in G that is not in E. Then, a complete set of

E-unifiers for f(x1, · · · , xn) ≈ f(y1, · · · , yn) is {[x1 7→ z1, · · · , xn 7→ zn, y1 7→
z1, · · · , yn 7→ zn]}. All terms in the range of this substitution are variables.

Now we have an extended T which is E-closed over the symbols of E ∪ G,
and we have an extended table of complete sets of E-unifiers. For the rest of this
paper, we will assume we are working with this extended set.

We give several examples of E-closed sets.

Example 1. Let E be the theory of associativity and commutativity,
{f(f(x, y), z) ≈ f(x, f(y, z)), f(x, y) ≈ f(y, x)}. Let T = {f(x, y), c, d}. Then
any pair of terms where one of them is c or d has no E-unifiers. So, to prove
that T is E-closed we only need to check CSUE(f(x1, x2), f(y1, y2)). In fact,
CSUE(f(x1, x2), f(y1, y2)) = {σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, σ5, σ6, σ7}, where

– σ1 = [x1 7→ f(z1, z2), x2 7→ f(z3, z4), y1 7→ f(z1, z3), y2 7→ f(z2, z4)]
– σ2 = [x1 7→ z2, x2 7→ f(z3, z4), y1 7→ z3, y2 7→ f(z2, z4)]
– σ3 = [x1 7→ z1, x2 7→ f(z3, z4), y1 7→ f(z1, z3), y2 7→ z4]
– σ4 = [x1 7→ f(z1, z2), x2 7→ z4, y1 7→ z1, y2 7→ f(z2, z4)]
– σ5 = [x1 7→ f(z1, z2), x2 7→ z3, y1 7→ f(z1, z3), y2 7→ z2]
– σ6 = [x1 7→ z2, x2 7→ z3, y1 7→ z3, y2 7→ z2]
– σ7 = [x1 7→ z1, x2 7→ z4, y1 7→ z1, y2 7→ z4]

Notice that whenever a nonvariable term appears in the range of some σi, then
a renaming of that term appears in T . Therefore, T is E-closed.

Example 2. Let E be the monadic theory {fgfx ≈ gfgx}. Let T =
{fx, gy, fgz, gfw, c, d}. Then again, any pair where one term is c or d is not
unifiable. The complete set of unifiers of any term with a renaming of itself,
such as fx1 and fx2, has as most general E-unifier, [x1 7→ z, y1 7→ z]. There
are twelve more pairs that must be checked. For example CSUE(fx, gy) =
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{[x 7→ gfz, y 7→ fgz]}. Also CSUE(fx, gfy) = {[x 7→ gfz, y 7→ gz]}. Also
CSUE(fgx, gfy) = {[x 7→ fz, y 7→ gz]}. We leave it to the interested reader to
check the others. Notice that any term that appears in the range of a unifier is
a renaming of something in T . So T is E-closed.

Example 3. Let E be the monadic theory {fggx ≈ gffx}. Let T =
{fx, gy, ffz, ggw, c, d}. Once again, any pair involving c or d is not E-unifiable.
A pair of two renamings of the same term is as in the previous example. The
pair of terms fx and gy has a most general E-unifier [x 7→ ggz, y 7→ ffz]. No
other pair of terms is E-unifiable. Therefore, to show that T is E-closed, we only
need to verify that a renaming of ggz and ffz are in T .

Example 4. Let E = {fx ≈ x}. Let T = {fx, c, d}. Then fx ≈ fy has a most
general E-unifier [x 7→ z, y 7→ z]. Also, c ≈ fx has a most general E-unifier
[x 7→ c]. The other complete sets of E-unifiers are easy. T is E-closed, because
the only nonvariable terms which appear in the range of a unifier in a complete
set of E-unifiers are c and d. Now, suppose we want to consider a goal containing
a new monadic function symbol g. First, we add gy to T . Then we note that
c ≈ fx has a most general E-unifier [x 7→ c]. Therefore, [x 7→ gy] must be a
most general E-unifier of gy ≈ fx. So the extended set is also E-closed.

We define a function called H to calculate the height of a term in terms of
the set T . The height is defined so that a term from T is considered as if it was
a single symbol.

Definition 2. Let T be an E-closed set of terms. H(t) is defined recursively in
terms of T .

1. H(x) = 0, if x is a variable;
2. K(s, ρ) = 1 + max{H(xρ) | x ∈ V ar(s)}, if ρ is a substitution;
3. H(t) = min{K(s, ρ) | t = sρ and s ∈ T} if there exists an s ∈ T and a ρ

such that sρ = t;

Note that item 3 applies to a term t if the root symbol of f is in E, since
we have said that f(x1, · · · , xn) ∈ T for all symbols f in E. If T is extended
to include symbols in t as explained above, then item 3 always applies. If E
is empty, then this definition gives the standard definition of the height of a
term, which we denote SH(t). The height of a term is the minimum number of
applications of terms in T it takes to construct the term. If H(t) = n, we say
that the T -height of t is n. If SH(t) = m, we say the standard height of t is m.

Example 5. For example, consider the set T to be {fx, gy, fgz, gfw, c, d}. Then
the T -height H(x) = 0 and H(fx) = H(gx) = H(fgx) = H(gfx) = 1. The
following set of terms are all of T -height 2:
{ffx, ggx, ffgx, gfgx, fgfx, gfgx, fgfgx, gffgx, fggfx, gfgfx}.
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Let h = max{SH(t) | t ∈ T}. We can see from the definition that H(t) ≤
SH(t) and SH(t) ≤ h × H(t).

As for height, we define the standard size of a term and the T -size of a term.

Definition 3. Let T be an E-closed set. The T -size of a term t, |t|, is defined
recursively as:

1. |x| = 0, for any variable x;
2. |s|ρ = 1 + Σ{|xρ| | x ∈ V ar(s)}, if ρ is a substitution;
3. |t| = min{|s|ρ | t = sρ and s ∈ T} if there exists an s ∈ T and a ρ such that

sρ = t;

If E = ∅, then |t| is the standard size of t. The T -size is related to the
standard size in the same way as the T -height is related to the standard height.

If an E-closed set T is finite and G has no repeated variables, then we will
prove that we can solve the E-unification problem for G. For the rest of this
section, we will assume that T is closed and finite. Since G has no repeated
variables, each equation in G can be solved separately without affecting the
other results, so for simplicity we will assume that G is a single equation.

An equation x ≈ t, where x is a variable, is called a solved equation.
Our algorithm is based on the following inference rule:
Suppose the goal is u ≈ v. Let s and t be terms in T , and let ρ be a

substitution such that sρ = u and tρ = v, and such that H(s, ρ) = H(u)
and H(t, ρ) = H(v). 1 We don’t-know non-deterministically find a unifier
σ ∈ CSUE(s, t). If V ar(s ≈ t) = {x1, · · · , xn} then the rule is the following:

Mutate

u ≈ v
⋃

1≤i≤n xiρ ≈ xiσ

Here is an example.

Example 6. Let E = {fgfx ≈ gfgx} and let T be the E-closed set
{fx, gy, fgz, gfx, c, d}. Suppose that the goal is fa ≈ gb. Then CSUE(fx, gy) =
{σ}, where σ = [x 7→ gfz, y 7→ fgz]. We also find a matcher ρ = [x 7→ a, y 7→ b]
such that fa = fxρ and gb = gyρ. The Mutate inference rule applies:

fa ≈ gb

a ≈ gfz, fgz ≈ b

This is because of the fact that xρ = a, xσ = gfz, yσ = gfz, and yρ = b.

It is obvious from this example that our inference rule is a generalization of the
Mutate Rule from [7].

Consider a related example.
1 This means that we use the same s, t and ρ as in the definition of T -height.
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Example 7. Let E and T be as in the above example. Suppose that the goal is
fga ≈ gfb. Then CSUE(fgx, gfy) = {σ}, where σ = [x 7→ fz, y 7→ gz]. We also
find a matcher ρ = [x 7→ a, y 7→ b] such that fga = fgxρ and gfb = gfyρ. The
Mutate inference rule applies:

fga ≈ gfb

a ≈ fz, gz ≈ b

This is because of the fact that xρ = a, xσ = fz, yσ = gz, and yρ = b. In this
example, if we chose s = fx, t = gy, and ρ = [x 7→ ga, y 7→ fb], then it would
have still been true that sρ = fga and tρ = gfb. However, this would not have
minimized the T -height, so it is not valid.

Mutate always applies to a goal u ≈ v, because of the definition of T , as long
as T is extended to cover all the symbols that appear in u ≈ v but do not appear
in E, as explained above.

We also have an inference rule:

Clash

u ≈ v ∪ G

⊥
if there is an s and t with sρ = u, tρ = v, and s and t are not E-unifiable. If
the symbol ⊥ appears in a goal, then that goal will never yield an E-unifier. An
example is:

Example 8. Let E = {fggx ≈ gffx}. Let T be the E-closed set
{fx, gy, ffz, ggw, c, d}. Suppose that the goal is ffa ≈ ga. If s = ffz and
t = gy. Then ρ = [z 7→ a, y 7→ a] is a matcher. But ffz and gy are not unifiable.
The Clash rule applies:

ffa ≈ ga

⊥
So ffa and ga are not E-unifiable. Interestingly, we could have chosen fx and
gy from T . Those terms are E-unifiable. Therefore Mutate would have applied.
If we kept applying the inference rules in that fashion, then we would not halt.
That is why it is necessary to choose s and t to minimize the T -height, and why
it is necessary that T is closed in order for this algorithm to halt.

We now prove the soundness of our inference rule.

Theorem 1. Let s, t, u and v be terms, and let ρ, σ and θ be substitutions such
that sρ = u, tρ = v, and σ ∈ CSUE(s, t). Suppose that for all x ∈ V ar(s ≈ t),
xρθ =E xσθ. Then uθ =E vθ,

Proof. Since xρθ =E xσθ for all variables in s and t, then by the properties of
substitutions: sρθ =E sσθ and tρθ =E tσθ. Hence uθ = sρθ =E sσθ =E tσθ =E

tρθ = vθ. (Here the third equality holds because σ ∈ CSUE(s, t)). ut
Now we prove the completeness of the rule.
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Theorem 2. Suppose there exists θ such that, uθ =E vθ, and there is a matcher
ρ, such that, sρ = u and tρ = v, for some s, t ∈ T . Then there must be a
substitution σ ∈ CSUE(s, t), such that xρθ =E xσθ for all variables in V ar(s, t).

Proof. Since uθ =E vθ, and ρ is the matcher, sρθ = tρθ. Hence there must be
a σ ∈ CSUE(s, t), such that, στ =E ρθ, Then xρθ =E xστ = xσστ , since we
assume every substitution is idempotent. Furthermore, xσστ =E xσρθ = xσθ,
because ρ does not apply to any variables in Ran(σ). ut

Our algorithm is defined in terms of the Mutate inference rule:

u ≈ v
⋃

1≤i≤n xiρ ≈ xiσ

Recall that u = sρ and v = tρ. Since s and t are from T , and we are assuming
that u ≈ v has no repeated variables, we can divide the variables {x1, · · · , xn}
into disjoint sets Y and Z such that Y contains all the variables in s, and Z
contains all the variables in t.

Then the algorithm we will describe in this section is as follows. Suppose we
want to solve the E-unification problem for a single equation u ≈ v. If u is a
variable, then we return the substitution [u 7→ v]. If v is a variable we return
[v 7→ u]. Otherwise, find an s and t as required in the inference rule. Then for
every σ ∈ CSUE(s, t) we will recursively solve zσ ≈ zρ for all z ∈ Z. Assume
these recursive calls to solve zσ = zρ all return an E-unifier. Then let θ′ be
the union of all the unifiers. Since u ≈ v will be assumed to have no repeated
variable, and since each substitution in the complete set of unifiers of two terms
in T will be linear, the union is well-defined.2 Then we apply θ′ to each equation
yjρ ≈ yjσ. The result of the application of θ′ will be yjρ ≈ yjσθ′, since θ′ does
not apply to any of the variables in the range of ρ. Let θ′′ be the union of all of
these unifiers obtained from recursive calls on yjρ ≈ yjσθ′. Then the unifier of
u ≈ v is θ′θ′′. If any of the recursive calls returns ⊥, then solve will also return
⊥. See the algorithm in Figure 1. We must prove that the algorithm will halt.
We will prove it halts by giving a bound on the number of recursive calls. In
order to do so, we also give a bound on the T -heights of the terms in the ranges
of the E-unifiers which are generated.

We make the algorithm nondeterministic by using a choose function.3 This
makes it easier to define. We must take this into account when we analyze the
complexity. The function choose will select one E-unifier out of a set of E-unifiers.
The end of the algorithm results in one E-unifier. Each possible choice in this
algorithm would supply a complete set of E-unifiers. This set of E-unifiers may
contain some occurrences of ⊥, since some choices may not give an E-unifier.
Then just remove ⊥ from the set.

In Figure 2, we give an example of performing the algorithm on the goal
fffu1 ≈ ggggu2, with the equational theory E = {fgfx ≈ gfgx} and T =
2 The union of anything with ⊥ is ⊥.
3 In a deterministic algorithm, choose would be replaced by a loop.
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function solve(u ≈ v)

if u is a variable
return [u 7→ v]

if v is a variable
return [v 7→ u]

find s and t, σ and ρ as in definition of inference rule
if s and t are not unifiable

return ⊥
choose θ′ in CSUE(s ≈ t)
for i = 1 to q

θi = solve(ziσ ≈ ziρ)
θ′ = θ1 ∪ · · · ∪ θq

for j = 1 to r
θj = solve(yjρ ≈ yjσθ′)

θ′′ = θ1 ∪ · · · ∪ θr

return θ′θ′′

Fig. 1. Algorithm

{fx, gy, fgz, gfw}. In this example, after the inference rule, the right branch is
always calculated first. That determines a unifier, which is applied to the left
branch. Therefore, each left child is shown with the calculated unifier already
applied.

4 Decidability and Complexity

We will prove that the size of the proof for u ≈ v is bounded. The proof is defined
as a tree of equations, with u ≈ v at the root and for each node e, the children of
e are obtained by our inference rule. As we explained in the algorithm, Mutate
is applied as long as possible in a depth-first fashion, until we reach leaves of
the form x ≈ t or t ≈ x, where x is a variable and t is any term. This defines
the mgu θi which is applied to the rest of the equations in the goal. The leaves
are then counted as solved. Then another equation is selected and the process is
repeated. The size of a proof is defined to be the number of non-leaf equations
in the proof tree. We will show that if all non-constant function symbols are
monadic, then the size of a proof tree of u ≈ v is less than or equal to |u| × |v|.
Theorem 3. Assume that E is a linear equational theory, containing only
monadic function symbols, and that T is a finite E-closed set. The size of the
proof-tree of a goal of varity 1, u ≈ v, is less than or equal to |u| × |v|. If x and
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fgz12 = z8

u1 = gffggffz12

z11 = fz12

Fig. 2. Proof Tree

y are variables in u and v respectively, and θ is a unifier of u and v obtained in
the proof, then |xθ| ≤ |v| and |yθ| ≤ |u|.

Proof. The proof will be by induction on the sum of sizes of the terms in the
equation u ≈ v, i.e., |u| + |v|. The base case is when |u| = 0 or |v| = 0. In that
case, u ≈ v is in normal form.4 Therefore, the proof is of size 0, since we ignore
leaf nodes in the tree.

Now assume that |u| > 0 and |v| > 0. Assume that the theorem is true for
each equation with sum of term sizes smaller than |u| + |v|. First we must prove
that induction is applicable, i.e. that the size is decreased with the application
of the inference rule. An application of the rule with monadic terms will have
the following form:

sρ[xu] ≈ tρ[yv]
xsρ[xu] ≈ xsσ[z1] ytσ[z1] ≈ ytρ[yv]

...
θ1

xsρ[xu] ≈ xsσ[z1]θ1 : new goal-equation
...
θ2

4 Since u ≈ v has no repeated variables, it cannot be of the form x ≈ w[x] for some
term w.
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where u ≈ v is our goal, s, t ∈ T , sρ = u, tρ = v, xu is the only variable in
u, yv is the only variable in v, xs is the only variable in s, yt is the only variable
in t, z1 is a variable possibly introduced by the unifier σ of s[xs] and t[yt].5

In order to apply induction, we need to establish that the size of an equation
gets smaller with the application of the rule.

Claim. |ytσ| + |ytρ| < |sρ| + |tρ|.

Proof of Claim. |ytσ| ≤ 1, because ytσ ∈ T or yt is a variable. |ytρ| = |tρ| − 1,
because by definition: |tρ| = 1 + |ytρ|. Hence |ytσ| + |ytρ| ≤ 1 + |tρ| − 1 = |tρ| <
|tρ| ≤ |sρ| + |tρ|, because sρ ≥ 1, since s is not a variable. ut

Having proved this lemma, we can state, by the induction assumption, that
the size of the proof-tree for ytσ ≈ ytρ is less than or equal to |ytσ| × |ytρ| ≤
1 × (|tρ| − 1) = |tρ| − 1. Also, |z1θ1| ≤ |ytρ| = |tρ| − 1 and |yvθ1| ≤ |ytσ| ≤ 1,
where θ1 is the unifier obtained in the proof.

Claim. |xsρ| + |xsσθ1| < |sρ| + |tρ|.

Proof of Claim. By the definition of the size of term: |xsρ| = |sρ| − 1. (This is
because: |sρ| = 1 + |xsρ|, where s is in T .) The size of the term: |xsσ[z1]θ1| =
1+ |z1θ1|, because xsσ ∈ T or is a variable. We have shown that |z1θ1| ≤ |tρ|−1.
Hence, |xsσθ1| ≤ 1+ |tρ|−1 = |tρ|. Taking together the sizes of these two terms,
we get: |xsρ| + |xsσθ1| ≤ |sρ| + |tρ| − 1 < |sρ| + |tρ|. ut

If follows from this claim that the size of the proof tree for xsρ ≈ xsσθ1 is less
than or equal to |xsρ| × |xsσθ1| = (|sρ| − 1) × |tρ|. Also, |xuθ2| ≤ |xsσθ1| ≤ |tρ|
and |z2θ1| ≤ |xsρ| = |sρ| − 1, where z2 is a variable possibly introduced by the
substitution θ1.

Taking together these two statements, we can assess the size of the proof-tree
for sρ ≈ tρ. It is less than or equal to 1+ |tρ|−1+((|sρ|−1)×|tρ|) = |sρ|× |tρ|.
Also, |xuθ1θ2| = |xuθ2| ≤ |tρ| and |yvθ1θ2| = |yvθ1[z2]θ2| ≤ |yvθ1| + |z2θ2| ≤
1 + |sρ| − 1 = |sρ|. ut

The theorem gives us the first major complexity result of the paper.

Theorem 4. Let u ≈ v be a goal with no repeated variables. Let E be a linear
equational theory, containing only monadic function symbols. Let n be the size
of u ≈ v, defined in the standard way. Then

– The nondeterministic algorithm in Figure 1 finds a set of E-unifiers for
u ≈ v in nondeterministic time O(n2).

– Any E-unifier that is constructed is of size O(n).
– If every pair of terms in T has a most general E-unifier, then the algorithm

is deterministic, and runs in deterministic time O(n2).

5 Technically, we need to show that the new equations generated are of varity 1. We
show this in the full paper[8].
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In order to deal with the more general case of non-monadic terms, we will be
considering height of a term and height of a proof-tree, in order to get an idea
about the complexity of the procedure. The height of a term was defined earlier.
The height of a proof tree is,the length of the longest branch in the proof-tree,
excluding its leaf. We write the height of the proof-tree of u ≈ v as H(u ≈ v).

The general case of the application of our rule is as in the following diagram:

sρ ≈ tρ⋃q
i=1 xs

i ρ ≈ xs
i σ

⋃r
i=1 yt

iσ ≈ yt
iρ

...
θ1⋃q

i=1 xs
i ρ ≈ xs

i σθ1 : new goal-equations
...
θ2

where u ≈ v is our goal, s, t ∈ T , sρ = u, tρ = v, xu
1 , · · · , xu

m are the variables
in u, yv

1 , · · · , yv
n are the variables in v, xs

1, · · · , xs
q are the variables in s, yt

1, · · · , yt
r

are the variables in t, z1, · · · zp are variables possibly introduced by the unifier σ
of s and t.

Theorem 5. Assume T is a finite E-closed set. E is linear, and the goal u ≈ v
is of varity 1, where u and v are not both variables. The height of a proof-tree
of u ≈ v is less than or equal to H(u) + H(v) − 1. If xu

1 , · · ·xu
m and yv

1 , · · · , yv
n

are variables in u and v respectively, and θ is a unifier of u and v obtained in
the proof, then H(xu

i θ) ≤ H(v) and H(yv
j θ) ≤ H(u).

Proof. The proof will be by induction on H(u) + H(v). The base case is when
H(u) = 0 or H(v) = 0. In that case u ≈ v is in normal form. Therefore the proof
is of height 0, since we ignore leaf nodes when calculating height.

Now assume that H(u) > 0 and H(v) > 0. Assume that the theorem is true
for each equation with sum of heights smaller then H(u) + H(v). First let us
consider the right equation: yt

iσ ≈ yt
iρ.

Claim. H(yt
iσ) + H(yt

iρ) < H(sρ) + H(tρ)

Proof of Claim. H(yt
iσ) ≤ 1, because yt

iσ is in T or is a variable. H(yt
iρ) ≤

H(tρ) − 1, because, according to the definition of height, H(tρ) = 1 +
max{H(yt

iρ)}. Hence H(yt
iσ)+H(yt

iρ) ≤ 1+H(tρ)−1 = H(tρ) < H(sρ)+H(tρ).
ut

By the induction assumption, if H(yt
iσ ≈ yt

iρ) 6= 0, then H(yt
iσ ≈ yt

iρ) ≤
H(yt

iσ) + H(yt
iρ) − 1, for every i ∈ {1, · · · , r}. We know H(yt

iσ) ≤ 1, and we
know H(yt

iρ) ≤ H(tρ) − 1. Hence, we know that the height of this proof-tree
is: H(yt

iσ ≈ yt
iρ) ≤ 1 + H(tρ) − 1 − 1 = H(tρ) − 1. If H(yt

iσ ≈ yt
iρ) = 0, then

H(yt
iσ ≈ yt

iρ) = 0 ≤ H(tρ) − 1, since H(tρ) ≥ 1.
By induction we also know that:
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– H(zjθ1) ≤ H(yt
iρ) ≤ H(tρ) − 1 for each zj in yt

iσ,

– H(yv
j θ1) ≤ H(ytσ) ≤ 1 for each yv

j in yt
iρ.

Now, consider the left part of the proof-tree.

Claim. H(xs
i ρ) + H(xs

i σθ1) < H(sρ) + H(tρ)

Proof of Claim. H(xs
i ρ) ≤ H(sρ) − 1, from the definition of height.

H(xs
i σθ1) ≤ H(xs

i σ) + max{H(ziθ1)}, where {z1, · · · , zk} are the variables
in sσ. max{H(ziθ1)} ≤ H(tρ) − 1, from the analysis of the right equation.
Hence H(xs

i σθ1) ≤ 1 + H(tρ) − 1 = H(tρ). Therefore, H(xs
i ρ) + H(xs

i σθ1) ≤
H(sρ) − 1 + H(tρ) < H(sρ) + H(tρ). ut

Hence, by the induction assumption, we know that, if H(xs
i ρ ≈ xs

i σθ1) 6= 0,
then H(xs

i ρ ≈ xs
i σθ1) ≤ H(xs

i ρ) + H(xs
i σθ1) − 1. Now, H(xs

i ρ) ≤ H(sρ) − 1,
because according to the definition of height of a term, H(sρ) = 1 + max{xs

i ρ}.
Also, H(xs

i σ[z1, · · · , zp]θ1) ≤ 1 + max{H(ziθ1)} = H(tρ), because H(ziθ1) ≤
H(tρ) − 1, by the previous lemma. Hence, the height of this proof-tree will be:

– H(xs
i ρ ≈ xs

i σθ1) ≤ H(sρ) − 1 + H(tρ) − 1 = H(sρ) + H(tρ) − 2.

If H(xs
i ρ ≈ xs

i σθ1) = 0 then H(xs
i ρ ≈ xs

i σθ1) ≤ H(sρ) + H(tρ) − 2, because
H(sρ) ≥ 1 and H(tρ ≥ 1).

The induction assumption also states that

– H(xu
j θ2) ≤ H(xs

i σθ1) ≤ 1 + max{ziθ1} ≤ 1 + H(tρ) − 1 = H(tρ), for each
xu

j in xsρ, and
– H(z′

jθ2) ≤ H(xs
i ρ) ≤ H(sρ) − 1, for all z′

j in xs
i σθ1.

We can now prove the main claim:

The height of the proof-tree for u ≈ v, i.e. for sρ ≈ tρ, is then:
H(sρ ≈ tρ) ≤ 1 + max{H(xs

i ρ ≈ xs
i σθ1), H(yt

iσ ≈ yt
iρ)} ≤ 1 + max{(H(sρ) +

H(tρ) − 2), (H(tρ) − 1)} = 1 + H(sρ) + H(tρ) − 2 = H(sρ) + H(tρ) − 1. This is
because H(sρ) + H(tρ) − 2 ≥ H(tρ) − 1, because we assumed H(sρ) > 0.

We only need to prove the claims about the heights of terms:
H(xu

j θ1θ2) = H(xu
j θ2), because xu

j cannot be in the domain of θ1. By the
assumption, H(xu

j θ2) ≤ H(tρ).
H(yv

j θ1θ2) ≤ H(yv
j θ1[z′

1, · · · , z′
k])+max{H(z′

jθ2)} ≤ 1+H(sρ)− 1 = H(sρ).
ut

This gives us the following complexity result.
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Theorem 6. Let u ≈ v be a goal with no repeated variables. Let E be a linear
equational theory. Let n be the size of u ≈ v, defined in the standard way. Then

– The nondeterministic algorithm in Figure 1 finds a set of E-unifiers for
u ≈ v in PSPACE.

– The terms in the range of the E-unifier that is constructed are of height
O(n).

5 Finding a Closed Set

We have shown that once you have an E-closed set, then unification problems of
varity 1 are solvable, and we have given the complexity of the decision problem
in several cases. That all assumes that we know of an E-closed set. That could
be the case for some equational theories. But if we don’t know whether there is
an E-closed set, then in this section we give a method to produce one which will
work for some equational theories.

First we show how to construct an E-closed set in an incremental way:
Let T0 contain all terms of the form f(x1, · · · , xn), where f is a function

symbol of arity n ≥ 0 appearing in E, and x1, · · · , xn are fresh variables. Also,
T0 will contain two fresh constants c and d.

For i ≥ 0, Ti+1 is defined as the set of terms such that t ∈ Ti+1 if and only if t
is a nonvariable such that there exists some u and v in Ti, a variable x appearing
in u and a σ ∈ CSUE(u ≈ v) such that t is a renaming of a subterm of xσ.

Let T =
⋃

i≥0 Ti. Then T is an E-closed set if the complete sets of unifiers
for pairs of terms in T are linear. Of course, T might not be finite. But if T
is finite, then this gives us a decision procedure for solving the E-unification
problem when the goal has no repeated variables.

We still have not said how to find a complete set of E-unifiers for a pair of
terms. This problem is undecidable in general, but in some cases it is possible to
use a complete algorithm to generate the E-unifiers. One possibility is to use the
complete procedure for linear equational theories presented in [7]. The inference
system in that paper is a generalization of the General Mutate inference rules
of [2,3,4,5], but it is complete for all linear equational theories. It uses a form of
eager variable elimination which makes it more efficient.

The problem with using a complete inference system is that it may not halt
when two terms are not E-unifiable. However, we also need to check cases of
non-unifiability for our algorithm. But, inference rules, such as the ones in [7]
can be extended to detect non-unifiability in some cases where the procedure
would normally not halt. The inference rules are goal directed, in the sense, that
it begins with the equation which must be E-unified. As in the algorithm in
this paper, an inference rule will be applied to the goal yielding one or more
subgoals. Also, as in this paper, one or more rules may apply at each point. So
the algorithm amounts to the simultaneous construction of one or more proof-
trees. In some cases, it happens that every proof tree contains an equation u ≈ v
that is a descendant of a renaming of an equation s ≈ t, such that sρ = u and
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tρ = v for some ρ. In such cases, the algorithm will never halt, and therefore the
initial equation is not E-unifiable.

6 Conclusion

Historically, much of the field of automated deduction has focused on inference
procedures that search for a proof of a theorem, and not as much effort has been
applied to finding methods of proving something is false. However, if these meth-
ods can be applied to verification problems and other applications, we believe
it is necessary to identify classes of problems where automated theorem provers
will halt, and to understand the complexity of these classes. This is a goal of our
research.

The problems we considered in this paper are E-unification problems, since
equational logic is useful for many applications. The procedure we give in this
paper is an adaptation of a more general procedure for E-unification. However,
on the class of problems we consider in this paper, we were able to show a
measure on certain E-unification problems, such that the inference rules always
reduce the measure; therefore it will halt and we can analyze how quickly it will
halt, in order to examine the complexity.

Specifically, we introduce a subclass of linear equational theories, called
finitely closable. We consider goals with no repeated variables. We show that
this class is solvable in PSPACE in general. For monadic theories, it is in NP.
For unitary monadic theories, it is solvable in O(n2).

We think this class is interesting. We also think this research raises many
questions to be explored further. Which equational theories are in this class?
What is a good procedure for finding a finite (or recursive) E-closed set? Can
our complexity results be made better? How can this class be expanded?
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Abstract. Nontrivial meta-complexity theorems, proved once for a pro-
gramming language as a whole, facilitate the presentation and analysis of
particular algorithms. This paper gives a new meta-complexity theorem
for bottom-up logic programs that is both more general and more accu-
rate than previous such theorems. The new theorem applies to algorithms
not handled by previous meta-complexity theorems, greatly facilitating
their analysis.

1 Introduction

McAllester has recently shown that the running time of a bottom-up logic pro-
gram can be bounded by the number of “prefix firings” of its inference rules [10].
A prefix firing of a rule is a derivable instantiation of a prefix of the antecedents
of that rule. This single nontrivial meta-complexity theorem simplifies the pre-
sentation and complexity analysis of a variety of parsing and static analysis algo-
rithms. Many other algorithms, however, seem to fall outside of the range of this
theorem. In particular, algorithms based on union-find or congruence closure can
not be analyzed. A second meta-complexity theorem for the analysis of union-
find based algorithms is also given in [10]. While this second theorem applies to
a broader class of algorithms, it yields running time bounds that are often worse
by logarithmic factors than algorithm-specific bounds — bounds proved without
the use of a meta-complexity theorem. Here we prove a more accurate and more
general meta-complexity theorem. The increased generality is achieved by prov-
ing the theorem for logic programs with priorities and deletions. Priorities and
deletions allow the simulation of arbitrary classical control structures. So the
new meta-complexity theorem has, in some sense, universal coverage. The new
theorem yields improvements in meta-complexity-derived bounds for a variety
of algorithms including union-find and congruence closure. As an example, sec-
tion 5 presents an algorithm for determining the satisfiability of a ground set of
Horn clauses with equality. The new meta-complexity theorem allows the simple
derivation of a very tight running time bound for this algorithm. Proving the
same bound for this problem without the the use of our new theorem appears
to be significantly more difficult.
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2 Inference Rules with Priorities and Deletions

We use the term inference rule to mean a first-order Horn clause, i.e., a formula
of the form A1 ∧ . . . ∧ An → C where C and each Ai is a first-order atom. We
will use assertion to mean a ground atom and use the term data base to mean
a set of assertions. If R is a set of rules and D is a data base, then we let R(D)
denote the set of ground atoms derivable from the ground set D using the rules
in R.

Here we are interested in expressing algorithms with prioritized inference
rules with deletion. An inference rule with deletion is an expression of the form
A1 ∧ . . . ∧ An → C where C is an atom and each Ai is either an atom or an
expression of the form [A] where A is an atom. Intuitively, the marking [. . . ]
means that the premise is to be deleted as soon as the rule is run. Deletion
makes the behavior of the algorithm nondeterministic. For example, consider
the following rules with deletion.

P ⇒ Q [Q] ⇒ S [Q] ⇒ W

Suppose the initial data base contains only P . The first rule fires adding
the assertion Q. Now either the second or third rule can fire. Since each of
these rules deletes Q, once one of them fires the other is blocked. Hence the
final data base is nondeterministically either {P, S} or {P, W}. When viewing
rules with deletions as algorithms this nondeterminism is viewed as “don’t care”
nondeterminism — the choices are made arbitrarily and not backtracked. (In
many cases this kind of don’t-care nondeterminism can be justified by a suitable
notion of redundancy, cf. Section 8.) Suppose now that we have additional rules
through which W entails a large number of additional facts whereas the absence
of W does not. Then, in order to obtain a more efficient run of the rules, we
should prefer to fire the second rule rather than the third rule, which we could
achieve by giving higher priority to the second rule. In summary, allowing for
deletion makes deduction nondeterministic, and hence priorities are needed for
indicating which choices are to be made in order to increase efficiency, or to
avoid unwanted results.

The proof of the meta-complexity theorem requires that deletion be perma-
nent — once an assertion is deleted further attempts to reassert it have no effect.
(If deletion is based on a notion of redundancy such as the one proposed in [2],
once an assertion has become redundant it remains so for the remainder of the
computation.) To see the problem with deletion consider the simple pair of rules
[P ] → Q and [Q] → P . If deletion is can be revoked by subsequent assertion, the
rules can oscillate between a database containing P and a database containing Q
and fail to terminate. To formalize this notion of permanent deletion we take a
state of the computation to be a set S of literals (atoms and negations of atoms).
The presence of a negated atom ¬A in a state indicates that A should be consid-
ered deleted. Hence, we say that an atom A is visible in a state S if A ∈ S and
¬A 6∈ S, while a negative literal ¬A is called visible in S whenever ¬A ∈ S. If σ
is a ground substitution and [A] is a deleted antecedent then we define σ([A]) to
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be the ground atom σ(A). Now let S be a state, and let r be an inference rule
with deletions. We write S

r→ S′ if S 6= S′ and r is a rule A1 ∧ . . . ∧ An → C
such that there exists a ground substitution σ defined on all the variables in
r such that σ(Ai) is visible in S, and S′ is S ∪ {σ(C),¬σ(Ai1), . . . ,¬σ(Aik)}
where Ai1 , . . . , Aik are the deleted antecedents of the rule. We say that a rule
r is applicable at the state S if there exists a state S′ (which must be different
from S) such that S

r→ S′.
Now let R be a set of rules with deletions where each rule in R is associated

with a positive rational number called its priority. We call R a rule set with
priorities and deletions. For technical simplicity we may assume that priorities
are unique in that no two rules have the same priority. We say that a state S is
visible to a rule r ∈ R if no higher priority rule in R is applicable at S. We write
S

R→ S′ if there exists a rule r ∈ R such that S is visible to r and S
r→ S′. We

will say that a state S is saturated under R if it is a normal form, i.e., there is
no S′ such that S

R→ S′. An R-computation from a database D is a sequence S0,
S1, . . . , ST such that S0 = D, St

R→ St+1. An R-computation is called complete
if the final state ST is saturated. If there is a complete R-computation from D
ending in ST then we say that ST is an R-saturation of D. A rule set R is said
to terminate on input database D if there is no infinite R-computation from D.

A prefix firing in an R-computation C is a triple 〈r, σ, i〉, where r ∈ R is a
rule A1 ∧ . . .∧An ⇒ C such that the computation C contains a state S visible to
r and σ is a ground substitution defined on the variables in the antecedent prefix
A1, . . . , Ai such that the σ(Aj), for 1 ≤ j ≤ i, are visible in S. Note that the set
of prefix firings of a given rule is determined by the set of states visible to that
rule. For any R-computation C we let p(C) be the number of prefix firings in C.
We will call a rule range-restricted if every variable in the conclusion appears in
some antecedent. Bottom-up logic programs are generally range-restricted and
for simplicity we only consider range-restricted rules. In the following, by |D| we
denote the size of a database which is the number of nodes in its fully shared
graphical representation by a dag.

Theorem 1. For any given set R of range-restricted rules with priorities and
deletions there exists an algorithm mapping an input database D to an R-saturat-
ion R(D) of D whose running time is O(|D|+maxC p(C)) where the maximization
is over all R-computations C from D.1

The theorem extends the one in [10] to inference rules with priorities and deletion
showing essentially that no penalty has to be paid for these extensions. The
complexity can again be linearly bounded by the number of prefix firings.

Before giving a proof of this theorem, in the next sections we will present a
variety of applications. Before discussing those, the following example is given
in order to clarify one of the more subtle issues behind our definitions. Consider

1 Note that if there is no bound on the length of computations then the algorithm
need not terminate.
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the rules r1 and r2, where

r1 : r(x, y), [p(x)] ⇒ s(x) r2 : p(x), q(x, y) ⇒ r(x, y)

with priorities from left to right, on a database D consisting of facts p(i), for
1 ≤ i ≤ n, and q(i, j), for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. In any computation from D, whenever
rule r2 produces an r-fact r(i, j), in the next step r1 takes priority over r2, and
the p(i) is deleted so that no other fact r(i, j′) can by produced thereafter. Hence
any computation takes at most 2n steps. However, the number of prefix firings of
rule r2 is n+n2, and that is the upper bound on the time complexity provided by
the meta-complexity theorem above. A more refined meta-complexity theorem,
based on refined notions of prefix firings, could be stated. However in this paper
we deliberately confine ourselves to the simpler version. The additional technical
complexity does not appear to be required for the examples that we are interested
in at present.

3 A Union-Find Algorithm

This section presents an O(n log n) union-find algorithm given as a rule set with
priorities and deletions. This union-find algorithm both gives an example of
a use of theorem 1 and serves as a foundation for other algorithms given in
later sections of this paper. The union-find algorithm in itself is perhaps not
significantly simpler than classical presentations using pointers and recursive
procedures. However its direct relation to the usual inference rules for Knuth-
Bendix completion makes correctness arguments more straightforward.

The union-find algorithm is used to represent equivalence relations. In the
inference rule union-find algorithm U in Figure 1 we assume a binary predicate
union such that the assertion union(x, y) means that x and y are to be made
equivalent — the procedure is to compute the least equivalence relation such
that if the data base contains union(x, y) then x and y are equivalent. The find
function is defined in terms of a more basic rewrite relation which we represent
here as a set of assertions of the form x f→ y. We define the “find” of x to be the
normal form of x under the rewrite relation f→. Storing this relation explicitly
as assertions in the data base defines in a more logical manner what is usually
implemented with pointer structures.

The union-find inference system implements Knuth-Bendix completion for
the simple case of equations between constants. The equations are represented
by the union facts. The rules (F1) and (F2) compute the normal forms of terms.
(U2)–(U4) orient equations into rewrite rules using an ordering that is dynami-
cally determined by the weight computation in rules (U3) and (U4). If f→∗ is the
reflexive-transitive closure of f→, the weight of y is the number of nodes x such
that x f→∗ y. An assertion x f→ y is to be added only for irreducible y for which
y f→! y. The rule (F1)–(F2) are to run at a higher priority than any other rules
mentioning the predicates find, f→ or f→!. This ensures that, at any state visible
to other rules mentioning these relations, the relation f→! is the fixed “normal
form relation” determined by the f→ relation.
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find(x)
(F1)

x f→! x,
weight(x, 1)

[x f→! y]
y f→ z

(F2)

x f→! z

union(x, y)
(U1)

find(x),
find(y)

[union(x, y)]
x f→! z

y f→! z
(U2)

T

[union(x, y)]
x f→! z1

y f→! z2

weight(z1, w1)
[weight(z2, w2)]
w1 < w2

(U3)

z1
f→ z2,

weight(z2, w1 + w2)

[union(x, y)]
x f→! z1

y f→! z2

[weight(z1, w1)]
weight(z2, w2)
w1 ≥ w2

(U4)

z2
f→ z1,

weight(z1, w1 + w2)

Fig. 1. Module U for union-find. We write rules vertically as the antecedents followed
by a horizontal line followed by the conclusions. The rules are listed in decreasing pri-
ority. Multiple conclusions A1, . . . , Ak should be viewed as a single atom a(A1 . . . , Ak)
with auxiliary rules (of highest priority) generating the individual conjuncts Aj .

All of the rules represented by (U1) run at higher priority than (U2), (U3),
or (U4). This implies that in any state visible to (U2), (U3), or (U4) we have
that find(x) and find(y) have been asserted and hence the normal forms of x and
y have been computed and the weights have been initialized. Rule (U2) is given
higher priority than either (U3) or (U4). This implies that at any state visible
to (U3) or (U4) we have that x and y have distinct normal forms (otherwise the
state would be visible to rule (U2) which would then delete the link assertion
and assert the trivial “true” assertion T ).

The use of addition in the rules (U3) and (U4) is outside of the formal
language defined in section 2. However, the use of addition in the conclusion
can be replaced by an additional final antecedent of the form w3 = w1 + w2.
Theorem 1 can be generalized to handle constraint antecedents provided that
the set of assignments of values to the unassigned variables (those not appearing
in earlier antecedents) can be computed in time proportional to the number of
such assignments.

One should think of the rules (F1)–(U4) as a module U that takes as input
assertions of the form find(x) and union(x, y) and produces as output assertions
of the form x f→! z such that z is the normal form of x in a canonical rewrite
system generated from the equations union(x, y). The input can be extended
dynamically by new assertions of the form find(x) and union(x, y) generated
from additional rules that are compatible with U .
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Definition 1. A module consists of a rule set with priorities and deletions plus
specified input and output predicate symbols. All other predicates of the module
are called local. A rule set R will be called compatible with a module M provided
that it does not mention local predicates of M , and

– no output predicate of M appears in any conclusion or deleted antecedent of
a rule in R,

– no input predicate of M appears in any deleted antecedent of R,
– and every rule in R containing an output predicate of M in an antecedent

has priority lower priority than all rules in M .

An initial database D will be called compatible with a module M if it does not
mention any predicates of M other than input predicates.

Theorem 2. The union-find module U has the property that for any rule set
R and initial database D, where R and D are both compatible with U , and any
(R ∪ U)-computation C from D, the total number of prefix firings in C of the
rules in U is O(m + n log n) where m is the number of union assertions in C or
produced by R, and n is the number of distinct terms appearing in union or find
assertions.

Proof. Note that each non-redundant union operation generates a single new
assertion of the form x f→ y where the weight of y prior to the addition of this
assertion is at least as large as the weight of x. This implies that weight at least
doubles as one moves across any assertion of the form x f→ y. So for a given x
the set of y such that x f→∗ y can have at most log n elements. (At most n − 1
rewrite rules x f→ y can be generated until all terms become equal.)

Now we show that each of the rules in U has an appropriate number of prefix
firings. The rule (F1) has at most n firings. It follows from the above comments
that there are at most n log n assertions ever generated of the form x f→! y. This,
and the fact that out-degree of f→ is at most one, imply that rule (F2) has at
most n log n prefix firings. Rule (U1) has at most m firings. All states containing
the assertion union(x, y) and visible to any of the rules (U2), (U3), or (U4)
must assign the same unique normal forms and weights to x and y. This implies
that the rules (U2), (U3), and (U4) also have at most m prefix firings.

It is possible to give a more complex inference rule implementation of union-
find that runs in O(nα(n)) time where α is the inverse of Ackermann’s func-
tion. However, many algorithms based on union-find run in O(n log n) time even
when using an O(nα(n)) implementation of union-find. For such applications an
O(n log n) implementation of union-find suffices.

4 Congruence Closure

The congruence closure problem is to determine whether an equation s = t be-
tween ground terms is provable from a given set of equations between ground
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find(〈x, y〉)
(C1)

find(x), find(y),
init⇒(〈x, y〉)

[init⇒(z)]
z ⇒ w

(C2)
T

[init⇒(z)]
(C3)

z ⇒ z

[〈x, y〉 ⇒ z]
x f→! x′

〈x′, y〉 ⇒ z′

(C4)
union(z, z′)

[〈x, y〉 ⇒ z]
x f→! x′

(C5)
〈x′, y〉 ⇒ z

[〈x, y〉 ⇒ z]
y f→! y′

〈x, y′〉 ⇒ z′

(C6)
union(z, z′)

[〈x, y〉 ⇒ z]
y f→! y′

(C7)
〈x, y′〉 ⇒ z

Fig. 2. Rules for congruence closure listed in order of decreasing priority

terms using the reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity and congruence rules for equal-
ity. Here we assume that expressions are represented using constants and a single
pairing function. The congruence property of the pairing function states that if
u1 = w1 and u2 = w2 then 〈u1, u2〉 = 〈w1, w2〉.

The inference rules in Figure 2 are compatible with the union-find module
U (assuming that rules in U have priority lower than the rules (C4)–(C7) that
use the output predicate f→! of U). Combined with U , they give an O(n log n)
algorithm for congruence closure. The rules are related to rules given in [3] which
view congruence closure as a form of ground completion. The ternary atoms
〈 , 〉 ⇒ represent the signatures in [5], or the definitions in [3]. Note that, by
contrast to [3], we do not introduce new constants to denote the subterms of
the input equations. The terms on the right side in ⇒ play the role of these
constants. This explains rule (C3) where z ⇒ z gives us z as the handle to all
terms that are semantically equal to z. These rules have lower priority than all
rules in the union-find module and the priority between rules corresponding to
the order in which the rules are given with (C1) having highest priority and
(C7) having lowest. The precedence of (C2) over (C3), (C4) over (C6) and (C5)
over (C7) ensure the invariant that for any pair 〈x, y〉 there is at most one
assertion of the form 〈x, y〉 ⇒ z. Furthermore, one can check that in any state
visible to these rules, and hence where no union-find rules are still to be run,
we have that if the state contains 〈x, y〉 ⇒ z then 〈x, y〉 and z have the same
find value. Furthermore, the rules maintain the invariant that in states visible
to (C4) through (C7), if the state contains find(〈x, y〉) then there exists an x′

and y′ such that x f→! x′ and y f→! y′ and the state contains 〈x′, y′〉 ⇒ z where
z is equivalent to (has the same find as) 〈x, y〉. In any final (saturated) state we
must have that x′ and y′ are normal forms under the equivalence generated by
the union assertions. This implies that in the final state, if we have find(〈x1, y1〉)
and find(〈x2, y2〉) where x1 and x2 are equivalent and y1 and y2 are equivalent
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we must also have 〈f1, f2〉 ⇒ z where f1 is the common find of x1 and x2, f2
is the common find of y1 and y2, and where z is equivalent to both input pairs,
and hence the input pairs are equivalent to each other.

The union-find module satisfies the condition that for any given x there are
at most log n terms y such that x f→! y. This implies that an initial assertion
〈x, y〉 ⇒ z can generate at most 2 log n “descendents” of the form 〈x′, y′〉 ⇒ z.
This implies that at most 2n log n assertions of this form are ever generated
and this implies that each of the rules (C4), (C5), (C6), and (C7) have at most
2n log n prefix firings. The other rules have at most O(n) prefix firings. Hence
we have the following theorem.

Let C be the module with input predicates union and find and output pred-
icate f→!, resulting from combining the union-find module with the congruence
closure rules.

Theorem 3. If R is a rule set and D an initial database where both R and
D are compatible with C then, in any computation from D of R ∪ C, the total
number of prefix firings of rules in C is O(m + n log n) where m is the number
of input union assertions, that is, union assertions in D or generated by R, and
n is the number of terms x appearing in find assertions (either in input find
assertions or find assertions generated by (C1)).

Note that in this case, n is proportional to the number of the different subterms
in input find assertions. The complexity bound given by the theorem is the same
as the one given in [5]. The latter paper, however, ignores the work needed for
processing the input equations. Our inference rules do include this preprocessing
and, therefore, come with an additional additive O(m) term in the complexity
bound.

5 Satisfiability of Ground Horn Clauses with Equality

We now extend congruence closure (in a compatible manner) to handle ground
(object-level) Horn clauses represented as assertions in the input database D.
(The meta-level Horn clauses are called inference rules.) More specifically we
want to construct an algorithm for computing the deductive closure of a set of
ground assertions of the form input(Φ → A) where the possible expressions for
Φ and A are defined by the following grammar where c ranges over constants
and p ranges over binary predicate symbols including the special symbol .= for
denoting formal equality.

Φ ::= A | Φ1 ∧ Φ2 A ::= T | p(t1, t2) t ::= c | 〈t1, t2〉

The algorithm takes as input a set D of ground assertions of the form Φ → A.
The algorithm uses the congruence closure module and all inference rules in this
section run at priority higher than those in the congruence closure module.

We start with the following linear time module for ground Horn clauses
without equality. The module may be viewed as a high-level implementation of
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the algorithm in [4]. The main idea in this set of rules is that atoms appearing
in the antecedent of clauses are first detached from their clauses. This has the
effect that even if an atom has many occurrences in antecedents of clauses it is
nevertheless only derived once.

input(Φ → A)
(I1)

antecedent(Φ), conclusion(A),
true(Φ → A)

antecedent(Φ1 ∧ Φ2)
(I2)

antecedent(Φ1), antecedent(Φ2)

(I3)
true(T )

true(Φ → Ψ)
true(Φ)

(I4)
true(Ψ)

antecedent(Φ1 ∧ Φ2)
true(Φ1), true(Φ2)

(I5)
true(Φ1 ∧ Φ2)

A natural way to extend these rules to handle equality would be to treat
atoms themselves as terms and apply congruence closure. This would give a
simple O(m log m) algorithm for conditional equations, where m is the size (in
dag representation) of the set of clauses. If m is quadratic in the number n
of different terms appearing in the set, that would give the bound O(n2 log n).
However, for the particular application given in section 6 a more refined bound,
and more refined algorithm, is needed. We handle equality with the following
rules.

true( .=(s, t))
(I6)

union(s, t)

antecedent(p(s, t))
(I7)

find(s), find(t),
push(p(s, t))

conclusion(p(s, t))
(I8)

find(s), find(t),
push(p(s, t))

[push(p(s, t))]
s f→! s′

(I9)
true(p(s′, t) → p(s, t)),
true(p(s, t) → p(s′, t)),
push(p(s′, t))

[push(p(s, t))]
t f→! t′

(I10)
true(p(s, t′) → p(s, t)),
true(p(s, t) → p(s, t′)),
push(p(s, t′))

[push( .=(s, s))]
(I11)

true( .=(s, s))

The rules have priority in the order given with (I1) having highest priority
and (I11) having lowest but with all rules at lower priority than any rules in
the congruence closure module. We leave it to the reader to verify that any
saturation of these rules contains a given conclusion if and only that conclusion
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follows from the input under the standard interpretation of equality. Here we
focus on the run time (number of prefix firings) of these rules.

Let m be the number of antecedents as derived by rules (I1) and (I2), plus
the number of clauses in the input, and let n and a, respectively, be the number
of different terms and atoms appearing there. Clearly, a is in O(m), and also
in O(n2), with m, n ≤ |D|. The number of prefix firings of rules (I1), (I2), (I3),
(I5), (I7), and (I8) are all proportional to m. The number of prefix firings of (I4)
is proportional to m plus the number of firings of (I9) and (I10). The number of
prefix firings of (I6) is proportional to m plus the number of firings of rule (I11).
The number of prefix firings of (I11) is bounded by to the number of prefix firings
of (I7) and (I8) (which is m) plus the number of prefix firings of (I9) and (I10). So
the total number of prefix firings is proportional to m plus the number of firings of
the two rules (I9) and (I10). Since f→! has out-degree at most one we immediately
get that these two rules have at most n2 firings where n is the number of subterms
appearing in the input. By the properties of union-find we also get that those
rules have at most a log n firings. The number of union operations generated by
rule (I6) is at most a log n, hence in O(m log n). The number of prefix firings
inside the congruence-closure module is therefore O((m + n) log n). So the total
number of prefix firings is O(m + n log n + min(m log n, n2)).

Theorem 4. Satisfiability of ground Horn clauses with equality can be decided
in time O(|D|+n log n+min(m log n, n2)) where m is the number of antecedents
and input clauses and n is the number of terms.

The above bound is better than O(m log m) in any family of problems where m
is Ω(n2). In that case, also |D| is in Ω(n2) and the algorithm becomes linear in
the size of the input. In cases where the length of antecedents is bounded by a
constant, m is proportional to the number of input clauses in D.

6 Henglein’s Quadratic Typability Algorithm

Following the exposition by [10], the typability problem in a variant of the Abadi-
Cardelli object calculus [1] considered by [8] can be taken to consist of a given
set of assertions of the form σ ≤ τ and accepts(σ, l) and notaccepts(σ, l), where
σ and τ are type names and l is a message name. The instance is acceptable
(solvable) provided that the following rules do not derive fail . We also assume
that type(σ) is derivable for those type terms σ that appear in [not]accepts- or
≤-facts in the input, or which are of the form τ.l with accepts(τ, l) appearing in
the input. Moreover, we assume the standard reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity,
and congruence properties of equality.

type(σ)
σ v σ

σ ≤ τ
type(ρ)
τ v ρ

σ v ρ

accepts(σ, l)
accepts(τ, l)

σ v τ

σ.l
.= τ.l

type(σ)
accepts(σ, l)

notaccepts(σ, l)

fail
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To determine solvability of a problem instance we can now simply build all
ground Horn clauses that result from resolving the bodies of the first three rules
with the [not]accepts- and the ≤-facts in the input, and also with the the type-
facts derived from the input database. For the last rule we generate the ground
instances by resolving with the type-facts and instantiating with all label terms
in the input. If the size of the problem instance is m, the input contains O(m)
accepts- and input-facts and terms. Hence we obtain O(m2) resolvents which
are ground clauses in which O(m) terms appear. We now have that the input is
solvable if and only if one cannot derive fail from these ground clauses together
with the facts in the input.2 Applying theorem 4 we get a novel and simple proof
of Henglein’s result that solvability is decidable in O(m2) time.

7 Proof of the Meta-complexity Theorem

In this section we prove Theorem 1. It turns out to be convenient to prove the
theorem for a slightly more general language. We define a literal-based rule to
be a rule of the form A1 ∧ · · · ∧ An → C where each Ai and C are literals, i.e.,
either atoms or negations of atoms. We write S

r→ S′ if there exists a ground
substitution σ defined on all the variables in r such that for each antecedent
A of r we have that σ(A) is visible in S and S′ is S ∪ {σ(C)} where C is the
conclusion of r. We then define the notion of a rule is applicable to a state, a
state being visible to a rule, an R-computation, and an R-saturated state, and a
prefix firing as in the case for rules with deletions (in both cases we allow rules
to have priorities). We now show that any rule set with priorities and deletions
can be translated to a literal-based rule set in a way that allow computations
to also be translated in a way that preserves the number of prefix firings up to
a constant factor. In particular, we translate a rule with deletions of the form
A1 ∧ · · · ∧ An → C to the following set of literal-based rules where p is a fresh
predicate symbol, x1, . . . , xn are all variables in the rule, and Ai1 , . . . , Aik are
all the deleted antecedents.

A1 ∧ · · · ∧ An → p(x1, . . . , xn)
p(x1, . . . , xn) → ¬Ai1

. . .

p(x1, . . . , xn) → ¬Aik

p(x1, . . . , xn) → C

The first rule above has the same priority as the translated rule. The other
rules are called “transient” rules. Note that an “atomic” invocation of one of the
original rules gets translated into a sequence of intermediate states where some,
2 One needs to show that further ground clauses are redundant. Suppose, for instance,

we have accepts(s, l) and accepts(t, l) in the input. Then by the process just described
we generate the ground clause s v t → s.l

.= t.l. If we later derive s
.= s′, the clause

s′ v t → s′.l .= t.l is a consequence of the clause we already have.
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but not all, of the deletions and insertions have been made. We must ensure that
these “transient” states are not visible to other rules in the system. This can
be done by assigning all transient rules higher priority than all rules in the set
being translated. It now suffices to prove theorem 1 for rules over literals rather
than rules with deletions.

We now perform source to source transformations on rules over literals to put
the rules in a simplified form without increasing the number of prefix firings by
more than a constant factor. First we convert rules such that they have at most
three literals. If r is a rule over literals A1∧A2∧. . .∧An → C with n > 2 then we
replace r by the following set of rules where P1, P2, . . . Pn, are fresh predicate
symbols and x1, . . . , xki are the variables occurring in the first i antecedents.
The predicate Pi represents the relation defined by the first i antecedents, and
¬Pi represents the negation (retraction) of Pi.

A1 → P1(x1, . . . , xk1)
¬A1 → ¬P1(x1, . . . , xk1)

P1(x1, . . . , xk1) ∧ A2 → P2(x1, . . . , xk2)
P2(x1, . . . , xk2) ∧ ¬P1(x1, . . . , xk1) → ¬P2(x1, . . . , xk2)

P2(x1, . . . , xk2) ∧ ¬A2 → ¬P2(x1, . . . , xk2)
...

Pn−1(x1, . . . , xk1) ∧ An → Pn(x1, . . . , xk2)
Pn(x1, . . . , xk2) ∧ ¬Pn−1(x1, . . . , xk1) → ¬Pn(x1, . . . , xk2)

Pn(x1, . . . , xk2) ∧ ¬An → ¬Pn(x1, . . . , xk2)
Pn(x1, . . . , xkn

) → C

Since we are now proving a version of theorem 1 for rules over literals we must
consider the case where the rule being translated has negative antecedents. In
that case the above rules might include rules with doubly negated antecedents.
Such rules are simply dropped from the translation since negative literals can
not be deleted (or overruled). The last rule above is given the same priority as
the rule being translated. All other rules are given higher priority (but lower
than the priority of any original rule with priority higher than the rule that is
translated) where the priority is in the order given, i.e., the first rule has highest
priority and so on. This is possible since the original rules have all different
priorities.

To prove the version of theorem 1 for rules over literals it suffices to show that
any computation of the translated rule set can be mapped back to a computation
of the original rule set with no more than a constant factor reduction in the
number of prefix firings. In particular, if the new rule set derives Pi(x1, . . . , xki)
then there must exist a single state in the computation of the original rule
set where A1, . . . , Ai all hold under the corresponding variable substitution.
This follows from the observation that the priority assignment guarantees that
in states visible to the rule deriving Pi(x1, . . . , xki

) the predicate Pi−1 is
guaranteed to have the appropriate meaning as a function of the predicates used
in the original antecedents.
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We have now shown that we can assume without loss of generality that each
rule contains at most two antecedents. We now put the rules in an even more
restricted form. For any rule r with two antecedents A1 ∧ A2 → C we replace
r by the following set of rules where x1, . . . , xn are all variables occurring in
A1 but not A2, y1, . . . , ym are all variables that occur in both A1 and A2, and
z1, . . . , zk are all variables that occur in A2 but not A1. The predicates P , and
Q, and the function symbols f , g, and h are all fresh.

A1 → P (f(x1, . . . , xn), g(y1, . . . , ym))
¬A1 → ¬P (f(x1, . . . , xn), g(y1, . . . , ym))

A2 → Q(g(y1, . . . , ym), h(z1, . . . , zk))
¬A2 → ¬Q(g(y1, . . . , ym), h(z1, . . . , zk))

P (f(x1, . . . , xn), g(y1, . . . , ym)) ∧ Q(g(y1, . . . , ym), h(z1, . . . , zk)) → C

The rules are given priority in the order given with the last rule having the same
priority as the rule being translated. Again the validity of the translation relies
on the observation that in any state visible to a rule using one of the newly
introduced predicates P and Q in antecedents, these predicates must have the
intended meaning as a function of the underlying original predicates and hence
there is a corresponding firing of the original rule.

Without loss of generality we now need only prove the theorem for prioritized
inference rules over literals where each rule either has only a single antecedent
or is of the form P (t1, t2) ∧ Q(t2, t3) → C where t1, t2, and t3 do not share
variables and where the rules maintain the invariant that for all derivable ground
assertions of the form P (s1, s2) we have that s1 is a substitution instance of t1
and s2 is a substitution instance of s2, and for all derivable ground assertions of
the form Q(s2, s3) we have that s2 is a substitution instance of t2 and s3 is a
substitution instance of t3. For such rule sets we can use the algorithm shown
below to compute an R-saturation of a given initial database D.

Algorithm to Compute R(D):

Assume that D is in fully shared dag representation in which term equality can
be checked in constant time. We maintain queues Qp and Rp for each priority
p in R. Initialize S to be D and place every element of D on every queue Qp.
Initialize all queues Rp to be empty.

While some queue is nonempty do the following:

Let p be the highest priority such that either Qp or Rp is nonempty.
(The current state is visible to rules of priority p.) If Qp is nonempty
then remove a literal Φ from Qp and if Φ is visible in S then notice Φ at
priority p using the procedure given below. If Qp is empty then remove a
pair 〈r, σ〉 from Rp. (Here r is a rule of priority p and σ is a substitution
assigning ground values to all variables of r such that for each antecedent
of A of r we have σ(A) ∈ S.) If σ(A) is visible in S for each antecedent
A of R then let Ψ be the assertion σ(C) where C is the conclusion of R,
add Ψ to S, and place Ψ on all queues of the form Qp′ .
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Algorithm to Notice Φ at priority p:

(The current state is visible to all rules of priority p and Φ is visible in S.)

1. For each single-antecedent rule of priority p of the form A → C determine
whether there is a substitution σ such that σ(A) = Φ and, if so, add the pair
〈r, σ〉 to Rp.

2. For each two-antecedent rule of priority p of the form P (t1, t2)∧Q(t2, t3) →
C do the following:
(a) If Φ has the form P (s1, s2) then for each s3 such that Q(s2, s3) is visible
in S add the pair 〈r, σ〉 to Rp where σ is the substitution mapping t1 to s1,
t2 to s2, and t3 to s3. (We are guaranteed that t1, t2, and t3 do not share
variables and that t1 matches s1, t2 matches s2, and t3 matches s3.)
(b) If Φ has the form Q(s2, s3) then for each s1 such that P (s1, s2) is
visible in S add the pair 〈r, σ〉 to Rp where σ is defined as in (a). (Analogous
guarantees also exist in this case.)

We leave it to the reader to verify the correctness and running time of this
algorithm. The main feature of the algorithm is that the processing of a given rule
r is restricted to states visible to r. By incrementally maintaining appropriate
indices it is possible to run steps (2a) and (2b) in time proportional to the
number of values of s3 and s1 defined in those steps respectively. For instance
the set of substitutions s3 such that Q(s2, s3) is visible in S (cf. step 2a) has
to be indexed using term s2 as key, so that upon adding a new Q-atom to S
the index can be updated in constant time. Note that since we have assumed
dag representations for expressions under which equality testing is a unit time
operation, all matching operations for patterns in R take unit time.

8 Future Work

We have presented a more refined concept of logic programming where the em-
phasis is on guaranteed execution time bounds linear in the number of prefix
firings of its rules. We are optimistic that this logic will continue to prove itself
useful in the design of algorithms. We have demonstrated some of the potential of
the method by giving a novel algorithm for testing satisfiability of ground Horn
clauses with equality and shown that in many cases its complexity is not worse
that (unconditional) congruence closure. On top of this we have implemented
an abstract version of Henglein’s type analysis, confirming the quadratic upper
bound that Henglein obtained before. In fact we believe that program analysis is
a particularly fruitful area for applying our method. This point was illustrated
in detail in [10]. With the methods in the present paper we are able to also deal
with congruences that appear in such analyses in a logical way.

There are many directions into which this work should be extended. Theo-
rem 4 should be generalized to cases of input clauses with variables. However,
already in the given form it is useful for local (equational) theories in the sense
of [7,9,6].
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The relation between deletions and redundancy elimination, with redundancy
in the sense of [2] as entailment from smaller atoms, should be explored. For
instance, the rule (I9) deletes push(s, t) if s can be reduced to s′ after the re-
duced atom push(s′, t) has been generated. The deleted atom is “entailed” by
the “smaller” assertions push(s′, t) and s f→! s′. The elimination of such redun-
dancies is stable under enrichments of a state or deletions of other redundant
atoms. Therefore, if only redundant premises are deleted, priorities are irrelevant
for the correctness of the algorithm and only affect its complexity.

The concept of priorities for rules should be refined in an instance-based
manner, allowing different instances of a rule to have different priorities. That
would give one direct means of formalizing algorithms that would normally have
to be defined via priority queues. For instance, minimal spanning trees can be
computed by a two-rule program on top of union-find if rules referring to edges
in graphs could be processed in an order related to their associated costs.
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Abstract. Canonical propositional Gentzen-type systems are systems
which in addition to the standard axioms and structural rules have only
pure logical rules which have the subformula property, introduce exactly
one occurrence of a connective in their conclusion, and no other occur-
rence of any connective is mentioned anywhere else in their formulation.
We provide a constructive coherence criterion for the non-triviality of
such systems, and show that a system of this kind admits cut elimina-
tion iff it is coherent. We show also that the semantics of such systems
is provided by non-deterministic two-valued matrices (2-Nmatrices). 2-
Nmatrices form a natural generalization of the classical two-valued ma-
trix, and every coherent canonical system is sound and complete for one
of them. Conversely, with any 2-Nmatrix it is possible to associate a co-
herent canonical Gentzen-type system which has for each connective at
most one introduction rule for each side, and is sound and complete for
that 2-Nmatrix. We show also that every coherent canonical Gentzen-
type system either defines a fragment of the classical two-valued logic,
or a logic which has no finite characteristic matrix.

1 Introduction

There is a long tradition starting from [Gen69] according to which the meaning
of a connective is determined by the introduction and elimination rules which are
associated with it.1 The supporters of this thesis usually have in mind Natural
Deduction systems of an ideal type. In this type of “canonical” systems each
connective has its own introduction and elimination rules, which should meet
the following conditions: in a rule for a connective �, this connective should
be mentioned exactly once, and no other connective should be involved. The
rules should also be pure (in the sense of [Avr91]). Unfortunately, already the
handling of classical negation requires rules which are not canonical in this sense.
This problem was solved by Gentzen himself by moving to what is now known as
Gentzen-type systems or sequential calculi. These calculi employ in their classical
version multiple-conclusion two-sided sequents, and instead of introduction and
elimination rules they use left introduction rules and right introduction rules.
The intuitive notions of “canonical form of a rule” and “canonical system” can
1 See e.g. [Hod86] and [Sun86] for discussions and references.
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be adapted to such systems in a straightforward way, and it is well known that
the usual classical connectives can indeed be fully characterized by canonical
Gentzen-type rules. Moreover: although this can be done in several ways, in all
of them the cut-elimination theorem obtains.

In this paper we shall considerably generalize these known facts. We shall
define “canonical” Gentzen-type rules and systems in precise terms, and provide
a constructive coherence criterion for their non-triviality. We then show that a
canonical system admits cut-elimination iff it is coherent. Moreover: we show that
any coherent set of canonical introduction rules for a connective � completely
determines the meaning of �. For this we shall need however to generalize the
usual semantics of classical logic.

The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows: In section 2 we re-
view some basic concepts related to logics. In section ?? we define canonical
Gentzen-type systems, formulate the coherence criterion for their non-triviality,
and investigate some special important types of them. In section 4 we introduce
non-deterministic two-valued matrices (2-Nmatrices). These are a generalization
of the classical two-valued (deterministic) matrices, and they provide the se-
mantics of coherent canonical Gentzen-type systems. In the same section and in
section 5 we show how to associate a 2-Nmatrix with every coherent canonical
system G, so that G is sound and complete for that 2-Nmatrix. This allows us to
prove that every system of this type admits cut elimination, and it defines either
a fragment of the classical two-valued logic, or a logic which has no finite charac-
teristic matrix. In section 6 we show that the connection works also in the other
direction: with any 2-Nmatrix it is possible to associate a coherent canonical
Gentzen-type system G which is sound and complete for that 2-Nmatrix. More-
over: for this we can confine ourselves to systems which have for any connective
at most one left introduction rule and at most one right introduction rule, and
these rules can be given a particularly concise normal form. We conclude the
paper with some remarks and directions for further research.

2 Preliminaries

In what follows L is a propositional language with a finite set of connectives, W
is its set of wffs, ψ, φ, τ denote arbitrary formulas (of L), and Γ,∆ denote sets
of formulas. We assume also that the atomic formulas of L are p1, p2, . . .

Definition 1.

1. [Sco74] A (Scott) consequence relation (scr for short) for L is a binary
relation ` between sets of formulas of L that satisfies the following conditions:

s-R strong reflexivity: if Γ ∩∆ 6= ∅ then Γ ` ∆.
M monotonicity: if Γ ` ∆ and Γ ⊆ Γ ′, ∆ ⊆ ∆′ then Γ ′ ` ∆′.
C cut: if Γ ` ψ,∆ and Γ ′, ψ ` ∆′ then Γ, Γ ′ ` ∆,∆′.

2. ` is finitary if the following condition holds for all Γ,∆ ⊆ W: if Γ ` ∆
then Γ ′ ` ∆′ for some finite Γ ′ ⊆ Γ and ∆′ ⊆ ∆. ` is uniform if for every
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uniform substitution σ and every Γ and ∆, if Γ ` ∆ then σ(Γ ) ` σ(∆). `
is consistent (or non-trivial) if there exist non-empty Γ and ∆ s.t. Γ 6` ∆.

3. A propositional logic is a pair 〈L,`〉, where L is a propositional language
and ` is a uniform consistent scr for L.

Note: There are exactly four inconsistent finitary scrs in any given language:
the one in which Γ ` ∆ iff Γ and ∆ are non-empty; the one in which Γ ` ∆
iff Γ is non-empty; the one in which Γ ` ∆ iff ∆ is non-empty; and the one in
which Γ ` ∆ for all Γ and ∆. All of them should be considered trivial, and are
excluded from our definition of a logic.

3 Canonical Gentzen-Type Systems

Definition 2.

1. A Gentzen-type system G is standard if its set of axioms includes the stan-
dard axioms Γ, ψ ⇒ ψ,∆ and it has all the standard structural rules (includ-
ing cut). 2

2. Let G be a standard Gentzen-type system. The scr `G which is induced by
G is defined by: Γ `G ∆ iff the sequent Γ ⇒ ∆ is provable in G.

3. A standard Gentzen-type system G is consistent if `G is consistent.

From now on by a “calculus” we shall mean a standard Gentzen-type
calculus, and Γ and ∆ will denote finite sets of formulas.

In an ideal Gentzen-type system (of which the usual systems for classical
logic provide the principal examples) every logical rule should be an introduc-
tion rule for one connective, it should introduce exactly one occurrence of that
connective in its conclusion, and no other occurrence of that connective or any
other connective should be mentioned anywhere else in its formulation. More-
over: the rule should be pure (i.e., there should be no side conditions limiting
its application), and its side formulas should be immediate subformulas of the
principal formula. The next definition formulates this idea in exact terms, and
provides a method for describing such rules.

Definition 3.

1. A canonical rule of arity n is an expression of the form {Πi ⇒ Σi}1≤i≤m/C,
where m ≥ 0, C is either �(p1, p2, . . . , pn) ⇒ or ⇒ �(p1, p2, . . . , pn) for
some connective � (of arity n), and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m, Πi ⇒ Σi is a clause
such that Πi, Σi ⊆ {p1, p2, . . . , pn}.3

2 This means that we can take Γ , ∆ in a sequent Γ ⇒ ∆ to be finite sets of formulas.
3 By a clause we mean a sequent which consists of atomic formulas only. When propo-

sitional clauses are written in this way, resolution and cut amount to the same thing.
{p1, p2, . . . , pn} are, recall, the first n atomic formulas.
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2. An application of a canonical rule {Πi ⇒ Σi}1≤i≤m / � (p1, . . . , pn) ⇒ is
any inference step of the form:

{Γi, Π∗
i ⇒ ∆i, Σ

∗
i }1≤i≤m

Γ, �(ψ1, . . . , ψn) ⇒ ∆

where Π∗
i and Σ∗

i are obtained from Πi and Σi (respectively) by substituting
ψj for pj (for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n), Γi, ∆i are any sets of formulas, Γ =

⋃m
i=1 Γi,

and ∆ =
⋃m
i=1∆i. An application of a canonical rule with a conclusion of

the form ⇒ �(p1, . . . , pn) is defined similarly.

Note: While sequents are written in a metalanguage for L (which includes the
extra symbol ⇒), a canonical rule is formulated in a meta-meta language of L
(which includes one further extra symbol: /).

Example 1. The two usual introduction rules for the classical conjunction can
be formulated as the following canonical rules: {p1, p2 ⇒ } / p1 ∧ p2 ⇒ and
{ ⇒ p1 , ⇒ p2} / ⇒ p1 ∧ p2. Applications of these rules have the form:

Γ, ψ, φ ⇒ ∆
Γ,ψ ∧ φ ⇒ ∆

Γ ⇒ ∆,ψ Γ ′ ⇒ ∆′, φ
Γ, Γ ′ ⇒ ∆,∆′, ψ ∧ φ

Definition 4. A standard calculus is called canonical if in addition to the stan-
dard axioms and the standard structural rules it has only canonical logical rules.

A given canonical calculus may be simplified in various ways. In later sections
we will go deeper into questions concerning simplifications and normalizations
of rules and calculi. For our immediate purposes we shall need only very obvious
simplifications:

Definition 5. A canonical rule is called superfluous if its set of premises is
classically inconsistent (which is the case iff it is possible to obtain the empty
clause from it using resolutions (= cuts)). A logical rule in a canonical calculus
G is called redundant in G if its set of premises is a superset of the set of
premises of another rule of G which has the same conclusion.

Example 2. A rule with the set of premises {p1, p2 ⇒ , p1 ⇒ p2 , ⇒ p1}
is superfluous. If a calculus G has the two rules { ⇒ p1}/ � (p1, p2) ⇒ and
{ ⇒ p1 , ⇒ p2}/ � (p1, p2) ⇒ then the latter rule is redundant in G.

Proposition 1. Let G be a canonical calculus, and let G′ be the calculus that
is obtained from G by deleting superfluous and redundant rules. Then G′ is
equivalent to G. Moreover, every sequent that has a cut-free proof in G′ also has
such a proof in G.

Proof. An application of a superfluous rule in G can be simulated in G′ by using
cuts on its premises followed by a single weakening. The rest of the proposition
is trivial.
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For every canonical Gentzen-type system G, the relation `G (see Definition
2) defined by G is obviously a uniform (and finitary) scr. However, in order to
ensure that 〈L,`G〉 is a logic, we need to impose some constraints on the set
of rules of G. The following definition provides a constructive equivalent of the
consistency condition:

Definition 6. A canonical calculus G is called coherent, if for every two rules
S1/ � (p1, p2, . . . , pn) ⇒ and S2/ ⇒ �(p1, p2, . . . , pn) of G, the set of clauses
S1 ∪ S2 is classically inconsistent (and so the empty clause can be derived from
it using cuts).

Example 3. The two classical rules for conjunction described in Example 1 form
a coherent set of rules. Here S1 = {p1, p2 ⇒ }, S2 = { ⇒ p1 , ⇒ p2} and so
S1 ∪ S2 is the classically inconsistent set {p1, p2 ⇒ , ⇒ p1 , ⇒ p2}.

Example 4. Let T be the famous “Tonk” connective of Prior ([Pri60]). It is de-
fined in our framework by the following pair of rules: {p1 ⇒ } / p1Tp2 ⇒ and
{ ⇒ p2} / ⇒ p1Tp2. This pair is not coherent, since {p1 ⇒ , ⇒ p2} is a classi-
cally consistent set of clauses. The resulting calculus is of course inconsistent.

Proposition 2. Every consistent canonical calculus is coherent.

Proof. Suppose there are two rules S1/�(p1, . . . , pn) ⇒ and S2/ ⇒ �(p1, . . . , pn)
such that S1 ∪ S2 is classically consistent. Then there is a classical valuation v
that satisfies S1 ∪ S2. Let Π ′ = {pi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, v(pi) = t} and Σ′ = {pi | 1 ≤
i ≤ n, v(pi) = f}. Let S′

j = {Π,Π ′ ⇒ Σ,Σ′ | Π ⇒ Σ ∈ Sj} for j = 1, 2. S′
1 and

S′
2 are sets of standard axioms (because v satisfies Π ⇒ Σ, there is some pi ∈ Σ

such that v(pi) = t or some pi ∈ Π such that v(pi) = f . In the former case,
pi ∈ Π ′, and in the latter case, pi ∈ Σ′). By applying the first rule on S ′

1 we
obtain Π ′, �(p1, . . . , pn) ⇒ Σ′ and by applying the second rule on S ′

2 we obtain
Π ′ ⇒ Σ′, �(p1, . . . , pn). By cut, Π ′ ⇒ Σ′ is provable. Since Π ′ ⇒ Σ′ is a clause,
Π ′ ∩ Σ′ = ∅, and the calculus is uniform, p ⇒ q is provable for all p 6= q. The
uniformity of the calculus and the closure under weakening entail that Γ ⇒ ∆
is provable for every non-empty Γ and ∆. Hence the system is not consistent.

The converse of this proposition will be shown in Corollary 2 below. Note
that coherence is also a necessary condition for cut elimination:

Proposition 3. A canonical calculus which admits cut elimination is coherent.

Proof. In canonical systems, clauses which are not axioms can be proved only
by using cuts on non-atomic formulas. Thus, if a canonical calculus admits cut
elimination it must be consistent and hence coherent.
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Definition 7.

1. A canonical rule of arity n is called separated if each of its premises is a
unit clause, i.e. it has the form pi ⇒ or ⇒ pi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

2. A separated rule {Πi ⇒ Σi}1≤i≤m/C of arity n is called full if m = n and
for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Πi ∪Σi = {pi}

Example 5. {p1, p2 ⇒ } / p1 ∧ p2 ⇒ is not separated. {p1 ⇒ } / p1 ∧ p2 ⇒ is
separated, but not full. {p1 ⇒ , ⇒ p2} / p1 ∧ p2 ⇒ is full.

Definition 8. A canonical calculus is called separated (full) if all its logical
rules are separated (full), and none of them is superfluous or redundant.

Note that a full canonical calculus G is coherent simply iff no two rules of G
for the same connective have the same set of premises but different conclusions.

As a first step in proving our general cut-elimination theorem we shall show
that it suffices to prove it for full canonical calculi:

Proposition 4. Every canonical calculus G has an equivalent full canonical
calculus G′. Moreover: if G is coherent then so is G′, and every sequent that
has a cut-free proof in G′ has also a cut-free proof in G.

Proof. We shall first explain the process of transforming a canonical calculus
to an equivalent full canonical calculus by using an example. The transition is
made in two stages: first, every canonical rule is split into separated rules, and
then each of these rules is split into full rules.

Example 6. Take the classical introduction rules for conjunction:

[∧ ⇒] {p1, p2 ⇒ } / p1 ∧ p2 ⇒ { ⇒ p1 , ⇒ p2} / ⇒ p1 ∧ p2 [⇒ ∧]

The second rule is already full. The first is neither full nor separated. We can
replace it by the following pair of separated rules:

{p1 ⇒ } / p1 ∧ p2 ⇒ {p2 ⇒ } / p1 ∧ p2 ⇒

This pair is equivalent to the original rule. Indeed, given the two rules, by ap-
plying the first to Γ, ψ1, ψ2 ⇒ ∆ we obtain Γ, ψ1 ∧ ψ2, ψ2 ⇒ ∆. By applying
the second to this sequent we obtain Γ, ψ1 ∧ ψ2 ⇒ ∆. The other direction of
the equivalence is obvious in view of weakening. Moreover: a given cut-free proof
that uses the new rules can trivially be transformed into a cut-free proof that
uses the original rule.

Next, the first of the two new rules can again be replaced by the following
pair of full rules:

{p1 ⇒ , p2 ⇒ } / p1 ∧ p2 ⇒ {p1 ⇒ , ⇒ p2} / p1 ∧ p2 ⇒
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This pair is equivalent to the original (separated) rule. Indeed, using the two
new rules, the original one can be simulated as follows. Given Γ, ψ1 ⇒ ∆, an
application of the first of the two new rules to this sequent and to the standard
axiom ψ2 ⇒ ψ2 yields Γ, ψ1 ∧ ψ2 ⇒ ∆,ψ2. By applying the second of the two
new rules to this sequent and to Γ, ψ1 ⇒ ∆ we obtain Γ, ψ1 ∧ψ2 ⇒ ∆. The other
direction of the equivalence is obvious, and again does not use the cut rule.

The second separated rule above is similarly split into the following full rules:

{p2 ⇒ , p1 ⇒ } / p1 ∧ p2 ⇒ {p2 ⇒ , ⇒ p1} / p1 ∧ p2 ⇒
To conclude, from the first original classical two rules for conjunction, we

obtain the following equivalent set of four full rules:

{p1 ⇒ , p2 ⇒ } / p1 ∧ p2 ⇒ {p1 ⇒ , ⇒ p2} / p1 ∧ p2 ⇒
{ ⇒ p1, p2 ⇒ } / p1 ∧ p2 ⇒ { ⇒ p1 , ⇒ p2} / ⇒ p1 ∧ p2

The general procedure for replacing a non-separated rule R by an equivalent
set of separated ones is to put first in this set every separated rule which can be
obtained by selecting exactly one formula from each premise of R (preserving its
side). We then use Proposition 1 to remove any superfluous or redundant rule.
The general procedure for splitting a given separated rule R of arity n into an
equivalent set of full rules is to put in this set every full rule which has the same
conclusion as R, and whose set of premises is an extension of that of R (thus if
R has m < n premises, it will be split into 2n−m full rules). Using the methods
employed in the last example, it is easy to see that these transformations preserve
coherence of a system as well as its set of provable sequents, and that any cut-
free proof in the resulting system can be simulated by a cut free proof in the
original one (it is not difficult to directly show that the converse is also true, but
this will be proved later using a semantic argument).

Example 7. Suppose we have a canonical rule for a ternary connective:

{p1, p2 ⇒ , p1 ⇒ p2 , p3 ⇒ p2} / � (p1, p2, p3) ⇒
The first stage of the above process produces the following rules:

(1) {p1 ⇒ , p3 ⇒ } / � (p1, p2, p3) ⇒
(2), (4) {p1 ⇒ , ⇒ p2} / � (p1, p2, p3) ⇒

(3) {p1 ⇒ , ⇒ p2 , p3 ⇒ } / � (p1, p2, p3) ⇒
(5) {p2 ⇒ , p1 ⇒ , p3 ⇒ } / � (p1, p2, p3) ⇒
(6) {p2 ⇒ , p1 ⇒ , ⇒ p2} / � (p1, p2, p3) ⇒
(7) {p2 ⇒ , ⇒ p2 , p3 ⇒ } / � (p1, p2, p3) ⇒
(8) {p2 ⇒ , ⇒ p2} / � (p1, p2, p3) ⇒

(6),(7),(8) are superfluous and we discard them. (3),(5) are redundant because
of rules (1),(2), and we discard them as well. The next stage is to extend (1),(2)
into full rules:
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{p1 ⇒ , p2 ⇒ , p3 ⇒ } / � (p1, p2, p3) ⇒
{p1 ⇒ , ⇒ p2 , p3 ⇒ } / � (p1, p2, p3) ⇒
{p1 ⇒ , ⇒ p2 , ⇒ p3} / � (p1, p2, p3) ⇒

Notation 1 Let G be a canonical calculus. GF will denote the equivalent full
calculus obtained by the process described in the proof of Proposition 4.

We shall later show that if G is coherent then GF is the unique full canonical
calculus that is equivalent to G.

Corollary 1. If cut elimination obtains for every coherent full canonical calcu-
lus then it obtains for every coherent canonical calculus.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.

It remains therefore to show that cut elimination obtains for every coherent
full canonical calculus. For that, we shall need to use some semantic arguments.
The corresponding semantics will be described next.

4 Semantics: Two-Valued Non-deterministic Matrices

For the semantics of coherent canonical calculi we need some structures which
generalize the ordinary concept of a multi-valued matrix. The idea behind this
generalization is to allow non-deterministic computations of truth-values. Thus
the value that a valuation assigns in these structures to a complex formula is
not always uniquely determined by the values that it assigns to its subformulas,
but can be chosen non-deterministically from a certain non-empty set of options.
The precise definition is as follows:

Definition 9. [AL00] A non-deterministic matrix (Nmatrix for short) for L is
a tuple M = 〈T ,D,O〉, where T is a non-empty set of truth values, D is a non-
empty proper subset of T (its designated values), and for every n-ary connective
� of L, O includes a corresponding n-ary function �̃ from T n to 2T −{∅}. A val-
uation in M is a function v : W → T that satisfies the condition: if � is an n-ary
connective, and ψ1, . . . , ψn ∈ W, then v(�(ψ1, . . . , ψn)) ∈ �̃(v(ψ1), . . . , v(ψn)). v
satisfies a formula ψ in M (v |=M ψ) if v(ψ) ∈ D. v is a model of Γ in M
(v |=M Γ ) if it satisfies every formula in Γ . ∆ follows from Γ in M (Γ `M ∆)
if for every model v of Γ in M, v |=M φ for some φ ∈ ∆. If ` is an scr then
M is called a characteristic Nmatrix for ` if ` = `M.

Notes:

1. Every (deterministic) matrix4 can be identified with an Nmatrix whose func-
tions in O always return singletons.

4 See e.g. [Urq86].
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2. It is easy to verify that if M is an Nmatrix for L then 〈L,`M〉 is a logic. In
[AL00] it is proved that if M is finite then this logic is necessarily finitary
(i.e., the compactness theorem obtains for it).

In this paper we shall use a special type of Nmatrices: those with exactly two
truth values (which may be identified with the classical truth values). We shall
show in fact that there is a strong connection between such Nmatrices and
coherent canonical Gentzen-type calculi. 5

Notation 2 A two-valued Nmatrix in which T = {t, f} and D = {t} will be
called a 2-Nmatrix.

Notation 3 For x ∈ {t, f}, denote: −x = f if x = t, and −x = t if x = f .

Notation 4 The expression Φ, ax will denote Φ ∪ {a} if x = t and Φ if x = f
(note that Φ might be empty here).

Notation 5 The full canonical rule {p−xi
i ⇒ pxi

i }1≤i≤n / � (p1, . . . , pn) ⇒
where x1, . . . , xn ∈ {t, f} will be denoted below by either [�(x1, . . . , xn) : f ] or by
[�(x1, . . . , xn) ⇒]. The rule with the same premises but with the complementary
conclusion will be denoted by [�(x1, . . . , xn) : t] or by [⇒ �(x1, . . . , xn)].

Definition 10. Let G be a coherent canonical calculus. The 2-Nmatrix that is
defined by G is the following: For each n-ary connective � and every x1, . . . , xn ∈
{t, f} we define

�̃(x1, . . . , xn) =
{{y} if [�(x1, . . . , xn) : y] is a rule of GF (for y ∈ {t, f})

{t, f} otherwise

(This is well-defined since we assume that G (and hence GF ) is coherent.)

Example 8. Suppose G has only one rule for the ternary connective �: the one
given at the beginning of Example 7. Then the three final rules obtained in that
example determine the following interpretation of �: �̃(f, f, f) = �̃(f, t, f) =
�̃(f, t, t) = {f} (and �̃(x1, x2, x3) = {t, f} for all other x1, x2, x3).

Proposition 5. Every coherent canonical calculus G is sound for the 2-Nmatrix
that it defines.

5 Valuations in two-valued Nmatrices form a special type of what are called bivalua-
tions in [Béz99]. Another related idea is Meyer’s metavaluations (see e.g. [Dun86]).
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Proof. By Proposition 4 and Definition 10, we may assume w.l.o.g. that G is
full. Let M be the 2-Nmatrix that is defined by G. We say that a valuation v in
M satisfies a sequent Γ ⇒ ∆ if v(ψ) = t for some ψ ∈ ∆, or v(ψ) = f for some
ψ ∈ Γ . It is easy to verify that:
(1) A valuation v satisfies a sequent Γ, ψ−x ⇒ ∆,ψx iff either v satisfies Γ ⇒ ∆,
or v(ψ) = x.
(2) Γ `M ∆ iff every valuation v in M satisfies Γ ⇒ ∆.

Consider now an application of the rule [�(x1, . . . , xn) : y], and assume that v
is a valuation which satisfies all the premises {Γi, ψ−xi

i ⇒ ∆i, ψ
xi
i }1≤i≤n of this

application. Then v satisfies also its conclusion, Γ, ψ−y ⇒ ∆,ψy. Indeed, either
v satisfies Γi ⇒ ∆i for some i, and hence also Γ ⇒ ∆, or else v(ψi) = xi for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n, and since �̃(x1, . . . , xn) = {y}, necessarily v(ψ) = y. In both cases (1)
entails that v satisfies Γ, ψ−y ⇒ ∆,ψy. It follows by (2) that [�(x1, . . . , xn) : y]
is sound for M.

Corollary 2. A canonical calculus is consistent iff it is coherent.

Proof. The “only if” part is Proposition 2. The converse follows from Proposition
5, and the fact that every Nmatrix induces a consistent logic.

Corollary 3. The consistency of a canonical calculus is decidable.

5 Completeness and Cut-Elimination

Notation 6 For x ∈ {t, f}, denote: ite(x,A,B) = if x then A else B. Note:
ite(x,A,B) = ite(−x,B,A).

Theorem 7. Every coherent full canonical calculus admits cut elimination, and
it is complete for the 2-Nmatrix that it defines.

Proof. By Proposition 5, we can prove completeness and cut elimination together
by showing that if Γ ⇒ ∆ does not have a cut-free proof in a coherent full
canonical calculus G, then Γ 6`M ∆, where M is the 2-Nmatrix defined by G.
For this extend first Γ ⇒ ∆ to a sequent Γ ∗ ⇒ ∆∗ with the following properties:

1. Γ ⊆ Γ ∗ and ∆ ⊆ ∆∗.
2. Γ ∗ ⇒ ∆∗ does not have a cut-free proof in G.
3. For every rule [�(x1, . . . , xn) : y] in G, if �(ψ1, . . . , ψn) ∈ ite(y,∆∗, Γ ∗) then

for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ψi ∈ ite(xi, ∆∗, Γ ∗).

This extension is possible, because if a sequent Γ ′ ⇒ ∆′ does not have
a cut-free proof and �(ψ1, . . . , ψn) ∈ ite(y,∆′, Γ ′) then for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
Γ ′, ψ−xi

i ⇒ ∆′, ψxi
i does not have a cut-free proof (because otherwise by adding

an application of [�(x1, . . . , xn) : y] to the proofs of these sequents we obtain a
cut-free proof for Γ ′, ψ−y ⇒ ∆′, ψy, which is exactly Γ ′ ⇒ ∆′).
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The refuting valuation is now defined as follows:
For atomic q, v(q) = t iff q ∈ Γ ∗.

v(�(ψ1, . . . , ψn)) =






t if �̃(v(ψ1), . . . , v(ψn)) = {t} or
[�̃(v(ψ1), . . . , v(ψn)) = {t, f} and � (ψ1, . . . , ψn) ∈ Γ ∗]

f otherwise

v is obviously a legal M-valuation. We now show by induction on the complexity
of a formula ψ ∈ Γ ∗ ∪ ∆∗ that if ψ ∈ Γ ∗ then v(ψ) = t, and if ψ ∈ ∆∗ then
v(ψ) = f .

– Assume ψ is atomic. If ψ ∈ Γ ∗ then v(ψ) = t by definition. If ψ ∈ ∆∗ then
ψ 6∈ Γ ∗ by property 2 of Γ ∗ ⇒ ∆∗. Hence v(ψ) = f .

– Let ψ = �(ψ1, . . . , ψn) and let xi = v(ψi) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Assume ψ ∈ Γ ∗, but v(ψ) = f . According to the definition of v, this can
happen only if �̃(x1, . . . , xn) = {f}. It follows that ψ ∈ ite(v(ψ), ∆∗, Γ ∗) in
this case. Hence ψi ∈ ite(xi, ∆∗, Γ ∗) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n by property 3 of
Γ ∗ ⇒ ∆∗ and the fact that by Definition 10, �̃(x1, . . . , xn) = {f} in M only
if [�(x1, . . . , xn) : f ] is a rule of G. On the other hand ψi ∈ ite(xi, Γ ∗, ∆∗)
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n by the induction hypothesis. This contradicts property 2 of
Γ ∗ ⇒ ∆∗.
Now assume ψ ∈ ∆∗, but v(ψ) = t. According to the definition of v, there
are two possibilities here:
1. �̃(x1, . . . , xn) = {t} = {v(ψ)}. We get from this a contradiction like in

the previous case.
2. �̃(x1, . . . , xn) = {t, f} and ψ ∈ Γ ∗. Since ψ ∈ ∆∗ as well, this contradicts

property 2 of Γ ∗ ⇒ ∆∗.

By property 1 of Γ ∗ ⇒ ∆∗ and what we have just proved, v is a model of Γ
in M which does not satisfy any element of ∆. Hence Γ 6`M ∆.

Theorem 8. A canonical calculus admits cut elimination iff it is coherent.

Proof. The “only if” part is just Proposition 3. For the “if” part, suppose Γ ⇒ ∆
has a proof in a coherent canonical calculus G. Let M be the 2-Nmatrix that
is defined by G (as well as GF ). Then Γ `M ∆ by Proposition 5. Theorem 7
implies therefore that Γ ⇒ ∆ has a cut-free proof in GF . Hence, by Proposition
4, it also has a cut-free proof in G.

Theorem 9. Every coherent canonical calculus is sound and complete for the
2-Nmatrix that it defines.

Proof. This immediately follows from Theorem 7 and Proposition 5.

Theorem 10. Let G be a consistent canonical calculus. Then either G defines
a logic which is a fragment of classical logic, or it has no finite characteristic
matrix.
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Proof. Assume that G is consistent. Then it defines a logic L(G). By Corol-
lary 2 and Theorem 9, L(G) is induced by some 2-Nmatrix S. If S includes
only deterministic connectives (i.e.: connectives which return singletons for ev-
ery combination of truth values), then G has a characteristic two-valued matrix,
and so it is a fragment of classical logic. Otherwise S has at least one proper
non-deterministic operation, and hence L(G) has no finite characteristic matrix
by Theorem 6 of [AL00].6

We turn now to some more corollaries of the completeness theorem. First, a
result that was promised at the end of section ??:

Corollary 4. If G is a coherent canonical calculus then it has a unique equiv-
alent full canonical calculus.

Proof. Let G be a coherent canonical calculus, and let G′ be a full canonical
calculus that is equivalent to G. We need to show that G′ = GF . Suppose this
is not the case. Let MF and M′ be the 2-Nmatrices that are defined by GF

and G′ respectively. Since the two calculi are different then by Definition 10
there is some n-ary connective � and some x1, . . . , xn ∈ {t, f} such that the
interpretation of � on x1, . . . , xn is different in MF and in M′. Suppose w.l.o.g.
that in MF , �̃(x1, . . . , xn) is {f}, whereas in M′ it is either {t} or {t, f}. It is
easy to see that {pi | xi = t} ∪ {�(p1, . . . , pn)} `MF {pi | xi = f}, while this is
not the case in `M′ . Hence, by Theorem 7, GF and G′ are not equivalent. This
contradicts the fact that they are both equivalent to G.

Our next results compare strength of rules and introduce a normal form.

Definition 11. Let R1 and R2 be two canonical rules (in the same language).
We say that R1 is at least as strong as R2 if any application of R2 can be simu-
lated using R1 together with the standard axioms and structural rules (including
cut). We say that R1 and R2 are equivalent if each of them is at least as strong
as the other.

The characterization below of the strength of a rule can be summarized as
follows: a rule is stronger when its set of premises is weaker!

Proposition 6. A canonical rule S1/C is at least as strong as the canonical
rule S2/C iff every clause in S1 classically follows from S2 (this is equivalent to
saying that every clause in S1 is subsumed by some clause that can be derived
from the clauses of S2 using resolutions).

Proof. The “if” part can easily be proved directly. The converse can be shown
by using 2-Nmatrices. We omit the details.

Corollary 5. Two canonical rules S1/C and S2/C are equivalent if S1 and S2
are classically equivalent (as sets of clauses).
6 This theorem states that if S is a two-valued N-matrix which has at least one proper

nondeterministic operation, then `S has no finite characteristic matrix.
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This corollary naturally leads to the following economical normal form for
canonical rules:

Definition 12. A canonical rule is in Resolution Normal Form (RNF ) if its
set of premises S does not include a standard axiom, and any resolvent of two
elements of S is subsumed by some other element of S.

Corollary 6. Every canonical rule has an equivalent canonical rule in RNF .

An example of transforming a rule to RNF will be given in the next section.

6 Calculi for 2-Nmatrices

In the previous sections we associated with every coherent canonical calculus a
2-Nmatrix, for which it is sound and complete. In this section we go in the other
direction, and associate with a given 2-Nmatrix coherent canonical calculi which
are sound and complete for it. One way of doing so is rather obvious:

Definition 13. Let M be a 2-Nmatrix. The full calculus that is defined by M
is the canonical calculus G that has the rule [�(x1, . . . , xn) : y] for each n-ary
connective � and for every x1, . . . , xn, y ∈ {t, f} such that �̃(x1, . . . , xn) = {y}.
Note: The full calculus that is defined by a 2-Nmatrix is obviously coherent.

Proposition 7. The full calculus that is defined by a 2-Nmatrix is sound and
complete for it.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 5 and Theorem 7.

We introduce now for any given 2-Nmatrix a calculus of a more regular form.

Theorem 11. Every 2-Nmatrix M has a sound and complete coherent canoni-
cal calculus which for every connective has at most one introduction rule on the
left, and at most one introduction rule on the right.

Proof. Let G(M) be the canonical calculus which for any n-ary connective �
has the following rules (where �̃ is the interpretation of � in M):

[� ⇒] {{pi | xi = t} ⇒ {pi | xi = f}}
t∈�̃(x1,...,xn) / � (p1, . . . , pn) ⇒

[⇒ �] {{pi | xi = t} ⇒ {pi | xi = f}}
f∈�̃(x1,...,xn) / ⇒ �(p1, . . . , pn)

Note that if t ∈ �̃(x1, . . . , xn) for all x1, . . . , xn, then the first rule is superfluous
and can be discarded, while if �̃(x1, . . . , xn) = {f} for all x1, . . . , xn then that
rule does not have any premises, i.e. it is a non-standard axiom (this type of
axioms is permitted in canonical systems!). Similarly, if f ∈ �̃(x1, . . . , xn) for all
x1, . . . , xn then the second rule can be discarded, while if �̃(x1, . . . , xn) = {t} for
all x1, . . . , xn then that rule does not have any premises.
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The soundness of G(M) is easy to verify. Take for example [� ⇒]. To show its
soundness, assume that Γ, ψx1

1 , . . . , ψxn
n `M ∆,ψ−x1

1 , . . . , ψ−xn
n for all x1, . . . , xn

such that t ∈ �̃(x1, . . . , xn), and let v be a model of Γ ∪ {�(ψ1, . . . , ψn)} in M.
Then there are y1, . . . , yn ∈ {t, f} such that t ∈ �̃(y1, . . . , yn) and v(ψi) = yi
for all i. Since Γ, ψy11 , . . . , ψyn

n `M ∆,ψ−y1
1 , . . . , ψ−yn

n by assumption, it follows
that v is a model of one of the elements of ∆. The soundness of [⇒ �] is proved
similarly, while the proof of completeness is similar to that of Theorem 7.

Corollary 7. Every coherent canonical calculus has an equivalent canonical cal-
culus in which every connective has at most one introduction rule for each side.

Example 9. Suppose we have the following interpretation for a binary connective
�, which makes it a very close relative of the classical conjunction:

�̃(t, t) = {t}, �̃(t, f) = {t, f}, �̃(f, t) = �̃(f, f) = {f}

The corresponding two rules as given in the proof of the last theorem are:

[� ⇒] {p1, p2 ⇒ , p1 ⇒ p2} / � (p1, p2) ⇒

[⇒ �] {p1 ⇒ p2 , p2 ⇒ p1 , ⇒ p1, p2} / ⇒ �(p1, p2)

We next transform these two rules into rules in RNF as follows. Consider the
set of premises of the second rule. Its closure under cut is:

{p1 ⇒ p2 , p2 ⇒ p1 , ⇒ p1, p2 , ⇒ p1 , ⇒ p2 , p1 ⇒ p1 , p2 ⇒ p2}

We now discard the last two standard axioms, and remove also the original three
clauses since they are subsumed by ⇒ p1 and ⇒ p2. A similar process can be
applied to the first rule. We are left with the simpler rules:

[� ⇒]′ {p1 ⇒ } / � (p1, p2) ⇒

[⇒ �]′ { ⇒ p1 , ⇒ p2} / ⇒ �(p1, p2)

Note that both rules are frequently used in the literature as introduction rules
for classical conjunction.

Note: Given a 2-Nmatrix M, the system G(M) which is constructed in the
proof of Theorem 11 is a natural basis for a tableaux proof system for validity
in M. In fact, an application of a rule in G(M) backwards is like a step in a
tableaux. For example: [� ⇒] says that if v(�(ψ1, . . . , ψn)) = t then there are
some x1, . . . , xn ∈ {t, f} such that t ∈ �̃(x1, . . . , xn).
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7 Conclusion

We defined canonical calculi which are the most natural type of multiple con-
clusion Gentzen-type systems, and showed that such calculi are non-trivial iff
they satisfy a certain constructive coherence condition. We introduced the se-
mantics of two-valued non-deterministic matrices (2-Nmatrices) for such calculi,
and proved that the following are equivalent for any given logic L:

1. L is defined by some coherent, canonical Gentzen-type system.
2. L is defined by some cut-free, canonical Gentzen-type system.
3. L is the logic of some 2-Nmatrix.

One of the by-products of our work is a strong evidence for the thesis ac-
cording to which the meaning of a connective is given by its introduction (and
“elimination”) rules (in some appropriate deduction system). We have shown
that at least in the framework of multiple-conclusion consequence relations, any
reasonable set of canonical introduction rules completely determine the seman-
tics of a connective. For this it is not even necessary that the left introduction
rules and the right introduction rules for a given connective precisely “match”
(in the sense of [Bel62] and [Sun86]). It suffices that there would be no conflict
between them (where this condition is defined in precise terms).

Obvious directions for further research are the following:

1. To extend the ideas and results to first order languages.
2. To develop an analogous framework and theory for single-conclusion conse-

quence relations and Natural Deduction systems.
3. To generalize the framework to arbitrary finite n-valued Nmatrices, possibly

using sequents with n components like e.g. in [BFZ94]7 (see also the survey
papers [BFS00] and [Häh99] for more references and further details).
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Abstract. This paper presents a technique for automated theorem
proving with free variable tableaux that does not require backtracking.
Most existing automated proof procedures using free variable tableaux
require iterative deepening and backtracking over applied instantiations
to guarantee completeness. If the correct instantiation is hard to find,
this can lead to a significant amount of duplicated work. Incremental
Closure is a way of organizing the search for closing instantiations that
avoids this inefficiency.

1 Introduction

Since the 1980’s, the technique of using free variables to postpone the choice of
instantiations in the γ-expansions of tableau calculi for first-order logic is used in
practically all implementations. These free variables have to be instantiated at
some point in the proof search by unifying complementary literals on branches,
and one faces the problem that doing this in a näıve way can lead to non-
termination for some unsatisfiable sets of formulae, and thus to incompleteness
of the procedure.

The most used way of regaining completeness employs backtracking and iter-
ative deepening: A complexity limit for the proof is fixed, and a proof that does
not exceed this complexity is sought for, using backtracking to explore the search
space. If no proof is found, the limit is increased. Unfortunately, backtracking
can lead to a large amount of duplicated work, because the prover forgets infor-
mation which it might need again. On the other hand, the analytic free variable
tableau calculus is proof confluent, meaning that any open tableaux for an un-
satisfiable set of formulae may be closed by further expansion. This means that
the calculus does not require backtracking, contrary to connection tableaux, for
instance.

This is probably the main incentive to consider proof procedures that can do
without backtracking. Another reason is that they are more suited for use in an
integrated automated and interactive system: The user has more possibility of
seeing what went wrong in a failed proof attempt, if all information about what
has been tried so far is kept.

Lately, a number of tableau-based procedures has been proposed that work
without backtracking. Most of these concentrate on overcoming the mentioned
näıveté of simply closing a branch as soon as possible. In [Bil96] for instance,

R. Goré, A. Leitsch, and T. Nipkow (Eds.): IJCAR 2001, LNAI 2083, pp. 545–560, 2001.
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instead of instantiating free variables in the tableau, the set of input clauses
is extended by instantiated variants, leading to a kind of saturation process. A
similar approach based on the connection calculus is presented in [BEF99]. In
[Bec00], an ordering restriction on the sequence of generated tableaux is imposed
that forbids cycles.

This paper describes an approach in which the free variables are never in-
stantiated in the tableau, but the various possibilities are effectively considered
in parallel. We use an incremental approach to compute an instantiation of the
free variables that closes all branches simultaneously, hence the name Incremen-
tal Closure.1

After defining a few basic notions, we shall present the basic idea of the
approach in Sect. 3. We describe a number of possible refinements in Sect. 4,
and some experimental results are quoted in Sect. 5.

2 Preliminaries

We assume a fixed first-order signature throughout this paper. Let terms and
first-order formulae (without equality) over that signature be defined in the usual
way. A ground term is a term that does not contain variables.

A formula is in negation normal form (NNF), iff negation signs appear only
in front of atomic formulae p(t1, . . . , tn). By the application of de Morgan’s rules,
any formula can be transformed into an equivalent NNF formula. A formula is in
skolemized negation normal form (SNNF), iff it is in NNF and does not contain
existential quantifiers. Any formula F can be transformed by skolemization into
a formula F ′ in SNNF that is satisfiable iff F is satisfiable. A formula is closed
if all variable occurrences in it are bound by a quantifier.

Definition 1. An instantiation is a mapping from the set of all variables to
ground terms. Let Sub0 denote the set of all instantiations.

This differs from the usual concept of a ground substitution, in that we require
all, i.e. infinitely many variables to be mapped.

Definition 2. A goal is a finite set of formulae. A tableau is a finite tree where
every node has zero, one, or two children, and each node is labeled with a goal.
A leaf is a node with no children. The leaf goals of a tableau are the goals that
label its leaves.

A tableau for a finite set of SNNF formulae S is defined inductively as follows:

1. The tableau consisting of the root node labeled with the goal S is a tableau
for S, called the initial tableau.

2. If there is a tableau for S that has a leaf n with goal {α1 ∧α2} ∪G, then the
tableau obtained by adding a new child n′ with goal {α1, α2} ∪G to n is also
a tableau for S. (α-expansion)

1 A predecessor to this approach was sketched in the Postition Paper[Gie00b] under
the name of ‘Instance Streams’.
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3. If there is a tableau for S that has a leaf n with goal {β1 ∨ β2} ∪G, then the
tableau obtained by adding two new children n′, resp. n′′ with goals {β1}∪G,
resp. {β2} ∪G to n is also a tableau for S. (β-expansion)

4. If there is a tableau for S that has a leaf n with goal {∀x.γ1} ∪ G, then the
tableau obtained by adding a new child n′ with goal {[x/X]γ1,∀x.γ1} ∪G to
n, where X did not previously occur in the tableau, is also a tableau for S.
(γ-expansion)

A complementary pair is a pair φ, ¬ψ, where φ and ψ are unifiable atomic
formulae. A goal G is closed under an instantiation σ, iff there is a comple-
mentary pair {φ,¬ψ} ⊆ G with σ(φ) = σ(ψ). A tableau T is closed under an
instantiation σ, iff each leaf goal of T is closed under σ. A tableau is closable iff
it is closed under some instantiation.

We use this somewhat unusual formulation of tableaux labeled with sets
of formulae (Smullyan [Smu68] calls them block tableaux ) because it helps in
describing the procedure. Note that in an implementation, it is sufficient to keep
the leaf goals in memory; they correspond to the branches in the usual definition.

Another deviation from the usual formulations of free variable tableau cal-
culi in that there is no rule that instantiates the free variables introduced by
a γ-rule. Instead, an instantiation that closes all branches simultaneously has
to be found, to decide that a tableau is closable. This is an important aspect
of the incremental closure technique. It is obvious, that the usual correctness
and completeness proofs for free variable tableaux are also applicable to this
formulation.

Proposition 1. Let S be a set of closed formulae in SNNF. S is unsatisfiable
iff there is a closable tableau for S.

3 Incremental Closure

From Prop. 1, it is easy to derive a complete proof procedure:

T := initial tableau for S
while ( not closable(T) ) do

if expandable(T) then
select possible expansion of T
expand T

else
answer ’satisfiable’

end
end
answer ’unsatisfiable’

This is a complete proof procedure, provided the selection of tableau expan-
sions is fair. Being fair means that if the procedure does not terminate, any
extension step possible on a goal will at some point be applied on that goal or
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one of its descendants. In particular, in a non-terminating run, infinitely many
instances of each γ-formula will ultimately be produced on each branch.

The main problem with this proof procedure is the test closable(T): In gen-
eral, the right combination of complementary literals has to be found in the leaf
goals to compute a simultaneous unifier. This is NP-complete in the size of the
leaf goals.2

The problem of finding the right complementary pairs has to be solved in
any free variable tableau proof procedure, backtracking or not. But although the
worst-case complexity cannot be reduced, a speedup can be achieved by tuning
the procedure to perform well in practical cases.

The approach presented here makes the procedure more efficient by comput-
ing closable(T) in an incremental fashion, based on the following observations:

– If a pair of complementary literals is unifiable, it will stay unifiable after any
extension. This should make an incremental algorithm worthwhile.

– An instantiation has to be found for the free variables introduced by the γ-
rule. These only occur in the proof tree below the corresponding γ formula.
To take advantage of this locality, the algorithm should exploit the structure
of the proof tree.

3.1 An Abstract Description

In this section we shall abstract away from concrete representations of instan-
tiations, and assume that we can perform calculations on (potentially infinite)
sets of instantiations. How to represent these in an actual implementation is
discussed in Sect. 3.2.

Let
unif(φ, ψ) := {σ ∈ Sub0 | σ(φ) = σ(ψ)}

be the set of instantiations that unify two atomic formulae. We define

cl(G) :=
⋃

φ,¬ψ∈G
unif(φ, ψ)

to be the set of instantiations under which a goal G is closed. For a node n of
a tableau, let lg(n) be the set of leaf goals associated with the leaves that are
descendants of n. Use this to define

cl(n) :=
⋂

G∈lg(n)

cl(G)

2 Unifiability can be decided in linear time [PW78], so with indeterministic selection of
complementary pairs, closable(T) is in NP. On the other hand, SAT for propositional
clauses can be reduced to this problem by translating each clause to one leaf goal,
mapping propositional symbols to free variables, such that a goal is closable under an
instantiation to {0, 1} iff the clause is satisfied by the corresponding interpretation.
E.g., translate A ∨ ¬B to {pA(0),¬pA(1), pB(0),¬pB(1), pA(A),¬pB(B)}.
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to be the set of instantiations under which all leaves below n are closed. Obvi-
ously, cl(root), where root is the root node, is the set of instantiations that close
the whole tableau.

We can take advantage of the tableau structure by expressing cl(n) recur-
sively: If a node n has only one child n′, cl(n) = cl(n′), for two children n′, n′′,
cl(n) = cl(n′) ∩ cl(n′′). For a leaf n labeled with goal G, cl(n) = cl(G).

We shall clarify these notions using the following tableau:

n1 : ∀x.(qx ∨ ¬px),∀y.qy,¬qb, pa
n2 : qX ∨ ¬pX,∀y.qy,¬qb, pa,∀x.(. . .)

n3 : qX,∀y.qy,¬qb, pa,∀x.(. . .) n4 : ¬pX,∀y.qy,¬qb, pa,∀x.(. . .)

n2 was constructed by applying a γ-expansion at n1, and n3, n4 were introduced
by a β-expansion at n2. The newly introduced formulae are underlined in each
goal. The goal at n3 contains one complementary pair qX,¬qb. So cl(n3) =
unif(qX, qb) = {σ ∈ Sub0|σ(X) = b}, the set of instantiations that map X to
b. Similarly, cl(n4) = {σ ∈ Sub0|σ(X) = a}, because of the complementary pair
¬pX, pa. For cl(n2) we have to find instantiations that close both leaf goals,
cl(n2) = cl(n3) ∩ cl(n4). There are obviously no such instantiations, cl(n2) = ∅.
The same holds for the root n1, of course.

To get an incremental algorithm, we shall examine the values of cl change
when a tableau expansion produces new complementary pairs. In general, one
expansion step might lead to several new complementary pairs in one goal, or
there might be two new goals, each of which can contain new complementary
pairs. We shall examine the changes to cl induced by one new complementary
pair φ,¬ψ at one leaf l, called the selected leaf. If there are several new comple-
mentary pairs, these changes may be applied consecutively for each of them.

Let cl0 denote the value of cl before taking into account φ,¬ψ, while cl
is the updated value. Possible closing instantiations are never destroyed by an
expansion step, so the sets cl can only grow when the tableau is expanded,
i.e. cl(n) ⊇ cl0(n) for all nodes of the tableau. Define δ(n) := cl(n) \ cl0(n) to
be the set of new closing instantiations. Obviously, cl(n) = cl0(n), so δ(n) = ∅,
if the selected leaf l is not a descendant of n. In other words, δ(n) is non-empty
only for nodes n on the path between l and the root of the tableau. For the
selected leaf l, δ is given by

δ(l) = unif(φ, ψ) \ cl0(n) .

Using the recursive expression for cl(n), we can ‘propagate’ this change up
the branch towards the root. We obtain δ(n) = δ(n′) for all nodes n with one
child n′. For a node n with two children n′ and n′′, we assume that l lies below
n′. This implies that cl(n′′) = cl0(n′′), so we have
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δ(n) = cl(n) \ cl0(n)
= (cl(n′) ∩ cl(n′′)) \ (cl0(n′) ∩ cl0(n′′))
= (cl(n′) ∩ cl0(n′′)) \ (cl0(n′) ∩ cl0(n′′))
= (cl(n′) \ cl0(n′)) ∩ cl0(n′′)
= δ(n′) ∩ cl0(n′′)

The case where l lies below n′′ is of course symmetrical.
The central idea of the incremental closure procedure is to keep track of the

sets cl(n) and update them by propagating the additional closures δ(n) up the
branch using this equation. As soon as δ(root) 6= ∅, the tableau must be closable.

We shall continue the example from above to demonstrate the propagation
of δ values.

n1 : ∀x.(qx ∨ ¬px),∀y.qy,¬qb, pa
n2 : qX ∨ ¬pX,∀y.qy,¬qb, pa,∀x.(. . .)

n3 : qX,∀y.qy,¬qb, pa,∀x.(. . .) n4 : ¬pX,∀y.qy,¬qb, pa,∀x.(. . .)
n5 : qY , qX,¬qb, pa,∀x.(. . .),∀y.qy

There is a new node n5 stemming from a γ-expansion at n3. This leads to
the new complementary pair qY,¬qb. Not taking this into account leads to:
cl0(n3) = cl0(n5) = {σ ∈ Sub0|σ(X) = b}, cl0(n4) = {σ ∈ Sub0|σ(X) = a}, and
cl0(n1) = cl0(n2) = ∅. These are the values we derived for cl on the previous
page. Now, including qY,¬qb, we get

δ(n5) = unif(qY, qb) \ cl0(n5) = {σ ∈ Sub0|σ(Y ) = b and σ(X) 6= b}
This allows us to calculate δ for all nodes between n5 and the root: After δ(n3) =
δ(n5), we have

δ(n2) = δ(n3) ∩ cl0(n4) = {σ ∈ Sub0|σ(Y ) = b and σ(X) = a}
This in turn leads to δ(n1) = δ(n2) 6= ∅, so the proof is closable, namely by any
instantiation that maps X to a and Y to b.

Still assuming we could calculate with infinite sets of instantiations, we shall
now show how the computation and propagation of the δ values is organized.
The procedure shall be described in a state-based way, but it turns out that
operations on the state will typically be local. For that reason, we shall take an
object oriented view.

Every leaf goal has an associated Sink object. A sink is an object capable of
receiving a set of instantiations and performing some computation on it. This
is realized by giving a put method to the Sink objects that takes a set of in-
stantiations as parameter. The proof procedure will call this method after every
expansion step with any set δ(n) of new closing instantiations coming from a
new complementary pair i.e.
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goal.sink.put(unif(φ, ψ) \ cl0(n))

We shall see further down how cl0(n) is extracted from the data structures.
There are two kinds of objects that act as sinks. One is the RootSink, which

will receive δ(root). This contains a flag closable that records whether a non-
empty set of instantiations has yet been received:
RootSink::put(S) is

if S nonempty then
closable := true

end
end

The other kind of sink is provided by Merger objects which correspond to
the splits in the tableau and are responsible for calculating the intersections
δ(n) = δ(n′) ∩ cl0(n′′).

The structure of a Merger is shown in the following diagram:

outδ(n)

B B

other

left
MergerSink

right
MergerSink

Merger

δ(n′) δ(n′′)

It consists of two MergerSink objects, one to receive δ(n′) and one for δ(n′′). The
current set cl(n′), resp. cl(n′′) is stored in a buffer B in the corresponding input
sink. Furthermore there is a reference out to an output sink, to which δ(n) will
be passed on. The two sinks are mutually connected by an association other, so
they can access each others buffers via other.B. Accordingly, the put method of
the MergerSink object works as follows:
MergerSink::put(S) is

J := S ∩ other.B // δ(n) = δ(n′) ∩ cl0(n′′)
B := B ∪ // cl(n) = cl0(n) ∩ δ(n)
out.put(J)

end
It only remains to see how cl0(n) can be computed to determine δ(n) =

unif(φ, ψ)\cl0(n) for a new closure. There are two cases: If the goal is associated
with the RootSink, cl0(n) must be empty, because the proof would otherwise
be closed already. If it is associated with a MergerSink, this sink contains the
current value of cl0(n) in its buffer B.
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The proof procedure is now changed as follows:

T := initial tableau for S
associate RootSink r with goal of T
while ( not r.closable ) do

if expandable(T) then
select possible expansion of T
expand T
possibly generate new Merger
handle new complementary pair

else
answer ’satisfiable’

end
end
answer ’unsatisfiable’

At the initialization, a RootSink object is associated with the single goal of
the tableau.

In the case of a β-expansion, i.e. a new split in the tableau, the step ‘possibly
generate new Merger’ creates a new Merger object. The buffers B are initialized
with the current value of cl0 of the parent node. The output of the merger object
is sent to the sink s of the parent node, and the new child nodes are associated
with the input sinks of the merger, as shown in the following diagram:

. . . β1 ∨ β2 . . .

s

; . . . β1 ∨ β2 . . .

. . . β1 . . . . . . β2 . . .
B B

s

After the sinks have been updated, the procedure checks for new complemen-
tary pairs introduced by the expansion, calculates δ(n) = unif(φ, ψ) \ cl0(n) for
each of them, and sends δ(n) into the associated sink of the goal.

After all new closing instantiations have been passed to the sinks, the tableau
is closable, if the closable flag of the root sink has been set.

3.2 Representation of Instantiation Sets

We have so far assumed that we can compute with infinite sets of instantia-
tions. To get closer to a concrete implementation, we have to show how these
may be represented with finite data structures. We shall briefly describe the
representations used in the prototypical prover PrInS. (Prover with Instance
Streams—referring to the streams of closing instantiations passed between the
Sink objects.)
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We use syntactic equality constraints to denote sets of instantiations: These
are first-order formulae with equality as only predicate symbol, which are inter-
preted over the free term algebra. A constraint represents the set of instantia-
tions that satisfy it. E.g. unif(p(X, b), p(a, Y )) yields a constraint X ≡ a&Y ≡ b,
that is satisfied by all instantiations that map X to a and Y to b. As usual for
unification, these constraints are kept in a ‘solved form’, that makes it easy to
determine their satisfiability. The intersection of sets of instantiations required
in the Mergers corresponds to the conjunction of constraints. In the updates of
the MergerSinks’ buffers B, set union is required which could be represented as
disjunction of constraints. There is however no need to handle arbitrary dis-
junctive constraints: The buffers B can be implemented as lists of conjunctive
constraints. The put method then looks as follows:

MergerSink::put(C) is
foreach D in other.B do

J := C & D
if J satisfiable then
out.put(J)
end

end
add C to B

end
The constraints passed into the put methods are then purely conjunctive.
Finally, the set difference operation can be modeled either by taking negation

into the constraint language, or by introducing subsumption checks at various
places. We will not elaborate this here. See e.g. [Com91] for a survey on syntactic
constraint solving methods.

4 Refinements

The Incremental Closure approach has the desirable property that it can eas-
ily be refined in a number of ways. We stress this point, because incremental
closure is surely not the answer to all problems in automated theorem proving.
It is therefore important to see how this new technique can be combined with
successful existing approaches.

This section presents a number of possible refinements. While some of them
are particular to the incremental closure technique, many are adaptations of
refinements known from backtracking procedures.

4.1 Restriction of Instantiation Domains

On the abstract level, instead of passing instantiations for all free variables
through the sink structure, it is possible to define the method to work with
instantiations of only the free variables actually present at a certain tableau
node.
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For instance, in the following tableau:3

...
∀u, v.p(X,u, v) ∨ q(u, v, Y )

p(X,U, V ) ∨ q(U, V, Y )

p(X,U, V ) q(U, V, Y )

assume that the left branch may be closed for instantiations satisfying X ≡ U ,
and the right branch for U ≡ Y . The Merger corresponding to the split will find
that both branches are closable withX ≡ U&U ≡ Y . But U does not exist in the
tableau above the γ-expansion, so this sub-tableau can be considered closable
for all instantiations satisfying X ≡ Y .

In terms of constraints, the restriction to a subset of occurring variables
corresponds to existential quantification: X ≡ Y is equivalent to ∃U, V.X ≡
U & U ≡ Y . This variation may be implemented by introducing a new kind of
Sink object at every γ-expansion that computes the domain restriction.

This modification has several advantages:

– As in the example above, the existentially quantified constraints can often
be simplified. Thus, they consume less space in the buffers B.

– Assume that a new combination of complementary literals leads to X ≡
V & V ≡ Y in the example. This would have to be handled separately in
the original version, but domain restriction leads to X ≡ Y as above. A
subsumption check can be used to avoid further redundant computations.

4.2 Delete Propositionally Closable Branches

It occasionally happens that a sub-tableau is closable under any instantiation.
This is the case in proofs of propositional formulae, where no free variables
are required at all, but it can also happen with first-order formulae if there is
a complementary pair that is unifiable without any further instantiation. It is
useless to expand that part of the tableau any further, because no more closing
instantiations can be found. The sub-tableau is called propositionally closable.

In the implementation using constraints, this corresponds to a constraint
(equivalent to) true being passed through the sink structure. If this is detected,
the corresponding goals and the Sink structure may be deleted to reduce memory
consumption.

4.3 Using Buffers for Goal Selection

So far, the Sink structure built during a proof has only been used to check
whether the tableau is closable. It turns out that it can also be useful for goal
selection, i.e. deciding on which goal the next expansion step should take place.
3 We shall adopt a more familiar and compact notation for tableaux here and in the

sequel, by writing only the newly introduced formulae of each goal.
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The buffers B contain representations of the closing instantiation for sub-
tableaux. If, for instance, one subtree of a node has no closing instantiation yet,
while the other does, expansions should take place in the first subtree, until at
least one closing instantiation has also been found there. It is also possible to
use the size of the buffers or of the constraints they contain for heuristics that
tend to expand branches that seem harder to close.

4.4 Pruning

Pruning (see e.g. [BH98,BFN96]) is an important technique known from back-
tracking procedures that can reduce the search space dramatically: The prover
keeps track of the ancestry of formulae, i.e. the set of formulae in the tableau
which were used to derive it.4 If a branch is closed by unifying a particular
complementary pair φ,¬ψ, the prover examines the β-expansions that occurred
earlier on the branch. If for a particular expansion, neither the ancestry of φ,
nor that of ¬ψ contains the sub-formula β1/2 introduced by the expansion, then
the closure would have been possible without that expansion. Consequently, the
expansion can be removed a posteriori, saving the work of closing the other
branch introduced by it. Of course, the decision for that particular complemen-
tary pair might be revised in a backtracking step, and then the expansion has
to be reintroduced.

We will now see how the pruning technique can be adapted to the incremental
closure approach. We record for each formula an ancestry of β-expansions on
which it depends. We can use references to the Merger objects for this, as there is
exactly one of these for each β-expansion. In the abstract view of the procedure,
we now compute with sets of pairs (σ, h) of instantiations with ancestries, instead
of just sets of instantiations. We have to redefine the operations unif, ∩, ∪ and
\ to work with sets of such pairs. In particular, the ∩ operation in the Merger
has to combine the histories of instantiations.

The ‘pruning’ takes place, when a Merger m receives an instantiation that
does not have m in its ancestry: it can pass such an instantiation to the output
sink independently of the contents of the buffer of the other branch:
MergerSink::put(S) is

P := {(σ, h) ∈ S | this Merger 6∈ h}
out.put(P)
S := S \ P;
J := S ∩ other.B
B := B ∪ S
out.put(J)

end
As the complementary pair that led to this closing instantiation might not be

the one that is ultimately needed to close the proof, the other branch may not, in
general, be deleted. But the gain of passing a closing instantiation further up the
Sink structure turns out to be very important in practice. Of course, in the case
4 Actually, it suffices to record only the β-subformulae introduced by β-expansions.
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of a propositional closure, it is even possible to delete the whole sub-tableau,
giving an even greater advantage.

4.5 Constraints

A wide range of refinements and variations of the incremental closure method
becomes possible if the prover is modified to work with constrained formulae. A
constrained formula is a pair φ � C of a formula φ and a constraint C. The
meaning of this is that φ may be used to close a branch only if the instantiation
of the free variables of the tableau satisfies the constraint. Constrained formulae
may be used to port tableau rules that normally require an instantiation to the
incremental closure method, and also for restrictions of the search procedure
that limit the permissible instantiations in some way.

Rules introducing constraints. In [Gie00a], a simplification rule using con-
straints was presented. Consider for instance a tableau branch containing the
formulae

(1) : ∀y.(q(y) ∧ p(X))
(2) : p(a)

In a backtracking framework, (1) could be simplified with (2), by instantiating X
with a, then replacing the occurrence of p(X) by true, and finally rewriting the
formula to ∀y.q(y). The original, unsimplified formula (1) could be discarded.
It would however be necessary to backtrack over the instantiation of X. Using
constraints, one would not perform the instantiation explicitly; instead one would
derive the constrained formula

(3) : ∀y.q(y) � X ≡ a

and replace the original formula by

(4) : ∀y.(q(y) ∧ p(X)) � X 6≡ a ,

using the constraint to keep track of the fact, that for instantiations with X ≡ a,
formula (3) should be used instead of (4).

This approach blends perfectly with the incremental closure method. Only
one change is needed: When a new complementary pair φ � C, ¬ψ � D is found,
the constraints of the formulae have to be added to the unification constraint.
One defines:

unif(φ � C,ψ � D) := unif(φ, ψ) & C &D .

The same approach can be used to build an incremental closure version of
hyper tableaux ([Bau98]) with (rigid) free variables: For a hyper tableau rule

p(a) → q(y) ∨ r(y)
and a literal p(X), one can produce an expanded tableau
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...
p(X)

q(Y ) � X ≡ a r(Y ) � X ≡ a

where Y is a new free variable.

Another use for constrained formulae is equality handling: In [NR01], Sect. 5,
Nieuwenhuis and Rubio point out the importance of using ordering constraints
to reduce the search space in automated equality reasoning, and [Bec94] presents
a constraint based method for equality handling in tableaux that can be neatly
integrated with the incremental closure approach.

To use ordering constraints, one simply has to extend the constraint language
to contain an ordering predicate ≺ in addition to the syntactic equality ≡. The
semantics of constraints is given by fixing the interpretation of this predicate to
some suitable reduction ordering.

Restrictions introducing constraints. Constraints can also be introduced
to adapt certain proof search restrictions from backtracking procedures, in a
similar way to what is described in [LS01], Sect. 8.

One example is regularity. In its simplest form, the regularity condition re-
quires that no rule is applied that introduces a formula on a branch that already
occurs on it. While this is easy to enforce for the (purely academic) case of ground
tableaux, it requires a certain effort when free variables are used, because two
formulae might become equal through an instantiation.

In the incremental closure framework, constraints can be used to ensure reg-
ularity. A goal containing p(a) and p(X) ∨ q(X) might be expanded thus:

p(a)

p(X) ∨ q(X)

p(X) � X 6≡ a q(X) � X 6≡ a

Then, if the instantiation X ≡ a ultimately does lead to a proof of, say, the
left branch, the ancestry of that instantiation cannot contain this β-split, so the
pruning mechanism will take care that the redundant splitting expansion does
no harm.

5 Experimental Results

In this section we shall quote some results obtained with an experimental im-
plementation of the iterative closure procedure.

To cleanly separate the effects of incremental closure from those of various
refinements, the technique was tested with a very simple implementation: No re-
finements like pruning or simplification were employed. Only the goal selection
strategy from Sect. 4.3 was used. Formulae in goals are kept in a list and the
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first formula in this list is used for expansion. On the other hand, an equally
simple backtracking prover was implemented using the same data-structures.
Iterative deepening was applied on the number of γ-expansions per branch.
The proof search of this backtracking prover is practically identical to that of
leanTAP [BP94].

Comparing the two provers on some simple probelms (harder problems re-
quire refinements in both cases) shows that the incremental closure prover is
nearly always faster. The difference is particularly noticeable in cases that re-
quire heavy backtracking, i.e. where many complementary pairs are found that
do not lead to a proof. This is the case, e.g. in SYN054+1 from the TPTP library,
where the backtracking procedure requires 14317 rule applications and 37817
unifications versus 151 rule applications and 680 unifications with incremental
closure. The problem family p(c) ∧ ¬p(fn(c)) ∧ ∀x.(p(x) → p(f(x))) also shows
this phenomenon very clearly, because there are many possible closures, and
only few of them are correct for a low depth limit. For n = 15, the backtracking
prover performs over 300,000 rule applications and over 1,000,000 unifications,
while the incremental closure procedure requires 32 rule applications and 133
unifications.

The current implementation incorporates most of the refinements given in
Sect. 4. It proves 161 of the 237 full-first-order theorems without equality in
TPTP v.2.3.0, one of which, SYN067+1, is rated 0.67.

One would expect the described procedure to give rise to memory problems.
But with resource limits of 300 s CPU and 160 MB heap, only about 30% of the
failures were due to lack of memory. We hope to further reduce this amount by
implementing more powerful rules and a better goal selection strategy, leading
to shorter proofs. The idea is that without backtracking, one can afford to spend
more time on individual rule applications, as these do not need to be repeated.

6 Conclusion, Related Work, and Future Research

We have presented an approach to eliminate backtracking from a proof procedure
for free variable tableaux. It is built around the idea of incrementally computing
instantiations that close sub-tableaux until one global instantiation is found
that closes the whole tableau. We have demonstrated that this technique allows
various refinements to be incorporated in the calculus and the procedure. Finally
we have given some experimental results obtained by comparing the approach
with a backtracking solution.

A similar approach has independently been described by B. Konev and T. Je-
belean in [KJ00]. However, they hardly consider possibilies for refinements.

Further work includes experiments with integrated equality handling, search
for specialized data structures, e.g. for the buffers B, better goal selection strate-
gies and adaptations of further refinements from backtracking procedures. It
might also be interesting to experiment with a parallelized implementation.
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Abstract. We present a polynomial translation of dag sequent proofs
into tree sequent proofs for first-order classical and intuitionistic logic.
The basic idea is to interpret a reference in a dag proof as a lemma
application, which is then simulated using an application of the cut rule.
The result of this translation is a tree proof with cuts, which are only
applied in order to “factorize” identical subproofs. We illustrate a central
application of the presented cut-based translation, that is automated
extraction of modular programs from first-order intuitionistic proofs.

1 Introduction

Sequent calculi are the common proof systems in interactive proof assistants,
and are widely used to present machine found proofs in a way comprehensi-
ble by humans. Integrating an efficient automated deduction system for proving
suitable subproblems, e.g., first-order intuitionistic formulae, into these proof as-
sistants is a non-trivial task, because their underlying calculi are not suited for
automated proof search. Automated deduction systems are typically based on
redundancy-reduced calculi, like various kinds of connection and tableau calculi,
special forms of (prefixed) sequent systems, or resolution. Consequently, auto-
matically generated proofs have to be translated back into the underlying calculi
of the proof assistants.

Automated proof search in sequent systems, however, can be performed
in two directions: either from the end sequent towards the axioms (backward
search), or from the axioms towards the end sequent (forward search). Although
a naive implementation of forward proof search is hardly efficient, the picture
changes if we respect the subformula property: Only such inferences are applica-
ble which introduce a subformula of the formula to be proven into the sequent.
Forward search in sequent calculi is often called inverse because it works in
the inverse direction compared to the more usual backward search procedure.
Many “inverse calculi” for different logics have been developed in the past by
Maslov, Mints, Voronkov, Tammet and others (see [17] or [6] for further details
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and references). These calculi are well-suited for proof search because derived
sequents can be used more than once as premises and thus, allow compact proof
representations.

The proofs resulting from inverse proof calculi are essentially sequent proofs
in dag form (dag = directed acyclic graph). In a dag sequent proof, every sequent
that occurs identically multiple times is only proven once. The remaining non-
proven occurrences of the sequent receive a reference to this proof in a way, such
that the proof tree combined with all the references induces a directed acyclic
graph. From this viewpoint, dag sequent proofs are closely related to the proof
calculi underlying the interactive proof systems. However, these calculi are often
based on a tree format for sequent proofs, which prevents a direct interpretation
of the dag proofs by these systems. In order to integrate forward-directed proof
search procedures into interactive proof assistants, one has to transform the
resulting dag sequent proofs into tree sequent proofs.

In this paper, we present a polynomial-time computable translation of dag
sequent proofs (even with cuts) into tree sequent proofs for first-order classical
and intuitionistic logic. For this, we develop a general procedure which works
uniformly for proofs in Gentzen-like sequent calculi LK and LJ [12] as well
as in a multiple-conclusioned intuitionistic sequent calculus LJmc according to
Fitting [11]. Our transformation is based on a simulation of dag proofs within
the corresponding (tree) sequent calculi plus the cut rule. Each reference in a
dag proof is interpreted as a lemma application, where the proof of the lemma
occurs at the identical sequent the reference points to. The simulation can be
described as follows: The sequent at the reference is encoded into a first-order
formula, the formula image of the sequent, and introduced with an application
of the cut rule. The lemma proof from the dag proof is used to prove the formula
image. At the original references in the dag proof, we unfold the formula image
of the identical sequent and thus, prove each reference with a short tree proof.
The repeated process of cut introduction, unfolding formula images, and adding
short proofs for references in the dag proof eventually leads to a tree proof. No
additional search is involved, since the references in the dag proof indicate which
sequents are subject to cut introduction. Moreover, the size of the resulting tree
proof increases at most polynomially with respect to the size of the original dag
proof.

We illustrate a main application of the presented cut-based translation,
i.e. automated extraction of modular programs from intuitionistic sequent proofs.
For this, we use the fact that the program extracted from an application of the
cut rule can be interpreted as a procedure call. In our transformation, a cut is in-
troduced to “factorize” subproofs of identical sequents in the original dag proof.
If we regard the program extracted from this subproof as a procedure, its factor-
ization using the cut rule realizes a (main) program which calls the procedure.
When supporting interactive proof assistants with automated theorem provers
for first-order intuitionistic logic (e.g., [19]), the design of the resulting programs
strongly depends on the way the machine-found proofs are translated into the
proof calculi of the systems. Standard cut-based transformations [15,4,18] on the
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one hand result in “unintuitive” programs with respect to the original specifica-
tion, i.e. the formula to be proved valid. This is due to the fact that the cut rule
is applied locally in order to overcome certain divergences between proof calculi.
Permutation-based translations on the other hand may cause extensive dupli-
cations of subproofs [9,10], which means that the extracted programs contain
identical code fragments multiple times. In contrast to that, our transformation
produces “intuitive” programs, i.e. modular programs without duplications of
identical code fragments, since the cut-rule is used as a procedural programming
concept.

Section 2 introduces basic concepts and proof calculi we are using. In Sec-
tion 3, we present and prove the polynomial transformation from dag sequent
proofs to tree proofs with cuts. We show how our translation realizes the con-
struction of procedural programs from proofs (Section 4). The conclusion con-
tains a discussion of related work and some remarks on extensions of the trans-
lation method to other non-classical logics.

2 Definition and Notations

Throughout this paper, we use a first-order language consisting of variables,
constants, function symbols, predicate symbols, logical connectives, quantifiers
and punctuation symbols. Terms and formulae are defined according to the usual
formation rules. For a first-order formula F , let FV(F ) denote the set of all free
variables in F .

Sequent calculi. A sequent S is an ordered pair of the form Γ ` ∆,
where Γ, ∆ are finite multisets of first-order formulae. Γ is the antecedent
of S and ∆ is the succedent of S. The semantical meaning of a sequent
T ≡ A1, . . . , An ` B1, . . . , Bm is the same as the semantical meaning of the
formula FT ≡ (

∧n
i=1 Ai) → (

∨m
i=1 Bi). The set of free variables for a sequent T

is defined as FV(T ) = FV(FT ).
The formula image ι(T ) of a sequent T is defined as ι(T ) ≡ ∀c1 . . .∀ck. FT ,

where FV(T ) = {c1, . . . , ck}. Sometimes, we use the schema ∀k(Γ∧
n → ∆∨

m) to
abbreviate ι(T ), where Γ∧

n ≡ ∧n
i=1 Ai and ∆∨

m ≡ ∨m
i=1 Bi.

As proof systems, we consider the cut-free classical sequent calculus LK as
well as the two intuitionistic sequent calculi LJmc and LJ . The calculus LK is
depicted on the left hand side in Fig. 1. We consider negation as defined, e.g.,
¬A is A → ⊥, and use an additional ⊥-axiom.

Structural rules such as contraction and weakening are not necessary for
completeness of the above calculi, i.e. we use implicit contraction in the rules
∀l,∃r, and →l. We have added the weakening rules, since they are convenient
for proof translations and allow shorter proofs (even in the propositional case)
if dag proofs are considered [8].

The main difference between the intuitionistic sequent calculi LJmc and
LJ is given by the fact that LJ sequents are restricted to at most one succedent
formula whereas LJmc sequents are not. For LJmc, we replace the rules →r, ∀r,
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Fig. 1. The sequent calculi LK, LJmc, and LJ .

and →l with the rules shown on top of the right hand side in Fig. 1. For LJ , we
replace the rules ∨r, ∃r, and →l with the rules shown at the bottom of the right
hand side in Fig. 1. Furthermore, |∆| = 0 must hold for the ax. rule as well as
for the remaining right (r) rules. For the rule ⊥ax. and all left (l) rules, it must
hold |∆| ≤ 1.

We will also consider LK, LJmc, and LJ extended by the following cut rule

Γ ` A, ∆′ Γ, A ` ∆

Γ ` ∆
cut

where ∆ = ∆′ for LK and LJmc. For LJ , we have |∆| ≤ 1 and ∆′ = ∅. The
resulting calculi are denoted by LK+cut , LJmc+cut , and LJ +cut , respectively.
We use LX and LX+cut if we speak about properties that hold for all three
sequent calculi above.

Sequent proofs. We distinguish between sequent proofs with trees as the un-
derlying structure and proofs with rooted directed acyclic graphs (dags). The for-
mer ones are more common whereas the latter ones allow more compact proofs.

A tree proof of a sequent E in each calculus LX is a finite (rooted and
directed) tree with its nodes labeled with sequents such that the leaf nodes
are labeled with axioms and the label of each non-leaf node is obtained from the
label(s) of its successor node(s) by an application of a rule from LX . The sequent
E labeled at the root is called the end sequent. We say that an end sequent E
is proven from a set A of sequents if A does not contain any axioms and there
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is a tree proof of E such that the sequents associated with the leaves of the tree
are either axioms or elements from A.

Dag proofs are considered as a special form of tree proofs.

Definition 1. Let α be a tree proof of an end sequent E from A = {A1, . . . , Al}
in a calculus LX , such that each Ai occurs at least twice in α. Then α is a dag
proof of E, if the following conditions are satisfied:

1. There is a permutation π of 1, . . . , l and a sequence of tree proofs
απ(1), . . . , απ(l) of end sequents Aπ(1), . . . , Aπ(l) such that

a) απ(1) is a tree proof of Aπ(1) from ∅;
b) απ(k) (1 < k ≤ l) is a tree proof of Aπ(k) from {Aπ(1), . . . , Aπ(k−1)};

2. each tree proof απ(i) (i ∈ {1, . . . , l}) occurs exactly once in α.

Let A(α) denote the set A associated with α. We call α a proper dag proof if
A(α) 6= ∅.

It is immediately apparent that the graph induced by the construction in Defini-
tion 1 is acyclic. For each Ai (with possibly more than two occurrence in the dag
proof), exactly one proof is present. The single occurrence of Ai with a proof is
called a reference sequent; its proof is called reference proof. All occurrences of
Ai without a proof are called references (to the reference sequent).

Example 1. Consider the formula F2 ≡ A2 ∧ O0 ∧ O1 ∧ O2 → C, where

Oi ≡
{

A0 → C if i = 0,
Ai → (Ai−1 ∨ C) ∨ Ai−1 if i = 1, 2,

and A0, A1, A2, C are atoms. A dag proof αd for F2 in the calculus LJ is depicted
in Fig. 2. The set A consists of the sequents S1 ≡ O0, O1, A1 ` C and S2 ≡
O0, A0 ` C. The proofs for the two reference sequents S1 and S2 are abbreviated
by PS1 and PS2 . The two framed sequent occurrences in αd refer to S1 and S2
(gray boxes), respectively, and thus, avoid the duplication of the proofs PS1 and
PS2 in αd.

Finally, we define two complexity measures for tree and dag proofs. Let α
be a sequent proof in LX . The length of α is defined by the number of sequent
occurrences in α, written as seq (α). The size of α is defined by the number of
character occurrences in α, written as size (α).

The following definition of a polynomial simulation is adapted from [7]: A
calculus P1 can polynomially simulate a calculus P2 if there is a polynomial p
such that the following holds: For every proof of a formula (or sequent) F in
P2 of size n, there is a proof of (the translation of) F in P1, whose size is not
greater than p(n).
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Fig. 2. Dag proof αd for F2 from Example 1.

3 Simulating Dag Proofs by Tree Proofs and Cut

We present a general method for translating first-order dag proofs in a calculus
LX into tree proofs with cuts. Furthermore, we show that the size of the resulting
tree proof is polynomial with respect to the size of the given dag proof.

The naive way for such a transformation would be to copy subproofs within
a dag proof until all references have been completely eliminated, yielding the
desired proof in tree format. Obviously, this approach would not be practicable
since it could cause an exponential increase of proof size if the reference structure
in the dag proof occurs in a nested manner. In order to avoid the exponential
size increase in the worst case, we use applications of the cut rule, which take the
formula images ι(D) of the reference sequents D as cut formulae. The following
lemma follows immediately:

Lemma 1. Let S ≡ Γ ` ∆ where Γ ≡ G1, . . . , Gn, ∆ ≡ D1, . . . , Dm, and
FV(S) is {x1, . . . , xk}. Then:

(i) The sequent ` ι(S) is provable from S in LX with n + m + k − 1 sequents.
(ii) Γ, ι(S) ` ∆ is provable in LX with 2 · (m + n) + k − 1 sequents.
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In the next lemma, we construct a tree proof with cuts from a given dag
proof. Since we provide a translation for arbitrary first-order proofs, the number
of sequents in the resulting proof does not only depend on the number of sequents
in the source proof, but also on the term structure and especially on the number
of free variables, which occur in formulae of the source proof. Therefore, it is not
surprising that the number of free variables influences the number of sequents
occurring in the tree proof with cut.

Let αd be a proper dag proof in LX , i.e. A(αd) 6= ∅, and let

mv(αd) = max{|FV(D)| | D ∈ A(αd) is a reference sequent in αd}.

Let fD be the number of formulae in the sequent D and let

mf (αd) = max{fD | D is a sequent in αd}.

For a tree proof α (with A(α) = ∅), we set mv(α) = mf (α) = 0. Finally, let
mp(αd) denote the total number of occurrences of sequents from A(αd) in αd.
Observe that mp(α) = 0 for a tree proof α, and mp(αd) ≥ 2 for a proper dag
proof αd.

We prove that dag proofs with cuts can be translated to tree proofs with cuts
with a polynomial increase of proof size. The use of source proofs with cuts is
more general than it is required for our application.

Lemma 2. Let αd be a dag proof in LX+cut. Then there exists a tree proof α

of the same end sequent in LX+cut with size (α) ≤ 5
2size (αd)5.

Proof. Let αd be a dag proof of the end sequent S ≡ Γ ` ∆ in LX+cut with an
associated set A(αd). We proceed in two steps.

I. We show by induction on the number k = |A(αd)| that

seq (α) ≤ seq (αd) + 2 · k · mp(αd) · (mf (αd) + mv(αd) + k−1
2 ).

II. We estimate size (α) from seq (α) and the size of αd.

I. The induction proof.
Base: k = 0. Then αd is already in tree form, α = αd, A(αd) = ∅, and the
relation on the number of sequents holds trivially.
Induction hypothesis. Assume k > 0 and, for each dag proof αd in LX+cut with
|A(αd)| = k − 1, there is a tree proof α in LX+cut such that

seq (α) ≤ seq (αd) + 2 · (k − 1) · mp(αd) · (mf (αd) + mv(αd) + k−2
2 ).

Step. Consider a dag proof αd
k with k = |A(αd

k)|. Select arbitrarily from A(αd
k) a

sequent Di ≡ Γi ` ∆i (1 ≤ i ≤ k), whose proof is βd
i , such that this proof is not

contained in the proof of any other reference sequent (i.e. select a lower-most
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sequent). Let vDi
denote |FV(Di)| and let pDi

≥ 2 be the number of occurrences
of Di in αd

k. Observe that there are no references to Di within βd
i since a dag

proof does not contain cycles. Cut out the proof βd
i of Di from αd

k such that
only Di remains. Let γd

k denote this intermediate incomplete proof. Extend the
antecedent of each sequent in γd

k by the formula image ι(Di) of Di. Since ι(Di)
is a formula without free variables, no eigenvariable conditions are violated.

Let β̃i be the tree proof of D̃i ≡ Γi, ι(Di) ` ∆i according to Lemma 1 (ii).
Add a copy of β̃i over each occurrence of D̃i in γd

k . For the length of β̃i, we
obtain

seq (β̃i) = 2 · fDi + vDi − 1 < 2 · mf (αd
k) + mv(αd

k).

Next, apply Lemma 1 (i) in order to extend the proof βd
i of Di to a proof

of ` ι(Di). Then we introduce all elements of Γ, ∆′ from the end sequent S by
applications of weakening. Observe that ∆′ is empty in case of LJ +cut , and
∆′ = ∆ for LK+cut and LJmc+cut . This results in the sequent Γ ` ι(Di), ∆′.
For the additional number of sequents a(βd

i ), the following relation holds:

a(βd
i ) ≤ fDi

+ vDi
− 1 + fS ≤ 2 · mf (αd

k) + mv(αd
k) − 1.

Finally, one additional sequent is introduced by the cut rule. Combining the
modified subproofs yields the following proof which we call αd

k−1:

Γ ` ∆

cut

Γ ` ι(Di), ∆′

` ι(Di)

Γi ` ∆i

βd
i

Γ, ι(Di) ` ∆

Γi, ι(Di) ` ∆i

β̃i

Γi, ι(Di) ` ∆i

β̃i

Observe that no new references have been introduced, but all references for Di

have been eliminated and therefore, |A(αd
k−1)| = k − 1. Consequently, pDi ≤

mp(αd
k). Moreover, mp(αd

k−1) < mp(αd
k) and mv(αd

k−1) = mv(αd
k) since no new

free variables have been introduced by our manipulations. For mf (αd
k−1), we

obtain mf (αd
k−1) ≤ mf (αd

k) + 1 because ι(Di) has been added to sequents in
αd

k−1.
Let us estimate the increase of length by the above manipulations resulting

in αd
k−1 from αd

k. From seq (αd
k−1) = seq (αd

k)+pDi ·seq (β̃i)+a(βd
i )+1 and some

calculations, we obtain the estimation

seq (αd
k−1) ≤ seq (αd

k) + 2 · pDi · (mf (αd
k) + mv(αd

k)). (1)

Since |A(αd
k−1)| = k − 1, the induction hypothesis applies. We obtain:
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seq (α) ≤ seq (αd
k−1) + 2 · (k − 1) · mp(αd

k−1) · (mf (αd
k−1) + mv(αd

k−1) + k−2
2 ).

Using (1), pDi
≤ mp(αd

k), mp(αd
k−1) < mp(αd

k), mf (αd
k−1) ≤ mf (αd

k) + 1, and
mv(αd

k−1) = mv(αd
k), the induction proof concludes as follows:

seq (α) ≤ seq (αd
k) + 2 · mp(αd

k) · (mf (αd
k) + mv(αd

k)) +
2 · (k − 1) · mp(αd

k) · (mf (αd
k) + 1 + mv(αd

k) + k−2
2 )

= seq (αd
k) + 2 · k · mp(αd

k) · (mf (αd
k) + mv(αd

k) + k−1
2 ).

II. The estimation of size (α).
Let us simplify some parameters from the above inequality. We can replace 2 · k
by seq (αd

k) because, for each reference sequent, at least one additional reference
must occur in αd

k. With mp(αd
k) ≤ seq (αd

k), we calculate

seq (α) ≤ seq (αd
k)

2 · (mf (αd
k) + mv(αd

k) + k+1
2 ).

The size of any sequent in α is bounded by (k + 1) · size (αd
k) because k

additional formula images occur in any sequent, each of these images has size
≤ size (αd

k) and the original part of the sequent has size ≤ size (αd
k). Therefore,

size (α) ≤ (k + 1) · size (αd
k) · seq (α). With seq (αd

k), (k + 1), mf (αd
k), mv(αd

k) ≤
size (αd

k), we obtain size (α) ≤ 5
2 · size (αd

k)
5
. ut

From the constructive proof of Lemma 2, we can derive a recursive
polynomial-time procedure which translates a given dag proof in LX into a tree
proof in LX+cut . In particular, no additional search is involved since the refer-
ence sequents in the dag proof completely guide the process of cut introduction.
The estimation of the increase of proof size is rather generous; in most prac-
tical cases, the increase is much less than the worst-case bound. The resulting
tree proof can then be interpreted directly by an interactive proof assistant. We
conclude with

Theorem 1. Tree LX+cut polynomially simulates dag LX+cut.

Refinements of the translation. So far, we have presented a general method
to translate arbitrary first-order dag proofs in LX into tree proofs with cuts. It is
also possible to introduce the cuts locally and not necessarily immediately above
the end sequent of the proof. The cuts are introduced where they are needed,
avoiding the extension of each sequent in the whole proof with all formula images.
This results in a tree proof with an improved structure.

The local introduction of cuts works as follows: From a given dag proof of
Φ ` Ψ in LX , we first select an arbitrary reference sequent Di ≡ Γi ` ∆i.
Then, we search the top-most sequent T ≡ Γ ` ∆ such that all occurrences of
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Di are within the proof of T . The cut rule is now introduced directly above T
such that T becomes the conclusion of the cut. The sequents Γ ` ι(Di), ∆′ and
Γi, ι(Di) ` ∆i are proven in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 2. Then,
the following proof corresponds to αd

k−1 in the proof of Lemma 2, where ∆′ = ∅
in LJ +cut and ∆′ = ∆ in LJmc+cut and LK+cut :

Φ ` Ψ

Γ ` ∆

cut
Γ ` ι(Di), ∆′

` ι(Di)

Γi ` ∆i

βd
i

Γ, ι(Di) ` ∆

Γi, ι(Di) ` ∆i

β̃i

Γi, ι(Di) ` ∆i

β̃i

The following example illustrates this local cut introduction in the calculus
LJ +cut .

Example 2. We apply the translation to the LJ dag proof αd (Fig. 2) for the
formula F2 from Example 1. For the two reference sequents S1, S2, we obtain
as cut formulae the formula images ι(S1) ≡ O0 ∧ O1 ∧ A1 → C and ι(S2) ≡
O0 ∧ A0 → C. The resulting replacements leading to a tree proof α in LJ +cut
are shown in Fig. 3. The subproof starts with the sequent T1 ≡ ΓT1 ` C below
the first cut introduction, where ΓT1 ≡ O0, O1, (A1 ∨ C) ∨ A1. The second cut
introduction takes place above the sequent T2 ≡ ΓT2 ` C in cut proof 1 , where
ΓT2 ≡ O0, (A0∨C)∨A0 (gray boxes in Fig. 3). The cut proof α can be completed
by copying the first 7 inferences (starting from the end sequent) from the dag
proof αd in Fig. 2.

4 Cuts and the Structure of Programs

A central application for intuitionistic logic is the extraction of programs from
proofs. Constructive program synthesis relies on the parallel process of program
construction and program verification. Formalizing a logical specification within
a constructive logic, e.g., Intuitionistic Type Theory (ITT) [16], this specifica-
tion “formula” will first be proven valid using a sequent calculus for ITT. More
precisely, one finds a constructive proof for the existence of a function f which
maps input elements to output elements of the specified program. Then, in a
second step, f will be extracted from the computational content of the proof
according to the “proofs-as-programs” paradigm [2]. Hence, f forms a correctly
verified program term with respect to the given specification. The whole process
is performed interactively within an constructive program development systems,
for example, the NuPRL system [3,1].
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Fig. 3. The resulting tree proof α with cuts from Example 2.
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Fig. 4. The calculus LJ with extract term annotations.

Logic and type theory. Whereas ITT is designed as a higher-order logic in
order to express all kinds of reasoning about programs and mathematics, its first-
order fragment corresponds to first-order intuitionistic logic. According to the
“formulas-as-types paradigm” [13], every (intuitionistic) formula corresponds to
a type. Elements of these types can be constructed by proving the corresponding
formulae in LJ using the “Curry-Howard-isomorphism” [5,20].

In order to model this process within the calculus LJ , we need to provide
two kinds of modifications. First, every calculus rule will be annotated with some
term pattern for program (term) extraction. For instance, the ∧r rule will look
like

Γ ` A bext ac Γ ` B bext bc
Γ ` A ∧ B bext 〈a,b〉c

∧r

and is interpreted as follows: If term a can be extracted from the proof for Γ ` A,
that is, a has been constructed as an element of data type A, and term b can be
extracted from the proof for Γ ` B, then the pair 〈a,b〉 will be extracted from
Γ ` A ∧ B.

For the second modification to integrate program extraction into LJ , we have
to represent type elements as part of sequents. Every free (first-order) variable
in a sequent S ≡ Γ ` C has to be declared in the hypotheses Γ . That means,
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the variable denotes an (object) parameter which has already been constructed
during the proof. For simplicity, we assume a general object type T for all first-
order variables and parameters, i.e. we do not consider multi-typed first-order
logic. Then, a parameter declaration is an expression of the form c : T , where
c is a first-order parameter and T is our general object type. Moreover, every
formula F in Γ interpreted as a type is part of a declaration and thus, declares
an (object) variable z of type F . Hence, a formula declaration is an expression
of the form z : F , where z is a variable and F is a (first-order) formula.

We redefine a sequent as an ordered pair Γ ` C, where C is a formula
and Γ is a set of parameter and formula declarations, where all objects are
pairwisely distinct. Let S ≡ Γ ` C be a sequent with the free variables FV(S) =
{c1, . . . , cm}, and let x1 : S1, x2 : S2, . . . , xn : Sn be the formula declarations in
Γ . Then, the closed sequent Sc of S is defined as

Sc ≡ c1 : T, . . . , cm : T, x1 : S1, x2 : S2, . . . , xn : Sn ` C.

The set {c1, . . . , cm} is also called the set of declared parameters in Sc. In the
following, we assume exclusively closed sequents in sequent proofs. For this, we
will use “sequent” instead of “closed sequent” when it is clear from the context.

The modifications in LJ take place at the quantifier rules. First-order for-
mulae of the form Qx. F will be extended by the object type to Qx : T. F , for
Q ∈{∀,∃}. The rules ∃l x′ and ∀r x′ add a new declaration x′ : T to Γ for the
introduced eigenvariable x′. The rules ∃r t and ∀l t have to respect the decla-
ration condition: All free variables in t must already have been declared in Γ .
That is, all (first-order) objects must have been constructed in the proof before
using them for quantifier instantiations.

The complete sequent calculi LJ and LJ +cut with declarations and extract
term annotations are shown in Fig. 4. We use the λ-calculus as “programming”
language for the extract terms. The syntax used in Fig. 4 is for improving read-
ability only. It is derived from the programming language ML and corresponds to
the standard display form in the NuPRL system [1]. An actual program construc-
tion from a closed sequent Γ ` C works as follows: First, we prove the validity
of Γ ` C. Then, we extract the program term by stepwise instantiation of the
annotated term patterns at each applied inference rule in the proof (starting
from the axiom rules).

Extracting procedural programs from LJ +cut proofs. The cut-based
transformation from Section 3 converts a dag proof αd in LJ into a tree proof α
in LJ +cut . The proof α can be transformed easily into a proof for the extended
calculus LJ with closed sequents, containing formula and parameter declara-
tions. Then, program extraction can be performed using the appropriate term
annotations at the inference rules. 1 In particular, a modular structured program
1 As pointed out by a referee, formulations of sequent calculi are computationally sen-

sitive. The use of multisets and implicit contraction in LJ from Section 2 suppresses
computational anomalies when switching to the annotated calculus in Fig. 4 (see
[21,23] for details).
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Table 1. Formula declarations for subformulae and cut formulae of Example 3.

can be automatically synthesized from the sequent proof by taking advantage of
the introduced cut rules.

In our transformation, a cut rule will only be applied in order to factorize
subproofs of identical sequents. That is, a cut introduction provides a proof for
(the formula image of) a certain sequent S, whereas the cut applications “apply”
this proof whenever an identical sequent S occurs in the remaining proof. As this
process is known as lemma application in proof theory, it can be transferred to
procedural programming concepts on the side of program extraction. Consider
the cut rule with its extract terms:

Γ ` T bext sc Γ, x : T ` C bext tc
Γ ` C bext (λx.t)sc

cut x T

In the resulting program (λx.t) s, the term s is extracted from the proof of
the cut formula (lemma) T and thus, s represents a procedure. Instead of re-
peating the code for s within the (main) program t at every occurrence of x,
the abstraction λx.t avoids duplication. Program evaluation, for instance in
the NuPRL system, is based on lazy evaluation. In our case, β-reduction is first
applied to (λx.t) s. Then, lazy evaluation proceeds on the result t[x\s]. Thus,
every occurrence of x in t simulates a call-by-name of the procedure s (see [3]
for details). From this viewpoint, our cut-based proof transformation allows the
automatic generation of procedural and hence, short programs with the effect
that the procedures will not be unfolded before runtime.

Example 3. Reconsider the cut proof for F2 from Example 2, as shown in Fig. 3
together with the first 7 inferences (starting from the end sequent) of Fig. 2.
We now develop the extract term for this proof by using the annotated sequent
calculus from Fig. 4. The formula declarations for the subformulae of F2 as well
as for the two cut formulae ι(S1) and ι(S2) are shown in Table 1. The resulting
program terms extracted from the proof fragments of Fig. 3 and Fig. 2 are
depicted in Table 2. The procedures in the final program term are the two cut
proofs cp1 and cp2, where cp2 occurs within cp1 due to the local introduction
of cuts in our refined translation. The two cut introductions are represented
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Table 2. Procedural program terms extracted from the cut proof of Example 3.

by the subterms cut1 and cut2, respectively. The λ-abstraction in cut1 avoids
duplication of the code for cp1 (two gray boxes), i.e. replacing the function
variable pfS1

in the subterm ca1 with cp1 (see gray box in cut application 1 ).
Similarly, the λ-abstraction in cut2 avoids duplication of the code for cp2. Since
cut2 occurs within the procedure cp1, the two cut introductions prevent the code
for cp2 to be copied four times, two times in each copy of cp1, and thus, yield a
procedural and short program.

5 Conclusion, Related and Future Work

We have established a polynomial simulation of dag proofs by tree proofs with
cuts for classical and intuitionistic sequent calculi. This simulation leads to a
polyomial-time computable translation procedure which is used to integrate
forward-directed automated theorem provers into interactive proof development
systems based on the usual classical and intuitionistic sequent calculi (in tree
form). The outputs of these theorem provers correspond directly to sequent
proofs in dag form and thus, guide the translation without involving any addi-
tional search. We have presented a central application of our translation, namely
the generation of modular programs from first-order intuitionistic proofs. Here,
the introduction of cuts is interpreted as a procedural programming concept with
a call-by-name of the procedures when evaluating the resulting programs.
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A completely different approach for translating dag proofs into tree proofs
with cuts in classical and intuitionistic propositional sequent systems can be
found in [14]. Letz’ transformation is based on the idea to simulate the applica-
tions of inference rules by valid rule sequents and cuts. Take ∨l as an example.
The premises of this rule are S1 and S2, respectively, and the conclusion is S.
Then the rule sequent for ∨l has the form R ≡ ι(S1), ι(S2) ` ι(S). The simulation
starts with the last inference in the dag proof and proceeds in a backward man-
ner. Applications of rules are simulated by cuts and multiple occurrences of the
same subproof can be eliminated by contraction. The sketched approach fails for
full first-order logic because the rule sequents for quantifiers with eigenvariable
conditions are not valid.

In the future, we plan to implement our translation procedure for the in-
tegration of forward-directed proof procedures into interactive proof assistants.
Furthermore, we will investigate the question whether this translation schema
can be generalized and applied to other non-classical logics and proof calculi as
well. For many modal sequent calculi, cut formulae in the antecedent must be
“protected” from destructive effects of inferences rules. Consider for example the
2r rule in a sequent calculus for the modal logic S4, shown on the left hand side
below, where Γ ∗ = {2B|2B ∈Γ} and ∆∗ = {3B|3B ∈∆}. In order to avoid
the deletion of the cut formula by an application of 2r, one has to protect the
cut formula by 2.

Γ ∗ ` F, ∆∗

Γ ` 2F, ∆
2r

Γ, ι(S), ∀k(Γ ∧
n → ∆∨

m) ` ∆

Γ, ι(S) ` ∆
2l

The formula image ι(S) for a sequent S ≡ Γ ` ∆ is then of the form 2∀k(Γ∧
n →

∆∨
m). The proof of the sequent Γ, ι(S) ` ∆ ends with an application of the 2l

rule (see right hand side above). For sequent calculi for S4, a modified translation
schema exists. We will investigate the applicability of the translation schema to
other kinds of non-classical logics with classical as well as intuitionistic logic as
basis.
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Abstract. We propose a new method for using recurrent schematiza-
tions in Theorem Proving. We provide techniques for detecting cycles in
proofs (via proof generalization), and we show how to take advantage
of the expressive power of schematizations in order to avoid generating
such cycles explicitly. This may shorten proofs and avoid divergence in
some cases. These techniques are more general than existing ones, and
unlike them, they can be used with any kind of proof procedure (using
tableaux-based approaches as well as resolution-based ones).

1 Motivations

The concept of term schematization has been originally introduced by Chen,
Hsiang and Kong (see for example [1,2]). The intended goal was to denote, us-
ing recurrent expressions, infinite sets of structurally similar terms, obtained
by iterating a given context along some particular paths. Schematizations have
been developed in order to avoid non-termination and divergence, in existing
symbolic computation procedures, for example in Rewriting (e.g. to handle the
case in which the Knuth-Bendix procedure diverges), in Logic Programming (to
express finitely the set of solutions of a non-terminating query) or in Automated
Deduction (for giving a finite description of an infinite derivation). Since then,
improvements have been proposed to the initial language, and several different
formalisms are now available, with various complexities and expressive powers
[1,3,11,10,5]. However, only few papers have been dealing with the actual use
of these formalisms in Automated Deduction. Since the unification problem is
decidable for most of them, it is of course possible to integrate them into ex-
isting proof procedures. This enables the user to specify his/her problem into a
more expressive language. However, in order to take full advantage of the expres-
sive power of schematizations, it is necessary to go further, and to define rules
allowing to integrate automatically such schematizations into the clause set at
hand. This should indeed avoid repeated applications of the same sequence of
rules, thus reducing the search space and avoiding divergence. For example, a
theorem prover should be able to deduce automatically the formula F ′, given
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the formula F above, instead of blindly enumerating the set of ground facts
{even(0), odd(succ(0)), even(succ(succ(0))), . . .}.

For this purpose, some techniques have been proposed, in order to detect and
avoid loops during the proof search.

In [11], a rule is defined in order to avoid repeated applications of the resolu-
tion rule. Its principle is the following. Given a binary self-resolving clause of the
form Pλ ← P and a clause H ← B1, . . . , Bk such that P and H have a m.g.u.
µ, it is possible to deduce a clause of the form Pλnµ← B1µ, . . . , Bkµ, provided
that λ satisfies some conditions allowing to express the atom Pλnµ finitely, using
R-terms. For example, given the clause ¬P (x)∨P (f(x)) and P (a), it is possible
to compute the clause P (fn(a)) (where n denotes a new integer variable). In
[12], the more expressive formalism of primal grammar is used in order to con-
trol self-application of binary clauses. The proposed method deals with clauses of
the form Aλ1 → Aλ2 (where λ1, λ2 satisfy some additional conditions) and com-
putes the set of resolvents Aλn

1 → Aλn
2 that can be deduced from such clauses.

In [8], a similar approach is introduced for extending existing model building
procedures. An inductive inference rule is defined in order to simulate repeated
applications of the resolution rule on self-resolving clauses, and to give a finite
description of Herbrand models of clause sets for which the original method did
not terminate.

Still, all these techniques are very restricted. First, they do not take into
account the use of the equality predicate and paramodulation rule (as well as
similar macro-inference rules coming from specific axioms). Consider for exam-
ple the clause f(x, g(y)) = f(h(x), y). One should be able to derive the clause:
f(x, gn(y)) = f(hn(x), y), which is not possible using the techniques above. Sec-
ond, it does not allow crossed recursion. Consider for example the following set of
clauses: S = {¬P (x)∨¬Q(x)∨P (f(x)),¬P (x)∨¬Q(x)∨Q(f(x)), P (a), Q(a)}. It
is clear that for all non negative integers n, the clauses P (fn(a)) and Q(fn(a))
are logical consequences of S. Therefore, it should be possible to deduce the
clauses (∀n)P (fn(a)) and (∀n)Q(fn(a)) explicitly. However, the reader can eas-
ily check that none of the techniques mentioned above can deduce such clauses.
Intuitively speaking, this is due to the fact that crossed recursion is needed to
deduce P (fn(a)) and Q(fn(a)) (i.e. P (fn−1(a)) is needed to prove Q(fn(a))
and conversely).

Third, the above techniques may only be used if a self-resolving clause ex-
plicitly occurs in the clause set. This is a very restrictive condition if the
method is to be integrated into a calculus that do not share the lemma build-
ing property of the resolution method, or even if restriction strategies (such as
semantic resolution) are used to prune the search space (which is very often the
case in practice, for obvious efficiency reasons).

Consider for example, the clause set: S = {c1 : P (a), c2 : (∀x)¬P (x) ∨
¬Q(x), c3 : (∀x)Q(x) ∨ P (f(x))}

Here, the clause c4 : (∀x)¬P (x) ∨ P (f(x)) does not occur in S, but can
be deduced from S by applying the resolution rule between the clauses c2
and c3. Then, the inductive rule can be applied, yielding the clause c5 :
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(∀x, n)¬P (x)∨ P (fn(x)). By applying the resolution rule between c5 and c1 we
generate the clause c6 : P (fn(a)) and then (with c2) the clause c7 : ¬Q(fn(a)),
which leads to termination (if an appropriate redundancy checking mechanism
such as subsumption is used).

However, if the clause c4 is not generated, then the generation of the clauses
(∀x, n)¬P (x)∨P (fn(x)), P (fn(a)) and ¬Q(fn(a)) would be impossible, which
leads to non-termination of the resolution process.

Unfortunately, most of the proof procedures implemented in running sys-
tems would not generate such clause as c4. Of course, provers based on the
tableaux or connection method, or on model elimination, will never generate
explicitly such a formula (instead, they would for example compute the terms
P (f(a)), P (f(f(a))), P (f(f(f(a)))), etc. from P (a)). However, even if we restrict
ourselves to resolution-based provers, it is well known that restriction conditions
are often added to the resolution rule in order to prune the search space and make
the system more efficient. Such restrictions will frequently avoid the generation of
such clauses as c4. For example, most (trivial) semantic restrictions (such as posi-
tive or negative hyper-resolution) would prevent the application of the resolution
rule between c2 and c3. Again, only the ground clauses P (f(a)), P (f(f(a))), . . .
(or ¬Q(a),¬Q(f(a)), . . .) will be generated.

This leads to a very paradoxal and unnatural situation: restricting the ap-
plication of the inference rules can actually make the whole proof search process
non-terminating.

The calculus presented in [6] in the context of semantic tableau cannot deal
with these examples because it still relies on the explicit generation of self-
resolvent clauses1 (called cycle unification clauses in [6]). The calculus described
in [13] in the context of HyperTableaux is closer to our approach. It is applicable
on tableaux-based procedures, and can handle examples as the ones presented
above. Moreover it also deals with more powerful schematizations techniques
where the integer exponents may be non-linear expressions (which entails that
unification problems may become undecidable). However it does not use proof
generalisation techniques. Moreover only some very specific cycles of order 1 (see
below) are considered.

Therefore, more general and sophisticated techniques are needed in order to
overcome these limitations and to control cycles that are much more complex
than previously investigated ones. This is particularly important if we want
to integrate the use of term schematizations into tableau-based procedures. The
present paper presents a solution to this problem. The proposed techniques allow
to integrate the use of term schematizations into all existing proof procedures and
in particular into those that does not generate explicitly self-resolving clauses.
Due to space restrictions, proofs are not included in the paper. Some of the
proofs and other examples can be found in [9].

1 Since this is a tableau calculus, this entails that the rule can be applied only on
input clauses.
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2 Basic Notions and Definitions

2.1 Terms Schematizations

As mentioned before, there exist several languages for denoting sets of struc-
turally similar terms. Among all the existing formalisms, we have chosen the
language of terms with integer exponents (I-terms for short), which have been
introduced by Comon [3] and extended to terms with several “holes” in [8]. We
consider this language to be a good compromise between “expressive power” and
“simplicity”.

In this section, we recall the definition of I-terms (syntax and semantics).
Let Σ be a set of function symbols (including constants), ϑ be a set of ordinary
variables and ϑN be a set of integer variables. Let arity be a function mapping
each symbol f in Σ to a natural number (the arity of f).

The set of arithmetic expressions N defined as usual. Ground arithmetic
expressions of the form sn(0) (resp. sn(x)) will be simply denoted by n (resp.
x+ n).

The set of ordinary terms τ(Σ,ϑ), the set of I-terms τI(Σ,ϑ) and the set
of terms with several holes τ�(Σ,ϑ) are the smallest sets satisfying the following
conditions:

– ϑ ⊆ τI(Σ, ϑ).
– ϑ ⊆ τ(Σ, ϑ).
– � ∈ τ�(Σ, ϑ).
– If f ∈ Σ, arity(f) = n and (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ τI(Σ, ϑ)n, then f(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ τI(Σ, ϑ)

(if n = 0, i.e. if f is a constant symbol, f(t1, . . . , tn) is to be read as the term f).
– If f ∈ Σ, arity(f) = n and (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ τ(Σ, ϑ)n, then f(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ τ(Σ, ϑ).
– If f ∈ Σ, arity(f) = n, (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ (τI(Σ, ϑ) ∪ τ�(Σ, ϑ))n and if there exists

i ∈ [1..n] such that ti ∈ τ�(Σ, ϑ) then f(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ τ�(Σ, ϑ).
– If t ∈ τ�(Σ, ϑ), n ∈ N , s ∈ τI(Σ, ϑ) then tn.s ∈ τI(Σ, ϑ).

Let t ∈ τ�(Σ,ϑ) and let s ∈ τI(Σ,ϑ). We denote by t(s) the term obtained
by replacing each occurrence of � in t by s. We denote by R the following system
of rewriting rules: {t0.s→ s, ts(n).s→ t(tn.s)}.

It is immediate to see that R is terminating and confluent. We denote by
t ↓R the normal form of t w.r.t. R.

2.2 Formulae

Let ϑB be a set of boolean variables2, and let Ω be a set of predicate symbols.

Definition 1. The set of first-order formulae ψI(Ω,Σ, ϑ) is the least set such
that:

– ϑB ⊆ ψI(Ω,Σ, ϑ).
2 The use of boolean variables in the context of the present paper will become clear

when we will be defining the proof generalization techniques (see Section 4.1).
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– If p ∈ Ω, arity(p) = n, (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ τI(Σ,ϑ)n, then p(t1, . . . , tn) ∈
ψI(Ω,Σ, ϑ).

– If F ∈ ψI(Ω,Σ, ϑ), then ¬F is in ψI(Ω,Σ, ϑ).
– If F1, F2 ∈ ψI(Ω,Σ, ϑ), then F1 ∧ F2 and F1 ∨ F2 are in ψI(Ω,Σ, ϑ).
– If F ∈ ψI(Ω,Σ, ϑ) and x ∈ (ϑ ∪ ϑN ), then (∀x)F and (∃x)F are in
ψI(Ω,Σ, ϑ).

Formulae are interpreted as usual. Any term of the form tn.s is interpreted
as tn.s ↓R.

We now introduce the notion of mixed unification problem, that will be used
later to encode conditions about formulae: A mixed unification problem (m.u.p.
for short) is either false or a (possibly empty) finite conjunction of equations
of the form: F .= G where F,G are first-order formulae or t .= s where t, s are
terms (note that empty conjunction are interpreted as true).

M.u.p. are said to be “mixed” because they mix two kinds of equations: equa-
tions between terms (as in standard unification problems) and equations between
first-order formulae. Both kinds of equations are interpreted syntactically, i.e. .=
means syntactical identity between expressions (up to a renaming of bounded
variables).

A substitution σ is said to be a solution of P ≡ ∧n
i=1 ti

.= si iff for all
i ∈ [1..n], tiσ is syntactically equivalent to siσ (up to a renaming of quantified
variables). Since semantic properties of first-order formulae are not taken into
account in the definition, a m.u.p. can be solved using standard unification rules
plus specific rules to handle the case of quantified formulae (see [9] for details).

3 The Calculus

Before presenting our technique, we need to introduce a calculus, allowing to con-
struct and denote proofs. The chosen calculus is a very basic version of tableaux
(without unification). It should be emphasized that it is not intended to be used
for actually generating proofs. Instead, the proofs should be obtained using more
efficient existing calculi (such as an efficient tableaux calculus, resolution, model
elimination etc.) and then translated into our formalism (this can be done in an
efficient way). This technique avoids the necessity to define several versions of
the algorithm, one for each proof procedure. Naturally, from a practical point of
view, explicit translation of the proof should probably be avoided in an imple-
mentation.

The following definition introduces the standard notion of tree labelled by
formulae.

A position is a (possibly infinite and possibly empty) sequence of natural
integers. “p.q” denote the concatenation of the positions p, q and ε denotes the
empty position. ≺ denotes the prefix ordering between positions, i.e. p ≺ q iff
there exists a non empty position p′ such that p.p′ = q.

A formula tree is a function mapping each finite position p to a multiset of
formulae such that, for any pair of finite positions (p, q), if p ≺ q and T (p) = ∅
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then T (q) = ∅. The notion of branch, closed branch, etc. is defined as usual.
For any formula tree T and for any finite position p in T , we denote by T |p the
formula tree defined as follows: for any position q, we have, by definition:

T |p(q) = T (p.q)

If T and T ′ are two formula trees and p is a finite position, we denote by
T [p← T ′] the formula tree defined as follows:

T [p← T ′](q) =def T (p) ∪ T ′(p′) if q = p.p′

T [p← T ′](q) =def T (q) otherwise

Roughly speaking, we call “proof tree” a formula tree in which each node
is generated from an existing one using the usual inference rules of tableaux
(γ-rule, ∨-rule, ∧-rule, etc.) including the “cut” rule. The following is the formal
definition of this notion.

Definition 2. A proof tree is a formula tree T such that for any finite position
p such that T (p) 6= ∅, one of the following condition holds.

– Either for all integer i, I(p.i) = ∅. In this case p is said to be a leaf node for T .
– Or T (p) = S ∪ {F1 ∨ F2}, T (p.i) = S ∪ {Fi} if i = 1, 2 and T (p.i) = ∅ else (p is

said to be a ∨-node on F1 ∨ F2).
– Or T (p) = S ∪ {F1 ∧ F2}, T (p.1) = S ∪ {F1, F2} and T (p.i) = ∅ if i 6= 1 (∧-node

on F1 ∧ F2).
– Or T (p) = S ∪{(∀x)F}, x ∈ ϑ, t is a ground I-term, T (p.1) = S ∪{(∀x)F, F{x →

t}} and T (p.i) = ∅ if i 6= 1 (∀-node on (∀x)F and t).
– Or T (p) = S ∪ {(∀x)F}, x ∈ ϑN , t is a ground arithmetic expression, T (p.1) =

S ∪ {(∀x)F, F{x → t}} and T (p.i) = ∅ if i 6= 1 (∀-node on (∀x)F and t).
– Or T (p) = S ∪ {(∃x)F}, t is a constant symbol not occurring in T (p), T (p.1) =

S ∪ {F{x → t}} and T (p.i) = ∅ if i 6= 1 (∃-node on (∃x)F ).
– Or T (p) = S ∪{¬(F1 ∧F2)}, T (p.1) = S ∪{(¬F1)∨ (¬F2)} and T (p.i) = ∅ if i 6= 1

(¬-∧-node on ¬(F1 ∧ F2)).
– Or T (p) = S ∪{¬(F1 ∨F2)}, T (p.1) = S ∪{(¬F1)∧ (¬F2)} and T (p.i) = ∅ if i 6= 1

(¬-∨-node on ¬(F1 ∨ F2)).
– Or T (p) = S ∪ {¬¬F}, T (p.1) = S ∪ {F} and T (p.i) = ∅ if i 6= 1 (¬-¬-node on

¬¬F ).
– Or T (p) = S ∪{¬(∀x)F}, T (p.1) = S ∪{(∃x)F} and T (p.i) = ∅ if i 6= 1 (¬-∀-node

on ¬(∀x)F ).
– Or T (p) = S ∪{¬(∃x)F}, T (p.1) = S ∪{(∀x)F} and T (p.i) = ∅ if i 6= 1 (¬-∃-node

on ¬(∃x)F ).
– Or T (p) = S ∪ {F, ¬F ′}, T (p.1) = {⊥} and T (p.i) = ∅ if i 6= 1, if F ↓R= F ′ ↓R

(closing node on F and ¬F ).
– Or T (p) = S, T (p.1) = S ∪ {F}, T (p.2) = S ∪ {¬F} and T (p.i) = ∅ if i 6= 1, 2

and F is any formula (cut node on F ).

A proof tree of a set of first-order formula S is a proof tree T such that
T (ε) = S.

A proof tree is said to be complete iff it contains no non-closed leaf.
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A proof tree T is said to be fair iff no rule is infinitely delayed (i.e. if a rule
is applicable at a given finite position p in T on a formula F , then it must be
applied on the same formula in all non-closed branches of the form p.q in T ).

It is well-known that this calculus is sound and refutationnally complete. Of
course, allowing integer variables in the formulae makes the calculus incomplete.
Indeed, the satisfiability problem is actually undecidable for formulae containing
integer variables (since they may encode Peano arithmetic).

It is well-known that the proofs constructed using any existing proof proce-
dure such as resolution, tableaux (with unification), sequent calculus, the con-
nection method etc., can be translated into a closed proof tree. Due to the use of
the cut rule, this can be done in polynomial time, w.r.t. the size of the original
proof which makes this approach effective. This is also true if the paramodulation
rule is added to the calculus, since it can be simulated by repeated application
of the substitution axioms.

4 The Inductive Rule

We now have all what we need to define our new inductive rule. Intuitively
speaking, its principle can be summarized as follows:

1. Try - during the search for a proof - to detect a potential cycle in the proof
tree, i.e. a sequence of inference rules that can be applied repeatedly, hence
that can lead to non termination. Potential cycles are detected using proof
generalization, by constructing the most general form of the corresponding
sequence of inference rules.

2. Construct (using terms with integer exponents) the general form of the for-
mulae deduced during the repeated applications of the sequence of inference
rules.

This technique permits to express finitely infinite branches. Thus, divergence
is avoided in some case.

4.1 Proof Generalization

We first describe our proof generalization algorithm. It takes as input a proof
tree T and computes a new formula tree T g such that T is an instance of T g,
and a m.u.p. Pg expressing constraints on the variables occurring in T g so that
T g is a proof tree.

For any formula F of the form (Qx)G (where Q = ∃,∀), we denote by
∆(F ) the formula obtained from G by replacing all terms (resp. formulae) not
containing the variable x by new, pairwise distinct variables in ϑ (resp. ϑB) (this
is a kind of variable abstraction (as originally introduced by Baader and Schulz),
performed on all terms not containing x).

Let T be a finite proof tree. Let Φ be a function mapping all formulae F to
distinct variables in ϑB . For any finite position p, we inductively define the pair
(T g(p),Pp) as follows (starting from the leaf to the root).
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– If T (p) is empty then T g(p) =def ∅ and P =def true.
– Assume that for all integers i, (T g

p.i,Pp.i) is constructed. Then we define
(T g(p),Pp) as follows.
T g(p) =def {Φ(F ) | F ∈ T (p)}. Moreover:
– If p is a leaf, then Pp =def >.
– If p is a ¬-¬-node on ¬¬F , then Pp =def Pp.1 ∧ Φ(¬¬F ) .= ¬¬Φ(F ).
– If p is a ¬-∨-node on ¬(F1 ∨ F2), then Pp =def Pp.1 ∧ Φ(¬(F1 ∨ F2))

.=
¬(Φ(F1) ∨ Φ(F2)) ∧ Φ(¬F1 ∧ ¬F2)

.= ¬Φ(F1) ∧ ¬Φ(F2)).
– If p is a ¬-∧-node on ¬(F1 ∧ F2), then Pp =def Pp.1 ∧ Φ(¬(F1 ∧ F2))

.=
¬(Φ(F1) ∧ Φ(F2)) ∧ Φ(¬F1 ∨ ¬F2)

.= ¬Φ(F1) ∨ ¬Φ(F2).
– If p is a ¬-∀-node on ¬(∀x)F , then Pp =def Pp.1 ∧ Φ(¬(∀x)F ) .=
¬(∀x)F ′ ∧ F ′ .= ∆(F ) ∧ Φ((∃x)F ) .= (∃x)F ′.

– If p is a ¬-∃-node on ¬(∃x)F , then Pp =def Pp.1 ∧ Φ(¬(∃x)F ) .=
¬(∃x)F ′ ∧ F ′ .= ∆(F ) ∧ Φ((∃x)F ) .= (∃x)F ′.

– If p is a ∨-node on F1 ∨ F2, then Pp =def Pp.1 ∧Pp.2 ∧ Φ(F ) .= Φ(F1) ∨
Φ(F2).

– If p is a ∧-node on F1 ∧ F2, then Pp =def Pp.1 ∧Φ(F ) .= Φ(F1)∧Φ(F2).
– If p is a closing node on F,¬F , then Pp =def ¬Φ(F ) .= Φ(¬F ).
– If p is a cut node on F , then Pp =def Φ(¬F ) .= ¬Φ(F ) ∧ Pp.1 ∧ Pp.2.
– If p is a ∀-node on (∀x)F , then Pp =def Φ((∀x)F ) .= (∀x)∆(F ) ∧
Φ(F{x→ t}) .= ∆(F ){x→ y} ∧ Pp.1 where y is a new variable.

– If p is a ∃-node on (∃x)F , then Pp =def Φ((∃x)F ) .= (∃x)∆(F ) ∧
Φ(F{x → t}) .= ∆(F ){x → f(x1, . . . , xn)} ∧ Pp.1{y → f(x1, . . . , xn)}
where f is a new function symbol and x1, . . . , xn are the free variables
in T g(p).

(T g,Pε) is called a generalization of T .

Lemma 1. Let T be a proof tree. Let S be a set of quantifier-free formulae. Let
(T g,P) be a generalization of T .

1. For any solution σ of P, T gσ is a proof tree.
2. There exists a solution θ of P such that T gθ = T .

Example 1. Let us consider the formula (∀x, y)P (g(a), x, y) →
P (g(a), f(x), g(y)) ∧ P (g(a), a, b). We build the following (obviously not
complete) proof tree3.

p(g(a),a,b) and all(x,all(y,not p(g(a),x,y) or p(g(a),f(x),g(y))))
p(g(a),a,b)
all(x,all(y,not p(g(a),x,y) or p(g(a),f(x),g(y))))

3 This proof tree (as all other examples in this paper) has been constructed
with the interactive theorem prover µ-IPSATINF (a micro Interactive Prover with
Schematization) described in Section 5.
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all(y,not p(g(a),a,y) or p(g(a),f(a),g(y)))
not p(g(a),a,b) or p(g(a),f(a),g(b))

not p(g(a),a,b)
false

p(g(a),f(a),g(b))

The corresponding generalization of this proof tree is (after solution of the
constraints and simplification):

p(_X,_Y,_Z) and all(x,all(y,not p(_X,x,y)or p(_X,f(x),g(y))))
p(_X,_Y,_Z)
all(x,all(y,not p(_X,x,y)or p(_X,f(x),g(y))))

all(y,not p(_X,_Y,y) or p(_X,f(_Y),g(y)))
not p(_X,_Y,_Z) or p(_X,f(_Y),g(_Z))

not p(_X,_Y,_Z)
false

p(_X,f(_Y),g(_Z))

Following standard Prolog conventions, expressions starting with an under-
score denotes variables.

4.2 Detecting Cycles and Computing Schematizations

In this section, we identify criteria sufficient to detect potential cycles and to
ensure that the re-construction of the infinite branch using term schematizations
is possible.

A substitution θ is said to be simply recursive iff for all variables x ∈ D(θ):

1. x occurs in xθ;
2. x does not occur in a subterm of the form tn.s in xθ;
3. and for any y ∈ D(θ) \ {x}, y does not occur in xθ.

In contrast to the similar notions of directly recursive [11] or mono-cyclic
substitution [12], we do not require the substitution θ to be variable-preserving.
However, we will not rename the variables introduced by the substitution θ at
each step, which will insure that the obtained set of terms can be denoted finitely
using I-terms. Similarly, we also assume that all cycles are of length 1 (i.e. we
do not allow substitutions of the form x→ f(y), y → g(x)). This does not entail
any loss of generality, because, as shown in [12], cycles of length greater than 1
may be reduced to cycles of length 1 (using unfolding).

Lemma 2. If θ is simply recursive, then for any natural number n and for all
variables x ∈ D(θ), we have xθn ≡ tn.x where t = xθ{x→ �}.

Two Kinds of Proof Cycles

In this section, we give the definition of proof cycles and we identify syntactical
criteria allowing to detect them. Informally speaking, a proof cycle is a sequence
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of inference rules (or a subtree) that can be repeatedly applied, leading to a proof
tree of arbitrary size (hence to divergence). Our goal is to “ eliminate” these
cycles, by expressing these arbitrary proof trees in a symbolic way (using integer
variables and term schematizations). To this purpose, an important restriction
is that we explicitly require that these proof trees should contains only a fixed
number of (distinct) open branches (the conditions in the Definition of proof
cycles below will insure that this property is always satisfied).

Indeed, having to consider proof trees containing N open branches, when
N is not a fixed integer, but a term, whose value depends on the value of the
variables in the proof tree would require a specific schematization language for
denoting those trees and would therefore lead to a much more difficult treatment
of trees. This additional source of complexity could be possibly superior to the
advantage of using term schematizations (see also Section 6).

Proof Cycles of Order 1 Proof cycles of order 1 are the most simple possible
cycles. They occur when a given branch contains a sequence of applications
of inference rules that can be generalized in such a way that these rules can be
applied again on the conclusion of the sequence. This is well illustrated by Figure
1: since the actual value of the term f(a) is not relevant for the application of
the inference rules in the considered sequence, we may apply also these rules on
f(f(a)), which leads to a loop.

-P(f(a)) | P(f(f(a)))

-P(x) | P(f(x))

P(a)

-P(f(a)) P(f(f(a)))

P(f(a))

-P(a) | P(f(a))

-P(a)
x

x

P(f(f(...(a))))

Fig. 1. A simple example of a proof cycle of order 1

Since we want to deal with proof trees having a fixed number of branches,
we explicitly require that all branches parallel to the considered one in the gen-
eralized cycle must not contain any variable. As we shall see, this ensures that
all these branches can be merged into a single one.

Definition 3. Let T be a proof tree. A cycle of order 1 in T w.r.t. Sinit, θ, η is
a pair (p, q) such that p ≺ q and satisfying the following conditions:

1. (T g, Pg) is a generalization of T .
2. σ is the most general solution of Pg.
3. T g(p)σ is of the form S ∪ Sinit.
4. T g(q)σ is of the form S ∪ Sinit ∪ Sinitθ ∪ S′.
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5. θ is simply recursive.
6. Sσ does not contain any variable in D(θ).
7. For any position q′ such that p ≺ q′ and q ‖ q′, T g(q′)σ contains no variable in

D(θ).
8. η is the substitution such that T gση = T (η must exist by Lemma 1, point 2).
9. q is a leaf in T .

Proof cycles of order 2 Proof cycles of order 2 are slightly more complicated.
They occur when a sequence of inference rules leads to a conclusion C that
is “similar” (in a sense to be formally defined: they are two instances of the
same scheme) to the negation of a formula occurring in an open branch in the
corresponding subtree. Then, this sequence of inference rules may be repeatedly
applied from the leaf containing C. This will leads to a finite number of open
branches, since the branch containing ¬C will be closed.

P(f(f(a)),b)

-P(x,g(y)) | P(f(x),y)

-P(a,g(g(b))) | P(f(a),g(b))

-P(a,g(g(b)))

-P(a,g(g(g(...(b))))) -P(f(a),g(b))
x

P(f(f(...(a))),b)

-P(f(a),g(b)) | P(f(f(a)),b)

P(f(a),g(b))

Fig. 2. A simple example of a proof cycle of order 2

Definition 4. Let T be a proof tree. A cycle of order 2 in T w.r.t. Sinit, θ, η
is a tuple (p, q, q′) such that p ≺ q, p ≺ q′, q ‖ q′ and satisfying the following
conditions:

1. (T g, Pg) is the generalization of T .
2. σ is the most general solution of Pg.
3. T g(p)σ = S.
4. T g(q′)σ = S ∪ S′′ ∪ {¬F | F ∈ Sinitθ

′}.
5. T g(q)σ is of the form S ∪ Sinit ∪ Sinitθ ∪ S′.
6. θ, θ′ are simply recursive and of disjoint domains.
7. Sσ and S′′σ do not contain any variable in D(θ).
8. For any position q′′ such that p ≺ q′ and q ‖ q′′, q′′ ‖ q′ , T g(q′)σ contains no

variable in D(θ).
9. η is the substitution such that T gση = T (η must exist by Lemma 1, point 2).

10. q and q′ are two leaves in T .

We can now add a Cycle Detection rule into our calculus. This is done by
the following:
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Definition 5. A proof tree T is said to be an extended proof tree iff for all
positions p in T such that T (p) 6= ∅, either one of the conditions of Definition 2
holds or one of the following conditions holds:

– (q, p) is a cycle of order 1 w.r.t. Sinit, θ, η, and
– T (p.1) = T (p) ∪ (Sinitθ

n)η,
– and T (p.i) = ∅ if i 6= 1;

– or (q, p, q′) is a cycle of order 2 w.r.t. Sinit, θ, η and:
– T (p.1) = T (p) ∪ (Sinitθ

′n)η,
– T (p.2) = T (p) ∪ (Sinitθ

n)η,
– T (p.i) = ∅ if i 6= 1;

By Lemma 2, Sinitθ
n can be denoted by a set of first-order formulae on

I-terms. Next theorem can be considered as the “main result” in this paper:

Theorem 1. The Cycle Detection rule is correct, i.e. if a formula F has an
extended closed proof tree then it must be unsatisfiable.

Example 2. (continued) Let us apply the cycle detection rule on the proof tree
obtained in Example 1. We get the following enriched proof tree:

p(g(a),a,b) and all(x,all(y,not p(g(a),x,y) or p(g(a),f(x),g(y))))
p(g(a),a,b)
all(x,all(y,not p(g(a),x,y)or p(g(a),f(x),g(y))))

all(y,not p(g(a),a,y) or p(g(a),f(a),g(y)))
not p(g(a),a,b) or p(g(a),f(a),g(b))

not p(g(a),a,b)
false

p(g(a),f(a),g(b))
p(g(a),f(<>)ˆn.a,g(<>)ˆn.b)

% <> denotes the "hole"

Keeping the notations of Definition 3, θ is the substitution (which is clearly
simply recursive): { Y → f( Y), Z → g( Z) } and η is: { Y → a, Z → b}

5 Implementation and Examples of Application

The techniques and algorithms described in this paper has been implemented
into a small theorem prover, called µ-IPSATINF. Through µ-IPSATINF does provide
some features for automatic theorem proving (using unification, iterative depth-
first search, or breath-first search, with very simple selection strategies allowing
to restrict or to delay the application of the most costly rules), its intend is
mainly to allow a user to construct proof trees interactively and to experiment
with the techniques proposed in the present paper, namely proof generalization,
cycle detection and computation of term schematizations. The integration of
these techniques into an efficient, “real-world” prover and the corresponding
experimentations remains to be done (to the best of our knowledge, no existing
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running prover integrates similar techniques). µ-IPSATINF is implemented in B-
Prolog (see for example http://www.probp.com/).

We now give a slightly more complicated example, coming from a resolu-
tion proof, and including crossed recursion and equational reasoning. We show
how the corresponding proof can be transformed into our calculus and how the
corresponding cycle can be detected and eliminated.

1 f(0) = succ(0) 3 g(f(x)) 6= g(succ(x)) ∨ ¬p(u, x) ∨ p(u, succ(x))
2 p(y, 0) 4 ¬p(0, succ(x)) ∨ f(succ(x)) = succ(f(x))

Assume that the following derivation δ has been constructed:

5 g(succ(0)) 6= g(succ(0)) ∨ ¬p(u, 0) ∨ p(u, succ(0)) (paramodulation, 1, 3)
6 ¬p(u, 0) ∨ p(u, succ(0)) (resolution, 5, reflexivity axiom)
7 p(u, succ(0)) (resolution, 2, 6)
8 f(succ(0)) = succ(f(0)) (resolution, 4, 7)
9 f(succ(0)) = succ(succ(0)) (paramodulation, 1, 8)

First, δ is automatically translated into our calculus. Application of the reso-
lution rule on ground unit clauses can be handled by the standard rules (closing
and ∨-rules). Any application of the resolution rule on non ground clauses or non
unit clause may be simulated by an application of the “cut” rule4. The applica-
tion of the paramodulation rule is replaced by several steps of resolution with
the appropriate substitutivity axioms. Note that this technique can be applied
on any similar macro-inference rule.

We obtain (after generalization and simplification), the following proof tree
(in this particular case, the generalized proof tree is almost identical to the
original one, excepted that the term 0 is replaced by a variable X). For the sake
of clarity and conciseness, we dropped the irrelevant equality axioms and merged
some of the resolution steps into one single “cut” rules.

f(_X) = succ(_X)
all(y,p(y,_X))
all(x,all(u,not(g(f(x)) = g(succ(x))) or not(p(u,x)) or p(u,succ(x))))
all(x,not(p(_X,succ(x)) or f(succ(x)) = succ(f(x))))

not(all(u,p(u,succ(_X)))) % an application of the cut rule for cl. 7
exists(u,not(p(u,succ(_X))))

not(p(c,succ(_X)))
all(u,not(g(f(_X)) = g(succ(_X))) or not(p(u,_X)) or p(u,succ(_X)))

not(g(f(_X)) = g(succ(_X))) or not(p(c,_X)) or p(c,succ(_X))
not(g(f(_X))) = g(succ(_X))

all(x,all(y,g(x) = g(y) or not(x = y))) % an equality axiom
g(f(_X)) = g(succ(_X)) or not(f(_X) = succ(_X))

g(f(_X)) = g(succ(_X))
false

not(f(_X) = succ(_X))
false

not(p(c,_X))
p(c_X,_X)

false

4 More precisely, a resolution step between P (t) ∨ R and ¬P (t′) ∨ R′ is replaced by
an application of the cut rule on the clause (∀x)(R ∨ R′)θ where θ is the m.g.u. of t
and t′ and x is the vector of variables in (R ∨ R′)θ.
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p(c,succ(_X))
false

all(u,p(u,succ(_X))) % thus clause 7 must be true
not(p(_X,succ(_X)) or f(succ(_X)) = succ(f(_X)))

not(p(_X,succ(_X)))
p(_X,succ(_X))

false
f(succ(_X)) = succ(f(_X)))

f(succ(_X)) = succ(succ(_X)) % using equality axioms as previously

Here, we obtain a proof cycle of order 1 between f(succ( X)) =
succ(succ( X)) and f( X) = succ( X) (on one hand) and all(y,p(y, X))
and all(u,p(u,succ( X))) on the other hand. The reader can check that we
can apply the cycle detection rule (of order 1), in order to derive the clauses:
(∀n)f(succ(�)n.0) = f(succ(succ(�)n.0)) and (∀u, n)p(u, succ(�)n.0).

6 Conclusion

We have presented some techniques for using term schematizations in Automated
Deduction. They are particularly useful for integrating term schematizations into
proof calculi that does not have the lemma building property of the resolution
method (such as the tableaux or connection calculus) or into calculi that com-
bines features from both approaches, such as model elimination procedures, or
model generation theorem provers (see for example [7]). This could help to re-
duce the search space, and possibly to improve the termination behavior of these
methods. The corresponding algorithms have been implemented in the context
of an interactive theorem prover µ-IPSATINF. We believe that the Cycle Detec-
tion rule could be added into a theorem prover with a “reasonable” computation
cost. Indeed, the construction of the generalized proof tree can be done in linear
time w.r.t. the size of the original proof (it can actually be done dynamically
during the construction of the proof) and only require a small amount of addi-
tional memory. Moreover, the Cycle Detection rule is also polynomial w.r.t. the
size of the considered proof tree. Heuristics could be used to decide whether the
system should try to apply the Cycle Detection rule (for example if it detects
a “potential cycle” such as p(a), p(f(a)), . . .). The prize to be payed, of course,
is that the theorem prover should be able to deal with the more expressive for-
malism. Hence, unification algorithms for term schemes (using for example the
procedures described in [1,3,12,8,4]) have to be added into the prover. These
algorithms are in general significantly more costly than the standard unification
procedure. However, this could be overcome by the additional expressive power
of term schematizations (otherwise, it would be necessary to further restrict the
considered class of term schematization in order to ensure that unification prob-
lems may be solved effectively). We consider that these questions could deserve
to be investigated more deeply. The possibility of dealing with cycles contain-
ing an indefinite number of distinct open branches could be investigated. This
would require to extend the existing term schematization techniques in order
to denote infinite sets of formulae and infinite sets of tableaux instead of terms.
Some completeness or incompleteness results could also be investigated for the
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Cycle Detection rule, i.e. one should try to identify classes of formula F for which
any logical consequence C of F (where C possibly contains integer variables) can
be deduced using the usual inference rules enriched by the Cycle Detection rule.
Another way of future research is to investigate the effect of the adding of the
Cycle Detection rule on the termination behavior of the calculus. Does there
exists classes of formulae for which the calculus enriched by the Cycle Detection
rule (and by appropriate strategies and redundancy checking mechanisms) can
be proven to be a decision procedure?
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Abstract. The dependency pair method of Arts and Giesl is the most
powerful technique for proving termination of term rewrite systems au-
tomatically. We show that the method can be improved by using tree
automata techniques to obtain better approximations of the dependency
graph. This graph determines the ordering constraints that need to be
solved in order to conclude termination. We further show that by us-
ing our approximations the dependency pair method provides a decision
procedure for termination of right-ground rewrite systems.

1 Introduction

In the area of term rewriting termination has been studied for several decades
and many powerful techniques have been developed. Three general directions
can be distinguished:

1. Syntactic methods that compare terms by constructing an explicit well-
founded order. These methods are fully automatable but have limited power.
Well-known examples are the recursive path order of Dershowitz [10] and the
Knuth-Bendix order [18].

2. Semantic methods that compare terms by interpreting them in some well-
founded domain. These methods can be very powerful in theory but their im-
plementations rely on heuristics that greatly reduce this power. Well-known
examples are the polynomial interpretations of Lankford [22] and the seman-
tic path order of Kamin and Lévy [17].

3. Transformation methods which do not attempt to prove termination directly
but rather transform the given rewrite system into another rewrite system
such that termination of the latter system is easier to prove and implies ter-
mination of the former system. Examples include the transformation order of
Bellegarde and Lescanne [6], and Zantema’s distribution elimination [27] and
semantic labelling [28]. Transformations differ in their degree of automation.

Since termination is an undecidable property of rewrite systems, even for systems
that consist of a single rewrite rule, no method will work in all cases. Recently a
new automatable technique emerged: the dependency pair method of Arts and
Giesl. In this method a rewrite system is transformed into a set of ordering
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constraints such that termination of the rewrite system is equivalent to the
solvability of the constraints. The generated constraints are typically solved by
standard techniques (polynomial interpretations, path orders), even when these
techniques are not applicable to the original rewrite system. The power of the
dependency pair method has been amply illustrated in a sequence of papers by
Arts and Giesl [2,3,4].

The ordering constraints in the dependency pair method are generated by
analyzing the cycles in the dependency graph. This graph summarizes the rela-
tionships between the dependency pairs of the rewrite system. More precisely,
there is an arrow from dependency pair s→ t to dependency pair u→ v in the
dependency graph if some instance of t rewrites to some instance of u. Since this
is undecidable in general, the dependency graph has to be estimated by a de-
cidable approximation. Arts and Giesl proposed the following simple algorithm
for this purpose: there is an arrow in the so-called estimated dependency graph
from s → t to u → v if the term obtained from t by replacing all outermost
defined symbols by variables and a subsequent linearization unifies with u.

The approximation of Arts and Giesl often results in an unnecessarily large
graph and hence a large number of constraints. Sometimes, as examples in this
paper will demonstrate, this causes the failure of the termination proof. The
aim of this paper is to show that by using tree automata techniques we obtain a
much better estimation of the dependency graph. Our approach is based on the
following two ingredients:

1. The powerful framework of Durand and Middeldorp for the study of decid-
able call-by-need computations in orthogonal term rewriting. This framework
is parameterized by so-called approximation mappings. An approximation
mapping abstracts from certain parts of the terms in the rewrite rules such
that the set of terms that rewrite to a term in an arbitrary regular tree
language is again regular.

2. The folklore result that it is decidable whether the set of ground instances
of an arbitrary term intersects with a regular tree language. This result is
well-known for linear terms but it also holds for non-linear terms.

We show that by adopting the so-called nv approximation we always obtain
an estimation of the dependency graph which is at least as good as the one
of Arts and Giesl but often better. Interestingly, we can automatically prove
termination of rewrite systems outside the class of so-called DP quasi-simply
terminating systems. This class, proposed by Giesl and Ohlebusch [14], consists
of all rewrite systems “where an automated termination proof using dependency
pairs is potentially feasible”.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
briefly recall the basics of the dependency pair technique. Section 3 contains
background material on tree automata. In Section 4 we define new approxima-
tions of the dependency graph. We compare our approximations with the one of
Arts in Giesl in Section 5. We also include a comparison with the approxima-
tion of Kusakari and Toyama [19,21]. In Section 6 we show that by using our
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approximations the dependency pair method provides a decision procedure for
termination of right-ground rewrite systems.

2 Dependency Pairs

We assume familiarity with the basics of term rewriting ([5]). A term rewrite
system (TRS for short) consists of rewrite rules l → r that satisfy l /∈ V and
Var(r) ⊆ Var(l). If these conditions are not imposed we find it useful to speak
of extended TRSs (eTRSs). Such systems arise naturally when we approximate
TRSs or orient the rewrite rules from right to left, as explained in Section 4.
Note that eTRSs which are not TRSs can never be terminating, but in this
paper we will make clear that such eTRSs are very useful for automatically
proving termination of TRSs.

Below we recall the basic notions and results of the dependency pair technique
of Arts and Giesl. We refer to [2,4,12] for motivations and further refinements.
We adopt the notation of [13,20]. Let R be a TRS over a signature F . As usual,
root symbols of left-hand sides of rewrite rules are called defined. Let F ] denote
the union of F and {f ] | f is a defined symbol of R} where f ] has the same
arity as f . Given a term t = f(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ T (F ,V) with f defined, we write t]

for the term f ](t1, . . . , tn). If l→ r ∈ R and t is a subterm of r with defined root
symbol then the rewrite rule l] → t] is called a dependency pair of R. The set
of all dependency pairs of R is denoted by DP(R). In examples we often write
F for f].

An argument filtering for a signature F is a mapping π that associates with
every n-ary function symbol an argument position i ∈ {1, . . . , n} or a (possibly
empty) list [i1, . . . , im] of argument positions with 1 6 i1 < · · · < im 6 n.
The signature Fπ consists of all function symbols f such that π(f) is some list
[i1, . . . , im], where in Fπ the arity of f is m. Every argument filtering π induces
a mapping from T (F ,V) to T (Fπ,V), also denoted by π:

π(t) =






t if t is a variable,
π(ti) if t = f(t1, . . . , tn) and π(f) = i,

f(π(ti1), . . . , π(tim)) if t = f(t1, . . . , tn) and π(f) = [i1, . . . , im].

Thus, an argument filtering is used to replace function symbols by one of their
arguments or to eliminate certain arguments of function symbols.

A preorder is a transitive and reflexive relation. A rewrite preorder is a pre-
order % on terms that is closed under contexts and substitutions. A reduction
pair consists of a rewrite preorder % and a compatible well-founded order >
which is closed under substitutions. Here compatibility means that the inclusion
% · > ⊆ > or the inclusion > · % ⊆ > holds. The following theorem presents the
basic dependency pair approach.

Theorem 1 (Arts and Giesl [4]). A TRS R over a signature F is terminating
if and only if there exists an argument filtering π for F] and a reduction pair
(%, >) such that π(R) ⊆ % and π(DP(R)) ⊆ >. ut
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Because rewrite rules are just pairs of terms, π(R) ⊆ % is a shorthand for
π(l) % π(r) for every rewrite rule l → r ∈ R. From now on we assume that all
(e)TRSs are finite.

Rather than considering all dependency pairs at the same time, like in the
above theorem, it is advantageous to treat groups of dependency pairs separately.
These groups correspond to cycles in the dependency graph DG(R) of R. The
nodes of DG(R) are the dependency pairs of R and there is an arrow from s→ t
to u→ v if and only if there exist substitutions σ and τ such that tσ →∗

R uτ . (By
renaming variables in different occurrences of dependency pairs we may assume
that σ = τ .) A cycle is a non-empty subset C of dependency pairs of DP(R) if
for every two (not necessarily distinct) pairs s → t and u → v in C there exists
a non-empty path in C from s→ t to u→ v.

Theorem 2 (Arts and Giesl [2]). A TRS R is terminating if and only if for
every cycle C in DG(R) there exists an argument filtering π and a reduction pair
(%, >) such that π(R) ⊆ %, π(C) ⊆ % ∪ >, and π(C) ∩> 6= ∅. ut

Note that π(C) ∩ > 6= ∅ denotes the situation that π(s) > π(t) for at least
one dependency pair s→ t ∈ C.

Since it is undecidable whether there exists substitutions σ, τ such that
tσ →∗

R uτ , the dependency graph cannot be computed in general. Hence, in order
to mechanize the termination criterion of Theorem 2 one has to approximate the
dependency graph. To this end, Arts and Giesl proposed a simple algorithm.

Definition 3. Let R be a TRS. The nodes of the estimated dependency graph
EDG(R) are the dependency pairs of R and there is an arrow from s → t to
u → v if and only if REN(CAP(t)) and u are unifiable. Here CAP replaces all
outermost subterms with a defined root symbol by distinct fresh variables and
REN replaces all occurrences of variables by distinct fresh variables.

Lemma 4 (Arts and Giesl [4]). Let R be a TRS.

1. EDG(R) is computable.
2. DG(R) ⊆ EDG(R). ut

3 Tree Automata

We briefly recall some basic definitions and results concerning tree automata.
Much more information can be found in [8].

A (finite bottom-up) tree automaton is a quadruple A = (F , Q, Qf , ∆) con-
sisting of a finite signature F , a finite set Q of states, disjoint from F , a subset
Qf ⊆ Q of final states, and a set of transition rules ∆. Every transition rule
has the form f(q1, . . . , qn) → q with f ∈ F and q1, . . . , qn, q ∈ Q. So a tree
automaton A = (F , Q, Qf , ∆) is simply a finite ground TRS (F ∪Q, ∆) whose
rewrite rules have a special shape, together with a subset Qf of Q. The induced
rewrite relation on T (F ∪ Q) is denoted by →A. A ground term t ∈ T (F) is
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accepted by A if t →∗
A q for some q ∈ Qf . The set of all such terms is denoted

by L(A). A subset L ⊆ T (F) is called regular if there exists a tree automaton
A = (F , Q, Qf , ∆) such that L = L(A). It is well-known that every regular lan-
guage is accepted by a deterministic tree automaton without inaccessible states.
A deterministic automaton has no two different rules with the same left-hand
side. A state is inaccessible if no ground term reduces to it. In this paper we
make use of the additional properties mentioned below.

Lemma 5. The set of ground instances of a linear term is regular. ut

We write Σ(t) for the set of ground instances of the term t. The next result
states that it is decidable whether a ground instance of an arbitrary term is
accepted by a given tree automaton. For a linear term t this is obvious since (1)
Σ(t) is regular by Lemma 5, (2) regular languages are effectively closed under
intersection, and (3) emptiness is decidable for regular languages. The point is
that the problem remains decidable for non-linear terms. This extension will
turn out to be very important for automatically proving termination of TRSs
that rely on non-linearity (i.e., by linearizing the rewrite rules the TRS becomes
non-terminating).

Theorem 6 (Tison [26]). The following problem is decidable:

instance: tree automaton A, term t
question: Σ(t) ∩ L(A) = ∅?

Proof. First we transform A into an equivalent deterministic tree automaton
B = (F , Q, Qf , ∆) without inaccessible states. We claim that Σ(t) ∩ L(A) 6= ∅

if and only if there exists a mapping σ : Var(t)→ Q such that tσ ∈ L(B).

⇒ Suppose Σ(t) ∩ L(A) 6= ∅. So there exists a substitution τ : Var(t) → T (F)
such that tτ ∈ L(A) = L(B). Hence tτ →∗

∆ q for some q ∈ Qf . In this
sequence every subterm τ(x) of tτ is reduced to some state. Because B is
deterministic, different occurrences of τ(x) in tτ reduce to the same state,
say qx ∈ Q. Define the mapping σ : Var(t) → Q by σ(x) = qx for every
x ∈ Var(t). Clearly tτ →∗

∆ tσ →∗
∆ q and hence tσ ∈ L(B).

⇐ Suppose tσ ∈ L(B) for some mapping σ : Var(t) → Q. So tσ →∗
∆ q for

some q ∈ Qf . Since all states of B are accessible, there exists a substitution
τ : Var(t)→ T (F) such that τ(x)→∗

∆ σ(x) for all x ∈ Var(t). Hence tτ →∗
∆

tσ →∗
∆ q and thus tτ ∈ L(B) = L(A). In other words, Σ(t) ∩ L(A) 6= ∅.

Since there are only finitely many mappings from Var(t) to Q, this yields a
decision procedure. ut

We stress that for a linear term t there is no need to perform the expensive
determinization of A.
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4 Approximations

In this section we define new approximations of the dependency graph. Our
approximations are based on the framework of Durand and Middeldorp [11] for
the study of decidable call-by-need computations in orthogonal term rewriting.

If R is an eTRS over a signature F and L ⊆ T (F) then (→∗
R)[L] denotes

the set of all terms s ∈ T (F) such that s→∗
R t for some term t ∈ L.

Definition 7. An approximation mapping is a mapping α from eTRSs to
eTRSs with the property that →R ⊆ →∗

α(R) for every eTRS R. In the following
we write Rα instead of α(R). We say that α is regularity preserving if (→∗

Rα
)[L]

is regular for all eTRSs R and regular L.

In [11] an approximation mapping α is also required to satisfy the condition
that the ground normal forms of R and Rα coincide, but we do not need that
condition here. Next we define three approximation mappings that are known
to be regularity preserving. Our definitions are slightly different from the ones
found in the literature because we have to deal with possibly non-left-linear
TRSs.

Definition 8. Let R be an eTRS. The strong approximation Rs is obtained
from R by replacing the right-hand side and all occurrences of variables in
the left-hand side of every rewrite rule by distinct fresh variables, i.e., Rs =
{REN(l)→ x | l→ r ∈ R and x is a fresh variable}. The nv approximation Rnv
is obtained from R by replacing all occurrences of variables in the rewrite rules
by distinct fresh variables: Rnv = {REN(l) → REN(r) | l → r ∈ R}. An eTRS
is called growing if for every rewrite rule l → r the variables in Var(l) ∩ Var(r)
occur at depth 1 in l. The growing approximation Rg is defined as any left-linear
growing eTRS that is obtained from R by linearizing the left-hand sides and re-
naming the variables in the right-hand sides that occur at a depth greater than
1 in the corresponding left-hand sides.

For instance, if R contains the rewrite rule f(x, g(x), y) → f(x, x, g(y)) then
Rs contains f(x, g(x′), y) → z, Rnv contains f(x, g(x′), y) → f(x′′, x′′′, g(y′)),
and Rg contains f(x, g(x′), y) → f(x, x, g(y)) or f(x′, g(x), y) → f(x′′, x′′, g(y)).
(The former is preferred as it is closer to the original rule. The ambiguity in the
definition of Rg causes no problems in the sequel.)

Theorem 9. The approximation mappings s, nv, and g are regularity preserv-
ing. ut

Nagaya and Toyama [24] proved the above result for the growing approxi-
mation; the tree automaton that recognizes (→∗

Rg
)[L] is defined as the limit of

a finite saturation process. This saturation process is similar to the ones defined
in Comon [7] and Jacquemard [16], but by working exclusively with determinis-
tic tree automata, non-right-linear rewrite rules can be handled. For the strong
and nv approximation simpler constructions using ground tree transducers are
possible (see e.g. Durand and Middeldorp [11]).
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Recently, Takai et al. [25] introduced the class of left-linear inverse finite
path overlapping rewrite systems and showed that the preceding theorem is
true for the corresponding approximation mapping. Growing rewrite systems
constitute a proper subclass of the class of inverse finite path overlapping rewrite
systems. Since the definition of this class is rather difficult and the construction
in the proof of regularity preservingness very complicated, we do not consider
the inverse finite path overlapping approximation here. We note however that
our results easily extend.

Definition 10. Let R be a TRS and α an approximation mapping. The nodes
of the α-approximated dependency graph DGα(R) are the dependency pairs of
R and there is an arrow from s → t to u → v if and only if both Σ(t) ∩
(→∗

Rα
)[Σ(REN(u))] 6= ∅ and Σ(u) ∩ (→∗

(R−1)α
)[Σ(REN(t))] 6= ∅.

So we draw arrow from s → t to u → v if a ground instance of t rewrites
in Rα to a ground instance of REN(u) and a ground instance of u rewrites in
(R−1)α to a ground instance of REN(t). The reason for having both conditions
is that (1) for decidability t or u should be made linear and (2) depending on
α and R, Rα may better approximate R than (R−1)α approximates R−1, or
vice-versa. Also, the more conditions one imposes, the closer one gets to the real
dependency graph.

Lemma 11. Let R be a TRS and α an approximation mapping.

1. If α is regularity preserving then DGα(R) is computable.
2. DG(R) ⊆ DGα(R).

Proof.

1. Let s → t and u → v be dependency pairs of R. Because REN(u) is a lin-
ear term, Σ(REN(u)) is regular (Lemma 5). Since α is regularity preserving,
(→∗

Rα
)[Σ(REN(u))] is regular. Hence, according to Theorem 6, it is decidable

whether Σ(t) intersects with (→∗
Rα

)[Σ(REN(u))]. By the same reasoning it
follows that it is decidable whether Σ(u) and (→∗

(R−1)α
)[Σ(REN(t))] inter-

sect. Hence it is decidable whether there exists an arrow from s→ t to u→ v
in DGα(R).

2. Suppose there is an arrow from dependency pair s → t to dependency pair
u → v in DG(R). So tσ →∗

R uτ for some substitutions σ and τ . We may
assume without loss of generality that tσ and uτ are ground terms. Hence
tσ ∈ Σ(t) ⊆ Σ(REN(t)) and uτ ∈ Σ(u) ⊆ Σ(REN(u)). Consequently, Σ(t)∩
(→∗

R)[Σ(REN(u))] 6= ∅ and Σ(u) ∩ (→∗
R−1)[Σ(REN(t))] 6= ∅. Because α is

an approximation mapping, →∗
R ⊆ →∗

Rα
and →∗

R−1 ⊆ →∗
(R−1)α

. Therefore
Σ(t) ∩ (→∗

Rα
)[Σ(REN(u))] 6= ∅ and Σ(u) ∩ (→∗

(R−1)α
)[Σ(REN(t))] 6= ∅. In

other words, there exists an arrow from s→ t to u→ v in DGα(R). ut

It should be clear that a better approximation mapping results in a better
approximation of the dependency graph. Hence we have the following result.
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Lemma 12. DGg(R) ⊆ DGnv(R) ⊆ DGs(R) for every TRS R. ut
The reason for considering the strong and nv approximations in this paper is

that DGs and DGnv are easier to compute than DGg, cf. the paragraph following
Theorem 9.

5 Comparison

In this section we compare our α-approximated dependency graph with the
estimated dependency graph of Arts and Giesl and the approximation of the
dependency graph defined by Kusakari and Toyama [19,21].

The first two examples show that the s-approximated dependency graph and
the estimated dependency graph are incomparable in general.

Example 13. Consider the TRS R consisting of the two rewrite rules

f(g(a)) → f(a)
a → b

There are two dependency pairs:

F(g(a)) → F(a) (1)
F(g(a)) → A (2)

Because REN(CAP(F(a))) = F(x) unifies with F(g(a)), EDG(R) contains two
arrows:

(1)
��

// (2)

We have (R−1)s = {f(a) → x, b → x}. Hence (→∗
(R−1)s

)[{F(a)}] consists of all
terms of the form fn(a), fn(b), F(fn(a)), F(fn(b)) with n > 0. The term F(g(a))
clearly does not belong to this set and hence there are no arrows in DGs(R).

Example 14. Consider the TRS R consisting of the single rewrite rule

f(x, x) → f(a, b)

There is one dependency pair:

F(x, x) → F(a, b)

Because REN(CAP(F(a, b))) = F(a, b) and F(x, x) are not unifiable, EDG(R)
contains no arrows. However, both Σ(F(a, b)) ∩ (→∗

Rs
)[Σ(REN(F(x, x)))] and

Σ(F(x, x)) ∩ (→∗
(R−1)s

)[Σ(REN(F(a, b)))] are non-empty, as witnessed by the
terms F(a, b) and F(f(a, b), f(a, b)).

The non-left-linearity in the preceding example is essential. This is shown in
Lemma 16 below. In the proof we make use of the following lemma. Here ←∗

Rs

is the inverse of the relation →∗
Rs

(which is different from →∗
(R−1)s

).
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Lemma 15. (←∗
Rs

)[Σ(REN(t))]⊆ Σ(REN(CAP(t))) for every TRS R and term t.

Proof. Let F be the signature of R. We use induction on the structure of t. If t is
a variable or if the root symbol of t is a defined symbol then CAP(t) is a variable
and hence Σ(REN(CAP(t))) = T (F) and thus trivially (←∗

Rs
)[Σ(REN(t))] ⊆

Σ(REN(CAP(t))). Suppose t = f(t1, . . . , tn) with f a constructor. Because the
left-hand side of every rule in Rs starts with a defined symbol and the arguments
of REN(t) do not share variables, (←∗

Rs
)[Σ(REN(t))] = {f(s1, . . . , sn) | si ∈

Σ(REN(ti))}. Also Σ(REN(CAP(t))) = {f(s1, . . . , sn) | si ∈ Σ(REN(CAP(ti)))}.
Hence the desired inclusion follows from the induction hypothesis. ut

The previous lemma does not hold for eTRSs. For instance, consider the
eTRS R = {x→ a} over the signature consisting of the constants a and b. If
t = b then (←∗

Rs
)[Σ(REN(t))] = {a, b} and Σ(REN(CAP(t))) = {b}.

Lemma 16. If R is a left-linear TRS then DGs(R) ⊆ EDG(R).

Proof. Suppose there is an arrow from dependency pair s → t to dependency
pair u → v in DGs(R). By definition, Σ(t) ∩ (→∗

Rs
)[Σ(REN(u))] 6= ∅. Since R

is left-linear, u is a linear term and thus Σ(REN(u)) = Σ(u). Hence there exist
ground substitutions σ and τ such that tσ →∗

Rs
uτ . Clearly tσ ∈ Σ(REN(t)).

According to the preceding lemma uτ ∈ Σ(REN(CAP(t))). Since REN(CAP(t))
and u do not share variables, they are unifiable and thus there exists an arrow
from s→ t to u→ v in EDG(R). ut

Actually, with the strong approximation we can never benefit from non-
linearity. This is formally expressed in the following lemma.

Lemma 17. Let R be a nonempty eTRS, t a term, and L a set of ground terms.
The following statements are equivalent:

1. Σ(t) ∩ (→∗
Rs

)[L] 6= ∅,
2. Σ(REN(t)) ∩ (→∗

Rs
)[L] 6= ∅.

Proof.

⇒ Obvious since Σ(t) ⊆ Σ(REN(t)).
⇐ Let ∆ be an arbitrary ground redex and define the substitution σ = {x 7→

∆ | x ∈ Var(t)}. Because in Rs a redex can be rewritten to any term,
tσ →∗

Rs
t′ for every t′ ∈ Σ(REN(t)). Hence, if t′ ∈ Σ(REN(t)) ∩ (→∗

Rs
)[L]

then tσ ∈ Σ(t) ∩ (→∗
Rs

)[L]. ut
As a consequence, the strong approximation is not all that useful for ap-

proximating dependency graphs. For the nv approximation matters are quite
different. Our next result states that the nv-approximated dependency graph is
always a subgraph of the estimated dependency graph. In order to prove this,
we need the following preliminary result.

Lemma 18. (Rnv)−1 = (R−1)nv for every eTRS R.
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Proof. Since Rnv = {REN(l)→ REN(r) | l→ r ∈ R}, the result is obvious. ut

We stress that the above lemma is not true for the strong and growing ap-
proximations. For the strong approximation the TRSs of Examples 13 and 14
serve as counterexample.

Theorem 19. DGnv(R) ⊆ EDG(R) for every TRS R.

Proof. Suppose there is an arrow from dependency pair s → t to dependency
pair u → v in DGnv(R). By definition, Σ(u) ∩ (→∗

(R−1)nv
)[Σ(REN(t))] 6= ∅.

According to Lemmata 18 and 15, and using the observation that →∗
Rnv

is a
subrelation of →∗

Rs
, (→∗

(R−1)nv
)[Σ(REN(t))] = (←∗

Rnv
)[Σ(REN(t))] ⊆ (←∗

Rs
)

[Σ(REN(t))] ⊆ Σ(REN(CAP(t))). Hence Σ(u)∩Σ(REN(CAP(t))) 6= ∅ and hence
u and REN(CAP(t)) are unifiable. Therefore the arrow from s→ t to u→ v also
exists in EDG(R). ut

The next example shows that the nv-approximated dependency graph is in
general a proper subgraph of the estimated dependency graph.

Example 20. Consider the TRS R consisting of the two rewrite rules

f(a, b, x) → f(x, x, x)
a → c

There is one dependency pair:

F(a, b, x) → F(x, x, x)

Since REN(CAP(F(x, x, x))) = F(x1, x2, x3) unifies with F(a, b, x), EDG(R) con-
tains a cycle. We have Σ(REN(F(a, b, x))) = {F(a, b, t) | t ∈ T (F)} and Rnv =
{f(a, b, x) → f(x1, x2, x3), a → c}. Consequently (→∗

Rnv
)[Σ(REN(F(a, b, x)))] =

Σ(REN(F(a, b, x))) and since no instance of F(x, x, x) belongs to this set,
DGnv(R) contains no arrow. Therefore R is trivially terminating.

The TRS in the above example is not DP quasi-simply terminating. The
class of DP quasi-simply terminating TRSs was introduced by Giesl and Ohle-
busch [14] and supposed to “capture all TRSs where an automated termination
proof using dependency pairs is potentially feasible”. We note that the various
refinements of the dependency pair method (narrowing, rewriting, instantiation;
see Giesl and Arts [12]) are not applicable and moreover that proving innermost
termination (which is easy with the standard dependency pair technique) is in-
sufficient for termination as the TRS does not belong to a known class for which
termination and innermost termination coincide.

The next example shows a TRS that cannot be proved terminating with the
nv approximation but whose (automatic) termination proof becomes easy with
the growing approximation.
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Example 21. Consider the TRS R consisting of the three rewrite rules

f(x, a) → f(x, g(x, b))
g(h(x), y) → g(x, h(y))

g(a, y) → y

There are three dependency pairs:

F(x, a) → F(x, g(x, b)) (1)
F(x, a) → G(x, b) (2)

G(h(x), y) → G(x, h(y)) (3)

One easily verifies that DGnv(R) contains two cycles:

(1)
))

// (2) // (3)
uu

In particular, F(a, g(a, b)) →Rnv F(a, a) which explains the arrows from (1) to
(1) and (2). The problematic cycle {(1)} does not exist in DGg(R) because no
ground instance of F(x, g(x, b)) rewrites in Rg to a ground instance of F(x, a):

(1) (2) // (3)
uu

As a consequence, the resulting ordering constraints (obtained from Theorem 2)
are easily satisfied (e.g. by taking π(f) = 1 in combination with the lexicographic
path order with precedence G > h and g > h).1

In the final part of this section we compare our α-approximated dependency
graph with the approximation of the dependency graph defined by Kusakari and
Toyama [19,21]. Their approximation relies on the concepts of ω-reduction and
Ω-reduction. The first concept stems from Huet and Lévy [15].

Let R be a TRS over a signature F . Let Ω be a fresh constant. The set of
ground terms over the extended signature F ∪ {Ω} is denoted by TΩ(F). Given
a term t ∈ T (F ,V), the term in TΩ(F) obtained from t by replacing all variables
by Ω is denoted by tΩ . The prefix order > on TΩ(F) is defined by the following
two clauses:

– t > Ω for every t ∈ TΩ(F),
– f(s1, . . . , sn) > f(t1, . . . , tn) if si > ti for every 1 6 i 6 n.

Two terms s, t ∈ TΩ(F) are compatible, denoted by s ↑ t, if there exists a
term u ∈ TΩ(F) such that both u > s and u > t. Finally, ω-reduction is the
relation →ω on TΩ(F) defined as follows: s →ω t if and only if s = C[s′] and
t = C[Ω] such that Ω 6= s′ ↑ lΩ for some l → r ∈ R. It is easy to prove that
1 Again, the TRS is not DP quasi-simply terminating. Unlike the previous example,

proving innermost termination is sufficient for termination, but the estimated in-
nermost dependency graph coincides with EDG(R) = DGnv(R) and the narrowing
refinement for innermost termination fails to make the requirements for an automatic
proof easier.
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ω-reduction is terminating and confluent. Hence every term t ∈ TΩ(F) has a
unique normal form, which is denoted by ω(t). It is well-known that ω-reduction
is closely related to the strong approximation. Below we make use of the following
well-known facts (for all terms s, t ∈ TΩ(F)):

– ω(t) 6 t,
– if s 6 t then ω(s) 6 ω(t).

The concept of Ω-reduction corresponds to the nv approximation and is defined
as follows: s →Ω t if and only if s = C[s′] and t = C[rΩ ] for some l → r ∈ R
such that Ω 6= s′ ↑ lΩ . Unlike ω-reduction, Ω-reduction is in general neither
confluent nor terminating.

Lemma 22. Let R be a TRS. If s →∗
Rnv

t and s′ 6 s then s′ →∗
Ω t′ for some

t′ 6 t.

Proof. Induction on the length of s→∗
Rnv

t, using the easy to prove fact that if
s→Rnv t and s′ 6 s then s′ →=

Ω t′ for some t′ 6 t. ut

We now have all ingredients to define Kusakari and Toyama’s approximation
of the dependency graph. Actually, their definition applies to AC rewriting, an
extension that we do not consider in this paper. The definition below is the
specialization to ordinary term rewriting.

Definition 23. Let R be a TRS. For every n > 0 we define the graph DGn
Ω(R)

as follows. Its nodes are the dependency pairs of R and there is an arrow from
s→ t to u→ v if and only if there exists a term t′ ∈ TΩ(F) such that t′ ↑ uΩ and
either tΩ →m

Ω t′ with m < n or tΩ →n
Ω · →!

ω t′. (Note that the latter condition
is equivalent to tΩ →n

Ω t′′ and t′ = ω(t′′) for some term t′′ ∈ TΩ(F).)

Lemma 24 (Kusakari and Toyama [19,21]). Let R be a TRS and n > 0.

1. DGn
Ω(R) is computable.

2. DGn
Ω(R) ⊆ DG(R). ut

It is not difficult to show that EDG(R) and DGn
Ω(R) are incomparable in

general, for all n > 0 (contradicting the remark in Kusakari and Toyama [21]
that their algorithm for approximating the dependency graph is more powerful
than the one of Arts and Giesl). For instance, for the TRS R of Example 14
DGn

Ω(R) contains a cycle for every n > 0 whereas EDG(R) is empty. The same
holds for DGs(R). However, it is easy to prove that DGs(R) is always a sub-
graph of DG0

Ω(R) and sometimes a proper subgraph, like in Example 13 where
DG0

Ω(R) coincides with EDG(R). Below we compare Kusakari and Toyama’s
approximation with our nv-approximated dependency graph.

Lemma 25. Let R be a TRS. If n > 0 then DGn
Ω(R) ⊆ DGn−1

Ω (R).
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Proof. Suppose there is an arrow from dependency pair s → t to dependency
pair u→ v in DGn

nv(R). So there exists a term t′ ∈ TΩ(F) such that t′ ↑ uΩ and
either tΩ →m

Ω t′ with m < n or tΩ →n
Ω · →!

ω t′. First suppose that tΩ →m
Ω t′

with m < n. If m < n − 1 then the arrow from s → t to u → v also exists in
DGn−1(R). If m = n− 1 then we reason as follows. Since ω(t′) 6 t′, ω(t′) ↑ uΩ .
Clearly tΩ →n−1

Ω t′ →!
ω ω(t′). Hence the arrow from s → t to u → v exists in

DGn−1(R). Finally consider the case that tΩ →n
Ω · →!

ω t′. So there exists terms
t1 and t2 such that tΩ →n−1

Ω t1 →Ω t2 →!
ω t′. Clearly t1 →ω t′2 with t′2 6 t2.

We have ω(t1) = ω(t′2) 6 ω(t2) = t′. Hence ω(t1) and uΩ are compatible. Since
tΩ →n−1

Ω t1 →!
ω ω(t1), the arrow from s→ t to u→ v exists in DGn−1

Ω (R). ut
The following result is the key to showing that our nv-approximated depen-

dency graph is a subgraph of DGn
Ω(R), for all n > 0.

Lemma 26. Let s → t and u → v be dependency pairs of R. If Σ(REN(t)) ∩
(→∗

Rnv
)[Σ(REN(u))] 6= ∅ then there is an arrow from s→ t to u→ v in DGn

Ω(R)
for all n > 0.

Proof. Suppose Σ(REN(t)) ∩ (→∗
Rnv

)[Σ(REN(u))] 6= ∅. So REN(t)σ →∗
Rnv

REN(u)τ for some ground substitutions σ and τ . Since tΩ 6 REN(t)σ, an appli-
cation of Lemma 22 yields tΩ →∗

Ω u′ for some term u′ 6 REN(u)τ . Because also
uΩ 6 REN(u)τ , u′ ↑ uΩ . Let m be the length of the Ω-reduction sequence from
tΩ to u′. It follows that there is an arrow from s→ t to u→ v in DGn

Ω(R) for all
n > m. According to Lemma 25, the arrow exists also in DGn

Ω(R) for n 6 m. ut

Theorem 27. DGnv(R) ⊆ DGn
Ω(R) for every TRS R and n > 0.

Proof. Suppose there is an arrow from dependency pair s → t to dependency
pair u → v in DGnv(R). By definition, Σ(t) ∩ (→∗

Rnv
)[Σ(REN(u))] 6= ∅. Since

Σ(t) ⊆ Σ(REN(t)), also Σ(REN(t)) ∩ (→∗
Rnv

)[Σ(REN(u))] 6= ∅. According to
Lemma 26 the arrow from s→ t to u→ v exists in DGn

Ω(R) for all n > 0. ut
The reverse inclusion does not hold. Consider for instance the TRS R of

Example 20. Since F(Ω, Ω, Ω) is compatible with F(a, b, Ω), DGn
Ω(R) contains a

cycle for all n > 0.
In retrospect, Kusakari and Toyama’s approximation suffers from the fol-

lowing two problems: (1) since all variables are replaced by Ω, TRSs that are
terminating because of non-linearity cannot be handled appropriately, and (2)
there is no need to bound the number of Ω-reduction steps, rather, by avoiding
such a bound we can make effective use of tree automata techniques.

6 Decidable Classes

Termination is known to be decidable for several subclasses of TRSs. In this
section we investigate whether these decidability results can be obtained with
the dependency pair technique. The best known class of TRSs with a decidable
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termination problem is the class of right-ground TRSs (Dershowitz [9]). The
following easy result states that in principle the dependency pair technique is
very suitable for deciding termination of right-ground TRSs.

Theorem 28. A right-ground TRS R is terminating if and only if DG(R) con-
tains no cycles.

Proof.

⇒ Suppose DG(R) contains a cycle C = {si → ti | 1 6 i 6 n}. We show that R
is non-terminating. Without loss of generality we assume that C is minimal.
Since R is right-ground, there exist substitutions σi such that ti →∗

R si+1σi

for all 1 6 i 6 n and with sn+1 = s1. By definition of dependency pairs, for
every 1 6 i 6 n there exists a rewrite rule li → ri ∈ R and a subterm ui of
ri such that si = l]i and ti = u]

i . Let Ci be the context such that ri = Ci[ui].
Since all steps in u]

i →∗
R l]i+1σi take place below the root position, we also

have ui →∗
R li+1σi and thus ri = Ci[ui] →∗

R Ci[li+1σi] (with ln+1 = l1).
Therefore

l1 →R r1 →∗
R C1[l2σ1]→R C1[r2]→∗

R C1[C2[l3σ2]]
→R · · · →∗

R C1[C2[· · · [Cn[l1σn]] · · · ]]
which gives rise to an infinite rewrite sequence.

⇐ If there are no cycles in DG(R) then the conditions of Theorem 2 are trivially
satisfied and thus R is terminating. ut
So as far as termination of right-ground TRSs is concerned, the only thing

that matters is a good approximation of the dependency graph. Next we consider
how the various approximations of the dependency graph deal with right-ground
TRSs.

Theorem 29. For every left-linear right-ground TRS R, DG(R) = DGnv(R).

Proof. According to Lemma 11 it suffices to show that DGnv(R) ⊆ DG(R). So
suppose there is an arrow from dependency pair s→ t to dependency pair u→ v
in DGnv(R). Hence Σ(t)∩(→∗

Rnv
)[Σ(REN(u))] 6= ∅. Because R is left-linear and

right-ground,Rnv = R, t is a ground term, and u is linear. Hence t ∈ (→∗
R)[Σ(u)]

and thus t →∗
R uσ for some ground substitution σ. Therefore the arrow from

s→ t to u→ v also exists in DG(R). ut
The following example shows that without the left-linearity condition DG(R)

and DGnv(R) may differ.

Example 30. Consider the right-ground TRS R consisting of the three rewrite
rules

f(a) → g(h(a, b))
g(g(a)) → f(b)
h(x, x) → g(a)
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There are four dependency pairs:

F(a) → G(h(a, b)) (1) G(g(a)) → F(b) (3)
F(a) → H(a, b) (2) H(x, x) → G(a) (4)

Because Rnv contains the rewrite rule h(x, y) → g(a) and (Rnv)−1 = (R−1)nv,
DGnv(R) contains an arrow from (1) to (3). However, since G(h(a, b)) does not
rewrite to G(g(a)) in R, this arrow does not exist in DG(R).

Note that in the previous example Rg also contains the rule h(x, y) → g(a)
but the corresponding rule in (R−1)g is g(a) → h(x, x) and therefore G(g(a))
does not belong to (→∗

(R−1)g
)[{G(h(a, b))}]. Hence there is no arrow from (1) to

(3) in DGg(R). This holds in general.

Theorem 31. For every right-ground TRS R, DG(R) = DGg(R).

Proof. According to Lemma 11 it suffices to show that DGg(R) ⊆ DG(R). So
suppose there is an arrow from dependency pair s→ t to dependency pair u→ v
in DGg(R). Hence Σ(u)∩(→∗

(R−1)g
)[Σ(REN(t))] 6= ∅. BecauseR is right-ground,

(R−1)g = R−1 and t is a ground term. Hence Σ(u) ∩ (←∗
R)[{t}] 6= ∅ and thus

t →∗
R uσ for some ground substitution σ. Therefore the arrow from s → t to

u→ v also exists in DG(R). ut
The above results provide an easy decision procedure for termination of right-

ground TRSs R: Compute the dependency graph of R using the growing (nv, if
R is left-linear) approximation and determine whether there are any cycles. We
stress that the above results are not true for the estimated dependency graph.

Recently, Nagaya and Toyama [24] obtained the following decidability result.

Theorem 32. Termination is decidable for almost orthogonal growing TRSs.
ut

It should be noted that this result does not cover the preceding results due
to the almost orthogonality requirement. (A TRS is called almost orthogonal
if it is left-linear and all critical pairs are trivial overlays.) On the other hand,
although it is very easy to prove that DG(R) = DGg(R) for every left-linear
growing TRS R, the dependency pair approach does not seem to give an easy
decision procedure since the dependency graph may contain cycles, as shown in
the following example.

Example 33. Consider the (almost) orthogonal growing TRS R consisting of the
two rewrite rules

f(x) → g(x)
g(a) → f(b)

There are two dependency pairs:

F(x) → G(x) (1)
G(a) → F(b) (2)
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One easily verifies that DG(R) contains a cycle:

(1)
**
(2)jj

However, R is clearly terminating (and it is very easy to solve the constraints
stemming from the dependency pair technique in Theorem 2).

7 Conclusion

In this paper we have shown that simple tree automata techniques are useful
to obtain better approximations of the dependency graph and hence we can
automatically prove termination of a larger class of TRSs. More sophisticated
tree automata techniques have been developed for dealing with non-linearity,
see [8, Chapter 4], but we are not aware of any preservation results for the
corresponding language classes and hence it is unclear whether these techniques
could further improve automatic termination techniques.

Obviously, our α-approximated dependency graphs are harder to compute
than the estimated dependency graph of Arts and Giesl. Consequently, we do
not propose to eliminate the estimated dependency graph. Rather, our approxi-
mations should be tried only if tools based on the estimated dependency graph
(like [1]) fail to prove termination or maybe in parallel to the search for suitable
argument filterings and orderings to satisfy the resulting constraints. Clearly
experimentation is needed to determine when to invoke our approximations.
Currently we are working on an implementation of our algorithms.

It is worthwhile to investigate whether our approach can be extended to AC
termination ([21,23]) and to innermost termination ([4]). For AC termination
we do not expect any problems, but innermost termination seems more difficult.
The reason is that the existence of an arrow from s → t to u → v in the
innermost dependency graph does not only depend on whether a ground instance
tσ of t innermost rewrites to a ground instance uτ of u, but sσ and uτ are
additionally required to be normal forms. The latter condition is easily verified by
tree automata techniques but it is unclear how to deal with the synchronization
between the two conditions.

Since there are numerous examples of terminating TRSs whose dependency
graphs do contain cycles, it goes without saying that the work reported in this
paper is not the final answer to the problem of proving termination of rewrite
systems automatically.

Acknowledgements. I thank Seitaro Yuuki for useful discussions. The paper
benefitted from detailed comments of Jürgen Giesl and the anonymous referees.
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Abstract. This paper considers finite-automata based algorithms for
handling linear arithmetic with both real and integer variables. Previous
work has shown that this theory can be dealt with by using finite au-
tomata on infinite words, but this involves some difficult and delicate to
implement algorithms. The contribution of this paper is to show, using
topological arguments, that only a restricted class of automata on infinite
words are necessary for handling real and integer linear arithmetic. This
allows the use of substantially simpler algorithms and opens the path
to the implementation of a usable system for handling this combined
theory.

1 Introduction

Among the techniques used to develop algorithms for deciding or checking logi-
cal formulas, finite automata have played an important role in a variety of cases.
Classical examples are the use of infinite-word finite automata by Büchi [Büc62]
for obtaining decision procedures for the first and second-order monadic theories
of one successor as well as the use of tree automata by Rabin [Rab69] for decid-
ing the second-order monadic theory of n successors. More recent examples are
the use of automata for obtaining decision and model-checking procedures for
temporal and modal logics [VW86a,VW86b,VW94,KVW00]. In this last setting,
automata-based procedures have the advantage of moving the combinatorial as-
pects of the procedures to the context of automata, which are simple graph-like
structures well adapted to algorithmic development. This separation of concerns
between the logical and the algorithmic has been quite fruitful for instance in
the implementation of model checkers for linear-time temporal logic [CVWY90,
Hol97].

As already noticed by Büchi [Büc60,Büc62], automata-based approaches are
not limited to sequential and modal logics, but can also be used for Presburger
arithmetic. To achieve this, one adopts the usual encoding of integers in a base
? This work was partially funded by a grant of the “Communauté française de Belgique
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r ≥ 2, thus representing an integer as a word over the alphabet {0, . . . , r − 1}.
By extension, n-component integer vectors are represented by words over the
alphabet {0, . . . , r − 1}n and a finite automaton operating over this alphabet
represents a set of integer vectors. Given that addition and order are easily rep-
resented by finite automata and that these automata are closed under Boolean
operations as well as projection, one easily obtains a decision procedure for Pres-
burger arithmetic. This idea was first explored at the theoretical level, yielding
for instance the very nice result that base-independent finite-automaton repre-
sentable sets are exactly the Presburger sets [Cob69,Sem77,BHMV94]. Later, it
has been proposed as a practical means of deciding and manipulating Presburger
formulas [BC96,Boi98,SKR98,WB00]. The intuition behind this applied use of
automata for Presburger arithmetic is that finite automata play with respect
to Presburger arithmetic a role similar to the one of Binary Decision Diagrams
(BDDs) with respect to Boolean logic. These ideas have been implemented in the
LASH tool [LASH], which has been used successfully in the context of verifying
systems with unbounded integer variables.

It almost immediately comes to mind that if a finite word over the alphabet
{0, . . . , r − 1} can represent an integer, an infinite word over the same alphabet
extended with a fractional part separator (the usual dot) can represent a real
number. Finite automata on infinite words can thus represent sets of real vec-
tors, and serve as a means of obtaining a decision procedure for real additive
arithmetic. Furthermore, since numbers with empty fractional parts can easily
be recognized by automata, the same technique can be used to obtain a decision
procedure for a theory combining the integers and the reals. This is not presently
handled by any tool, but can be of practical use, for instance in the verification
of timed systems using integer variables [BBR97]. However, turning this into
an effective implemented system is not as easy as it might first seem. Indeed,
projecting and complementing finite automata on infinite words is significantly
more difficult than for automata on finite words. Projection yields nondetermin-
istic automata and complementing or determinizing infinite-word automata is a
notoriously difficult problem. A number of algorithms have been proposed for
this [Büc62,SVW87,Saf88,KV97], but even though their theoretical complexity
remains simply exponential as in the finite-word case, it moves up from 2O(n)

to 2O(n log n) and none of the proposed algorithms are as easy to implement and
fine-tune as the simple Rabin-Scott subset construction used in the finite-word
case.

However, it is intuitively surprising that handling reals is so much more
difficult than handling integers, especially in light of the fact that the usual
polyhedra-based approach to handling arithmetic is both of lower complexity
and easier to implement for the reals than for the integers [FR79]. One would
expect that handling reals with automata should be no more difficult than han-
dling integers1. The conclusion that comes out of these observations is that

1 Note that one cannot expect reals to be easier to handle with automata than integers
since, by nature, this representation includes explicit information about the existence
of integer values satisfying the represented formula.
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infinite-word automata constructed from linear arithmetic formulas must have a
special structure that makes them easier to manipulate than general automata
on infinite words. That this special structure exists and that it can exploited to
obtain simpler algorithms is precisely the subject of this paper.

As a starting point, let us look at the topological characterization of the sets
definable by linear arithmetic formulas. Let us first consider a formula involving
solely real variables. If the formula is quantifier free, it is a Boolean combination
of linear constraints and thus defines a set which is a finite Boolean combina-
tion of open and closed sets. Now, since real linear arithmetic admits quantifier
elimination, the same property also holds for quantified formulas. Then, looking
at classes of automata on infinite words, one notices that the most restricted
one that can accept Boolean combinations of open and closed sets is the class
of deterministic weak automata [SW74,Sta83]. These accept all ω-regular sets
in the Borel class Fσ ∩ Gδ and hence also finite Boolean combinations of open
and closed sets. So, with some care about moving from the topology on vec-
tors to the topology on their encoding as words, one can conclude that the sets
representable by arithmetic formulas involving only real variables can always be
accepted by deterministic weak automata on infinite words. If integers are also
involved in the formula, there is no established quantifier elimination result for
the combined theory and one cannot readily conclude the same. A first result
in this paper closes this loophole. It establishes that sets definable by quantified
linear arithmetic formulas involving both real and integer variables are within
Fσ ∩Gδ and thus are representable by deterministic weak automata. Rather than
using a quantifier elimination type argument to establish this, our proof relies
on separating the integer and fractional parts of variables and on topological
properties of Fσ ∩ Gδ.

The problematic part of the operations on automata needed to decide a
first-order theory is the sequence of projections and complementations needed
to eliminate a string of quantifiers alternating between existential and universal
ones. The second result of this paper shows that for sets defined in linear arith-
metic this can be done with constructions that are simple adaptations of the ones
used for automata on finite words. Indeed, deterministic weak automata can be
viewed as either Büchi or co-Büchi automata. The interesting fact is that co-
Büchi automata can be determinized by the “breakpoint” construction [MH84,
KV97], which basically amounts to a product of subset constructions. Thus, one
has a simple construction to project and determinize a weak automaton, yielding
a deterministic co-Büchi automaton, which is easily complemented into a deter-
ministic Büchi automaton. In the general case, another round of projection will
lead to a nondeterministic Büchi automaton, for which a general determiniza-
tion procedure has to be used. However, we have the result that for automata
obtained from linear arithmetic formulas, the represented sets stay within those
accepted by deterministic weak automata. We prove that this implies that the
automata obtained after determinization will always be weak.

Note that this cannot be directly concluded from the fact that the repre-
sented sets stay within those representable by deterministic weak automata.
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Indeed, even though the represented sets can be accepted by deterministic weak
automata, the automata that are obtained by the determinization procedure
might not have this form. Fortunately, we can prove that this is impossible. For
this, we go back to the link between automata and the topology of the sets of
infinite words they accept. The argument is that ω-regular sets in Fσ ∩ Gδ have
a topological property that forces the automata accepting them to be inherently
weak, i.e. not to have strongly connected components containing both accepting
and non accepting cycles.

As a consequence of our results, we obtain a decision procedure for the theory
combining integer and real linear arithmetic that is suitable for implementation.
The fact that this theory is decidable was known [BBR97], but the results of this
paper move us much closer to an implemented tool that can handle it effectively.

2 Automata-Theoretic and Topological Background

In this section we recall some automata-theoretic and topological concepts that
are used in the paper.

2.1 Automata on Infinite Words

An infinite word (or ω-word) w over an alphabet Σ is a mapping w : N → Σ from
the natural numbers to Σ. A Büchi automaton on infinite words is a five-tuple
A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ), where

– Q is a finite set of states;
– Σ is the input alphabet;
– δ is the transition function and is of the form δ : Q×Σ → 2Q if the automaton

is nondeterministic and of the form δ : Q × Σ → Q if the automaton is
deterministic;

– q0 is the initial state;
– F is a set of accepting states.

A run π of a Büchi automaton A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ) on an ω-word w is a
mapping π : N → Q that satisfies the following conditions:

– π(0) = q0, i.e. the run starts in the initial state;
– For all i ≥ 0, π(i + 1) ∈ δ(π(i), w(i)) (nondeterministic automata) or

π(i + 1) = δ(π(i), w(i)) (deterministic automata), i.e. the run respects the
transition function.

Let inf (π) be the set of states that occur infinitely often in a run π. A run
π is said to be accepting if inf (π) ∩ F 6= ∅. An ω-word w is accepted by a Büchi
automaton if that automaton has some accepting run on w. The language Lω(A)
of infinite words defined by a Büchi automaton A is the set of ω-words it accepts.

A co-Büchi automaton is defined exactly as a Büchi automaton except that
its accepting runs are those for which inf (π) ∩ F = ∅.

We will also use the notion of weak automata [MSS86]. For a Büchi automaton
A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ) to be weak, there has to be a partition of its state set Q into
disjoint subsets Q1, . . . , Qm such that
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– for each of the Qi either Qi ⊆ F or Qi ∩ F = ∅, and
– there is a partial order ≤ on the sets Q1, . . . , Qm such that for every q ∈ Qi

and q′ ∈ Qj for which, for some a ∈ Σ, q′ ∈ δ(q, a) (q′ = δ(q, a) in the
deterministic case), Qj ≤ Qi.

For more details, a survey of automata on infinite words can be found in
[Tho90].

2.2 Topology

Given a set S, a distance d(x, y) defined on this set induces a topology on subsets
of S. A neighborhood Nε(x) of a point x ∈ S is the set Nε(x) = {y | d(x, y) < ε}.
A set C ⊆ S is said to be open if for all x ∈ C, there exists ε > 0 such that the
neighborhood Nε(x) is contained in C. A closed set is a set whose complement
with respect to S is open. We will be referring to the first few levels of the Borel
hierarchy which are shown in Figure 1. The notations used are the following:

– F are the closed sets,
– G are the open sets,
– Fσ is the class of countable unions of closed sets,
– Gδ is the class of countable intersections of open sets,
– Fσδ is the class of countable intersections of Fσ sets,
– Gδσ is the class of countable unions of Gδ sets,
– B(X) represents the finite Boolean combinations of sets in X.

An arrow between classes indicates proper inclusion.

3 Topological Characterization of Arithmetic Sets

We consider the theory 〈R, Z,+,≤〉, where + represents the predicate x+y = z.
Since any linear equality or order constraint can be encoded into this theory, we
refer to it as additive or linear arithmetic over the reals and integers. It is the
extension of Presburger arithmetic that includes both real and integer variables.
In this section, we prove that the sets representable in this theory belong to the
topological class Fσ ∩ Gδ defined relatively to the Euclidean distance between
vectors. This result is formalized by the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let S ⊆ R
n, with n > 0, be a set defined in the theory 〈R, Z,+,≤〉.

This set belongs to the topological class Fσ ∩ Gδ induced by the distance

d(x, y) =

(
n∑

i=1

(xi − yi)2
)1/2

.

Proof. Since 〈R, Z,+,≤〉 is closed under negation, it is actually sufficient to
show that each formula of this theory defines a set that belongs to Fσ, i.e., a set
that can be expressed as a countable union of closed sets.
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F ∩G

GF

B(F ) = B(G)

Fσ ∩Gδ

Gδ

B(Fσ) = B(Gδ)

Fσδ ∩Gδσ

Fσ

Fσδ Gδσ

...

Fig. 1. The first few levels of the Borel hierarchy.

Let ϕ be a formula of 〈R, Z,+,≤〉. To simplify our argument, we will assume
that all free variables of ϕ are reals. This can be done without loss of generality
since quantified variables can range over both R and Z. We introduce u < v as
a shorthand for u ≤ v ∧ ¬(u = v).

The first step of our proof consists of modifying ϕ in the following way. We
replace each variable x that appears in ϕ by two variables xI and xF representing
respectively the integer and the fractional part of x. Formally, this operation
replaces each occurrence in ϕ of a free variable x by the sum xI + xF while
adding to ϕ the constraints 0 ≤ xF and xF < 1, and transforms the quantified
variables of ϕ according to the following rules:

(∃x ∈ R)φ −→ (∃xI ∈ Z)(∃xF ∈ R)(0 ≤ xF ∧ xF < 1 ∧ φ[x/xI + xF ])
(∀x ∈ R)φ −→ (∀xI ∈ Z)(∀xF ∈ R)(xF < 0 ∨ 1 ≤ xF ∨ φ[x/xI + xF ])
(Qx ∈ Z)φ −→ (QxI ∈ Z)φ[x/xI ],
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where Q ∈ {∃,∀}, φ is a subformula, and φ[x/y] denotes the result of replacing
by y each occurrence of x in φ. The transformation has no influence on the set
represented by ϕ, except that the integer and fractional parts of each value are
now represented by two distinct variables.

Now, the atomic formulas of ϕ are of the form p = q + r, p = q or p ≤ q,
where p, q and r are either integer variables, sums of an integer and of a fractional
variable, or integer constants. The second step consists of expanding these atomic
formulas so as to send into distinct atoms the occurrences of the integer and of the
fractional variables. This is easily done with the help of simple arithmetic rules,
for the truth value of the atomic formulas that involve both types of variables
has only to be preserved for values of the fractional variables that belong to the
interval [0, 1[. The less trivial expansion rules2 are given below:

(xI + xF ) = (yI + yF ) −→ xI = yI ∧ xF = yF

(xI + xF ) ≤ (yI + yF ) −→ xI < yI ∨ (xI = yI ∧ xF ≤ yF )
(xI + xF ) = (yI + yF ) + (zI + zF ) −→ (xI = yI + zI ∧ xF = yF + zF )

∨ (xI = yI + zI + 1 ∧ xF = yF + zF − 1)
(xI + xF ) = (yI + yF ) + zI −→ xI = yI + zI ∧ xF = yF

xI = (yI + yF ) + (zI + zF ) −→ (xI = yI + zI ∧ yF + zF = 0)
∨ (xI = yI + zI + 1 ∧ yF + zF = 1)

After the transformation, each atomic formula of ϕ is either a formula φI

involving only integer variables or a formula φF over fractional variables. We
now distribute existential (resp. universal) quantifiers over disjunctions (resp.
conjunctions), after rewriting their argument into disjunctive (resp. conjunctive)
normal form, and then apply the simplification rules

(QxI ∈ Z)(φI α φF ) −→ (QxI ∈ Z)(φI) α φF

(QxF ∈ R)(φI α φF ) −→ φI α (QxF ∈ R)(φF ),

where Q ∈ {∃,∀} and α ∈ {∨,∧}.
Repeating this operation, we eventually get a formula ϕ that takes the form

of a finite Boolean combination B(φ(1)
I , φ

(2)
I , . . . , φ

(m)
I , φ

(1)
F , φ

(2)
F , . . . , φ

(m′)
F ) of

subformulas φ
(i)
I and φ

(i)
F that involve respectively only integer and fractional

variables.
Let x

(1)
I , x

(2)
I , . . . , x

(k)
I be the free integer variables of ϕ. For each assignment

of values to these variables, the subformulas φ
(i)
I are each identically true or

false, hence we have

ϕ ≡
∨

(a1,...,ak)∈Zk

(
(x(1)

I , . . . , x
(k)
I ) = (a1, . . . , ak) ∧ B(a1,...,ak)(φ

(1)
F , . . . , φ

(m′)
F )

)
.

Each subformula φ
(i)
F belongs to the theory 〈R, +,≤, 1〉, which admits the

elimination of quantifiers [FR79]. The sets of reals vectors satisfying these for-
mulas are thus finite Boolean combinations of linear constraints with open or
2 In these rules, the expression p = q+r+s is introduced as a shorthand for (∃u)(u =
q + r ∧ p = u+ s), where the quantifier is defined over the appropriate domain.
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closed boundaries. It follows that, for each (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Z
k, the set described

by B(a1,...,ak)(φ
(1)
F , . . . , φ

(m′)
F ) is a finite Boolean combination of open and closed

sets and, since any open set is a countable union of closed sets, is within Fσ.
Therefore, the set described by ϕ is a countable union of Fσ sets and is also
within Fσ.

4 Representing Sets of Integers and Reals with Finite
Automata

In this section, we recall the finite-state representation of sets of real vectors as
introduced in [BBR97].

In order to make a finite automaton recognize numbers, one needs to establish
a mapping between these and words. Our encoding scheme corresponds to the
usual notation for reals and relies on an arbitrary integer base r > 1. We encode
a number x in base r, most significant digit first, by words of the form wI ? wF ,
where wI encodes the integer part xI of x as a finite word over {0, . . . , r − 1},
the special symbol “?” is a separator, and wF encodes the fractional part xF of
x as an infinite word over {0, . . . , r − 1}. Negative numbers are represented by
their r’s complement. The length p of |wI |, which we refer to as the integer-part
length of w, is not fixed but must be large enough for −rp−1 ≤ xI < rp−1 to
hold.

According to this scheme, each number has an infinite number of encodings,
since their integer-part length can be increased unboundedly. In addition, the
rational numbers whose denominator has only prime factors that are also factors
of r have two distinct encodings with the same integer-part length. For example,
in base 10, the number 11/2 has the encodings 005 ? 5(0)ω and 005 ? 4(9)ω, “ ω”
denoting infinite repetition.

To encode a vector of real numbers, we represent each of its components
by words of identical integer-part length. This length can be chosen arbitrarily,
provided that it is sufficient for encoding the vector component with the highest
magnitude. An encoding of a vector x ∈ R

n can indifferently be viewed either as
a n-tuple of words of identical integer-part length over the alphabet {0, . . . , r −
1, ?}, or as a single word w over the alphabet {0, . . . , r − 1}n ∪ {?}.

Since a real vector has an infinite number of possible encodings, we have to
choose which of these the automata will recognize. A natural choice is to accept
all encodings. This leads to the following definition.

Definition 1. Let n > 0 and r > 1 be integers. A Real Vector Automaton
(RVA) A in base r for vectors in R

n is a Büchi automaton over the alphabet
{0, . . . , r − 1}n ∪ {?}, such that

– Every word accepted by A is an encoding in base r of a vector in R
n, and

– For every vector x ∈ R
n, A accepts either all the encodings of x in base r,

or none of them.
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An RVA is said to represent the set of vectors encoded by the words that
belong to its accepted language. Efficient algorithms have been developed for
constructing RVA representing the sets of solutions of systems of linear equations
and inequations [BRW98]. Since it is immediate to constrain a number to be
an integer with an RVA and since, using existing algorithms for infinite-word
automata, one can apply Boolean operations as well as projection to RVA, it
follows that one can construct an RVA for any formula of the arithmetic theory
we are considering.

5 Weak Automata and Their Properties

If one examines the constructions given in [BRW98] to build RVA for linear
equations and inequations, one notices that they have the property that all
states within the same strongly connected component are either accepting or
nonaccepting. This implies that these automata are weak in the sense of [MSS86]
(see Section 2).

Weak automata have a number of interesting properties. A first one is that
they can be represented both as Büchi and co-Büchi. Indeed, a weak Büchi
automaton A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ) is equivalent to the co-Büchi automaton A =
(Q, Σ, δ, q0, Q \ F ), since a run eventually remains within a single component
Qi in which all states have the same status with respect to being accepting. A
consequence of this is that weak automata can be determinized by the fairly
simple “breakpoint” construction [MH84,KV97] that can be used for co-Büchi
automata. This construction is the following.

Let A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ) be a nondeterministic co-Büchi automaton. The de-
terministic co-Büchi automaton A′ = (Q′, Σ, δ′, q′

0, F
′) defined as follows accepts

the same ω-language.

– Q′ = 2Q × 2Q, the states of A′ are pairs of sets of states of A.
– q′

0 = ({q0}, ∅).
– For (S, R) ∈ Q′ and a ∈ Σ, the transition function is defined by

– if R = ∅, then δ((S, R), a) = (T, T \ F ) where T = {q | ∃p ∈ S and q ∈
δ(p, a)}, T is obtained from S as in the classical subset construction, and
the second component of the pair of sets of states is obtained from T by
eliminating states in F ;

– if R 6= ∅, then δ((S, R), a) = (T, U \ F ) where T = {q | ∃p ∈ S and q ∈
δ(p, a)}, and U = {q | ∃p ∈ R and q ∈ δ(p, a)}, the subset construction
set is now applied to both S and R and states in F are removed from U .

– F ′ = 2Q × {∅}.

When the automaton A′ is in a state (S, R), R represents the states of A that
can be reached by a run that has not gone through a state in F since that last
“breakpoint”, i.e. state of the form (S, ∅). So, for a given word, A has a run that
does not go infinitely often through a state in F iff A′ has a run that does not
go infinitely often through a state in F ′. Notice that the difficulty that exists
for determinizing Büchi automata, which is to make sure that the same run
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repeatedly reaches an accepting state disappears since, for co-Büchi automata,
we are just looking for a run that eventually avoids accepting states.

It is interesting to notice that the construction implies that all reachable
states (S, R) of A′ satisfy R ⊆ S. The breakpoint construction can thus be
implemented as a subset construction in which the states in R are simply tagged.
One can thus expect it to behave in practice very similarly to the traditional
subset construction for finite-word automata.

Another property of weak automata that will be of particular interest to us
is the topological characterization of the sets of words that they can accept.
Consider the topology on the set of ω-words induced by the distance

d(w, w′) =
{ 1

|common(w,w′)|+1 if w 6= w′

0 if w = w′,

where |common(w, w′)| denotes the length of the longest common prefix of w
and w′. In this topology, weak deterministic automata accept exactly the ω-
regular languages that are in Fσ ∩ Gδ. This follows from the results on the
Staiger-Wagner class of automata [SW74,Sta83], which coincides with the class
of deterministic weak automata, as can be inferred from [SW74] and is shown
explicitly in [MS97]. Given the result proved in Section 3, it is tempting to
conclude that the encodings of sets definable in the theory 〈R, Z,+,≤〉 can always
be accepted by weak deterministic automata. This conclusion is correct, but
requires shifting the result from the topology on numbers to the topology on
words, which we will do in the next section. In the meantime, we need one more
result in order to be able to benefit algorithmically from the fact that we are
dealing with Fσ ∩ Gδ sets, i.e. that any deterministic automaton accepting a
Fσ ∩ Gδ set is essentially a weak automaton.

Consider the following definition.

Definition 2. A Büchi automaton is inherently weak if none of the reachable
strongly connected components of its transition graph contains both accepting
(including at least one accepting state) and non accepting (not including any
accepting state) cycles.

Clearly, if an automaton is inherently weak, it can directly be transformed into
a weak automaton. The partition of the state set is its partition into strongly
connected components and all the states of a component are made accepting or
not, depending on whether the cycles in that component are accepting or not.

We will now prove the following.

Theorem 2. Any deterministic Büchi automaton that accepts a language in
Fσ ∩ Gδ is inherently weak.

To prove this, we use the fact that the language accepted by an automaton
that is not inherently weak must have the following dense oscillating sequence
property.

Definition 3. A language L ⊆ Σω has the dense oscillating sequence prop-
erty if, w1, w2, w3, . . . being words and ε1, ε2, ε3, . . . being distances, one has that
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∃w1∀ε1∃w2∀ε2 . . . such that d(wi, wi+1) ≤ εi for all i ≥ 1, wi ∈ L for all odd i,
and wi 6∈ L for all even i.

The fact that the language accepted by an automaton that is not inherently
weak has the dense oscillating sequence property is an immediate consequence of
the fact that such an automaton has a reachable strongly connected component
containing both accepting and non accepting cycles. Given this, it is sufficient
to prove the following lemma in order to establish Theorem 2.

Lemma 1. An ω-regular language that has the dense oscillating sequence prop-
erty cannot be accepted by a weak deterministic automaton and hence is not in
Fσ ∩ Gδ.

Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Assume that a language L having the dense
oscillating sequence property is accepted by a weak deterministic automaton A.
Consider the first word w1 in a dense oscillating sequence for L. This word
eventually reaches an accepting component Qi1 of the partition of the state set
of A and will stay within this component. Since ε1 can be chosen freely, it can
be taken small enough for the run of A on w2 to also reach the component Qi1

before it starts to differ from w1. Since w2 is not in L, the run of A on w2
has to eventually leave the component Qi1 and will eventually reach and stay
within a non accepting component Qi2 < Qi1 . Repeating a similar argument,
one can conclude that the run of A on w3 eventually reaches and stays within
an accepting component Qi3 < Qi2 . Carrying on with this line of reasoning, one
concludes that the state set of A must contain an infinite decreasing sequence
of distinct components, which is impossible given that it is finite.

6 Deciding Linear Arithmetic with Real and Integer
Variables

We first show that the result of Section 3 also applies to the sets of words
encoding sets defined in 〈R, Z,+,≤〉. In order to do so, we need to establish that
the topological class Fσ ∩ Gδ defined over sets of reals is mapped to its ω-word
counterpart by the encoding relation described in Section 4.

Theorem 3. Let n > 0 and r > 1 be integers, and let L(S) ⊆ ({0, . . . , r −1}n ∪
{?})ω be the set of all the encodings in base r of the vectors belonging to the set
S ⊆ R

n. If the set S belongs to Fσ ∩ Gδ (with respect to Euclidean distance),
then the language L(S) belongs to Fσ ∩ Gδ (with respect to ω-word distance).

Proof. Not all words over the alphabet {0, . . . , r−1}n ∪{?} encode a real vector.
Let V be the set of all the valid encodings of vectors in base r. Its complement
V can be partitioned into a set V 0 containing only words in which the separator
“?” does not appear, and a set V + containing words in which “?” occurs at least
once.

The set V 0 ∪ V is closed. Indeed, each element of its complement is a word
that does not encode validly a vector and that contains at least one separator.
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Such a word admits a neighborhood entirely composed of words satisfying the
same property, which entails that the complement of V 0∪V is open. In the same
way, one obtains that the set V + ∪ V is open.

Let now consider an open set S ⊆ R
n. The language L′ = L(S) ∪ V + is open.

Indeed, each word w ∈ L(S) has a neighborhood entirely composed of words in
L(S) (formed by the encodings of vectors that belong to a neighborhood of the
vector encoded by w), and of words that do not encode vectors but contain at
least one separator. Moreover, each word w ∈ V + admits a neighborhood fully
composed of words in V +. Since L(S) = L′ ∩ (V 0 ∪V ), we have that L(S) is the
intersection of an open and of a closed set.

The same line of reasoning can be followed with a closed set S ⊆ R
n. The

language L′′ = L(S) ∪ V 0 is easily shown to be closed, which, since L(S) =
L′′ ∩ (V + ∪ V ), implies that L(S) is the intersection of a closed and of an open
set.

We are now ready to address the case of a set S ⊆ R
n that belongs to

Fσ ∩ Gδ. Since S is in Fσ, it can be expressed as a countable union of closed
sets S1, S2, . . . . The languages L(S1), L(S2), . . . are Boolean combinations of
open and of closed sets, and thus belong to the topological class Fσ. Therefore,
L(S) = L(S1) ∪ L(S2) ∪ · · · is a countable union of sets in Fσ, and thus belongs
itself to Fσ. Now, since S is in Gδ, it can also be expressed as a countable
intersection of open sets S′

1, S′
2, . . . . The languages L(S′

1), L(S′
2), . . . belong

to the topological class Gδ. Hence, L(S) = L(S′
1) ∩ L(S′

2) ∩ · · · is a countable
intersection of sets in Gδ, and thus belongs itself to Gδ. This concludes our proof
of the theorem.

Knowing that the encodings of sets definable in the theory 〈R, Z,+, ≤〉 are
in Fσ ∩ Gδ, we use the results of Section 5 to conclude the following.

Theorem 4. Every deterministic RVA representing a set definable in 〈R, Z,+,
≤〉 is inherently weak.

This property has the important consequence that the construction and the
manipulation of RVA obtained from arithmetic formulas can be performed effec-
tively by algorithms operating on weak automata. Precisely, to obtain an RVA
for an arithmetic formula one can proceed as follows.

For equations and inequations, one uses the constructions given in [BRW98]
to build weak RVA. Computing the intersection, union, and Cartesian prod-
uct of sets represented by RVA simply reduces to performing similar operations
with the languages accepted by the underlying automata, which can be done by
simple product constructions. These operations preserve the weak nature of the
automata. To complement a weak RVA, one determinizes it using the breakpoint
construction, which is guaranteed to yield an inherently weak automaton (The-
orem 4) that is easily converted to a weak one. This deterministic weak RVA is
then complemented by inverting the accepting or non-accepting status of each
of its components, and then removing from its accepted language the words
that do not encode validly a vector (which is done by means of an intersection
operation).
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Applying an existential quantifier to a weak RVA is first done by removing
from each transition label the symbol corresponding to the vector component
that is projected out. This produces a non-deterministic weak automaton that
may only accept some encodings of each vector in the quantified set, but generally
not all of them. The second step thus consists of modifying the automaton so as
to make it accept every encoding of each vector that it recognizes. Since different
encodings of a same vector differ only in the number of times that their leading
symbol is repeated, this operation can be carried out by the same procedure as
the one used with finite-word number automata [Boi98]. This operation does not
affect the weak nature of the automaton, which can then be determinized by the
breakpoint construction, which has to produce an inherently weak RVA easily
converted to a weak automaton.

Thus, in order to decide whether a formula of 〈R, Z,+, ≤〉 is satisfiable, one
simply builds an RVA representing its set of solutions, and then check whether
this automaton accepts a nonempty language. This also makes it possible to
check the inclusion or the equivalence of sets represented by RVA. The main
result of this paper is that, at every point, the constructed automaton remains
weak and thus only the simple breakpoint construction is needed as a deter-
minization procedure.

7 Conclusions

A probably unusual aspect of this paper is that it does not introduce new al-
gorithms, but rather shows that existing algorithms can be used in a situation
where a priori they could not be expected to operate correctly. To put it in other
words, the contribution is not the algorithm but the proof of its correctness.

The critical reader might be wondering if all this is really necessary. After all,
algorithms for complementing Büchi automata exist, either through determiniza-
tion [Saf88] or directly [Büc62,SVW87,Kla91,KV97] and the more recent of these
are even fairly simple and potentially implementable. There are no perfectly ob-
jective grounds on which to evaluate “simplicity” and “ease of implementation”,
but it is not difficult to convince oneself that the breakpoint construction for de-
terminizing weak automata is simpler than anything proposed for determinizing
or complementing Büchi automata. Indeed, it is but one step of the probably sim-
plest complementation procedure proposed so far, that of [KV97]. Furthermore,
there is a complexity improvement from 2O(n log n) to 2O(n); experience with the
subset construction as used for instance in the LASH tool [LASH] indicates that
the breakpoint construction is likely to operate very well in practice; and being
able to work with deterministic automata allows minimization [Löd01], which
leads to a normal form.

An implementation and some experiments would of course substantiate the
claims to simplicity and ease of implementation. It is planned in the context of
the LASH tool and will be made available [LASH]. However, this paper is not
about an implementation, but about the fact that, with the help of what might
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appear to be pure theory, one can obtain very interesting conclusions about
algorithms for handling the theory 〈R, Z,+,≤〉.
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Abstract. The modalities of Dynamic Logic refer to the final state of
a program execution and allow to specify programs with pre- and post-
conditions. In this paper, we extend Dynamic Logic with additional trace
modalities “throughout” and “at least once”, which refer to all the states
a program reaches. They allow one to specify and verify invariants and
safety constraints that have to be valid throughout the execution of a
program. We give a sound and (relatively) complete sequent calculus for
this extended Dynamic Logic.

1 Introduction

We present a sequent calculus for an extended version of Dynamic Logic (DL)
that has additional modalities “throughout” and “at least once” referring to the
intermediate states of program execution.

Dynamic Logic [10,5,9,6] can be seen as an extension of Hoare logic [2]. It
is a first-order modal logic with modalities [α] and 〈α〉 for every program α.
These modalities refer to the worlds (called states in the DL framework) in
which the program α terminates when started in the current world. The for-
mula [α]φ expresses that φ holds in all final states of α, and 〈α〉φ expresses
that φ holds in some final state of α. In versions of DL with a non-deterministic
programming language there can be several such final states (worlds). Here we
consider a Deterministic Dynamic Logic (DDL) with a deterministic while pro-
gramming language [4,7]. For deterministic programs there is exactly one final
world (if α terminates) or there is no final world (if α does not terminate). The
formula φ→ 〈α〉ψ is valid if, for every state s satisfying pre-condition φ, a run
of the program α starting in s terminates, and in the terminating state the
post-condition ψ holds. The formula φ→ [α]ψ expresses the same, except that
termination of α is not required, i.e., ψ only has to hold if α terminates.

Thus, φ→ [α]ψ is similar to the Hoare triple {φ}α{ψ}. But in contrast to
Hoare logic, the set of formulas of DL is closed under the usual logical operators.
In Hoare logic, the formulas φ and ψ are pure first-order formulas, whereas in
DL they can contain programs. That is, DL allows one to involve programs in
the formalisation of pre- and post-conditions. The advantage of using programs
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is that one can easily specify, for example, that some data structure is not cyclic,
which is impossible in pure first-order logic.

In some regard, however, standard DL (and DDL) still lacks expressivity:
The semantics of a program is a relation between states; formulas can only
describe the input/output behaviour of programs. Standard DL cannot be used
to reason about program behaviour not manifested in the input/output relation.
It is inadequate for reasoning about non-terminating programs and for verifying
invariants or constraints that must be valid throughout program execution.

We overcome this deficiency and increase the expressivity of DDL by adding
two new modalities [[α]] (“throughout”) and 〈〈α〉〉 (“at least once”). In the ex-
tended logic, which we call (Deterministic) Dynamic Logic with Trace Modali-
ties (DLT), the semantics of a program is the sequence of all states its execution
passes through when started in the current state (its trace). It is possible in
DLT to specify properties of the intermediate states of terminating and non-
terminating programs. And such properties (typically safety constraints) can be
verified using the calculus presented in Section 4. This is of great importance as
safety constraints occur in many application domains of program verification.

Previous work in this area includes Pratt’s Process Logic [10,11], which is
an extension of propositional DL with trace modalities (DLT can be seen as
a first-order Process Logic). Also, Temporal Logics have modalities that allow
one to talk about intermediate states. There, however, the program is fixed and
considered to be part of the structure over which the formulas are interpreted.
Temporal Logics, thus, do not have the compositionality of Dynamic Logics.

The calculus for DDL described in [7] (which is based on the one given in [4])
has been implemented in the software verification systems KIV [12] and VSE [8].
It has successfully been used to verify software systems of considerable size.

The work reported here has been carried out as part of the KeY project [1].1

The goal of KeY is to enhance a commercial CASE tool with functionality for
formal specification and deductive verification and, thus, to integrate formal
methods into real-world software development processes. In the KeY project, a
version of DL for the JavaCard programming language [3] is used for verifica-
tion. Deduction in DL (and DLT) is based on symbolic program execution and
simple program transformations and is, thus, close to a programmer’s under-
standing of a program’s semantics. Our motivation for considering trace modal-
ities was that in typical real-world specifications as they are done with the help
of CASE tools, there are often program parts for which invariants and safety
constraints are given, but for which the user did not bother to give a full speci-
fication with pre- and post-conditions.

We define the syntax of DLT in Section 2 and its semantics in Section 3. In
Section 4, we describe our sequent calculus for DLT. Theorems stating soundness
and (relative) completeness are presented in Section 5 (due to space restrictions,
the proofs are only sketched, they can be found in [13]). In Section 6, we give
an example for verifying that a non-terminating program preserves a certain
invariant. Finally, in Section 7, we discuss future work.

1 More information on KeY can be found at i12www.ira.uka.de/˜key.
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2 Syntax of DL with Trace Modalities

In first-order DL, states are not abstract points (as in propositional DL) but
valuations of variables. Atomic programs are assignments of the form x := t.
Executing x := t changes the program state by assigning the value of the term t
to the variable x. The value of a term t depends on the current state s (namely
the value that s gives to the variables occurring in t). The function symbols are
interpreted using a fixed first-order structure. This domain of computation, over
which quantification is allowed, can be considered to define the data structures
used in the programs. The logic DLT as well as the calculus presented in Section 4
are basically independent of the domain actually used. The only restriction is
that the domain must be sufficiently expressive. In the following, for the sake
of simplicity, we use arithmetic as the single domain. In practice, there will
be additional function and predicate symbols and different types of variables
ranging over different sorts of a many-sorted domain (different data structures).

The arithmetic signature ΣN contains (a) the constant 0 (zero) and the unary
function symbol s (successor) as constructors (in the following we abbreviate
terms of the form s(· · · s(0) · · · ) with their decimal representation, e.g. “2” ab-
breviates “s(s(0))”), (b) the binary function symbols + (addition) and ∗ (mul-
tiplication), and (c) the binary predicate symbols ≤ (less or equal than) and
.= (equality). In addition, there is an infinite set Var of object variables, which
are also used as program variables. The set TermN of terms over ΣN is built as
usual in first-order predicate logic from the variables in Var and the function
symbols in ΣN. The formulas of first-order predicate logic without modal opera-
tors (FOL-formulas) over ΣN are constructed as usual from the terms in TermN

and the predicate symbols in ΣN, using the classical connectives ∧ (conjunction),
∨ (disjunction),→ (implication), and ¬ (negation), and the quantifiers ∀ and ∃.

We proceed to define what the programs of the deterministic programming
language of DDL and DLT are. The programming constructs for forming complex
programs from the atomic assignments are the concatenation of programs, if-
then-else conditionals, and while loops (the two latter program constructs use
quantifier-free FOL-formulas as conditions).

Definition 1. The programs of DLT are recursively defined by: (i) If x ∈ Var
and t ∈ TermN, then x := t is a program (assignment). (ii) If α and β are
programs, then α;β is a program (concatenation). (iii) If α and β are programs
and ε is a quantifier-free FOL-formula, then if ε then α else β is a program
(conditional). (iv) If α is a program and ε is a quantifier-free FOL-formula, then
while ε do α is a program (loop).

The programs of DLT form a computationally complete programming lan-
guage. For every partial recursive function f : N→ N there is a program αf (x)
that computes f , i.e., if αf (x) is started in an arbitrary state in which the value
of x is some n ∈ N, then it terminates in a state in which the value of x is f(n).

Now, we define the formulas of DLT. Note, that the first four conditions in
Definition 2 are the same as in the definition of FOL-formulas. Only the last
condition is new, which adds the modalities (and programs) to the formulas.
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Definition 2. The set of DLT-formulas is recursively defined by: (i) true and
false are DLT-formulas. (ii) If t1, t2 ∈ TermN, then t1 ≤ t2 and t1

.= t2 are DLT-
formulas. (iii) If φ, ψ are DLT-formulas, then so are ¬φ, φ ∨ ψ, φ ∧ ψ, and
φ→ ψ. (iv) If φ is a DLT-formula and x ∈ Var, then ∃xφ, ∀xφ are DLT-
formulas. (v) If φ is a DLT-formula and α is a program (Def. 1), then [α]φ,
〈α〉φ, [[α]]φ, and 〈〈α〉〉φ are DLT-formulas.

Definition 3. A sequent is of the form φ1, . . . , φm ` ψ1, . . . , ψn (m,n ≥ 0),
where the φi and ψj are DLT-formulas. The order of the φi resp. the ψj is
irrelevant, i.e., φ1, . . . , φm and ψ1, . . . , ψn are treated as multi-sets.

Definition 4. A variable x ∈ Var is bound in a DLT-formula φ if it occurs
inside the scope of (i) a quantification ∀x resp. ∃x, or (ii) a modality [α], 〈α〉,
[[α]], or 〈〈α〉〉 containing an assignment x := t. The variable x is free in φ if there
is an occurrence of x in φ that is neither bound by a quantifier nor a modality.

Definition 5. A substitution assigns to each object variable in Var a term in
TermN. A substitution σ is applied to a DLT-formula φ by replacing all free
occurrences of variables x in φ by σ(x).

If a substitution {x/t} instantiates only a single variable x, its application to
a formula φ or a formula multi-set Γ is denoted by φtx resp. Γ tx.

A substitution σ is admissible w.r.t. a DLT-formula φ if there are no variables
x and y such that x is free in φ, y occurs in σ(x), and, after replacing σ(x) for
some free occurrence of x in φ, the occurrence of y in σ(x) is bound in σ(φ).

3 Semantics of DL with Trace Modalities

Since we use arithmetic as the only domain of computation, the semantics of DLT
is defined using a single fixed model, namely 〈N, IN〉. It consists of the universe N

of natural numbers and the canonical interpretation function IN assigning the
function and predicate symbols of ΣN their natural meaning in arithmetic.

The states (worlds) of the model (only) differ in the value assigned to the
object variables. Therefore, the states can be defined to be variable assignments.

Definition 6. A state s assigns to each variable x ∈ Var a number s(x) ∈ N.
Let x ∈ Var and n ∈ N; then s′ = s{x← n} is the state that is identical to s

except that x is assigned n, i.e., s′(x) = n and s′(y) = s(y) for all x 6= y.

The truth value of DLT-formulas in a state s is given by a valuation function
vals that assigns to each term t ∈ TermN a natural number vals(t) ∈ N and to
each formula one of the truth values t and f. This function is defined step by step.
For variables x ∈ Var , it is defined by vals(x) = s(x). It is extended to terms and
FOL-formulas as usual in first-order predicate logic (note, that the way in which
function symbols are interpreted depends on the interpretation function of the
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domain of computation, which in our case is IN). Below, we describe how vals is
defined for programs (Def. 7) and, finally, is extended to DLT-formulas (Def. 8).

In DDL, where the modalities only refer to the final state of a program
execution, the semantics of a program α is a reachability relation on states: A
state s′ is α-reachable from s if α terminates in s′ when started in s. In DLT the
situation is different. The additional modalities refer to the intermediate states
as well. Since the programs are deterministic, their intermediate states form a
sequence. Thus, the semantics of a program α w.r.t. a state s is the—finite or
infinite—sequence of all states that α reaches when started in s, called the trace
of α. It includes the initial state s (and the final state in case α terminates).

Definition 7. A trace is a non-empty, finite or infinite sequence of states.
The last element of a finite trace T is denoted with last(T ).
The concatenation of traces T1 and T2 is defined by: T1 ◦ T2 = T1 if T1 is

infinite, and T1 ◦ T2 = (s11, . . . , s
1
k, s

2
2, s

2
3, . . . ) if T1 = (s11, . . . , s

1
k) is finite and

T2 = (s21, s
2
2, s

2
3, . . . ) (the first state of T2 is omitted in the concatenation).

Given a state s, the valuation function vals assigns a trace to each program
as follows:
– vals(x := t) = (s, s{x← vals(t)}).
– vals(α;β) = vals(α) ◦ vallast(vals(α))(β).
– vals(if ε then α else β) is defined to be equal to vals(α) if vals(ε) = t and

to be equal to vals(β) if vals(ε) = f.
– vals(while ε do α) is defined as follows (there are three cases). Let sn be the

initial state of the n-th iteration of the loop body α, i.e., s1 = s and, for n ≥ 1,
sn+1 = last(valsn

(α)) if sn is defined and valsn
(α) is finite (otherwise sn+1

remains undefined).
Case 1 (the loop terminates): If for some n ∈ N, (i) valsi(α) is finite for all
i ≤ n, (ii) valsi

(ε) = t for all i ≤ n, and (iii) valsn+1(ε) = f, then we define
vals(while ε do α) to be the finite sequence vals1(α) ◦ · · · ◦ valsn

(α).
Case 2 (each iteration terminates but the condition ε remains true such that
the loop does not terminate): If for all n ≥ 1, (i) valsn(α) is finite and
(ii) valsn(ε) = t, then we define vals(while ε do α) to be the infinite sequence
vals1(α) ◦ vals2(α) ◦ · · · .
Case 3 (some iteration does not terminate): If for some n ∈ N, (i) valsi

(α)
is finite for i < n, (ii) valsn(α) is infinite, and (iii) valsi(ε) = t for all i ≤ n,
then vals(while ε do α) is the infinite sequence vals1(α) ◦ · · · ◦ valsn(α).

Definition 8. Given a state s, the valuation function vals assigns to a DLT-
formula φ one of the truth values t and f as follows: (i) If φ is true, false, or an
atomic formula, or its principal logical operator is one of the classical operators
∧, ∨, →, ¬, or one of the quantifiers ∀, ∃, then vals(φ) is recursively defined
as usual in first-order predicate logic. (ii) vals([α]φ) = t iff vals(α) is infinite
or vals′(φ) = t where s′ = last(vals(α)). (iii) vals(〈α〉φ) = t iff vals(α) is finite
and vals′(φ) = t where s′ = last(vals(α)). (iv) vals([[α]]φ) = t iff vals′(φ) = t for
all s′ ∈ vals(α). (v) vals(〈〈α〉〉φ) = t iff vals′(φ) = t for at least one s′ ∈ vals(α).
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Table 1. The elementary rules of the calculus.

Axioms
Γ, φ ` φ, ∆

(R1)
Γ ` true, ∆ (R2)

Γ, false ` ∆
(R3)

Rules for classical logical operators and quantifiers
Γ, φ ` ∆
Γ ` ¬φ, ∆ (R4)

Γ ` φ, ∆
Γ, ¬φ ` ∆

(R5)
Γ ` φ, ∆ Γ ` ψ, ∆

Γ ` φ ∧ ψ, ∆
(R6)

Γ, φ, ψ ` ∆
Γ, φ ∧ ψ ` ∆

(R7)
Γ ` φ, ψ, ∆
Γ ` φ ∨ ψ, ∆

(R8)
Γ, φ ` ∆ Γ, ψ ` ∆

Γ, φ ∨ ψ ` ∆
(R9)

Γ, φ ` ψ, ∆
Γ ` φ → ψ, ∆

(R10)
Γ ` φ, ∆ Γ, ψ ` ∆

Γ, φ → ψ ` ∆
(R11)

Γ ` φx′
x , ∆

Γ ` ∀xφ, ∆
x′ is new w.r.t. φ, Γ,∆

(R12)

Γ, ∀xφ, φt
x ` ∆

Γ, ∀xφ ` ∆

where {x/t} is
admissible w.r.t. φ

(R13)
Γ, φx′

x ` ∆

Γ, ∃xφ ` ∆

x′ is new
w.r.t. φ, Γ,∆

(R14)
Γ ` φt

x, ∃xφ, ∆
Γ ` ∃xφ, ∆
where {x/t} is

admissible w.r.t. φ

(R15)

Weakening and Cut
Γ ` ∆

Γ ` φ, ∆
(R16) Γ ` ∆

Γ, φ ` ∆
(R17)

Γ, φ ` ∆ Γ ` φ, ∆
Γ ` ∆

(R18)

Definition 9. If vals(φ) = t, then φ is said to be true in the state s; otherwise
it is false in s. A formula is valid if it is true in all states.

A sequent Γ ` ∆ is valid iff the DLT-formula
∧
Γ → ∨

∆ is valid.

4 A Sequent Calculus for DL with Trace Modalities

In this section, we present a sequent calculus for DLT, which we call CDLT. It
is sound and relatively complete, i.e., complete up to the handling of arithmetic
(see Section 5). The set of those CDLT-rules in which the additional modalities
[[·]] and 〈〈·〉〉 do not occur forms a sound and (relatively) complete calculus for
DDL. This restriction of CDLT is similar to the DDL-calculus described in [7].

Most rules of the calculus are analytic and therefore could be applied auto-
matically. The rules that require user interaction are: (a) the rules for handling
while loops (where a loop invariant has to be provided), (b) the induction rule
(where a useful induction hypothesis has to be found), (c) the cut rule (where
the right case distinction has to be used), and (d) the quantifier rules (where the
right instantiation has to be found).

In the rule schemata, Γ,∆ denote arbitrary, possibly empty multi-sets of
formulas, and φ, ψ denote arbitrary formulas. As usual, the sequents above the
horizontal line in a schema are its premisses and the single sequent below the
horizontal line is its conclusion. Note, however, that in practice the rules are
applied from bottom to top. Proof construction starts with the original proof
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Table 2. The rules for handling arithmetic.

Oracle rules
Γ ` ∆

where
∧
Γ → ∨

∆ is a
valid arithmetical FOL-formula

(R19)
Γ ′

1, Γ2 ` ∆

Γ1, Γ2 ` ∆

where
∧
Γ1 → ∧

Γ ′
1 is a

valid arithmetical FOL-formula

(R20)

Induction Γ ` φ(0), ∆ Γ, φ(n) ` φ(s(n)), ∆
Γ ` ∀nφ(n), ∆

where n does not occur in Γ,∆

(R21)

obligation at the bottom. Therefore, if a constraint is attached to a rule that
requires a variable to be “new”, it has to be new w.r.t. the conclusion.

Definition 10. The calculus CDLT consists of the rules (R1) to (R51) shown in
Tables 1–4. A sequent is derivable (with CDLT) if it is an instance of the conclu-
sion of a rule schema and all corresponding instances of the premisses of that rule
schema are derivable sequents. In particular, all sequents are derivable that are
instances of the conclusion of a rule that has no premisses (R1, R2, R3, R19).

The Elementary Rules. The elementary rules of CDLT are shown in Table 1.
The table contains rules for axioms (which have no premisses and make it pos-
sible to close a branch in the proof tree), rules for the propositional operators
and the quantifiers, weakening rules, and the cut rule. These rules form a sound
and complete calculus for first-order predicate logic.

Rules for Handling Arithmetic. Our calculus is basically independent of
the domain of computation resp. data structures that are used. We therefore
abstract from the problem of handling the data structure(s) and just assume
that an oracle is available that can decide the validity of FOL-formulas in the
domain of computation (note that the oracle only decides pure FOL-formulas).
In the case of arithmetic, the oracle is represented by rule (R19) in Table 2.
Rule (R20) is an alternative formalisation of the oracle that is often more useful.

Of course, the FOL-formulas that are valid in arithmetic are not even enu-
merable. Therefore, in practice, the oracle can only be approximated, and rules
(R19) and (R20) must be replaced by a rule (or set of rules) for computing resp.
enumerating a subset of all valid FOL-formulas (in particular, these rules must
include equality handling). This is not harmful to “practical completeness”. Rule
sets for arithmetic are available, which—as experience shows—allow to derive
all valid FOL-formulas that occur during the verification of actual programs.

Typically, an approximation of the computation domain oracle contains a
rule for structural induction. In the case of arithmetic, that is rule (R21). This
rule, however, is not only used to approximate the arithmetic oracle but is in-
dispensable for completeness. It not only applies to FOL-formulas but also to
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Table 3. Rules for the modal operators.

Assignment
Γx′

x , x
.= tx

′
x ` φ, ∆x′

x

Γ ` [x := t]φ, ∆

where x′ is new w.r.t. t, φ, Γ,∆

(R22)
Γx′

x , x
.= tx

′
x ` φ, ∆x′

x

Γ ` 〈x := t〉φ, ∆
where x′ is new w.r.t. t, φ, Γ,∆

(R23)

Γ ` φ, ∆ Γx′
x , x

.= tx
′

x ` φ, ∆x′
x

Γ ` [[x := t]]φ, ∆

where x′ is new w.r.t. t, φ, Γ,∆

(R24)
Γx′

x , x
.= tx

′
x ` φx′

x , φ, ∆x′
x

Γ ` 〈〈x := t〉〉φ, ∆
where x′ is new w.r.t. t, φ, Γ,∆

(R25)

Concatenation
Γ ` [α][β]φ, ∆
Γ ` [α;β]φ, ∆

(R26)
Γ ` 〈α〉〈β〉φ, ∆
Γ ` 〈α;β〉φ, ∆ (R27)

Γ ` [[α]]φ, ∆ Γ ` [α][[β]]φ, ∆
Γ ` [[α;β]]φ, ∆

(R28)
Γ ` 〈〈α〉〉φ, 〈α〉〈〈β〉〉φ, ∆

Γ ` 〈〈α;β〉〉φ, ∆ (R29)

If-then-else
Γ, ε ` [α]φ, ∆ Γ, ¬ε ` [β]φ, ∆
Γ ` [if ε then α else β]φ, ∆

(R30)
Γ, ε ` 〈α〉φ, ∆ Γ, ¬ε ` 〈β〉φ, ∆
Γ ` 〈if ε then α else β〉φ, ∆ (R31)

Γ, ε ` [[α]]φ, ∆ Γ, ¬ε ` [[β]]φ, ∆
Γ ` [[if ε then α else β]]φ, ∆

(R32)
Γ, ε ` 〈〈α〉〉φ, ∆ Γ, ¬ε ` 〈〈β〉〉φ, ∆

Γ ` 〈〈if ε then α else β〉〉φ, ∆ (R33)

While
Γ ` Inv , ∆ Inv , ε ` [α]Inv Inv , ¬ε ` φ

Γ ` [while ε do α]φ, ∆

where Inv is an arbitrary DLT-formula

(R34)

Γ ` ε, ∆ Γ ` 〈α〉〈while ε do α〉φ, ∆
Γ ` 〈while ε do α〉φ, ∆ (R35)

Γ ` ¬ε, ∆ Γ ` φ, ∆

Γ ` 〈while ε do α〉φ, ∆ (R36)

Γ ` Inv , ∆ Inv , ε ` [α]Inv Inv , ε ` [[α]]φ Inv , ¬ε ` φ

Γ ` [[while ε do α]]φ, ∆

where Inv is an arbitrary DLT-formula

(R37)

Γ ` ε, ∆ Γ ` 〈α〉〈〈while ε do α〉〉φ, ∆
Γ ` 〈〈while ε do α〉〉φ, ∆ (R38)

Γ, ¬ε ` φ, ∆ Γ, ε ` 〈〈α〉〉φ, ∆
Γ ` 〈〈while ε do α〉〉φ, ∆ (R39)

DLT-formulas containing programs; and it is needed for handling the modalities
〈·〉 and 〈〈·〉〉 when they contain while loops (see Section 4).

Rules for Modalities and Programs. The rules for the modal operators and
the programs they contain are shown in Table 3. As is easy to see, they basically
perform a symbolic program execution.

There is a rule for each combination of program construct (assignment, con-
catenation, if-then-else, while loop) and modality ([·], 〈·〉, [[·]], 〈〈·〉〉). To keep the
description of our calculus compact we only give rules for the case where the
modal formula is on the right side of a sequent. That is sufficient for complete-
ness because using the cut rule (R18) and the rules for negated modalities (R48)
to (R51) (see Table 4), every modal formula on the left side of a sequent can be
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turned into an equivalent formula on the right side of the sequent. For example,
from the proof obligation [[α]]φ ` we get the proof obligation ` ¬[[α]]φ with
the cut rule, which then can be turned into ` 〈〈α〉〉¬φ applying rule (R50).

Rules for Assignments. The rules for the modalities [·] (R22) and 〈·〉 (R23) are
the traditional assignment rules of calculi for first-order DL. They introduce a
new variable x′ representing the old value of x before the assignment x := t is
executed. In the premisses of the assignment rules, both x and x′ occur because
the premisses express the relation between the old and the new value of x without
using an explicit assignment. Since assignments always terminate, there is no
difference between the two rules. Note, that the premiss and the conclusion of
these rules are not necessarily equivalent (as a new symbol is introduced). But
if one is valid then the other is valid as well.

Example 1. Consider the valid sequent x
.= 5 ` 〈x := x+ 1〉x .= 6. Applying

rule (R23) yields the new sequent x′ .= 5, x .= x′ + 1 ` x
.= 6. It can be read

as: “If the old value of x is 5 and its new value is its old value plus 1, then the
new value of x is 6.” This exactly captures the meaning of the original sequent.

Assignments x := t are atomic programs. By definition, their semantics is
a trace consisting of the initial state s and the final state s′ = s{x← vals(t)}.
Therefore, the meaning of [[x := t]]φ is that φ is true in both s and s′, which is
what the two premisses of rule (R24) express. The formula 〈〈x := t〉〉φ, on the
other hand, is true (in s) if φ is true in at least one of the two states. Note, that
the two formulas φx

′
x and φ in the premiss of rule (R25), which express that φ is

true in s resp. s′, are implicitly disjunctively connected.

Example 2. We use rule (R24) to show that x .= 5 ` [[x := x+ 1]]x ≤ 6 is a
valid sequent. This results in the two new proof obligations x .= 5 ` x ≤ 6 and
x′ ≤ 5, x .= x′ + 1 ` x ≤ 6. They state that x ≤ 6 is true in both the initial and
the final state of the assignment.

Let even(x) be an abbreviation for the FOL-formula ∃y (x .= 2 ∗ y). To prove
the validity of ` 〈〈x := x+ 1〉〉even(x), we apply rule (R25) and get the new
proof obligation x .= x′ + 1 ` even(x), even(x′), which is obviously valid.

Rules for Concatenation. Again, the rules for the modalities [·] (R26) and
〈·〉 (R27) are the traditional rules for first-order DL. They are based on the
equivalences [α;β]φ↔ [α][β]φ resp. 〈α;β〉φ↔ 〈α〉〈β〉φ.

In the case of the [[·]] modality, the concatenation rule (R28) branches. To
show that a formula φ is true throughout the execution of α;β, one has to prove
(a) that φ is true throughout the execution of α, i.e. [[α]]φ, and (b) provided α
terminates, that φ is true throughout the execution of β that is started in the
final state of α, i.e. [α][[β]]φ.

The concatenation rule for 〈〈·〉〉 (R29) does not branch. A formula φ is true
at least once during the execution of α;β if (a) it is true at least once during
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the execution of α, or (b) α terminates and φ is true at least once during the
execution of β that is started in the final state of α.2

Rules for If-then-else. The rules for if-then-else conditionals have the same form
for all four modalities, and for the modalities [·] and 〈·〉 they are the same as in
calculi for standard DDL.

Rules for While Loops. The rules for while loops in the modalities [·] and [[·]],
(R34) resp. (R37), use a loop invariant, i.e., a DLT-formula that must be true
before and after each execution of the loop body. Three premisses of (R37) are
the same as the premisses of (R34). The first one expresses that the invariant Inv
holds in the current state, i.e., before the loop is started. The second premiss
expresses that Inv is indeed an invariant, i.e., if it holds before executing the
loop body α, then it holds again if and when α terminates. And the third pre-
miss expresses that φ—the formula that supposedly holds after resp. throughout
executing the loop—is a logical consequence of the invariant and the negation of
the loop condition ε, i.e., is true when the loop terminates. For the [[·]] modality,
this last premiss is only needed for the case that ε is false from the beginning
and the loop body α is never executed. The rule for [[·]] (R37) has an additional
premiss, which requires to show that φ remains true throughout the execution
of α if the invariant is true at the beginning (this latter condition follows from
the other premisses).

Example 3. Let α be the loop while true do x := 0. Then, because α does not
terminate, the sequent x .= 0 ` [[α;x := 1]]x .= 0 is valid. To prove that, we ap-
ply rule (R28), which results in the two new proof obligations x .= 0 ` [[α]]x .= 0
and x

.= 0 ` [α][[x := 1]]x .= 0. Both are easy to derive with the rules for while
loops, namely the former one with rule (R37) and the invariant x .= 0 and the
latter one with rule (R34) and the invariant true.

The modalities 〈·〉 and 〈〈·〉〉 are handled in a different way. Two rules are
provided for each of them. One rule, (R35) resp. (R38), allows us to “unwind”
the loop, i.e., to symbolically execute it once, provided that the loop condition ε is
true in the current state. The other rule, (R36) resp. (R39), is used if “unwinding”
the loop is not useful. For the 〈·〉 modality that is the case if ε is false and the
loop terminates immediately. Rule (R39) for the 〈〈·〉〉 modality applies in case
the formula φ—which supposedly is true at least once during the execution of
the loop—becomes true before or during the first execution of the loop body.
The rules for 〈·〉 and 〈〈·〉〉 only work in combination with the induction rule, as
the following example demonstrates.
2 For non-deterministic versions of DL, rule (R29) is only sound provided that the

following semantics is chosen for the 〈〈·〉〉 modality: 〈〈α〉〉φ is true iff φ is true at least
once in some of the (several) traces of α. If, however, a non-deterministic semantics
is chosen where φ must be true at least once in every trace of α (as Pratt did for
the propositional case [11]), then rule (R29) is not correct, and indeed we failed to
find a sound rule for that kind of semantics.
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Table 4. Miscellaneous rules.

Generalisation
φ ` ψ

[α]φ ` [α]ψ
(R40)

φ ` ψ

〈α〉φ ` 〈α〉ψ (R41)
φ ` ψ

[[α]]φ ` [[α]]ψ
(R42)

φ ` ψ

〈〈α〉〉φ ` 〈〈α〉〉ψ (R43)

Quantifier/modality rules
Γ, ∀x1 . . . ∀xk φ, [α]φ ` ∆

Γ, ∀x1 . . . ∀xk φ ` ∆

where Var(α) ⊆ {x1, . . . , xk}

(R44)
Γ ` 〈α〉φ, ∃x1 . . . ∃xk φ, ∆

Γ ` ∃x1 . . . ∃xk φ, ∆

where Var(α) ⊆ {x1, . . . , xk}

(R45)

Γ, ∀x1 . . . ∀xk φ, [[α]]φ ` ∆

Γ, ∀x1 . . . ∀xk φ ` ∆

where Var(α) ⊆ {x1, . . . , xk}

(R46)
Γ ` 〈〈α〉〉φ, ∃x1 . . . ∃xk φ, ∆

Γ ` ∃x1 . . . ∃xk φ, ∆

where Var(α) ⊆ {x1, . . . , xk}

(R47)

Rules for negated modalities
Γ ` 〈α〉¬φ, ∆
Γ ` ¬[α]φ, ∆

(R48)
Γ ` [α]¬φ, ∆
Γ ` ¬〈α〉φ, ∆ (R49)

Γ ` 〈〈α〉〉¬φ, ∆
Γ ` ¬[[α]]φ, ∆

(R50)
Γ ` [[α]]¬φ, ∆
Γ ` ¬〈〈α〉〉φ, ∆ (R51)

Example 4. Consider the sequent x .= 0 ` 〈〈while true do x := x+ 1〉〉x .= k. It
states that, if the value of x is 0 initially, then during the execution of the
non-terminating loop, x will at least once have the value k. To show that this
sequent is valid, we first use the induction rule to prove that ` ∀nφ(n) is
valid, where φ(n) = (x ≤ k ∧ n+ x

.= k)→ 〈〈while true do x := x+ 1〉〉x .= k,
from which then the original proof obligation can be derived instantiating n
with k. The first premiss of the induction rule, ` φ(0), can easily be derived
with rule (R39) as x .= k is immediately true in case n = 0. The second premiss,
φ(n) ` φ(n+ 1), can be derived by first applying the cut rule to distinguish
the cases x < k and x .= k. In the first case, the unwind rule (R38) can be used
successfully; and the second case is again easily covered with rule (R39).

Miscellaneous Other Rules. There are three types of miscellaneous other
rules (see Table 4). (a) The generalisation rules (R40) to (R43) permit to de-
rive Op φ ` Op ψ from φ ` ψ where Op is any of the four modal operators.
(b) Rules (R44) to (R47) allow to replace (universal) quantifications by modal-
ities. They are similar to the quantifier instantiation rules (R13) and (R15) and
are based on the fact that, for example, [[α(x)]]φ is true in a state s if ∀xφ is
true in s and x is the only variable in α(x). (c) Rules (R48) to (R51) implement
the equivalences ¬[α]φ↔ 〈α〉¬φ and ¬[[α]]φ↔ 〈〈α〉〉¬φ.

5 Soundness and Relative Completeness

Soundness of the calculus CDLT (Corollary 1) is based on the following theorem,
which states that all rules preserve validity of the derived sequents.
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Theorem 1. For all rule schemata of the calculus CDLT, (R1) to (R51), the
following holds: If all premisses of a rule schema instance are valid sequents,
then its conclusion is a valid sequent.

Corollary 1. If a sequent Γ ` ∆ is derivable with the calculus CDLT, then it
is valid, i.e.,

∧
Γ → ∨

∆ is a valid formula.

Proving Theorem 1 is not difficult. The proof is, however, quite large as soundness
has to be shown separately for each rule. For the assignment rules, the proof is
based on a substitution lemma and is technically involved.

The calculus CDLT is relatively complete; that is, it is complete up to the
handling of the domain of computation (the data structures). It is complete if
an oracle rule for the domain is available—in our case one of the oracle rules for
arithmetic, (R19) and (R20). If the domain is extended with other data types,
CDLT remains relatively complete; and it is still complete if rules for handling
the extended domain of computation are added.

Theorem 2. If a sequent is valid, then it is derivable with CDLT.

Corollary 2. If φ is a valid DLT-formula, then the sequent ` φ is derivable.

Due to space restrictions, the proof of Theorem 2, which is quite complex,
cannot be given here (it can be found in [13]). The proof technique is the same
as that used by Harel [4] to prove relative completeness of his sequent calculus
for first-order DL. The following lemmata are central to the completeness proof.

Lemma 1. For every DLT-formula φDLT there is an (arithmetical) FOL-for-
mula φFOL that is equivalent to φDLT, i.e., vals(φDLT) = vals(φFOL) for all
states s.

The above lemma states that DLT is not more expressive than first-order
arithmetic. This holds as arithmetic—our domain of computation—is expressive
enough to encode the behaviour of programs. In particular, using Gödelisation,
arithmetic allows one to encode program states (i.e., the values of all the variables
occurring in a program) and finite traces into a single number. Note that the
lemma states a property of the logic DLT that is independent of the calculus.

Lemma 1 implies that a DLT-formula φDLT could be decided by construct-
ing an equivalent FOL-formula φFOL and then invoking the computation domain
oracle—if such an oracle were actually available. But even with a good approx-
imation of an arithmetic oracle, that is not practical (the formula φFOL would
be too complex to prove automatically or interactively). And, indeed, the calcu-
lus CDLT does not work that way.

It may be surprising that the (relative) completeness of CDLT requires an
expressive computation domain and is lost if a simpler domain and less expressive
data structures are used. The reason is that in a simpler domain it may not be
possible to express the required invariants resp. induction hypotheses to handle
while loops.
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Lemma 2. Let φ and ψ be FOL-formulas, let α be a program, and let Mα be
any of the modalities [α], 〈α〉, [[α]], 〈〈α〉〉.

If the sequent φ ` Mα ψ is valid, then it is derivable with CDLT.

This lemma is at the core of the completeness of CDLT. It is proven by induction
on the complexity of the program α, and the proof would not go through if the
calculus would lack important rules (not all rules are indispensable; some can be
derived from other rules, they are included for convenience.).

Besides Lemmata 1 and 2, the completeness proof makes use of the fact that
the calculus has the necessary rules (a) for the operators of classical logic (in par-
ticular all propositional tautologies can be derived), and (b) for generalisation,
(R40) to (R43).

6 Extended Example

Consider the program “while true do if y
.= 1 then α else β” where α abbre-

viates the sub-program “x := x+ 1; if x
.= 2 then y := 0 else y := 1” and β

stands for “x := 0; y := 1”. The program consists of a non-terminating while
loop. The loop body changes the value of x between 0 and 2 and the value of y
between 0 and 1. We want to prove that 0 ≤ x ≤ 2 is true in all states reached
by this program, if it is started in a state where vals(x) = 0 and vals(y) = 1
(we use 0 ≤ x ≤ 2 as an abbreviation for 0 ≤ x ∧ x ≤ 2). The proof is shown in
Figure 1. Its initial proof obligation is the sequent (1). First, the while loop is
eliminated applying rule (R37) with the invariant

Inv := 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 ∧ (y .= 0 → x
.= 1 ∨ x

.= 2) ∧ (y .= 1 → x
.= 0) .

The formula 0 ≤ x ≤ 2, which is a logical consequence of Inv, does not describe
the behaviour of the loop in sufficient detail and, therefore, is not a suitable in-
variant itself. The result of applying rule (R37) to (1) are the four new proof obli-
gations (2)–(5). Proof obligation (2) can immediately be derived with rule (R19).
And, applying rule (R5) to (5) yields a sequent (5′) with true on the right, which
can be derived with rule (R2).

In the sequel, we concentrate on the proof of (4). Proof obligation (3) can be
derived in a similar way; its derivation is omitted due to lack of space.

The next step is the application of rule (R32) to (4) to symbolically execute
the if-then-else statement. The result are the two proof obligations (6) and (7).
Eliminating the concatenations in (6) and (7) with applications of rule (R28)
yields (8) and (9) resp. (10) and (11). Next, we simplify (and weaken) the left
sides of (8)–(11) with the arithmetic rule (R20) (this is not really necessary but
the sequents get shorter and easier to understand). The result are the sequents
(12)–(15), respectively. The derivations of proof obligations (12), (14), and (15)
need no further explanation and are shown in Figure 1. To derive (13), we ap-
ply (R22) and get (16). The if-then-else statement is symbolically executed with
rule (R32), which results in (17) and (18). Proof obligation (17) is derived by
applying rule (R24), which yields (19) and (20). It is easy to check that (19)
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∗
x
.= 0 ` 0 ≤ x ≤ 2

(R19) ∗
x′ .= 0, x .= x′ + 1 ` 0 ≤ x ≤ 2

(R19)

x
.= 0 ` [[x := x+ 1]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (12)

(R24)

∗
x
.= 0 ` 0 ≤ x ≤ 2

(R19) ∗
x
.= 0, y .= 1 ` 0 ≤ x ≤ 2

(R19)

x
.= 0 ` [[y := 1]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2

(R24)

` [x := 0][[y := 1]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (15)
(R22)

∗
x
.= 1 ∨ x

.= 2 ` 0 ≤ x ≤ 2
(R19) ∗

x′ .= 1 ∨ x′ .= 2, x .= 0 ` 0 ≤ x ≤ 2
(R19)

x
.= 1 ∨ x

.= 2 ` [[x := 0]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (14)
(R24)

∗
(2)

(R19)

∗....
(3)

(12)
(8)

(R20)

∗
(19)

(R19) ∗
(20)

(R19)

(17)
(R24)

∗
(19′)

(R19) ∗
(20′)

(R19)

(18)
(R24)

(16)
(R32)

(13)
(R22)

(9)
(R20)

(6)
(R28)

(14)
(10)

(R20)
(15)
(11)

(R20)

(7)
(R28)

(4)
(R32)

∗
(5′)

(R2)

(5)
(R5)

(1)
(R37)

x
.= 0, y

.= 1 ` [[while true do if y
.= 1 then α else β]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (1)

x
.= 0, y

.= 1 ` Inv (2)

Inv, true ` [if y
.= 1 then α else β]Inv (3)

Inv, true ` [[if y
.= 1 then α else β]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (4)

Inv, ¬true ` 0 ≤ x ≤ 2. (5)

Inv, true, y
.= 1 ` [[x :=x + 1; if x

.= 2 then y := 0 else y := 1]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (6)

Inv, true, ¬y
.= 1 ` [[x := 0; y := 1]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (7)

Inv, true, y
.= 1 ` [[x :=x + 1]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (8)

Inv, true, y
.= 1 ` [x :=x + 1][[if x

.= 2 then y := 0 else y := 1]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (9)

Inv, true, ¬y
.= 1 ` [[x := 0]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (10)

Inv, true, ¬y
.= 1 ` [x := 0][[y := 1]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2. (11)

x
.= 0 ` [[x :=x + 1]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (12)

x
.= 0 ` [x :=x + 1][[if x

.= 2 then y := 0 else y := 1]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (13)

x
.= 1 ∨ x

.= 2 ` [[x := 0]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (14)

` [x := 0][[y := 1]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (15)

x′ .= 0, x
.= x′ + 1 ` [[if x

.= 2 then y := 0 else y := 1]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (16)

x′ .= 0, x
.= x′ + 1, x

.= 2 ` [[y := 0]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (17)

x′ .= 0, x
.= x′ + 1, ¬x

.= 2 ` [[y := 1]]0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (18)

x′ .= 0, x
.= x′ + 1, x

.= 2 ` 0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (19)

x′ .= 0, x
.= x′ + 1, x

.= 2, y
.= 0 ` 0 ≤ x ≤ 2 (20)

Fig. 1. The derivation described in Section 6.
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and (20) are valid FOL-sequents and can therefore be derived with the oracle
rule for arithmetic (R19).

Applying rule (R24) to (18) yields similar FOL-sequents (19′) and (20′),
which differ from (19) and (20) in that they contain ¬x .= 2 instead of x .= 2 and
y
.= 1 instead of y .= 0. They, too, can be derived with the oracle (R19).

7 Future Work

Future work includes an implementation of our calculus CDLT, which would allow
us to carry out case studies going beyond the simple examples shown in this
paper and to test the usefulness of DLT in practice.

A useful extension of CDLT for practical applications may be special rules for
formulas of the form [α]φ ∧ [[α]]ψ, such that splitting the two conjuncts is avoided
and they do not have to be handled in separate—but similar—sub-proofs.

Also, it may be useful to consider (a) a non-deterministic version of DLT,
and (b) extensions of DLT with further modalities such as “α preserves φ”,
which expresses that, once φ becomes true in the trace of α, it remains true
throughout the rest of the trace. It seems, however, to be difficult to give a
(relatively) complete calculus for this modality.

Acknowledgement. We thank W. Ahrendt, E. Habermalz, W. Menzel, and
P. H. Schmitt for fruitful discussions and comments.
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Abstract. In verification of finite domain models (model checking)
counterexamples help the user to identify, why a proof attempt has failed.
In this paper we present an approach to construct counterexamples for
first-order goals over infinite data types, which are defined by algebraic
specifications. The approach avoids the implementation of a new calcu-
lus, by integrating counterexample search with the interactive theorem
proving strategy. The paper demonstrates, that this integrations requires
only a few modifications to the theorem proving strategy.

1 Introduction

It is common knowledge, that most of time in theorem proving is not spent
on successful, but on unsuccessful proof attempts. Usually the reason is simply
that the theorem under consideration is wrong. For data types with a finite do-
main, the counterexamples generated by model checkers help the proof engineer
to detect the errors. Also tools which generate finite models are available. Un-
fortunately, there is no such mechanism for data types with an infinite domain.
Additionally, proofs for infinite data types usually have to be found interactively
and decisions made during the proof attempt may be incorrect.

In this paper we will demonstrate a method which generates counterexamples
for infinite data types in algebraic specifications. The method is implemented in
the interactive theorem prover KIV [7,2] which supports algebraic specifications
in the style of CASL [5] as well as state based specifications (using imperative
programs or ASMs [3]). It avoids the need to implement a new calculus by
adaption of the existing proof calculus to the construction of counterexamples.

Our paper is organized as follows: Section 2 will first give an informal overview
of the method, which is based on reduction of an unprovable goal to false. The
capabilities of the algorithm will be demonstrated with an example and we will
discuss the limitations of the approach.

After introducing some necessary notation (Sect. 3), Sect. 4 describes how
conjectures may be falsified by reduction, thereby proving the existence of a
counterexample. The backtracing algorithm, that computes the actual variable
assignment and the model condition is given in Sect. 5. A number of important
implementation issues are discussed in section 6. Some examples and a compar-
ison to related work is given in Sect. 7. The paper concludes with Sect. 8.

R. Goré, A. Leitsch, and T. Nipkow (Eds.): IJCAR 2001, LNAI 2083, pp. 642–657, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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2 Overview

To demonstrate the capabilities of the algorithm, let us start with an example:

Example 1
We assume a data type list over a parameter type elem. Lists are generated by
the constructors nil for the empty list, and e+l, which adds an element e to a list
l. The elements are assumed to be totally ordered with ≤. head and tail select
e resp. l from a list e+ l, length(l) computes the length of a list, append(l1, l2)
appends two lists, member(e, l) tests, if the element e is in l, and sort(l) states
that l is (nonstrictly) sorted with respect to the ordering on elements. Then the
conjecture
ϕ ≡ sort(l1) ∧ l2 = append(l1, head(l3) + nil) ∧ length(l3) ≥ 2 ∗ length(l1)

∧ l3 6= nil ∧ member(head(l1), tail(l3)) → sort(l2)
does not hold in all models of the specification. A counterexample consists of the
variable assignment l1 := e1 +nil, l2 := e1 +e2 +nil, l3 = e2 +append(l4, e1 + l5)
(e1, e2 are variables of type elem) and the model condition ¬ e1 ≤ e2.

The example has explicitly been chosen to be somewhat contrived for two rea-
sons: First, it should demonstrate several aspects of the counterexample search.
Second, we want to stress, that formulas encountered during interactive proof
attempts are even more complex than the example given above and counterex-
amples are totally non-obvious. Our algorithm finds the counterexample within
5 seconds, which is faster than we (and we hope the reader) can guess one by
inspecting the goal.

In contrast to a proof, where it is tried to reduce the conjecture to true, the
counterexample search tries to reduce the conjecture to false. If this is successful,
the conjecture is not provable and a counterexample exists. Because a conjecture
is usually not false in general, we try to find a variable assignment under which
the conjecture can be reduced to false.

The variable assignment is usually built up by incrementally instantiating
variables of generated sorts with constructors, resulting in constructor terms. A
counterexample for Example 1, which uses constructor terms only, would set l3
to e2+e1+nil. Often this incremental construction can be shortcut by combining
it with the application of proof rules. By imposing some restrictions (see Sect. 4)
on the ones that may be used, the more abstract counterexample shown above
can be derived.

Incrementally instantiating a variable in a conjecture gives several subgoals,
one for each constructor. Since each subgoal could lead to a counterexample, we
have implemented a heuristic search strategy to choose a case, which (hopefully)
quickly leads to a counterexample.

Construction of a variable assignment terminates (at the latest) when all
variables of generated sorts have been instantiated by constructor terms. The
remaining formula may be false, but we may also end up with a model condition.
Model conditions occur for three reasons: First, as in the example above, we may
have parameter sorts, and the model condition may impose a restriction on the
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models of the parameter: in the example above ¬ e1 ≤ e2 ensures that there
exist two different elements in elem: in models, where elem contains just one
element, the conjecture would be true. A second reason for model conditions
is underspecification: E.g., if pred(0), the predecessor of zero is not specified
(over natural numbers), then the counterexample search may finish with a model
condition like pred(0) > 3. Finally, the interactive proof strategy may be too
weak, to deduce automatically, that a fully instantiated goal is equivalent to false.
This case usually arises, when not enough simplifier rules have been provided for
the data structure under consideration. Since these would be needed to automate
(successful) proofs anyway, we simply restart the counterexample search after
adding the required rules.

We have found that the success of counterexample generation depends mainly
on the efficiency of the heuristic search strategy that computes variable as-
signments. If the strategy is successful, we usually end up with trivial model
conditions, like the ones shown above. Therefore we have not invested in the
automation of the check, whether the model condition is consistent with the
specification. Instead we simply ask the user to acknowledge satisfiability.

After the original goal has been reduced to false (or a model condition) the
variable assignment for the original goal has to be deduced. This is done by a
backtracing algorithm, that analyzes the reduction backwards from false to the
beginning of the counterexample search (see Sect. 5). Because the attempt to
compute a counterexample will usually not be made on an initial conjecture, the
counterexample will also be traced back further in the original proof attempt.

3 Formal Basics

The basis for our approach are first-order algebraic specifications, consisting of
a finite, many-sorted signature with function symbols F, a finite set of axioms
(first-order formulas) and a set of constructors C ⊆ F (typically, constructors
are given by clauses like nat generated by 0,suc). A sort is called a target sort,
if it is generated by some constructors, otherwise it is called a parameter sort.
A constructor term is a term that uses only constructor functions and variables
of parameter sorts. If syntactically different constructor terms always represent
different elements, the data type is called a free or freely generated data type.
nat is a free data type while int generated by 0, suc, pred is not free, because
i = pred(suc(i)).

We assume loose semantics, i.e. an algebra A is in the class Mod(SP) of mod-
els of a specification SP, iff the axioms hold in A and if every element contained
in the carrier set of some target sort can be represented as the semantic value
of a constructor term, given a suitable valuation for the parameter variables.

In the following, we will use x, y as (metavariables for) variables, f , g as
(constructor) function symbols τ , ρ as terms, and ϕ, ψ, χ as formulas. Free
variables free(ϕ) are defined as usual. gen(ϕ) are the free variables of target
sorts (also called target variables), param(ϕ) are all other free variables. ϕt

x

denotes substitution in formulas.
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Sequents Γ ` ∆ consists of two lists Γ = ϕ1, . . ., ϕn and ∆ = ψ1, . . ., ψm of
formulas. Γ ` ∆ abbreviates the formula ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕn → ψ1 ∨ . . . ∨ ψm.

We will use a sequent calculus for first-order logic (like the one defined in [13])
to derive proofs for conjectures. Proofs in this calculus are trees, in which every
node contains a sequent. Starting with a proof tree of one node, which contains
the initial goal c, a fixed, predefined set of proof rules of the form p1. . .pn

c
is

applied to reduce the goal to simpler subgoals. c is called the conclusion, p1. . .pn

are called the premises of the rule. By recursive application of further rules to
the resulting premises, a proof tree is built up. The conclusion c is proven if all
premises in the tree are reduced to the trivially true premise true.

Given these preliminaries on specifications and proofs, we can now define the
central notion of a counterexample:

Definition 1 (counterexample)
Let ϕ be a formula over a specification SP with x = gen(ϕ). Then a pair C =
(χ, y = t) is called a counterexample for the formula ϕ iff y is a vector of target
variables, t is a list of terms such that yi 6∈ tj for i ≤ j, gen(χ) = ∅ and there is
a model A such that

A ∈ Mod(SP ∪ Cl∃ χ) (1)

and
SP |= (χ ∧ y = t) → ¬ ϕ (2)

A counterexample for ϕ is called a strong counterexample, if y ⊆ x.

The definition requests that there is a model A of the specification SP, in which
χ is satisfiable (1) and that for every model of the specification either χ does
not hold or ¬ ϕ is true under the variable assignment y = t (2). The restriction
yi 6∈ tj for i ≤ j ensures that no cyclic dependencies between variables yi and
terms tj exists.

We can now prove that with this definition every non-provable formula has
a counterexample:

Theorem 1
A formula ¬ ϕ is satisfiable over SP iff there exists a (strong) counterexample
for ϕ.

Proof 1
If a formula ¬ ϕ is satisfiable, there exists a model A ∈ Mod(SP) and a valuation
v where A, v |= ¬ ϕ. Now, let gen(ϕ) = x. Since the model is generated we have
constructor terms t and valuations vi, such that vi(xi) = vi(ti). By suitably re-
naming variables in t we can find a common valuation v′, such that A, v′ |= ¬ ϕ

and v′(xi) = v′(ti) for every i. Setting χ := ¬ ϕ
t
x and C := (χ, x = t),

we have found a counterexample: the substitution theorem of first-order logic
implies A, v′ |= χ, and this implies condition (1). Obviously, we also have
SP |= (¬ ϕ

t
x ∧ x = t) → ¬ ϕ, i.e. condition (2) is satisfied too.
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Conversely, assume that a formula ϕ has a counterexample. Choose a model
A ∈ Mod(SP ) and a valuation v such that A, v |= χ. This is possible because
of (1). Then the constraint yi 6∈ tj for i ≤ j allows to sequentially modify
v(y1), . . . , v(yn), such that for the resulting, modified valuation v′ A, v′ |= y = t
holds. Since χ does not contain target variables, we still have A, v′ |= χ. Finally,
property (2) implies A, v′ |= ¬ ϕ, i.e. ¬ ϕ is satisfiable.

The proof shows, that we could restrict the terms assigned to the variables to be
constructor terms. We have not done so, to allow more abstract counterexamples
as in Example 1.

Finally we would like to note, that for efficiency reasons our algorithm will
not construct strong counterexamples. Instead it will sometimes assign values to
variables, that are only present in intermediate goals. This is not problematic,
since it is easy to prove that any counterexample can be transformed to a strong
counterexample by iterative application of the following post processing step:

Lemma 1
Let (χ, y = t) be a counterexample for ϕ with x = t ∈ y = t and x 6∈ free(ϕ). Let
y′ = t′ be y = t with x = t removed. Then (χ, (y′ = t′)t

x) is a counterexample
for ϕ too.

4 Falsifying Conjectures

We found that with a simple restriction sequent calculus is already suitable to
do satisfiability reasoning instead of proving theorems. This restriction, called
invertibility, will be discussed in the first subsection. A second advantage of
using sequent calculus is that we do not have to use a brute-force search for
the correct instantiation which is needed for the counterexample. Instead we use
an incremental instantiation strategy called structural expansion as discussed in
the second subsection. Finally, the last subsection exemplifies, how the combined
proof strategy falsifies a conjecture.

4.1 Existence of a Counterexample

To find counterexamples we cannot use every rule of the sequent calculus due
to the fact that some of them weaken the conjecture. This means that some
rules reduce a provable conjecture (with no counterexample) to one which is no
longer provable (and therefore has a counterexample). We call rules which do
not weaken conjectures invertible rules.

Definition 2 (invertible rule)

A rule p1. . .pn

c
is called invertible, iff for every model A of the specification:

from A |= c follows A |= pi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n (3)
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This means, that if the conclusion of a rule is valid in every model A of the
specification then every premise pi is valid in that model. This condition is
sufficient to show the existence of a counterexample.

Lemma 2 (existence of a counterexample)
Let T be a proof tree consisting of invertible rules, c the conclusion and p1. . .pn

the premises of T .
If there exists an i, such that ¬ pi is satisfiable then there exists a counterex-

ample for the conclusion c.

Proof 2
This lemma is proven by contradiction to the validity of the conclusion c. As-
suming c is valid, definition 2 and transitivity imply that all pi are valid. This
contradicts the existence of an i, such that ¬ pi is satisfiable.

2

Fortunately, almost every rule of the sequent calculus is invertible, especially all
rules that eliminate propositional connectives. The main exception is of course
the rule weakening which drops formulas from the sequent. This rule must there-
fore be avoided when searching for a counterexample. The rules all right (shown
below, x0 is a new variable) and exists left to eliminate quantifiers are also in-
vertible. Two other critical rules are the quantifier instantiation rules all left and
exist right. These rules are invertible only, if we use a version that does not drop
the quantifier as shown below for all left .

Γ ` ϕx0
x , ∆

Γ ` ∀ x.ϕ,∆ all right
∀ x.ϕ, ϕt

x, Γ ` ∆

∀ x.ϕ, Γ ` ∆
all left

4.2 Searching Counterexamples

To compute the variable assignment for a counterexample, we could in principle
use a generate and test algorithm, which would enumerate all constructor terms.
E.g. for a formula involving two variables m, n over natural numbers, we could
try to instantiate the variables with all pairs (suci(0), sucj(0)) of constructor
terms. But this would be very inefficient. Consider e.g. a goal of the form ϕ (m,n)
∧ m ≤ n. Then for n = 0 it is totally redundant to consider any instance of m
except 0, since the formula obviously has no counterexample for other cases of
m.

Therefore a more elaborate search for the existence of a counterexample is
needed, which exploits constraints (like m ≤ n) present in the conjecture to
avoid the enumeration of as many cases as possible. Therefore the variables are
instantiated stepwise with respect to the constructors and thereafter proof rules
simplify the resulting formula. If, for example, variable n is instantiated with 0
(and suc(n1)), then the conjecture can immediately be simplified to ϕ(0, 0) (by
the fact m ≤ 0 ↔ m = 0), thereby avoiding any enumeration of instances of m.
This method of stepwise instantiation is called structural expansion.
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Definition 3 (structural expansion)
Let ϕ be a formula with a free variable x and sort(x) = s generated by f1 . . . fn.
Furthermore let x1 . . . xn be proper argument vectors for f1 . . . fn that are not
free in ϕ. Then the step from ϕ(x) to

(ϕ(f1(x1)) ∨ . . . ∨ ϕ(fn(xn)))

is called structural expansion.

Structural expansion spans a search tree and partly instantiates the free variables
of the conjecture. Because the structural expansion stepwise enumerates every
constructor term – for a variable every possible prefix is generated – the complete
search space is generated. This is true because the data types are generated by
the constructors, i.e. every value of a variable can be represented by a constructor
term. The structural expansion may be included in the sequent calculus through
an additional rule called constructor cut.

Definition 4 (constructor cut)
The constructor cut rule has the form

(Γ ` ∆)f1(x1)
x . . . (Γ ` ∆)fn(xn)

x

Γ ` ∆
constructor cut

where x ∈ gen(ϕ) and sort(x) = s generated by f1, . . .fn.

To use this rule in the counterexample search it has to be correct and invertible.

Lemma 3 (correctness and invertibility of constructor cut)
The rule constructor cut (see Def. 4) is correct and invertible.

Because the constructor cut rule is itself a weak form of the induction principle,
the proof is easy using structural induction.

Adding the constructor cut rule to the proof search and avoiding non invert-
ible rules are the only changes needed to adapt the usual sequent calculus to
counterexample search.

To have a complete proof strategy in the sense, that every vector of construc-
tor terms t is considered, we have to use a fair search strategy, that assures, that
every branch is considered ultimately as well as every variable is ultimately ex-
panded with the constructor cut rule. Then every constructor term instance of
every variable will ultimately be tried as a potential counterexample. A simple
fair search strategy would be breadth-first search on the branches of the proof
tree, combined with expanding one of the variables that has been expanded the
fewest times before. A more elaborate strategy is discussed in Sect. 6.2.

4.3 Generating a Counterexample Proof

We will now exemplify the counterexample search.
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Example 2
The following conjecture

ϕ ≡ sort(l1) ∧ sort(l2) → sort(append(l1, l2))

does not hold in all models of the specification. A counterexample consists of
the variable assignment l1 := e1 + nil, l2 := e2 + nil and the model condition ¬
e1 ≤ e2.

The following proof tree gives an impression how the counterexample generation
works.

Example 3

e1 ≤ e2
sort(e2 + nil) → sort(append(e1 + nil, e2 + nil)) . . .

simplify

. . . sort(e2 + l′2) → sort(append(e1 + nil, e2 + l′2))
con. cut l′2

sort(l2) → sort(append(e1 + nil, l2))
con. cut l2

sort(e1 + nil) ∧ sort(l2) → sort(append(e1 + nil, l2)) . . .
simplify

. . . sort(e1 + l′1) ∧ sort(l2) → sort(append(e1 + l′1, l2))
con. cut l′1

sort(l1) ∧ sort(l2) → sort(append(l1, l2))
con. cut l1

Starting with the conjecture (conclusion of the proof tree) the rule constructor
cut stepwise introduces the constructor terms which build up the counterex-
ample. Dots indicate branches of the proof tree, which are not relevant to the
outcome. Applications of constructor cut are alternated with applications of se-
quent calculus rules. In our case only the simplifier rule is needed, which simpli-
fies goals using rewrite rules: in the example the recursive definitions of append
and sort are used as rewrite rules to simplify e.g. sort(e1 + nil) to true. The
search stops at the formula e1 ≤ e2, because there are no more target variables
to instantiate and the predicate may not be automatically decided. Under the
assumption that ¬ e1 ≤ e2 is satisfiable – which the user acknowledges to be
true – there exists a counterexample for the conclusion.

5 The Counterexample

In section 4 we discussed how to prove the existence of a counterexample. In
this section we will discuss how to reconstruct the variable assignment from a
failed proof attempt, by tracing an initial variable assignments back through the
proof attempt. The first subsection considers the proof generated by the coun-
terexample search which uses invertible rules only whereas the second subsection
extends the approach to arbitrary sequent calculus proofs.
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5.1 Computing the Counterexample

We will compute the counterexample backwards beginning at a premise ψ. Ac-
cording to Sect. 4, this premise is either false, or a satisfiable formula without
free target variables. In either case, C = (¬ ψ, ∅) is a counter example. The task
is now to compute a counterexample for every goal contained in the branch of
the considered premise by backtracing through it. To adapt the counterexample
from ϕ′ to the previous formula ϕ in the backtrace path the rule which deduces
ϕ′ from ϕ has to be considered. Some rules of the sequent calculus have the
property that the variable assignment has to be adjusted. We define rules where
the assignment needs no adjustment strong invertible rules.

Definition 5 (strong invertible rule)

A rule p1 . . . pn

c
is called strong invertible, iff A |= c → p1 ∧ . . . ∧ pn holds

for every model A of the specification.

It is easy to prove that this definition implies:

Lemma 4 (backtrace through strong invertible rules)

Let p1. . .pn

c
be a strong invertible rule and C = (χ, x = t) a counterexample for

a premise pi. Then C is also a counterexample for the conclusion c.

In the sequent calculus most rules that are invertible, are also strong invertible.
Especially all propositional rules, and the quantifier rules are strong invertible
as well as the rule to apply a lemma. The only invertible rules, which are not
strong invertible are insert equation, structural induction, and constructor cut.

Example 4 (insert equation)
The insert equation rule

Γ τ
x ` ∆τ

x

x = τ, Γ ` ∆
insert equation

with x 6∈ vars(τ) is an invertible rule. Let

` prime(4)
x = 4 ` prime(x)

insert equation

be an instantiation of the rule where the predicate prime(x) is true iff x is a prime
number. Because 4 is not prime there exists a counterexample C = (true, ∅) with
no conditions for this premise. But for a model A and the variable assignment
v(x) = 3 the antecedent of the conclusion may be refuted, therefore in general
C is not a counterexample for the conclusion.
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The example shows, that the counterexample for the premise is not a counterex-
ample for the conclusion. We have to adapt the counterexample by adding the
dropped equation: C′ = (true, x = 4). In general the adaption for the three
invertible (but not strong invertible) rules are as follows:

Theorem 2 (adaption for insert equation)
Let C = (χ, x = t) be a counterexample for the premise of the insert equation
rule. Then C′ = (χ, (x = t)x0

x ∧ x = τ) (where x0 is a new variable) is a
counterexample for the conclusion.

The structural induction is similar to the constructor cut rule (see Def. 4), but
adds an induction hypothesis of the form ∀ y.(Γ → ∆)xi

x for every xi in x (y are
all free variables of the conclusion Γ ` ∆ except the induction variable x).

Theorem 3 (adaption for structural induction and constructor cut)
Let C = (χ, x = t) be a counterexample for the premise with fi(xi) of the
structural induction or the constructor cut rule. Then C′ = (χ, (x = t)x0

x ) ∧ x =
fi(xi)), where x0 is a new variable is a counterexample for the conclusion.

The correctness proofs for this adaption is not too difficult, details are given in
[10]. In the following, we will shows the backtrace algorithm applied on Ex. 3.

Example 5
The backtrace begins at the premise. Because the negation of e1 ≤ e2 is satisfi-
able the counterexample for the premise is C = (¬ e1 ≤ e2, ∅). At the simplifier
rule no adaption is necessary, but at the constructor cut rule (l′2 = nil) the
counterexample is adapted to C = (¬ e1 ≤ e2, l

′
2 = nil) and stepwise further

to C = (¬ e1 ≤ e2, (l′2 = nil, l2 = e2 + l2)) which also holds for the premise of
the simplification rule, C = (¬ e1 ≤ e2, (l′2 = nil, l2 = e2 + l2, l

′
1 = nil)), and

C = (¬ e1 ≤ e2, (l′2 = nil, l2 = e2 + l2, l
′
1 = nil, l1 = e1 + l′1)). Finally, neither

l′1 nor l′2 appear in the conclusion, the counterexample may be simplified to the
strong counterexample C = (¬ e1 ≤ e2, (l2 = e2 + nil, l1 = e1 + nil)) using
lemma 1.

Because the search for a counterexample applies only invertible rules and the
counterexample can be backtraced over these rules, a variable assignment for
the free variables of disproved conjectures may be derived.

5.2 Earliest Point of Failure

In interactive proof systems the user does not only look at the conjecture he
wants to prove, but also at formulas which will be derived during a proof. There-
fore the counterexample search will usually not be started at the conjecture under
consideration – why should one try to prove a conjecture assumed to be wrong?
– but at some ‘fishy’ goal within the proof tree. If a counterexample can be found
for that goal the users interest is whether some proof decisions were incorrect or
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whether nevertheless the conjecture is faulty. Therefore the counterexample has
to be backtraced in the original proof attempt tree as well.

Because the counterexample search already uses the (restricted) proof rules,
the backtrace algorithm of Sect. 5.1 may also be used for backtracing in the origi-
nal proof, as long as only invertible rules have been used. For non-invertible rules
(like weakening formulas) the best that may be done are two proof attempts:
the first tries to show that the counterexample can be propagated through the
rule (by proving (χ ∧ x = t) → ¬ ϕ), the second tries to show that it surely
cannot be propagated (by proving (χ ∧ x = t) → ϕ). If the first proof attempt
succeeds, backtracing can proceed. If the second attempt succeeds, the earliest
point of failure has been found, i.e. application of the rule is at least one of the
reasons why the proof attempt failed. In KIV two incomplete proof attempts are
done just using the built-in simplifier (these do not cost much time). If both fail,
more elaborate proof attempts are optional, but rarely used. Since wrong con-
jectures are much more common than wrong proof decisions, one usually skips
non-invertible rules and tries to compute a counterexample for the conclusion
first. Only if this computed counterexample is found not to be an actual coun-
terexample for the conclusion, because it was incorrectly propagated through a
non-invertible rule, more elaborate checks are necessary.

6 Implementation

The previous sections have shown the approach for the computation of counterex-
amples on infinite data types. This approach is tightly integrated in the proof
engine of the KIV system. When the user proves a conjecture and gets stuck
at some subgoal he might start the counterexample search. This strategy takes
the subgoal and tries to reduce it to false with a special set of counterexample
heuristics. These heuristics expand a free target variable structurally and sim-
plify the resulting premises. Thereafter the premises are weighted (see Sect. 6.2)
and a ‘good’ premise, i.e. one that hopefully quickly leads to a counterexam-
ple, is chosen and structurally expanded again. This process continues as long
as one premise has no more free target variables. If this premise is false or the
user agrees, that the negation is satisfiable, the backtrace algorithm evaluates
the variable assignment for the free target variables of the subgoal. Thereafter
the counterexample may also be backtraced in the original proof attempt to the
earliest point of failure (see Sect. 5.2).

In this section we will first discuss implementation details that are specific
to the the sequent calculus and the heuristics to automate proofs used in KIV.
Second we will give some heuristics to get an efficient search strategy for the
counterexample proofs and finally shortly discuss extensions to Dynamic Logic
and to higher-order logic.

6.1 KIV Specific Rules and Heuristics

To simplify formulas with axioms and theorems from the underlying specifi-
cation KIV uses a simplifier. The simplifier does propositional reasoning and
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applies theorems from the specification as forward, elimination or conditional
rewrite rules. Details on the various types of rules can be found in [9]. Additional
heuristics do quantifier instantiations and unfolding of function definitions.

To optimize the proof search for non-free data types, a variant of the struc-
tural expansion rule is implemented. The modified rule adds preconditions
to each premise. If variable x is expanded to f(x) in a premise, inequations
f(x) 6= xi for each argument xi ∈ x that has the same sort as x are added. This
ensures, that the constructor does not behave like identity on some argument.
E.g. when expanding a variable s for a set to s′ ∪{a}, the inequality s′ ∪{a} 6= s′

is added, which ensures that the element a was not already present in s′. This
halves the search tree because the case of the identity is omitted.

6.2 Search Strategies for the Counterexample

Instantiating variables using structural expansion has to be done in a fair way:
Every premise and every variable of each premise has to be eventually consid-
ered. KIV uses an A∗ search strategy to implement a fair search. The strategy
computes a weight for each open goal and always continues the counterexample
search at the branch with the smallest weight. To be fair, it has to be made
sure, that there is a δ > 0, such that the weight of goals increases at least by δ,
when another rule is applied [11]. This is easily achieved by adding some weight
proportional to the branch length. Further criteria rely on the assumption, that
less complicated goals lead more quickly to a counterexample.

Therefore the complexity is measured by considering the number of formulas
and different variables of the goal, the number of times, the structural expansion
was applied, and the complexity of the symbols corresponding to the specification
hierarchy. KIV supports structured algebraic specifications [9] with the usual
operations (union, enrichment, renaming, parameterization and actualization)
which form this hierarchy. E.g. the specification of list (see Ex. 1) may be
an enrichment of a list specification with the definition of the sort predicate,
which may in turn be a generic specification with elem as parameter. Usually
axioms, that define operations in specifications higher up in the hierarchy are
based on symbols below in the hierarchy (like the definition of sort is based on
elementary list constructors). Therefore symbols higher up in the hierarchy carry
more weight than those lower in the hierarchy.

The expansion of a variable should reduce the complexity of the current
formula. Therefore variables get a weight corresponding to the specification hi-
erarchy of the sort, the number of occurrences (since expansion expands all
occurrences), and, to get a fair strategy, a negative weight proportional to the
number of times the variables have been expanded. Then the variable with the
highest weight is chosen.

The exact factors used in the weights were chosen by evaluating a number of
experiments. They do a good job in practice.
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6.3 Extending the Method

Because the presented method for counterexample search uses a proof calcu-
lus, the approach may easily be extended. The KIV system supports program
verification of imperative programs in Dynamic Logic [8]. To extend the coun-
terexample search to Dynamic Logic, we only had to check that the program
rules (mainly rules for the symbolic execution of programs) are (strong) invert-
ible. We found that almost all are strongly invertible, with only one exception: In
Hoare’s invariant rule, the introduction of an incorrect program invariant leads
to a not invertible rule. Therefore this rule is not used in the counterexample
search for programs and backtracing through the proof stops at the invariant
rule. The counterexample search for program verification is also implemented
and works with good results. The basic strategy is to expand the input variables
and then to execute the programs until the program formulas are reduced to pure
predicate logic formulas. Then the usual counterexample search can proceed.

Another extension of the proof calculus would be to apply it to higher-order
goals (KIV already uses a higher-order logic). The new proof rules (beta reduc-
tion and rules for the axioms of choice and extensionality) are not problematic,
since they are strongly invertible, but higher-order variables present a problem,
which we could not solve yet: since functions are not generated data types, we
do not have a simple mechanism available, that can find instances of function
variables.

7 Related Work and Examples

A large number of tools has been developed which try to construct finite models
[12,15,14], even for first-order specifications [4]. Since our specifications usually
do not have finite models at all, these tools are not directly applicable. Neverthe-
less an interesting alternative to our approach would be to use them by defining
suitable abstractions (e.g. by collapsing all data structures with more than a
fixed number of constructors into a single element). Model generator tools could
also be used to check model conditions over parameter specifications, since these
often can be satisfied with finite models.

The idea to incrementally search for constructor terms to generate the search
space for counterexamples also appears in [6] and in [1]. The first approach is
restricted to the special case of initial specifications over free data types with
complete recursive definitions. In this case the satisfiability of ¬ ϕ

t
x can be de-

cided by unfolding definitions and the inequality between syntactically different
constructor terms. The special case allows to prove a completeness result for the
counterexample search.

The second approach in [1] is restricted to freely generated data types, and
tries to integrate counterexample search with the calculus of a model generation
prover.

Both approaches differ from ours in that they try to develop a fully automatic
calculus for the counterexample search, while we have developed an approach
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that is tightly integrated with the paradigm of interactive theorem proving.
Nevertheless our approach is able to solve the problems given in [6] within a few
seconds. No residual formula remain, the solutions are found automatically.

Summarizing, we have developed a practically applicable approach to coun-
terexample generation, which can deal with arbitrary data types. Below we will
give a small number of examples for graphs. Graphs g are generated from the
empty graph ∅ by inserting nodes a and edges a 7→ b with g +v a and g +e

(a 7→ b). Adding an edge (a 7→ b) implicitly adds both nodes a and b. The data
type is not free, since g +v a +v a = g +v a. A path in a graph will be writ-
ten [a1, . . ., an]. Here are some conjectures over graphs and the corresponding
counterexamples:

1. every graph g is acyclic:
C = (true, (g = ∅+e(a 7→ a)))

2. every path x in a graph g is a shortest path (i.e. no path y is shorter):
C = (true, (g = ∅+e(a 7→ b), x = [a, b], y = [a]))

3. if g has no edge of the form (a 7→ a), then it is acyclic:
C = (a 6= b, (g = ∅+e(a 7→ b)+e(b 7→ a)))

4. two paths x and y in an acyclic graph g with same source and same desti-
nation are equal:
C = (a0 6= a1 ∧ a1 6= a2 ∧ a0 6= a2, (x = [a0, a1], y = [a0, a2, a1],

g = ∅+e(a0 7→ a2)+e(a2 7→ a1)+e(a0 7→ a1)))

Our approach solves the first two examples automatically, the other two require
that the user acknowledges the model condition. The examples are typical for
KIV case studies, which often use abstract data types like the one above. They
are atypical, since the goals are small and only one data type with only a few
axioms is involved. More examples over larger specifications can be found in [10].

8 Conclusion

We have presented an approach for the generation of counterexamples in alge-
braic specifications. The counterexample search is based on a sequent calculus for
first-order logic (and on Dynamic Logic for program verification). The approach
extends other approaches limited to free data types, and has been implemented
into the specification and verification tool KIV.

The use of the existing proof calculus lead to a relative short implementation
time, and allowed to reuse the already existing, well-tested and efficient strategies
for theorem proving in the search for a counterexample.

The counterexample mechanism already has been successfully applied in sev-
eral applications as a supporting feature to aid the proof engineer in detecting
flaws in conjectures.

The applications have shown that the satisfiability of model conditions usu-
ally is decided easily by the user. Nevertheless an interesting topic for further
research would be to further automate this test. Some cases are easy to automate,
e.g. terms like pred(0) or head(nil) could easily be checked to be unspecified by
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inspecting the specification of natural numbers or lists. Model conditions for pa-
rameters like ¬ e1 ≤ e2 could be solved either by a decision procedure for total
orders or by a model generation tool (finite models often are sufficient for this
case). Care has to be taken, that the automation does not waste a lot of unnec-
essary time, since usually the variable assignment computed is already sufficient
to deduce why a conjecture is wrong.

Another topic for further research are restrictions on the search space for non-
free data types. Currently only the restriction mentioned at the end of Sect. 6.1
has been implemented, but commutativity constraints like g +v a+v b = g +v

b+v a (for graphs) or cancellation laws like n+1− 1 = n (for integers) can also
be exploited to reduce the search space.
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Abstract. Redundancy elimination is a key feature for the efficiency of
saturation based theorem provers. Ground joinability is a good candidate
for a redundancy criterion but is rarely used in practice since the available
algorithms are not believed to have a good cost-benefit ratio. In order to
have a framework for the evaluation and the design of new methods for
testing ground joinability we developed the system CCE.

1 Introduction

Redundancy elimination is a key feature for the efficiency of saturation based the-
orem provers [BG94]. In equational theorem proving one therefore needs methods
for detecting that an equation s = t is redundant w. r. t. (R, E,�). Here � de-
notes a reduction ordering, R a rewrite system with R ⊆ �, and E a set of
equations which are not orientable by �. The stronger the chosen notion of re-
dundancy is the harder it becomes to decide, it may even become undecidable.
Ground joinability of s = t w. r. t. (R, E,�) is a good candidate for such a cri-
terion since it can be approximated to different degrees. One reason that it is
rarely used at the moment might be that existing algorithms are not believed
to have a good balance between computational cost and detection strength in
practice. We therefore have developed the system CCE to have a framework
for the evaluation of existing and the design of new redundancy tests based on
ground joinability.

In this paper we deal with the following problem: Given s = t and (R, E,�),
is s = t ground joinable (w. r. t. to the extended signature semantics)? If not,
we are interested in a set {e1 | c1, . . . , en | cn} of constrained equations that gives
precise information for the reason why: Each ground instance σ(s) = σ(t) that
is not provably joinable in (R, E,�) is covered by some ei | ci. Our system CCE
(“Covering Constrained Equations”) computes such coverings for an equation
s = t. If ∅ is a covering of s = t then s = t is ground joinable. A non-empty
covering may also be helpful for improving the efficiency of theorem proving.
Note that testing ground confluence is in general computationally much easier
than deciding whether ∅ is a covering for s = t in case that (R, E,�) is not
ground confluent (which is normally the case in theorem proving).

A simple sufficient approach to this problem goes back to [MN90]. In [AHL00]
we experimented with that test for � being a lexicographic path ordering (LPO)
or a Knuth-Bendix ordering (KBO). We could show that this kind of redundancy
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elimination can result in considerable speed-ups of equational theorem proving,
especially if AC-operators are involved in the problem.

The problem whether s = t is ground joinable in (R, E,�) is decidable if � is
an LPO [CNNR98]. The decision procedure is more involved than the method of
[MN90] since it relies on a solver for LPO constraints. One may conjecture that
the decision algorithm of [CNNR98] is too expensive to be useful as a redundancy
criterion in theorem proving in practice. But it is natural to ask the following
questions:

1. What is the potential of this way of redundancy elimination, regardless of
its cost?

2. Can one weaken the decision procedure to get cheap sufficient tests for
ground joinability?

3. What is the trade-off between cost and sharpness of such weakenings?
4. How do these weakenings compare with the method of [MN90]?

Motivated by these questions we have implemented our system CCE. At
the moment it contains various methods based on [CNNR98] and [MN90]. Fur-
thermore, it provides some variants of a solver for LPO constraints based on
the recent [NR99]. For KBO-constraints see [KV00]. The system is written in
ANSI-C and shares most of its code with our theorem prover Waldmeister
[HJL99].

2 Notations

We use standard notations whenever possible. We start with a fixed alphabet
F with operators f ∈ F of fixed arity and a fixed set V of variables. Then
Term(F ,V) is the set of terms and Term(F) is the set of ground terms. Let
Fe = F ∪ {0, succ} be the extended signature where 0, succ /∈ F and 0, succ of
arity 0 and 1, respectively. Then σ is an (extended) ground substitution if σ(x) ∈
Term(Fe) for all x ∈ dom(σ). An equation e is s = t with s, t ∈ Term(F ,V).
Let � be a reduction ordering on Term(Fe,V) which is total on Term(Fe). For
an LPO we require f >F succ >F 0 in the precedence for each f ∈ F . We write
(R, E,�) to denote sets of equations R and E with R ⊆ �. Then → = →R,E,�
is the rewrite relation induced by R and by instances of equations in E that are
orientable by �. We write s ↓ t to denote joinability in (R, E,�) and we write
s ⇓ t if σ(s) ↓ σ(t) for each ground substitution σ. In this case s = t is called
(extended) ground joinable. Then s = t is ground joinable w. r. t. each signature
extension F0 of F . A constraint c is a Boolean expression (using ∧, ∨, ¬) of
atoms s = t and s > t where s, t ∈ Term(F ,V) or c is > (denoting x = x) or ⊥
(denoting ¬x = x). We write σ |= c if the ground substitution σ satisfies c. A
constrained equation has the form e | c. We call s = t | c trivial if either s ≡ t or
c is unsatisfiable.

3 Coverings of Constrained Equations

We first make precise what we mean by a covering.
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Definition 1. Let e | c be a constrained equation where e is s = t. A covering of
e | c is a set CE of constrained equations such that for each ground substitution
σ such that σ |= c either σ(s) ↓ σ(t) or σ(e) ∗→ σ(e′) and σ |= c′ for some e′ | c′

in CE. CE′ is a refinement of CE if CE′ is a covering for each e | c in CE.

3.1 Computing Coverings with Constraints on Variables

The idea of [MN90] is to consider all constraints of the form xπ(i) %i xπ(i+1) for
all i = 1, . . . , n. Here Var(s, t) = {x1, . . . , xn} is the set of variables of s = t, π is
a permutation and %i ∈ {�,=}. If s = t is joinable under all these constraints,
then s = t is ground joinable. The appealing aspect of this method is that it is
quite easy to implement both for LPO and KBO. The implementations of the
orderings have to be slightly extended to admit the constraints on the variables.
No solver for ordering constraints is needed. Unfortunately, the number of cases
grows exponentially with the number of variables. We have therefore refined
the method such that a small subset V0 ⊆ Var(s, t) is initially chosen and is
successively extended if ground joinability could not be shown. This was essential
to make the method fast in practice. A further drawback is that the chosen
constraints may be too weak to make a variable comparable to another subterm.

3.2 Computing Coverings with Arbitrary Constraints

Employing full ordering constraints enables a more powerful test. The set of
coverings can be refined incrementally by analyzing potential rewrite steps. In
[CNNR98] a confluence tree is used to organize the refinements:

CE ∪ {e | c} ` CE ∪ CE 0 iff CE 0 results from e | c by
(1) Constrained Rewriting or (2) Decomposition or (3) Instantiation.

On a more concrete level of our implementation, we basically have three
macros reflecting practical considerations. The first macro is Normalization, i. e.,
e | c is simplified to e′ | c by e

∗→c e′ where ∗→c means rewriting in (R, E,�c) where
�c is � enhanced by c as described in [NR99]. The second macro CRew is just
Constrained Rewriting as in [CNNR98] which introduces new constraints. The
third macro is Splitting e | c into ei | ci for i = 1, . . . , n, where ci is in solved form.
It combines Decomposition and Instantiation.

We have implemented two strategies: In strategy CRew-Split macro CRew
has priority over macro Splitting. In strategy Split-CRew it is vice versa. In both
strategies the macro Normalization has highest priority.

3.3 Constraint Solving

The macro Splitting as well as the test for satisfiability is realized by a constraint
solver. It is well known that checking LPO-constraints for satisfiability is NP-
hard [N93]. So it is interesting to see how costly it is in practice. From the
algorithms that are known from the literature we chose the method recently
devised in [NR99]. It is there shown to be far superior in comparison to [N93].
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The algorithm works roughly as follows: The given constraint c is decomposed
in a way which is analogous to the definition of the LPO. By a restricted form
of transitivity new consequences are added. To ensure the termination of this
process a special notion of redundancy is used which can also be used to detect
early unsatisfiability. The resulting normal forms are called solved forms. The
constraint c is satisfiable iff there is a solved form which contains no variable
cycle such as (x > g(y)) ∧ (y > h(x)).

As is proposed in [NR99] we use a backtracking approach to implement this
technique. This allows a rather quick test for satisfiability; continuing the back-
track search enables collecting all cycle-free solved forms. This is important for
our application. There are some variations in organizing the search, such as
adding new consequences as early or as late as possible, applying the checks for
redundancy/unsatisfiability or variable cycles in different frequencies and so on.
A specialized memoization technique enables us to share such redundancy infor-
mation between different branches of the search. Our implementation in ANSI-C
is about ten times faster than the PROLOG-program of [NR99].

4 Experimental Evaluation

For evaluating the different algorithms we used test-sets generated by Wald-
meister during proving 268 examples taken from the TPTP library [SS98]. The
recorded equations had passed different redundancy tests and the prover would
directly profit from showing them ground joinable. In Table 1 we give the data
for six representative examples and for the whole test set. Besides the number
of tests a problem contains we show the number of equations which could be
shown to be ground joinable by any of the three methods. The figures given in
per cent tell how many of them were found by the respective method.

As we can see, the potential of ground joinability as a redundancy test lies
between 2 and 30 per cent depending on the domain of the proof task. The
method Split-CRew is in general stronger than CRew-Split which takes much

Table 1. Comparison of three different methods for testing ground joinability: Variable
constraints [MN90] vs. two variants of confluence trees [CNNR98], cf. Sect. 3.2 (running
times for the tests in seconds on a SPARC UltraII/333 MHz).

Problem number
of all
tests

found
ground
joinable

var. constraints Split-CRew CRew-Split

strength time strength time strength time

BOO007-2 2 097 337 82 % 1.5 96 % 4.7 90 % 36.4
GRP187-1 1 599 103 63 % 1.2 73 % 9.8 61 % 41.0
LAT023-1 566 119 78 % 0.7 92 % 2.0 82 % 15.9
RNG009-7 978 22 18 % 0.1 95 % 0.7 86 % 1.5
RNG027-5 455 61 43 % 13.7 69 % 9.3 89 % 414.0
ROB006-1 1 704 512 26 % 0.5 96 % 5.6 83 % 27.3

268 Ex. 109 632 12 011 61 % 254.0 83 % 999.0 76 % 11 264.0
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more time. The exception is the domain of non-associative rings: Here CRew-
Split is stronger at the price of a really large running time. By limiting the
branching width or the depth of the confluence tree we made weakenings of
both methods. This influenced especially the method CRew-Split: With a limit
of 8 for the height of the tree the running time drops down to a quarter while
the strength is still at 60 % (considering all 268 problems). With a limit of 6 the
strength is at 50 % and the running time descends from over 11 000 to about
1 500 seconds For Split-CRew the influence is not so pronounced, but here too,
with weakening the test the running time drops faster than the strength of the
test. For example, limiting the branching width to 7 the strength is still at 77 %
with the running time going down from about 1 000 to 700 seconds. On the over
all, the method of [MN90] has the best cost-benefit ratio, but in some domains
it is rather weak.

The constraint solver is pretty fast in practice, at least it can cope well
with the problems generated by the modules using the solver. We made detailed
measurements for the six examples of Table 1. More than 90 % of the calls are
finished within one millisecond and only a tiny fraction needs more than 10
milliseconds. Analyzing the longer runs, we noted that there is still room for
improvements. Especially, when the solver is used in the collecting mode and
the investigated constraint is highly nonlinear, identical solved forms may be
generated dozens of times.
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1 Introduction

RDL1 simplifies clauses in a quantifier-free first-order logic with equality using a
tight integration between rewriting and decision procedures. On the one hand,
this kind of integration is considered the key ingredient for the success of state-
of-the-art verification systems, such as Acl2 [10], STeP [8], Tecton [9], and
Simplify [7]. On the other hand, obtaining a principled and effective integration
poses some difficult problems. Firstly, there are no formal accounts of the in-
corporation of decision procedures in rewriting. This makes it difficult to reason
about basic properties such as soundness and termination of the implementa-
tion of the proposed schema. Secondly, most integration schemas are targeted
to a given decision procedure and they do not allow to easily plug new decision
procedures in the rewriting activity. Thirdly, only a tiny portion of the proof
obligations arising in many practical verification efforts falls exactly into the
theory decided by the available decision procedure. RDL solves the problems
above as follows:

1. RDL is based on CCR (Constraint Contextual Rewriting) [1,2], a formally
specified integration schema between (ordered) conditional rewriting and a
satisfiability decision procedure [11]. RDL inherits the properties of sound-
ness [1] and termination [2] of CCR. It is also fully automatic.

2. RDL is an open system which can be modularly extended with new decision
procedures provided these offer certain interface functionalities (see [2] for
details).
In its current version, RDL offers ‘plug-and-play’ decision procedures for the
theories of Universal Presburger Arithmetic over Integers (UPAI), Universal
Theory of Equality (UTE), and UPAI extended with uninterpreted function
symbols [13].

3. RDL implements instances of a generic extension schema for decision pro-
cedures [3]. The key ingredient of such a schema is a lemma speculation
mechanism which ‘reduces’ the validity problem of a given theory to the

1 The system is available via the Constraint Contextual Rewriting Project Home Page
at http://www.mrg.dist.unige.it/ccr.
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validity problem of one of its sub-theories for which a decision procedure is
available. The proposed mechanism is capable of generating lemmas which
are entailed by the union of the theory decided by the available decision
procedure and the facts stored in the current context. Three instances of the
extension schema lifting a decision procedure for UPAI are available. First,
augmentation copes with user-defined functions whose properties can be ex-
pressed by conditional lemmas. Second, affinization is a mechanism for the
‘on-the-fly’ generation of lemmas to handle a significant class of formulae in
the theory of Universal Arithmetic over Integers (UAI). Third, a combination
of augmentation and affinization puts together the flexibility of the former
with the automation of the latter. Finally, RDL can be extended with new
lemma speculation mechanisms provided these meet certain requirements
(see [3] for details).

Since extensions of quantifier-free first-order logic with equality are useful in
practically all verification efforts, RDL can be seen as an open reasoning module
which can be integrated in larger verification systems. In fact, most state-of-
the-art verification systems feature similar components, e.g. Acl2’s simplifier,
STeP validity checker, Tecton’s integration of contextual rewriting and a de-
cision procedure for UPAI, and Simplify developed within the Extended Static
Checking project.

2 A Motivating Example

Consider the problem of showing the termination of a function to normal-
ize conditional expressions in propositional logic as described in Chap. IV of
[5]. The argument in the proof of termination is based on exhibiting a mea-
sure function that decreases (according to a given ordering) at each func-
tion’s recursive call. ms (reported in [12]) is one such function: ms(a)=1 and
ms(If(x, y, z))=ms(x) + ms(x)ms(y)+ ms(x)ms(z), where If is the ternary con-
structor for non-atomic conditional expressions, a is an atomic conditional ex-
pression, x, y, and z are conditional expressions, and juxtaposition denotes mul-
tiplication. One of the proof obligation formalizing the ‘decreaseness’ argument
above is

ms(If(u, If(v, y, z), If(w, y, z))) < ms(If(If(u, v, w), y, z)), (1)

where < is the ‘less-than’ relation over integers. In order to prove the validity of
(1), we check the unsatisfiability of its negation. By rewriting the l.h.s. and the
r.h.s. (of the negation of (1)) with the definition of ms, we obtain:

u + uv + uvy + uvz + uw + uwy + uwz ≥
u + uv + uw + uy + uvy + uwy + uz + uvz + uwz

(2)

where u, v, y, w and z abbreviates ms(u), ms(v), ms(y), and ms(z), respectively.
Then, we perform all the possible cancellations in (2) and we obtain:

ms(u)ms(y) + ms(u)ms(z) ≤ 0. (3)
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We assume the availability of the following two facts:

ms(E) > 0, (4)
(X > 0 ∧ Y > 0) ⇒ XY > 0. (5)

for each conditional expression E and for each pair of numbers X and Y . Then,
consider the following two instances of (5), obtained by matching the conclusion
of (5) with the first and second summand in the l.h.s. of (3):

(ms(u) > 0 ∧ ms(y) > 0) ⇒ ms(u)ms(y) > 0 (6)
(ms(u) > 0 ∧ ms(z) > 0) ⇒ ms(u)ms(z) > 0. (7)

In order to relieve the hypotheses of (6) and (7), it is sufficient to instantiate (4)
three times, namely ms(u) > 0, ms(y) > 0, and ms(z) > 0. Finally, it is trivial
to detect the unsatisfiability of (3) and the conclusions of (6) and (7).

Three (cooperating) reasoning capabilities are required to automate the
above reasoning: (i) rewriting, (ii) satisfiability checking and normalization in a
given theory, and (iii) ground lemma speculation (in a sense that will be made
clear later). The first is used to simplify formulae, e.g. unfolding the definition
of ms in (1). The second presents two aspects: the simplification of a literal,
e.g. canceling out common terms in (2), and the check for the unsatisfiability of
(conjunctions of) literals, e.g. the conclusions of lemmas (6) and (7) with (3).
The third is the capability of supplying instances of valid facts to (partially) in-
terpret user-defined function symbols occurring in the current formula, e.g. two
instances of (4) are used to relieve hypotheses of (6).

3 Architecture

RDL features a tight integration (based on CCR) of three modules implementing
the reasoning capabilities mentioned above: a module for ordered conditional
rewriting, a satisfiability decision procedure, and a module for lemma speculation.

In the following, let cl be the clause to be simplified and p be a literal in cl
which is going to be rewritten. The context C associated to p is the conjunction
of the negation of the literals occurring in cl except p. Let T be the theory
decided by the decision procedure.

The decision procedure. For efficiency reasons, this module is state-based, in-
cremental, and resettable [11]. The context C is stored by a specialized data
structure in the state of the decision procedure. There are three functionali-
ties. First, cs-unsat characterizes a set of inconsistent (in T ) contexts whose
inconsistency can be checked by means of computationally inexpensive checks.
Second, given a literal l and the current context C, cs-simp computes the new
context C ′ resulting from the addition of l to C in such a way that C ′ is entailed
by the conjunction of l and C in T . Third, cs-norm computes a normal represen-
tation p′ of p w.r.t. T and the information stored in C. This functionality must
be compatible with rewriting, i.e. it is required that p′ ≺ p where ≺ denotes a
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total term ordering on ground literals. As an example, a decision procedure for
UPAI can implement cs-norm by collecting like terms in literals whose top-most
predicate symbol is < and rewriting the resulting literal by using the equalities
entailed by the current context.

Constraint Contextual Rewriting. The rewriter provides the functionality ccr.
It handles conditional rules of the form h1 ∧· · ·∧hn ⇒ (l = r), where l and r are
terms, and h1, ..., hn are literals. Assume rσ ≺ lσ for a ground substitution σ
(otherwise, if lσ is different from rσ, swap l with r in the following). Given p[lσ],
ccr returns p[rσ] if h1σ, ..., hnσ, and p[rσ] are smaller (w.r.t. ≺) than p[lσ], and
for i = 1, ..., n either hiσ is (recursively) rewritten to true by invoking ccr2 or
by checking whether hiσ is entailed by C (this is done by invoking cs-unsat so
to check that the negation of hiσ is inconsistent with C). There are two other
means of rewriting. Firstly, p is rewritten to false (true) if cs-unsat checks
that p (the negation of p, resp.) is inconsistent with C. Secondly, p is rewritten
to p′ if p′ has been obtained by invoking cs-norm.

Lemma speculation. Three instances of the lemma speculation mechanism de-
scribed in [3] are implemented in RDL. All the instances share the goal of feeding
the decision procedure with new facts about function symbols which are other-
wise uninterpreted in T . More precisely, they inspect the context C and return
a set of ground facts entailed by C using T as the background theory. Further-
more, these facts must enjoy some properties to ensure termination (see [3,2] for
details).

The simplest form of lemma speculation is augment [6,1,2,3], which consists
of selecting and instantiating lemmas from a set of available valid formulae in or-
der to obtain ground facts whose conclusions can be readily used by the decision
procedure. As an example, consider a decision procedure for UPAI implemented
by means of the Fourier-Motzkin method. Here the basic operation is to elim-
inate one variable from a set of inequalities by means of a linear combination
of two inequalities. Then, augment finds instances of the conclusions among the
conditional lemmas which can promote further variable eliminations. There are
two crucial problems. Firstly, we must relieve hypotheses of lemmas in order to
be able to send their conclusions to the decision procedure. We solve this prob-
lem by rewriting each hypothesis to true (if possible). This is done by invoking
ccr and it implies that the rewriter and the decision procedure are mutually
recursive. The other problem is the presence of extra variables in the hypotheses
(w.r.t. the conclusion) of lemmas. RDL avoids this problem by requiring that
the conclusion contains all the variables occurring in the lemma and that all
the variables get instantiated by matching the conclusion of the lemma against
the largest (according to ≺) literal in C. As an example of how augment works,
recall that (6) and (7) are generated by matching the conclusion of lemma (5)
against (3) twice.

If a suitable set of lemmas is defined, augment increases dramatically the
effectiveness of the decision procedure. Unfortunately, devising such a suitable
2 RDL performs no case splitting while releaving hypotheses of conditional lemmas.
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set is a time consuming activity. This problem can be solved in some important
special cases. In the actual version of RDL, affinize implements the ‘on-the-
fly’ generation of lemmas about multiplication over integers. To understand how
affinize works, consider the non-linear inequality X Y ≤ −1 (where X and Y
range over integers). By resorting to its geometrical interpretation, it is easy to
verify that X Y ≤ −1 is equivalent to (X ≥ 1 ∧ Y ≤ −1) ∨ (X ≤ −1 ∧ Y ≥ 1).
To avoid case splitting, we observe that the semi-planes represented by X ≥ 1
and X ≤ −1 as well as those represented by Y ≤ −1 and Y ≥ 1 are non-
intersecting. This allows to derive the following four lemmas: X ≥ 1 ⇒ Y ≤ −1,
X ≤ −1 ⇒ Y ≥ 1, Y ≥ 1 ⇒ X ≤ −1, and Y ≤ −1 ⇒ X ≥ 1. This process can
be generalized to non-linear inequalities which can be put in the form X Y ≤ K
(where K is an integer) by factorization. The generated (conditional) lemmas
are used as for augment.

On the one hand affinize can be seen as a significant improvement over
augment since it does not require any user intervention. On the other hand it
fails to apply when inequalities cannot be transformed into a form suitable for
affinization. RDL combines augmentation and affinization by considering the
function symbols occurring in the context C, i.e. the top-most function symbol
of the largest (according to ≺) literal in C triggers the invocation of either
affinization or augmentation.

4 Experiments

RDL must be judged w.r.t. its effectiveness in simplifying (and possibly checking
the validity of) proof obligations arising in practical verification efforts where
decision procedures play a crucial role. Hence, standard benchmarks for theorem
provers (e.g. TPTP) are not in the scope of RDL. We are currently building
a corpus of proof obligations extracted from the literature as well as examples
available for similar components integrated in verification systems. The problems
selected for the corpus are representative of disparate verification scenarios and
are considered difficult for current state-of-the-art verification systems.

Table 1 reports the results of our computer experiments. Problem lists the
available lemmas3 (if any) and the formula to be decided. ` is the binary relation
characterizing the deductive capability of RDL (we have that ` is contained in
|=T , where T is the theory decided by the available decision procedure extended
with the available facts). The last column record the successful attempt (time is
expressed in msec) to solve a problem by RDL.4

RDL solves problems 1 and 2 with a decision procedure for UTE. In the for-
mer, the decision procedure is used to derive equalities entailed by the context
which are used as rewrite rules and enable the use of the available lemma. The or-
dered rewriting engine implemented by RDL is a key feature to successfully solve
problem 2 since this form of rewriting allows to handle usually non-orientable
3 Capitalized letters denote implicitly universally quantified variables.
4 Benchmarks run on a 600 MHz Pentium III running Linux. RDL is implemented in

Prolog and it was compiled using Sicstus Prolog, version 3.8.
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Table 1. Experimental Results

# Problem RDL

1
f(A) = f(B) ⇒ (r(g(A,B), A) = A) `
r(g(y, z), x) = x ∨ ¬(g(x, y) = g(y, z)) ∨ ¬(y = x) 26

2
A ∗B = B ∗A, (¬(C = 0)) ⇒ (rem(C ∗D,C) = 0) `
rem(y ∗ z, x) = 0 ∨ ¬(x ∗ y = z ∗ y) ∨ x = 0 109

3 (A > 0) ⇒ (rem(A ∗B,A) = 0) ` rem(x ∗ y, x) = 0 ∨ x ≤ 0 12

4
min(A) ≤ max(A) `

¬(k ≥ 0) ∨ ¬(l ≥ 0) ∨ ¬(l ≤ min(b)) ∨ ¬(0 < k) ∨ l < max(b) + k
12

5
(memb(A,B)) ⇒ (len(del(A,B)) < len(B)) `

¬(w ≥ 0) ∨ ¬(k ≥ 0) ∨ ¬(z ≥ 0) ∨ ¬(v ≥ 0) ∨ ¬(memb(z, b))
∨¬(w + len(b) ≤ k) ∨ w + len(del(z, b)) < k + v

17

6
(0 < A) ⇒ (B ≤ A ∗B), 0 < ms(C) `
ms(c) +ms(d)2 +ms(b)2 < ms(c) +ms(b)2 + 2ms(d)2 ∗ms(b) +ms(d)4 72

7 A ≥ 4 ⇒ (A2 ≤ 2A) ` ¬(c ≥ 4) ∨ ¬(b ≤ c2) ∨ ¬(2c < b) 14

8
(max(A,B) = A) ⇒ (min(A,B) = B), (p(C)) ⇒ (f(C) ≤ g(C)) `
¬(p(x)) ∨ ¬(z ≤ f(max(x, y))) ∨ ¬(0 < min(x, y)) ∨ ¬(x ≤ max(x, y))∨
¬(max(x, y) ≤ x) ∨ z < g(x) + y

114

9
0 < ms(C) `
ms(c) +ms(d)2 +ms(b)2 < ms(c) +ms(b)2 + 2ms(d)2 ∗ms(b) +ms(d)4 63

10 ` x ≥ 0 ⇒ x2 − x+ 1 6= 0 40

rewrite rules such as A ∗ B = B ∗ A. RDL solves problem 3 with a decision
procedure for UPAI. In fact, the available lemma is applied once its instantiated
condition, namely x > 0, is relieved by the decision procedure (it is straightfor-
ward to check the inconsistency of x > 0 and the literal x ≤ 0 in the context).
RDL solves problems 4, 5, 6, and 7 with a decision procedure for UPAI and
augment. In particular, the formula of problem 6 is a non-linear formula whose
validity is successfully established by RDL in a similar way of the example in
Section 2. RDL solves problem 8 with the combination of a decision procedure
for UPAI and for UTE. RDL solves problems 9 and 10 with the combination
of a decision procedure for UPAI, augment and affinize. The lemma about
multiplication (i.e. 0 < I ⇒ J ≤ I ∗ J) is supplied in problem 6 but it is not
in problem 9. Only the combination of augment and affinize can solve prob-
lem 9. Finally, problem 10 shows the importance of the context in which proof
obligations are proved (since RDL does not case-split). In fact, without x ≥ 0
augment and affinize would not be able to solve problem 10. This shows the
importance of the context in which proof obligations are proved (since RDL does
not case-split).

As a matter of fact, the online version of STeP fails to solve all of the prob-
lems reported in Table 1. However, most of the problems are successfully solved
by the improved version of STeP described in [4]. Simplify successfully solves
problems 1 to 8 thanks to a Nelson-Oppen combination of decision procedure
and an incomplete matching algorithm which is capable of instantiating (valid)
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universally quantified clauses. However, it does not solve problems 9 and 10 since
it is unable to handle non-linear facts without user-supplied lemmas (such as,
e.g., 0 < I ⇒ J ≤ I ∗J in problem 6). Finally, SVC fails to solve all the problems
involving augmentation and affinization since it does not provide a mechanism to
take into account facts which partially interpret user-defined function symbols.
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Abstract. When Prolog programs that manipulate lists to manage a
collection of resources are rewritten to take advantage of the linear logic
resource management provided by the logic programming language Lolli,
they can obtain dramatic speedup. Thus far this has been demonstrated
only for “toy” applications, such as n-queens. In this paper we present
such a reimplementation of the lean connection-calculus prover leanCoP
and obtain a theorem prover for first-order classical logic which rivals or
outperforms state-of-the-art provers on a significant body of problems.

1 Introduction

The development of logic programming languages based on intuitionistic [11] and
linear logic [6] has been predicated on two principal assumptions. The first, and
the one most argued in public, has been that, given the increased expressivity,
programs written in these languages are more perspicuous, more natural, and
easier to reason about formally. The second assumption, which the designers have
largely kept to themselves, is that by moving the handling of various program
features into the logic, and hence from the term level to the formula level, we
would expose them to the compiler, and, thus, to optimization. In the end,
we believed, this would yield programs that executed more efficiently than the
equivalent program written in more traditional logic programming languages.
Until now, this view has been downplayed as most of these new languages have
thus far been implemented only in relatively inefficient, interpreted systems.

With the recent development of compilers for languages such as λ-Prolog [13]
and Lolli [7], however, we are beginning to see this belief justified. In the case
of Lolli, we are focused on logic programs which have used a term-level list as
a sort of bag from which items are selected according to some rules. In earlier
work we showed that when such code is rewritten in Lolli, allowing the elements
in the list to instead be stored in the proof context –with the underlying rules
? This paper reports work done while the second author was on a sabbatical-leave
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of linear logic managing their consumption– substantial speedups can occur. To
date, however, that speedup has been demonstrated only on the execution of
simple, “toy” applications, such as an n-queens problem solver [7].

Now we have turned our attention to a more sophisticated application: the-
orem proving. We have reimplemented the leanCoP connection-calculus theo-
rem prover of Otten and Bibel [14] in Lolli. This “lean” theorem prover has
been shown to have remarkably good performance relative to state-of-the-art
systems, particularly considering that it is implemented in just a half-page of
Prolog code. The reimplemented prover, which we call lolliCoP, is of comparable
size, and, when compiled under LLP (the reference Lolli compiler [7]), provides a
speedup of 40% over leanCoP. On many of the hardest problems that both can
solve, it is roughly the same speed as the Otter theorem prover [8]. (Both lean-
CoP and lolliCoP solve a number of problems that Otter cannot. Conversely,
Otter solves many problems that they cannot. On simpler problems that both
solve, Otter is generally much faster than leanCoPand lolliCoP.)

While this is a substantial improvement, it is not the full story. LLP is a
relatively naive, first-generation compiler and run-time system. Whereas, it is
being compared to a program compiled in a far more mature and optimized
Prolog compiler (SICStus Prolog 3.7.1). When we adjust for this difference, we
find that lolliCoP is more than twice as fast as leanCoP, and solves (within a
limited time allowance) more problems from the test library. Also, when the
program is rewritten in Lolli, two simple improvements become obvious. When
these changes are made to the program, performance improves by a further factor
of three, and the number of problems solved expands even further.

1.1 Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief
introduction to the connection calculus for first-order classical logic; Section 3
describes the leanCoP theorem prover; Section 4 gives a brief introduction to
linear logic, Lolli, and the LLP compiler; Section 5 introduces lolliCoP; Section 6
presents the results and analysis of various performance tests and comparisons;
and, Section 7 presents the two optimizations mentioned above.

2 Connection-Calculus Theorem Proving

The connection calculus [2] is a matrix proof procedure for clausal first-order
classical logic. (Variations have been proposed for other logics, but this is its
primary application.) The calculus, which uses a positive representation, proving
matrices of clauses in disjunctive normal form, has been utilized in a number
of theorem proving systems, including KoMeT [3], Setheo and E-Setheo [9,
12]. It features two principal rules, extension and reduction. The extension step,
which corresponds roughly to backchaining, consists of matching the complement
of a literal in the active goal clause with the head of some clause in the matrix.
The body of that clause is then proved, as is the remainder of the original clause.
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Γ | ∅ ` A1, . . . , An

Γ
(start)

(provided C ∈ Γ , C[t/x] = {A1, . . . , An} for some t, n ≥ 0) Γ | Π ` (extension0)

Γ | Li, Π ` L11, . . . , L1m C, Γ | Π ` L1, . . . , Li−1, Li+1, . . . , Ln

C, Γ | Π ` L1, . . . , Ln

(extension1)

(provided C is ground, C = {Li, L11, . . . , L1m}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and m ≥ 0)

C, Γ | Li, Π ` L11, . . . , L1m C, Γ | Π ` L1, . . . , Li−1, Li+1, . . . , Ln

C, Γ | Π ` L1, . . . , Ln

(extension2)

(provided C is not ground, C[t/x] = {Li, L11, . . . , L1m} for some t, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and m ≥ 0)

Γ | Li, Π ` L1, . . . , Li−1, Li+1, . . . , Ln

Γ | Li, Π ` L1, . . . , Ln

(reduction, 1 ≤ i ≤ n)

Fig. 1. A deduction system for the derivation relation of the Connection Calculus

For the duration of the proof of the body of the matching clause, however, the
literal that matched is added to a secondary data structure called the path. If
at a later point the complement of a literal being matched occurs in the path,
that literal need not be proved. This short-circuiting of the proof constitutes the
reduction step. Search terminates when the goal clause is empty. Finally, note
that in the extension step, if the clause matched is ground, it is removed from
the matrix during the subproof.

Figure 1 shows a deduction system for the derivation relation. Two versions
of the extension rule are given, depending on whether the matched clause is
ground or not. A third version handles the termination case. In the core rules of
this system, the left-hand side of the derivation has two parts: the matrix, Γ , is
a multiset of clauses; the path, Π, is a multiset of literals. The goal clause on the
right-hand side is a sequence of literals. Note that the calculus is more general
than necessary. We can, without loss of completeness, restrict the selection of a
literal from the goal clause to the leftmost literal (i.e., restrict i = 1).

A derivation is a deduction tree rooted at an application of the start rule, for
some positive clause C, with instances of extension0 and premiseless instances
of reduction at the leaves. In an implementation, the choice of terms t in the
start and extension2 rules would be delayed via unification in the usual manner.
Otten and Bibel provide an alternate, isomorphic, formulation of the calculus by
way of an operational semantics in which substitutions are made explicit [14].

3 The leanCoP Theorem Prover

The leanCoP theorem prover of Otten and Bibel [14] is a Prolog program, shown
in Figure 2, providing a direct encoding of the calculus shown in Figure 1. In
this implementation clauses, paths, and matrices are represented as Prolog lists.
Atomic formulas are represented with Prolog terms. A negated atom is rep-
resented by applying the unary - operator to the corresponding term. Prolog
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prove(Mat) :- prove(Mat,1).

prove(Mat,PathLim) :-
append(MatA,[Cla|MatB],Mat), \+member(-_,Cla),
append(MatA,MatB,Mat1), prove([!],[[-!|Cla]|Mat1],[],PathLim).

prove(Mat,PathLim) :-
\+ground(Mat), PathLim1 is PathLim+1, prove(Mat,PathLim1).

prove([],_,_,_).
prove([Lit|Cla],Mat,Path,PathLim) :-

(-NegLit=Lit; -Lit=NegLit) ->
( member_oc(NegLit,Path) ;

append(MatA,[Cla1|MatB],Mat), copy_term(Cla1,Cla2),
append_oc(ClaA,[NegLit|ClaB],Cla2), append(ClaA,ClaB,Cla3),
( Cla1==Cla2 -> append(MatB,MatA,Mat1)

; length(Path,K), K<PathLim,
append(MatB,[Cla1|MatA],Mat1)

), prove(Cla3,Mat1,[Lit|Path],PathLim)
), prove(Cla,Mat,Path,PathLim).

Fig. 2. The leanCoP theorem prover of Otten and Bibel

variables are used to represent object variables. This last fact causes some com-
plications, discussed below.

The first evident difference between the calculus and its implementation is
that an extra value, an integer path-depth limit, is added to each of the Prolog
predicates. It is used to implement iterative deepening based on the maximum
allowed path length, which is necessary to insure completeness in the first-order
case, due to Prolog’s depth-first search strategy. When prove/1 is called, it sets
the initial path limit to 1 and calls prove/2, which in turn selects (without loss
of generality) a purely positive start clause.

The selection of the clause, Cla, is done using a trick of Prolog: since the
predicate append(A,B,C) holds if the list C results from appending list B to list
A, append(A,[D|B],C) (in which [D|B] is a list that has D as it’s first item,
followed by the list B) will hold if D is an element of C and if, further, A is the list
of items preceding it and B is the list of items following it. Thus Prolog can, in
one predicate, select an element from an arbitrary position in a list and identify
all the remaining elements in the list, which result from appending A and B.

This technique is used to select literals from clauses and clauses from matri-
ces throughout leanCoP. While it is an interesting trick, it relies on significant
manipulation and construction of list structures on the heap. It is precisely cer-
tain uses of this trick which will be replaced by linear logic resource management
at the formula level in lolliCoP.

To insure that the selected clause is purely positive, the code checks that the
clause contains no negated terms (terms of the form -_, where the underscore is a
wildcard). This is done using Prolog’s negation-as-failure operator: \+. Once this
is confirmed, the proof is started using a dummy (unit) goal clause, !, which will
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cause the selected clause to become the goal clause in the next step. This is done
to avoid duplicating some bookkeeping code already present in the general case
in prove/4, which implements the core of the prover. Note that the similarity
of appearance to the Prolog cut operator is coincidental.

Should the call to prove/4 at the end of the first clause of prove/2 fail, then,
provided this is not a purely propositional problem (That is, if it is not true that
the entire matrix is ground.) the second clause of prove/2 will cause the entire
process to repeat, but with a path-depth limit one larger.

The first clause of prove/4 implements the termination case, extension0,
and is straightforward. The second implements the remaining rules. This clause
begins by selecting, without loss of completeness, the first literal, Lit, from the
goal clause. If the complement of this literal as computed by the first line of the
body of the clause matches a literal in the Path, then the system attempts to
apply an instance of the reduction rule, jumping to the last line of the clause,
where it recursively proves the remainder of the goal using the same matrix and
path, under the substitution resulting from the matching process. (That is, free
variables in literals in the goal and the path may have become instantiated.)

If a match to the complement of the literal is not found on the path, that is,
if all attempts to apply instances of reduction have failed, then this is treated as
either extension1 or extension2, depending on whether or not the clause selected
next is ground. A clause is selected by the technique described above. Then a
literal matching the complement of the goal literal is selected from the clause.
(If this fails then the program backtracks and selects another clause.) The test
Cla1==Cla2 is used, as explained below, to determine if the selected clause is
ground, and the matrix for the subproof is constructed accordingly, either with
or without the chosen clause. If the path limit has not been reached, the prover
recursively proves the body of the selected clause under the new path assumption
and substitution, and, if it succeeds, goes on to prove the remainder of the current
goal clause. As the depth-first prover is complete for propositional logic, the path
limit check is not done if the selected clause is ground.

Note, P -> Q ; R is an extra-logical control structure corresponding to an
if-then-else statement, The difference between this and ((P,Q) ; (\+P,R))
is that the latter allows for backtracking and retrying the test under another
substitution, whereas the former allows the test to be computed only once and
an absolute choice is made at that point. It can also be written without R, as is
done in some cases here. Such use is, in essence, a hidden use of the Prolog cut
operator, which is used for pruning search.

As mentioned above, the use of Prolog terms to represent atomic formulas
introduces complications. This is because the free variables of a term, intended
to represent the implicitly quantified variables of the atoms, can become bound if
the term is compared (unified) with another term. In order to avoid the variables
in clauses in the matrix from being so bound, when a clause is selected from the
matrix, a copy with a fresh set of variables is produced using copy_term, and
that copy is the clause that is used. Thus, the comparison Cla1==Cla2, which
checks for syntactic identity, succeeds only if there were no variables in the
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Γ ; B −→ B
identity

Γ ; ∆ −→ > >R
Γ ; ∅ −→ 1

1R

Γ ; ∆, B −→ C

Γ ; ∆ −→ B −◦ C
−◦R

Γ, B; ∆ −→ C

Γ ; ∆ −→ B ⇒ C
⇒R

Γ ; ∆ −→ B Γ ; ∆ −→ C

Γ ; ∆ −→ B & C
&R

Γ ; ∆1 −→ B1 Γ ; ∆2 −→ B2

Γ ; ∆1, ∆2 −→ B1 ⊗ B2
⊗R

Γ ; ∆ −→ B[x 7→ t]

Γ ; ∆ −→ ∃x.B
∃R

Γ ; ∆ −→ Bi

Γ ; ∆ −→ B1 ⊕ B2
⊕Ri

Γ, B; ∆, B −→ C

Γ, B; ∆ −→ C
absorb

Γ ; ∆, B[x 7→ t] −→ C

Γ ; ∆, ∀x.B −→ C
∀L

Γ ; ∅ −→ B Γ ; ∆, C −→ E

Γ ; ∆, B ⇒ C −→ E
⇒L

Γ ; ∆1 −→ B Γ ; ∆2, C −→ E

Γ ; ∆1, ∆2, B −◦ C −→ E
−◦L

Fig. 3. A proof system for a fragment of linear logic

original term Cla1 (since they would have been modified by copy_term), and,
hence, if that term was ground.

Because Prolog unification is unsound, as it lacks the “occurs check” for
barring the construction of cyclic unifiers, if the prover is to be sound we must
force sound unification when comparing literals. In Eclipse Prolog, used in the
original leanCoP paper, this is done with a global switch, affecting all unification
in the system. In SICStus Prolog, used for the tests in this paper, it is done
with the predicate unify_with_occurs_check. This predicate is used within
the member_oc and append_oc predicates, whose definitions have been elided in
the code above.

Many of these complications could have been avoided by using λ-Prolog,
which supports the use of λ-terms as data for representing name-binding struc-
tures, and whose unification algorithm is sound [11].

4 A Brief Introduction to Linear Logic Programming

Linear logic was first proposed by Girard in 1987 [4]. Figure 3 gives a Gentzen
sequent calculus for part of the fragment of intuitionistic linear logic which forms
the foundation of the logic programming language Lolli, named for the linear
logic implication operator, −◦, known as lollipop. The calculus is not the standard
one, but for this fragment is equivalent to it, and is easier to explain in the context
of logic programming. In these sequents, the left-hand side has two parts: the
context Γ holds assumptions that can be freely reused and discarded, as in
traditional logics, while the assumptions in ∆, in contrast, must be used exactly
once in a given branch of a tree. The two implication operators, ⇒, and −◦, are
used to add assumptions to the unrestricted and linear contexts, respectively. In
Lolli they are written => and -o.

In the absence of contraction and weakening (that is, the ability to freely
reuse or discard assumptions, respectively), all of the other logical operators
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split into two variants as well. For example, the conjunction operator splits into
tensor, ⊗, and with, &. In proving a conjunction formed with ⊗, the current set
of restricted assumptions, ∆, is split between the two conjuncts: those not used
in proving the first conjunct must be used while proving the second. To prove
a & conjunction, the set of assumptions is copied to both sides: each conjunct’s
proof must use all of the assumptions. In Lolli, the ⊗ conjunction is represented
by the familiar “,”. This is a natural mapping, as we expect the effect of a
succession of goals to be cumulative: each has available to it the resources not
yet used by its predecessors. The & conjunction, which is less used, is written
“&”.

Thus, a query showing that two dollars are needed to buy pizza and soda
when each costs a dollar can be written in Lolli as:

?- (dollar -o pizza) => (dollar -o soda) =>
(dollar -o dollar -o (pizza,soda))

which would succeed. In contrast, a single, ordinary dollar would be insufficient,
as in the failing query:

?- (dollar -o pizza) => (dollar -o soda) => (dollar -o (pizza,soda))

If we wished to allow ourselves a single, infinitely reusable dollar, we would
write:

?- (dollar -o pizza) => (dollar -o soda) => (dollar => (pizza,soda))

which would also succeed. Finally, the puzzling query:

?- (dollar -o pizza) => (dollar -o soda) => (dollar -o (pizza & soda))

would also succeed. It says that with a dollar it is possible to buy soda and
possible to buy pizza, but not both at the same time.

It is important to note that while the implication operators add clauses to
a program while it is running, they are not the same as the Prolog assert
mechanism. First, the addition is scoped over the subgoal on the right of the
implication, whereas a clause asserted in Prolog remains until it is retracted.
So, for example, the following query will fail:

?- (dollar => dollar), dollar.

Assumed clauses also go out of scope if search backtracks out of the subordinate
goal. Second, whereas assert automatically universalizes any free variables in
an added clause, in Lolli clauses added with implication can contain free logic
variables, which may get bound when the clause is used to prove some goal.
Therefore, whereas the Prolog query:

?- assert(p(X)), p(a), p(b).

will succeed, because X is universalized, the seemingly similar Lolli query:

?- p(X) => (p(a), p(b)).

will fail, because the attempt to prove p(a) causes the variable X to become
instantiated to a. If we desire the other behavior, we must quantify explicitly:
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?- (forall X\p(X)) => (p(a), p(b)).

What’s more, any action that causes the variable X to become instantiated will
affect instances of that variable in added assumptions. For example, the query:

?- p(X) => r(a) => (r(X), p(b)).

will fail, since proving r(X) causes the variable X to be instantiated to a, both in
that position, and in the assumption p(X). Our implementation of lolliCoP will
rely crucially on all these behaviors.

Though there are two forms of disjunction in linear logic, only one, “⊕” is
used in Lolli. It corresponds to the traditional one and is therefore written with
a semicolon in Lolli as in Prolog.

There are also two forms of truth, >, and 1. The latter, which Lolli calls
“true”, can only be proved if all the linear assumptions have already been used.
In contrast, > is provable even if some resources are, as yet, unused. Thus if a
> occurs as one of the conjuncts in a ⊗ conjunction, then the conjunction may
succeed even if the other conjuncts do not use all the linear resources. The > is
seen to consume the leftovers. Therefore, Lolli calls this operator “erase”.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to demonstrate the applications of all
these operators. Many good examples can be found in the literature, particularly
in the papers on Lygon and Lolli [5,6]. The proof theory of this fragment has
also been developed extensively [6]. Of crucial importance is that there is a
straightforward goal-directed proof procedure (conceptually similar to the one
used for Prolog) that is sound and complete for this fragment of linear logic.

5 The lolliCoP Theorem Prover

Figure 4 gives the code for lolliCoP, a reimplementation of leanCoP in Lolli/LLP.1

The basic premise of its design is that, rather than being passed around as a list,
the matrix will be loaded as assumptions into the proof context and accessed
directly. In addition, ground clauses will be added as linear resources, since the
calculus dictates that in any given branch of the proof, a ground clause should
be removed from the matrix once it is used. Non-ground clauses are added to the
intuitionistic (unbounded) context. In either case (ground or non-ground) these
assumptions are stored as clauses for the special predicate cl/1. Literals in the
path are also stored as assumptions added to the program. They are unbounded
assumptions added as clauses of the special predicate path. While Lolli supports
the λ-terms of λ-Prolog, LLP does not. Therefore, clauses are still represented as
lists of literals, which are represented as terms as before.

The proof procedure begins with a call to prove/1 with a matrix to be proved.
This predicate first reverses the order of the clauses, so that when they are added
recursively the resultant context will be searched in their original order. It then
calls pr/1 to load the matrix into the unrestricted and linear proof contexts,
as appropriate. First, however, it checks whether the entire matrix is ground
1 Because the LLP parser is written in Prolog, LLP uses -<> for −◦, rather than -o.
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prove(Mat) :- reverse(Mat,Mat1),
(ground(Mat) -> propositional => pr(Mat1)

; pr(Mat1)
).

pr([]) :- p(1).
pr([Cla|Mat]) :- (ground(Cla) -> (cl(Cla) -<> pr(Mat))

; (cl(Cla) => pr(Mat))
).

p(PathLim) :- cl(Cla), \+member(-_,Cla),
copy_term(Cla,Cla1), prove(Cla1,PathLim).

p(PathLim) :- \+propositional,
PathLim1 is PathLim+1, p(PathLim1).

prove([],_) :- erase.
prove([Lit|Cla],PathLim) :-

(-NegLit=Lit; -Lit=NegLit) ->
( path(NegLit), erase ;

cl(Cla1), copy_term(Cla1,Cla2), append(ClaA,[NegLit|ClaB],Cla2),
append(ClaA,ClaB,Cla3), (Cla1==Cla2 -> true ; PathLim>0),
PathLim1 is PathLim-1, path(Lit) => prove(Cla3,PathLim1)

) & prove(Cla,PathLim).

Fig. 4. The lolliCoP theorem prover

or not. If it is, a flag predicate is assumed (using =>) to indicate that this is a
propositional problem, and that iterative deepening is not necessary.

The predicate pr/1 takes the first clause out of the given matrix, adds it to
the current context as either a linear or unlimited assumption, as appropriate,
and then calls itself recursively as the goal nested under the implication. Thus,
each call to this predicate will be executed in a context which contains the
assumptions added by all the previous calls. When the end of the given matrix
is reached, the first clause of pr/1 calls p/1 with an initial path-length limit of
1, so that a start clause can be selected, and the proof search begun.

The clauses for p/1 take the place of the clauses for prove/2 in leanCoP.
They are responsible for managing the iterative deepening, and for selecting
the start clause for the search. A clause is selected just by attempting to prove
the predicate cl/1 which will succeed by matching one of the clauses from the
matrix which has been added to the program. This is significantly simpler than
the process in leanCoP. Once the program finds a purely positive start clause,
it is copied and its proof is attempted at the current path-length limit. Should
that process fail for all possible choices of start clause, the second clause of p/1
is invoked. It checks to see that this is not a purely propositional problem, and
if it is not, makes a recursive call with the path-length limit one higher.
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The predicate prove/2 takes the role of prove/4 in leanCoP; because the
matrix and path are stored in the proof context, they no longer need to be
passed around as arguments. The first clause, corresponding to extension0, here
has a body consisting of the erase (>) operator. Its purpose is to discard any
linear assumptions (i.e. ground clauses in the matrix) that were not used in this
branch of the proof. This is necessary since we are building a prover for classical
logic, in which assumptions can be discarded.

The second clause of this predicate is, as before, the core of the prover,
covering the remaining three rules. It begins by selecting a literal from the goal
clause and forming its complement. If a literal matching the complement occurs
as an argument to one of the assumed path/1 clauses, then this is an instance
of the reduction rule and this branch is terminated. As with the extension0 rule,
erase is used to discard unused assumptions.

Otherwise, the predicate cl/1 extracts a clause from the matrix, which is
then copied and checked to see if it contains a match for the complement of
the goal literal. If the clause is ground or if the path-length limit has not been
reached, the current literal is added to the path and prove/2 is called recursively
as a subordinate goal (within the scope of the assumption added to the path) to
prove the body of the selected clause.

If this was an instance of the reduction rule, or if it was an instance of
extension1 or extension2 and the proof of the body of the matching clause suc-
ceeded, the call to prove/2 finishes with a recursive call to prove the rest of the
current goal clause. Because this must be done using the same matrix and path
that were used in the other branch of the proof, the two branches are joined with
a & conjunction. Thus the context is copied independently to the two branches.

It is important to notice that, other than checking whether the path-length
limit has been reached, there is no difference between the cases when the selected
clause is ground or not. If it was ground, it was added to the context using linear
implication, and, since it has been used (to prove the cl/1 predicate), it has
automatically been removed from the program, and, hence, the matrix. Also,
lolliCoP uses a different method for checking path length against the limit: the
limit is simply decremented each time a literal is added to the path. This is done
because there is no way to access the whole path to check its length, but has the
advantage of being significantly more efficient as well.

It is also important to note that, as mentioned before, we rely on the fact
that free variables in assumptions retain their identity as logic variables and may
become instantiated subsequently. In particular, the literals added to the path
may contain instances of free variables from the goal clause from which they de-
rive. Anything which causes these variables to become instantiated will similarly
affect those occurrences in these assumptions. Thus, this technique could not be
implemented using Prolog’s assert mechanism. In any case, asserted clauses
are generally not as fast as compiled ones.
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6 Performance Analysis

We have tested lolliCoP on the 2200 clausal form problems in the TPTP library
version 2.3.0 [15,8]. These consist of 2193 problems known to be unsatisfiable
(or valid using positive representation) and 7 propositional problems known to
be satisfiable (or invalid). Each problem is rated from 0.00 to 1.00 relative to
its difficulty. A rating of “?” means the difficulty is unknown. No reordering of
clauses or literals has been done.

The tests were performed on a Linux system with a 550MHz Pentium III
processor and 128M bytes of memory. The programs were compiled with version
0.50 of LLP which generated abstract machine code executed by an emulator
written in C. The time limit for all proof attempts was 300 seconds.

Table 1. Overall performance of Otter, leanCoP, and lolliCoP

Total Otter leanCoP lolliCoP lolliCoP2

Solved 2200 1602 (73%) 810 (37%) 822 (37%) 880 (40%)
0 to < 1 second 1209 541 554 614
1 to < 10 seconds 142 135 124 117
10 to <100 seconds 209 93 91 94
100 to <200 seconds 31 18 25 34
200 to <300 seconds 11 23 28 21
Problems rated 0.00 1308 1230 (94%) 713 (55%) 716 (55%) 737 (56%)
Problems rated >0.00 733 249 (34%) 76 (10%) 83 (11%) 118 (16%)
Problems rated ? 159 123 (77%) 21 (13%) 23 (14%) 25 (16%)

The overall performance of Otter 3.1 (with MACE 1.4) [8,10], leanCoP [14],
and lolliCoP, in terms of the number of problems solved, are shown in Table 1.
The table also includes data for an improved version of lolliCoP, called lolliCoP2,
discussed in the next section. The results for leanCoP were obtained in the same
environment as those for lolliCoP, using SICStus Prolog 3.7.1, and are better
than those reported by the authors [14]. The results for Otter 3.1 (with MACE
1.4), which is not publicly available, are taken from a report by its developers
[8]. These results were produced on a 400MHz Pentium II, which is somewhat
slower than the machine we used.

It is interesting to note that lolliCoP solved 57 problems, and lolliCoP2 77,
which Otter can not solve. Most of these (47 for lolliCoP and 63 for lolliCoP2) are
rated higher than 0.00. It should also be noted that leanCoP solved ten problems
that neither lolliCoP nor lolliCoP2 solved. Since nine of these were rated 0.0,
and given the structural similarities of the systems, we believe this to be due to
serendipitous advantages with respect to clause ordering, since leanCoP orders
clauses slightly differently. Fig. 5 depicts the overlap of problems solved by each
system.
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Fig. 5. Performance of Otter, leanCoP and lolliCoP classified by problem rating

6.1 Performance Comparison

In order to produce a more detailed comparison, we tested all the systems on the
118 problems rated greater than 0.0 which lolliCoP2 can solve. Because Otter
3.1 is not yet available, we used Otter 3.0.6 instead. All tests were made on the
same 550MHz Pentium III. Table 2 gives the results of this comparison. (Otter
results labeled “error” refer to an empty set-of-support.)

As mentioned in the introduction, although the table shows lolliCoP as almost
consistently outpacing leanCoP these results do not tell the entire story. Because
LLP is a first-generation implementation, the code generator is not nearly as
sophisticated as SICStus’, nor is its runtime system. To adjust for this factor we
also executed a version of leanCoP using the LLP compiler and runtime system
(since Lolli is a superset of Prolog). In this test, looking only at the problems
that it succeeded in solving, leanCoP took 2.3 times as long as lolliCoP, providing
a more accurate measure of the benefits accrued from the logical treatment.

Table 3a compares the performance of all four systems on the 33 problems
that they can all solve. Total CPU time is shown, along with a speedup ratio
relative to leanCoP (under SICStus). On just these problems, lolliCoP has almost
the same performance as Otter. However, comparing the result of 36 problems
solved by both Otter and lolliCoP, Otter is 71% faster as shown in Table 3b.
Finally, Table 3c shows a similar analysis for the 76 problems that lolliCoP and
leanCoP can both solve.

7 Improvements to the lolliCoP Prover

In the design of leanCoP, Otten and Bibel seem to have been focused primarily on
keeping the code as short as possible. In the process of reimplementing the system
in Lolli, a simple but significant performance improvement became apparent,
which we discuss here.

The most obvious inefficiency in the system as described thus far is that
copy_term is called in order to create a new set of logic variables in a selected
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Table 2. Problems solved by lolliCoP2 and rated higher than 0.00

Problem Rating Otter leanCoP lolliCoP lolliCoP2
BOO012-1 (0.17) 3.44 8.13 7.33 1.28
BOO012-3 (0.33) 17.39 237.81 63.00 9.43
CAT002-4 (0.17) 2.67 >300 >300 231.07
CAT003-2 (0.50) >300 15.83 12.05 4.26
CAT003-3 (0.11) >300 2.43 1.70 0.34
CAT012-4 (0.17) 0.26 19.95 14.88 4.57
COL002-3 (0.33) >300 0.01 0.03 0.01
COL075-1 (0.50) >300 >300 275.77 60.29
FLD002-3 (0.67) 1.20 201.23 162.01 43.73
FLD003-1 (0.67) >300 >300 264.10 70.76
FLD004-1 (0.67) >300 >300 >300 201.74
FLD009-3 (0.33) >300 >300 272.94 72.59
FLD013-1 (0.67) >300 0.46 0.48 0.15
FLD013-2 (0.67) >300 >300 >300 106.83
FLD013-3 (0.33) >300 >300 >300 153.85
FLD013-4 (0.33) 3.19 >300 >300 270.74
FLD016-3 (0.33) 11.90 >300 >300 155.71
FLD018-1 (0.33) >300 >300 >300 101.86
FLD019-1 (0.33) >300 >300 >300 196.80
FLD022-3 (0.33) 12.45 >300 >300 155.83
FLD023-1 (0.33) >300 0.62 0.48 0.13
FLD025-1 (0.67) >300 0.45 0.49 0.15
FLD025-3 (0.33) >300 >300 >300 130.73
FLD028-3 (0.33) 13.45 >300 >300 187.66
FLD030-1 (0.33) 0.41 0.03 0.02 0.01
FLD030-2 (0.33) >300 0.44 0.35 0.11
FLD031-1 (0.33) >300 >300 >300 268.48
FLD032-1 (0.33) >300 >300 >300 247.57
FLD035-3 (0.33) 14.11 >300 >300 257.05
FLD036-3 (0.33) 13.73 >300 >300 135.22
FLD037-1 (0.33) >300 1.64 1.25 0.32
FLD060-1 (0.67) >300 0.59 0.51 0.15
FLD060-2 (0.67) >300 >300 >300 127.11
FLD061-1 (0.67) >300 0.66 0.58 0.17
FLD061-2 (0.67) >300 >300 >300 155.31
FLD064-1 (0.67) >300 >300 >300 114.86
FLD067-1 (0.33) >300 1.47 1.20 0.31
FLD067-3 (0.33) 20.08 186.68 150.37 40.97
FLD069-1 (0.33) >300 >300 >300 125.96
FLD070-1 (0.33) >300 2.52 0.68 0.18
FLD071-3 (0.33) 2.52 0.36 0.34 0.08
GEO026-3 (0.11) 2.15 20.34 19.16 2.35
GEO030-3 (0.44) 8.04 >300 271.72 30.90
GEO032-3 (0.25) 1.16 >300 292.07 32.02
GEO033-3 (0.38) 4.81 >300 >300 39.41
GEO041-3 (0.22) 0.21 42.28 32.90 3.60
GEO051-3 (0.25) 7.26 >300 >300 56.82
GEO064-3 (0.12) 0.33 >300 >300 55.07
GEO065-3 (0.12) 0.34 >300 >300 55.11
GEO066-3 (0.12) 0.32 >300 >300 55.14
GRP008-1 (0.22) 0.69 1.00 0.72 0.12
HEN007-6 (0.17) 0.12 >300 >300 211.72
LCL045-1 (0.20) 98.03 1.31 0.90 0.50
LCL097-1 (0.20) 0.26 0.67 0.20 0.12
LCL111-1 (0.20) 0.13 0.20 0.14 0.07
LCL130-1 (0.20) 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.02
LCL195-1 (0.20) error 18.76 15.23 6.93
LCL230-1 (0.40) error 209.09 133.76 61.13
LCL231-1 (0.40) error >300 189.14 85.31

Problem Rating Otter leanCoP lolliCoP lolliCoP2
NUM009-1 (0.12) 3.40 75.63 49.37 4.44
NUM283-1.005 (0.20) 0.43 0.28 0.20 0.17
NUM284-1.014 (0.20) 0.89 180.54 147.55 129.91
PLA004-1 (0.40) >300 4.00 3.06 2.46
PLA004-2 (0.40) >300 5.97 5.09 3.90
PLA005-1 (0.40) >300 0.44 0.36 0.24
PLA005-2 (0.40) >300 0.10 0.06 0.03
PLA007-1 (0.40) >300 0.14 0.13 0.08
PLA008-1 (0.40) >300 251.50 204.21 142.95
PLA009-1 (0.40) >300 0.06 0.05 0.03
PLA009-2 (0.40) >300 2.10 1.73 1.20
PLA010-1 (0.40) >300 250.53 203.04 142.21
PLA011-1 (0.40) >300 0.14 0.09 0.05
PLA011-2 (0.40) >300 0.45 0.36 0.24
PLA012-1 (0.40) >300 66.06 52.21 36.79
PLA013-1 (0.40) >300 0.24 0.18 0.11
PLA014-1 (0.40) >300 2.06 1.61 1.21
PLA014-2 (0.40) >300 2.13 1.75 1.33
PLA016-1 (0.40) >300 0.07 0.07 0.04
PLA019-1 (0.40) >300 0.06 0.05 0.03
PLA021-1 (0.40) >300 0.18 0.13 0.07
PLA022-1 (0.40) >300 0.40 0.32 0.24
PLA022-2 (0.40) >300 0.03 0.02 0.01
PLA023-1 (0.40) >300 72.74 57.73 40.71
PUZ034-1.004 (0.67) error 15.87 12.42 9.83
RNG006-2 (0.20) 4.69 0.26 0.35 0.06
RNG040-1 (0.11) 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.01
RNG040-2 (0.22) 0.10 0.21 0.19 0.04
RNG041-1 (0.22) 0.16 43.86 36.25 6.37
SET014-2 (0.33) 176.24 174.31 134.35 27.97
SET016-7 (0.12) >300 10.99 8.29 1.05
SET018-7 (0.12) >300 11.13 8.37 1.06
SET041-3 (0.44) >300 59.88 45.36 4.88
SET060-6 (0.12) 0.19 0.04 0.03 0.00
SET060-7 (0.12) 0.33 0.05 0.03 0.00
SET083-7 (0.12) 24.39 40.34 34.70 5.41
SET085-6 (0.12) 12.72 >300 >300 65.58
SET085-7 (0.25) 65.79 46.01 33.55 5.22
SET119-7 (0.25) 177.97 60.35 48.50 6.71
SET120-7 (0.25) 181.62 60.23 48.46 6.71
SET121-7 (0.25) 178.42 72.81 55.77 7.63
SET122-7 (0.25) 180.13 72.83 55.82 7.64
SET152-6 (0.12) 0.45 3.50 2.60 0.38
SET153-6 (0.12) >300 0.70 0.56 0.10
SET187-6 (0.38) >300 18.01 13.53 2.27
SET196-6 (0.12) 10.59 >300 >300 196.13
SET197-6 (0.12) 10.63 >300 >300 196.06
SET199-6 (0.25) >300 >300 >300 203.63
SET231-6 (0.12) >300 12.86 9.74 1.63
SET234-6 (0.25) >300 >300 >300 251.18
SET252-6 (0.25) 61.53 >300 >300 202.60
SET253-6 (0.25) >300 >300 >300 203.24
SET451-6 (0.12) >300 >300 >300 281.67
SET553-6 (0.25) 36.81 >300 >300 204.46
SYN048-1 (0.20) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SYN074-1 (0.11) 0.87 >300 >300 74.43
SYN075-1 (0.11) 0.17 >300 266.47 49.18
SYN102-1.007:007 (0.33) 1.00 39.38 39.70 22.95
SYN311-1 (0.20) error 123.36 99.86 45.68

clause, even when the clause is ground, since that test is not made till later on.
Given the size of some of the clauses in the problems in the TPTP library, this
can be quite inefficient. While the obvious solution would be to move the use
of copy_term into the body of the if-then-else along with the path-limit check,
Lolli affords a more creative solution.

In lolliCoP we already check whether each clause is ground or not at the
time the clauses are added into the proof context in pr/1. We can further take
advantage of that check by not only adding the clauses differently, but by adding
different sorts of clauses. In lolliCoP a clause c (ground or not) is represented
by the Lolli clause cl(c). We can continue to represent ground clauses in the
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Table 3. Comparison of Otter, leanCoP, and lolliCoP

(a) 33 problems solved by Otter, leanCoP, and lolliCoP

Otter leanCoP lolliCoP lolliCoP2
Total CPU time 1143.03 1590.66 1139.41 338.47
Average CPU time 34.64 48.20 34.53 10.26
Speedup Ratio 1.39 1.00 1.40 4.70

(b) 36 problems solved by Otter and lolliCoP

Otter lolliCoP lolliCoP2
Total CPU time 1152.40 1969.67 450.57
Average CPU time 32.01 54.71 12.52
Speedup Ratio 1.71 1.00 4.37

(c) 76 problems solved by leanCoP and lolliCoP

leanCoP lolliCoP lolliCoP2
Total CPU time 2757.83 2038.58 853.24
Average CPU time 36.29 26.82 11.23
Speedup Ratio 1.00 1.35 3.23

same way, but when c is non-ground, instead represent it by the Lolli clause:
cl(C1) :- copy_term(c,C1). When this clause is used, it will return not the
original clause, c, but a copy of it. To be precise, we replace the second clause
of pr/1 with a clause of the form:

pr([C|Mat]) :-
(ground(C) -> (cl(C) -<> pr(Mat)

; (forall C1\ cl(C1) :- copy_term(C,C1)) => pr(Mat)).

Note the use of explicit quantification over the variable C1.
In lolliCoP2 the loaded clauses are further modified to take a second parame-

ter, the path-depth limit. The Lolli clauses for ground clauses simply ignore this
parameter. The ones for non-ground clauses check it first and proceed only if the
limit has not yet been reached. In this version of the prover there is no check
whatsoever for the ground status of a clause in the core (prove/2). This removes
the potentially significant computational cost of checking the ground status each
time a clause is selected: an operation linear in the size of the selected clause.
Space constraints keep us from including the full program.

Taken together these small improvements actually triple the performance of
the system. While the first optimization can be added, awkwardly, to leanCoP,
it is not possible to do away entirely with the groundness check in that setting.

8 Conclusion

Lean theorem proving began with leanTAP [1], which provided an existence proof
that it was possible to implement interesting theorem proving techniques using
clear short Prolog programs. It was not expected, however, to provide particu-
larly powerful systems. Recently, leanCoP showed that these programs can be at
once perspicuous and powerful.

However, to the extent that these programs rely on the use of term-level
Prolog data structures to maintain their proof contexts, they require the use of
list manipulation predicates that are neither particularly fast nor clear. In this
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paper we have shown that by representing the proof context within the proof
context of the meta-language, we can obtain a program that is at once clearer,
simpler, and faster.

Source code for the examples in this paper, as well as the LLP compiler can
be found at http://www.cs.hmc.edu/˜hodas/research/lollicop.
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1 Introduction

The Muscadet theorem prover is a knowledge-based system. It is based on nat-
ural deduction, following the terminology of Bledsoe ([1], [2]), and uses methods
which resemble those used by humans. It is composed of an inference engine,
which interprets and executes rules, and of one or several bases of facts, which
are the internal representations of “theorems to be proved”.

Rules are either universal and put into the system, or built by the system
itself by metarules from data (definitions and lemmas) given by the user. They
are in the form if <list of conditions>, then <list of actions>. Actions may be
“super-actions” which are defined by packs of rules.

The representation of a “theorem to be proved” (or a sub-theorem) is a
description of its state during the proof. It is composed of objects that were
created, of hypotheses, of a conclusion to be proved, of rules called active rules,
possibly of sub-theorems, etc. At the beginning, it is only composed of a conclu-
sion, which is the initial statement of the theorem to be proved, and of a list of
“active” rules, relevant for this theorem, and which were built automatically.

Rules may add new hypotheses, modify the conclusion, create objects, create
sub-theorems or build new rules which are local for a (sub-)theorem. A theorem is
proved, for example, if the conclusion to be proved was added as a new hypothesis
or if there is an existential conclusion ∃Xp(X) and a hypothesis p(a).

2 Example: Transitivity of Inclusion

Prove the transitivity of inclusion, that is the theorem
∀A∀B∀C(A ⊂ B ∧B ⊂ C ⇒ A ⊂ C)

with the definition of inclusion A ⊂ B ⇔ ∀X(X ∈ A ⇒ X ∈ B)
To prove this theorem Muscadet creates objects a, b and c by applying three
times the rule

Rule ∀: if the conclusion is ∀Xp(X),
then create a new object x and the new conclusion is p(x)

and the new conclusion is a ⊂ b ∧ b ⊂ c ⇒ a ⊂ c. Then the rule
Rule ⇒: if the conclusion is H ⇒ C,

then add the hypothesis H and the new conclusion is C
replaces the conclusion by a ⊂ c and adds the two hypotheses a ⊂ b and b ⊂ c .

R. Goré, A. Leitsch, and T. Nipkow (Eds.): IJCAR 2001, LNAI 2083, pp. 685–689, 2001.
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In effect, hypotheses H are analyzed before being added: a super-action
addhyp(H) contains, among others, the rule

To addhyp(H): if H is a conjunction,
then successively add all the elements of the conjunction

The conclusion is then replaced by its definition ∀X(X ∈ a ⇒ X ∈ c) by
applying the rule

Rule defconcl: if the conclusion is C
and there exists a definition of the form C ⇔ D,

then the new conclusion is D
By the preceding rules ∀ and ⇒, there is then a new object x, a new hypothesis
x ∈ a, and the conclusion is now x ∈ c. The following rule

Rule ⊂: if there are hypotheses A ⊂ B and X ∈ A,
then add the hypothesis X ∈ B

is a rule that was automatically built by Muscadet from the definition of
inclusion. Here it is applied twice, adds the hypotheses x ∈ b then x ∈ c, which
is the conclusion to be proved. The proof ends by applying the rule

Rule stop1: if the conclusion C is also a hypothesis,
then set the conclusion to true

Muscadet is also able to work in second order predicate calculus, and the
preceding example may be written transitive(⊂) with the definition of the
transitivity transitive(R) ⇔ ∀A∀B∀C(R(A,B) ∧R(B,C) ⇒ R(A,C))
After the conclusion transitive(⊂) has been replaced by its definition, the proof
is the same as above.

3 From Muscadet1 to Muscadet2

The first version of Muscadet, which is now called Muscadet1, was described
and analyzed in [4], [5], [6]. The inference engine of Muscadet1 was written
in PASCAL, and knowledge (rules, metarules and super-actions) was written in
a language that was considered simple and declarative. Muscadet1 produced
good results; it was evaluated for several years but its use was limited. In par-
ticular, the language was not adapted to the expression of procedural strategies.

The current version, called Muscadet2, is completely written in PROLOG.
The reason for this is that it is possible to use the same language to express
declarative knowledge such as rules, definitions, hypotheses, etc., more proce-
dural knowledge such as proof strategies, and the inference engine itself. The
inference engine contains only few predicates since it is completed by the PRO-
LOG interpreter. This leads to more flexibility, more facilities for writing, and
even more efficiency. Moreover it was possible to carry out many improvements
and to write new strategies, which were not possible in the first version. It was
also possible to use, without having to implement them, all the facilities of ex-
pression of PROLOG.

Muscadet2 was able to work on problems of the TPTP
Problem Library (Thousands of Problems for Theorem Provers,
http://www.cs.jcu.edu.au/˜tptp). It participated in competitions CASC-16
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and CASC-17. It could of course only compete in the “first order” divisions,
that is FOF (FEQ and NEQ) and SEM, since it does not work with clauses. The
results (http://www.cs.jcu.edu.au/˜tptp/CASC ) show the complementarity
of Muscadet2 with regard to provers based on the resolution principle.

4 Machine Representations

PROLOG is not only used as implementation language of Muscadet2, but
also as representation language to represent mathematical statements, facts and
rules. Rules express declarative knowledge. Elementary actions and some strate-
gies define procedural actions. Super-actions group packs of rules for a given
goal. The inference engine is composed of the PROLOG interpreter and of some
clauses which process the application of rules.

Expression of mathematical statements. The logical connectives
and, or, not, =>, <=> are defined as infix operators with precedences
in the order as the connectives are written down in mathematics. They
are right associative. The quantifiers are used as binary prefix opera-
tors, that is for_all(X, <...X>) and exists(X, < ...X>). The example
theorem introduced in section 2 is written, with the infix inc operator,

for_all(A,for_all(B,for_all(C,A inc B and B inc C => A inc C).
The proof of the theorem T will be requested by the PROLOG call prove(T).
The definition of inclusion and intersection are, with the infix elt operator for
the member relation,

A inc B <=> for_all(X,(X elt A => X elt B))
and A inter B = [X, X elt A and X elt B]

Expression of facts. The fact that the property C is the conclusion of the
(sub-)theorem to be proved with number N is represented by the unit PROLOG
clause concl(N,C). (concl was declared dynamic). Some other properties are
handled in the same manner, such as to be a hypothesis (hyp(N,H)), an object
(obj(N,O)), a sub-theorem (sousth(N,N1) or any other property that seems
useful.

Expression of rules and super-actions. Here are the machine expressions
of the rule ⇒ and partly of the super-action addhyp of section 2.

rule(N,=>) :- concl(N, A => B), addhyp(N, A), newconcl(N,B)
addhyp(N, H) :- ( H = A and B -> addhyp(N, A), addhyp(N,B)

; hyp(N, H) -> true
; H=for_all(_,_) -> create_nam_ru(rulehyp,Name),

buildrules(H,_,N,Name,[])
...
; assert(hyp(N, H)), % default action
) .

The parameter N helps to apply a rule to the (sub-)theorem of number N.
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5 How to Use Muscadet2

Muscadet2 is available at the address
http://www.math-info.univ-paris5.fr/ pastre/muscadet/muscadet.html
The PROLOG used is SWI-Prolog, version 3.2.9, which is freeware downloaded
at the following address
http://www.swi.psy.uva.nl/projects/SWI-Prolog/download.html.

Direct proof. The predicate prove may be directly called with the statement
of the theorem to be proved as a parameter. The definitions of mathematical
concepts have to be given before if necessary. For instance, for the first example,
introduce the definition of the inclusion and ask for building new rules by

:- op(200,xfy,inc).
assert(definition(A inc B <=> forall(X,(X elt A => X elt B)))).
buildrules.

Then call
prove(for_all(A,for_all(B,for_all(C,

A inc B and B inc C => A inc C)).
Muscadet2 then proves the theorem and displays the trace of the proof. It ends
by writing that the theorem is proved and gives the length of time for the proof.

Work with files and libraries. You may also work with files containing a list
of definitions and a list of theorems to be proved or work with the TPTP problem
library. Muscadet2 accepts the TPTP syntax but translates statements into
the syntax that was previously described and which is used for the trace.
As Muscadet must know if a statement is a definition or a lemma, it analyses
TPTP axioms and hypotheses and classifies them either as definitions or as
lemmas.

6 Elimination of Functional Symbols

Strategies of Muscadet are designed to work with mathematical or logical
predicates rather than with functional symbols. Nevertheless, Muscadet ac-
cepts statements written with functions, but it “eliminates” them by giving a
name to functional expressions which will replace this expression in the pred-
icative formula. So, p(f(a)) will be replaced by f(a) : b and p(b). The symbol
“:” is used to express that b is the object f(a), and the formula f(a) : b will be
handled as if it was a predicative formula pf (a, b).

For formulas with variables it is a little more complicated. A statement of
the form p(f(X)) where f is a functional symbol means for the only Y equal to
f(X) p(Y) is true. It is equivalent to the two following statements ∀Y (f(X) :
Y ⇒ p(Y )) and ∃Y (f(X) : Y ∧ p(Y )). Depending on the context, one or the
other of these two statements is preferable. The reasons for this are developed
in [4]. So, p(f(X)) is replaced by only(f(X):Y, p(Y)) which will be handled
by specific rules.
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7 Metarules

Metarules automatically build rules from the definitions and lemmas. These rules
are more operational than the definitions and lemmas themselves.

Other metarules build the list of active rules, which is the list of rules that
are pertinent to the theorem to be proved. Rules will be tried in the listed order.
If this order is important, it will have to be stated by metarules.

8 Some Strategies

The strategies are rather classic ones. They come from natural deduction. Some-
times it is necessary to avoid carrying out some treatments too early in order to
avoid possible infinite branches or too much splitting.

There are no universal hypotheses since the super-action addhyp, instead of
adding them, considers them as lemmas and creates new rules which are local
for the current (sub-)theorem.

Existential hypotheses lead to the creation of new mathematical objects, but
this is done very carefully in order to avoid generating infinitely many objects
in only one direction.

Disjunctive hypotheses lead to splitting but, as for existential hypotheses,
this is done not too early and one by one, in order to avoid multiplying splitting
needlessly.

9 Perspectives

The strategies of Muscadet2 will continue to be improved and refined. The
building of rules will be developed in order to perform new actions while avoiding
infinite chains of created objects.

For domains that require mathematical heuristics as data, the work already
done in [4] will be taken up again, but this time expressing all this knowledge by
first order statements and writing new metarules capable of deducing effective
rules.
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Abstract. We present a tool deciding a fragment of set theory. It is
designed to be easily accessible via the internet and intuitively usable
by anyone who is working with sets to describe and solve problems.
The tool supplies features which are well-suited for teaching purposes
as well. It offers a self explaining user interface, a parser reflecting the
common operator bindings, parse tree visualization, and the possibility
to generate Venn diagrams as examples or counterexamples for a given
formula. The implemented decision procedure which is based on the
semantics of class theory is particularly suitable for this.

Keywords: Set Theory, Decision Procedures, First-Order Logic.

1 Motivation

The language of set theory is one of the most common formal languages. It is
used in research fields ranging from mathematics, computer science over natu-
ral science and engineering up to economy. This success is probably due to the
fact that set theory can be used informally in most of its applications and that
the well-known Venn diagrams can illustrate relations and combinations of sets.
In contrast to this, in logics the precise definition of the syntax and semantics
of languages of set theory is crucial and it provides methods which allow the
automatic decision whether formulas of set theory are true, satisfiable, or in-
consistent. However, the number of actual users of such methods is far smaller
than the number of users of set theory. This is probably the case because an
average user of the language of set theory is often not aware of such methods
and because existing implementations are not easy to find, to install, and often
difficult to learn even if the user should be familiar with the notation of logic.
The Hilberticus tool is designed to overcome these problems and it supplies the
user with a graphical feedback in the form of Venn diagrams which eases its use
and illustrates examples and counterexamples of a satisfiable formula in a con-
venient way. An alpha version of the tool is accessible via www.hilberticus.de.
The name Hilberticus is a synthesis of the names Hilbert and abacus.

2 Syntax and Semantics of the Language SL

Syntax of SL. The language SL (Set Language) contains the parentheses sym-
bols ‘)’ and ‘(’, the logical connectives ¬, ∧, ∨, ⇒, and ⇔, the predicate symbols

R. Goré, A. Leitsch, and T. Nipkow (Eds.): IJCAR 2001, LNAI 2083, pp. 690–695, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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=, ⊆, and ⊂, the function symbols ∩, ∪, and \, the constant symbols ∅ and D- ,
and a countable set of class variables A, B etc. The formulas of SL are defined in
the usual way. A string t of the above symbols is called a term if t is a constant
symbol, if t is a variable, or if t is of the form (t1 • t2) where t1 and t2 are
terms and where • denotes a function symbol. A string Φ is called an atomic
formula if Φ is of the form (t1 = t2), (t1 ⊆ t2), or (t1 ⊂ t2) (where t1 and t2
are terms). Finally, we call Φ a formula if it is a propositional combination of
atomic formulas. To write and read SL-formulas more conveniently we allow
the suppression of parentheses using binding priorities for function symbols and
logical connectives. The binding of the function symbols is defined according to
the list ∩, ∪, \ which is ordered descendingly by binding priority. Similarly, the
binding of the logical connectives is defined according to the list ¬, ∧, ∨, ⇒, ⇔,
where ⇒ and ⇔ have the same priority and associate to the right, in contrast
to all other binary symbols.

Semantics of SL. The semantics of SL is taken from [1,2]. There a constructive
definition of set theory is developed which is based on the Zermelo-Fraenkel
axioms. We denote by σ : V → D an assignment from the set of variables V
into the collection of all classes D. The interpretation I of the predicate and
function symbols =, ⊆, ⊂ and ∩, ∪, \ is standard. The constant symbols ∅ and
D- are interpreted as empty and universal class respectively. The domain D of
all classes and the interpretation I make up the model of interest which we will
denote by M. A formula Φ is satisfiable in M if it is true for some assignment
σ and Φ is true in M if it is true for all assignments σ.

3 The Decision Procedure and Its Implementation

The decision procedure consists of two steps. Firstly, a formula of SL is
transformed to a formula of the more fundamental language SBL (Set Basis
Language) using the calculus LC- of [1,2]. Secondly, the formula in SBL is de-
cided via the transformation to a propositional formula. The language SBL is
a first-order language without function symbols and with ‘∈’ as the only (unin-
terpreted) predicate symbol. The calculus SBL is the usual predicate calculus
for this signature and we call a formula valid if it is true in all models of SBL.

The calculus LC- . Descriptions of set theory are typically based on a first-order
language with ‘∈’ and ‘=’ as the only predicate symbols. As soon as the formulas
of this first-order language are becoming large and unreadable abbreviations are
introduced and this not only for formulas but also for terms denoting sets or
set-like objects. The abstraction terms ‘{v |Φ}’ are used for this purpose. Gen-
erally, the use of abstraction terms is only informal which can lead to problems
(as discussed in [1]). In LC- such problems are avoided by the introduction of
abstraction terms as a part of the language together with axioms and inference
rules for their manipulation. A number of theorems show the equivalence of set
theories based on LC- and set theories based on a usual predicate logic. In the
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following we focus on some elements of LC- and formulate relevant results in
a way appropriate to the scope of this paper. For a thorough investigation of
LC- (including the notation of frames) we refer to [1,2]. For our purposes the
following derivations are of interest [2]:

`
LC-

{v|Φ} ∈ t ⇔ ∃w (w={v|Φ} ∧ w ∈ t),

`
LC-

t ∈ {v|Φ(v)} ⇔ Φ(t), `
LC-

t1=t2 ⇔ ∀v (v ∈ t1⇔v ∈ t2)
(1)

By successively applying these formulas it is always possible to eliminate all
abstraction terms of an LC- -formula in favor of an equivalent SBL-formula.
The fact that the additional axioms and rules for the abstraction terms do only
serve as abbreviations in our case is reflected by the following theorem.

Theorem 1. If Φ is a formula in LC- and Φ̃ the formula in SBL derived by
the application of the formulas of (1) to Φ, then Φ is derivable in LC- iff Φ̃ is
derivable in SBL,

L̀C-
Φ iff

S̀BL
Φ̃ . (2)

We can now use the calculus LC- to introduce the following abbreviations:

A⊆B ⇔def ∀x (x∈A ⇒ x∈B), A∪B =def {y| y∈A ∨ y∈B},

A⊂B ⇔def A⊆B∧¬(A=B), A∩B =def {y| y∈A ∧ y∈B},

∅ =def {x|¬(x = x)}, D- =def {x| x = x}, A\B =def {y| y∈A ∧ ¬(y∈B)}
(3)

To translate a formula in SL to a formula in SBL we replace the predicates
and functions of SL by the corresponding definitions and subsequently apply
the formulas of (1) as shown below. The semantics of SL (Sect.2) is the same as
the semantics of LC- defined in [1]. Due to the soundness and completeness of
the calculus LC- [1] a formula Φ of SL is thus true in the underlying model M
if it is derivable in LC- . Together with (1) and the soundness and completeness
of the predicate calculus we obtain the result:

Theorem 2. If Φ is a formula in SL and Φ̃ the formula derived after the ex-
pansion of Φ by the use of the abbreviations of (3) and the successive elimination
of abstraction terms by the use of the formulas of (1) then Φ is true in M iff Φ̃
is valid in SBL.

Theorem 2 reduces the decidability problem of SL to the decidability problem
of the calculus SBL.

Transformation to a propositional formula. As mentioned earlier the calculus
SBL is a predicate calculus without function symbols and with ‘∈’ as the only
predicate symbol. Such a calculus is undecidable in general (see for instance [3]).
The translation procedure described above produces, however, formulas lying in
a certain subset of SBL which we call SBL2. The variables of a formula of
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this subset can always be divided into one set of variables occurring only on the
left-hand side of the ‘∈’ predicate (element variables) and one set of variables
occurring only on the right-hand side of the ‘∈’ predicate (class variables). Fur-
thermore only quantifiers for element variables are introduced in the course of the
translation from SL to SBL because due to the syntax of SL the first formula
of (1) is not applied. A formula in SBL2 can be transformed to a propositional
formula F(ρ1, . . . , ρm) where ρ1, . . . , ρm are SBL2-formulas of the form:

∀x(x∈A1∨ . . . ∨x∈An)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ρ1

, ∀x(x∈A1∨ . . . ∨¬(x∈An))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ρ2

, . . . , ∀x(¬(x∈A1)∨ . . . ∨¬(x∈An))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ρm

This is possible because due to the restricted quantification a universal quantifier
∀x can be moved (after elimination of ⇒ and ⇔) to the right until a disjunction
of the form (x ∈ A1∨ . . .∨x ∈ Ak) is encountered (where k ≤ n, and atomic
formulas are possibly negated). This can be achieved by the use of the formulas
below where Φ(x), Ψ(x) denote formulas containing x as a free variable and Φ, Ψ
are formulas not containing x as a free variable.

S̀BL
∀x(Φ(x)∧Ψ(x)) ⇔ ((∀x Φ(x))∧(∀x Ψ(x))),

S̀BL
∀x(Φ∨Ψ(x)) ⇔ (Φ∨(∀x Ψ(x))),

S̀BL
Φ ⇔ (Φ∨Ψ)∧(Φ∨¬Ψ)

(4)

In Example 1 below we demonstrate the complete transformation of an SL-
formula to a propositional formula. We use the abbreviations of (3), the second
formula of (1), the formulas of (4), and the notation:
P A

x := x ∈ A, P A
x := ¬(x ∈ A), [P A

x , . . . , P C
x ] := P A

x ∨ . . . ∨P C
x .

Example 1
A∩B⊆C ⇒ (A⊆C ∨B⊆C)

{v|v∈A∧ v∈B}⊆C ⇒ (A⊆C ∨B⊆C)

(∀x(x∈{v|v∈A∧ v∈B}⇒x∈C)) ⇒ ((∀y(y∈A⇒ y∈C))∨(∀z(z ∈B ⇒ z ∈C)))

(∀x((x∈A∧x∈B) ⇒x∈C)) ⇒ ((∀y(y∈A⇒ y∈C))∨(∀z(z ∈B ⇒ z ∈C)))

(∀x((PA
x ∧P B

x ) ⇒P C
x )) ⇒ ((∀y(P A

y ⇒P C
y ))∨(∀z(P B

z ⇒P C
z )))

¬(∀x(¬(P A
x ∧P B

x ) ∨P C
x ))∨((∀y(P A

y ∨P C
y ))∨(∀z(P B

z ∨P C
z )))

¬(∀x[P A
x , P B

x , P C
x ])∨(∀y[P A

y , P C
y ])∨(∀z[P B

z , P C
z ])

¬(∀x[P A
x, P B

x, P C
x ])∨(∀y([P A

y, P C
y , P B

y ]∧[P A
y, P C

y , P B
y ]))∨(∀z([P B

z , P C
z , P A

z ]∧[P B
z , P C

z , P A
z ]))

¬(∀x[P A
x, P B

x, P C
x ])∨(∀y[P A

y, P C
y , P B

y ]∧∀y[P A
y, P C

y , P B
y ])∨(∀z[P B

z , P C
z , P A

z ]∧∀z[P B
z , P C

z , P A
z ])

¬(∀x[P A
x, P B

x, P C
x ]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρ7

)∨(∀x[P A
x, P B

x, P C
x ]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρ5

∧∀x[P A
x, P B

x, P C
x ]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρ7

)∨(∀x[P A
x, P B

x, P C
x ]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρ3

∧∀x[P A
x, P B

x, P C
x ]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρ7

)

The resulting propositional formula is F = ¬ρ7∨(ρ5∧ρ7)∨(ρ3∧ρ7). In general the
formula can have m = 2n ρ-arguments if n is the number of different variables
occurring in the SL-formula. The ρ-arguments are independent of one another
except that all of them cannot be true simultaneously. The validity of a formula
in SBL2 can be decided by a Boolean valuation of the propositional formula
F excluding the case that all ρ-arguments are simultaneously true. Note at this
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point that a formula F in which all possible ρ-arguments occur represents the
worst case. In the great majority of cases only a small subset of the theoretically
possible ρ-arguments actually occur in F making the evaluation of F much more
efficient (see Example 1). In the case of a satisfiable SL-formula it is possible to
construct a collection of finite sets from a Boolean valuation b : {ρ1, . . . , ρm} →
{false, true}m of the corresponding formula F . These sets can subsequently
serve to generate Venn diagrams as counterexamples (or examples) of the SL-
formula. A description of such a generation can be found on the homepage of
the tool.

The implementation. The Hilberticus tool decides whether an SL-formula is
true, satisfiable, or inconsistent in the model M described in Section 2. Given
an SL-formula the tool generates a strictly typed abstract syntax tree (AST)
using the syntax and the priorities of functions and logical connectives described
in Section 2. Then the tree is transformed to an AST representing the corre-
sponding SBL-formula which is subsequently decided according to the described
procedure. The tool is written in Java c© to be easily accessible. It is made up of
different modules which are tested and bound together within the Electronic Tool
Integration platform (ETI) [4], the experimental platform of the Int. J. STTT.
The integrated parser was generated using SableCC, a suitable Java c© compiler
compiler [5]. The ASTs of SL- and SBL-formulas can be visualized using the
PLGraph class library which is supplied by the ETI platform.

4 Related and Future Work

The language SL is a sublanguage of a language first described in [6] and later
named Multi-level Syllogistic (MLS), see for instance [7]. Later on, various vari-
ants of (MLS) have been shown to be decidable. The most recent decision pro-
cedures use semantic tableaux [7]. The semantics of the languages is based on
Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory or parts of it. The sublanguage of MLS which is
the most similar to SL is called 2LS and is described together with a decision
procedure in [8]. As mentioned earlier the Hilberticus tool is the first implemen-
tation of the decision procedure described in Section 3. It was chosen because it
supplies a convenient way to obtain finite sets for Venn diagram generation and
because of the calculus LC- offering a natural possibility to extend the language.
The use of abstraction terms makes it an easy task to introduce new function
symbols. With a test implementation containing a generalized decision proce-
dure we were able to find the incorrect formula

⋃
(M∩N) =

⋃
M∩⋃N in [9,

p.545], a book which is used as reference for all kinds of mathematical formulas.
We are currently working on a version of the tool which uses tableaux based
procedures such as mentioned above and the described translation to SBL in
combination with decision (or verification) procedures for predicate and monadic
logic. In this context the ETI platform supplies the ideal environment for the
integration, comparison, and testing of these translation and decision procedures.
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STRIP: Structural Sharing for Efficient
Proof-Search
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LORIA UMR 7503 - Université Henri Poincaré
Campus Scientifique, BP 239 Vandœuvre-lès-Nancy, France

Abstract. The STRIP system is a theorem prover for intuitionistic
propositional logic with two main characteristics: it deals with the du-
plication of formulae during proof-search from a fine and explicit man-
agement of formulae (as resources) based on a structural sharing and it
builds, for a given formula, either a proof or a countermodel.

1 Introduction

In recent years there was a renewed interest in proof-search for constructive log-
ics like intuitionistic logic (IL), mainly because of research in intuitionistic type
theories and their relationships with programming through proof-search. Dif-
ferents methods (based on resolution, connections, translation in classical logic,
constraints calculus) and implementations have been already designed for IL but
our aim in this work is to focus on two main problems: to avoid the duplication
of formulae during proof-search and to efficiently build countermodels in case of
non-provability. Firstly, we consider the propositional fragment of IL (IPL) but
our main goal is to define structural solutions general enough to be applicable
to other substructural or intermediate logics [1]. A good and efficient explicit
management of formulae (as resources), both in the logical system and in the
implementation, is important to have reliable and efficient implementation tech-
niques of logical calculi (and connected proof-search methods), for instance in
imperative programming languages like C or Java. We have already studied this
point in [3] for the contraction-free sequent calculus LJT [2] for which there are
refinements in order to solve the duplication problem [1,2,5]. The STRIP system,
available at http://www.loria.fr/˜larchey/STRIP decides the provability of
a given IPL sequent and then builds a proof or a countermodel (as a Kripke
tree). It is based on a new logical system, named SLJ [4] and on a structural
solution of the duplication problem (without the introduction of new formulae
and variables like in [2,5]). In order to illustrate and emphasize the interest and
the results of structural sharing and its implementation we have compared, from
various IPL formulae, the STRIP system with Porgi1, a similar prover for IPL
written in SML, and then with the ft2 system that is not based on LJT but is
written in C like our system.
1 available at http://www.cis.ksu.edu/˜allen/porgi.html
2 available at http://www.sics.se/isl/ft.html

R. Goré, A. Leitsch, and T. Nipkow (Eds.): IJCAR 2001, LNAI 2083, pp. 696–700, 2001.
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Γ, A, B → C ` B . . .

Γ, (A→B)→ C ` G
[(→)→]

Γ, A→ C , B→ C ` G

Γ, (A ∨B)→ C ` G
[(∨)→]

Fig. 1. Rules and duplication

2 Formulae Duplication and Sharing

In LJT [2], two kinds of formulae duplication appear even though the system
is contraction-free: these are illustrated in the rules of figure 1. Let us give a
brief overview of the results and techniques presented in [4]. The duplication on
the lhs is treated as in [5], introducing a mark and a so-called boxed sequent :
Γ, A, B?→ C ` � with the intended meaning of Γ, A, B→ C ` B.
The duplication on the rhs is addressed on

Fig. 2. Logical rule

a structural way. Whereas the lhs part of
a sequent is usually considered to be a flat
list a formulae, we use a list of trees, i.e. a
formulae-indexed forest. Thus, the sequents
are represented by specific trees in which for-
mulae are paths from roots to leaves and log-
ical operations are operations on the tree leaves. The problem of duplication is
then a problem of structural sharing in such trees. Similar ideas can be ap-
plied to a refutability system in order to generate countermodels in case of non-
provability [6]. By such an approach, there is no formulae duplication anymore:
each subformula is used at most once in a proof-search branch. During proof-
search the structure of the forest changes but not its size. The STRIP system,
that provides proofs or countermodels for IPL formulae, is based on structural
sharing techniques with the following results: no dynamic memory allocation, a
finer control on the resources and a O(n log n)-space algorithm for provability
[4].

3 Structures and Strategies

The formulae-indexed forest data structure has to be implemented in such a way
that the administrative, logical operations, and those related to strategies take
the less time possible. The leaves are chained into a list to provide fast access to
active formulae (which are those indexing leaves). The STRIP system includes
two different implementations of this structure depending on the way to deal with
the operations of cutting or pasting subtrees. In the first one, called lrmost, one
memorizes for each node the indexes of the leftmost and rightmost leaves under
this node. In the second one, called index-scope, one computes for each node
its scope that is the greatest index among the indexes that could potentially be
under the current node. Moreover the system proposes two proof-search methods
(or strategies for the choice of the leaf to develop at each step). The strategy,
called first-leaf, chooses the first active leaf from a left-to-right search in the set
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4 ((A→ (B ∨ (B → C))) → C) → C
6 A→ B → ((A→ B → C) → C) → (A→ B → C)
7 (((A ∧ B) ∨ C) → (C ∨ (C ∧D))) → (¬A ∨ ((A ∨ B) → C))
8 ((A↔ B ∨ A↔ C ∨ B ↔ C) → (A ∧ B ∧ C)) → (A ∧ B ∧ C)

13 ¬¬((¬A→ B) → (¬A→ ¬B) → A)
14 (¬(A→ (B ∨ C))) → (B ∨ C) → A
15 ¬¬A ∨ (A→ ¬¬B ∨ (B → ¬¬C ∨ (C → (¬¬D →D) ∨ ¬D ∨ ¬¬D)))
20 (((G→ A) → J) →D → E) → (((H → B) → I) → C → J)

→ (A→H) → F →G→ (((C → B) → I) →D) → (A→ C)
→ (((F → A) → B) → I) → E

21 ¬¬(((A↔ B) ↔ C) ↔ (A↔ (B ↔ C)))
22 ((¬¬(¬A ∨ ¬B) → (¬A ∨ ¬B)) → (¬¬(¬A ∨ ¬B) ∨ ¬(¬A ∨ ¬B)))

→ (¬¬(¬A ∨ ¬B) ∨ ¬(¬A ∨ ¬B))
24 Pigeonhole 2-3
25 Pigeonhole 3-4

Time in 10−4 seconds Number of operations
p/u Tporgi Tlr

fl Tis
fl Tlr

rp Tis
rp SSfl SSrp SClr

fl SCis
fl SClr

rp SCis
rp

4 p 0.220 0.280 0.170 0.290 0.210 9 9 71 41 76 46
6 u 0.480 0.390 0.270 0.290 0.230 14 9 104 76 87 71
7 u 0.540 0.280 0.170 0.310 0.240 11 11 82 48 93 59
8 u 1.240 1.180 0.840 0.780 0.570 42 24 253 155 191 131

13 p 0.600 0.570 0.460 0.470 0.340 20 15 133 81 124 75
14 p 0.420 0.390 0.300 0.260 0.200 13 9 99 55 69 44
15 u 0.910 0.560 0.440 0.630 0.510 26 26 158 117 190 149
20 p 10.500 16.880 13.700 2.720 2.220 573 69 4253 3129 900 757
21 p 10.910 3.680 2.820 3.500 2.650 126 97 723 463 918 680
22 u 3.500 15.980 12.660 8.930 7.130 479 220 4104 2935 2677 2157
24 p 21.570 1.390 1.380 1.520 1.450 100 99 452 424 586 560
25 p 225300 26.310 25.550 32.860 31.850 2248 2238 10432 10180 15488 15256

Fig. 3. Comparison : STRIP vs Porgi

of leaves. The strategy, called rule-prec, also considers such a left-to-right search
but the set of leaves is split in different groups having different priorities and
then it selects the first active leaf in the group with the highest priority. With the
rule-prec strategy one always builds a countermodel in case of non-provability
because the invertible rules are applied before the non-invertible rules.

4 Results and Comparisons

For a given sequent, STRIP can decide its provability and then build a proof
or a countermodel (as a Kripke tree). The user can select the forest implemen-
tation (lrmost or index-scope) and the strategy (first-leaf or rule-prec).
The system provides various statistics about the search like the number of rules
applications (in order to evaluate the efficiency of strategies) or the number
of performed operations (in order to determine if the forest implementation in-
duces a huge overhead). We have compared the STRIP system with two provers,
namely Porgi [8] and ft [7].
Porgi is a proof-or-refutation generator, written in SML, that is based on LJT
with a strategy closed to the rule-prec strategy. It has a very simple lexical
analyzer and thus we have only been able to test it with small formulae.
Some comparisons between Porgi and STRIP are given in figure 3 with formulae
that are provable (p) or unprovable (u). The left part of the table presents exe-
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Dom. Size STRIP ft ft/STRIP

¬¬∀x(
p(x) ∨ ¬p(x))

7 257 1.5ms 0.41 s 270
8 291 3.1ms 2.64 s 850
9 325 6.4ms 26.50 s 4100

10 359 12.8ms 6m28 s 30000
21 733 31 s
22 767 62 s
23 801 1m50 s

¬¬(A ∧ B → C) where






A ≡ ∃x(
p(x) ∧ ∀y(q(y) → r(x, y))

B ≡ ¬∃x(
q(x) ∧ ∀y(p(y) → r(x, y))

)

C ≡ ∃x(
p(x) ∧ ¬q(x))

4 1254 8.4ms 130ms 15
5 1870 90.0ms 4.62 s 50
6 2610 1.53 s 4m19 s 170
7 3474 29.5 s + 1 h20m
8 4462 11m26 s

¬¬[¬∃x∀y∃z p(x, y, z) ↔ ∀x∃y∀z ¬p(x, y, z)]

2 495 0.42ms 10ms 24
3 1597 13.6ms + 9h + 106

4 3743 1.07 s
Pigeonhole x-y

5-6 1788 2.23 s 0.33 s 0.14
6-7 2918 64 s 16 s 0.25
7-8 4446 32m44 s 19m27 s 0.60

Fig. 4. Comparison : STRIP vs ft

cution times for both systems (Txy in seconds for 104 loops CPU time only). The
exponent ‘lr’ (resp. ‘is’) corresponds to the lrmost (resp. index-scope) imple-
mentation of the forest. The suffix ‘fl’ (resp ‘rp’) corresponds to the first-leaf
(resp. rule-prec) strategy. The right part presents measures of the space size
and search costs for STRIP proof-search. The expressions SSy and SCxy respec-
tively represent the number of logical rules applications and the total number of
operations during the proof-search.
The STRIP system is always more efficient with the rule-prec strategy, which
is almost the same as the one implemented in Porgi. Moreover, the difference is
significant for the pigeon-hole formulae. We can also compare the strategies.
In examples 20 and 22, we see that first-leaf is much less efficient than
rule-prec because of the size of the proof-search space and thus in this case
STRIP is slower than Porgi. The pigeon-hole examples illustrate the actual im-
pact of sharing techniques and that some tasks, like forest management, are
implemented much more efficiently in our system. From the SC statistics, i.e.
measures of the search cost, we observe that the index-scope implementation
of the forest is always better than the lrmost one but that the difference does
not grow over factor 2, whichever strategy is chosen. However it is clear that
efficient management of formulae becomes crucial on larger scales.
The ft system is suited for first-order logic but has a propositional subsystem for
IPL. This system is not based on LJT and does not build countermodels but it
is written in C like STRIP. Some comparisons between STRIP and ft are given
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in figure 4. In order to analyze the impact of sharing techniques on proof-search,
we have considered instances on finite domains of provable first-order formulae
and also pigeonhole examples. The Dom. column represents the size of the do-
main or the number of pigeons and the Size column represents the size of the
generated formulae3. We observe that, in general, STRIP is much faster than ft
for the first kind of examples. But for the pigeonhole examples both systems are
on par with a slight but decreasing advantage to ft. In fact they include very few
implications (→) and the structural sharing is such that left implication rules
may cut down the problems by large amounts. In this case, the choice of a light
strategy is important. We observe that with the rule-prec strategy, STRIP
spends 85 % of its computation time looking for the active formulae. With some
cyclic variants of first-leaf, we can cut-down this time to 65 % which is not
optimum but nevertheless better, thus being close to ft and even better on the
larger case (7-8). Anyway, we see that the greater the pigeon problem is, the
better STRIP behaves, compared to ft.
Further work will be devoted to other tests and comparisons but regarding our
positive results, our main goal is to apply or extend these implementation tech-
niques (forest representation, structural sharing, forest implementation) to other
substructural or intermediate logics [1] and thus to provide efficient provers that
build proofs or countermodels for such logics.
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Abstract. RACER implements a TBox and ABox reasoner for the logic
SHIQ. RACER was the first full-fledged ABox description logic system
for a very expressive logic and is based on optimized sound and complete
algorithms. RACER also implements a decision procedure for modal logic
satisfiability problems (possibly with global axioms).

1 Introduction

The description logic (DL) SHIQ [18] extends the logic ALCNHR+ [9] by addi-
tionally providing qualified number restrictions and inverse roles. ALCNHR+

was the logic supported by RACE (Reasoner for ABoxes and Concept Ex-
pressions), the precursor of RACER (Renamed ABox and Concept Expres-
sion Reasoner). Using the ALCNHR+ naming scheme, SHIQ could be called
ALCQHIR+ (pronunciation: ALC-choir).

ALCQHIR+ is briefly introduced as follows. We assume a set of concept names
C , a set of role names R, and a set of individual names O . The mutually disjoint
subsets P and T of R denote non-transitive and transitive roles, respectively
(R = P ∪ T ). ALCQHIR+ is introduced in Figure 1 using a standard Tarski-
style semantics. The term > (⊥) is used as an abbreviation for C t ¬C (C u ¬C).

If R,S ∈ R are role names, then R v S is called a role inclusion axiom. A role
hierarchy R is a finite set of role inclusion axioms. Then, we define v∗ as the
reflexive transitive closure of v over such a role hierarchy R. Given v∗, the set
of roles R↓ = {S ∈ R |S v∗ R} defines the sub-roles of a role R. We also define
the set S := {R ∈ P |R↓ ∩ T = ∅} of simple roles that are neither transitive nor
have a transitive role as sub-role.

The concept language of ALCQHIR+ syntactically restricts the combination of
number restrictions and transitive roles. Number restrictions are only allowed
for simple roles. This restriction is motivated by a known undecidability result
in case of an unrestricted syntax [17]. In concepts, instead of a role name R (or
S), the inverse role R−1 (or S−1) may be used.

If C and D are concepts, then C v D is a terminological axiom (generalized con-
cept inclusion or GCI ). A finite set of terminological axioms TR is called a
terminology or TBox w.r.t. to a given role hierarchy R.1 An ABox A is a finite
set of assertional axioms as defined in Figure 1.
1 The reference to R is omitted in the following if we use T .

R. Goré, A. Leitsch, and T. Nipkow (Eds.): IJCAR 2001, LNAI 2083, pp. 701–705, 2001.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2001
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Syntax Semantics
Concepts
A AI ⊆ ∆I

¬C ∆I \ CI

C u D CI ∩ DI

C t D CI ∪ DI

∃ R . C {a ∈ ∆I | ∃ b ∈ ∆I : (a, b) ∈ RI , b ∈ CI}
∀ R . C {a ∈ ∆I | ∀ b ∈ ∆I : (a, b) ∈ RI ⇒ b ∈ CI}
∃≥n S . C {a ∈ ∆I | ‖{y | (x, y) ∈ SI , y ∈ CI}‖ ≥ n}
∃≤n S . C {a ∈ ∆I | ‖{y | (x, y) ∈ SI , y ∈ CI}‖ ≤ n}
Roles
R RI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I

A is a concept name and ‖ · ‖ denotes the cardinality of
a set. Furthermore, we assume that R ∈ R and S ∈ S .

Axioms
Syntax Satisfied if
R ∈ T RI = (RI)+

R v S RI ⊆ SI

C v D CI ⊆ DI

Assertions
Syntax Satisfied if
a :C aI ∈ CI

(a, b) :R (aI , bI) ∈ RI

Fig. 1. Syntax and Semantics of ALCQHIR+ .

An interpretation I is a model of a concept C (or satisfies a concept C) iff
CI 6= ∅ and for all R ∈ R it holds that iff (x , y) ∈ RI then (y , x ) ∈ (R−1)I An
interpretation is a model of a TBox T iff it satisfies all axioms in T . See Figure
1 for the satisfiability conditions. An interpretation is a model of an ABox A
w.r.t. a TBox iff it is a model of T and satisfies all assertions in A. Different
individuals are mapped to different domain objects (unique name assumption).

2 Inference Services

In the following we define several inference services offered by RACER.

A concept is called consistent (w.r.t. a TBox T ) iff there exists a model of C
(that is also a model of T and R). An ABox A is consistent (w.r.t. a TBox T )
iff A has model I (which is also a model of T ). A knowledge base (T ,A) is called
consistent iff there exists a model for A which is also a model for T . A concept,
ABox, or knowledge base that is not consistent is called inconsistent .

A concept D subsumes a concept C (w.r.t. a TBox T ) iff CI ⊆ DI for all in-
terpretations I (that are models of T ). If D subsumes C, then C is said to be
subsumed by D.

Besides these basic problems, some additional inference services are provided by
description logic systems. A basic reasoning service is to compute the subsump-
tion relationship between concept names (i.e. elements from C ). This inference
is needed to build a hierarchy of concept names w.r.t. specificity. The problem
of computing the most-specific concept names mentioned in T that subsume a
certain concept is known as computing the parents of a concept. The children
are the most-general concept names mentioned in T that are subsumed by a cer-
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tain concept. We use the name concept ancestors (concept descendants) for the
transitive closure of the parents (children) relation. The computation of the par-
ents and children of every concept name is also called classification of the TBox.
Another important inference service for practical knowledge representation is
to check whether a certain concept name is inconsistent. Usually, inconsistent
concept names are the consequence of modeling errors. Checking the consistency
of all concept names mentioned in a TBox without computing the parents and
children is called a TBox coherence check .

If the description logic supports full negation, consistency and subsumption can
be mutually reduced to each other since D subsumes C (w.r.t. a TBox T ) iff
C u ¬D is inconsistent (w.r.t. T ) and C is inconsistent (w.r.t. T ) iff C is subsumed
by ⊥ (w.r.t. T ). Consistency of concepts can be reduced to ABox consistency
as follows: A concept C is consistent (w.r.t. a TBox T ) iff the ABox {a :C} is
consistent (w.r.t. T ). An individual i is an instance of a concept C (w.r.t. a
TBox T and an ABox A) iff iI ∈ CI for all models I (of T and A). Again, for
description logics that support full negation for concepts, the instance problem
can be reduced to the problem of deciding if the ABox A ∪ {a :¬C} is inconsistent
(w.r.t. T ). This test is also called instance checking . The most-specific concept
names mentioned in a TBox T that an individual is an instance of are called
the direct types of the individual w.r.t. a knowledge base (T ,A). The direct
types inference problems can be reduced to subsequent instance problems. The
retrieval inference problem is to find all individuals mentioned in an ABox that
are an instance of a certain concept C. The set of fillers of a role R for an
individual i w.r.t. a knowledge base (T ,A) is defined as {x | (T ,A) |= (i, x) :R}
where (T ,A) |= ax means that all models of T and A are also models of ax.
The set of roles between two individuals i and j w.r.t. a knowledge base (T ,A)
is defined as {R | (T ,A) |= (i, j) :R}.

As in other systems, there are some auxiliary queries supported: retrieval of the
concept names or individuals mentioned in a knowledge base, retrieval of the set
of roles, retrieval of the role parents and children (defined analogously to the
concept parents and children, see above), retrieval of the set of individuals in
the domain and in the range of a role, etc. As a distinguishing feature to other
systems, which is important for many applications, we would like to emphasize
that RACER supports multiple TBoxes and ABoxes. Assertions can be added
to ABoxes after queries have been answered. In addition, RACER also provides
support for retraction of assertions in particular ABoxes. The inference services
supported by RACER for TBoxes and ABoxes are described in detail in [11].

3 The RACER Architecture

The ABox consistency algorithm implemented in the RACER system is based
on the tableaux calculus of its precursor RACE [9]. For dealing with qualified
number restrictions and inverse roles, the techniques introduced in the tableaux
calculus for SHIQ [18] are employed.

However, optimized search techniques are required in order to guarantee good
average-case performance. The RACER architecture incorporates the following
standard optimization techniques: dependency-directed backtracking [22] and
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DPLL-style semantic branching (see [6] for an overview of the literature). Among
a set of new optimization techniques, the integration of these techniques into DL
reasoners for concept consistency has been described in [15]. The implementation
of these techniques in the ABox reasoner RACER differs from the implementa-
tion of other DL systems, which provide only concept consistency (and TBox)
reasoning. The latter systems have to consider only so-called “labels” (sets of
concepts) whereas an ABox prover such as RACER has to explicitly deal with
individuals (nominals). ABox optimizations are also explained in [8].

The techniques for TBox reasoning described in [3] (marking and propagation as
well as lazy unfolding) are also supported by RACER. As indicated in [7], the
architecture of RACER is inspired by recent results on optimization techniques
for TBox reasoning [16], namely transformations of axioms (GCIs) [19], model
caching [8] and model merging [15] (including so-called deep model merging and
model merging for ABoxes [13]). RACER also provides additional support for
very large TBoxes (see [10]).

RACER is implemented in Common Lisp and is available for research pur-
poses as a server program which can be installed under Linux and Windows
(http://kogs-www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/˜race). Specific licenses are
not required. Client programs can connect to the RACER DL server via a very
fast TCP/IP interface based on sockets. Client-side interfaces for Java and Com-
mon Lisp are available. A C/C++ interface is available soon.

4 Applications

An application of RACER for ontology engineering is described in [10]. The the-
ory behind another application of RACER in the domain of telecommunication
systems is explained in [2]. RACER has also be used for solving modal logic
satisfiability problems [8] and for database integration tasks. The Java interface
has been developed in order to support a TBox learning application (see [1]).

5 Outlook

The integration of techniques for representing “concrete domains” (e.g. linear
inequalities between real numbers) on the role fillers of an individual has been
investigated in [14]. In addition, optimization techniques for dealing with quali-
fied number restrictions [12] will be integrated into RACER in the next release.
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